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—

On the construction of a Normal Map of the Solar Spec-

trum. An abstract of a memoir read before the National Acad-
emy of Sciences, Aug. 7th, 1866 ; by Wolcott Gibbs, M.D.,
Kumford Professor in Harvard University.

The extraordinary impulse which has been given to the study
of the spectrum by the investigations of Bunsen and Kirchhoff
has led to an accumulation of details which have not yet been
systematically or even conveniently arranged. To a certain ex-
tent at least this has arisen from the want of a standard map of
the solar spectrum upon which new lines may be entered with
precision as regards their relative places. The well known chart
of Kirchhoff, though executed with great care and labor, is not,

properly speaking, normal, since it only represents a spectrum
formed by four flint glass prisms, the angles of which, it is true,

are given, but of which the indices of rets

Moreover the prisms were not placed accurately in the positions

of least deviation for each of the spectral lines. The scale of
millimeters adopted by Kirchhoff is therefore a purely arbitrary

A standard or normal map of the spectrum must be wholly
independent of peculiarities in the form of apparatus, in the
number of prisms, their refractive and dispersive powers and
their positions. Such a map can only be based upon the wave
lengths of the spectral lines, since these do not, like the indices

of refraction, vary with the material of which the prisms are

composed.
Am. Jour. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XLIII, No. IST.-Jan., 1867.



2 W. Gibbs on a normal Map of the Solar Spectrum.

The diffraction spectrum as obtained by a glass plate ruled
with from one to ten thousand lines to the inch gives a nearer
approach to a perfectly normal spectrum than any which has
hitherto h >eit prop. - d. an 1 has bet n < m;
Moss.>tti+ and Draper.:}; But oven in this case there is a position

of least d •
i

L

. i i 1, - depending upon the angle which
the incident beam ot light makes with a normal to the plane of
the reded -'irtae •, and in add"i it i- ii"c^-ar\ either to fix

upon a standard number of lines to be ruled upon each milli-

meter of glass surface, or to reduce the positions of the spectral

lines to those which would have been obtained with a -

ruled surface.
'.

trum in such a manner that each spectral line shall be entered
-

.> its wave leimth. a method tirst suggested, I believe,

by Billet.§

The materials which the present condition of science furnishes

for the construction of a chart of the spectrum upon the princi-

down are not very copious. They consist essentially of
the older measurements of Fraunhofer|| of the wave lengths of
the lines B, C, D, E, b, F, G- and H ; of recent and very accurate
measurements by Angstrom :[ of a still more extended series by
Ditscheiner ;** of the measurements of Pluckerff for certain

lines in the spectra of gj i those of Esselbach £j:

for the ultra-violet rays. In ad iall number
of isolated measurements by MtLll fan,Tffl and
Ketteler.***

For the construction of the chart which I present herewith to

the Academy I have selected the wave lengths determined by
Angstrom as standards. This has been done because both the

.

-

pear to have been much more perfect than those of other observ-
ers—-K ran nhofer not excepted. On the other hand, however, all

of Atmstroins measures an; not available for the reason that the

ttiort of the lines as produced by particular elements
does not appear to be in all cases absolutely certain. As Ang-

of a Paris inch they
have been reduced to millionths of a millimeter by multiplying
them by the constant 27-07.

Ditscheiner's measurements agree closely with those of Ang-

* Dcakschr. Munch. Acad., Bd. viii, 1821-22.



W. Gibbs on a normal Map of the Solar Spectra
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i normni Map of the Solar Spectrum.
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Table II, embracing determinations of 111 wave Ieng

served as the basis u»r the c< instruction of the interpolation curves
•which are herewith submitted to the Academy.
By means of these curves the values of the wav* 1 ngths for

every tenth line of Kirclih -iV's seal..- IV >m lin : (Ji! ! or C, to line

2854'7 or G, have been determined. These values are given in

the following table. > not at present be found
for the lines between A and B, or between B and C, on account
of the absence of the requisite measurements.

Table III.
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•null ^Tip of the Solar Spectrum.

Table III—
|
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To find the wave length of any line in Kirchhoff's table, or
t his chart, from Table III, it is only necessary to employ the
le formula *)&l

' represents the wave length sought and *' the corres-

ponding line upon Kirchhoff's scale; *.the wave length of the
line x in Table III, and s>. the corresponding differ-

ence also given in the table. It is not necessary in any case to

employ second differences. The following table will serve to
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..:. ^. - '
.. - .^ ...

i the above table it will be seen that wave lengths may
illy be determined eorreetlv in the first decimal place when
f-iiv-i-ondii-iL' line ut . - known to the
li of one millimeter. From Table I it will be seen that
e lengths aa determined by two observers differ almost al-

s by several units in the second decimal, and not rarely even
le first, so that Table III will give results within the proba-
?rrors of observation. It must however be remarked that
J:ita (or the calculation of Table III have not boon equallv
TousforeqiiMl intervals of Kirch hoff's sen] . ana the table

3 G. For this portion of the spectrur
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sess the beautiful photographic charts of Mr. Kutherfurd extend-

ing from b to H'. These charts are not however at present avail-

able for the determination of wave lengths, because the lines

upon them beyond G have not yet been identified with lines

whose wave lengths have been measured.

The very numerous measurements oi Mr. Uuggins* give the

relative positions of a great number of spectral lines character-

articular elements. To give these measurements a real

value the corresponding wave lengths must be determined as in

the case of Kirchhoff's lines. I am not at present able to state

to what extent this has been done, or whether it will be possible

without a great number of new measurements of wave lengths

to reduce the scale-numbers given by Mr.. Huggins to the wave
standard. If this can be done, we shall be able to nil up the

portion of the spectrum beyond the line Gr not examined by
Kirchhoff, and for which Ditscheiner's measurements are not

available.!

In any event the tables and formula above given v.

an observer to determine the wave length of any new spectral

line by simple comparison with Kin ihotr*s eh rt. provided only

that the line lies between B and G. In practice I suggest that

eadily made directly. Let for example
used with the spectroscope

S

Ifn

.

as to give an amount of dispersion approximately equal to that

of Kirchhoff's apparatus. If now a scale telescope be employed
with an object glass of about 18 inches foeal k-ngi i. i: will be

:

fleeted image of any small portion of it shall be in the field of

view of the observing telescope at the same time with the direct

image of the part of the solar spectrum containing the line the

wave length of which is to be determined, which line may then

also be brought into the field of view by means of a small prism

reflected image of the scale r

posing a concave lens and i

scale. When the position

any two adjacent lines, or to
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chart, has been determined, the wave length may be found from
Table III.

The determination of wave lengths by the method of com-
parison which I have explained above, is analogous to the de-

fcion of the place of a star by comparison with that of

another star whose place is known. It is easy to see that when
the wave lengths of a sufficient number of lines have beei

'

termined with accuracy for the purposes of comparison, the i

length of a given line may be found with very nearly as much
precision as by direct measurement with a ruled glass. For in

a large spectroscope with five or six prisms of high dispersive

lines differing in wave
length by only a single millionth of a millimeter, is so great mat
the interval may be readily divided into hundredths. Of course

the magnitude <> ( this ii >v\ il for the same system of prisms

will differ in different parts of the spectrum, being greatest for

the most refrangible rays. But the interval will always be suffi-

cient to give us the advantage of determining a small difference

in magnitude by the measure of a considerable distance in space.

To the best of my knowledge this method of determining wave
lengths is new.

The spectroscope enables us however to determine wave
lengths by another method which, though not new in principle,

has not received the attention which it deserves, and has been
applied in practice only in certain cases. I refer to the employ-
ment of the interference bands of Talbot, an application first

made by Esselbach* in the measurement of the wave lengths of

the ultra-violet rays. The method in question exhibits an ex-

v degree of precision when a spectroscope with several

prisms of high dispersive power is employed, since in this case

interference plates of considerable thickness may be used so as

to produce very numerous dark bands. By measuring the num-
ber of bands between the given spectral line and two other spec-

tral lines whose wave lengths are known, the wave length of
the line in question may at once be found.} This method pos-

sesses the further advantage, that by employing several inter-

ference plates of different thicknesses or different kinds of glass,

a number of independent measurements may be made, the mean
of which may be taken. A number of observations may also be
made with a single plate and different pairs of comparison lines.

The chart which is herewith presented to the Academy must
be regarded simply as a first approximation to a normal chart of

the spectrum. It contains 187 lines, the wave lengths of which
have been accurately determined. The chart is drawn to a scale

of millimeters, and in entering the lines of the spectrum upon

* Pogg. Ann., xcTiii, 513.

f See Midler's Lehrbuch der Physik und Meteorologie, Bd. i, p. 850.
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it each millimeter of the chart corresponds to the one-millionth

of a millimeter of wave length. The probable error of measure-
ment in determining the wave length does not usually exceed
one or two ten-millionths of a millimeter, and the spectral lines

have been ruled by a dividing engine upon the copper plate of
the engraver so as to be correct in position to about one-tenth of

chart, while the seven principal lines of Fraunhofer are denoted
by the usual letters. In order to permit a comparison of the

lines characteristic of different elements closely related to each
other in their chemical properties, or belonging to the same natu-

ral groups, several impressions of the scale have also been printed

upon a single sheet parallel to each other. Upon these the lines

may be entered by hand. Copies of the scale have also been
printed at the bottoms of large sheets so as to permit of the con-

struction of dispersion curves. The comparison of the wave
lengths of the spectral lines which characterize elements belong-

ing to the same natural family may hereafter lead to interesting

results, but at the present time it is difficult to institute such a

comparison for the reason that we do not know all the lines

which are produced by any one element. For the same reason

it would probably be impossible at present to determine whether
there is any law governing the wave lengths of the spectral lines

belonging to the elements as regards their intervals or distribu-

tion over the spectrum. The conviction that precise knowledge
of these and similar points must depend upon a knowledge of

wave lengths and not merely of indices of refraction, has led me
to make this rm a normal map of the spectrum.

As a first attempt merely it is necessarily imperfect, but my
:eded

ing

My grateful acknowledgments are due to Prof. J. E. Hilgard,

under whose superintendence most of the curves which I have
employed : been drawn in the office of the
Coast Survey. To Mr. S. P. Sharpies I am also indebted for

much assistance in the work of computation.
Cambridge, July, 1866.

Postscript.—Since the above was written I have received a
second paper by Ditscheiner* on the wave lengths of the spec-

tral lines, in which the author gives the results of a determina-
tion of the absolute value of the interval between two succes-

sive lines of the grating or ruled glass surface employed by him.
When this value is used the wave lengths of T>3 and D« become

* Sitzungsberichta der kaiaerlichen Akad. der Wissensehaften, Band lii, 289%
Am. Jock. Sci.-6E.osn Sekics, Vol. XLIII, No. 127.—Jan., 1867.



ly, as measured by Ditscheiner, 590-53 and 589-89,
which are 049 and 0*46 higher than those of Angstrom as given,
in Table I. Ditscheiner in this second paper has recomputed
the table given in his first memoir. The results are much higher
than those of Angstrom or those given in my reduction of Dits-

cheiner's first measurements, the average difference being about
0;4 of one unit. The close agreement of the two sets of results

given in Table I appears to me a sufficient reason for adhering
to the values of the wave lengths employed in this paper as data
for interpolation.

John Francis Encke, born Sept. 23, 1791, was the youngest
son but one of the deacon of the Jacobi Church in Hamburg.
Four years after his birth his father died, leaving the care and
the education of eight children to his mother, a lady of much
worth, and happily possessed of great mental <

; tutor of the boy was Mr. Hipp, a gentleman possess-

jrable aptitude for m *

_: and to his

honor be it spoken, a man who rendered valuable pecuniary

able aptitude f

> the orphan and moneyless family. Hipp (

this material encouragement to young Encke even alter the time
that he entered the College at Hamburg, well known as the Jo-

haneum. At this College, then under the directorship of Gurlitt,

who enjoyed a high reputation for classical learning, the boy-
student rapidly advanced, and in addition to considerable ability

in Latin composition, his knowledge of Greek was sufficient to

to translate and enjoy the Lyricks of Pindar. Not-
withstanding, however, this early classical training, when the
time came for his entrance at the University, Encke resolved
henceforth to devote his attention mainly, if not exclusively, to

the study of astronomy.
But here came a very formidable impediment; there were

ample funds at the disposal of a poor clergyman's son for a theo-

reer, but none for the prosecution of so unusual a study.
Nevertheless, such was the acknowledged ability, and so deter-

mined was the inclination, of young Encke, that, as is happily
not unusual in such cases, all the d : length to

perseverance, and to his great joy, in Oct. 1811, he found him-
self at Gottingen, and a student under the celebrated Gauss.
The very newspapers of Hamburg were at that day compulso-

a
; as a condescension, however, or as an in-

sult to the inhabitants, a German t\.\- i .
i
„ . - I..ul. m a

* From the Monthly Notices of the Astronom. Soc. of London, 1866, p. 129.



like spirit even the a of the old "Georgia
Augusta" of Gottingen had the image and superscription of Je-

rome Buonaparte printed upon it. No wonder then that neither

Gauss nor astronomy could retain the young student at his

books, but. obeying the impulse which animated the whole heart

of Germany, in the spring of 1813 he took up arms and marched
to Hamburg for the rescue of his country from the domination
of the French. After the re-occ burg by the for-

< iguer, fc]neke entered the Hanseatic Legion, then in process of

formatio ai id there he served as

a sergeant-major in the horse artillery until Juty, 1814. In the

autumn of this year he returned to Gottingen and to his astro-

nomical pursuits, and for nearly twelve months continued a dili-

gent student of subjects far more peaceable, and far more conge-

nial to his turn of mind. Nevertheless the return of Napoleon
from Elba once more finds him in a soldier's uniform, but now
only for a short period, and, happily, for the last time. Water-
loo and its consequences restored peace to France and to Europe,
and young Encke, who in peace had no taste for soldiership and
a uniform, returned, for the third time, to Gottingen and to

Gauss. It was thus in the midst of these stirring and trouble-

some events, that the spirits of such men as Franz Encke and
Wilhelm Struve were disciplined and matured.
While Encke was serving as a lieutenant of artillery in the

Prussian fortress of Kolberg, he became acquainted with the cele-

brated Linclenau, at once astronomer and statesman, and after

letion of his studies under Gauss, he was appointed, by
the influence of the former, an sssistant in the Observatory of
Seeburg, not far from Gotha. In 1820 he became Vice-director,

and in 1822 he was appointed Director, in the place of Lindenau,
who returned to his political career.

It was at Seeberg that Encke commenced and completed his

important work on the "Transits of Venus in 1761 and 1769,"
published at Gotha in 1822 and 1824. lie also matured his in-

n of the comet of 1680, and of the remarkable comet of
short period which bears his name. Zach's Correspondence and
Lindenau's Zeitschrift, about this period, contain many evidences
of his talents and his industry. During .

>ry at Seeberg he was elected an Honorary Associate
of the Eoyal Astronomical Society, and at the time of his de-

cease was the oldest foreign member on our list. In 1824 the
Council of our Society awarded to Encke their gold medal for

what Mr. Colebrooke, the President of that day, properly desig-

nated as "the greatest step that had been made in tin

my of comets since the verification of Hallev's ( 'omet in 1750."

long been on the track of his comet. In 1818 he had
. mg it with the Comet of Mccluun and Mcs-
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sier in 1786, and again with the comet discovered by Miss Her-
schel in 1795, and with the comet of Pons in 1805. The result of

his invest;- comet, which astronomers have
agreed to designate as "Encke's Comet" (although he himself

always modestly calls it the Comet of Pons), would make its ap-

pearance again in 1822, although it would not then be visible in

Europe. Accordingly our Society had the gratification of pre-

senting to Mr. Riimker their medal for its discovery at Para-

matta in 1822, on the same day when they bestowed a similar

mark of approbation, as we have already stated, on Encke him-
self, for its prediction.

It was in these Memoirs, that i imself by his

systematic and most successful application oi

to a number of astronomical observations. For the meth-

od itself we are mainly indebted to Legendre and to Gauss, but

for the first exhibition of its vast practical value, we are indebted

to tlio example of Encke. His mind, indeed, seems to have
been preeminently aril g in the orderly and

tic development of what otherwise and to many would
seem an inextricable maze of figures. Those who knew him
best consider that he probably injured the generality of his math-
ematical analysis by the fastidious care which he bestowed upon
its symmetrical arrangement.

In 1825, at the recommendation of Bessel, Encke was appointed
to the Directorship of the Observatory at Berlin; the Observa-
tory itself was both improperly situated, and inadequately sup-

plied with instruments, but ultimately, at the suggestion of Hum-
boldt, a new Observatory was erected at the expense of the Prus-

sian government, Encke superintending personally 1

•angements. And here, for eight i

n, he (ten years after its completion, he continued with much assiduity

to observe both with the Transit Circle and the Equatorial ; but
his natural tastes did not lie in instrumental observations, and
after the discovery of numerous small planets by various observ-
ers, he devoted himself with much success to the investigation

of planetary disturbances.

The labors of Encke in reference to the comet which bears
his name have already been referred to. Having carefully taken
into account the perturbing action of the planets on this comet
during several successive periods, he established the remarkable
fact that there is some extraneous
tinually diminishes the comet's periodic time. This is evidently
the effect which would be produced if the comet suffered a re-

, _, ,. ., v !V ::tr .,--.,. ,

T a: medium, and accord-

ingly this is the explanation proposed by Encke, and at present

generally accepted by .
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Encke has also, as already mentioned, devoted special atten-

tion to the subject of the perturbations of the Minor Planets.

In the Appendix to the Berliner Jahrbuch for 1837 and 1838,
he expounds in detail the method of calculating these perturba-

tions which had been long used by himself and other German
astronomers, and which was originally given by Gauss. In this

method the perturbations of the six elements of the orbit are

computed for successive equal intervals of time by means of

mechanical quadratures, and from the values of the elements
thus found for any given time, the co-ordinates of the body at

that time are determined.

Now this method, although a very beautiful one in theory, is

attended with the disadvantage of requiring the determination

of double the number of unknown quantities that are really

wanted, and the calculations which must be gone through con-

sequently become excessively long.

As the number of the known minor planets became larger,

the want of a readier method of computing their pert-

became more and more pressing.

Encke was thus impelled to devise a mode of appl

method of integration by quadratures directly to the aifl

equations of motion of the disturbed body, and he published an
account of this new method in the Proceedings of the Berlin

Academy for 1851. In this Memoir he refers the place of the

body to rectangular co-ordinates, and he determines the pertur-

bations of its movements during successive short intervals of
time by a direct computation of the changes produced in the
three co-ordinates by the action of the disturbing planet.

He estimates that the labor of computation is reduced by the

Hew method to less than one-half of that required by the method
previously employed.

It should be remarked that Prof. G. P. Bond, in a paper which
was communicated to the American Academy of Arts and Sci-

ences in 18-19, had already briefly explained a method of calcu-

lating perturbations exactly similar in principle to that of Prof.

Encke, but the latter was totally unaware of the existence of
this paper when he published his own Memoir, which enters
much more fully into the practical details of the method, and
gives greater prominence to the importance of it as applied to

the case of the minor planets.

By astronomers of the present day it is possible that Encke
may be most highly estimated for the vast improvements m un:a

he introduced into the Berlin Ephemeris. The history of astro-

nomical ephemerides is not a little varied and curious; a concise

account of it will be found in the fourth volume of the Memoirs
of the Koyal Astronomical Society, on the occasion of the coun-
cil of the Society presenting Encke, through their President,
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with a gold medal, for the part which he had taken in the im-

provement of the Berlin Ephemeris. Our own Nautical Alma-
nac, at ti at <!a\

,
vi; in 1830, had fallen or had remained greatly

behind the requirements of astronomers ; but in speaking of

the merits of the foreign Ephemeris, the report of the Council

runs as follows: " A gold medal has been voted to Professor

Encke for the superb . It would be super-

fluous to dwell upon the merits of"this well-known work, which,

far outstripping all rivalry, must be considered as the only

b on a level with the present wants of the sciences."

On presenting the medal, Sir Jan es S:> r] t'n President, adds,
" W itn The />'•/ in E'/Ji'ionii. an observatory scarcely wants a

single book : without it, every one." It would, however, be dis-

loyal, though in any other aspect it may be needless, not to add
that what has just been said of the Berlin Ephemeris of 1830,

may with equal truth be predicated of the Nautical Almanacs
from 1834 to the present date; nevertheless the first impulse

came from Encke and Berlin.

Many other labors of Encke may also be found in the Me-
moirs and Monthly Reports of the Berlin Academy, in the As-
tronomiseL in four volumes of the Berlin Ob-
servations. He is also well known by the publication of several

excellent speeches, and especially for a memorable ehge on the

celebrated Bessel.

Encke visited England in the autumn of 1840, in order to be
present at the meeting of the British Association, and for the

purpose of inspecting the English Observatories. His account of

that journey is a testimony of the deep and pleasing impression

England left upon his memory.
In 1859 Encke suffered from an apoplectic fit, and foreseeing

the commencement of disease of the brain, he obtained leave of
absence from his Observatory in the spring of 1863. In the au-

tumn of the same year, finding a recurrence of the same symp-
toms, and knowing what they implied, with a brave heart, the

now aged man explained his forebodings to a physician, and at

once placed himself under his care in an institution for diseases

of the brain at Kiel. At the commencment of 1864 he requested
permission to be relieved from all astronomical work, and until

the time of his decease, continued to live in a quiet, happy state

of mind, in the midst of his family, at Spandau, near Berlin.

Encke, during the forty years of his professorship at Berlin,

impressed the form and bent of his mind upon many pupils,

who have ably contributed their share in the progress' of' astro-

nomical knowledge. There is no greater proof of the real worth
of a teacher, than when his pupils speak well and luvhiaiy of

him. They see the man in his weaLi • .-s ar.J in h - *!.- ..'_!u.

So it fared with Encke. They bear strong and uniform testi-
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mony to his eminent frankness and truthfulness; his labors,

they say, were incessant, his recreations few ; be was simple in

his manners, and in all his habits temperate. Towards his co-^

adjutors and assistants he showed a severe judgment, but he set

them a severer example. A man such as this, absorbed f

work, and shutting himself away from the outer world, v.

to be sometimes abrupt, or laconic, or even incautious, in his ut-

terances; these utterances, from their bluntness or their truth-

nally gave offense, and involved Encke in trouble.

As age, however, grew upon him he became more gentle in his

manners, and softer in his address ; and in the presence of those

whom he knew and trusted, the old man would sometimes review

his own life, and urge his favorite pupils to draw from his own
experience lessons of moderation and self-restraint, both in pass-

ing their judgments on the labors of others, and in the amount
of labor which they felt it their duty .to exact from themselves.

There occurs but one more question regarding this great and'

venerable man ; the writer of this memoir gladly adopts this lan-

guage, great and venerable, because they are the very words se-

lected by men who served him long and who knew him well,

and who are themselves doing good public service in their own
day. It is well known that great theological activity, not to say
theological strife, surrounded Encke and every other intellectual

thinker in Germany ; it may not, perhaps, concern us, simply as

students in Astronomy, but it cannot fail to interest us as men,
to know what effect this independence of thought and boldness

of expression had upon the spirit of a man, whose name will for

ever be associated with some of the noblest and furthest-reaching

efforts of the human mind. In reply to this question, we are

told by those who knew him intimately, that Encke retained

through life the strength and simplicity of his early faith; and we
also learn that he was heard repeatedly to say, that one of the

greatest pleasures of his life was derived from the fact, that one
of his sons had become a minister of the Gospel. c. p.

Akt. III.—Sketch of the Geology of Northeastern Dakota, with a
notice of a short visit to the celebrated Pipestone Quarry; by F. V,
Hayden.

The object of this note is simply to record some observations
on the geology of Northeastern Dakota, made by me in October

<>;\r.t ,,\ ; i ~, ,,rt visit to the celebrated

inference is drawn as to the age
of the rocks in which the pipestone layer is located, from the

• remains could be found. There-

fore certain facts are noted down with the hope that they may
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be quite ex-

Tn October last, after my return from a tour of exploration to

the li M.-.uvaises Terres" or "Bad Lands" of White river, I took
advantage >i an opportunity that presented itself to visit some
portions of D i -: >ta f< n t<>r\ on the north side of the Missouri

river not hitherto examined by me. 1 there made my start-

ing point the village of Yankton, the capital of Dakota Terri-

tory, located on the Missouri, about twelve miles above the

mouth of the James. At this point we observed a large expo-

sure of the yellow calcareous marl beds of No. 3, Niobrara Di-

vision, forming along the river nearly vertical bluffs, extending

sometimes several miles. The rock varies in texture from a

nearly white, soft chalk, much like our chalk of commerce, to a

somewhat compact limestone which is used for burning into lime

and for building purposes. Thick beds of this chalk present a
marked rust <<>[. u- from the presence of a greater or less amount
of the peroxyd of iron

;
otherwise it could hardly be distin-

guished from the chalk of Europe, and without doubt would
serve the same economical purposes. The organic remains found
here are not very numerous in species. The most abundant
shell is the Ostrea congesta Conrad, which seems to have been
as gregarious and to have aggregated together much in the same
way as the little oyster which is exposed when the tide recedes

along the shores of the Sea Islands of South Carolina. Near
the base of No. 3, there are layers of rock several feet in thick-

ness, made up almost entirely of one or more species of Inoce-

ramus, one of which has been identified as I. problematicus. The
fish remains are quite numerous, diffused throughout the rock.

Fragments, consisting of jaws, ribs and scales, are found in the

greatest abundance, and Mr. Propper, a resident of Yankton has
succeeded in securing some nearly perfect specimens (unde-
scribed) from the quarries there. This group of rocks extends
for four hundred miles along the M ss > u r ver, and I am con-

hat when carefully studied, it will be found to represent
the White Chalk beds of Europe, and be employed for similar

economical purposes.

The Cretaceous rocks of the Missouri river have been num-
bered in the order of superposition, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and all

of these divisions have been located in the geological scale by
the unmistakable evidence of their organic remains. We find

therefore that this portion of Dakota is occupied exclusively, or

nearly so, by the middle member of the Cretaceous series. The
soft and yielding nature of No. 3 is well shown by the topo-

. atures of the country, where all the slopes are gentle

in their descent, and for the most part covered with a thick
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produces excellent crops, and is especially adapted to the growth
of cereals.

From Yankton our course was nearly rfbrth, up the west side

of James river. Our path led over a gently rolling prairie for

sixty-five miles, with not a tree or a bush to greet the eye.

There were no cut bluffs along the little streams over which we
passed ; the sides of the hills bordering the valleys sloping at

a very moderate angle, and being covered with a thick growth
of grass. No rocks were seen in place until we arrived at Fort
James, about twelve miles below the mouth of Fi rested creek,

a branch of James river. Erratic rocks of all sizes and texture

were visible on the surface everywhere, more especially in the

valley of James river and its tributaries.

At this point on James river, uncovered by the scooping out

of the valley, is a large exposure of reddish variegated quartz-

ites, differing somewhat in structure and appearance from any
rocks hitherto observed by me on the Upper Missouri. They
cover a considerable area in the valley of the James at certain

but nowhere are they exposed at a thickness of more
than twenty or thirty feet. Indeed they have been much worn
by water, so that they project above the surface in large square

- iggesting to one in the di tog houses.

The rocks are mostly reddish and flesh-colored quartzites, so

compact that the lines of stratification are nearly obliterated.

They also appear to be metamorphic. There is, however, a hor-

izon! 1 as we 1 as a vortical fracture, and the horizontal

ppear to be original laminae of deposition.

These lines or bands are seldom horizontal; but much waved
and inclined, as if the materials had been deposited in shoal or
troubled waters. The illustrations of ripple or wave markings
in these rocks are very numerous and beautiful. There is con-
siderable variety in the texture of the rock ; some of it is a very
fine, close-c - . that when worn by water it pre-
p' its a smootl glistening surface like glass. Again it is filled

with small water-worn pebbles, forming a fine pudding stone;
again there are layers of siliceous sandstone, \\ hw:h -

i

slain varying from one fourth of an inch to several
thickness. This rock is very useful for building purposes, and
has been e int by the U. S. army officers in

the numerous buildings that constitute die fort. I
gently wherever the rock had been quarried, for some

traces of organic remains, but none were visible. Resting upon
the q l irt; i;.e at this locality, is a bed of black plastic clay, pre-

N ~ O.-taeeons, as s-vn alnn<_' the Missouri river

near the mouth of the Vermilion. I found no fossils in this

Am. Jock. Sci.—Second 8erie», Vol. XLIII, No. 1*7.—J.v>\, Iff*.
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rock, but there were numerous specimens of selenite in crystals,

which characterize it in other localities. Resting on No. 2 is the

Chalky marl of No. 3, not differing in structure from the same
rock before described as occurring at Yankton on the Missouri

river. It here contains an abundance of its characteristic fossil,

Oslrea congesta. The thickness exposed is about fifty feet, but

from an examination of the slope above, I estimated its entire

thickness at this point at from 80 to 100 feet.

The formations at this locality, in descending order, are as

follows : a. Yellow chalky marl No. 3 ;
b. Black plastic clay with

selenite crystals, undoubtedly No. 2 ; c. Beddish and rose-colored

From Fort James we again proceeded across the undulating

prairie, in a dire !.i • a ii rk> - it <>t east, about 65 miles, to

Fort Dakota, at Sioux Falls, on the Big Sioux river. Nothing
of especial interest, in a geological point of view, met our eye
except a small exposure of the redi the valley of
Vermilion river. The soil of the prairie over which we passed,

and also the superficial deposits as shown along the streams,

gave unmistakable evidence that ih- -ml, i t<- ,Mrvs of all this

region are due to the wearing away of the Cretaceous rocks Nos.
2 and 3, and that they are the immediate underlying formations.

The most eh ss which met the eye everywhere,
were the boulders which cover large areas so thickly as to ren-

der cultivation impossible until they are removed. Th<
however, will be found to be very useful to future settlers for

building and it poses.

At Sioux Falls there is a remarkable exhibition of the same
red and variegated quartettes described at James river. They
are here exposed only in the valley of the river by the removal
of the superincumbent Cretaceous rocks. The falls are five or
six in number, extending a distance of half a mile, and have a
descent of 110 feet in all, forming the most valuable water power
I have ever seen in the west. About ten feet from the top of
the rocks as seen at this locality, is a layer of steatitic material.

mottled, gray and cream-color, very soft, about 12 inches thick.

:

Indian ornaments. When the quartzites have been subjected
to the attrition of water, they present the same smooth glassy
surface as bet -re mentioned." There are also beds of pudding
stone, and the most beautiful illustrations of wave and ripple
markings that I have ever observed in my geological explora-

I was unable to discover anv well defined fossils, but wher-
ever the surfaces of the rocks had been made smooth by the
attrition of water, quite distinct rounded outlines of what ap-

peared to be bivalve shells could be seen, so numerous that the

rocks must have been charged with them. The matrix is so
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iccl and hard, that on breaking the rock no trace of

the fossil could be found. I am confident, however, that the

rock is tilled with organic reman <, Kit they cannot now be sep-

arated from the matrix so as to be identified.

From Sioux Falls to the celebrated Pipestone quarry, the dis-

tance is just 40 miles, measured with an odometer. Direction

a little east of north. We passed over a similar an
prairie, with b it <.m i small tr<v ah »i.g the route, and but one rock
exp'^me, a •! i ,

•
<

••;>-
. ut four miles south of the quarry.

The rock is a very hard quartzite, composed largely of water-

worn pebbles, quartz, jasper, small clay nodules, chalcedony
;

some of the rock is a ie, other portions are

fine grained siliceous rock. It lies in regular layers or beds, dip-

ping at an angle of about 5°, 30° S. of E *

On reaching the source of the Pipestone creek, in the valley

of which the Pipestone bed is located, I was surprised to see

how inconspicuous a place it is. Indeed, had I not known of

the existence of a rock in this locality so celebrated in this re-

gion, I should have passed it by almost unnoticed. A single

glance at the red quartzites here, assured me that these rocks

were of the same age with those before mentioned at James and
Vermilion rivers, and at Sioux Falls. The layer of Pipestone

in be seen. It rests upon a gray
quartzite, and there are about five feet of the same gray quart-

it, which have to be removed with great labor be-

fore the Pipestone can be secured. About 300 yards from the

Pipestone exposure is an escarpment, or nearly vertical wall of
variegated quartzite, extending directly across the valley. Each
end of the wall passes from view beneath the superficial cover-

ing of the prairie. It is about half a mile in length. About a
quarter of a mile farther up the valley there is another small es-

carpment, so that the entire thickness of the rock exposed at
' about 50 feet. Not a tree can be seen ; only a few

growing among the rocks. There is a little stream
of clear, pure water flowing from the rocks, with a perpendic-
ular fail of about 30 feet, forming a beautiful cascade. The evi-

dences of erosion were very marked, and the question arose

—

how could all the materials which must once have existed here
joined on t .en removed, except by a stream
much larger and more powerful in its erosive action' than the
one at present flowing here? There is a slight inclination of the
beds from 1° to 3°, about 15° S. of E.

About 200 yards southeast of the quarry are five massive
boulders, composed of a very
granite, v- r\ much like that which forms the nucleus of the

Black Hills.

* I am greatly indebted to Col. Knox, commandant of Fort Dakota, at Sioux
Lea in my examinations.
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The first detailed account of the Pipestone quarry tin

been able to find, is that of Catlin, in this Journal, [1], xxxviii.

In Nicollet's excellent report there is a much more ca

accurate description of the rock and the locality, but neither

of these gentlemen hint at the probable geological age. The
first attempt to determine the age of the rocks in which the

Pipestone is located, was made by Prof. Hall, in a paper read

before the American Philosophical Society not long since. In

that paper he regards them as of the same age with the Huro-
nian rocks of Canada and Lake Superior.

At the time Mr. Catlin made his visit to the quarry he sent

a portion of the pipestoneto Prof. C. T. Jackson, of Boston, for

analysis. Prof. J. gave it the name of Catlinite, with the fol-

lowing composition :

Water, .... 8-4

Silica, .... 48-2

Alumina, ----- 28-2

Oxyd of i

Carbonate of I;

Loss (probably magnesia), 1-0

The Pipestone layer, as seen at this point, is about 11 inches

in thickness, oidy about 2£ inches of which are used for manu-
facturing pipes and other ornaments. The remainder is too irn-

. fragile, &c. This rock possesses almost every color

and texture, from a light cream to a deep red, depending upon
the amount of peroxyd of iron. Some portions of it are soft,

flakes ; others mottled with red and gray. A ditch from four to

six feet wide and about 500 yards in length, extending partly

across the valley of Pipestone creek, reveals what has thus far

been done in excavating the rock. There are indications of an
unusual amount of labor on the part of the Indians in former
years to secure the precious material.

This rock has been used for many years past by the Indians
of the Nor: \\ was form-
erly the custom of some of the tribes to make the 1 -eality an
nr.n mi visit to secure a portion of teriftl. They
placed a higher value on the rock, bee mse. w title being so firm

in texture it is so easily wrought, and because they c

far i lore beau-iful and" showy pipes than frotn any other mate-
ria! known to them. Besides, this was and is now, the only

from whence the true pipestone can be obi;

the labor is so great in throwing off the five feet of solid quartz-
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ite that rests upon it, that the rock has always been rare. For

a mile or two before reaching the quarry the praiiie is strewed

with fratrments that have been east away by pilgrims.

Nearly all of our writers on Indian history have invested this

place with a number of legends or myths. They have rep-

resented the locality as having been known to the Indians in m
remote antiquity. All these notions, 1 am convinced, will dis-

appear defore the light of a careful investigation of the facts.

It is quite probable that the rock has not been known to the Im-

plement in the vicinity, nor could I hear that any had ever

been found; and indeed nothing could be seen that would lead

one to suppose that the j
: 11 i visited for a longer pe-

riod than fifty years. All the excavations could have been
made within that time. There are many rude iron tools scat-

tered about, and some of them were taken out of the ditch last

Again, it do^s not appear that in the mounds which have been
opened in tl y so extensively, any trace of this

rock has ever been found. It is v - pipe is the

most important of the dead man's possessions and is almost in-

variably buried with the body, and if a knowledge of this rock
had extended back into the stone age, it is almost certain that

some indications of it would have been brought to light in the

vast number of mounds that have been opened in the valley of
ssippi. Pipes and other- [ram steatite,

..- -

ry, and they are still manufactured from this material

on the Pacific coast.

Now the question arises as to the age of the rocks we have
attempted to describe and which include the pipestone layer.

Owing to the absence of well defi is, the prob-
lem becomes a difficult one. Their exceedingly close-grained,

compact, apparently metamorphic character, would direct one's
attention to the older rocks, perhaps some member of the Azoic
series; but if the impressions seen at Sioux Falls are those of
bivalve shells, we must look higher in the scale. But in order
that we may arrive at an approximate conclusion, let us look at
the geology of the surrounding country.

We already know that the limestones of the upper Coal Meas-
ures are exposed at Omaha City, and continue up the Missouri
river to a point near De Soto, almost twenty miles farther, where
they pass from view beneath the bed of the river. Overlapping
them is a course sandstone composed of an aggregation of parti-

cles of quartz cemented with the peroxyd of iron." This assumes
every color from a deep dull red to a nearly white. The layers
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of deposition are very much inclined and distorted. Near Black-

b.> t t . 1 1 1 i - dicotyledonous leaves have been found, and

many of these plants occur in a quartzite so close-grained that

the lines of s early or quite obliterated, yet the

inns a valuable quarry

near Sioux City. The coal seam included in this f

(Lower Cretaceous, No. 1) crops out forty miles up the Big Sioux,

or within sixty miles of Sioux Falls. Between Sioux City and
Yankton we have at least three members of the Cretaceous se-

ries. Near Fort James we find that two members of the Creta-

ceous series (Nos. 2 and 3) rest upon the quartzites. The surface

of the whole country, with the soil and drift, indicate

that •;<• I rocks are of Cretaceous age. Is

it not possible therefore, that the quartzites that include the pipe-

stone bed, belong to the supra-carboniferous, Triassic perhaps,

or even to an extension downward of Cretaceous No. 1?
Prof. Hall, in an interesting geological memoir, read recently

before the American Philosophical Society, L'ives an account of

a tour into Western Minnesota, and many"of the rock exposures

which he describes must be of the same age with the-

in this paper. He seems to have proceeded west from St. Paul to

St. Peters and Fort Ridgely on the Minnesota river. From Fort

be continued west to Lake Shetek, which is not more
than forty miles from the pipestone bed. Prof. Hall describes

a wall of red quartzite fitch he thinks is of the

same age and character with that at Pipestone creek. I am con-

it not only the rock at Lake Shetek, but at many other

localities which he d care, are of the same
age. I was informed by intelligent land surveyors in Dakota

these red quartzite exposures extend very
far to the north. Pro! Bfl of the age
of the Huronian series. His opportunities for tracing these

rocks from the north and east were excellent, and his opinion is

entitled to great weight.

Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, Not. 10, 1866.

The arrangement here proposed differs so widely from the two
formerly put forth by me, as to be really new. The changes
introduced will, I trusl ing naturally from the

recent progress of the study. The localities by which the system

tg ill istrnted are such as are represented in my collection, now
deposited in Amherst College. A number of localities found on
my previous lists as well as upon those of others, are omitted,
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• been too largely exposed to t

Classification of Meteorites.

Sub-Class II.

DYSCRlTtC.
Earth;/ individuals

Ord. 2nd. Augitic
Contains augite.

Ord. 1st Psammitic. (Vdppot,

sand.)

[
Ord. 3rd. Oolitic.

With oolil

I
Ord. 4th. Pornhyrilic.

ISub-porphyritic.
Ord. 5th. Basaltic.

Trappean.

Black. (Av9pa£, coal.)

Sub Class I.

More than lull/ stoney.

Ord. 2nd. .

[ Firm.

. Stisrmatic. (Eriyjua, .

[
Ord. 1st. Mignumic. [\llyvipl, i

Xafcwfc steel.)

CLASS III.

Sub-Class II.

Apsatharic.

Steel-like.

1. 3rd. Microgrammi
Lines very small.

L 4th. Evgrammic.

uded!
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CLASS L LTTHOLITES.

Sub-class I. Eucritic.

Order 1st. Frtdspothic.

1. Stannern, Moravia, May 22, 1308.16. Bialistoek, Poland, Oct. 17, 1827.

2. .Juveuas. France, Juno 15, 1821. 7. Nobleboro, Maine, U. S. A., Aug.

3. Jonzac, Fiance, June 13, 1819. | 7,1823.

4. MWiwr, Bavaria, Dec. 13, 18C

Order 2d. Augilic.

1. Chassigny, France, Oct. 3. 1815. (3. Ensisheim, Frc

2. HMi..|..s»ille, S. i'ar.-iina.U. S. A., 4. Shalka, Iudia,

March 25, 1843.

Sub-class. II. Dyscritic.

Order 1st. Psammitic.

. Kleimvenden, Prussia, Sept. 16

. Simbirsk, Russia.

. 1'illistfer, Russia. Aug. 8, 1862.

. Klein Menow, Mecklenburg, Oct.

- .. Mav 19,1820

. Ziboizika, Russia, April 10,1 8! 8.

. Mauerkirclieii, Austria, Nov. 20,

. Owl, Baltic Sea, May 13, 1855.

. Charkow, Russia, Oct. 13, 1787.

. Linum, Prussia, Sept. 5, 1854.

. Casiine, Maine, I'. S. A., Mav 20.

1848.

. Alboreto, Italy, July, 1766.

. Futlehpur, India, Nov. 30, 1822.

. Kakova, Hungary, May 19, 1 858.

Howardic.

2 1 . Knleschofka, Russia, Mar.l 2-

2 4. .-

Lissa, Bohemia, Sept. 3,

Bacbmut, Russia, Sept. \,

Belgium, June

. Gh-.-nti. Sicily, Feb. 10, 1853

. r.k-n. Holland, June 12, 1840

. Busehof, Russia, June 2, 1863

. Angers, France, June 3, 1822. 36. Dai

25. Apt, Frc

26. Linn, Iowa, U.S.A., Feb. 25,

1847.

27. Politz, Russian Germany, Oct.

18, 1819.

. Tenn., U. S. A., May,

9, 1827.

29. Forsvih, Georgia, U. S. A, May,

8, 1829.

30. Deal, New Jersey, U. S. A., Aug.

14, 1829.

31. Tirlemout, Belgium, Dec 7,1863.

32. High Possil, Scotland, April 5,

Feb. 1808.33. Moradabad,
34. Durala, India, Feb. 18, 18

a, En or., Dec. 1 3,

It, Hesaia, 1815.
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1?U.

40. Weasel v, Moravia, St-y>t.

41. Saks, Fiance, March 8.

A '1. Favars, France, Oct. 21

4::. Heredia.CostaUica, A).

44. Vouille, France, May 1

45. Toulouse, Fiance, A:n

1*U5,

49. Aigle (L'Aigle),France, April 26
:

kpore. India. Mav 12, 18rjl.

831. 53. Macao, Brazil, Nov. 11, 1836.

8. 54. Eichstadt, Bavaria, Feb. 19,1785.

14. 55. Agen, France, Sept. 5, 1814.

857. 50. Chateau Renard, France, June
331. 12,1841.
812. 57. Doroninsk, Russia, Apr. 10, 1805.

Turkey, June, 58. Killeter, Ireland, April 29, 1844.

59. Shytal, India, Aug. 11, 1863.

«:>0. f.ixna, Russia, July 12, 1820.

61. Honolulu, Sandwich Isl'ds, Sept.

14, 1825.

Iria, Piedmont, Feb. 2,

1860.

. R,,i a . Dec 79>.

• ui, U.S.A., Fe
13,1839.

Nellore. India, Jan. 23, 1852.

Ausson. Fran, -. IVc. 9, 1858.

Timochin, Russia, March 13-2

. IV, i„ 10, Italy, Nov. 12, 1856. |

Order 4th. Porphyria

India. Found 1846] |10. Parnal

[adaras,Transyh ulles, Spain, Nov. 5,

.:uue6,1838.|13.

-

'.>.A..Mar

iland, Sept. 10,1813.1

rpoiv. I„dia, April 18, 1838.

rrus, N.Car, U.S. A., Oct.

31, 1849.

. Okniny. Russia, Dec. 27,1833.

. Tabor, Bohemia, July 3, 1753.

. Wansko, Moravia, Nov. 25, 1833.

. Seres, Turkey, June, 1818.

. Lupounas, France, Sept. 7, 1753.

'

Irelam
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Sub-Class III. Anthkacic.

Order 1st. Atalene.

S France, March 15, 1806. 13. Charleston, S.C., U.S. A., Nov. 1

. Coll Bokkeveldt, Africa, Oct, 13,i3. Gmsnja, Caucasus, Russia, June

1838. 16,1861.

. Kaba, Hungary, April 15, 1857. 4. Sim „.. d, ( \\ n) France, Nov. 13,

CLASS II. LITHOSIDERITES.

Sub-Class I. Pleiolithic.

Obder 1st. Stigmatic.

1. Hainbolz, Westphalia. Found 1856.

Chaco, Atacama, S. A. Found in 1862.

Sub-Class II. Meiolithic.

Order 1st. Mignumic.

1. Atacama, S. A. Found 1827. |5. Taney, Missouri, U. S. A. Found
2. RitUM'soriii .S;iN nv. Found 1861. in 1856.

S;txonv". Found 170! 6. Newton, Ark., U. S. A. Found
4. Krasnoyarsk, Siberia. Found 1776.1 in 1860.

CLASS III. SIDERITES.

Sub-Class I. Psathakic.

Order 1st. Chalyptic.

1. Rutherford, N. Car., U. S. A. Found in 1856.

2. Niakornak, Greenland.

. N«wrtend !. Found in 1861.
4. Otsego, N. Y., U. S. A. Found in 1845.

Sub-Class II. Apsatharic.

Order 1st. Agrammic.

1. Seriba, N. York, IT. S. A. Found|4. Botetourt,Virginia, U.S.A. Found

:-.-.

Order 2d. Sporagrammic.

. Chester, S. Car., U. S. A. Foundj3. Dacotah, U. S. A. Found 1833.
1847. [in 1332.U. ll.-ks^ta, >\w Granada. Fouud

rama.U.S.A. Fouud

|

1823.
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Order 3rd. Microgrammic.

1. Santa Rosa, (Coahuila) Saltillo,l5. Senegal.

Mex. Found 1850.

2. Tocavita, near Tunga, New Gi

ada. Found 1823.

3. Braunau, Bohemia. Fell July

4. Salt River, Kentucky, U. S.

Found 1763.

pa,Arg.Rep.,S.A,

Found 1788.

1- t! :_', (Kite!) Pruss

, Bonanza, Mexico. Found 1865.

< >xfl .l.-.T-a, Mex.

4th. Eugrammk.

1 1 784. 19. Caille, France. Found 1828.

Toluca, Mexico. Found 1784. 20. Nebraska, U.S. A. Found 1850.

Maui (Toluca valley). Wohler's 21. Lockport,N. York, U.S.A. Found
19 II, muss.)

|

1818.

Ruff's Mountain, S. Car., U. S. A. 22. Oldham, Kentucky, U. S. A.

Found 1850. I Found 1860.

Marshall, Kentucky, U. S. A. 23. Durango, Mexico. Found 1811.

Found 1 856. 24. Carthage, Tenn., U.S. A. Found
Schwetz, Piussia. Found 1850.1 1845.

Cranbourne, Australia. Found 25. « hv^.n, U. S. A. Found 1845.

1861. |26. Bahia, (Bendigo) Brazil.

Rob-rtson, Tenn., U.S.A. Found 27. Agram, Croatia. Fell May 26,

1860. I 1751.

Seneca Falls. N. York, U. S. A i. Found 1811.

Found 1850. 29. Lion River. Africa. Found 1853.

Orange River, Africa. Found 30. Putnam, Georgia, U.S.A. Found

Oaraca, Mexico. Found 1843. 31. Aeriot'opos,* near Denver City,

Burlington, N. York, U. S. A.| Colorado. Found in 1866.

Found 1819. 132. Asheville,N. Car., U.S.A. Found
Tola, Buwia. Found 1846. i in 1839.

Wavne, Ohio, U. S. A. Four ;r, U.S.A. Found
1849.

|

in 1828.

Lenarto, Hungary. Found 1815. 34. Tazewell, Tenn., U.S. A. Found
Bohumilitz, Bohemia. Found! in 1853.

1829. 35. Oberrkirehen, Nassau. Found in

Texas (RedRiver),U.S.A. Found! 1863.

1814. 36. Dickson, Tenn., U. S. A, Fell

Madoc, Canada. Found 1854. I July 30, 1835.

Order 5th. Megagrammic.

.rva, Hungary. Found 1844. 15. Cocke, (Sevier) Tenn., U. S. A.
irepta, Ru^ia. Found 1854. Found 184).

Found 1792. 0. Ibu-wood, >'. Oar., U.S.A. Found

from its being found over 8,000 feet above
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Order 6tb. Tceniaslic.

1. Cape of Good Hope, Africa. Foand 1801. .

Order Ttb. Nephelic.

1. Black Mountain, S. Car., U. S. A.14. Union, Georgia, XT. S. A. Found

Found 1835. 1853.

I
n, Prussia. Found 1847.1 5. Pittsburg, Penn., U. S. A. Found

3. Nelson", Kentucky, U.S. A. Found 1850.

1856. 1 6. Tabarz, Thuringia. Found 1854.

Appendix to Sub-Class II. Markings not ascertained.

1. Savisavik, Greenland. Found 1850?

2. Benton, Texas, U. S. A. Found 1856.

3. Brazos, Texas, U. S. A. Found 1856.

Total number of localities in the collection, 211.

METEORIC MINERALS.*

1. Chamasite, (Reichenbach.) Fe, or variable mixtures of Fe and Ni
up to 23 p. c. of the latter.

2. T.esite, (Reichenbach.) Fe*Sfi*. (Fe4Ni 3
. ?)f

3. Oktibbehite. (Shepard.) Fe Ni.

4. Schreibersite, (Haidinger.) Fe* Ni* P* (Fe* Ni 2P. ?)t

5. Rhabdite, (Reichenbach.) Fe* Ni* P*.

6. Chalypite, (Shepard.) Fe*C*. Forchhammer obtained m a fart-

ing constitu at of the Ndakornak [run a hard, brittle, ,• i-: iron like

compound of iron and carbon in proportions of from 7-23 to 1 l-OOp.e.

of carbon, which wool

1. Ferrosilicite, (Shepard). Fe 6 Si (Si being 22).

8. Troilite, (Reichenbach). Fe" S 8 (or Fe 62-07, S 37-93).

9. Graphitoid, (Shepard). Fe*C* (nearly pure C).

10. Kabaite, (Shepard). C*H*0* (meteoric petroleum).

11. Chromite._ Fe€r (with traces of Mg).

V.i. Olivine. T,»>i4-9 5V5i.=>i 41-3.lt- 47-. fe 10).

16. Shepardite. i
/.».*.•). yu->--.=^ >-.

Taking R as wholly Ga, composition

18. Labradorite. ftSlSi*. (R chiefly Ca:



E. W. Hilgard on the Tertiary formations, etc.

ni and Ala-
ly of various observers,

from time to time, during the past thirty-five years ; and the rela-

tive age and eh ira -b risti • i .ssilsof three of the most important

have been determined by the labors of Morton, Conrad,

Lea, Lyeil, Tuomey and others. Most of these observations, how-
ever, have been confined to a few localities, or to such as were
situated at short distances from each other in the direction of
the strike, though sometimes affording complete sections in that

of the dip of the strata.

It is my object in the present paper, to review the general re-

sults of my own observations, as combined and collated with
those of other scientific observers to whose writings I have been
able to refer. If in so doing I am led to controvert the opinions

of some, it is in the interest of science, my opportunities for ob-

having afforded fuller da rrect conclu-

sions. No one can appreciate more than I do, how much Amer-
ican geology owes to the indefatigable research of Conrad, espe-

cially. Had he been less active in promoting our s

knowledge of the Tertiary, I should have had fewer objections

to offer to l:i- i results to science.

Among the sections best adapted to the study of the Alabama
Qg the course of the Alabama and

St. Stephens, where Sir Charles Lyell first definitively settled

<m of the age of the so-called Nuramulite, more prop-

erly Orbitoides, limestone : and observed the fact, ignored again
by some subsequent writers on the subject, that the matrix of

low the true Orbitoides limestone.

The Vickshuni anil J<i ':-. n , >///>*.— In most respects, the Clai-

borne and the St. Stephens sections agree so closely, that their

character w type of the Southwest-
ern Tertiary, until Conrad's examination of the Yicksburg bluff
showed the Orbitoides to be there associated with a fan

from, yet equalling in variety and peculiarity, that of the Clai-

borne sand. In view of the coincidence of lea ling i'.,— ds, never-
theless, Conrad at once considered the part of the
profile first examined by him (No. 5 of Sec. 31, p. 141 of my
Miss. Report) as the near congener of the Orbitoides limestone
of St. Stephens. Yet he seems to have r.-t 1 1 t* ^ to the

precise equivalence of the two divisions, which have lately found
tempted by him, of the V

marl and blue limestone from the Orbitoides limestone proper,
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and the transfer of the latter to the Jackson group. (This Jour.,

Jan., 1866.)

The collection of shells upon which Conrad based his deter-

mination of the latter group (Trans. Acad. Nat. Sci., 1855, p. 257)
was unfortunately a selected one.* It led him to the c
'

- leg in common with those

of Vicksburg, and a very few with those of Claiborne. Had he

been on the spot he would have found, as I did a few years

afterwards, that not only do the Jackson beds contain a goodly

proportion of recognized Vicksburg fossils, but that the same
fauna (though in an indifferent state of preservation) occurs in

the marlstone strata overlying t!

-ing on top of the Jackson beds,

not 0. Georgiana, but a
"

where accompanying the Zeughdon; but also i

Vicksburg marl and limestone. Nowhere in Mississippi nas

a single Orbitoid been found associated with either the Zeuglo-

don, or any of the < if the Jackson group.

It is quite possible that in Alabama, Zeuglodon bones may have
eked up in company with Orbitoids, equally as well as
'"'

pebbles. There, the same ravine often cuts into the

strata of both groups, and of course commingles their fossils.

In Mississippi, 1 iiave found this direct superposition only in a

single instance; elsewhere, the regions in which the several

groups crop out are so far separated geographically, (in conse-

quence of the intercalation of lignitic strata,) as to leave the ob-

server no legitimate chance of error in reference to fossils.

Notwithstanding the defectiveness of his materials, Conrad
. .» the Jackson group its proper place, between that rep-

-
: •. i

•

He still, however {I. c.) thought it most probable that the Zeu-

glodon was referable to the same age as the latter.

A great deal of the obscurity in which the relative age of the

Southwestern Tertiary has been involved, is owing to too great

a reliance placed by most observers on Uth

drill

~

iMt'ti

'

r
'•-

: vv.fr, Ul t

','*""
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differences as well as resemblances. The "wliite limestone of

Alabama" has so long been quoted as the matrix of the Zeuglo-

don as well as of the Orbitoides, that no one seemed to question

their being contemporaries. Yet in examining all the records

of the occurrence of Zeuglodon bones which I have been able to

co Uvt, I have no where found a distinct statement that the Or-

v.; been found associated with them in situ. The Or-

bitoides limestone is mentioned as forming knolls, hill-tops

—

the Zeuglodon as being found in level fields, or in ravines.

The true position of the Zeuglodon bed did not, however,

escape the glance of Lvell (On the Nummulite Limestone of

Alabama; this Jour. [2], vol. iv) ; for he distinctly identifies

the upper "Rotten limestone" bed of the Claiborne bluff with

that which, at Bettis' Hill, contains Aturm Alabamensis and Zeu-

glodon, and underlies the Orbitoides rock. The only other ob-

server who seems to have recognized the same fact, is C. S. Hale
(this Jour., [2] vol. vi, p. 354). Tuomey, otherwise so accurate

in his field observations, ignores it, and speaks only of the " white

limestone" in general.

Nowhere has the geologist more need of divesting himself of

lithological characters, than in the study of the

pi Eocene. Not only do the materials of the different

groups often bear a most extraordinary

but their character varies incessantly i

bear a most extraordinary resemblance to each other,

within short distances. Hale (/. c.) i

the Orbitoides limestone seems to be represented by
stone, and so it is—sometimes. But while on the one hand we
see the hard limestone of the Vicksburg bluff passing into blue

marl (By ram, Marshall's quarry), we on the other hand find it

passing equally into a rock undistinguishable from that of St.

Stephens (Brandon, Wayne county); the varied fossils described

by Conrad disappearing almost entirely, to be replaced by mil-

lions of Orbitoids imbedded in a semi-indurute mass of carbonate

of lime, interspersed at times with similarly constituted conglom-
eratic masses of Peclen Poulsoni.

I cannot therefore, with the lights before me, agree to the pro-

priety of distinguishing as separate divisions the Orbitoides lime-

stone and the Vicksburg group of fossils. Even the occurrence
of a different species of Orbitoides (0. nupera Con.) at Vicksburg
cannot alter the case, for the undoubted 0. Maxttlli occurs there

also, in the solid rock. And there are few of the chai
fossils of the Vicksburg profile, which I have not on some occa-

sions found -
/ and its companions,

the Peclen Po< '-sburgensis.

Of course, the coral had its favorite haunts—the mollusks
theirs. There is nothing surprising in the fact that where the

one abounds the others are usually scarce, or vice versa.
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The Red Bluff group.—Tn a late paper, above referred to, Con-

rad propos -• iiferous stratum ordi-

narily visible at Vicksburg, and subsequently studied by him
(No. 4 of my Vicksburg section, id s>>/>r>(), as a separate group,

which be considers as characterized by the occurrence of Ostrea

proposes tlie name of Shell Bluff

group. I have elsewhere (this Jour., July, 1866) explained my
"dissenting from Conrad as to the position between

the Claiborne and Jackson groups, which he assigns to this new
division. To the propriety of distinguishing it, however, as a

sub-group of the vicka _ree, though doubting
t, t t ..f umn-i it the n \m <u a I - ilit- from which, as Conrad
remark*, but one coincident fossil is known

—

0. Georgiana—
lother also occurring there

—

0. selkeformis—in Missis-

ia confined to the Claiborne group. In a pro-

file of 80 feet, as occurring at Shell Bluff, loose data like those

extant regarding this locality, cannot fairly be made a ground
of conclusions contrary to the order elsewhere elaborately ob-

served. For aught that is on record, the whole Jackson group
may be represented between the beds in which 0. Georgiana

and 0. seUceformis respectively occur at that place, if (as seems
probable from its non-occurrence in the Jackson group of Missis-

sippi and Alabama) the former shell should be so restricted in

s Conrad supposes.

I believe the white limestone (No. 1 of my Vicksburg section)

which underlies the lignite at Vicksburg, but is visible only at

extraordinarily low stages of water, to be of the Jackson age, both
from its sti and the lithological character of

the specimens I have seen. But whether it is or not, there can

be no reasonable doubt that the . which are

I veloped on the Yazoo above Vicksburg, underlie at

is on Pearl river and Chickasawhay, the Vicks-

burg group.
""

'i Vicksburg is preeminently the habitat

> the Jackson;
- Con.; of the two

Madrepores described by Conrad, and of
all occurring, more or less, in the Vicksburg stage proper. Of
the fossil first mentioned, I have after a freshet found hundreds
washed out, mingled with numerous masses of Madrepores,
sometimes of several pounds weight, with Futgonrrut, Xalica?

. etc. The bed has therefore af-
' ove and belo

th stratigraphical position of the bed at Red Blurt" (ML-

p. loo). Here the fossils are much more nun;

tus in both directions are therefore better expressed. Character-

istic and abundant above all, however, is a Plagiostoma, which I
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cannot distinguish from figures and descriptions of P. dumosum,
but hesitate to refer to that species, since it has not been found
in the underlying Jackson strata. Lyell mentions the occurrence

of P. dumosum in the lower portion of the Orbifoides limestone

at Bettis' Hill ; the same is mentioned by Tuomey, moreover, as

occupying a corn s] ml u : p >sition in the St. Stephens profile,

I with Orbitoids, and even his description of the litho-

logical character of the bed tallies with that of the Eed Bluff de-

posit. Hale, likewise, mentions P. dumosum as one of the prom-
inent fossils of the "white limestone."

The Red Bluff bed seems, therefore, to be more or less coex-

tensive with the Vicksburg group, and reguli

it as a subordinate feature. Its ii oess readily

explains its entire absence at many points where. -

ically, it ought to appear. Unfortunately, the fossils accom-
panying 0. Georgiana at the only locality, other than Vicksburg,
\\ 1 ' it 1 -> ' i f mnl i Mi— --

] 1 ive not been observed.

The Claiborne group proper.—That the beds of blue marl and
white marlstone, which in my Report I have designated as the

>us Claiborne " group, are strictly equivalent to the typ-

ical fossilii borne, with underlying limestone

bed, is probable both from their - ion and the

correspondence of all t A served
; though from

the indifferent state of preservation in which the latter are found
o um ber. Osirea sella-

Jormis Con. and 0. divaricata Lea, are the leading shells; I have
also recognized Corbula gibbosa Lea and Volutapetro&a Con. These
beds possess fewer good exposure? in Mi-.-i—ip] i than either of
the preceding groups, and may possess many unobserved features.

Since publishing my Report, I have received evidence that it

extends somewhat farther westward, between the territory of
the Jackson and Siliceous Claiborne groups, than it appears on
the map. Nor is the division between it and latter groups very
well defined, inasmuch as the transition from siliceous to calca-

reous materials is a gradual one, through strata often very rich
in N tt,lla LY.lb\ Pecien LyelU, Osirea divaricata and 0. Alabamen-
sis Tuo.? I am not aware of the existence of any lignite bed
in the dark colored clays which immediately underlie the blue
marl.

Siliceous Claiborne, or Buhrsione group.—The precise Alaba-
mian equivalents of my "Siliceous Claiborne" group are not
nearly so obvious. The extreme variability of its strata both
if; M ssissippi and Alabama (see Tuomey's first Report, and C. S.

Hale, I. c), which it seems natural should carry with it a corres-

ponding variation at least in the predominance of fossils, and
the comparative scarcity and ill preservation of the latter, render
its study doubly difficult. I think that, as Tuomey intimates

Am. Jour. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XLIII, No. 127.—Jaw., 1867.
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1 ±P>) and Conrad more decidedly avers (this Jour., Sept.

1865, p. 266), there is a lower division to be distinguished, which

represents the fauna of the Great Lignite epoch, while the upper

one seems clearly to be the equivalent of the Buhratone forma-

tion of Georgia and South Carolina. That here as elsewhere

in the Mississippi Eocene, lignitic beds should intervene where
there is a di > Alabama, need not surprise us.

Since publishing my Report, I have had some opportunity of

in ire closely me southern portion of Newton and

Lauderdale counties. I have as© Faeies of the

white siliceous claystone, so remarkable for its lightness (Miss.

Rep., p. 124), is much more exte than I had

ted; that though often sh transitions

into chert &i ristrc of the

superior part of the siliceous division, whose lower portion is

ted by the soft yellow snndstone of South Neshoba and
North Newton, its lowest probably by the hard, buhr-'

rock with ehaleedomz .1 she Is, ol t io Marion ridge. (Ibid., I c.)

All this tallies very closely with Tuomey's observations in Ala-

bama where the " chalk hills " are also a matter of popular re-

Loirtr Li /roup?—The fauna of the lower

division, which has never been studied as yet, I conceive to be
represented in the sm.

the Cretaceous in Tippah and Pontotoc < Miss. Rep., pp. 109-112);
in the isolated patch of ferruginous green sand of Shongalo, in

Carrol], Holmes, Attala and Choctaw counties, Miss , which seems
to have been struck again at 415 feet in the bored well at J

(Ibid., pp. 121-123.) As regards this deposit, I will call attention

to the fact that it cont ;d by Con-
rad as a leading fossil of the Great Lignite, and i i cover eh»s Ay
resembles it .-.meters, the Shark river beds de-

scribed by Meek and Hayden.
Finally, in Alabama, this era, as Conrad observes, is probably

represented in the Bashia creek section of Tuomey's first Report

;

winch, since it is said to contain abundance of well preserved
fossils, is well worthy of especial study.
But from this point, Conrad. Hale and others have been led

arances to extend the limits of the Great Lig-

nite to the southward and westward, to deposits far above it,

and even, probably, beyond the limits of the Tertiary.
Conrad (this Jour., Sept., 1865) inclines to refer to this group

the buried forest contai js. Rep , 153), observed
jointly by Harper and myself in 1855. The "Nipadites and
Cyeadit--" of that !. ditv. so far as an\ detei uii ition of speci-

mens goes, were "all in the eye*' of one o? the observers. At
all events, the bed lies above the Orbitoides limestone, and with-
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in the Grand Gulf group of my Eeport; and the "large oyster"

overlying marl ami limestone, mentioned in the same place, is

not 0. Oeorgiano, but the Gryphcea repeatedly referred to. As
for the Vicksburg lignite, it is but one of the many lignitic

seams constantly found intercalated between the marine stages

of the Mississippi Tertiary. Finally the Port Hudson strata,

observed by Carpenter and Lyell, are either the high

Grand Gulf group, or form part of the (probably Post-pliocene)

formation urni rlyirig the Mississippi delta

—

the "Coast Plio-

cene " of my Eeport.

Hale (this Jour., [2], vol. vi, p. 856) goes so far as to identify

with the Bashia creek lignite, beds occurring near Natchitoches,

and on the Trinity, Colorado and Brazos rivers, in Texas.

I shall not here reiterate the reasons and data given in my
Eeport (p. 109) in support of my opinion that the whole of my
"Northern Lignitic" is of the lowest Eocene age, having noth-

ing new to s : I here on the subject, and by Dana.

(Manpal of Geology, p. 510.) In a late letter, Lesquereux informs

me that according to the specimens he has examined, there must
be a considerable difference of age between the Winston strata

marked -in my e icral section (Miss. Eep., p. 103) and those

marked a in Tippah, and that the former appear to be newer,

probably Pliocene. Had the conclusion been the reverse, it

might have been more readily reconciled with stra

evidence. Winston county adjoins Neshoba, where, as in Lau-

derdale, the Lignitic unequivocally dips beneath the

Claiborne Bti ti c is on the same para!;, i v. ith

the marine outlier of the Claiborne age, in Carol! and Attala.

Between locality < and tli - edge of the siliceous (haiborne strata

in Neshoba and Lauderdale, the out r pa

succession ami uniformity of character; there is nothing to indi-

cate the superimposition of a limited Pliocene basin upon the

m. st ancient K >cene, here, any more than between loc. a in Tip*

pah and b in Laiavctte county, which latter Lesquereux is also

inclined to consider of later age.

I hope to be able, hereafter, to submit to the e

hands of Lesquereux more complete sets of specimens from these

and other \ d Eocene,

with a view to the solution of the interest! ng
the correspondence of ancient and modern floras on the two

It is the continuation of these lowest lignite beds of Lauder*
,, in the map accompanying Tuomey's first Alabama

certain of its eastward limit, an 1 it would appear

3 of Mr. Thornton, appended to Tuomey's second
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Keport, that on the line between the Cretaceous and Tertiary in

Barbour county, Ala., no similar strata occur.

Stratk/ra} the Tertiary.—I now turn to

the consideration of some of the general stratigraphical phenom-
ena of the Mississippi and Alabama Tertiary, which have given

rise to misapprehensions regarding its dip and general arrange-

ment.
I have stated (Miss. Kept., p. 107) that the general dip of the

Tertiary strata of Missis: ppi seems to cui form to that of the Cre-

taceous strata—westwar I i i the northern part of the state, and

. ,r nearly so, in the southern. The westward dip of

the oldLignitic does not appear to be much greater tluui the fall

of the rivers, from the fact that on the waters of the Tal

and \ a il u= m, 1
> sari e strata appear in the beds of streams

for miles, before giving place to higher ones. I do not think the

dip can exceed four or five feet per mile; but the variability of

ct obser. inficult. As
the region of southward dip, however, the inclina-

) decided and can be observed even in limited

outcrops, on streams or railroad cuts trending southward. On
Pearl river below Jackson, and on the Chiekasawhay, there is

no difficulty in recognizing the fact; but yet it is by no means
easy to determine correctly the amount of dip, unless by teg-

ular leveling operations; the variability of the materials and

of the strata, as well as their irregular surface, rendei

ing all the usual pocket instruments unreliable. According t

the best observations I have been able to make by reference t

the river level, the dip of the Vicksburg strata at Byram (Mis

Rep., p. 145) and of the Jackson strata near Trotter's plantation

185) amounts to from 10 to 12 feet per mile, S. by \V.

But this is by no means the maximum or minimum observed,

but refers to points where the great regularity of succession for a

considerable distance seemed to indicate a normal configuration.

If this estimate be correct (and I do not believe it will here-

after be found to differ materially from the truth), it would go
to prove that the apt - di p as well as that

of the Cret . -sij
j

i .e, 1 Alabama, was a slow-

one. For the artesian borings on the territory of the former
formation, have shown the dip to be about doul ie the above, or

25 feet per mile, m Monro.- -e.d Low, ! -s <-o i ,;, -. Mi—, an 1

the adjoining portions of Alabama. On the other hand, the

strata of the •, alio overlying the marine Tertiary in south

Mi tj
;

i

j
oss« - ?u slight a dip as, at first, to render its very

existence doubtful.

In the general (north and south) section accompanying Tuo-

nio'> g\ol jijai maps of Alabama, the Tertiary strata are rep-
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resented as dipping southward, conformably with those of the

Cretaceous. Nevertheless, in the section from Baker's bluff to

the lower Salt Works on the Tombigby, lie finds the white lime-

stone (= Jackson and Vieksburg groups') occupying "a trough-

like depression in the Buhrstone formation." In corn

with me, a few months prior to his death, he expressed his belief

that such was the genm-.d disposition of the Tertiary strata, and
that on elose examination it would turn out that the strata passed

over in going southward from the border of the Cretaceous,

would be again passed over in re I 'her south.

Mv report o! tin exist ice in
'

nferous for-

mation uhe Crai.d Cud' -roup) southward of the marine Ter-

tiary, seemed to confirm this view.

My subsequent examination of the Mississippi Tertiary has
.;>.;•
conceived by Tuotney, and laid down on his map ; affording a

strong presumption that the same is the case in Alabama But
ne time I found, in two different meridians, a similar

anomalous reappearance of older strata which bad sunk out of

view farther northward.

One of these cases is noticed in my Report (p. 128). From
Jackson to Canton, a distance of twenty-five miles N. and S., the

same clay marl stratum with Zeuglodon bones and Gryphcea con-

tinues on the surface, •
. as it seems, the lig-

appear in the bed of Pearl river, just above
Jackson, ovei i. But thence they sink c

view rapidly, and are followt d in reg il ir succession by the,

sun and Vieksburg strata. It will be remarked that here there

•

;
strata. It will be remarked that h

uiar elbow interrupting the regular E. by S. course of

the strike.

The other case occurs on the I rary to the

statement in my Report (I c), in making which I overlooked
some specimens and notes of 1855, then mislaid.

I find that on the very southern edu of the Vieksburg terri-

tory in Wayne county, at Dr. E. A. Miller's (p. 146), I collected

,

' r

Jackson fossils, from a blue sandy marl directly u

the St. Stephens limestone teeming with Orbitoids. North of
this locality, the Vieksburg strata alone are seen outcropping un-
til we reach Red Bin::', n strata disappear be-

neath those of the Red Bluff group. Within this

about ten miles, not only have the Jackson strata "dipped up"
again, but the Red Bluff group, with its concomitant green clays

'- marls (nearly a U -ether) has

vanished from between them and the Vieksburg strata proper.

It might therefore be suspected that the whole formation was
here thinning out, and that we were near the edge of a basin.
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age is clearly exhibited, but it is possible that they do i

lap verv far, so that, were a portion of the superior f

removed by denudatiou, the edge of the marine bus in :

laid bare.
" Vet Irom the fact that at the very locality m<

that the stratum is about to run out. Nor is it easy to reconcile

such a supposition with the grand scale on which these marine

strata ire developed in th« brection o! their strike, through the

states ol A and Arkansas, and their relations

to the Great Lignite. It would seem more natural to suppose

that they form part of the deposits of a tertiary Gulf ol

and now (either themselves or their deep sea equivalents) under-

lie that gulf. Under this point of view, they might possibly be
expected to reappear in Yucatan, along the foot of the Mexican
plateau, in Texas, and forming a tongue, as it were, in the di-

rection of the long cretaceous Mediterranean, and tertiary fresh-

water sea which is marked by the Great Lignite of the upper

In view of the slight dip of the Mississippi Tertiary, the anom-
alies mentioned may find their explanation in undulations of the

sea-bottom upon which these strata were deposited. A dip of ten

feet per mile does not differ very sensibly from the horizontal,

and a stratum deposited on such a slope would not ne

on that account, vary much in thickness If at the time of the

deposition of the Jackson group, a northward slope to that ex-

tent existed between Jackson and Canton, a subsequent general
upheaval to the northward would render that slope a horizontal
plain, while the strata heretofore horizontal would acquire a
southward dip to the same extent. Similar] w if between Baker's
bluff and the Salt Works on the Tombigby, or between Dr.

Miller's and Red Bluff on the Chickasaw hay, the sea bottom had
a slight trough-shaped undulation (such as the ocean beds of our
time frequently exhibit), the existing state of things would re-

sult. Artesian borings lower down on the Tombigby river may
not the white limestone underlies

there, as by analogy with the rear', river b • Is it might be ex-
pected.

While, however, the general features and position of the Ter-
tiary as well as of the Cretaceous strata of Alabama correspond
closely with those observed in Mississippi, it seems, contrary to

what one would expect, that the absolute amount of s

dip is somewhat less in the former state. No numerical data re-
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gardingthis point are given, but from the great breadth of coun-

try upon which outcrops of one and the same group of the Ter-

tiary occur in Alabama, the fact is apparent enough as concerns

the latter. Whether the same is true of any part of the Creta-

ceous, is doubtful ; unless the great north and south width of the

Ripley group, as exhibited on Chunnenugga ridge in Macon and
Barbour counties (according to Tuomey's and Thornton's obser-

vations combined), should thus find its explanation. It seems
doubtful, in fact, whether the true Rotten Limestone (if it exist

there) comes to the surface at all. This is the more remarkable
from the near proximity of the primary and metamorphic rocks

of that portion of the state, whose original upthrusting would
thus be proved to ante-date greatly the general Allegheny up-

scribed in my Report, whose age is doubtful and whose relation

to the former is not well recognized. A glance at the map
nevertheless shows that so far as extent is concerned, the Grand
Gulf group is perhaps the most important 6f the forn

the state of Mississippi, and that, judging by the trend of its out-

lines on the Mississippi river, it must be still more so in Louis-

iana; while iiv contracts, and attracts so little

attention that I find but two observers who, passim, advert to

: -esembling this formation as it exists in Mississippi.

Conrad (this Jour., [2], vol. li, 210) states that the bluffs of
rg, Grand Gulf, Rodney and Natchez, have a similar

geological origin; that their lower portion is of marine origin,

and a member of the Eocene.

I am unable to refer to a prior
;

tied by Con-
rad, for the data upon which this determination is based, so far

are concerned. I have made de-
t; i exun iiiti" ns of the profiles at Grand Gulf and at Fort

Adams, at the extreme limits of the formation in ".

and I may say, of all the important outcrops in the interior : but

thus far, have failed to find even a trace of a marine fossil, and
in fact, but a single specimen—a bone fragment as I take it

—

likely to prove of zoogene origin. Vestiges of vegetation are
common, but only in one instance, so far. Is ,\ e I to mil an\ speci-

mens likely to admit of exact determination. I refer to the de-

posit on the Chickasawhay, already referred to, which exhibits
the trunks, stumps and roots of an ancient forest, inhabited,

among other trees, by tree palms. But even here, scarce v any-
thing beyond the most general outlines of a Sew leaves can be
trace'!, 'it may be th-H in proximitv to the Tare) lignite beds
of this formation, better success might be had—as has been the

case in the Lower Lignitic. In the sand- and claystom
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to this group, neither "Wailes, who resided amongst them and

gave the name of "Davion rock" to one variety of the former;

nor myself who have delved in scores of exposures, have ever

found a trace of any fossil whatsoever.

The Natchez bluff I have not visited; but Wailes, who resi-

ded within six miles of it, must have done so, and he is silent

on the subject of any but the Loess fossils, although he men-
tions all other fossiliferous rocks occurring in the State. Thus,

while I have seen mentioned in various places " marine strata at

the foot of Natchez bluff," I cannot trace the report to any au-

thentic source. I shall endeavor to settle the point as soon as

possible, but meanwhile observe, that according to reliable infor-

mation given me, the Rodney bluff is essentially a counterpart

of that at Grand Gulf; a detailed profile of which, obtained at a

medium stage of the river, is given in my Report (p. 148).

The extreme scarcity of fossils in this' f< rmati. n is the more
tie, as from the regularity of its stratification it is man-
it has been formed in quiet water, and it contains a great

variety of materials suitable for the preservation of either fauna
or flora. Even the strata containing carbonate of lime, however,
seem to have had nothing to fossilize, save in the solitary in-

stance of adoubtful fragment of cellular bone already mentioned.
: portions of it, we might imagine that the abundance of

re or less the entire dep<

incapable of 1

i apply to the formi

of bitter lakes, incapable of harboring

The only probable presumption in favor of referring it to the

>cene, so far as I know, arises from the lithological resem-

up . The upper division of the latter group
in u.e neighborhood of Brandon is undistinguishnble from the

mafo riala of the Grand Gulf group at many points, and I so

referred them until If I th .< - ring of lime-
stone nodu: -

,,/,,s, about forty- five feet above
the uppermost sands of the Vicksburg group. (See section. Miss.

Rep., p. 140.) At a level about forty feet higher, the character-
istic soft white sandstone of the Grand Gulf group crops out.

This, however, amounts to mere conjecture; and, per contra,

toward the sea-coast the lithological transition into the mate-
rials of the "Coast pliocene" seems about equally cogent. The
mere fact that tree palms are found in the formation, amounts to

<s these grow at the present time in the same
latitude in South Carolina.

The existence of this formation in Alabama appears from Mr.
Thornton's notes (2d Rep. Ala., Appendix), in which he men-
tions similar materials as overlying the (Vicksburg) marine Ter-
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tiary at its southern limits. Moreover, Bigelow (this Jour., ii, 419)

describes a sandstone formation in Baldwin county, Ala., which
impresses me as though it might be Grand Gulf sandstone over-

laid by the ferruginous sandstone with tubes, of the Orange
Sand group (Miss. Eep., p, 9), "filled with variously colored

sand." Bigelow states that in the lowest portion of this rock he

has seen obscure impressions of .shells : which, if my conjecture

be correct, might offer an opportunity of determining the age of

the group. The same rock is said to occur at Pensacola.

The "blue clay bottom'
1

of the Coast— "Coast Pkiocene."— Fi-

nally, as regards the imperfectly known black clay formation

of the coast (Mi <s Hep., p. 154, ff), a comparison of specimens

_s obtained from the New Orleans artesian

well,* in 1854, seems to show that it underlies the whole of the

delta, perhaps as high up as Port Hudson, whose subterranean

Cypress swamps, observed by Carpenter and by Lyell, may be-

long to this formation. No Eocene fossils have been brought

up by the augur, even from the lowest shell-bed found, at the

depth of 570 feet, (the greatest depth was 630) ; while from
among the shells of the first bed struck, at 41 feet, I have thus

far determined eighteen marine species, all now living in the Gulf.

At 153 feet a trunk of cypress, with bark, was found. At 256
feet, some extinct, or if living, undescribed shells seem to occur;

and at 480 a Gnathodon bed. I hope to be able to determine

by microscopic comparison whether or not the Grand Gulf group
has been passed through or reached in this bore, which from
present appearances has penetrated both Post-pleiocene and Plei-

ocene marine deposits. This would parallelize more closely the

Tertiary of the Atlantic coast and of the Gulf ; though so far

as I know, nothing apparently corresponding to the Grand Gulf
era has been observed in the former series. Should the chain

of the Antilles, after the close of the Eocene epoch have for some
time cut off the Gulf of Mexico from the Atlantic, it seems pos-

sible that the deposits of the former might have changed their

character to the extent required by the facts observed. A strong
influx of fresh water—perhaps that pertaining to the Great
Lignite era—from the continent might for the time being have
extinguished the Eocene marine fauna without replacing it by
another sufficiently numerous to be readily detected in the de-

posits of the period, which might thus correspond to the Atlan-
tic Miocene. Upon the subsequent irruption of the Gulf stream
through the Antilles chain, the formation of normal marine de-

posits along the margin of the Gulf would be resumed.
University of Mississippi, July 26, 1866.

* These specimens were furui-h.-d bv Dr., < , T c* and S. S. Riddcil, of New Or-

Am. Joub. Sci.—Secoxd Series, Vol. XLIII, No. 127.—Jan., 1667.
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Art. VI.— E tx of ancient Local Glaciers in the

White Mountain Valleys; by A. S. Packard, Jr., M.D.

The following observations were made during the past au-

tumn in the valleys of the tributaries of the Saco, and Andros-

coggin rivers. At Jackson, N. H., on Thorn mountain, which lies

just south of Tin mountain, there are some well marked glacial

scratches which point directly toward Nit. \V--h n<rton, which

stands at the head of the valley of the Ellis river; their course

being N. 25° W. These were first noticed on quartz veins run-

ning over the ledges which have been polished smooth as porce-

inely grooved. At other places on the same mountain

part way up, and also upon the summit, upon removing the soil,

-\niv occurred running in the same direction. On this

mountain and the neig tired occasional boul-

ders of a peculiar mica slate, end «ing Mrystals

a near the summit of

Mount Washington. The summit of Mt. Kearsage we found
moulded by ice. Dr. C. T. Ja -kson in his report on the Geology
of New Hai scratches one halfway
up Mount Kearsage run N. 30° W. He also states that on
Mount Chicorua they run N. 35° W. (S. 35° E.), which is the

course of the Ossipee valley just below it.

On a hill just east of Goodrich's falls on the Ellis river are

ven ii>'Litict .

- larks, on polished surfaces, with strias running

N. 30° W., and lunoid furrows with their horns pointing up the

valley in the same general direction as the grooves.

Crossing over the mountains into Chatham, and Ston
into the valley of the Cold river, another tributary of the Saco,

we find another set of striae. The broad summit of Speckled
mountain, opposite Mt. Royce, which two mountains guard the

southern entrance of Evans5

Notch, is glaciated both on the N.W.
and N.E. flanks. Here also is a "col," down which the ice must
have moved in both directions. Near the summit the grooves and
lunoid furrows run N. 15° E., following the course of the valley

at this place, an 1 aiming at a higher peak to the north and east.

On Mt, Baldface, 3600 feet high, three or four miles southward,
the grooves are very clearh i , heat t both below and directly

upon the summit. Here they run N. 10° W., and it might be

mentioned that the Cold river valley turns more to the southeast

at this point. On a shoulder of the mountain, perhaps 300 feet

below the summit, the lunoid furrows are especially abundant.
On the summit of this mounta . of a light

colored fine syenite, were a few boulders of a peculiar porphyritic

syenite, with oblong crystals of albite. Following the N. 10°

W, course, less than a quarter of a mile, we traced them to the
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it rock composing Peaked mountain, which is somewhat
than Baldface, at least 100 feet.

r into Gilead

moved from the northwest,
]

valley at this point.

Here, then, are good proofs of distinct systems of glaciers

radiating from a central mer de glace which capped the White
mountains. This dome of ice must, so far as our slight observa-

tions show, have been soon subdivided into local glaciers which
pursued their route down the different valleys to the sea. Thus
following down the Androscoggin river, at Lewiston, the ice-

marks run nearly north and south, the course of the valley at

that place, as we are informed by Mr. G. J. Varney of that town

;

and at Brunswick, on the seashore, there are deep furrows run-

ning in a N.W. direction, being the ancient course of the river

where it undoubtedly entered the sea, up to a late period of the

Terrace epoch.

[Concluded from toL xlii, p. 389,]

Naturally I first inquired whether or not the experiments

of other observers would exhibit peculiarities of a sin

acter. I am not fortunate enough now to have a great choice

of material at hand. But the experiments of J. Muller, cited on
page 384, with six cells of Daniell's, if every possible combina-
tion of two different intensities is calculated, show decidedly a
similar great increase of the internal resistance with the decrease/

of the combined intensities, vis

;

For cell No. 1, from 285 to 5-19

As I have every reason to believe that in these experiments
the circuit was really opened every time a greater resistance waa
to be introduced, I considered this circumstance, or the reverse,

as not of any great account, and tried to determine at least the

general character of its influence upon the results of all the other

i which may be regarded as important.
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With this object in view, I preferred to exchange the nitric

acid for a properly acidulated solution of bichromate of potash,

since a battery with this liquid, after having been used for some
time, possesses much less reliability as regards constancy than

the Bunsen battery. The results of this series of experiments
are recorded in table vi. They are very irregular, from errors

of observation, and from what are called the fluctuations of the

electro-motive force. For every external resistance two mean
values of the internal resistance are calculated, one from the first

half, the other from the second half of the single observations.

These mean values are

:

In nine out of eleven cases the mean values of the first ob-
servations are greater than the mean values of the last observa-
tions. From this fact I thought myself warranted to believe

that all those circumstances together which may be considered
as influential upon the results, generally tend to diminish the

ratio of increase, or at least, that in my experiments they would
'. I therefore considered the results of my

experiments reliable enough, as far as the fact of the great in-

crease of internal resistance was concerned, and I changed only
the manner of determining the intensity by observing the de-

flections of the swinging needle, both ways, and taking the mean,
instead of waiting for the resting of the needle. In this way I

made two series of observations, the results of which are given
in tables vn and VIII. The battery was Bunsen's, the acids hav-
ing been used once before.

Since the heating of the thin platinum wire of the reochord
; me from obsen h i

-
:

; ose above
tan, = 06), and calculating upon them, and since I was aware
that the influence of temperature upon the resistance of con-

ductors would probably be, and has been, considered as suffi-

cient to explain the increase of internal resistance, as proceeding
from the common method of calculation, I prepared myself a

rather imperfect reochord with copper wire, because this metal
becomes heated ; at v. >v little, and would afford me to compare
the results of very different intensities. Table vn contains the

results of experiments with this copper wire rheochord. All

3 are expressed in centimeters of this copper wire.

Experiments of table vin are made with the platinum wire rheo-
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chord, besides which the circuit constantly contained 200 centi-

meters of thin copper wire. As to the calculation of the internal

resistance I have to make the following statements.

The vertical columns (a) of both tables exhibit this resistance

when calculated after the common rule, viz: combining the

direct intensity with every lower intensity.

In table vn, the column (a) gives an increase of internal resist-

ance, if only the mean values of the first, and last, five obser-

vations are taken, from 103-95 to 128-51, or from 1 to 1-24.

In table VIII, the corresponding column (a) gives, from the first

and last, three values, an increase from 6'5 to 10-55, or from 1 to

1-61. For the whole range of intensities, between the limits

1-982 and 0-7844, the increase of resistance therefore is as 1 to

1-24x1-61, or as 1 to 1'996. The two centimeters of platinum

wire were far from being red hot, yet it is difficult to decide,

whether or not, this increase can be explained simply by the

influence of temperature, the latter not being determined. I
thus failed to get a direct proof that the increase of internal

resistance, as visible after this way of calculation, is decidedly

greater than the temperature of the measuring wire could ac-

count for.

But thinking the matter over I found why this way of calcu-

lation is wrong. The first direct observation belongs to a cir-

cuit, with high intensity, and where there is no part of it heated
considerably. With this observation there are to be combined,
first, the observation of an intensity somewhat lower, but the

measuring part of the circuit heated very much ; second, the

observation of a low intensity within a circuit heated but very
little. It seems evident both as regards the influence of temper-

ature, and as regards the supposed influence of the intensity of
the current, upon the internal resistance, that in this way mat-
ters become rather mixed up, and mean results are arrived at,

instead of the extreme values sought after. To study the influ-

ence of temperature, of intensity of the current, upon the inter-

nal resistance, requires therefore to combine with each other,

first, two observations of high intensities in circuits, with the
measuring unit of resistance heated considerably ; and second,
two observations of low intensities at which this unit of resist-

ance is heated but very little. Estimating then the ratio of
increase, due to the difference of temperature of the unit of
resistance, the quotient of it into the actual ratio of increase will

give the ratio of increase of the internal resistance, due to the
difference of intensity of the current. Of course, it would be
much better to provide means for keeping the unit of resistance

at constant temperature, but I refer to the method of determin-

> of the battery as commonly practiced,

miuate as much aB possible, the errors of obser-
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vation I preferred to calculate upon the combination of every two

s The results are contained in the vertical columns
to the right of columns (a), of tables vn and VIII. In table vii,

I further calculated the mean of the last five values of each

vertical column from (a) to (b) ; and the mean value of all the

other figures. The table shows unmistakably a general and great

increase of the internal resistance with decrease of observed in-

tensities. Comparing now the mean of the first five values of

column (a), not with the mean of column (b) which may be too

high, but with the mean of all the last figures, which is still less

than the mean of 171*6 and 198-9 ; we get a ratio of increase

of from 103-91 to 183*6
; or 1 to 1*77

; and this for a reduction

of intensity from 1*982 to "7844, or from 2-53 to 1 ; and for a
reduction of temperature of the unit of copper wire which I

should not think at all sufficient to explain that ratio.

In table VIII, calculated in the same way, the mean values at

the foot of it embrace only the last three figures of each col-

umn. Comparing here the mean of the first three figures of
column (a) with the mean of the last two mean values, viz

:

=17*08, in order to avoid any overrating, we get an

increase of from 6*5 to 17*08, or from 1 to 2-63, which again can-
not be accounted for solely by the difference of temperature of the
unit of resistance. This ratio is therefore partly due to the ratio

of decrease of intensity of the current which amounts to -'—
-,,

equal 8*62 to 1.
'°91

In table vii, with the copper wire rheochord, a reduction of

intensity to — , and of temperature of the rheochord wire to

an unknown extent, are attended with an increase of internal re-

sistance from 1 to 1*77. In table vm, with the platinum wire

rheochord, a reduction of intensity to
, and of temperature

of the rheochord wire to an extent much greater, I have no doubt,
than in case of the copper wire, is followed by an increase of
internal resistance not more than from 1 to 2*63, being less, in

proportion, than in case of table vii. It therefore seems that

the increase of internal resistance, as proceeding from difference

of intensities, is greater at high intensities than at low intensi-

ties of the current. And combining now the results of both
tables, we find an increase of internal resistance from 1 to 1*77 X
2*63, or from 1 to 4-655, this increase being due first to the re-

duction of intensity from 1*982 to *091, and second to the dif-

ference of temperature of the uni:
: h however

could not produce half that ratio, I should think.
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In computing these figures I made use of the values of col-

umns (a), after having raised objections against them. But it

seems to me that I thereby did not unduly increase the results,

r them as I do to the full difference of intensities, and
to the difference of temperature as proceeding from the second

intensity and the lowest. Considering this circumstance as

chiefly affecting the results of columns (a), it appears also evi-

dent that the increase of resistance within this column is not so

much the result of difference of temperature, as of difference of

intensity, since the influence of intensity starts from 1-982 in

table vii, and 0-7844 in table vin, while, the influence of tem-

perature starts in correspondence with intensity 1-8008 in table

Vii, and 0-6063 in table vin.

There is another circumstance connected with table vin, the

experiments having been made with a circuit containing con-

stantly 200 centimeters of thin copper wire, as an addition to the

internal resistance. If the resistance of this copper wire, and
the true internal resistance are calculated separately, by means
of combining the two first intensities with each of the following

ones, there result values contained in columns (Cu) and (R).

Both of them show the same ratio of increase as column (a), con-

firming the fact as exhibited in table v. Thus far, the addition

of the 200 centimeters of copper wire to the internal resistance

proper, does not seem to modify the ratio of increase.

The experiments for tables vii and vin, still were rather un-
satisfactory, showing too great irregularities. To avoid them, if

possible, and with a view to get a clue to the understanding of
the matter, I undertook another series of experiments, with as

much care as I could afford, and the instruments at my command
would allow. I made four pairs of observations, two for each
end of the swinging needle alternately, and took the mean value
of them. The battery was a Bunsen's; the diluted sulphuric
acid containing rather much sulphate of zinc, and the nitric acid
having been used for a short time. Using such acids my object
was plainly to get results about facts of ordinary occurrence. I
tried the battery first without any unnecessary addition of other
resistances than the platinum rheochord, and afterwards with an
addition of 25, 50, 100, 150, 200 centimeters of thin copper wire.

The results of these observations, calculated in the same way as
explained for tables vii and vin, are recorded in tables ix to
xiv. I did not succeed, the results remaining irregular, prob-
ably partly from constant faults of the instruments, and of the
location of the tangent compass within about 15 feet distance
from an iron stove, and within about five feet distance from about
five pounds of iron which could not be removed. I therefore had
to content myself with these results, and to use them with caution.

In table ix, the mean of the first three values of column (a)
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is 3-21 ; the mean of the last three values of the same column
is 634. The increase is in the ratio of 1 to 1-975. Leaving out

the value of column (b), as too low, but taking the mean of the

six mean values to the left of column (6), from 17"31 to 23;03

there being three small and three large values, we get an in-

crease of internal resistance from 321 to 18-51, or from 1 to 5"77.

This increase is due to the reduction of intensity from 1-3422 to

0-0581, and to the reduction of temperature of the unit of resis-

tance, from dark red heat of the 6 cm. of platinum wire, to

about the temperature of the air.

It may be well to examine with some detail this series of ob-

servations. The battery was in such a state that the direct inten-

sity decreased rapidly during the short time necessary for 4 pairs

of observations of the needle. The intensity with any length of

platinum wire in the cil too, becoming dimin-
-. short length, and increased with great length of the

wire. The examination of the following figures will give an

idea of the amount of this variation of intensity. They are the

mean values for the first, respectively for the second two pairs of

observations

:

Owing to this change of intensity, it would be necessary to

calculate upon the first observations rather than upon any later

ones, or upon some mean values. If I do so, I get in column (a),

301 and 5'89 as mean values, with an increase from 1 to 1-957

;

instead of the above values 3'21 and 6-34, with an increase from
1 to 1-975. The true ratio of increase is therefore somewhat
less than calculated from the table, and this holds good for the

whole ratio of increase.

On the other hand, if the decrease of intensity with the time,

is mainly to be assigned, as probably will be maintained, to some
a having taken place, which, from the high direct in-

tensity to the next with 6 cm. of platinum wire in the circuit,

iity with 6 cm. of rheochord wire is lower than it would be,

had the circuit not been closed, directly and constantly, previous

to the observation with 6 cm. of platinum wire, since this low
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intensity cannot possibly produce the maximum of polarization.

Assuming therefore the intensities with 6, 8 and 10 cm. of pla-

alttC in column (a) would become
smaller than 3'01, and the '

therefore greater than 1-957, if not greater than 1-975. And
this a- tin hoM- <zo >tl for the whole ratio of increase.

Considering all tl esc circumstances, I think that my discussion

of the combined results, from table VI, is not much, at variance

with the truth, and that my figures do not exaggerate the facts

in any high degree.

There is an other point to be considered. The decrease of

intensity with 6, 8 and 10 cm. of rheochord wire in the circuit

amounts to a mean of 0*0013. When the circuit is closed di-

rectly, this decrease of intensity, for about thesame time, amounts

to 0-1434, that is. to tnanv times more than the difference of in-

tensities amounts to. The intensity 1-5039 within the circuit

closet] directly, is the mean value of two pairs of observations,

one for each end of the needle, being respectively 1*5845 and

1 4233, with a decrease of 0-1612. This rapid decrease of inten-

sity would just! i st wj t.ne calculation of column (a) from
the direct intensity 1-5845 instead of from any later intensity, or

from any mean value. If I do so, and compare this intensity

with the 6ra above, the mean values for the

first and for the last three figures of column (a) become 2'80, re-

spectively 5-58, the ratio of increase being 1-993 against 1-975

from the table. And the whole ratio of increase of resistance

would become =1-1465 times greater than was resulting

from the table. This increase, due to the greater direct inten-

sity started from, exemplifies however the intensive degree of

influence of the intensity of the current upon the internal resist-

ance, as compared with the influence of the temperature of the
unit of resistance.

I suppose, after all, that one may possibly consider the great
ratio of increase of internal resistance as figured from table ix, to

be the consequence, to a great extent of polarization to which
any inconstancy of a battery is usually assigned, and the battery
was in fact- rather inconstant. But apart from my above rea-

soning to the contrary, I can refer to table I, the experiments
for this table having been made with a battery the acids of
which had been used for but a very short time. The degree of
constancy of this battery may be judged from the fact that the
compass needle was at 60-8° at the beginning of the experiments
and at 60-2° one hour later, during which time the battery had
been in use, except for very few minutes. Now, if I combine
the intensities for several great resistances in the ein

values, I get 15*65, 19*46,
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24-97, 17-92, as internal resistances. The mean value of all of

them is 19 5, and the internal resistance as calculated from me
direct intensity, i

i. that .'it! 6 cm. of platinum wire in the cir-

cuit, being 84s, there res ilts an increase from 1 to 5'604, with-

out the platinum being red hot, against 5*77 of table ix, with

the platinum wire red hot indeed. At any rate the pola nation

cannot play a great part in the results of my experiments.

Comparing the results of tables ix to XIV, I get from the mean
values the following

«.< lm 7ths of copper wire in the in-uit.

~^tir ~ir
] 2-94

ii*
li

336

respective lengths of copper wi:

following results.

Th -

' o}3rr

85

!

'.':'

.

wi

:

25
•813

3 of 25 cm. of copper wire, expressed in centi-

of platinum wire, at high intensity, is rather irregular,

the first value in particular being too great. It is, however, in

agreement with all other facts, safe to say that the resistance

of a given length of copper wire, or the specific resistance, ap-

pears the greater the longer the measured wire is. This is con-

trary to what may be expected from the different influence of

temperature upon the resistances of copper and platinum, exem-
i| 'position that there is some other reason for

the increase of resistance in columns (a), overruling the influence

of difference of temperature. At low intensities, the specific re-
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ice of the copper is actually decreasing with the length of
leasured wire, and this seems to indicate that at low inten-

the influence of temperature upon the ;

ductors prevails over any other r _ dvanic bat-

tery, and with this method of deti ilation, may
modify the resistances, actually or apparently.

It was desirable to determine the resistance of the copper wire
at low intensities, without any interference on the part of high

i of each of the tables xii to XIV,

each with 100 cm. of platinum but with no copper wire in the

circuit, enabled me to do so. From

W+o+pJ ^WWW* and ^wfiv there fol,ows

n_ VM*x-h)-?M*i - i3)+PJi(ia- 1»)

i 3(W 2T "

Putting I, =0-1900, Pi=30; I3-0'0832, P3= 100, and afterwards

"=01580, " =40; "= " " = " all from table

xn, and combining them successively with each of the observa-
tions with from 50 to 100 cm. of platinum, and 100 cm. of cop-

per wire in the circuit, as per table xii ; and further calculating,

after the same manner, with the corresponding figures of tables

xin and xiv, there result, as the mean values from 12 single

ones, the following resistances

:

It becomes here more evident that at low intensities the spe-

ific resistance of the copper wire appears to increase with the

itensity, respectively with the temperature produced by it.

Of course the above figures cannot be compared with those
iven on page 50, since the latter values were derived from the

direct intensity. In order to connect the results of both
"dilations, I combined first, the intensities 0"8865 and 0'0832,

ards the intensities 0"373 and 00832, with each of the
six observations before the last, all of table xii. The vaJ i a re-

sulting therefrom, in columns 1 and 2 of the following table, con>

hi-:

•;;!
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crease of resistance of the copper wire with decrease of observed

intensities, the last horizontal row of figures making the only

exception, if one and the same low intensity is considered. The
values in columns 3 and 4, do not decrease, on account of errors

of observations, I suppose. If calculated for table xm, column
3 is decreasing, column 4 increasing. If calculated for table XIV,

both columns 3 and 4 are decreasing, from the mean of the first

three values to the mean of the last three.

It seems to me that the facts here illustrated, give a new rea-

son for the great difference of the specific resistances of conduct-

ors, as derived by different observers from experiments, under
conditions much varying and either partly unknown, or at least

iilluence. From observations of Davy, Bec-

querel, Ohm, Christie, Lenz, Pouillet, Buff, Frick, Miiller, Lamy,
- q and Wiedemann, as recorded in Gr. Wiede-

mann's Galvanism, 1863, I extract the following table of the

extreme values of the conducting power of different metals, for

which the conducting power of silver is taken as 100. The val-

For copper between the limits 65'8 and 280-9, ratio 1 to 4-27

i:

While the method of calculation of columns (Cu), (R) and (a),

of tables x to xiv, gave the appearance of the ratio of increase

being equal for the whole amount, and every part, of the so-

called internal resistance, the copper wire included, the above
computations show tha -. the copper wire fol-

lows its own rate of increase, or rather decrease, leaving indeed,

as was to be expected, the full ainuu it ,,f in i
•,-»• with the true

internal resistance, viz., within the liquids of the battery. In

table XII, the -mean of the first three values of the true internal

resistance, it) column (11), is 3"66. The same true internal resist-

ance at low intensities, may be calculated either by the formula

/m,g.-Pi)Iil2-P,I,(I,-Ia )
{ }
~

hih-h)
'

with the same observations, (Cu) has been calculated, as per page

51 ; or, the values for (Cu) oomp ified in col-

umns 3 and 4, on page 51, may simply be deducted from the cor-

responding mean values of the whole internal resistance ui Labia
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XII. Thus we get (E) at low intensities, equal 20-90— 4*
"6=

16-24; and equal 21'99-4-27=17'72
; with a mean of 16 98.

From 3-66 to 16-98, the increase is as 1 to 4-64; while the in-

crease of the full internal resistance, the copper wire included, is

only from 5-02 to 21445, or from 1 to 4-27, for the correspond-

ing values of table XII. Here again the influence of the intro-

duction of 100 cm. of copper wire appears as reducing the true

amount of increase of resistance, and it seems safe to recognize

i the liquids.

The contrary result exhibited in columns (Cu), (R) and (a), is

therefore due exclusively to the method of calculation.

My series of experiments, most of them, show the values for

the internal resistance, after the general great increase, to de-

crease for the lowest intensities. This becomes more visible from
a graphical representation of the course of the internal resistance.

This circumstance may partly depend on constant faults of the

ie of the compass needle. But it

seems certainly to depend partly on the circuit being fori

copper conductors. The influence of the intensity upon the in-

ternal resistance, appears to become constant at low intensities.

Any further variation of the inten then be due
to the influence of temperature upon the liquids on one side,

and upon the copper conductors on the other side. Now, as the

resistance of the copper increases with the temperature, from 3
to 4 times more than the resistance of the liquids decreases, their

combined result may produce a reduction of the internal resis-

tance, to some extent, with further decrease of intensity.

On page 388 I ought to have mentioned the so-called " TJeber-

e to passage from solids into

3 one of those circumstances which may influence, or

bring forth the results of my experiments. However, from what
I could learn about this kind of resistance, I at first could not
make much of it. Fechner represented it as in direct propor-
tion with the intensity of the current (see Cr. Wiedemann's Gal-
vanismus, vol. i, page 449, which, however, is contradicted by
De la Rive's Treatise, vol. ii, page 402). Such relation would
not harmonize at all « Poggendorff found
the reverse to be the case; but the idea of such resistance was
generally discountenanced, and the polarization was considered
as sufficient to explain the whole matter, in most cases. To be
sure, the exi stance in other cases was acknowl-
edged, and Neumann and Wild gave methods to determine it.

Experimenting with a Daniell's battery, Neumann found the in-

crease of this peculiar resistance to be in direct proportion with
the intensity of the current. But I could not form any idea

about the amount of this resistance compared with the common
resistance of the liquids, since I had at hand nothing but a meager
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report about those experiments. Besides this, the figures given

by Neumann were then (1857) not free from doubt as to their

being increased on account of a possible neglect of a part of the

Apart from all these doubts, I have to confess it, the indis-

criminate use of the formula E=IR was the chief reason of my
neglecting the resistance to passage, " Uebergangswiderstand,"
since the electro-motive force of the battery seemed to increase

in the same ratio as the internal resistance, and did so indeed if

calculated from column (a), after the common method. Later,

guided by the fact of the resistance of the copper wire, if calcu-

i low intensities, following its own course, and by the

evident inconsistency of combining intensities widely differing

from eaeb other, I proposed to calculate the electro-motive force

not with the direct intensity, but with those intensities every-

higher resistance is derived from. Taking table XII, as a speci-

men, there result from the first and last resistances of 14 col-

umns, the following values for the electro-motive force."

The mean of the first three values of column (a) is 442 ;
the

mean of the last six values is 9"67, the ratio of increase therefore

equal 1 to 2'133. I could not venture to determine, without

exactly the influence of temperature, whether or not,

^e of electro-motive force is due, partly, or ex
to this influence of temperature upon the resistance of the unit

of the rheochord, or to a loss of electro-motive force, which I

suppose to occur at high intensities. But I expect that a closer

on of the matter will support my views about thi3

With the foregoing examination of the electro-motive force, I

kin to have thrown some new light upon the reason of

s between the values of the electro-motive force of a

battery, as given by different experimenters, or derived from

different m ions are here not so great as in

case of the specific resistances ; the electro-motive force of the

Grove battery for instai U I 7 (Poggendorff's low-
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est figure) to 192 Lenz and Saweljev),when the force of Daniell's

taken as 100. The reason for this small amount of

variation however seems to be obvious. There are less observa-

tions recorded as in the other case, and perhaps mainly such re-

sults which were considered as "reliable," thus excluding ex-

treme values which, under certain circumstances are liable to

turn up.

If I take from the above table, 9-6?" as an approximation to

the true electro-motive force of the battery, the internal resist-

ance of the battery, at common temperatures, would result as

——— =10-9, and the internal resistance would appear to increase

from 10-9 to 21-30, or from 1 to 1-954, and this from some other

reason than the influence of temperature upon the measuring
rheochord wire. These figures however cannot convey a true

idea of the relative importance of the temperature on one side,

and of all the other reasons, if there exist more, for the increase

of electro-motive force, and internal and external resistance, on
the other side, since the simple formula of Ohm does not detail

what is constant, and what undergoes variations in different

What 1What this reason is I am still at a loss to know. I hold that

it is not polarization. It seems very probable that the resist-

ance to passage, "Uebergangswiderstand," will furnish the key
to the results of my experiments. But it will require other ex-

periments quite differently arranged and detailed to settle this

question. I think it will no longer do to use Ohm's simple for-

mula, and to permit the intensity of the current, and the tem-
perature produced by it, to influence the determinations of elec-

tro-motive forces and resistances, to an unknown extent, and
varying widely according to uncontrolled (

'

iuric acid ;
gas coke in properly aeidul

bad been used once t
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Tabl* VI (continued).

1781 __ 35-71

•1210 381

27 0472 _" 4108

This observation was made aft«

> Sbbiks, Vol. XLIII, No. 1
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J. L. Smith on Colorado Meteoritei

Art. VIIT.— On Colorado Meteorites—Russel Gulch Meteoric Iron,

and Bear Creek Meteoric Iron; by Prof. J. Lawrence Smith,

Louisville, Ky.

The first of these irons I described in the September number
of this Journal, calling it the "Colorado meteorite." Owing to

the discovery of another in the same territory (specimens of

which have been in my possession for some
proper to <I mass as the "Kussel Gulch" iron

and the other as the " Bear Creek" iron. Of this last there are

two short noti.-.es in the November number of this Journal, pages

260 and 286, the specimen of it in my possession has enabled

me to make a thorough examination of the constituents. The
piece I have has a portion of the exterior attached.

As has already been stated by Prof. Shepard, it is coarsely

crystalline, and laminated from the effects of decomposition be-

tween the crystals; the surface contains considerable pyrites, al-

though Prof. Shepard did not discover any in his specimen. I

was enabled to separate and analyze magnetic pyrites, schreiber-

site and nickeliferous iron. Of the magnetic pyrites sufficient

was separated to make a quantitative determination which was
as follows

:

Sulphur,

Nickel,
'.

Insoluble residue,

9912

The schreibersite was not obtained in sufficient quantity for

a complete analysis; about 50 milligrams of the pure mineral

gave all the constituents usually f mg mineral.

The nickeliferous iron, constituting of course the great bulk of

of the mass, was composed as follows :

Iron, 8389
Nickel, 14-06
Cobalt, -83

Copper, .... minute quantity
Phosphorus, - . . . . , -21

The laminae of iron are often very brilliant, having the luster

of silver and caused me to suspect more nickel than was found.

It was supposed that in the decomposition of the crystals the

iron would disappear more rapidly than the nickel, and that by

a process of cementation, the nickel would accumulate in the
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laminae ; but from careful examination of the process of decom-
position, there is no doubt that the interior of the mass will not

differ materially in its composition from the analysis already

given of the nickeliferous iron. Besides the minerals already

mentioned, and which properly belong to the original mass, thera

is much oxyd of iron, containing some nickel arising from the

decomposition of the surface.

Art. IX.—On a new locality of Tetrahedrite, Tennantite, and Na-
crite. with some account of th

Prof. J. Lawrence Smith.

A short time since Prof. E. T. Cox of Indiana sent to me an
antimonial copper ore containing silver, one fragment being the

termination of a crystal having a number of small but beautiful

faces, another was a minute crystal of a different form; in the

hands of Prof. Cox a blowpipe analysis had given about five

per cent of silver in some of the mineral.

The crystalline fragments were first examined and they enabled
me clearly to trace out tetrahedrite in one and tennantite in

the other. The faces on the tetrahedrite were small but beauti-

ful and very numerous; from the number on the fragment ex-

amined there would not have been less than from 60 to 70 had
the crystal been perfect: it corresponds very nearly to the cyrstal

figured in Dufrenoy's Mineralogy, plate 124, fig. 441, which he
speaks of as coming from Moschellandsberg, a locality that I am

of the faces.

P on P 70°
; P on 6* 150° 30'; P on a* H4° 30'

Specific gravity of different specimens varied from 4'78 to
5-08; the latter was the sp. grav. of the above crystal. The
analysis of two specimens, No. 2 being a part of the crystal,

gave

Antimony,
Sulphur,

2650 2701

The quantity of No. 2 analyzed did not exceed 300 milli-
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There are two minerals consisting of minute micaceous scales

n the quartz con- per. One of them I could

iot obtain in su*": on ; from an im-

ierfect examination I conclude" that it is muscovite; the other

is talc-like mineral, is nacrite, composed
as follows

:

These minerals came from an exceedingly interesting mine
in Ark. i- — th a is as yet almost unexplored; I have obtained

a full description of it from Prof. Cox and I think it would be

well to give it here, for besides being likely to prove of consid-

erable commercial value when properly explored, there will

- be found many interesting mineral species there.

The Kell rted 10 miles north of the city of

Little Rock in Pulaski Co , Ark. The country in the vicinity is

rolling, the highest hills are about 270 feet above the water level

of the neighboring streams. The surface rocks are thick and
thin beds of sandstone alternating with shales occupying the

base of the coal measures. The rocks are but little disturbed

and are for the most part horizontal. There are no metamor-
phic rocks showing themselves at the surface nearer than Little

Book on the south side of the Arkansas river. Innumerable
veins of milky quartz are seen traversing the sandstones aud

About seventeen years ago lead ore was discovered at these

mines by Mr. Kellogg, companies were organized and mining
operations e \y for about one year, when the

nattering accounts of the gold discoveries in California caused
the miners to leave, and the work which had been badly con-

ducted was abandoned. Many tons of the ore which is an ar-

gentiferous galena (containing' 60 to 200 ounces of silver to the

ton) were extracted from the mine and liuailv the greater part

was shipped to England and sold at a good price. A smelting

furnace has been erected on the grounds, but for lack of skill,

the proprietor never succeeded in working the ore profitably,

consequently the impression was produced that the ore could

not be smelted, but there is no good reason for sueh an opinion.

Since the mines have been aban Ion 1. t .* ol 1 -

in depth from fifteen to seventy feet, are all filled in, and the

country has become covered with a dense undergrowth of brush
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and briars. About one year ago Prof. Cox revisited these mines
for a company who had in view to lease or purchase them; it

was during this visit that the gray copper above referred to was
discovered. This ore has previously -.;.• d the observation of

others who had explored these mines. It is impossible at pres-

ent to see the ore in place, and those who previously worked
the mine give conflicting statements as to the manner in which
the ore is found.

The vein-rock and associated minerals with the galena are

white quartz, Bpathic iron, zinc blende, copper py rites, gray cop-

per, tennantite and nacrite.

The mines are now in the hands of a new company, and the

latest information from their operations are, that matters look

well ; the vein now being worked is nearly three feet wide,

principally lead ore, the balance being zinc blende; twenty
hands are at work, and the shaft is down forty-five feet. My
opinion is, that in time this mine will become of coi -

', and lead to further developments of argentiferous

galena in that region.

Art. X.— On recent S> -Jf Stream. — Abstract
of a paper read before the National Academy of Sciences;

by Henry Mitchell, Assistant U. S. Coast Survey.

Early in the spring of the present vear an application was
made to the Coast Survey bv the I

Company foi I . th< fo m a id

the bottom of the Straits of Florida between Key West and
Has. 11 alorir the pi< po.-i d tracl of the silt • m,< u a-r i| h

cable which rs to connect the United States wuh the West India
Islands. It was clearly the province of the Coast Survey to

supply information of this sort, and a special survey was there-

1 who, dur-
ing the illness of Prof. Bache, conducts the work oi I

tions were carried out carelully and ui ,

oes, so that the results are entitled to confidence.
The distance from Sat d Key, on the extn me southern point

of the Florida reef to El Moro rock at the entrance to Havana,
is but a trifle over 82 miles. To lay a cable over thie

tance would seem to be an easy task and one that should long
since have been executed. In fact, however, the locality offers

a new problem to the engineer, viz: to lay a

angles to a blwi.g -(ream, •> sydtin of strtams, fluwiug through a
rotky pass of great depth. The new 'survey, if it does not, as is

hoped, supply the elements for the solution of this problem, at
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least develops and gauges the difficulties of the task, and inci-

dentally adds a few items of interest to physical inquiry.

The line of maximum depression was struck at a point 24

miles north of the More, ttadi !,< wed some distance to the norths

east with depths of 853, 845 and 794 fathoms. The direction

of this line does not correspond to that of the Gulf Stream in

this neighborhood ; but a glance at the map will show that a

S.W. course would be a natural one for the Polar Current, as

it is called, which runs near the bottom.

The numerous soundings of this survey make it possible to

develop a profile of section from Sand Key to the Moro, and the

subjoined table gives the numerical data for such a profile.

Section of Soundings a s Siraifi of Florida, from Sand Key
El Moro.

S i Distance fr.,, ¥i ^=

:

]l *:.: m
1
;',

Ryl,..:

"r.'.T il|
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563
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Specimen of coral debris.

Specimen of gray mud.

o
i 45* 36* 845 z; 1 Specimen nearly white with red

i"
"f i

:

.*

= c 73*

i
3 u

2<H

'^1

642

J

" Specimen of mud with drab color.

"
i iNo specimen—some doubt of cast.

9

M
u 1 ;

modi Sand or mud of reddish brown hue.

In this profile, which is, strictly speaking, that of a diagonal
section, the point of maximum depression is found 37 miles

from the Moro, and is 843 fathom*. : ihea to the great

valley from the two coasts are dissimilar in general features.

From the northward the bottom falls away in terraces whose in-

tervening slopes are nowhere ftbr southward
an irregular and hilly approach is tions of ab-

rupt if not precipitous changes of elevation. Above the terra-

ces of the north shore the sea lies almost motionless, while

among the canons of the southern half of the Straits flow the

Gulf Stream and its counter currents.
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1

These natural distinctions authorize us in taking up separately

the descriptions of these approaches, and we shall proceed to do
so briefly, commencing at Sand Key and following the profile

southward from A to I: then commencing at the Moro and fol-

lowing northward from a to i (fee table).

Northern Approach.—Leaving Sand Key, the water deepens
rapidly to 13 fathoms, then shoals again to 7 fathoms upon

i

distant fron

this bar is marked by {

beautiful contrast with the dark blue-black of the ocean. The
bottom can be seen on crossing it and appears to be a pure white
rock mi situ, strewn sparsely over with fragments of the weathered
and brown reef rock. Two miles farther out carries us to the
point A, where our table for the profile commences with sixty

five fathoms of water on a slope of one foot in thirty seven.

The next points B and C lie upon a nearly level plain which
terminates about twelve miles from the reef in a slope of one
foot to twenty-two. Upon this terrace numerous soundings
were made covering about eight miles of longitude, which show-
that the formation belongs to the reef system and lies parallel

to it. Chips of white coral rock were brought up in one of the
casts—in all of them the hard bottom was felt by the hand.
At what appears to be the foot of the fore slope of this terrace

(point E) the bottom is found to be soft mud, and a specimen
procured proved to be of a grey color quite in contrast both as

regards color and consistency, with that obtained above or be-

yond. It differed from the white muds beyond, of which we
shall hereafter speak, in possessing a granular character and re-

taining the same when dry. It is conceived that this terrace

was once a dry reef covered over like Sand Key with dark
fragments of agglomerated reef rock, and that a subsequent
submergence has caused all this loose and weathered material to

be swept down to the foot of the fore slope.

Between D and E, in about 300 fathoms, the swept portion of
the Florida Reef, if not also the base of the formation, is passed.
At F, G- and II the bottom is of nearly white mud, with dashea
of red at the last named point. These muds were found to set

on drying. The mud with dashes of red is supposed to be the
debris of a kind of coral, quite common upon the reef, which is

spotted as if with drops of blood. These three stations seem to
comprise another grand terrace, because at the 500 fathoms curve
there seems to be a considerable belt where a difference of a
mile in latitude or longitude scarcely altered the soundings. If
this is so, we must suppose that we are not yet beyond the reef
and that the rock still underlies the material which the specimen
cup procures. At the foot of thefore slope of tliis second terrace (I)
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in 794 fathom-';, the mud is again grey and granular while the next

station beyond is of the ordinary white tinged with red.

Do these features belong to the history of the Gulf Stream

or to the geology of the coral reef? As these slopes and terra-

ces are now scarcely traversed by the streams, we are inclined to

regard them as exhibiting the order in which, through succes-

sive ages, the reef has alternately subsided and stood still. As
far as the swept portion of the reef apron extends, we see no

indications of any caving down of the structure; and in the

neighborhood of the second terrace the presence of mud forbids

the supposition of long continued abrasion.

Southern Approach.—The Moro Rock is nearly perpendicular

at the water line but retreats at points higher up. Its northwest

profile is convex with a mean dip of 45° from the castle wall to

the sea. Leaving this rock and advancing If miles northward,

the bottom declines 1 foot in 7 to point a, where the depth is

243 fathoms and the bottom, rock. From a to h the depth in-

creases very rapidly, 1 foot in 6, and the foot of the Moro Rock
is passed. The bottom at b is a reddish brown mud which be-

comes in part granular on drying—in many respects it resembles

the specimens from the foot of the fore slope of the coral terrace on

the north bank of the straits. It is no doubt weathered debris

swept down from the Moro.
The dip of the rocky part of this space between a and b is

unquestionably much more precipitious than the mean we have

stated, because 1 foot in 6 is altogether too great an inclination

for the material found at b.

Beyond b the slope is gradual, 1 foot in 32, and terminates at

c in the nearly horizontal bed of a depression which we shall

call the Moro Channel. Here at c the depth is 748 fathoms.

Six miles farther carries us across the Moro Channel and we
find the depth a trifle more shallow. 710 fathoms, at d.

At e and / we find ourselves near the summit of a submarine
mountain whose height above the bed of the Straits is about
twenty four hundred feet. This mountain, lying but a few miles

to the northward of the axis of the Gulf Stream, may be claimed
as a point of decided interest in this survey. It is sea reel v

twenty one miles from the shore of Cuba whose hills are in full

view if the weather is fine. Six casts were made upon its sum-
mit under the greatest difficulties, owing to the current. Only
three of these proved successful and but one yielded a specimen
of bottom. The depth on the summit was found to be about

400 fathoms. On looking over the work of former years we
find that Capt. B. F. Sands in 1853 made deep sea soundings in

this locality, and that he struck one sounding of 320 fathoms on

the same parallel, but some twelve miles to'the westward. He
procured a specimen and observed the temperature to be 60°
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which is the usual amount for this depth in the Straits of Flor-

ida. The Polar current which underlies the stream, following

the line of maximum depression, has a temperature of less than
45°. At first thought, it might be supposed that an obstacle in

the track of the stream would cause an ascension of the Polar
current, but when we consider that this Stream Bank has not

the nature of a bar, and that the deep channel way beyond is

ample, there would seem to be no reason for an ascension of the

cold waters in this neighborhood.

Several other casts, not referred to in our table, because too far

to the eastwasd of the section line, furnish some clue as to the

form of the Stream Bauk. It appears to be triangular in its

general figure, presenting at its west angle a bold prow to the

stream. As the current is here flowing with an accelerating ve-

locity, a deposit is impossible. This bank, it appears to us, must
have, like the adjacent reef, a firm constitution. It is an inter-

esting question whether it belongs to the mountain system of
Cuba (as its line of least water running E. and S. E. might seem
to indicate), or whether it is an ancient reef now wearing and
crumbling away. The least depth is about that of the foot of
the swept portion of the reef apron on the north side of the Straits

—it may indicate the true depth of the Gulf Stream itself, and
if so, its summit is not now abraded, while its base must be
wearing away under the action of the Polar current. A bank so

situated must have precipitious slopes.

Observations upon the trend of the lead line, on hauling in,

furnish indications that the thickness of the upper moving stra-

tum, i. e., the depth of the Gulf Stream, is scarcely more than one
third of the maximum depth of the channel. This stream
seems to be an overflowing of water, not a profound movement.
In the exchange between the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic,

the office of the Gulf Stream appears to be the restoration of sur-

face level, while the office of the counter stream, (" Polar current")
below, is the restoration of eg ui /, between
waters of different specific weights or densities. To illustrate
this view of compensating currents, we may be suffered to recall

an instance from our experience in observations at the mouth
of Hudson Eiver. In the dry season (July) the surface out/low
(brackish) through the Narrows of New York harbor, occu-
pies nine out of the twelve tidal hours, while in the lowest water
stratum the case is more than reversed, the inflow (salt) predom-
inates to that extent, that as a general thin

2

the bottom, although not constant in velocity. The same condi-
tions, with variable proportions, were followed some distance up
the river. On running a line of levels from New York city to

Albany it was found that the bed of the Hudson lies below the
mean level of the sea for over a hundred miles ; but that the sur-

Am. Jocr. Sci.—Second Skkibi, Vol. XLIII, No. 127.—Jak.. 1867.
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face of the fresh vrt

level—not so much j

specific weight between it and the sea water, so that the latter, during

the summer months, flows in along the bed of the stream, while

the former overfloivs into the ocean.

In the recent survey, observations upon surface densities were

carried over several hundred miles. These show decided con-

trasts between the ocean and the stream, but no greater than the

differences of temperature might lead us to expect.

The Gulf Stream is essentially confined to the southern half

of the Strait in the portion crossed by this survey, but no west-

wardly drift along the north shore was observed except at one

time a feeble flood tidal current setting close along the reef. It

is not impossible that the widths of the Gulf Stream vary, as its

velocities are known to do, and both of these may in many
cases depend upon long continued gales of wind. During the

period of the recent survey, however, the weather was exceed-

ingly calm in the Gulf, and as far as learned, generally quiet at

sea, yet the velocities of the stream altered in a marked manner,
and so much so that the changes became a matter of comment
among pilots and ship masters arriving at Havana. It would

systematic inquiry the order

would suggest as a reasonable hypothesis that these variations

follow those changes of mean-sea-level which depend upon the

declinations of the sun and moon—more especially the latter.

There are no two seas upon the earth whose tidal phenomena
differ more essentially than those of the Gulf of Mexico and
the Atlantic Ocean ; and it is a matter of certainty that the ele-

vations of these two bodies of water are not affected in the same
manner and degree by the half-monthly changes of the moon's

declination. Professor Bache's paper on the " Tides of Key
West," published in the Coast Survey Report of 1853 shows
that the mean level of this station is one foot higher when the

moon is in the equator than when she is at her greatest declina-

tion. In the North Atlantic the order is the reverse of this;

the mean level is there about three inches higher at the maxi-

mum than at the zero declination* Small as these relative

changes of elevation may seem they must bear a large proportion

to the total head of the Gulf Stream which suffers exceedingly
little resistance in its course.

* From computations of tbo Coa»t Suryey, and from Phil. Trans. R. S., 16S9.
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ART. XL

—

Observations upon the Glacial Drift beneath the bed of
Lake Michigan, as seen in the Chicago Tunnel; by E. Andrews,
A.M., M.D., Prof, of Surgery in Chicago Medical College.

In the November number of this Journal there is an article

from E. W. Hilgard, State Geologist of Mississippi, which con-

tains serious errors respecting the Drift formation in Illinois.

The mistakes occurred, doubtless, because the distinguished au-

thor had not an opportunity for personal observation here, and
was obliged to rely on the information of others less competent
than himself.

He remarks that the erratic blocks are nearly all well water-

worn, and that the drift " is more or less irregularly, but dis-

'atified" and that "no glacier scorings are mentioned
either on the pebbles or on the adjacent rocks."

The truth is this. The drift of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and
Wisconsin consists of two distinct formations, one above the

other. The lower is the well known "glacial drift" of authors.

It is a heterogeneous mass, full of boulders and pebbles, which
are only imperfectly rounded and sometimes quite sharp at

the edges. Vast multitudes of the larger blocks are scratched

and polished on one side by unmistakable glacier action. In a

large part of the formation it is extremely difficult to discover

any traces of stratification, though it can be noticed by great care.

The second formation always overlies the former, and consists

of sand and gravel distinctly stratified, and filled with well

rounded and water-worn pebbles. The two deposits are so un-

like each other that there is no possibility of confounding them.

Their relation to each other is best shown in the numerous rail-

road cuts which traverse them. It is there seen that at a distance

from the valleys of streams, the old glacial drift usually comes
to the surface, and often rises into considerable eminences. In
Illinois, at least, the closest scrutiny generally fails to discover
in it any stratification. As we approach the streams, however,
the glacial drift sinks out of sight, and is overlaid by perfectly

well stratified sand and gravel. The latter exists in enormous
quantities, sometimes bordering the valley miles in width, and
by its thick masses fully maintains the general height of the
country. At the border of the valleys of the streams the sand
and gravel suddenly cease, terminating in an abrupt descent; or

perhaps the lower strata may continue beneath the alluvium of

the bottom lands.

The Chicago tunnel is excavated for two miles in the glacial

drift beneath the bed of Lake Michigan. It has been closely

watched by a committee of the Chicago Academy of Sciences, as

well as by Mr. Chesborough the city engineer, Mr. Kroeshell the
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inspector, and Mr. Gowan the contractor. From my own personal

n, and from those of the above-mentioned gentlemen,

I derive the following facts. The tunnel is to supply the city

with fresh water drawn from the lake at a distance of two miles

from the shore. For this purpose a coffer dam was erected in

the lake, two miles from the land, and within it a shaft was ex-

civ kted in the clay to the depth of about seventy-five feet below

the surface of the water. A similar shaft was sunk at the shore

end, and from the bottoms the workmen drifted horizontally

until they met beneath the lake.

The shaft at the shore end descended first through beach sand

and then through tough clay, mostly free from boulders, and

apparently a deposit from the lake. At the depth of about

s.x y-two feet the workmen came suddenly upon the hard gla-

cial drift, containing glacier-scratched boulders, and in every way
very different from the clay above it. The material appeared to

be a soft comminuted shale reduced to a clay by the same means
which transported it from its original strata. Every cubic yard

of it contained millions of broken and scarcely rounded little

h rite of the shale. These were accompanied with larger

blocks of it, mixed with glacier-scratched boulders of limestone,

sandstone, granite, syenite, and every other kind of rock which
exists in the regions north of us. In this and similar material

the whole of the rest of the shaft and the entire «two miles of

the horizontal part of the tunnel was excavated. Some ex-

tremely interesting facts were observed. For instance, this hard

clay showed no trace of stratification when any particular part

of it was inspected, yet it was so intercalated with other beds as

to clearly prove its right to be called a stratum. After sinking

eleven feet through it the workmen came to a thin bed of clay

free from boulders, and beneath that to a stratum of sand, six

inches in thickness, with another layer of hard clay beneath
that. This stratum of sand was traced horizontally for over a

thousand feet, when it ascended and disappeared through the

roof of the excavation. Several hundred feet farther on an-

other thin stratum of sand was struck whose upper surface

clearly showed ripple marks. It was singular to observe that

the clay resting upon it preserved a perfect cast of the ripple

marks after the" sand was removed from beneath it. This stra-

tum extended only about fifty feet, when it thinned out and dis-

appeared. About six thousand feet from the shore a stratum of

softer clay entered the roof of the excavation, resting upon the

hardpan beneath. Both formations contained boulders. These

two strata followed so exactly the level of the tunnel that their

junction was traced for four thousand feet farther, and was only

Jost at the outer extremity of the work, two miles from shore.

It would seem therefore that in spite of the absence of minute
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layers in the clay, the stratified character of the whole mass is

clearly made out.

The most surprising phenomenon discovered, was the exist-

ence all through the glacial drift, of numerous isolated " pockets"
or cavities filled with stratified gravel. These "pockets," as

the workmen called them, lay in all imaginable positions, some-
times with their strata set up at high angles. They were gene-

rally from a few inches to a few feet in diameter, and terminated

abruptly on all sides in the solid impermeable clay. The gravel

was water-worn, and often so clean that it would scarcely soil a
handkerchief. Its interstices commonly contained a few gallons

of water at the lower part, and some air or gas at the upper.

The gas in many instances was inflammable, and was doubtless

derived from the numerous boulders of highly bituminous lime-

stone found in the clay. That the pockets were perfectly iso-

lated is shown by the fact that though nearly eighty feet be-

neath the surface of the lake, they scarcely leaked a drop of
water after they were once emptied. The existence of these

masses of gravel is very surprising. The cavities, when emp-
tied, looked exactly in many instances like the casts of rounded
boulders. I can only account for them by the theory that they
were deposited as frozen masses of gravel, and thawed after

they were well imbedded in the clay, leaving their strata in

whatever position they happened to be put while frozen.

After getting beneath the deposits made by the lake itself, the

excavations furnished not the slightest traces of any organic

Along the west shore of Lake Michigan, for a distance of over
a hundred miles north of this place, the glacial drift rises some
«ighty feet above the water in precipitous bluffs. In many
places the bluffs are eroded by the waves, and show fine sec-

tions. To one standing close by it is often extremely difficult

to notice any stratification, but to an observer stationed in a
boat a hundred yards distant, dim but evident traces of a hori-

zontal arrangement appear. The strata are best seen by noting
the level bands where the springs ooze out.

The more recent formation may frequently be noticed as a
well stratified deposit filling the hollows or valleys of the older
drift, and rising to nearly the same height above the lake. It

perhaps belongs to the Champlain epoch. It is greatly to be de-
sired that some geologist should thoroughly examine the recent
geology around Lake Michigan, as there are problems of great
interest to be solved in connection with it; but as yet it is an
unexplored field.

Chicago, Nov. 26,1866.
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The brilliant exhibition of the November meteors witnessed

in Europe on the 14th of that month is a confirmation (if such

confirmation was needed) of the astronomical character of these

bodies, and of the thirty-three-year cycle. The European obser-

vations are evidently those which will throw most light upon

their cosmieal relations. Yet those made in this country on the

nights of Nov. 12th-13th and lSth-14th must have decided

value. The radiant point in Leo rises above our horizon about

11 o'clock P. M., which corresponds with 4h A. m. Greenwich

time. Our observations then from midnight onward on the

morning of the 14th may be regarded as a continuation of those

which in England were interrupted by the approach of daylight.

They serve to give the law of decrease in density of the meteor-

oids as we leave the group. On the other hand, during the

former night the earth was approaching the group, being at

dawn only fifteen hours distant from its center.

1. At New Haven.—On the two nights 10th-12th of November
the skv was entirely overcast ; so also on the nights 14th-16th.

On the night of Nov. 12th-13th we commenced counting the

shooting stars ten minutes after 11 o'clock. There were fifteen

or more in the party, principally students in the College. It

was intended that at least twelve persons should be continually

looking for the meteors. This number was maintained through-

out the watch on this and the following nights, except for a very

short period when only eight or ten were present. During part

of the time, on the first night particularly, there were, besides

the twelve, from two to five others assisting in counting. Two
of us gave our attention to the location of the paths of particu-

lar meteors, remarkable for size, color, trains, &c, and to other

objects aside from the counting.

We watched from the top of the tower of Graduates' Hall,

from which there is an unobstructed view of the heavens. To
nine persons were aasi

;

- loos of the sky around
the horizon, and three looked toward the zenith. The meteors

were counted aloud to prevent duplication. The total number
seen by the party in each quarter-hour was thus obtained. It

was also important to learn how many meteors each observer

saw. To prevent the confusion that would result from counting

in a double series, I gave to each person a card with directions

to keep a tally upon it of those seen by himself. A few of these

tallies were afterwards found to be imperfect, but the residue

enable us to compare our numbers with those seen elsewhere by

fewer observers.
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i follows

:

No. per hour.

Total in 2 h 30*

The meteors were generally small and very few of them were
from Leo. Few left trains. During these 2£ hours nine of the

party saw severally 84, 10, 41, 26, 40, 62, 22, 62 and 68. This
gives an average of 40-§ to each observer, or 16 per hour. The
proportion of the mean for single observers to the whole num-
ber seen is 17 per cent.

The large variation in the numbers seen (from 10 to 68) is

due to a variety of causes. The three who looked to the zenith

saw much the larger numbers. Some of the others may have
looked too low down in the horizon, or there may have been
a slight haze in the direction toward which they were looking.

Besides all this, there is undoubtedly a personal difference de-

pending on closeness of attention and sharpness of eyes.

party began

The following are the reports of the numbers seen by individ-

ual observers. Those looking the whole time saw 56, 41, 100,
and 55 ; one from 3h onwards saw 26, one from 3h 15m saw 49,
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one ending at 4* 10™ saw 32, and one ending at # 30™ saw 23.

This gives an average hourly number of about 19^ for each ob-

server, which is 12 per cent of all seen.

By 3h A. M. the proportion of conformable meteors had con-

siderably increased, so that they were then estimated to be at

least one-fourth of the whole number visible. At 5 o'clock the

proportion, though greater, was still less than one-half. During

the quarter-hour 5h 15m-5 h 30m the increasing light of the dawn
in the east was interfering very considerably with the numbers
visible.

The sky was beautifully clear throughout the night. The

center of the radiant of the conformable flights seemed to be

about R. A. 147° 30', Dec. +23° 15'. It was not very easy to

determine its shape and dimensions owing to the small number
of flights near the radiant. The zodiacal light was remarkably
fine in the east.

On the night of Nov. 13th-14th a new relay of observers be-

gan to count at 11 o'clock. They were relieved by a fourth

party about 2 o'clock A. M. The arrangements were similar to

those of the previous night. The following are the results for

j quarter hours.

122 197 171 179 212

At 4 o'clock it was decided to break up. A desultory count-

ing gave 20 during the next ten minutes, or 901 in all. Be-

tween lh 15™ and 2b 30m the number of observers was not quite

as large as usual, and the attention was somewhat broken fey the

changing of the party. Throughout this time and the hour fol-

lowing the clouds interfered to an appreciable extent.

_
A considerable portion of the meteors were much more bril-

those of the previous night; also a much larger pro-

portion proceeded from the Leo radiant. These were brighter
than the others. At a quarter past twelve o'clock it was esti-

mated that about three-fifths of all were conformable. During
the next hour there was an evident increase in this ratio.

During the first three hours four persons saw severally 116,

98, 82, and 96 ; one saw in 3^ hours 99. This gives a mean of

32 per hour for each observer, which is 20 per cent of the num-
ber seen by the whole party. From half past two o'clock on-

ward the mean hourly number for one person, as deduced from
the reports of ten of the party, was about 38, that is, about 18

per cent of the whole.
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If we compare the observations of the two nights, we see

that the greater brilliancy of the meteors on the second night

made the proportion seen by single observers to be greater. At
the same time there was a much greater uniformity in the tallies

reported. This is reasonable, for when the meteors are faint we
fcly expect a large personal equation. The average num-

ber of observers for the two nights was probably about fourteen.

The mean of the proportions seen by single observers for the

two portions of the two nights was about 17 per cent. Hence
we may say that with such observers, such meteors, and such
modes of observing, as we had on these two nights, fourteen

persons will see about six times as many as one person. I think

it probable that even so large a party loses a third, or more than

a third, of the meteors that could be seen by an indefinite num-
ber of observers, especially when the nights are in general faint.

While the general position of the radiant on the second night

would seem to be the same as that given on the first night, some
stars moved from points nearer yLeonis. Several paths pro-

duced backward would cut the line joining y and b Leonis within
two or three degrees of the former star. I saw, however, no
path that could not be referred to a radiant area of narrow
breadth in latitude. In longitude its length would have to be
three or four degrees, unless we admit, as Prof. Twining sup-

poses, that there is a motion of the radiant. Prof. Hewitt of

b., gives a number of paths for the first night that

seem to proceed from a point nearer y than *.

2. At New Haven.-~\Jpon the roof of Sheffield Hall a party

of about ten students, under the direction of Prof. Lyman,
counted 603 meteors in five hours, from 12 o'clock onward, on
the morning of the 13th of November. The following is the
result of their observations for the successive quarter hours.

On the next night a similar party in the sa

:92 meteors between eleven and two o'clock, o
er hour between IP 15m and llh 30*. This
ler hour. The following table gives the result

, Vol. XLIII, No. 12?. -Jan., I.xjT.
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These results agree as well perhaps as could be expected with

those of the
' Hall. A considerable number

of paths were drawn upon the charts upon both evenings which

will serve to determine the altitude, lengths, &c, of the trajec-

tories, if the same have been observed elsewhere.

3. At New Haven.—Prof. Twining watched alone on the morn-

ing of Nov. 14th, giving special attention to the lengths of the

paths, the duration of the flights, and the position and size of

the radiant area. He says :
" from midnight to lh a.m., looking

toward Leo, I observed 35 shooting stars, in one hour, and in an

area of about 110° of arc laterally, and 70° vertically. Of these

there were 24 conformable from an area of radiation about 8°

in diameter, whose center was in N.P.D. 65%° and A.E. 1471°.

Is of all were directed nearly from this center. The

sky was very clear. The conformable meteors were rather mas-

si re, with tracks about 1' broad. Three were much broader, and

left trains for 2 s to 6s of time. The two longest flights that I

observed were 20° and 22° of arc and about 1» in time.

"Again I watched from 3h 8ra a.m. to 4h 8m A.M., or one hour.

In a space equal to the former and looking toward the radiant

I saw 43 meteors, of which 38 were conformable to an area cov-

ering nearly the bend of the Sickle,—but far the greater number
closely from the small star in its middle, being the old

radiant of Nov. 13th, 1833. The flights were generally from 5°

to 15° long, and the longest 22° in -7s of time. The average of

the 62 conformable flights, for the two hours, was about 10° of

arc, in -5 8 of time. But the flights of the earlier hour were

shorter than those of the later, while the times were longer. It

is of course true that the velocity of meteors must be retarded by

the gaseous medium in which their visible paths are developed.

The force of this medium, condensed before their masses, is so

great that, not unfrequently, a curve, or even an angle is de-

scribed in a meteor's path. These sudden deviations—as well

as the frequent explosions—may often be due to the meteor's
.•'.-.•

.
.•

~ i_
exist, as I have formerly suggested, and being com-

haps, of aqueous vapor) into its atmosphere proper*
smint means of determining the radiant—or rather the lines

of flight—than the unaided eye affords are now necessary. The
best 1 have thought of would be a conical shell mounted upon
a pillar and rotated by clock work, like a telescope. The cone

should have its axis directed to the presumed radiant,—its oppo-
site elements spreading, say 90°,—its apex truncated to an open-

ing but little greater in circle than the pupil of the eye, and its

larger circle, or base, traversed by wires divergent from its cen-

ter, at equal intervals, and these last supporting and normally

lly to i
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m of circular wires showing equal intervals of
ed from the apex,—the whole combination ap-

g to the observer like the meridian lines and circles of
polar distance in a stereographic polar projection. The open
base may be slightly illuminated if the wires are not sufficiently

visible uL-iinst the sky.
" With this apparatus adjusted to a proper position of the axis,

it is obvious that conformable meteors will traverse lines, along
or between the divergent wires ; and that the inclinations to the

wires can be closely estimated, as well as the distances from the

center at which the prolonged paths would pass. At the same
time the parallel circles would, if properly disposed and desig-

nated, afford a scale to mark the beginning and the end of
lights with the best attainable accuracy,

elected standi

they should be employed for comparative observations,

3lected standard stars by the wires might be agreed upon, in

l for the axes of the shells, in all places

although, if the axial position were ascertained in each
that uniformity would not be indispensable."

4. At Philadelphia.—On the morning of the 13th Mr. B. V.
w in a half hour ending at lh 40m , 2 conformable mete-

ors and 6 others; in a half hour ending at 4h 36 ra
, 5 conf. and 3

others. The weather was clear and bright. The number for the
hour (16) corresponds with the number (18) for single observers
on that night at New Haven. On the next morning M
saw in 36 minutes, between 12 h and lh , 23 conf. and 5 unconf.

meteors. Later in the morning the sky was mostly overcast.

5. At Newark, N. J.—Mr. C. G. Rockwood, on the night of
Nov. 12th-13th, watched from 10h 45m to 2h 30* A. M., omitting

tight, with four assistants, he watched from 11*»

2 30 - 2 40
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For a good part of the time it was cloudy in the south and

southwest and also low down in the northeast. After 2h A. M.

the clouds increased rapidly and soon covered the sky.

6. At Poughkeepsie, N. Y—Seven of the pupils of Miss Maria

saw, at the Vassar College Observatory, 354 meteors in

seven hours on the night of Nov. 12th-13th, and on the next

night 419 were seen by six of them in five hours.

7. At Canonsburg, Pa.—Prof. Kirkwood reports 64 seen by

six persons in 45 minutes, ending at 4h 39m A. M. of the 13th, of

which about 50 were from Leo. The next night was cloudy.

8. At Franklin, N. Y.—Mr. William A. Anthony, with two

assistants, counted on the morning of the 14th, between 2h and

4h
, 180. On account of the cold it was impossible to stand still

and watch the heavens, and one hour, or an hour and a quarter

at most, would, he thinks, include the time they were watching.

9. At Cambridge, Mass.—Mr. F. W. Russell watched during

several evenings in the first half of November. He has plotted

60 or 70 flights, which were remarkable for size or beauty, and

reports 875 in all. The details have not yet been received.

10. At Chicago, 111—Mr. Francis Bradley reports 27 meteors

seen by three persons in one hour ending at 2 h 30m on the morn-

ing of Nov. 12th. On the next night five observers saw in the

hour and a half ending at l h
A. M., 65 meteors, of which 24

were from Leo. Clouds or haze prevented further observation.

11. At Olivet, Mich.—Prof. J. H. Hewitt, to whom on account

of his previous experience in observing I had written request*

ilar attention to the shape of the radiant area, watched
on the night of Nov. 12th-13th, together with Mr. M. R. Gaines,

from 11 to 5 o'clock. The night was mostly clear. He says:

"of those which went from the Sickle, the tracks of the larger

number, I think, were in the general direction of a line joining

7 and <?, and these tracks were much nearer together than the

tracks of those which proceeded in a direction perpendicular to

that line. That is, supposing an ellipse to represent the radiant

area, the larger diameter would be in the direction of y«. We
•- remarked that our observations coincided with your

suspicions that the radiant area would be such an ellipse."

12. At Detroit, Mich.—Mr. O. B. Wheeler reports 56 for three

observers for one hour from 2h 20m A. M. Nov. 13th. Forty-two
were conformable. Clouds prevented observation on other nights.

13. Mr. Charles G. Boerner of Vevay, Ind., sends a chart upon
which he has recorded the paths of meteors observed on the

mornings of the 12th and the 13th. The next night was cloudy.

14. At Iowa City, Iowa.—A party of students of the Iowa
State University, under the direction of Prof. Hinrichs, watched
through the nights of Nov. 12th and Nov. 13th. During the

first of these two nights the sky was mostly clouded except from
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about one to three o'clock A.M., where it was pretty clear over-

head. Thirty -five meteors were seen, of which twenty-two were
in the hours named. Three persons were observing.

On the next night, Nov. 13th-14th, it was partially overcast

until near 10 o'clock. The number seen was 440. The hourly

number, the number of observers, and the state of the sky, are

.given in the following table.

8}h_ 9^h a 4 blovniv! T2i' -iV> 4 90 Clear.
'

9* -10* 3 8 Partly clear. I 1* -2* 5 112 Clear.

10* -Hi 3 7 Some clouds.) 2* -3* 5 138 Clear.

11* -12* 4 61 Clear. I 8* -4* 5 20 Clouding.

Soon after 3£h a.m. the sky became wholly overcast. The next
night the sky was also entirely covered.

15. At Washington, D. C.—Observations were made at the

U. S. Naval Observatory which will soon be published in full.

16. In Bay of Panama.—Mr. Frank H. Bradley writes to Prof.

Twining, that with about a quarter of the sky clear he counted
•eleven meteors between l

h 45m and 2h 30m a.m. on the morning
of Nov. 13th. The sky then became overcast.

On the next morning he was on deck from 2 il

to 3h a.m., and
in that time counted 30 meteors, 17 of which seemed to be ra-

diant from a point near the horizon in the N.N.E. The sky
was clear from N.E. to N.W. and a little past the zenith, but
about 3 h a.m. the clouds closed entirely.

On the night of the 14th-15th he was on deck for some time,

with much clear sky, but saw no meteors.

17. I am indebted to Prof. Henry, who has kindly placed in

my hands for examination the reports received by the Smith-
sonian Institution from various observers.

Prof. Hopkins of Williams College gives the times of 205
meteors on the night of the 12th-13th, of 453 on the next night,

and 4 on the third night. The apparent paths of a large pro-

portion of them is also given. The following are the numbers
for the successive hours.

Before' 7 h
1°

6 12 1'-! 11

2 51 '

11-12 23 33 5-6 24 44

Between ll* 30« p.m. and 2h 15m a.m. of the first night the
clouds interfered seriously, and sometimes even covered the sky.
"This series of observations will no doubt prove to be of special

value for the computation of altitudes.

The reports received by the Smithsonian Institution from a
large number of other observers will be of value for the same
purpose.
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18. Two meteors deserve special notice. One at llh 7ra
,
Nov.

13th, appeared at New Haven low in the Lynx, and passing a

little north of the zenith, crossed Andromeda between « and (?,

and disappeared low in the S.W. having described a path of

135°. I was at first a bright point, but after a time burst out

into a flame and left a train for several seconds. The duration

of flight was called four seconds. At Newark and Phi

the same star described a similar long arc. At Williamstown it

appeared 5° from Mars towards Canis Minor, and ended ^° S.

la: duration 7 seconds. These data give the first alti-

tude 88 miles (142 kilometers), the least altitude 66 miles (106

km.), and the length of the path, according to the V

town observation, 325 miles. It must have passed beyond Diph-

da, however, as seen from that place, since it disappeared in the

S.W. at Philadelphia. Seven seconds for 325 miles gives 46

miles per second for the velocity, a result probably too great.

19. At 11 minutes past 2 o'clock A.M., Nov. 14th, a very bright

green (or blue) meteor appeared, at New Haven, in R.A. 148°,

Dec. +16|°, and went to E.A. 143|°, Dec. +9°, leaving a train

about 4° long. This train floated away 8° to the north in a path

parallel to the horizon, being visible for 9 minutes. Before dis-

appearance it had become shorter and broader so as to be 2° or

3° long and 1£° broad.

The same meteor was seen in Newark by Mr. 0. G. Rockwood
to descend vertically, ending at R.A. 163°, Dec. +15^°. The
cloud or train floated also northward, parallel to the horizon,

crossing 8 Leonis. A corresponding path is given by Mr. Henry
list of Brooklyn.

At Williamstown the record was "origin 20° south of Regu-
lus: course W.S.W. ; length 40°; blue trail."

The first altitude was then about 120 miles (193 km.), the alti-

tude, at disappearance about 60 miles (97 km.), and the length

of path 115 miles.

The cloud as seen from Newark bent up as is usual with such

ile at New Haven it only grew shorter and broader, a

result doubtless of perspective. The meteor's distance from
New Haven at disappearance was 120 miles, and the cloud was
doubtless still farther from us. Hence its length must have
been more than 5 miles and its breadth over 3 miles. The true

motion of the cloud was northward, at right angles to the mo-
tion of the meteor, being in nine minutes at least 17 miles, and
probably about 20. It was evidently due to a current in the at-

mosphere, whose velocity was about 125 miles per hour.
The material of the meteor must have been considerable in

order to have filled several cubic miles with its debris. And
yet this debris must have been very attenuated to float in an

atmosphere so light as that which is 60 or 90 miles from the

earth's surface.
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20. The great display which was looked for with such general

interest both in this country and in England was witnessed in

Europe early on the morning of the 14th,

" At 12 h 30m (Greenwich time) meteors were so abundant that I caused

;
hie staff to be aroused, in confident expectation of a 'mete-

!,' From this time to about 2 h 25m a.m. the

clear (except for six or seven minutes), not more than one-1

being at any one time obscured. At l
h a.m. the sky waa

meteors of every degree of brightness, from the 4th magnitude to' 15'

diameter, and the brilliancy of Jupiter. The largest ones, and

there were fifteen or twenty such, were as brilliant and large as a ship's

rocket at half a mile distance.

" The comparatively slow and uniform movement of most of them, their
"

t trains, and pure white light, presented a strong r

_'!.: .f .

"The center of divergence was in Leo, then not high in the east. The
radiant was not well defined, but a locus of probably a degree and a half

in diameter. I think that I observed ten or twelve of which the paths

produced would form tangents to such a circle.* During the whole dis-

play I saw but two unconformable meteors, both of them faint. * *

"Between 12 h 39m s and l
h 5m s I counted 310. * * * With the

aid of a friend, who faced south while I faced north, I counted 203 dur-

ing the 90 seconds between l
h 9m s and l

h 10m 30s
. Ten minutes later

the frequency seemed to have much diminished.
" At l

h 38m there were not more than 65 or 70 to the minute, and
frequently five or six seconds would pass without any being seen.

"Between lh 45m 15s and l
h 46m 158 (lm) only 23 were seen.

1 49 " 1 51 (2
m

) " 22

1 58 " 2 1 (3"1

) " 17

"At 2h 15m they seemed scarcely more numerous than on an ordinary

August night."

21. In Exeter, England.—Mr. J. T. Tucker, of Exeter, in a
letter to the writer states that he counted 954 meteors between
12h 30m and l

h 30™ a.m. of Nov. 14th.

22. At Manchester, England.—Mr. Joseph Baxendell, F.R. A.S.,
devoted special attention to the place of the radiant, and the
time of thejnaximum. He gives for the former, R.A. 149° 33',

Dec. +22° 57' 5, which is the mean of a number of observations.
For the time of maximum frequency he gives P 12m A.M. (Gr.

time), and thinks that the probable error cannot exceed one
minute. He saw the shower of 1833, being then at sea off the
west coast of Central America, and says that the present display

* A diagram gives the center of this circle as about R.A. 148°, Dec. +23£°-
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was far inferior to the former, both in the number of meteors

seen and in the brilliancy of the larger ones *

23. At Greenwich.—According to an extract from the London

Herald, the hourly numbers seen at the Greenwich observatory

were as follows

:

9 h-10h 10 meteors, I 12 h-lh 2032 meteors,
(
3h-4h 528 meteors.

10 -11 15 1 -2 4860 « 4-5 40

11 -12 168 "
I

2 -3 832 " | Total> £^ u

24. Thickness of the group.—The inclination of the plane of

the group to the ecliptic is probably about twice the latitude of

the radiant, or 19°. The denser part of the shower was included

period of about l h 30ra
; and during this time the earth

~ bout 100,000 miles. The corresponding thickness of

i would be 100,000 sin 19°, or 33,000 miles. The den-

moved about 100,000 miles. The corresponding thickness of

the group would be 100,000 sin 19°, or 33,000 miles """

sity gradually diminishes as we leave the center of the group,

and the thickness, including these rarer portions would be much

25. Geographical limits of the shower.—The sun was vertical at

12h 30- a.m. (Gr. time) in B. Ion. 168*°, S. lat. 18£°. If this

time be taken for the beginning of the shower as a great dis-

play, and if 10° be allowed for twilight, a line crossing the

equator in E. Ion. 68%° and running N. 18i° E. separated day-

light from darkness and forms the eastern limit beyond which
the shower was not probably visible.

The radiant was vertical at 2
h a.m. (which may be taken for

the end of the shower) in N. lat. 23£°, E. Ion. 65°. The west-

ern limit would be a great circle of which that point is a pole,

to wit, a line crossing the equator in "W. Ion. 25 , and running
N. 23^° W. This line passes from Newfoundland through the

center of the two Atlantic oceans. Eegions west of this line

were behind the earth throughout the shower. Along this line

a few meteors with long paths were probably visible.

26. If there shall be a shower in Nov. 1867 (and it is quite

probable that there will be one), and if the group lies sensibly

in a plane, these limiting lines would be removed 90° or 100°

westward. But what curves in the line of the group have been
produced by the perturbing action of the earth, of Jupiter, and of

the other planets we cannot say. Such curves apparently exist,

and may change the time of maximum, and therefore the re-

gion in which the shower may be expected next November.
When full and authentic reports from English astronomers

shall be received I hope to resume the subject.

* Proc. Man. Lit. and Phil. Soc, ri, 31.
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Art. XIII.— Correspondence of Prof. Jerome Nickles, dated

iVancy, October 2d, 1866.

Obituary: Hermann Goldschmidt, the Astronomer.—The subject

of this notice attained to a considerable reputation as an artist,

but he is better known to the scientific world, in which he held

a high position, by his numerous discoveries among the heavenly

He was born June 17th, 1802, but during his whole life hig

health was delicate. Destined at first to commerce, he quitted

it to devote himself to painting, ami tarly became distinguished

in that career. Ho was, however, ignorant of his true vocation

until he had attained the age of forty-five years. One of his

irk- 1 ds, Dr. li -eier, to whom we are indebted for these details,

:.

Ti ; 'ital is copied from Goldschmidt himself. "I had just re-

turned," say- 3t from a very long sojourn in

England. I tried in innumerable ways to dissipate my melan-

choly humor, but without success, when one day I chanced to

attend LeVerrier's lecture on astronomy. The professor ex-

plained an eclipse of the moon which was to take place the

same evening (March 31st, 1847). I understood the explana-

tion, and in my enthu -. V io .son. From that

hadas yet only the feeblest notions."

Three years after, Nov. 15th, 1852, Goldschmidt discovered,

: ill glass which he had ;

t which re-

ceived from Arago the name of Lutetia, having the I

of a star of the 10th magnitude. The 26th of October he dis-

covered Pomone, which resembled a star of the 11th vox

He afterward successively discovered the following: Atalante,

<
)
.-. o\ . 1

-.'..")
: II \ March 31st, 1856; Daphne, Mav 22-1,

1856; Nysa, Mav 27th, 1-57: L'» /'»'''. Jul\ 11th, 1-57; J/ '
\,

Sept. 9th, 1857 f /' I'oris, id. ; Europa,
Feb. 6th, 1858; Alexandra, Sept. 10th, 1858; Danae, Sept. HUh,
1860 ; Canope, May 9th, 1861. By reason of these 1

1

he several times received the astronomical prize from the Acad-
emy of Sciences. He also determined the position of more than
ten thousand stars which before had no place upon any known
map of the heavens—and it was among these stars that he found
the planets previously enumerated.
He made these discoveries with a small glass—and his observ-

atory was situated in one of the most frequented streets of Paris.

Not favored by fortune, Goldschmidt lived on a pension paid
him by the French government. For a long time he had been
troubled with his eyes, but this affliction affected him much less

Am. Jouk. Sci.-Second Szkies, Vol. XLIII, No. 127.-Jam., 1S67.
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than diabetes, the symptoms of which he first felt in 1854. He
then retired to the country, and for three years lived at Fontain-

bleau, dividing his time between painting and astronomy. To-

ward the latttu part of last August his disease became compli-

cated with other difficulties. He hastily finished his papers upon

the physical constitution of the sun, and died on the 20th of

August. He leaves a widow and two daughters without for-

tune. They will doubtless be adopted by the " Societe de Se-

cours Amis des Sciences."

Spectrum of aqueous vapor.—We now know the nature of the

rays which Brewster discovered in 1833, and which have since

"been termed telluric or atmospheric. M. Janssen has made

several investigations under the patronage of the Minister of

Public Instruction, and has found that these rays are occasioned

by the vapor of water. By means of new optical dispositions

he has proved that the bands of Brewster were formed of fine

lines, like the lines of Fraunhofer, and that they were constant

in the spectrum, though of variable intensity according to the

height of" the sun. Eelying upon this character of the telluric

rays he has made a chart of the spectrum in which the distinc-

tion between the solar and telluric rays is clearly shown.
Janssen has also made numerous other experiments. In Sep-

tember, 1864, from the summit of the Faulhorn, he observed

the rays of terrestrial origin and found they became weak in

proportion as they were elevated and as the light had less thick-

• ness of atmosphere to traverse. In the same year he made an

experiment upon Lake Geneva, and by reason of the I

of the lake he was able to reproduce the same rays artificially.

The flame from a large pile of pine wood at the distance of 21

kilometers presented these lines, but when viewed at a less dis-

tance no ray was visible except the brilliant one of sodium.

Janssen stationed himself on the side of the lake opposite the

fire, so that the light from the blazing pile, which was on a level

with the surface of the water, might penetrate strata of air satu-

rated with moisture.

It was necessary to ascertain if these effects were caused by
the water in solution in the atmosphere, or whether, as Mr.

Secchi thought, they were to be attributed to the vesicles of

. are composed. A direct experiment con-

firmed him in the opinion that they were produced by the vapor.

Janssen operated with a tube thirty-seven meters in length,

which was filled with vapor by a steam enaine of six horse-

power. Care was taken to prevent the tube °from cooling, and

the light was furnished by a flame of gas placed in t

the tube. When the light passes through the tube filled with

vapor subjected to the pressure of seven atmospheres it shows

the principal telluric rays, among which Janssen places the
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groups A and C and a large part of B, contrary to Kirchhoff,

who attributes A and B to potassium. The red and yellow of

the spectrum of water-vapor are more brilliant than the blue
and violet. Therefore the color of the vapor of water should
be orange; hence, also, the red of the setting sun, that is, of the

sun seen near the horizon. Janssen does not agree upon this

point with the conclusions of Prof. Cooke, which were pub-
his Journal for March, 1866. According to the latter

the vapor of water absorbs most completely the yellow and the

red rays, hence the blue rays predominate in the spectrum that

is transmitted. Prof. Cooke has, however, discovered and de-

monstrated by his own researches (this Journal, [2], xli, 184,

also Journal de Pharmacie et de Chemie, June, 1866, p. 480),

the influence of the vapor of water upon the phenomenon in

question.

A new property of magnesium.—One evening while preparing

some perchlorid of manganese, MnCl 2 (this Journal, [2], xli,

107), with the peroxyd of manganese, the chlorhydric acid of

commerce and ether, 1 observed that the color was not green, as

it appeared to be in the daytime, but black. I was using gas for

•a light, and substituted in place of it first an oil lamp and after-

ward a wax candle, but the effect was the same, the color still

appeared only black.

i green color reappeared by the flame of magnesium, which
:>rts itself in this respect like the light of the sun. It is well

vn that bright-tinted flowers, (

hibit much less brilliancy of coloring by wax or even gas light

than when seen by the light of da artist, at the

close of the day, wishing to supply the waning light, continue

his work by the aid of w; x liuhN or -as, he would be surprised

the next morning at the assemblage of colors he had made the

vvious. They would in no way represent his thought,

so different would they appear when viewed in the two lights.

By burning a thread of magnesium a light may be obtained

make these colors appear the same as when seen by-

sunlight itself. Colors do not mingle or interchang

jlits. Green does not

be blue in it, neither does blue have the slightest appearance of
green. In short, all shades preserve the same appearance as

when vi
'

day. The flame of magnesium
is v ter t is ir i * It! 1 e predominates in it.

< ..:.;-• i;v aids the painter not merely by furnishing colors

more or less 1 right, but it now giv - him a i ew mode of illu-

m> o] whi'-h h - d ,j at im_I it without fear

option, as well as if it wen; daylight.

The injhu >ce of wlium upon ilame.—On inquiring the reason

i of color by the usual flame, which we have
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just been discussing, it will be found that numerous causes pro-

duce this effect, one of which is sodium, which burns with a yel-

low (monochromatic) flame, that may be obtained either by bring-

ing common salt supported on platinum wire into the riame of

the Bunsen lamp, or by burning alcohol saturated with salt.

All the colors are altered by this flame, with the exception of

blue-violet, which is complementary to the yellow. Eed appears

black or white, sometimes bluish" when it contains blue (see

below, physi Mixed green appears yellowish or

iorophyl Schweinfurth green). The pure greens ap-

pear black (ex. MnCl 3
, MnBr 3

, Mnl 3 combined with ether,

BaOMnO 3
, Cr 2 3

,
gold leaf seen by transmitted light, Cr 2 Cl 3

,

&c). Vide Annales de Chern. et de Phys., [4], viii, 298, for the

enumeration of the various colors which have been experimented
with.

The following table gives the result of some trials which I

have made with a spectrum prepared by applying pigments to

white paper. We give the composition of the spectrum and the

colors with which it was obtained.

Red. Ochre (Fe 203), - - - Black.

Orange. Iodid of mercury (Hgl), ) .

Yellow. Chromate of lead (PbOCrO*). J
Whlte'

Green. Manganate of baryta, )
R]

,

Blue. Aniline blue, j
" "

-t^acK.

In this spectrum so wonderfully changed by the flame of alcohol

saturated with salt, sunlight and the flame from magnesium in-

stantly restored the normal colors, even while the sodium flame

was burning in the neighborhood. They also reappeared by
gaslight, but with much less intensity, and when the colors are

not very brilliant they are modified as if they were illuminated

by the soda flame.

Thus etherial solution of perchlorid of manganese when im-

pure appears by gas light black instead of green. A mixed green

composed of chromate of lead (PbOCrO 3
) and ultramarine be-

haves in the same manner.

_
If the illuminating flame were saturated with sodium its ex-

tinctive effects would be still more energetic, ordinary flames

g but very little of this metal. Spectral analysis shows
us that instead of completely extinguishing colors it merely al-

ters them a degree more or less, darkening some and enlivening
others, and creating confusion between blue and green.
The small quantities of sodium which all ordinary flames con-

tain, are derived from several sources, viz., the mineral matters

of wicks of lamps and candles, ashes of fuel and atmospheric

air, which last, accoru traces of ll-
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Vogel has determined the proportion of soda which illuminating

gas contains (Journ. de Pharm. et de Chem.. October, 1866), and
is shown (in the same Journal, May, 1866), with what

facility marine salt volatilizes when heated with coal.

Small as the quantity of sodium is which illuminating gas

contains, it is sufficient to affect certain colors, and to produce
on a small scale all the effects of absorption or extinction which
are readily seen in a flame saturated with it. Examples of this

may be seen in certain green colors mentioned above.

Physiological effects of the monochromatic flame.—The foregoing

results explain a well known phenomenon, which has hitherto

never been accounted for. In the flame of alcohol and salt, the

hands and face appear of a livid green hue, while the lips change
to a blue-violet. This livid tint is known to all who have seen

punch or a pudding burn, and is due to the alcohol more or less

ich is employed in these mixtures. Workmen at fur-

and forges are familiar with these peculiar tints, which
ir upon the features illuminated by their fires.

i the first case the effect is produced by the NaCl which the

alcohol contains of itself or which it derives from the alimentary

substances ; in the latter case the soda is obtained from the dross,

and ashes of the combustible matters. The question arises, why
under these conditions, the natural flesh color is changed to a
bluish or livid green. The reply is evident. It has been shown
above, that the colors which best resist the extinctive effects of
the soda flame are those which come from blue.

That there is blue in human blood may easily be seen by the

color in daylight of the large veins on the skin of the hand.

All the other tints which enter into the composition of flesh

color being extinguished except the blue, that shade alone re-

mains upon the face of the experimenter, but being also illu-

mined by a yellow flame, it is plain that the effects of the two
I be to produce a green, varying in shade from yellow-

ish to bluish according to the intensity of the blue, and produ-
cing a most sinister aspect on the human countenance. The eye

commodates itself to these effects, but I have good
reason for thinking that one cannot with safety, continue to work
for any great length of time by this monotonous light. The
retina after a time becomes so much affected as not to be able to

bear without irritation either daylight or the ordinary illumina-
tion used at night, a result possibly caused by the absence of
chemical rays in the flame, or because it injures the optic nerve
which is poorly adapted to such a medium.

After sin le time in the soda i
;

comes a time when it is difficult to distinguish between the differ-

ent shades of the same color. I have many times seen a tuft of

leaves appear of the identical shade of the hand which held it, so
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that the whole had the effect of a bronze, while at the beginning

of the experiment before the eye had become fatigued, it was easy

to distinguish between the violet of the chlorophyl and the livid

green of the flesh color.

Employment of the Sodium flame by artists.—-We have previ-

ously shown that the different colors of the spectrum may be

reduced to white or black, unless they contain blue which is the

only color unaffected by the soda flame.

In observing such a spectral image it will be noticed, that if

all the colors are reduced to either white or black, the borders

less darkened or dulled as in a photograph of t

very little if any blue, uncler these conditions, one is struck with
spectrum. Looking at a painting, especially a pastel

, that although the colors vanish, the grayish t

ts them gives the appearance of a pencil drawing. The

model or plan exists by reason of the half tints so that by the

monochromatic light, one is sometimes able to go back to the de-

sign without touching the picture and can thus give in some sort

the autopsis of a work of art.

The flame of sodium may yet aid the painter in comparing
shades, in grouping colors and weighing their tones.

In the same manner, two colors, for example two greens which

appear identical upon the palette, in the daytime, may be differ-

ent when seen by common evening light, and are more likely to

differ when viewed by the sodium flame, one being decolorized

and the other transformed into black. In the same manner, of

two reds seen under the same conditions, one may appear white,

while the other containing blue, will assume a violet-tint comple-

mentary to the yellow of the monochromatic flame.

Common salt ignited on a platinum wire in the flame of a

Bunsen burner, strikingly exhibits the chemical differences which
sometimes exist between two similar shades of color. This

means may be useful in distinguishing original pictures from

copies, for it is not likely that Raphael or Van Dyck, for instance,

exployed exactly the same pigments as their copyists have used.

If one desire to render the flame of a gas burner or of an oil

lamp mon w, or the flame

is not hot enough to volatilize that compound. Metallic sodium
should be used for this tay be introduced into

the gas burner or held in the flame upon platinum wire.
Perchlorid of Lead, Pb CI*.—In connection with what we said

last yes c
. 107 and 55) upon the halogen

compounds corresponding to the peroxyds, we have since ob-

tained the compound PbCl 3 corresponding to the peroxyd of

lead PbO 3
. Unstable in a free state, it may be preserved for

a long time in presence of a solution of chlorid of calcium.

It is prepared by passing a current of chlorine into chlorid of
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lead held in suspension in a solution of CaCl of 40° Beaume*.

The liquid becomes yellow and w la properties.

Thrown into a small quantity of water, it gives a pn-
PbCl—with excess of water a brown precipitate is formed of

PbO 3
. PbCl 3 +2HO+Aq=Pb0 3 +2C1H+ Aq.

In this case the hydrochloric acid does not react, because of

the excess of water present, if there were less the result would
be PbO 3 +2ClH=2HO+PbCl+Cl.

blorid of lead does not act upon the nitrate of bismuth,

behaving in this respect differently from TIG 3 (this Journal, [2],

xli, 107). "When heated it blackens cane sugar but not glucose,

and hence may serve to distinguish between these two kinds of

Treated with anhydrous ether and syrupy phosphoric acid, the

solution of perchlorid of lead thickens, and yellow oily drops

appear, which are perchloro-plumbic ether. This ether readily

dissolves gold, and as the metal is taken up chlorid of lead sep-

arates assuming the form of the gold employed. The perchloro-

plombic ether readily decomposes ; the products are protochlorid

of lead and chlorinated ethers. The ease with which chlorine

separates from it, is the cause of its solvent power on gold, in

which respect it is like the bodies presently to be noticed.

New solvents for Gold.—The perchlorids dissolve gold readily

when that metal is in the form of leaf, on account of the facility

of their decomposition with liberation of chlorine. If ethereal

solution of perchlorid of manganese be employed, the green color

of the manganese compound grows lighter in proportion as the

gold dissolves, for MnCl a is reduced to MnCl, and the reac-

tion is complete, when the liquid has exchanged its green color

for the yellow of the solution of gold, (it is the same with MnBr a

and Mnl 3 ).* On evaporating the liquid, a film of gold adheres
to the vessel. The same solution added to FeOSO 3 yields the
precipitate of gold so el "ichroism.

The sesquichlorids, and the sesquibromids which are easily re-

duced—for example, the compounds corresponding to Mn 2 3
,

Ni s 3
, Co 3 3

; also Fe 2 Br 3 even in presence of a certain pro-
portion of FeBr—dissolve gold; Fe 3P is also a good solvent for
gold especially in presence of ether. It is only necessary to add
a small quantity of Fe a 3 to the ethereal solution of
acid, in order to dissolve the metal. This pi - *

fc iodine m
the nascent state acts upon gold. For this reason gold is acted
upon even by iodhydric acid in presence of ether. No action

takes place when only water is present. It can no longer be
said with truth, that free iodine does not act upon gold. I have
found that gold may be dissolved by it in presence of water,

* Tins Journal, [2], xli, 107.
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it into a close vessel and raised to a te

on is more slow if ether is used in

S>m' am foe',- en,, ~-m<ni o,uii
1

j'tntation.—In vol. xli, p. 225

of this Joan has described some properties of

the magnetic amalgam, composed of mercury and sodium. The
following l. shows the great difference between

the action of mercury and that of sodium amalgam.
Take a square of glass, to which apply side by side two

leaves of beaten gold. If a drop of ordinary mercury be placed

on one of these leaves, it adheres without sensibly increasing in

area. On the contrary a small drop of the amalgam spreads out

with great rapidity, so that in a few seconds the mercury has

covered a space many hundred times larger than that which the

original drop occupied.

I showed in 1858 (in this Journal)* that the metals moistened

by mercury are permeable to it ; that proposition has been veri-

fied upon the metals since discovered or prepared, viz..

i and magnesium. Tha < c::.-i!

and becomes brittle by the penetration of mercury ; on the con-

trary, magnesium and aluminium resist its action or are not

wetted by it until recourse is had to electric action, such as is

realized by the intervention of sodium or zinc.

It would be interesting to observe the deportment ol

toward mercury. If it were capable of being moistened it would
form with it a brittle amalgam ; o it were not

moistened it would retain all its elasticity. I leave the question

to those who are fortunate enough to possess this metal so rare,

and so difficult to obtain in a metallic inass.f

Chemicc thelot continues his beautiful re-

y Dth sis, and is at present occupied with the gene-

ration of hydrocarbons. Our readers know that he formerly

acetylene, OH 2
, by the dii ct i nion , 1 hydrogen and

carbon (this Journal, 1862). Berthelot has lately shown that a

whole series of hydrocarbons, polymeric with C 4 II 3
,
may be

derived from it as follows :

Acetylene, O IP
Di-acetylene, - - - C 8 H* =2C*H2

Tri-acetylene or benzine, - C 12H 6 =3C4H 2

Tetracetylene or styrolene, - C*6H8=40H2

•lity of Metals to Mercury, [2], 3

f A sheet of platinum that has been for four months in conts
f sodium still preserves all its elasticity.
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Berthelot has observed still another series of hydrocarbons,

between styrolene and retene, the boiling point of which is be-

tween 250° and 340°, and which possess to a great extent the

characteristic fluorescence of pyrogenic oils of resin. Berthelot

regards these hydrocarbons as C 4H a six, seven, and eight times

condensed. Between 210° and 250° there passes over a liquid

which, when placed iu a freezing mixture, yields crystals of

naphthaline. The origin of this interesting hydrocarbon ia

easily explained, naphthaline being in fact only pentacetylene

C2ohi°-H2 = C20H«

'

rhen
is, h

but a small quantity formed, for the acetylene is chiefly decom-
posed into carbon and hydrogen.

Acclimation of the Camel in Australia.—The introduction of

the camel into Australia has been previously announced, and it

was effected by the " S -ion." We now learn

that these animals have adapted themselves to that country, as

has been shown by a recent expedition consisting of seventy

horses, fourteen camels, and fifteen men. The springs of living

water upon which they depended having been dried up, sickness

broke out in the camp. The men fell back upon their stores of

spirituous liquors, the horses took to flight, while the camels

alone remained at their i

solely that the expedition was reorganized. At last accounts the

caravan had arrived at Thompson river.

Acclimation of the Salmon.—The eggs of the salmon which
have been introduced into the waters of Australia have hatched
and the young fish are prospering. Ice has been used

n has found that the vitality of the eggs may thus be pre-

ved for three or four months. It is in this manner that eggs

embryonic evolution. This gentle-
" pre-

taken from the Rhine at Huningen in Alsace have been success-

fully transported to Australia. Sweden and Norway are both
occupied in stocking their rivers with salmon, so that the fine

example of the Zoological Society of Acclimation will not be
lost.

Spontaneous generation.—This interesting question is from time
to time discussed by the Academy of Sciences, but without much
progress being made toward a decision. Mr. Donne, a naturalist

who formerly opposed the doctrine of spontaneous generation,
has made some late researches which have caused him to change
his mind on the question, and he has just ranged himself on the

XL1II, No. 127,-Jak., 1867.
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I fflsrs. Joly, Musset, and others, giving it as his opinion

that spontaneous generation is a possible fact.

His later experiments, like those which he published an ac-

count of in 1863, were made with eggs. At that time he wrote:
11 The matter of which the egg is composed ought to be emi-

nently suited to a primitive organization. I will leave the en-

tire eggs to themselves, and when the alteration of their contents

has well progressed, I will examine with the microscope the in-

terior substance. If spontaneous generation is possible I ought

to find organized beings there." The result was negative. Mr.

Donne found neither mold nor infusoria, and he decide

spontaneous generation. Since then objections have been raised

which decided Donne to resume his experiments. He reasoned

thus :
" The small quantity of air contained in the eggs was per-

haps not sufficient to determine the phenomenon of a spontane-

ous generation, that is, to give life to a certain molecular arrange-

ment of organic matter." Consequently he conducted his ex-

periment in such a way that a larger quantity of air could have

access to the eggs, the air having been previously deprived of

any bodies it might hold in suspension, by passing through

carded cotton. This time he obtained a generation of different

kinds of mold, but found no traces of animalcules. He con-

cludes 1st, " Microscopic vegetation may be produced at will in

organic matter, left to itself, and protected from the intervention

of foreign germs. 2d. Air is necessary to the development of

infusorial animalcules. 3d. Air is indispensable to spontaneous

generation in both kingdoms. The temperature of 30° is the

most favorable to these productions."

To these conclusions the adversaries of the doctrine oppose

their usual objections, viz., there were sources of error in the

experiment, atmospheric germs in some way penetrated the eggs

of which the shells were broken. The question thus remains

still at the same point, and up to the present time it cannot be

said to be experimentally resolved.

Mexican Scientific Commission.—-This commission, instituted

by M. Y. Duray, Minister of Public Instruction, continues its

labors, which will perhaps be the only work to survive the un-

fortunate intervention of the French in Mexico. The commis-

sion is engaged solely with science, and may be judged of by

what has formerly been said of it in this Journal, (Jan. 1866, p.

110). The third part of the second volume of its publications

has appeared, containing geological papers bv J. Marcou upon

the frontiers between Mexico and the United States ; by MM.
Dolfus, Pavie, &c, upon Mexican volcanoes ; and the geological

sections from Vera Cruz to Mexico. Other papers are reports

upon the Mexican fauna and flora, also upon the ruins of IT**

mal and Mayapan, Ti-hoo and Izamal, &c.
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Lrt. XIV.— On the supposed Tadpole nests, or imprints made by

: >e JJ<i trarhoid.es nidifains (Hitchcock), in the red shale of the

New Red Sandstone of South Hadley, Mass. ; by Charles Up-
ham Shepard.*

respects the most pei bl Dr. Hitcheock, by
whom they were first described, has well observed concerning
them, that even viewed by the side of the splendid specimens of
foot-prints, rain-drops and other rock-markings displayed in the
Iclmological cabinet of this college (Amherst), "they are the
l^u-t u + tractive of all."

Dr. Hitchcock was led to conceive of and adopt the theory of
their origin first suggested and made public by Prof. S

Jr., and the late Capt. N. S. Manross, viz., that they proceeded
from the gyratory movements of tadpoles ; though he very cau-

* Several excellent photographic representations accompanied this paper, which
are omitted, as it was impossible to do them justice on wood.
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tiously observes, " in concluding that the impressions were made

by batrachians similar to those now living, I am by no means

free from doubts as to the identity of the phenomena."* The

single figure he has given f (PL L, fig. 1) of these markings, if

taken by itself does certainly favor tl

though it fails in its uninterruptedly

surfaces as compared with the rough and broken sides of the

recent tadpole cavities,—not to mention the rounded borders to

the edges of the latter, when contrasted with the hexagonal out-

line of the corresponding part in these specimens. The cavi-

ties made by tadpoles morever are without any order in respect

to each other, and vary somewhat among themselves in size and

depth. Occasionally also, unoccupied spaces are seen between

the boles, whereas in the shale nothing is more striking than the

general uniformity among the impressions, and the very com-

plete manner in which the entire surface is covered by them,—
raised lines (sometimes resembling swollen veins), being the only

boundaries between contiguous cavities.

The slabs of shale present three rather distinct varieties of

these impressions, one of which is very accurately represented in

the plate above referred to. In this the depressions are imper-

fectly arranged in rows, with a marked tendency to a concentric

arrangement. The borders of the cavities are distinctly hex-

agonal, and the edges often equilateral. The cavities have a

depth equal to about one-eighth their diameter. They are per-

fectly symmetrical, smooth and glossy. In a few of the speci-

mens, the sides and bottoms are slightly pitted with ovoidal bod-

ies of the size and shape of coarse gunpowder. The slab remo-

ved from such a surface of course exhibits upon its convexities

corresponding granules in relief. As they are distributed with-

out any order, and not generally present, they would appear to

be due to seeds, as these of a larger size and spherical form are

frequent in the formation.

In the second variety we have little more than the strongly

nerved outlines of the hexagons. The cavity is shallow, or

nearly obsolete ; but on its bottom, and proceeding from one

and the same side relatively in each impression, is often seen a

tripartite, flame-like marking, or brush, which spreads over nearly

half the area. The direction of this fan-shaped brush is con-

stant throughout the series, thus evincing an origin from a com-

mon cause, and one that acted simultaneously. The impressions

moreover are occasionally traversed by raised lines proceeding

from a subjacent layer, and thereby subdivided into smaller com-

partments ; but in these instances it is always easy to trace the

hexagonal boundaries of the superior layer. The depressions

are obviously arranged in rows, somewhat approximating to fur-

* Ichnology of New England, 4to, 1358, p. 122. Boston. f Idem-
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rows, the parallel sides of which are more conspicuous than the

transverse edges which subdivide the furrows into cells.

It may here be observed that the fan-shaped brush is scarcely

at all visible in the first described variety. The diameters of
the cavities in both are the same, being from one to one and a
half inches. The differences in the depth of the c

two varieties probi

where they original

The second kind, or shallow impressions, are constantly asso-

ciated with the third variety presently to be described, being
situated from one-quarter to one-third of an inch only above
them, A series of singularly interrupted and overlapping wave
lines, obviously the remains of the parallel or zigzag, furrow-

edges of the second variety above described, plainly enough
show that they were produced by ripple action, through a gentle

current of water setting transversely across the furrow-ridges.

The third kind of impressions is considerably different from
either of the foregoing, and requires a more particular descrip-

tion. The hexagons are disposed in long, nearly straight, par-

allel series, though now and then a row suddenly runs out where
it abuts directly against a furrow-ridge ; or in other words a
ridge is seen to bifurcate, or to be replaced by a furrow. The
cavities in this variety have nearly double the breadth or area

of the two first varieties. In hexagons of the third variety the

two opposite sides that are at right angles to the furrows have
treble the length of the other two pairs, which seemingly have
been shortened at their expense. The angles of the hexagon
also are not equal. The four situated at the extremities of the

longer sides, are less than 110°, while the two remaining (trans-

versely opposite) ones are over 130°. The four shorter edges
moreover are often flattened down into a broad band, while the
long transverse ridges remain thin and sharp, though not straight

at top, but gently arcuated. Indeed they are sometimes so low
and faint as to become almost obsolete, thus changing the row of

cells almost into a trough, whose borders are composed of the
shorter zigzag sides of contiguous hexagons (under angles of
130°) ;—the whole seeming to have originated in a contraction
of these sides, and a corresponding elongation of those at right
angles to the furrow. The flattened band is not perfectly hori-
zontal, but inclines a little toward the bottom of the trough, and
constantly in one direction throughout the series,—its lower side
being situated upon the upper or most shallow side of the hexag-
onal cell or cavity, or in other words the greatest depression in

the furrow adjoins the superior edge of the band—it being kept
in mind that the greatest concavity in the cells is never central
but always somewhat marginal. In some of the slabs the fur-

row-edges are much less deeply truncated, rarely they are flatly
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bevelled ; and in one c;

replaced by four narro'

of those specimens with *a single broad band,

presence upon it of a circular scar, which is uniformly located

between the large angle of 130° and the adjoining smaller one

of 110°, just in one corner of the impression, and always in the

same corner relatively, throughout the series. Its diameter is

about one-fifth of an inch, and it would appear to have arisen

from the presence of some adhesive matter at these points which

has operated to interfere with the usually easy cleavage of the

shale, whereby several layers of it have remained adhering to-

gether, producing either a depression or an elevation upon it,

according as the scar is found on one side or the other of the

separated shale. In addition to the foregoing, the tripartite

brush is seen radiating directly from the scar, obliquely into and

nearly across the bottom of the contiguous depression, pointing

as it were to the scar on the contiguous band.

It should further be mentioned that the repetitions of these im-

pressions of each separate sort are very numerous, and each

equally smooth, sharp and perfect, through a thickness of from

one-third to half an inch, and in every instance where overlapped

by a different variety, the parallelism of the rows is very

obvious.

The difficulties in the way of the tadpole theory early induced

me to question it as explaining the above appearances ; and I

was led to seek other modes of accounting for the phenomena
more in harmony with the facts. For a time, at the suggestion

of a very eminent authority in comparative anatomy, I endeav-

ored to find an explanation in the supposition that they pro-

ceeded from the spawn of gigantic batrachians, whose footprints

at neighboring localities are so common in shale of the same

formation. But such an origin, besides other incomp
required an organized association of the ova into a flat tier or

mat, made up of parallel rows (one egg in depth), for rods in

length and many feet in width. No reptilian germs are known
to be extruded in such a shape. My next conception was, that

the imprints may have owed their ic species of

t genus, and possibly pertaining to a different family

altogether, of these fresh-water plants.

A recent mineralogical visit to the granite quarries of Bock-

port at Cape Ann, by bringing under my inspection a very re-

markable exhibition of ripple-marks upon the sea-shore, leads

me to refer the South Hadley imprint to a similar cause. The

recent ripple-marks occur in a very striking manner almost

directly in rear of the Sandy Beach Hotel, id a

sheltered place at the head of a little bay or cove, where the



sand is fine and the bottom hard. A gently swelling, elongated

bar, six or eight rod

is here found. Its I

vation where the highest, twelve or fifteen inches above the i

row flat creek-bottom between it and the shore. The breadth of

this interval does not exceed ten or fifteen feet, the middle half

of which is nearly flat, while the sides therefrom slope upward
very gradually each way. The bar is left bare at about half

tide. The water flows in and out of the creeklet at both ends

of the bar, and when the tide is sufficiently high, flows back and
forth cross-wise, to the bed of the creek. During the rising of

the tide, the bed of this elongated depression is more or less

covered with water for nearly an hour before the bar is wholly
submerged. Throughout tli = j ei' >d, a- well as at all other times

while accessible, and best of all, at low water, when the surface

is left wholly bare, an almost perfect repetition of the second

and third varieties of the South Hadley impressions is every

where visible, though the size of the cavities is constantly from
two to threefold that of the fossil specimens. With singular

precision may be seen the parallelism of the furrows (corres-

ponding witl the cross partitions (though gen-

erally more faint than in the shale), the zigzag margins formed
by those sides of the cells which give rise to the furrow-ridges,

the frequent splitting of a ridge so as to form an additional (an

interpolated) furrow, the smoothing down of a ridge so far as to

produce the flat band, and the almost constant occurrence of the

deepest part of the trough on the down-hill side of the furrow.

Other coincidences might be pointed out with the aid of draw-
ings ; but the foregoing are perhaps sufficient for our purpose.

The appearances remained in full view during sever:

calm weather, the pattern being only slightly interfered with,

during the ebbing and flowing of the tide. At low water the
configuration of the surface was invariable.

The examination of these sea-shore markings led me to recur
to a large sandstone slab (with a surface two feet square) pro-

cured two years ago from the Forrest-marble Oolite of Wilt-
shire, England, on account of its crustacean foot-prints. Here
also we are presented with ripple-marks of the same r

as on the Rockport beach. In area, the c

way between those from the sea-shore and those from the New
Bed Sandstone. The zigzag lines of the furrow-ridges, the po-
sition and distinctness of the transverse partitions, the greater
depth of the cavities constantly toward one side rather than in

the middle of the furrows, and the occasional bifurcation of the

ridges, so as to embrace an additional trough are all plainly con-
spicuous. This specimen taken along with the Eockport sea-

shore ripples leave no remaining doubt in my mind that the ori-
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gin of the appearances in all three of the cases is ascribable to

the same cause: viz., to a wave-like, vertical motion produced

by the air on the surface of nearly still water, combined with

feeble horizontal currents (acting in directions nearly at right

angles to each other) upon the bottom.

Amherst College, Oct. 15, 1866.

Art. XV.—On a Theory proposed by Fresnel, and on a mode of

measuring the average size of very fine particles ; by Ogden N.

Hood, Prof, of Physics in Columbia College.

If. the light from a candle-flame be received on a ground glass

surface, so obliquely that the incident ray makes only a very-

small angle with the glass surface, the light will be copiously re-

flected, and a bright uncolored image of the flame will be seea

by reflexion. As the angle made by the incident ray is increased,

the reflected image becomes first yellow, then red, and finally

disappears altogether.

Fresnel has attempted to account* for this fact, on the ground
that the more refrangible rays, having shorter wave-lengths, are

caused to interfere by a difference of path, which is still too small

to effect complete interference in the case of the longer waves of

red light ; the difference in path, depending on the depth of the

minute scratches on the surface of the glass, and on the angle

which the ray makes with this surface.

As it is not difficult to measure approximately the angle at

which the red ray ceases to be reflected, it would be easy to put

this theory to the test of experiment, if the average depth of the

scratches on the ground surface were known.
The impossibility ofobtaining such measurements, has hitherto

prevented this theory of the action of finely roughened surfaces

on light, from being either confirmed or overthrown.

Some time ago, while experimenting on a plane polished sur-

face of glass which had been smoked with lamp-black to complete
opacity, I was surprised to find that the lamp-black surface, at

a great obliquity, reflected all the rays of light with much bril-

liancy, so that it resembled in appearance a polished surface of

metal or glass. With less degrees of obliquity the reflected light

was yellow, red, and finally disappeared altogether.
The lamp-black surface in this experiment was obtained from

burning paraffine, and it was found that the red ray ceased to be

reflected at an angle of 18°, reckoning from the glass surface.

The source of light was a small gas-flame and the experiments

* Pogg. Annalen, Bd. xii, p. 210.
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were made in a darkened room at night, the glass plate with its

lamp-black surface, being attached to the axis of a graduated

circle, the lamp-black having been removed from the upper half

of the plate, so as to allow the proper adjustments to be made
with the. aid of the naked glass surface. I then attempted to

measure with the microscope the average size of the smaller and

more numerous particles of" lamp-black; the result obtained was
that they varied in size from -000018 to -000012 of an inch. Sev-

eral months afterwards, I made a calculation to ascert

the difference in the path of the interfering rays would be,

using these data, and what relation this difference bore to the

length of a wave of red light.

Assuming the dimensions of the particles of lamp-black to be

the same in all directions, we have the annexed construction. BD
will represent the

diameter of a parti-

cle of lamp-black,

the ray AB is re-

flected from its sur-

face, the ray CB
from the layer n

below ; X is tt

difference in path of the two rays

—AB, a quantity readily found by calculation.

Taking the size of the lamp-black particles to be equal to

•000018 of an inch, the difference in path of the two rays for an
angle of incidence of 18° is '000011, while the wave-length of
the line C in the red space is nearly -000026 of an inch. This

tat the difference in the path is not far from half a wave-
length of red light, if the larger of the two estimates of the size

of the particles of lamp-black is employed.

I then made a new set of experiments relative to the angle at
which the red ray disappears, using as before lamp-black from
paraffine. This was found to vary somewhat in different por-
tions of the same plate, as is seen in the table below.

21°, 20°-75, 18°-75, 20°, 20° = 20°1
New microscopic measurements on the size of the lamp-black

particles v, rent microscope, the value of the
micrometer not being known ; it was estimated that the size of
the smaller and more numerous particles varied from n i?f to

e o £ o o
of an inch, but that there were more particles ap]

the first number than the second, a circumstance of win
not taken any advantage in the following calculation.

Taking the mean of these determinations, and combining it

with the mean of the first determination, we obtain for the mean
size of the particles ^i^-= -0000146 of an inch.
Am. Joub. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLIII, No. 127.—Jax., 1867.
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The average angle of disappearance of the red ray being 20*

there results a difference of path ='0000998 ; that is, the differ-

ence of path is to the wave-length of red light nearly as 10 to 26.

When the difficulty of obtaining an approximate measure-

ment of the size of the particles of lamp-black is considered, it

is surprising to see how nearly the calculated difference in path

approximates to half a wave-length of the light in question.

ted light in the same way at very oblique

ascertained that the final tint was red, and that the red rays

themselves disappeared at 11°. The size of the particles of

magnesia was estimated at -000036. Long after the measure-

ments had been obtained I calculated the difference of path for

the interfering rays ; this was found to be,

•000014

wave-length of C "000026
giving a still nearer approximation to a difference of ^ a wave-

the correctness of

ified in reversing

the process, and using the angle of disappearance of the red ray,

in connexion with the known wave-length of this ray, for the

purpose of calculating the average size of small particles or the

average depth of fine scratches or furrows.

I give below the calculated values of the average size of the

particles of lamp-black and magnesia.

Lamp-black from paraffine, -0000188 calculated.

Size of particles of magnesia, "0000338 calculated.

•0000361 measured.

Some experiments were made on the angle of disappearance
of the red ray with lamp-black produced by the burning of dif-

ferent substances ; where the figures are connected by a bracket

it is intended to indicate that the two angles were obtained from

the same portion of the plate.

It would appear from these last experiments that the average

size of the particles of lamp-black from burning camphor is

somewhat greater than from paraffine, while in the case of

"burning-fluid" the particles are smaller.

New York, Dec. 4th, 1866.
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CIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

t new form of magneto e m the armatures

of an ordinary magneto-electric machine with permanent steel magnets

are wound v ents of electricity are obtained which
Tt is easy

3 magnet-

, second and r, and so on alternately. Mr.

II. Wilde has availed himself of this principle to construct magneto-
electric machines of extraordinary power. As the author's :

are not very clear, even v b! ill content our-

giving the general con- itus and the

the genera-

tor or primary source of the electric current was a magneto-electric ma-
chine consist! rbitig only one
pound each and capable of lifting collectively a weight of, at most, 60
lbs. The current from this excites an electro-magnet weigl

tons, the total weight being about four and a half tons. The armatures
are driven at a uniform velocity of 1500 revolutions per minute by
means of a steam-engine and a very strong leather belt. Wil

s of iron rod fifteen inches in length and one-fourth of an

obtained between points of gas carbon sufficiently intense to cast shad-

the flames of street lamps at a distance of a quarter of a mile.

It is easy to see that by passing the current derived from the electro-

:•. :! and larger electro-magnet a vast increase of

ee could be obtained, of course at the expense of a greatly in-

l
limited increase of motive power an

unlimited increase of electric force could be obtained, as in fact the
whole machine is to be regarded as a means for transforming heat into

r o electricity. It is to be regretted

that the author has given no precise data from which the amount of

electricity set free can be determined with precision. The quantity of

water decomposed per minute, with the expenditure of a measured
amount of mechanical work, is what we require in order to form a cor-

rect estimate of the value of the apparatus, as compared n

other electro-motors. In any case, however, it is safe to predict a bril-

liant and usetul futu

xv, 107.

2. On the synthesi
r, tttat ^KWSrl zv, LmuXy l5 C52U 2 VJJ 2 (

anhydrous hypochlc
sulphur, CI 2O+S=S0C1 2 .

The vapor of hypochlorous acid is passed into chlorid of sulphu
inir suli.h'ir in Mjsn-n>i.>r... _ ntinued as sooi

sulphur has entirely disappeared. The chlorid of thioxyl may t

separated from the chlorid of sulphur by distillation. Chlorid of
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as thus prepared is a colorless liquid which has a penetrating odor re-

phnr. Its density at 0° is

1-675, and its boiling point 78° at 746 mm. Water resolves it into

chtorhydric and sulphurous acids, SeCl 2
+H

ae=2HCl-fS0 2 .

Liquid hypochlorous acid explodes on contact with sulphur, and it is

won that the action must be moderated by suspending the sul-

phur in chlorid of sulphur and keeping this at a temperature of —12° C.

From the above it is clear that Cl zO may unite :
a faet whi.-h <uvh related to the observation of Carius that HCIO
unites directl] -• lxii, 460.

3. On a new series of hpdroearbotu.-ScnoRhEmiKR has discovered

among the pi ition of cannel coal, besides the homo-

the oils of the benzol and marsh gas series pass over first and

there ivmains a black tarry mass, if this m-.--

By repeated ] - t -.'.•.,»'
i kai: a ^ * i Un a series of

may be obtained with the general formula (C„H2 „_2 ) 2 ;
of

these the autho. les..-i •-+ !2 H 20 , € 14H24 , € ]6H 28 . Tl."

. - -'--

that of the carrot or parsnip root. These oils unite with bro-

la easily decomposed by heating. A

solves the oils, forming ah rod ehlorhydnc

acid give organic bases. With sulphuric acid and bichromate of potash

the oils yield carbonic, formic, acetic, and perhaps other acids. The

author considers it certain that the oils of this series are poly:

acetylene series.

—

Annalen der Chemie und Pharm., cxxxix, 244. w. g.

4. On the compounds of tantalum.—Marignac has published the

conclusion of his researches on niobium and tantalum, the first part of

which has already been noticed in this Journal. To determine the

atomic weight of tantalum, pure crystallized fluotantalate of potassium,

KF.TaF
5 , was treated with concentrated sulphuric acid and carried

finally to a temperature of 400° C. On boiling with water,
of potash is dissolved out and sulphate of tantalum
eryst.ih. \\UA\ ! y >>!..:•; i^nit:. u yield tantalic acid. The bisulphate of

potash is brought by evaporation and ignition to the state of sulphate

and weighed as such. Four analyses closely agreeing with each other

gave the number 182-3 as the atom : a molecule

of tantalic acid has thei be molecular

.- tiuotantalate of ammonium leads to

the number 182 as the atomi weight of 1 .;,- 1 ...
adopted by Marignac as most pro:.

The first class have the formula
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Ta2 5
.MO, and the second the formula 3Ta 2 5

.4MO: the tantalates

•of soda and potash belong to this last type and crystallize well. The
oxyd and sulphid of tantalum described by Berzelius and others have

respectively the formulas TaOz and TaS2 . Chlorid of tantalum has the

formula TnCl
5 ; the calculated density of its vapor is 12-84, while De-

""
5 and Troost find 12-42. Tantalic acid not ignited dissolves easily i

"'
able s

"

able and crystallizable salts with (

responding t

TaF
5
.2KF,c

loton°Jatoxyfluoniobates. The fluotantalate of potassium,

stem and is isomorphous

^responding rluoniobate. When boiled for a long time with
,,....._. .,...,.;.,_.

formula Ta2 5-f-2(2KF.TaF 5 ), which may, however, be only a mixture.

The formation of this insoluble compound gives the means c f

:• in the oxyfluoniobate of

Two fluotantalates of son . '-he formulas TaF
5

, 2NaF
+H 2 and TaF

s
3XmF. The oth- i i sV ., 2NH 4 F,

Tal-:, .XnF+7aq., and TaF 5 , 2CuF+4aq. In our first notice of Ma-
that that chemist had detected in nio-

bite a small quantity of v '»ve to be new. Further

D has, however, shown that this is titanic acid.

—

Bull, de la

pte, Aug. 1866, pp. 118 and 115. w. O.. .
«

-'. ' • !

tended the method so as to obtain pure phosphoric acid as a subsidiary

product. To half an ounce of common phosphorus in twelve ounces of

distilled water at 60° or 70° C. one ounce of iodine out of eight ounces
is to be added. The whole is to be stirred and the liquid poured off

from the phosphorus and iodid of phosphorus upon the remaining seven

ounces of iodine contained in a separate vessel. The solution of iodine
'..-.

.

' r

nate process repeated until all the iodine is dissolved and has come in

{'-,<•

conu-> almost colorless after a short time, and there remains only a little

red phosphorus. The fii' - '•'> ><-Um\ i-ii.v ir.-, phos-

nd a little phosphoric acid, is to be distilled over an open fire

containing a little free io'dine^ and has a specific gravity of 1*3*9 to 1*40.

to keep well and serves for the convenient preparation of the

. . -•-. an rated

of potash the a ition and crystalliz

in perfectly color',—.-, .ly^taK. The contents of the

. a few drops of (

acid containing nitrous acid added, when the whole remaining iodhydri
acid is decomposed into water and free iodine. The free iodine may t

separated bv filti

colorler-s. The t
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lution of phosphoric acid is then to be evaporated till the vapor arising

no longer reddens litmus. In this manner a pure phosphoric acid, free

from arsenic and sulphur, was obtained, although the phosphorus em-

ployed contained traces of both substances.—Ann. der Chemie und

Pharm., cxxxviii, 57. w. G.

6. On crotonic acid.—Bulk has given another instance of the conver-

sion of one organic acid into another by simple addition of one molecule

or two atoms of hydrogen. When crotonic acid, €
8
H 6 2 , is heated

with an amalgam of sodium or with metallic zinc and dilute sulphui

acid, it passes gradually into butyri
!J

Chemie u. Pharm., ex?

7. On syntheses of ouanidi .: has succeeded i

synthesis of guanidin, N
3

} H 3 , by two different processes. An alcoholic

(
H2

solution of chlorpicrin, €(N0 2)CI 3 , and ammonia is heated for some
" 10°. Under these circum-

stances the reaction occurs which is represented by the equation

€(Ne a )Cl 8+3NH 3=€H 5
tf

3,HCI+2HCH-HNe2 .

When orthocarbonic ether is heated to 150° C. with aqueous ammonia,

ga midia and alcohol are formed, according to the equation,

€J(C 2H 5 ) 4e4+3NH 3+H2e=€H 6
N 3 , H2e+4(€ 2H 5 ,

HO).

The author suggests that the corresponding orthosilicate of ethyl,

Si(C2HJ 4 4 , may by a similar process yield a species of guanidin in

which silicon takes the place of carbon, and also that the well known

compounds formed by the action of ammonia upon the chlorids

and titanium may be simply mixtures of sal-ammoniac with the chlorby-

drates of guanidin containing silicon or titanium in place of carbon.—-

Ann. der Chem. u. Pharm., exxxix, 107. w". g.

8. On flame reactions.—Bonsen has made a systematic study of the

action of different parts of the flame of the well known bin

bears his name, on various substances, either alone or mixed
and other reagents. As no mere absti to a paper of

this character we must refer our readers to the original. It o m han! /

be doubted that, wherever gas can be had, the flame of the burner will

soon supplant blowpipe in testing upon a small scale

by heat.—Ann. der Chem. u. Pharm., cxxxviii, 257. w\ a.

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1. Geoh,: \ jj Worthex, Director. Volume

I, &c. 1866,

Springfield. Published by authority of the L«-

the September number of this Journal, we gav"e a brief notice vt the

i^u, ..{ rid* ' a!a ib!e Report, it having reached us so near <

day, that we were unable to do more
tion, and promise a more extended notice in a future number. Circum-

ond our control prevented the preparation of this notice in
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time for the November number, but we now propose to fulfil the promise,

so far as limited space will permit.

As stated above, this Report occupies about 520 pages of letter-press,

and is printed in large clear type, upon excellent paper, with well executed

!..

Chapter I consists of remarks on the General Pi

science,—the physical features of the State, its Surface geology, &c.
In Chapter II the Tertiary deposits and the Coal

and their relations to the other formations of the state explained, by a
section shov. r of succession, &c, of the various

rocks occurring in Illinois. The Tor ti nous colored

clays, greenish sand, &c, occupies but a limited area in the southern part

of the state, and has yet afforded only a few imperfect casts of fossils,

arently of Eocene age.

great economical importance, are de-

scribed at length, and numerous sections of their various beds are given,

es, borings, shafts, &c. Contrary to an
opinion somewhat current among geologists, the State Geol< _

tains that the Illinois coal-field is not broken up into several isolated

patches, separated by intervals of older rocks, but is a continuous field,

occupying near three-fourths of the entire area of the State. The max-

, exclusive of the Millstone grit, is,

out 900 feet, including six workable

kness of 30 feet. Going northward,

«., vvoruirasuica diminish in thickness, chiefly by the thinning out of

lower beds, so that on the northern borders of the field, wh<

"•ir

grit and Subcarboniferous rocks are wanting, some of the higher

members are found resting directly down upon Devonian and Silurian

rocks : thus apparently showing that as far back i

Subcarboniferous period, the northern part <

lo the southern, and that as the subsidei

whole area progressed, the successive newer beds extended farther and
farther northward. The whole series being, with one or two local excep-

tors, almost entirely undisturbed by upheavals, flexures, faults, &c, the

here, that so materially <

the profits of coal mining in more disturbed districts. From 1

given, it is evident that v. -mate the value

portance of this inexhaustible store of mineral wealth, as a s

power and progress, to a state like Illinois, which also has a vas

of the most beautiful undulating prairie lands unsurpassed in pr<

1 easily brought under cultivation.

ties
; and that from the greater thickness, on the eastern borders of the

State, of the rocks generally regarded as the source of the oil deposits
in western Pennsylvania and eastern Ohio and Kenl
apt to be found in paying quantities in the region of the W
ley. The correctness of this suggestion has been confirmed since the

printing of the Report, by a valuable flowing well sunk at Terre Haute,
Indiana.



In Chapter III, the various Subcarboniferous rocks are fully described

t of their succession from above, and various analyses by the

late Henry Pratten, Esq., showing their chemical composition are given.

•.-. •

:

teristic fossils, &c, of each of in,-- tv.cks are also stated in considerable

detail. This chapter likewise includes an interesting Report by Prof.

G. J. Brush of Yale College, on the geodes so abundant at the Rapids of

the Mississippi in the Keokuk beds.

The Devonian and Silurian rocks are similarly treated of in chapter

IV; while in chapter V, we have avo interesting Re-

port on the Galena Lead region, by Prof. J. D. Whitney, now the State

Geologist of California. Prof. Whitney's Report is illustrated by a large,

neatly engraved and colored map of the Lead region, on which the

-*. the position and bearings of lead

crevices, » I by of the country are accui

down. It also contains another map on a larger scale, of the country

• information is given in mo
likewise a columnar section showing the various rocks that occur in the

\ -
:

e ore, the methods pur-

,
the yield of lead, &c,

we must refer the reader to the Report itself for such details.

Chapter VI is composed of a Report by Prof. Leo Lesquereux, on the

Coal fields of Illinois, giving a large amount ul

-
•'

beds and outcrops to each other, and to those of Kentucky, Arkansas,

Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania, as determined by a careful study of the

fossil plants found associated with each of these beds. From the long

experience this gentleman has had in exploring the Coal-measures of the

West, and k B otany, it may be readily

•
;'•

iiifwM,riri n. In < t.-,pr Vll,h _•!: the mooted

question res| ieh he thinks

are due to the gradual disappearance of marshes.
The chemical Report of Dr. J. V. Z. Blany, chemist of the survey,

constitute Chiptfi Vlir. This !:!,.!! cnntuitis much mx\i

lion, consk sea of coals, iron ores, &c, chiefly the

The remaining portions of the volume consists of detailed county Re-

Hancock c . -ate Geologist. The Re-

ated by a neat colored map,

i the Rosicla *eludes an interesting Report on the Rosiclare Lead r

: diagrams, plans of .. fcc., by Prof. J. G. Norwood
' the University of Missouri. 1 are reported upon

7 Mr. Henry Engi MaseM and Pope.

of practical a

ts are aU in great detail, and contain a large t

ntitic information.
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At the end of the volume, there is a copious glossary of scientific

wed by the index, and a neatly engraved section of the rocks

seen along the Mississippi from the northern boundary of the State to

This volume shows throughout that the survey of the State, so rich in

resources, has been in the hands of an able and successful geologist.

We earnestly hope that the Legislature may make the necessary appro-

priation this whiU-i flu it! rd volume, which we are informed the State
-•_ -

:

.
•

of many county surveys, and other valuable information ; and that noth-

ing may prevent the onward progress of the survey to its final comple-

tion, and the publication of all the results. The publication of such

reports not only advances the material interests of a State, 1

rmation among the people, but by inviti

her pans of our own country and from abroad.

2, Contributions to the Puleontolo'ji/ of Illinois and other Western
States; by F. IT Meek and A. li. W -rate Geolog-
ical Survey. (Proceed. Acad. X it. S, i. I'hikid'., July, 1866, p. 251.)—This

ions of the following new species and genera of

ferous rocks of the West :—Belemnoc,i

of a new subgenus Xematocrinus),
: ....

Htm of the same
.

. P. Coxana, P. spironema, P. vaha-
-: }[ -oniu it main, a, ! Xo >t

'

- \
' X ' ' <

/l ' '
r " '" *

the second volume of the Illinois report.

The first of th *»«*, is proposed for those greatly <

oposed for this type the name Calatkocrinus,

another group in 1848. The other <_' S - proposed for
:

.

as, in having the rays, when found en-

tire, greatly extended out horizontally in the form of slender.

;
pendages, covered all the way out by small pieces like the

i margins.

^
The author* k v - n \- - me i, m it k- on On < ' / nun of Lyon <fe

Oasseday, which probably a good genu?, though \\ baa

generally been regarded as a synonym of Forbtxi<.--rin us, -X «»u the

genus Platyceras Conrad, which they think more nearly allied to the

recent genus Capulus, than has beeu supposed in

still genetically distinct.
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Most of these fossils, and others pivvi i-;< !. > •.'..! by the same

I rthi : *,
teiy described in a future

Report of the Illinois Survey.

3. A G't / I
s ' "/ of 100 miles west of

Omaha ; by the American l!un iu < f Mint - New York, 1866, 44 pp.,

Svo.— i his "Report embodies the results of a reconnoissance made during

the past summer by Prof. Thos. Egleston, along the line of the first hun-

dred miles of the Union Pacific Railroad, west of Omaha, Nebraska.

The survey was made under a commission from the railroad company,

|

robably to throw some light upon the question of

the probabilities of finding workable beds of coal in that region, within

When it is remembered that the publications of previous explorers had

made the general features of the geology of that part of the country so

well known as to prevent the possibility of new and startling discoveries,

it must be conceded that Prof. Egleston has made up quite an interesting

report upon the physical features of the district explored— its

k)gy,f &c. He has also accurately described the

Upper Carboniferous, Cretaceous, Drift, and alluvial formations previously

known to exist there. From the Carboniferous beds he collected some

thirty-five species of fossils, one of which {Nautilus Illinoiensis) had

not, we believe, been before discovered at the localities mentioned. These

fossils were I ; them is given on pages

12 and 13 of the Report.

In regard to coal, Prof. Egleston thinks, from what is known respect-

ing the structure of the Coal formation in northern Missouri and western

below the surface of the Missouri at Omaha, and at near 600 feet below

the same horizon at Bellevue.

4. Notes on the Geology of Western S. America ; by A. Remond, (from

a letter to Prof. W. H. Brewer, dated Santiago, Chili, Oct. 11, 1866).—

The following are among the discoveries which I have made on the west

coast of South America.

(1.) Jurassic fossils in the metamorphic rocks about Lima ; some ot the

species strongly resemble those found in the belt of the same age in Cali-

(2.) At the Morro of Arica, lat. 18° 28' S. on the coast of southern Peru,

Jurassic species, one of them identical with fossils found by Dr. Philippi

near Chaco, east of the Desert of Atacama, lat. 25° 12' S.

(3.) A collection of fossil plants, probably of Triassic age, from the

coal-bearing formation of northern Chili, a region previously unexplored

by geologists. Some of these species are similar to those I brought from

erican Bureau of Mines is a private asso-

f The Smithsonian Institution's publications are credited for the meteorological

lata upon which the remarks on the climate are based. .

Jen called by Mr. Meek to quite a number of typographical
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Sonora two years ago ; and two of the species, a Pecopteris and a Ptero-
phyllum, are probably identical.

• .'•-/.•.•-

< I' t '1- i! I t! i \ t
1

< 1 1 U I n \ -| i « i. s ( ,t I las, but most of
them have been found before by Prof. Domeyko at Las Juntas

(5.) Eocene fossils at Caldera, lat 27° 4'. Near this port are also ex-
tensive beds of recent shells well preserved.

(6.) Near I ies from the middle and upper Tertiary.

5. Carta <V ,, commenda-
tore Angelo Min. !a!o-ia i . : ,i I m\^Mta di

Torino, etc. 26X31 inches, colored. Published by the Italian govern-
ment.—This geological ehi res, in colors,

the geology of perhaps the most interesting part of Europe. It covers

ii' n - i < n I, i i Milan, aii. i
.-\ - i:oi n>ss

the Alps, to Lake Geneva and the Rhone. It hence exhibits the rock
formations ot Italy stretching north over the regions of the southern Alps.

Thus we observe, among its many points of great interest, the region of
crystalline rocks (protogine, gneiss, mica schist, etc.) in uhrh -lands Mt.

Blanc, lyi g j
vith, the great Jurassic belt that di-

vides Italy and France ; this Jurassic formation to the westward of Mt.

og mostly unaltered, while that on the east is metamorphic.
The difficult geological problem of the Alps receives a large part of its

solution from the facts observed in northern Italy.

6. Comptox ''. Pisani has
opened rooms for tl.H -a!*' ut* in inoral- in t- ,,-mie , irt re. nth occu-

pied by the late Louis Saemann, No. 6 Rue de Mezieres. He is an ex-

cellent minen "v difficult points in min-

- ';;.-.
; ;

7. Discovery ''
stodon remains at Cohoes, N. F.—

A

few weeks after the discovery at Cohoes of the lower jaw of a mastodon,
a notice of which appeared in the lasi

some additional remains were found i

quently the skull and many other parts of the i

brought to light. These also are in an excellent state of preservation
and the whole, when seen together, exhibit admirably the prominent
characters of the species, as well as some structural peculiarities of much
scientific interest.

The remains are evidently those of the common Ndkh American mas-
todon—M. Okioticus (M. ffiffanteus Cuvier). The imperfect ossification

of some parts of the skeleton, especially the epiphyses, shows that the
:'•.-,-- ,.•..::

tower jaw won! rn female.

I.on are without doubt in the same
pot-hole, which contained those already tgh their recov-

itly to be hoped that all

may be secured; as the skeleton would then be one of the mi
ever discovered, and prove a most important addition to the New York
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Put • "

_ _ -ity of the Harmony Mills

Co. of Cohoes, it is to be permanently deposited.

The pit, in which the mastodon remains were found, had evidently

been formed by several pot-holes wearing into each other. It was about

forty feet in diameter at the top, and forty in depth ; and was fill

with decayed vegetable matter, resembling peat, in which were imbedded

Dents of trees, mostly conifers. The arrangemeut of the ma-
toriub si 1 that they had be.-;; i a part of a

beaver dam, found n.-ar ih- 1 >M an, \\ .nld indi.-at- that the whole had

been swept in by a freshet. No other animal remain- were found except

one cotemporary of the mastodon.

Some of the specimens of wood found with the skeleton, and evidently

introduced at the same time, were sufficiently we! pre-- ved to admit of

:

''

:.

Ma. k -prime l
Ahi> < nigra Poir.), the American larch (Larix Americana

the swamp maple (Acer rub/ I
iich (Betula

'dialogue of Official Reports upon Geological Surveys of tit*

-

!
> .: i

Geological Reports in the Library of Yale College, the following

logue became necessary; in in order that its in

racies and deficiencies may be noticed and corrected, while, in its in

pleteness, it may be of assistance to some. 2

Part I.

—

States east of the Mississippi River.

1837. Chas. T. Jackson, 1st Ann. Rep., Augusta, 12mo, 128 pp. Atlas

24 pi.

1838. C. T. Jackson, 2d Ann. Rep., Augusta, 12mo, 168 pp.
1839. «• 3d " " 276 and Ixiv pp.
1837. " 1st " Geol. of Public Lands, Maine an

Mass., "Boston, 12mo, 47 pp.
1838. C. T. Jackson, 2d Ann. Rep., Geol. of Public Lands, Maine an

Mass.. Boston, 12mo, 93 pp.
1839. Ezekiel Holmes, Explor. and Survey of Aroostook River Territory

1st Ann. Rep., Augusta, 12mo, 78 pp.
1862. E. Holmes and Chas. H. Hitchcock, Nat. Hist, and Geol, 2

Ann. Rjp., Augusta, 8vo, 387 pp.
1863. E. Hob,* and Geol., August!

8vo, 447 pp.

New Hampshire.

t Ann. Rep., Concord, 12mo, 164 pp.
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C. T. Jackson, Final Rep., Concord, 4to, 379 pp., map, 2 sections.
" Views and Map, illustrating Scenery and Geology,

Boston, 4to, 20 pp., 8 pi.

1845. Chas. B. Adams, 1st Ann. Rep., Burlington, 8vo, 92 pp.
1846. " 2d " " " 267 pp.
1847 « 3d « « « 32 pp.
1848 * " 4th " " " 8 pp.
1856. Augustus Young, Prelim. Rep. on Nat. Hist., Burlington, 12mo,

88 pp.
1857. E. Hitchcock, 1st Ann. Rep., Montpelier, 12mo, 12 pp.
1858. " 2d " Burlington, 12mo, 13 pp.
1861. Edwc icocJc, Jr.. A. D. Hager, and Chas. H.

Hitchcock, Final Rep., Proctorsville, 4to, 2 parts, 988 pp., 38 pi.

^ •: ;•<••.

Atlas, 19 pi.

1835. E. Hitchcock, Final Report (2d edition), Amherst, 12mo, 702 pp.
Atlas, 19 pi.

1838. E. Hitchcock, Rep. on Reexamination Economic Geol., Boston,

12mo, 139 pp.
1841. E. Hitchcock, Final Rep., Amherst, 4 to, 831 pp., map and 55 pi.

1853. " Rep. on Surface Geology, Boston, 8 vo, 44 pp.
1858. " " Conn. River Sandstone (Ichnology of New-

England), Boston, 4to, xii and 220 pp., 60 pi.

1865. E.Hitchcock, Supplement to Ichnology of New England, Boston,

4to, x and 96 pp., 20 pi.

Rhode Island.

3840. Chas. T.Jackson, Final Rep., Providence, 8vo, 312 pp., map,

Connecticut.

1837. Chas. U. Shepard (Mineralogy and Economic Geol.), New Haven,

1842. Jas. G. Percival, Final Report, New Haven, 8vo, 495 pp., map.

New York.

1836. John :

1837. John Torrey, Jai

Ebenezer /,'.< !
. and L.trdner Vanuxem,

Ann. Rem Albany, 8vo, 212 pp.
1 838.

(
Tht J. Torrey, and addition ofJas. Hall,)

Ann. Rep., Albanv, 8vo, 384 pp.
1839. (The same, with exception of J. E. DeKay,) Ann. Rep., Albany,

8vo, 351 pp.
1840. (The same,) Ann. Rep., Albany, 8ro, 484 pp.
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(The same,) Ann. Rep., Albany, 8vo, 184 pp.
L. C. Beck, Final Rep. Mineralogy, Albany, 4to, 536 pp., 8 pi.

W. W. Mather, Final Rep. IstDist., Albany, 4 to, 653 pp., 46 pi.

nny, 4 to, 427 pp., 17 pi.

L. Vanuxem, Final Rep., 3d Dist., Albany, 4to, 306 pp.
J. Hall, " " 4th " " 4to, 525 pp., 19 pi.

" " " Paleontology, Vol. I, Albany, 4to, 338

pp., 100 pi.

,
Final Rep., Paleontology, Vol. II, Albany, 4to, 362 pp.

i pi.

'all, Fin:

Final Rep., Agriculti. ., __

* Taconic S

/. Hall, Final Rep., Paleontology, Vol. Ill, Albany, 4 to, 532 pp.,

140 pi.

E. Emmons, Y . . Albany, 4to, 371 pp., 21

pi., map. (Contains Emmons's "Taconic System.")

J. Hall, 3d Reg. Rep., Appendix L, Contrib. to Paleontology,

Albany, 8vo, 13 pp., 3

J. Hall, 10th Reg. Rep., 'Appendix C, Contrib. to Paleontology,

Albany, 8vx>, 148 pp.
J. Hall, 12th Reg. Rep., Appendix — Contrib. to Paleontology,

Albany, 8vo, 00 pp.
J. Hall, 13th Reg. Rep., Appendix F, Contrib. to Paleontology,

, 14th Reg. Rep., Appendix B, Guide to Geology
N. Y., Albany, 8vo, 68 pp., 19 pi.

Reg. Rep., Appendix C, Contrib. to Paleontology,

Llbany, 8vo, 22 pp.
' ~ .RepJ. Hall, 15th Reg. Rep., Appendix—, Contrib. to Paleontology,

Albany, 8vo, 170 pp.
/. Hall, 16th Reg. Rep., Appendix D, Contrib. to Paleontology,

Albany, 8vo, 210 pp. 11 pi.

/. Hall, 17th Reg. Rep., Appendix H, Albany, 8vo, 11 pp.

Henry D. Rogers, 1st Rep., Philadelphia, 8vo, 188 pp., map.
""

1 Rep. (Descr. Geo!. N. J.), Philadelphia,

lap, Trenton, 1865.)

, Rep., New Brunswick, 8vo, 100 pp.

2d, " Trenton, 8vo, 248 pp.

Geo. H. Cook, Rep. on Cape May Co., Trenton, 8vo, 211 pp., map.
"

1st Ann. Rep., Trenton, 8vo, 13 pp.
" 2d " " 24 pp., map, section.

Pknnsylvania.

H. D. Rogers, 1st Ann. Rep., Harrisburg, 8vo, 22 pp.

* 252 pp.
« 179 pp.
" 28 pp.
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lelphia, [printed at Ed-

it. D. Rogers, Final Rep., Vol. I, Philadelphia, [printed at ]

burgh.] 4to, xxvii and 586 pp., 27 pi., 8 sect.

H. D.Rogers, Final U<]... V...1. II. Philadelphia, [printed a
,45 pi.,

}ep., Atlas," 2 maps (5 sheets), 2 s

Delaware.

J. T. Ducatel and J. H. Alexander, Rep. on Projected Survey,

Annapolis, 8vo, 39 pp., map.
J. H. Alexander, Rep. on New Map, Annapolis, 8vo, 12 pp., map.

r " Rep. Annapolis, 8vo, 34 pp.

J. T. Ducatel, 1st Ann. Rep., Annapolis, 8vo, 44 pp.
r " 2d Ann. Rep., " 8vo, 60 pp. Map and

J. T. Ducatel, 3d Ann. Rep., Annapolis, 8vo, 60 pp. Map and

, Tyson, 2d Bienn. Rep., Annapolis, 8vo, 92 pp.

VIRGINIA.

1836. Wm. B. Rogers, Rep. Geol. Reconn., Philadelphia, 8vo, 143 pp.,

W. B. Rogers, 1st and 2d Ann. Reps., Philad., 8vo, 87 pp.
" 3d Ann. Rep., , 4to, 52 pp.
" 4th " Richmond, 8vo, 161 pp.
" 5th " " " 132 pp.

North Carolina.

Denison Olmsted, 1st Ann. Rep., "Part I," , 12mo, 84 pp.
E. Emmons, " " Raleigh, 12mo, 181 pp.

i Midland Counties, New York and Raleigh,

E. Emm
leigh, 8vo, 314 pp.

South Carolina.

L. Yanuxtm. I>p. published in newspapers, and most of it in

Mills' Statistics of S. C.

Edmund Ruffin, Agricultural Rep., with Appendix, Columbia,

8vo, 176 pp.
M. Tuomey, 1st Ann. Rep., Columbia, 12mo, 63 pp. (including

Suppl. to Ruffin's Rep.)



M. Tuomey, 1st Biennial Rep., Tuscaloosa, 8vo, xxxii and 176 pp.

" '2: mery, 8vo, xix and 292 pp.,

map (edited by J. W. Mallet).

Mississippi.

B. L. C. Wailes, 1st Rep., Jackson, 8vo, 371 pp.
1'ivlim. Rep., Jackson, 8vo, 350 pp., 7 pi., map.

Eug. W. Hilgard, Ann. Rep., Geol. and Agric, Jackson, 12mo,
22 pp.

K. W. I! •' '. ft '
.

I " • U . \_ .. Jackson, 8vo, 391 pp., map.

1835. G. Troost 3d Rep. N'ash illo 12mo, 32 pp., map.
18S7.

:

4th «

5th "

6 th "

" 37 pp. -

8vo, 75 pp. "

12mo, 48 pp. "

1S44.* 7th "

18 la.' 8th " 12mo, 40 pp.
u

1848. 9th " " 39 pp., 2 pi

D. D. Owen, 2d Rep., Frankfort, 8vo, 391 pp., Atlas of 10 pi.,

and 1 chart.

D.£>. Owen, 3d Rep., Frankfort, 8vo, 589 pp., Atlas of 10 pi.,

S. P. Hildreth, Legislative Rep. on Survey, Columbus, 12mo,
18 pp.

"

John L. 1

W. W.Mather'
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1855 * R. T. Brown, Letter to Agric Board, Indianapolis, i

1862. D. D. Owen and Richard Owen, Rep. Geol. Recom
olis, 8vo, xvi and 368 pp., 11 pi.

1853. /. G. Norwood, Rep. Prog., Springfield, 8vo, 13
]

1 !*>;•!.

1838. Douglass Houghton, 1st Rep., Detroit, small 8vo, 37 pp.
1839. " 2d " " " 39 and 123 pp.
1840* " on Salt Springs, (House Doc. Vol. I, p. 18.)

" " 3d Ann. Rep., Detroit, 8vo, 124 pp.
1841. « 4th « « 184 «

" * " Rep. Progress of Maps,
1842.* « 5th Ann. Rep.,

1861. A. Winchell, 1st Bien
1846. A. B. Gray, Rep. to

rior, Washington,
1849. Chas. T. Jackson, Rep. (U. S.) on Mineral Lands, Washington,

8vo, 237 pp., 6 maps.
1849. J. W. Foster and J. D. Whitney, Rep. (U. S.) on Mineral Lands,

Washington, 8vo, 330 pp., 9 maps, 7 pi.

1849. Wm. A. Burt, Rep. (U. S.) Mineral lands L. Superior, Washing-

<>•/.
]';'•/;'; II i
\\ (I". S.) M rai ;:m U I. Supoi w.-^i _-

J. W. Foster and /. D. Whitney, Rep. (U. S.j Geol. L." Superior

LandDist., Part II, Washington, Svo, xvi and 406 pp., 35 pi.

Wisconsin.

Edward Daniels, 1st Ann. Rep.^Madison, 12mo, 84 pp.
J. G. Percival, " " " "101 " map.

2d " " " 111 u

Danieh, " " " "62 "

" and others, " " " "12 "

J. Hall, Ann. Rep. (for 1859), Madison,

remains in Belgium.—Mr. Edward Dupont has presented

Academy of Brussels (June 30, 1866) a paper on his later

the caverns on the borders of the Lesse, near where it emp-
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of which was not known ; tune to find

D detail.

It is known that in a work upon - of the prov-

stages, m rely, (1) from the presence of the

Mammoth (Elephas prim great Cave Bear (Ursus

spelceus), and (3) of the R Indus). But up to the

present time he had fotir.u ku * * tra -> ! th fauna ut the first two

Che two caverns called the Hyena cave and the Nau
have given i. • n firmed hi- first im-

cause of the <^u:i:itity -.-; ' <'.>ntaiu>-,

ive bear (Ursus spelceus), of the Elepi

aenins (a milk tooth), also bones of the Rhinoceros tirkoriims. h.-r-e,

fox, reindeer, itc, n^nrly all hearing marked traces of the teeth of a

of the epiphyses; a great number of splinters are also gnawed. The

moreover, i.-
'

re, he is inclined to be-

found also in the sand] rj beds of alluvium (or

: <
- these beds. Moreover, these gritty clay are

Lhe Quaternary outside in the province

of Namur, between the _ I pebbles on one side, and

a .'Otis pebble deposit on the other. But the deposit of the

' - •

:'''..:>:.:

'

'

:::'

vium in the Paris basin, includes in the caves the fauna of the reindeer

properly so called, that remarkable fauna whose distinguishing feature is

still in existed colder climates. The true cave

fimw schara are st the

present day wholly extinct. vj,,,.*,,^, i|, tw tunn lhi> au N with

In the « \- aalette, Mr. Dupont has

found, among other organic remains, a bone of the Elephas p
and a human jaw with a human ulna. The ant;

cannot be contested since they are covered by -

which rest the deposits of the reindeer age. On I

differs from those of all the races found iu Europe at the pre-



its forward p which is appar-
ent to a certain ] <_

r r>'<' ai a ia\> !> ••!• ! •'.>. ' v Mr. ,h- Vibraye in the

grotto of Arcy, in Bourgogne, associate Ekpka* primi-
genius and the Rhinoceros ' r * his p il n \ has also been ob-

of Frontal, at Furfooz. Mr. Dupont's"discovery of these human remains
is confirmed by Mr. Dam and causeways,
Mr. Eugene (Remans, Mr. John Jones, and Lord Talbot of Malahide, who
visited the cavern at the precise moment that the jaw was found, and

man bones have also been submitted by him to Messrs. Van Beneden,
Spring, Bruner-Bey, Lartet, de Quatrefages, Busk, and Carl Vogt.

Mr. Dupont has found associated with these human remains many
r the trace of the hand of man. One is a fragment of

ness of finish. Moi his fragment t

which appear to have been made with a very sharp instrument. Some
Dong whom is Mr. Quatrefages, believe that it is evidence of

liar method of cracking. Many fragments of marrow bones
present also indications of man analogous to what has been found in

other caverns, the bones evidently having been broken by the hand of

Mr. Dupont closes his notice with some remarks upon the fauaa con-

cealed in the alluvium of the Hyena and Naulette caves. Although the

respectively the dtfl

feature of the three Quaternary stages indicated above, we must concl

s gathered only that these stages correspond to the peri

species that they indioate had their principal developm<

nary stages 11

facts gathered only that these stages correspond to the periods

iies that they indioate had their pr
ese species did not exist before, or alter, tne period,

' by theAimough in this case the beds ot rolled pebbles are char
; -

in the Fort.-; Wished by Sir C. Lyell in hit

of Man, p. 224, and it traa

the stratified alluvial beds (lehm). The Ursus spelceus seems to present
an analogous fact, since \ boles of the cave of Frw>
tal has furnished a canine tooth that appears to belong to th

The common stag, the brown bear, and chamois are also remarkable ex-

amples of the same -'act. Finally the reindeer seems to have lived, after

H now found ; it existed in our regions with the Elephas pri*

ti as to regard ft as

teat to the disappearance

iuaternary species.

Vlnstitut, Nov. 21st, 1866.
10. llubn rite, a hi w mineral —E. Riotte has described, in the Reese

B»t« Reveille, a new tungstate of m tm from iron,
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an trimetric, I:J=z]
-

.

.uneven. IL=4-5. Q.=1-Q. Color WnNL-iul' {, l,.,,*,!-

ish-black. Streak yellowish-brown. Luster adamantine on the cleav-

age plane, and otherwise greasy. Translucent to opaque. Analysis by
Riotte and Hubner gave, W0

3 76-4, MnO 234. BB. gives i ictioi foi

both tungstic acid and manganese. PartialU so'ubh in

ammonia
-

:

,
'

'
'

'

dated v. ith scheelite, fluor-spar and apatite. A later articlef bv lireit-

haupt questions the a rrectn sa 4 he crys .

and gives the density as 7-14.

11. Mineralogical JVoti

rid of silver occurs in thii

gold mine, Carson Hill, ( id.,,.-,, mty. This vein is it

is regarded as a part of the chief gold vein of L__
_-

in the same vein, and in another part of it, gray copper ore, probably

I may be the source of the

freshly cut or scraped have a delicate pearl-gray color, which
irple in the sunlight.

found in remarkably fine specimens in the Poor-
man lode,§ Idaho, as- \r d with pmu^tit.-. native mU.t. mid native

gold. Sheets of the chlorid are taken out of the soft clay of the vein,

and are from one-eighth to one-quarter of an inch in thickness. It is

also found in irregular massive Rggr<
j

cubes, with-
out any modification, and over an eighth of an inch square. The color
of my specimens is brow

|w jn some portions.

which occurs with the chlorid in the

I it is reported to be occasionally seen ;

.

vet come under my observation.

found together it, the Red C ;ip , i:Um , Kl imath n.uutv, Cal., in serpen-

-r is >,-u in points thn.im-hout th- ma-siv <m-

1. Both the copper and

by the gradual decomposition

H Zeitung, ixiv, 370. f Ibid.,
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Danaite.—A cobaltic variety of mispickel is found associated wi
iron and copper pyrites at Meadow Lake, Nevada Co., Cal. It is in d
tinct, well formed, brilliant crystals of a tin-white color, and about
quarter of an inch in diameter. They are modified nearly as in fig. 28
Dana's Mineralogy. This mineral gives cobalt reactions before the bio

pipe, and appears to contain a large percentage of this metal. The c

is said to contain nickel also, and is being mined for shipment.

Cinnabar in calcite.—Cinnabar of a beautiful vermilion color is foui

in Idaho abundantly spread through a gangue of massive compact lim

stone or marble. No quartz or other minerals are v

Wulfenite.—Molybdate of !.,-. ! <v. u- in th, ar

mine, Inyo Co., Cal. It is in crusts i

.'.'.

and chrysocolla. The coil

>' - 'v ii t m i-.es ,,t on., is irate of copper n
very beautiful and desirable" for cabinets.

S»laurel of silas.—This mineral is found in

_

vein, Kearsarge District, Sierra Nevada.
Tungstate of manganese.*—I have received from Mr. Ewer, fragments

• pears to be tungstate of manganese.
fo ia in rudia Is; color dark olive-green:

•
. and before the blowpipe gives the reactions of tu

and of manganese.
Secular iron,—Mr. Bennett of Durango, Mexico, has sent me some

tlar iron ore, associated with oxyd of
tin, from the tin washings of that place.

Tetrahedr rromorphite, blende, with a little red
copper ore occur together in the Chicago claim, Shasta county, Cal. The

III. BOTANY.

1. The Miscellaneous Botanical works of Robert Brown, Esq., D.C.L.,

F.R.S., Foreign Associate of the Academy of Sciences of the Institute of
France. Vol. I, containi -'. Structural
and Physiol n : Published for the Ray Society by
Robert Hardwicke, 192, Piccadilly. 1866. 8vo.—It was well deter-

Ray Society to collect and reprint Mr. Brown's published
- - ->Iumes, many of them

or at the British Museum, was the only proper editor. He has added
his volume a full and elaborate index,—a great boon to botanists,

—

the following brief Preface :

—

The present volume contains the first portion of the works of the
inguished author, now for the first time collected in England, and re-

ited from the origin . accordance with his express

re. It had been b t them himself with annota-
s; but, unfortunately for science, this intention was never carried out,

it remained for the editor simply to superintend a verbatim reprint.

' This mineral is apparently Hiibnerite, noticed on a previous page.

—

a. J. B.
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"The memoirs are arranged in three divisions,—1st, Geographico-

Botanical; 2d, Sin.Tui d ;u d l'i \ «, -
-•;,

:
.'! !. Sv-t^ii'Uie. Of course

this arrangement is in a

relating to both of the other divisions are continually occurring in the

memoirs referred to each of thera ; but on the whole "it has appeared to

be the most convenient for reference. The present volume contains the

first two of these divisions ; the second will be devoted to Sy<f--niatic

ints; and a separate vol-

ume in large 4to, will cootail res to both."

The memoirs are arranged according to date. The first volume con-

sequently begins with the " General Remarks on the Botany of Terra

Australis" in Flinders' Voyage, 1814; and ends with •* Soi

L8S1. The fruit is now
pretty well determined to be that of Lepidostrobus. The most import-

ant of Mr. B -i in this volume, and

the study of a ted contents is immensely

.

'.' " :-'>-

evidently bestowed great 1

'

in the Memoire de la Societe de Phys. et d'Hist. Nat. de Genev 1 up- -u

Iwr his observation in t

. The first s a case in which the anther had reverted

t this organ is homologous with a

a, its margins or line of dehiscence answering to the margi
leaf. The secon e trilocular anther of Pachi/stemon,

ng that thi (and by just analogy the three-celled anther of

also)

bud, of the apex of the filament inthe double r;\j>ha-

aer remaining upright, as contrasted with the i vertod

anthers of Croton. This reminds us to take some notice of—
3. An Innovation in Nomenclature in the recenlh/ issued rolur,

Prodromus. Take, for example, the genus Cephalocroton, est

itter, in 1841. It appears that Baillon had reduced t

or three species upon which he had formerly constituted tvs

genera; and now Dr. Mailer gives th g
Take next the genus R '. by Desfontai

v monograph*
that ' ;hed by Spreng.

the name of Rosperia, and named also by Steber J
r adding these two names a- s\ n >t vms i. r e I'rodromus write

Arg."? Evidently not, as these synr-

) species now first deft

i sections of t

is? No othei

. :
-'
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has now added a third, and, forming for it a separate section, has taken
the genus as his own ! These are fair illustrations of the plan pursued
throughout the volume. The principle acted on appears to be, that

i of the

nor revises a genus and extends its limits, or adds any
ith the old ones, although

they belong to it, he may supersed

We suppose^he rule would hold as well in case of the restriction, as

of the amplification of a genus. Upon this principle how many genera
would be left to Linnmus? Not Berberis, for it would be attri" it, 1 to

-t who first remanded the pint a> -:••.:- \- hieh composed
Nuttall's genus Mahonia. Not even Podophyllum, for the second spe-

- .- - -_. •.
: -'

->'
' '

-:

character. But the volume under consideration itself exemplifies the
inevitable result. Out of the seventeen admitted Linnsean or ante-Lin-

era it comprises, nine have lost the name of the founder. Half
of the eight which retain it have only from one to six species each ; and
most of the rest, viz., Stillingia, Omphalea, Mm.
have escaped apparently through some variation of the rule, or laxity in

its enforcement, the grounds of which are not clearly obvious.

The same treatment is, naturally enough, applied to species. Take a
mple from those presented on almost every page of the volume.

Linnaeus rede I Castor-oil plant he knew to Ricinus

Dr. Muller does the same: but he knows many more
forms, and has arranged them with exhaustive particularity under four

pi m;i!\ ... - L -, -•..;. \ ;.i:.<i. N and some of these into almost as

sion, resulting from a sur-

vey of more materials, is represented not by JR. communis L., but by H.
Mull. Arg. Now who shall decide upon the quantity of mate-

rials to be revised, or number of synonyms to be reduced, which may en-

title a writer to take this great liberty I The only case which might
seem to warrant it, is when two or more species of the same author and
the same date are comprehended in one under a general character. In-

stances of the sort are probably to be nu-t with in in wurk under con-

sideration. B I—from which the name of Linnaeus
has dropped—is not a case in point, M. ambigua (regarded as a mere
state of the former) having been published by the younger Linnaeus.

Finally, there is a foot-note on p. 192, which should not pass unno-

omnique prioritate carentia," as interpreted by the use made of it upon

is made to operate in tri ent comity of
botanists. Our own remarks upon this very point, in this Journal for

'

I, p. 279, have been once or twice reprinted in Europe, with-
out dissent ; and we see no good reason as yet for recalling them. While
the rule in regard to priority has its proper scope in maintaining that
" manuscript names in collections, however public, should assert no claim
--',-:

: . . . .

....'
.

• ... '.-:. '.:•: -1

specimens [and, a fortiori, of these in sets, widely distributed among
herbaria, as were Sieber's], where and as far as they go, is held to be tan-
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tamount to publication." So of names and original observation

to specimens in herbaria. These names are always attached antecedently

to publication ; and a monographer, having, as he should, free access to

all herbaria within his reach, might work a deal of harm if he did not

regard such names as to him all the same as if already published. The

full recognition of an obligation to do this has sensibly quickened the

vance of botany, by securing the early distribution of materials whic
' ag withheld, and by widely opening herbari

npetent working botanists, and especially to monogi
might otherwise have been long withheld, and by widely c

should be the last to deprecate the system. No doubt, like other good and

necessary things, it is open to abuse and may now and then work some

hardship. We would only remark that, whether on the whole the cus-

tom be good or bad, it is one for the introduction and maintenance of

which we are indebted to no single botanist so much as to tfa

of the Prodromus. And he, of all others, would be most surprised to

learn that Leptocaulis eci trpus ^Ethusce, and Eulo-

and not Nuttallian genera and species.

Upon the whole subject we would remark, in brief, that it can hardly

be supposed that these innovations win hat no living

botanist now stands in such position that he can becomingly set aside

mero motu recognized usages in nomenclature ; that the closing volumes

of the Prodromus, which for forty years has been most efficient in estab-

ise usages, is hardly the proper place for changing them ; and

that, finally, a Botanical Congress, such as that over which, last spring,

I
lished editor of the Prodromus so happily presided, would

have been a proper body to consult upon subjects of such <i

4. Memoire sur la Famille des Piperacees, par M. Casimir I.>eL'a>'-

dolle. 4to pamph., pp. 32, and with 7 pUivs. (Extr. from Mnn. Soc.

Phys. and d' Hist. Nat. (!,„ . \ V ! :

!.'
l
-.;.;

, i
. „.^r LVCari-

dolle, having elaborated for the Prodromus the order Piperorin, lias

general struct) -, in which,

also, he indicates the grounds upon which he has reduced all the pro-

posed piperaceous genera to three. The structural and histological de-

but we must defer an abstract, perhaps until that portion of the Pro-

5. American Heather.—The question, whether Calluna is or is not

indigenous to the New \\ reral years past has been

referred to in this Journal. a to our no-

tice,—has now taken a new turn, Dr. -

for October L- .;! neatly figured "the Xe v.

Heather" u (i . He founds it upon
--

:vated by Dr. Moore in the Glasnevin Gardens, Dublin, side by

the common European Heather. The diagnosis attempted,
.

. Etn admits to be as yet far from satisfactory* except as to a

biological distinction observed by Dr. Moore, viz., " that whilst the New-
foundland one always suffered from frost, and turned brown during the
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mild Irish winter, the common British form, growing by its side, was un
affected by cold and retained its usual green color." Although "no ar

gument can possibly set aside" this fact, yet its value as a character hai

to be considered. Probably in the station from which these specimen!
were lately transferred, as well as in Iceland and the higher Alps, i

"

Dr. Seemann has the same form, the plant was accustomed to co
protection by snow from changes of temperature the whole winter through.

Unfortunately we have no specimens from Newfoundland, and Dr. See-

mann does not speak of the Cape Breton, Nova Scotian or New England
plants. Upon examination of these, we do not find that the indicated

differences in structure (mainly the naked pedicels, broader sepals, and
tip of flowering branches not continued into a leafy shoot while the flow-

ering lasts) coincide or hold out. So that as yet a second species can
hardly be said to be established. a. a.

IV. ASTRONOMY.

1. Observations of Venus near its inferior Conjunction.—With the ex-

cellent Equatorial of the Sheffield Scientific School, made by Clark <fe

mity to the Sun, both before and after her late inferior con-

which happened on the 11th of December. At her Dearest

approach (9
h 52ra a.m.), the planet was only 22' from the Sun's northern

limb, and had the conjunction occurred a day earlier, there would have

On the 10th, the planet was seen and measured, at 3 h 30in p.m., when
only 1° 8' from the Sun's limb, and might have been observed later, but
for the risk to the eyes, (already severely tried,) from the strong sunlight,

which could not i b« telescope.

On the day of conjunction, no attempt was made to find the planet.

On the day seen, at ll h 30m a. m.,

being then about 1° 36' from the Sun's limb.

Some days before the con incti n, it ua> apparent that the crescent

ment.. On the 10th, it f

cate (the crescent proper), on the side toward the Sun, but on tl

«de, a mer- to be seen, on account of

I
t iii the field, and ;

; .- tnce. Yet, by
glimpses, it was .3 i-tiiictly

;
<-i Hived as a ring, by several observers, and

of a circle.

The appearances wer? - ips a little better seen, on
the 12th, the day after the conjunction. \ ft. the v v. K was then only
half a degree farther from the Sun, and the full ring could be made out
°nly in the more favorable moments with respect to light and atinos-

ularly, when the light, both of the sun and of the planet,

y cut off from the object glass, by the shutter of the observa-
l" r}- s

'J''ii aiMinpp.: - _ ,t gave geue-

- '
.

.;...•.-.
:

- , .

'-.
.

.- ' • ;.-

was obscured. The background was then comparatively dark, and the
Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLIII, No. 127.-Jan., 1867.
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I 'he limb opposite to the sun perfectly distinct and

complete. The northern portion of the cresc::

.

'
•

cusp, but a considerable space, between 25 and 50 degrees from the

vertex to the left, by estimate, was very perceptibly fainter than a like

portion of the circumference next beyond toward the right, whence it

bo the mere faint line of light before mentioned.

These observations were made between half past 11 and half past

1 o'clock.

At 2 h 15m p. M., the planet was readily found with a portable 5 foot

- •'•

»..f h chimney some 50 or 60 feet distant. The complete ring, and the

a of the crescent proper, just described, were both distinctly

seen—better, in fact, than with the equatorial, except in the cases men-

tioned, when the sun was intercepted by a passing cloud.

visible cusps extended full 50° beyond a semicircle, but no in
- was noticed, as on the 12th. On the 15th, the cusps had re-

ceded to 30°, and on the 18th, to 22°, beyond a semicircle.

These observations have a direct and obvious bearing upon the ques-

tion of the atmosphere of Venus.
The powers used were from 80 to 200 on the Equatorial, and 90 on

the smaller telescope.

For the measurements, a position-micrometer by Dollond was em-

Sheffield Scientific School, Dec. 29, 1866.

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Telegraphic Determination of Longitude between Europe and Amer-

ica.--'* >nr iv..;!, -is will l.e gratihVd to learn that the undertaking of meas-

uring tin li.n^itud l.t-twft-n the < >
' '-. !_r'ai'<!. a*

the stations of the geodetic survey of the United States, by m
s, has be Buccessftdb'

-, such as could be made
daring the prog -.pectedly close agreement- - : .'

i

n - nan wa- Huri.-iput.'d, and • been found

y constant. By the liberality of the Anglo-American Tele-

npany the use of both cables was freely tendered for the trans-

transmission Time. The Astrono-

Royal gave his co-operation in -an terminus of

was afforded by the officers

u «val qave his e.v.-ne

able with Greenwich,
of the American and Provii . al tJeqraph lines, in a truly 'liberal s

- .i • • ;'i . p. • ;,. ;; , n, looked for "

''

ary meeting of the National Academy of Sciences, by Dr.
under whose direction the work has been executed and who
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2. Mr. George Peahody's recent gifts to Science.—The last number
of this Journal contained an announcement of Mr. Peabody's gift of

$150,000 to Harvard College, for the establishment of a museum of
i . .

lege for a in,;- His donations to tl -

opanied by the following statements of bis wishes in regard to

Gift to Harvard College.

Georgetown, October 8, 1866.

To the Hon. Robert C. Winthrop, His Excellency Charles Francis
Adams, Francis Peabody, Stephen Salisbury, Asa Gray, Jeffries
Wyman, and George Peabody Russell, Esqrs.

Gentler, n,—Accompanying this letter I enclose an instrument giving

to you one hundred and fifty thousand dollars ($150,000) in trust for

the foundation and maintenance of a Museum a

American Archaeology and Ethnology in connection

and Professorship of

Uni-

jesn had the purpose of contributing, as I might find

as of the honored and and
sity of our Commonwealth, and I trust that in view of the importance
and national character of the proposed department and its interesting re-

lations to kindred investigations in other countries, the means I have
chosen may prove acceptable.

On learning of your acceptance of the trust, and of the assent of the

President and I
College to its terms, I shall be pre-

pared to pay over to you the sum I have named.
Aside from the provisions of the instrument of gift, I leave in your

hands the details and management of the trust; only suggesting, that

in view of the gradual obliteration or destruction of the works and re-

mains of the ancient races of this continent, the labor of exploration and
collection be commenced at as early a day as practicable ; and also that

in the event of the discovery in America of human remains or imple-

ments of an earlier geological period than the present, especial

be given to tl -mparison with those found in other

With the hope that the Museum, as thus established and maintained,
lay be instrumental in promoting and extending its department of

Jience, and with fullest confidence that under your care the best means
ill be adopted to secure the end desired,

I am, with great respect, your humble servant,

Boston, Charles Francis

n, Stephen Salisbury c

.. - <

and <;,v,..
:
..

;

...':' M..« '. ::-. 'K the sum of

u>and dollars, to be by them, and their succes-

t""'-. h - <1 in trust to found and ma':/ : an Arcbaeol-
r

T
'

t
i _ ,

•
. in the city

and Commonwealth of Mat
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i I direct that ray - . •• t forty-five thou-

s a fund, the income of which shall be applied to forming

;
collections of antiquities, and objects relating to the early

(including such books and

:ing library for the departments of science

for the investigation and illustration of

and special reference,

I direct that the income of the further sum of forty-fi

lars shall be applied by my said trustees to the establisl

tenance of a Professorship of American Archaeology and Ethnology in

:

rod Pel f College, with 1 . pence of the overseers,

ination of the founder or the board of trustees. He shall have charge

of the above-mentioned collections, and shall deliver one or more courses

of lectures annually, under the direction of the government of the uni-

versity, on subjects connected with said departments of science.

Until this professors}^ - time it may be vacant,

the income from the fund appropriated to it shall be devoted to the care

and iucrease of the collections.

I further direct that the remaining sum of sixty thousand dollars be

invested and accumulated as a Building Fund, until it shall amount to

at least one hundred thousand dollars, when it may be employed in the

erection of a suitable fire-proof museum building, upon land to be given

for that purpose, free of cost or rental, by the president and fellows of

Harvard CV-.
| to become the property

of the college, for the uses roe ether.

The board of trustees I have thus constituted shall always be composed

wsons, and it is my wish that the office of chairman be filled

by Mr. Winthrop,—in the event of his death or resignation, by Mr.

Adams, and so successively in the order I have named above. The

trustees shall keep a record of their doings and shall annually prepare a

report setting forth the condition of the trust and funds, and the amount

of income received and paid out by them, during the previous year.

shall be presented to the president and

fellows of the college.

In the event of the death or resignation of Mr. Winthrop, I direct

that the vacancy in the number of the board be filled by the president

of the Mass* -.-. who tx officio shall forever after

be a member of the board. In the event of the death or resignation of

Mr. Peabody, the vacancy to be filled by the president of the
body now established in the city of Salem, un h i the u une of the Essex

• -
. .

Society ; of Prof. Gray, by the president of the American Academy of

\it- tnl> ut-; rid .t Piof,\\ ' the Boston

Society of Natural History, all of whom shall forever after be ex officio
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) my said trustees the liberty to obtain from tbe Legit

jrporation if they deem it desirable, to make all necessary

i appoint a treasurer, and to enter into any arrangements and
5 with the government of Harvard College, not inconsistent

(Signed) George Peabody.

Oct. 8, 1866.

Gift to Yale College.

New York, Oct. 22, 1866.

To Professor James D. Dana, Hon. James Dixon, Hon. Robert C.

Winthrop, Professor Benjamin Silliman, Professor George J. Brush,
Professor Othniel C. Marsh, and George Peabody Wktm
O'ckllemen,—With this letter 1 enclose an instrument giving to you

one hundred and fifty thousand dollai for the foun-

dation and maintenance of a Museum of Natural

tments Zoology, Geology and Mineralogy, in corn..

Yale College.

I some years ago expressed my intention of making a donation to this

to, and convinced as I am of the importance of

the natural sciences, and of the increasing interest taken in their study,

it now affords me great pleasure to aid in advancing these departments
of knowledge.

The rapid al science is now making renders it

necessary to provide for the future wants of such a museum, as well as

its present requirements, and I trust that the portion of the fund designed

for this purpose will be found sufficient.

On learning of your acceptance of this trust, and of the assent of the

President and Fellows of Yale College to its* conditions, I shall be pre-

pared to pay over to you the sura I have named, and I may then have

tiooal suggestions to make in regard to the general manage-

Confident that under your direction this trust will be faithfully and
successfully administered,

I am, with great respect, your obedient servant,

George Peabody.

I hereby give to Jam Haven, Conn. ; James
..: Bobert C. Winthrop, of Boston, Mass.; Ben-

iman, of New Haven, Conn.; George Jama Brush, of New
Haven, Conn.; Othniel Charles Mai>h, of N\m Havdi, Conn.; and

iy W< tmore, of Newport, R. I., on his attaining his ma-

Ktm of one hundred and ri: be by them

I

'./ -nun of Nat-

e-! -dally of the departments of Zoology, Geology and
Mineralogy, in connection with Yale College, in the City of New Haren,
s *

:it..- of Connecticut.
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Of this m» i trustees devote a part, not to exceed

one hundred thousand dollars, to the erection, upon land to be given for

that purpose, free of cost or rental, by the President and Fellows of Yale

College, in New Haven, of a fire-proof museum building, adapted to the

present requirements of these three departments of science, but planned

;il reference to its subsequent enlargement, the build

completed, to become the property of said college for the uses of this

I further direct that the sum of twenty thousand dollars be invested,

and accumulate as a building fund until it shall amount to at least one

hundred thousand dollars, when it may be employed by my said trustees,

or their successors, in the erection of one or more additions to the muse-

ttg, or in its final completion ; the land for the same also to be

provided free of cost or rental by the President and Fellows of Yale Col-

lege, in \\'\v Haven, and the entire structure when completed to be the

property of Yale College, for the uses of this trust and none other.

I further direct that thirty thousand dollars, the remaining portion of

this donation, be invested, and the income from it be expended by my

ral interests of the departments of science already

named ; the part of the income remaining after providing for the gen-

three-sevenths to zoology, three-sevenths to geology, and one-seventh to

j ; the said collections, as well as the museum building, to be
"

' 'ely for the benefit of the various departments of said College.

a member of the Board. Any other rac

may occur in the Board of Trustees, either by resignation or by death,

ehall be filled by the remaining trustees within a reasonable time after

such vacancy shall have occurred.

I give to my said trustees, and their successors, the liberty to appoint

a treasurer, and to enter into any agreements with the President and
Fellows of Yale College, not inconsistent with the terms of this trust,

which may in their opinion be expedient.

(Signed.) George Peabodv.

New York, Oct. 22, 1866.

In addition to the above donations Mr. Peabody has recentlv given

$500,000 to the Peabod;

present endowment 8l,00>. . :• -$250,000

The Board of Trustees I have thus

posed of seven persons, of whom not more than tour shall

time be members of the Faculty of Yale College. Thev Av.

general management of the museum, keep a record of their

prepare a report setting forth the condition of the

the amount of income received and paid out by th

to the President and Felfows of Yale College, in New Hav
mer session, and be by them filed in the archi
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his previous gift to the P bis native town c

and annually provide several courses of free lectures on scienti

ts. Mr. Peabody has, moreover, just made a don;

$25,000 to Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass., to provide itistnictiu

Kenyon Colleg recently given

$20,000 to the library fund of the Society, and
founded free libra i betford, Vt.

>hig" 'the donor, already so hiid;

the foremost benefactors of science, ana cannot iau to exert a most Dene-

terests of this country.

George W a, the author of a geological report on
•. in 1834, and

in 1831, 1832 ! at Havre on Sept. 28, in his

year. lie had been consul at Havre for nearly twenty years.

VI. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGRAPHY.

1. Geologic Mr. Delesse.
—This elaborate and beautiful Chart, the publication of which was an-
nounced in the last number of this Journal (p. 440), is worthy of a care-

vvho are interested in the construction of maps of
this kind, or in the geology of the region it embraces. It is constructed

on a scale of 1 : 25000, and the method employed by Delesse is essen-

of Paris. The various

formations, with exception of the di!'. >aed to be re-

moved, are represented by colors as i: naps. In ad-

\ i.-u featur..- > intr dueed. which will doubtless be often

employed in the future, and hence deserves more than a passing notice.

By means of a system of horizontal curves, drawn at a perpendicular

distances of 20 meters from each other, measured from the level of the
sea, a subterranean geological map, or rather a series of maps, is formed
''/ '.

. .
;:,.,:'•:. -::•.-

ted. To obtain these curves Mr. Delesse ex imitie 1 ail the various local-

ities, where it was possible to make a geological section,—especially the
quarries:, wells, and other surface excavations, as well as the numerous
subterranean works, executed within the last few years in the environs of

Paris. Starting from data thus obtained, the elevation of the points,

where a geological section was made, was accurately determined by level-

•epeated until a system of points was obtained

near together to admit of the tracing of horizontal curves in-

ich surface. In this manner is represented the upper surface
of the Cretaceous, the Plastic Clay, the White marls above the Caicaire

grossier, the Travertin of St. Ouen,"the Green clays, the Sandstone of Fon-

the under surface of the Diluvium. The interven-
ing formations are, of course, also indicated bv the same curves.
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By the aid of this subterranean geological map, it is easy to determine

the strata which would be struck at any given y
'

'
.

diluvium, and, as the point selected will fall between two horizontal

• strata, a fourth propor-

tional is all that is required to calculate the depth at which any one of

nached.

The method employed in the execution of the map facilitates, more-

over, a thort ,; ;_ nted, and may be advan-

»its of '.-''iniomic value. The chart

^ will repay examination. It is prob-

ably the most elaborate geological map ever constructed, and will doubt-

less long be regarded as a model. o. c. m.

2. The American Naturalist, a Popular Magazine of Natural His-

tory.—Under this title, the Officers of the Essex Institute. ^> il. m, Ma«..

propose to publish a monthly magazine, commencing early in the present

The object of this journal is to supply a long-existing demand for a

popular illusl v. devoted to the exposi-

: i-s which often render the mass of such reading tedious and

difficult.

Among the contents of the magazine, will be papers on topics of a

general and special nature relating to natrated with

appropriate wood engrav! :.lutes; these

papers will be mainly ori

.

one of papers

from other sources will be introduced ient interest.

entific purposes, with dee iua objects of interest dis-

-- :

'-' " '.

:.;•-:
_

and popular works on Natural ll\>:-< - meetings of

t&« Natural IN' • Sot ties throughout the country—descri]

Each number will contain 48 octavo pages of reading matter, besides

i sheets.

Such a magazine is greatly needed in this country and will doubtless

meet the patronage to which its able corps of editors and imposing list

of contributors entitle it.

The editors are A. S. Packard, Jr., M.D., in connection with E. S.

y is ... Alpheus Hyatt and F. W. Putnam. v.
"•-

1 " * * « K '< 2 m o, pp. 1 1 9, revised and

- '• ."" -"• ' • •: .
:

• ...
;

v. :•. .... ,. : • •

;

manual on blowpipe anal; -agnized in

nal in noticij . . tailed to discover

"le title page of
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4. Catalogue of the S, costi, with descriptions of
new genera and species; by E. Billings, F.G.S. 94 pp., large Svo. Mon-
treal, 1866. From the <u.- '. -; i! Surv.-v of < 'unada, Sir W. E. Logan,

paleontologist of the geological survey of Canada, is more than a mere
.

wood-cuts. V. to another number.
5. Lessons in Elementary Chemistry ; by Henry E. Roscoe, B.A.,

F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in O* r. London,
Macmillan & Co., 1866. 18mo, pp. viii, 398.—This book of Dr. Ros-

coe's, though designedly i - written from an advanced

simple and clear in its statements, it carries the

Inch the science of chemistry has now
.... r

little tint.' it pi.t\ r
i\ u ! ,iiV;> •> >. ! w ^i\ — ;h.- philosophy to be

gathered from the several substances considered. We notice several

chapters of g those on the physical properties of

gases; on the atomicity of the elements; on crystallography; on spec-

MS, and solar and stellar chemistry ; and his chapters intro-

ductory to organic chemistry. Questions upon the sections, with exer-

cises are given in an appendix. We are glad to see he has abolished
the unsatisfactory term "anhydride" and substituted "oxide" instead:
the nitr-oxygen series being ""

nitron- trie trioxide,

side." His "potassium oxide" seems
to us less smooth than the " potassic oxide" of Williamson ; and " hydric-

.'

commend this little volume as one of the best elementary treatises on
chemistry in the English language. g. f. b.

6. Lectun ml and Or-
-

/ ; by Edward Frankland, F.R.S., For. Sec. C. S., Pro-
u - 'i >t < 'h mmij in th- R \a\ T -

. etc. Lon-
don, John Van Voorst, Paternoster Row, 1866. 12mo, pp. xx, 422.

—

I'i'- l-'rankland's views upon the constitution of chemical compounds are
well known til pipers. "Organic as well as inor-

ganic compounds are most instructively represented upon the typical

the types SbCl 3
* and SbCI

5
all the compounds of antimony may be

w
' '•»: as SbEt

3 and SbEtJ. And CEtJ, allyi:- . -u. .

' M 'U „
ydrid, are formed upon the carbon types CO and C0

2 . Here
' that the composition of these compounds is determined by
J moe of the highest poly-equivalent radical they contain.

Each of the determinants! in the above examples, however, has two
: antimony acts as a triad and a pentad, carbon as a dyad

te highest compound of
any radical its power of combination is saturated ; this he calls the point

* H=l, 0=16, 0=12, Sn=118, Pt=197-t, Me=(CII 3 ), Et=(C 2H 5 ), Ho=

" for the highest poly-

.aturatiiigit,and»re3ult-

wes, Vol. XLIII,
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of atomic saturation. In this stage bodies can neither combine with

cal change without undergoing decomposition. Below this point, how-

one of which this stability may be at its maximum, the compound un-

;-a atomically saturated is a pentad ; but it has a trivalent

and a univalent stage, of which the former .aximum sta-

bility. In this st aire lilies may unite directly with or iv
;

-

bodies, thus » radicals. This fact Dr. Frankland ex-

plains by supposing that the units of attraction or bonds of an atom may

saturate each other by pairs. Nitrogen as a pentad is —N—, as a triad

~N>, and a monad <N>. The maximum number of bonds he calls

solute atomicity equals of < - h< - > t the other two. The hexad

\.' :

'-

.

The book above mentioned is a synopsis of a course of lectures de-

livered at the Royal College of (&erj 865-6, aw* is

devoted to a development of these views. In all the rational formula? it

-

active bonds of the other radicals, following upon the same line." Vv
|

th

one atom of the determinant as above, formulae are mon-adel]

two of equal power di-adelphic, etc. In the latter case one symbol is

written below the other, connected by a bracket, thus : i CH
3

.
Dr-

Frankland uses the bracket solely to signify that the atoms it connects

exchange one bond. These atoms may be united indirectly as in me-

>:. } O , where the dyad oxvgen atom links them together.

Speaking of rational formulae the author says, "the formula ouyht to

.it.on or with,

the oxygen; or if combined with both, it should indicate how many

atoms are united with the carbon and how many with the oxygen._

ondly, the formula ought to show whether the oxygen be uw''' •
: ..

-

. .- .-.-•.. -

gen to carbon." p. 201. The representation in a formula of

position in space) so necessary to explain cases of isomerism.
cannot be given by the ordinary typical formulae, is well obtained by

those of Dr. Frankland. In aluminic oxyd, for example, •] *lO^'
e

aluminum atom exchanges one bond with its fellow, two with the dy«d



Miyellu

n on the same line, and one with the single oxygen atom in-

( CMeII2
in ethylic ether, •] , the carbon atoms are linked by

tively with one atom of Me and two of H. To farther

portant fact of combination, Dr.
Crum Brown (using in lecture

/0\
Aluminic oxyd is 0=A1—A1=0; and ethylic ether is

H H H H

H-O-O—O-C-C-H,

tbe mode of union of the atoms is the same as that above
giveru These graphic methods, used more or less by Kekule, Wurtz, Ros-

\ happy in the clearness with which they express
"

i atom are saturated. Thus Dr. F.

/0\
represents a molecule of oxygen as 0=0, and one of ozone as 0-0.
The formulae of complex minerals given opposite pages 103 and 177,
M i t I i! to be of the highest value in mineralogy, if only we know
enough of their constitution to say that these are their true rational

#

Dr. Frankland has been remarkably successful in developing these

. them alike to mineral and organic chemistry.
We notice, however, the objectionable term "anhydride" retained; while

'•'.:'
.

•':-
"

CO yO) is far prefer ible. Again, we think his reason for excluding car-

from the organic acids hardly sufficient. The volume deserves

:y. The novelty of many of it- views, oming from so distin-

portant influence upon theoretical chemistry. ^
All the more important

. the reaction

se, their physical and chemical properties, and their modes of

scribed. And thus the object of the
w, ->i"k. to furnish names, formula: and reactions, and so to save to the

in copying these in the lecture room is most sue*-

"•-•: y accomplished-! o. f. b.

7. Chemical Tables; by Stsphex P. Sharples, S.B. Cambridge,
liieis, 18G6. pp. 192.—We cannot give a better idea of the

value of this book than by stating the heads under which the tables

. sea : relating to specifii

neons tables. A table ; » \ lume. A i llectio*

s ctf great use
,

:"- ! tL pins io and eln-mi.t. W, t.. . 1 no h _!n i u. I-"- muit of

the work than that of Dr. Wolcott Gibbs, under who.ve supervision it
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8. A new Chemical Nomenclature ; by S. D. Tillman, A.M., Professor

of Technology in the Am. Inst, of the city of New York, pp. 23.—

This paper was read before the American Association at the Buffalo

meeting last August. Prof. T. attempts to embrace both nom
and notation in one mnemonical method, which is certainly very ingen-

ious, and surprisingly successful. He exhibits an accurate ac
|

with chemical facts and relations. But his system does a«v
•

-.'.....

9. Mcion,)-* o> "'<• -W . Undemy, Vol I. pp. 344, 4to. Wash-

ington, 1866.—This first volume of the Memoirs of the National Acad-

emy of Sciences contains the following papers read before the Academy

in 1864, 1865:

(1.) Reduction of the observations of the fixed stars made by Joseph

Le Paute d'Agelet, at Paris, during the years 1783-1785, with a cata-

logue of the corresponding mean places referred to the equinox of 1800-0

;

by B. A. Gould. (2.) I

(3.) On shooting stars; by H. A. Newton. (4.) On the di-

: bv Augustus A. Gould.

(5.) On rifled guns ; by W. H. C. Bartlett.
Dr. Gould's paper was noticed in this Journal in our last volume, and

the principal part of Prof. Newton's appeared in vol. xxxix.

First Annual Report of the Geology of Kansas ; by Prof. B. Mudge, A.M. 56

IT * ' "
oary Report of the Geological Survey of Kara

.

'
' —

Proceedings Ames, Acad. Arts aj*j> S .

'
' ... '

:

:• ..-
,

.'
.

' 'I"."
"'-

;' .':." '.'..'.,.'...:
'
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now obtaining in Europe and America; by Horatio Eobixson
Storer, of Boston, Professor of Obstetrics and the Diseases
of Women in Berkshire Medical College.

(Read before the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Dec. 14, 1858.)*

In calling the attention of the Academy to some remarkable
and hitherto unexplained facts in the present history of powerful
nations, bearing upon their prosperity, progress and even their

future existence, I beg heed to the various steps by which I shall
arrive at certain astounding conclusions, of the deepest interest
to political economists, as well as to moralists.

In many countries of Europe, it has been ascertained that the
"fecundity" of the population, in other words the rate of its

'} rapidly <f"
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In Sweden, it has lessened by one-ninth in sixty-one years ; in

Prussia, by a third in 132 years; in Denmark by a quarter in

82 years; in England, by two-sevenths in a century ; in Russia,

by an eighth in 28 years; in Spain, by a sixth in 30 years; in

I formally, by a thirteenth in 17 years; and in France, by a third

in 71 years.* Or, to reduce these fractions to decimals—in Swe-

den the rate of increase has lessened by a fifth, in Prussia by a

fourth, in Denmark and England by a third, and in Russia, Spain,

Germany and France by a half, in a single century.

For convenience sake, larger bodies of statistics existing con-

cerning it, and from the fact that it represents the extreme of

the alleged decrease, I shall take France as the basis of my com-

parisons.

In France at large, according to the official returns as analyzed

by Legoy t,f the increase of the population, which from 1801-06

was at the rate of 13 per cent, annually, from 1806-46 had fallen

to about '5 per cent. The exact ratio of decrease after this period

is better shown by the figures themselves. The increase from

1841-46 was 1,200,000
1846-51 " 380,000
1851-56 " 256,000

In England during the latter period, with a population of but

one half the size, the returns of the Registrar-General showing
a relative increase nine times greater.^

In 37 years from 1817-54 the mean annual increase in France

was not more than 156,000; yet in five vears. from 1846-51, it

had fallen to 76,000 yearly, and from 1851-56 to 51,200; and

this, with a population ranging from 29 to 34 millions

!

A comparison of these facts with those obtaining in other Eu-

ropean states, will make the above still more evident.

SK^
-Rate of increase in Europe (according to Rau).§

2-40 ' Netherlands, 1821-28
1811-21 1-78 Saxonv, 1815-30
1821-31 160 ! Baden (Hennisch), 1820-30

e recently (DeJonnea), <

A similar and corroborative table, containing additional mat-

;er, is given by Quetelet ;j its differences from the preceding are

>wmg to its representing a different series of years.

* Moreau de Jonnes, Elements de Statistique, 1856, p. 202.

f Journal des Economistes, Marcb and May, 1847.
+ Edinb. Rer., Jan. ,-,iV) 18 57, p. 462-

8 Lehrbuch der PolitUchen Oekonomie.

| Sur l'Homme et le Developpement de ses Facultes, torn, i, cb. 7-
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Table II.—Rate of increase in Europe (accordiDg to Quetelet).

Legoyt*

fore mc

use in Eu

.. 1-95

ids 0-94

And more recently,

close of 1846, by censu
over deaths, and is there

Table III.—Rate of incre

England and Scotland

brings up these results to the

by the annual excess of births

rope (according to Legoyt) by census.

Saj lima

Table IV.—Rate of increase i

:: i|

according to Legoyt) by annual excess of

Holland'..':::;.':.'.', v.:'.'.:::

-cotland, France 0'50

Austria

In four departments of France, among which are two of the

most thriving of Normandy, the deaths actually exceed the

births.f

From the above facts the general mortality not being exces-

sive, it is evident that the percentage of births to the whole pop-
ulation must be smaller in France than in most other European
countries ; and from the lessened annual rate of increase of the

population, that the percentage of births must be decreasing in

_
From larger statistics furnished by De Jonnes, I have com-

piled the following table of the comparative ratios of births to

the population in the different countries of Europe.

Venice and dependencies 1827, 1 t
iUM'alty IS: I

Lombardy 1828,'
'.

'. .
'. ....'.[

'.

'.

1 t

Wurtemberg 1821-27," .' .'

.'

'.

.' .'

.'

'

i to 27

f Mill, Prin. of Pol. Ecoa., i,
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•1831 " Scotland 1821-31, 1 to 34

Sweden and Norway 1828, ... 1 to 30 Norway 1832 "

Denmark 1833, " France (1771, 1 to 25) 1851, .. 1 to 37

In a total population at different periods of 232,673,000, there

were 8,733,000 births ; whence an average on the grand scale of

1 birth to every 26'6 individuals.

In France, however, the ratio has been steadily lessening ;
as

seen by the following table.

Table VI.—Annual ratio of Birth* in France.

1771-75, lto25
|

1836-40, 1 to 84

The position of France as compared with the rest of Europe,

in respect to the ratio of births to the population at different pe-

riods can be made still more manifest.

Tuscany 1818, Sicily 1

Lombardvl 827-28, Ru
Prussia 1825-26.
France 1781, Austria 1 27,Ru~

1826**0
and Mecklenberg
eece 1828, Naples

Sp^
d
1826 Germany,

, Poland 1

. .. .

-v:rkey 1835, SUtt

ly 1832. Hanover 1

> 35 -f , France 1851.

In Paris, strange to say, the decrease in the ratio of births to

the population, though decided and steady, has not in actual

proportion been as great as in the Empire at large; showing
that the cause, whatever it may be, is not one depending on the

influence of a metropolis alone for its existence.
From 1817-31 there averaged in Paris 1 birth to 2687 inhab-

itants, and from 1846-51, 1 to 31-98 *

* Husson, Les Consummations de Paris, 1866.
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The facts thus far stated are admitted by the leading statisti-

cians and political economists of the day, ignorant as they seem
of much of the evidence soon to be brought forward, and of the
•conclusion to which the whole matter directly and with almost
mathematical exactness may be proved to tend.

"In France," remarks De Jonnes, "the fecundity of the people
is restrained within the strictest limits."*

"The rate of increase of the French population," sa
u

is the slowest in Europe. The number of births not increasing
at all, while the proportion of births to the population is consid-

erably diminishing, f
We turn now to this country, to the commonwealth of Massa-

chusetts.

In the state of Massachusetts, it has been found of late years
that the increase of the population, or the excess of the births

over the deaths, has been wholly of those of recentforeig

This in 1850, and asserted of the state at large. In 1853, "it
is evident that the births within the commonwealth, with the
usual increase, have resulted in favor of foreign parents in an
increased ratio."§ In other words, it is found that in so far as

depends upon the American and native element and in the ab-
sence of the existing immigration from abroad, the population
of Massachusetts is stationary or decreasing. This is shown also

to threaten, even if we allow the foreign element to enter the
calculation.

In 1850, the population of Massachusetts was by census

994,365, and the births were 27,664: in 1855 they were 32,845
and the population 1,132,369. The proportion of births to the

population was therefore 1 to 36 in 1850, and in 1855 1 to 34;
a ratio much smaller than that obtaining in most countries of
Europe, and but little over that of France, which in 1850 was 1

to 37.|f

''This result," remarks Dr. Chickenng, page 49 of the pamph-
let just quoted, "will doubtless surprise many, who will hardly
think it possible. Is it general or is it accidental ? If it be gen-
eral, how has it happened ? What causes have been in opera-
tion to produce it ? How is it to be accounted for ?" These ques-
tions have hitherto been unanswered.

Decrease in the births of a nation, its lessened rate of ii

J New York I have drawn from a aeries of official repon
i me by the present Citv Inspector, Mr. Geo. W. Morton.
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must depend, according to one writer, DeJonnes, "either on

physical agents, especially climate, or on the degree of civiliza-

tion <>: I peoj I i eir domestic and social habits." "In France,"

he again remarks, "the climate is favorable to an increase of

population, and this obstacle, this restraint, is found in its ad-

" This diminution of births," says Legoyt, " in the presence of

a constant increase of the general population and of marriages,

can be attributed to nothing else than wise and increased fore-

sight on the part of the parent."f
" The French peasant," writes Mill, " is no simple countryman,

no downright ' paysan du Danube ;' both in fact and in fiction he

is now ' le ruse paysan.
7 That is the stage which he has reached

in the progressive development
has imposed on human ,«dion.

n
%

" These facts," he again asserts, " are only to be accounted for

in two ways. Either the whole number of births which nature

admits of and which happen in some circumstances, do not take

place
5
or if they do, a large proportion of those who are born,

die. The retardation of increase results either from mortality

or prudent
i

- s 'positive,' or from his 'preven-

tive ' check ; and one or the other of these must and does exist

and very powerfully too, in all old societies. Wherever popula-

tion is not kept down by the prudence of individuals or of the

state, it is kept down by starvation or by disease."§

But on the other hand, it has been forgotten by these writers

that the alternative supposed does not exist in the case we have

instanced. Marriages in France, unlike some other continental

states, are continually increasing, and starvation and disease are

yearly being shorn of their power.
If we turn to Massachusetts, these arguments acquire addi-

tional force. Amid such general thrift, abundance, wealth, in a

state comparatively young and not over settled, there has been

every reason for the population, general and native, as well as

foreign, to increase. Want and excessive mortality are alike ab-

sent. K ,1 abroad, the only apparent posi-

tive check, extensive though this is, can by no means account for

the evident facts. Conscription, war, despotism, restraining to a

certain extent the population of France, are all unknown to our-

selves. With the authors quoted, we are therefore forced to a

single position, that this annual lessening of births must be

owing, in great measure abroad, almost wholly with us at home,

to 'prudence' on the part of the community, not as a State, which
rages

|
: imduah,

ceding, I y
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thus far described is such as political economists, almost without
exception, approve, and that in great measure it is owing to the

t
direct influence of their doctrines.

In his well known Essay on Population, Mr. Malthus remarks,
that " in the average state of a well peopled territory, there can^
not well be a worse sign than a large proportion of births, n
better sign than a small proportion."*
A host of other authorities might be quoted, but a few

tracts from a later writer, standard in this country at present
and taught in our universities, till very lately in that of Cam
bridge for instance, will suffice.

" We greatly deprecate," says Mill, "an increase of popula
tion as rapid as the increase of production and accumulation."!
"There is room in the world no doubt, and even in old coun

trie*, for an immense increase of population. But although it may
be innocuous, I confess I see very little reason for desiring it."^:

" I sincerely hope, for the sake of posterity, that they will be
content to be stationary long before necessity compels the

" If the opinion were once generally established among the
laboring class, that their welfare required a due regulation of the
numbers of their families, only those would exempt themselves
from it, who were in the habit of making light of social obliga-

tions generally."!

"The principle contended for includes not only the laboring
classes, but all persons, except the few who, being able to give
their offspring the meaus of independent support during the
whole of life, do not leave them to swell the competition for em-
ployment.' 'f

" When persons are once married, the idea never seems to en-
ter any one -

tg or not having a family, or the
number of which it shall consist, is at all amenable to their
own control. One would imagine that it was really, as the com-
mon phrases have it, God's will and not their own, which deci-
ded the number of their offspring."**
"In a place where there is no room left for new establish-

ments," says Sismondi, entirely ignoring the escapes offered by
eniigration and the increased importation of food, "if a man has
eight children, he should believe that unless six of them die in
infancy, these and three of his own contemporaries, of each sex,
will be compelled to abstain from marriage, in consequence of his
own imprudence."tf
Having now explained an important cause of the effects I

have described, I return from the digression.

'"
• 451. «- IhlJ i.402, foo

c Principea d'Economie Politique, li

,
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Prulence,\\t is asserted, on the part of individuals checks and

keeps within bounds the natural increase of the human race.

We cannot well avoid allowing that this statement is true, and
t

that it applies with even more pertinency to ourselves as a peo-'

pie than to nations abroad.

It will be profitable for us to go a step further, and to enquire

in what way this result is effected ; and though I shall be com-

pelled to refer to matters usually thought best to keep concealed,

and to present a conclusion at once frightful, astounding, degra-

ding, I shall not shrink from the duty. For the subject is one

which concerns each one of. us, as philosophers, parents, as citi-

zens, as christians.

There is no reason to suppose, as West,* Husson and DeJonnes

have thought, that the rapid and constant decrease of births I

have shown to exist can be attributable to any progressive lack

of fecundity on the part of women, or of generative power on

that of men ; nor is there reason to think that the passions of

the race burn less freely than formerly, or that they are more

generally under control."

In a certain measure, no greater than formerly however, these

needs are met by prostitution. Yet marriages and lawful con-

nections have increased and now undoubtedly exist to a greater

extent than ever before. They are confessed and

y proved, to be usually, either in whole or in great part, bar-

of offspring—we have only to look about us, for abundant

evidence of this—while formerly, as is equally known, such was

Let all allowances be made for certain conjugal h&\

ing extensively among the French, and by no means rarely imi-

tated in this country, as unnatural and degrading as they are

detrimental to the physical health of both male and female; but

there exist a series of statistics, hitherto unknown, unappreciated

or sedulously concealed, which prevent the increasing decrease

of births from being thus, and only thus explained.
Prevention of pregnancy, to whatever extent existing, cannot

account for the decrease of living births; actual pregnancies be-

ing proved fully as frequent as ever. What then can? "We

answer the question by another.
"Has it been sought," asks Quetelet, in his Theory of Proba-

bilities, though he did not attempt to solve the problem, so puz-

zling to statistician, philanthropist and statesman, "to account

for the peculiarities relating to the still-born, and to combat the

causes which in certain circumstances swell their number m so

deplorable a manner ?"f
I shall show that nearly as many pregnancies exist as ever.

We are to consider these pregnancies, not as prevented, but as

terminated without the birth of a living child.
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I am aware that the evidence of statistics is received by many
minds with a certain measure of doubt ; but I shall endeavor so
to add proof to proof, and to draw these from such authoritative
sources, that no doubt can fairly remain. I base my remarks
upon the following self-evident laws.

1st. That, while a result or event in individual instances is ever
variable and i

variable.

, to apply this principle to the case we are now con-

l given popula-

, should, in the absence of an evident and
sufficient disturbing cause, be always nearly the same ; increas-
ing with the increase of the population, and with the progress
of medical science (which might easily be proved to be in this

respect constantly advancing).
3. That the absolute number of still births at the full period of

pregnancy, occurring from natural causes in a given time in a
given population should be always nearly the same; increasing
only in proportion to the actual increase of the population, and
decreasing with the progress of medical science.

4th. That the absolute number of premature births, occurring
from natural causes in a given time in a given population
should be always nearly the same ; increasing only in proportion
to the actual increase of the population, and decreasing with the
progress of medical science.

5th. That the relative number of still birthsfrom natura
at the full period of pregnancy and premature, as compared with
the living births in a given population in a given time should be
always nearly the same; not being affected by an increase of
population, and constantly lessened bv the progress of medical
science.

6th. That the relative number of still birthsfrom natural causes,

at the full period of pregnancy and premature, ascomp;m-d with
the general mortality in a given population in a given time,
should remain always nearly the same, not being affected by an
increase of population and but slightly by the progress of medi-
cal science.

7th. That the relative number of still birthsfrom natural causes,

premature aud at the full period of pregnancy, should remain
always nearly the same compared with each other; neither of
them being affected by the increase of population and each of
them nearly equally by the progress of medical science.

It has already become manifest that the 2d of these proposi-
tions does not accord with existing facts ; that the absolute num-
ber of living births in Europe and in this country does not re-

mam the same, time and population agreeing ; that instead of
Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. ILIII, No. 12S.—March, 1867.



In the discord of existing facts with the remaining proposi

also, I have detected and shall make evident the disturbing cause.

Since 1805, when returns were first made to the Kegistry of

New York, the number, proportionate as well as actual, of fcetal

deaths in that city has steadily and rapidly increased. With a

population at that time of 76,770, the number of still and pre-

mature births was 47 ; in 1849, with a population estimated at

450,000 the number had swelled to 1320 * Thus while the pop-

ulation had increased only six times since 1805, the annual num-

ber of still and premature births had multiplied over /

times! The following table shows the rapidity of this increase.

Table VIII.-Ratio of Fcetal Deaths to the population in New York.

In the three years preceding 1849, there were registered in

New York 400 premature births and 3,139 children still born;

a total of 3,539, representing at that time a yearly average of

some 1200 foetal deaths. It is evident that though almost all

the still births at the full time, even from criminal causes, are

necessarily registered, but a small proportion of the abortions

and miscarriages occurring are ever reported.

In the three years preceding 1857, there were registered in

"New York 1196 premature and 4735 still births, a total of 5931,

representing a yearly average of some 2000 foetal deaths ;
show-

ing that in the short space of seven years, the number of fcetal

deaths in New York, already enormous, had very nearly doubled

!

I now present a table showing the ratio of still births to the

living births in various countries of Europe.

:e at large in 1853 the ratio was 1 to 24. Departi
to 15. In the city of Paris 1836-44, 1 to 14-S

to 138. The proportion of still births in the i

France is governed by the same laws as in the

[n 363 provin as, in 1836-
1846-50, 1 to 18-8.

* Report of the City Inspector for 1849.
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While districts more thinly populated gave, in 1841-45, 1 to
29; 1846-50, I to 27.*

In Belgium, during a similar period, the ratio was much the
same. It was, in 1841-43, in towns 1 to 161, in country 1 to
29-4.t

y

The apparent discrepancy between city and country, noticed
as equally obtaining in Belgium and France, is probably owing
in great measure to greater negligence of the country officials

in registering the still births.

Again, the total number of births at the full time in New
York in 1856 was 17,755; of these, 16,199 were living;:}: prov-
ing that of ill time alone, setting aside the
great number of viable children born prematurely, and the in-

s earlier abortions not recorded, 1 in every 11'4 is born
dead.

From foreign statistics on a large scale, embodied in the table
we have already given, it is found that the proportion of still

births does not in those countries drop below 1 in 15, and this

: ranging from that number up to 1 in 30 or 40 of the
whole number of births reported.
In Geneva, out of 10,925 births occurring from 182^-33, 1,221

of them illegitimate and therefore to be supposed liable to a large

percentage of deaths from criminal causes, there were only 646
foetal deaths ; a proportion of 1 in 17.

In Belgium, there were 29,574 illegitimate births from 1841-43,
and of these 1,766 were born still,§ or 1 in 16-8.

_ In New York, from 1854-57, there were 48,323 births ; and
still births, at the full time and prematurely ; or in other

-, as compared with the living births in 1850, was 1 to

15-5. In France it is 1 to 24, and in Austria 1 to 49. While
the proporti the full time to the whole' num-
ber is enormous and steadily increasing, so is the number of
known abortions and premature births.

The frequency of these occurrences reported from the practice
of physicians, and thus to a certain extent but not entirely,
likely to be of natural and accidental origin, is as follows: in
41,699 cases registered by Collins, Beatty, LaCbapelle, Churchill
and others, there were 530 abortions and miscarriages. Here
all the abortions were known ; their proportion was 1 to 78*5.

In New York, from 1854-57, there were 48,323 births reported
as at the full time and 1,196 premature. Here all the abortions
were not known, probably but a very small fraction of them

;

the proportion was 1 to 404.
* De Jonn6s, loc. cit, p. 239. f Quetelet, loc. cit., p. 152.



riod from 1850-56,
That the ratio of still births and abortions, already so fright-

-lily increasing, is also seen by the following table; in

which we have compared the still births, supposable perhaps of

Table X.—Ratio of the Fatal (<

In 1851, the ratio of foetal dear ts to the gen-

eral mortality was 1 to 13 3; in 1855, 1 to 104, larger than in

New York city a year later. In a metropolis we should expect

the proportion to be greater than in a state at large ; it is here less.

Finally we compare the recorded premature still births of

New York, with those still at the full time.

In the seventeen years from 1838-55, there were reported

17,237 still births at the full time, and 2,710 still prematurely;

the last bearing the proportion of 1 to 63.
In the nine years from 1838-47, omitting 1842 for the reason

that the reports to the Registrar for that year were confessedly

imperfect, there were 632 still premature births, and 6,445 still

at the full time; a yearly average of 1 to 10'2.

In the eight years from 1848-55, there were 2,078 premature

be full time ; an average of 1 to 5

;

while in 1856, there were 387 still prematurely, and 1,556 at the

full time
; or 1 to 4-02 J

On the other hand, there were recorded in Massachusetts dur-

ing the 14 years and 8 months preceding 1855, 4,570 still births

and 11,716 premature births and abortions,f the ratio being 1

abortion to -3 still births ; or in other words it would appear

from the statistics quoted, that the comparative frequency of

abortions in Massachusetts is 13 times as great as in the worst

statistics of the city of New York !

We are willing however, we rejoice, to modify this statement,

as in the earliest of the years quoted, returns' from the city of

Boston seem to have been imperfect or wanting. "We therefore

confine ourselves to a more recent period.
From 1850-55, the registration being much more accurate

than before, and its results compiled with the greatest care, three

* Compiled from City Inspector's Reports for 1855-6.
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years of the five by a noted statistician, Dr. Shurtleff, there
were recorded in Massachusetts 2,976 still births and 5,899 pre-
mature births and abortions, the ratio being 1 abortion to '5 still

births ; in other words, the frequency of abortions as compared
with still births at the full time is at least 8 times as great in

setts as in the worst stater - ' x<w city of New York.*
It is allowed by political economists, by Mill and by Malthus

himself, that so much of the existing decrease as cannot other-
wise be explained, must be attributed to influences generally
prevalent in Europe during earlier ages, and in Asia to the
present time. " Throughout Europe," says Mill, " these causes
have much diminished, but they have nowhere ceased to exist."f

Several of these causes, starvation, wars, disease, have been
the authority now quoted, but the greatest of them

all is left' unspoken.
The wilful destruction of living children, at and before birth,

hiitorv deelaivs to have obtained, and to a very great extent,
among all the earlier nations of the world, the Jews alone ex-
cepted. Aristotle:}: defends it, and Plato.§ It is mentioned by
Juvenal,| Ovid,^[ Seneca and Cicero; and it is denounced by the
early Christians.** It was common in Europe through the mid-
dle ages, and still prevails among the Mahometans, Chinese, Jap-
anese, Hindoos, and most of the nations of Africa and Polyne-
sia to such an extent that it may well be doubted whether more
have ever perished in those countries by plague, by famine and
the sword.

It is impossible that the facts I have quoted from present his-

tory can in any great measure be owing to natural causes alone.

They are wholly inexplicable on any principles which do not
recognize an amount of guilt at which humanity shudders.

We have seen that with us, in the absence of all influences
that tend to keep down population in foreign countries, old and

and under the yoke of despotism, the effects attributa-

re to these causes, exist and to an extreme degree.
That the ratio of foetal deaths to the population had swelled in

Jew York from 1 in 1633 in 1805 to 1 in 340 in 1849, while in
Trance at a later period, 1851, they were only 1 in 1000. That the

. that city had in the 7 years from
1850-57, very nearly doubled. That the foetal deaths as com-

itih the total of births, elsewhere in statistics of illegit-

r»e, where the results are supposed worst and con-
fessed chiefly from crime, being 1 in 16 8 (Belgium), had here,
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and natural, reached the frightful ratio of 1 in 8.

red with the total morta

increased from 1 in 37 in 1805, to 1 in 13 in 1855. That the

reported early abortions, of which the greater number of course

escape registry, bear the ratio to the living births of 1 in 40,

while elsewhere they are only 1 in 78. And finally, that early

abortions, bearing the proportion to the still births at the full

time of 1 in 10 in 1846, had increased to 1 in 4 in 1856.

\ - New Yc
*

eminence neither in morals l

Puritan Massachusetts, in the State at large, and therefore but lit-

tle affected by the statistics of its capital, which however would

by themselves probably be found corroborative of the ma
we have seen that the ratio of still births at the full time and

premature as compared with the living births in 1850, was 1 to

15-5. In France it is 1 to 24, and in Austria 1 to 49. That the

ratio of premature births to those at the full time, during the pe-

riod from 1850-56 was 1 to 26, while in New York city it is

onlv 1 to 40. That the ratio of fetal deaths to the general mor-

tality was 1 to 13 in 1851, and in 1855 1 to 104 ; while in New
York city a year later, in 1856, it was only 1 to 11 :

from 1850-55 the frequency of abortions as compared with still

births at the full time, was at leasl sat as in the

worst statistics of the city of New York.
Few persons could have believed possible the existence of such

frightful statistics, the result toward which they must be con-

fessed inevitably to tend, or the dread cause from w:

spring. Either these statistics must be thrown aside :

erroneous and worthless, or they must be accepted with their

conclusions. We would gladly do the former, but they present

too many constant quantities in other respe<

trly progressive series of deaths and births as compared
with the population, constant also as compared with each other,

for this to be allowed. My own calculations have been made

. and I have presented the elements on which they rest

<;g the results, at once so awful and astounding, 1 <^-

sire to fix upon them the attention and scrutiny of the Academv.
These conclusions however do not rest alone on the

that have been presented. The experience of courts
and that equally extensive tribunal, the body of
throughout our land, (I regret, and at the s.

President. I s not borne out by your own ex-

tended experience,)* tend to corroborate them, and other evi-

dence of equal weight and' character is at hand.

* Dr. Jacob Billow, then President of the Academy, was inclined at one time

1
' '"'' " -

:

'

'

: " '
.

not having personally investigated the subject.
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In seeking for the causes of these facts, I have found much
that is interesting, and somewhat that I believe to have been
hitherto unpresented.
The immense proportion,of living births to the pregnancies

in the foreign as compared with the native and protestant pop-
ulation of Massachusetts, already referred to, is to be explained
by the watchful protection exercised by the Catholic church
over foetal life. However we may regard the dogma on which

its, the sanctity of infant baptism, there can be no ques-
tion that it has saved to the world millions of human lives. But
of the various corroborative testimony to which I have alluded,
and of other matters pertaining to this subject I shall elsewhere

Were mankind, in following the advice that has been quoted
from past and present authorities in political economy, content
merely to practice greater abstinence and greater prudence in

atters, less blame could justly be laid. But when we find

le and criminal abortion thus justified, rendered com-
mon and almost legitimated, we may well oppose to the doctrine
of these cruel teachers the words of the indeed admirable Perci-
val, " To extinguish the first spark of life is a crime of the
same nature, both against our Maker and society, as to destroy
an infant, a child, or a man."f

The determination of the atomic weight of silicium has given
rise to more discussion than that of any other element ; nor does
this astonish us, when we consider the number and complicated
nature of the compound the peculiar properties
"which separate it from all the other elements.

Even at the present day chemists and mineralogists are not
agreed whether to write 'silica SiO a

or Si0 3 , and recently

Scheerer^: has published a paper, in which he brings up the old
arguments in favor of the latter formula, and adds to them some
Dew ones, based on the study of the action of silicic acid on
carbonate of soda at a red heat, as well as on Wohler's research
on leucon.g We will not discuss these arguments, as we think
that a sufficient reply to them will be found in the facts brought
to light by this research, facts which are impossible to reconcile
with the opinion of Prof. Scheerer.

*
J

rtl, Vn r, m MeJico-Chirurg. Review ; Philadelphia, Jan. 1859, et seq.

§ Ann. der Chem
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It is not our intention to enter into the history of the discus-

sion of the true atomic weight of silicium; but it will perhaps

be useful to recall some of its principal phases. In the memo-

rable series of investigations by which Berzelius, without fol-

lowing any fixed rule, but with an accuracy of perception all

the more remarkable, established the greater part of the atomic

weights, he assigned to silicic acid the formula* Si0 3
(Si=21,

0=8). He deduced this result from the analyses-of va

cates, particularly of orthoelase, relying upon an analogy which

he supposed to exist between silicic and sulphuric acids.

Dumas, when he called the attention of chemists in his classi-

cal memoirf to the importance of the determination of the den-

sity of vapors and its value in establishing chemical formulae,

gave, among other examples, that of the chlorid of silicium.

According to him this body ought to have the formal

> silicic acid SiO (Si=7, 0=8, Cl=1775). The

nd titanium follow the same law.

later Graudin,;}; among other remarkable deduc-

tions from the law of Ampere, obtained the formulas SiCl ,
and

Si0 2 for the chlorid of silicium and for silicic acid. At the

same time he noticed the analogy between silicic and carbonic

acids. These ideas do not appear to have attracted the attention

they merited, because they were too far in advance of those re-

ceived at the time, and those who have since taken them up

have doubtless been unintentionally unjust in not quoting their

author.

Ebelmen employed the atomic m as estab-

lished by Dumas, and wrote the formula of silicic ether,

SiO, C4H s 0, (Si=Y, 0=8, C=6, H=l).
This is the most simple expression for the result of his

but his formula is not in accordance with that of Dumas for

i ; for in order to correspond with it, silicic ether should

be written SiO, C
4
H, O, as if it contained two atoms of ethyU

Indeed Ebelmen's formula implies a hypol
t

( founded on the vapor-density of chlorid oi -

for, to use the nomenclature of the present day, the first formula

represents silicium as monoatomic, and the second as diatomic. |

Gmelinl] wrote the chlorid of silicium and silica Si01 3
and

5 -14, 01=86-6, 0=8), and these formulae were adopted
by the greater number of chemists, and they found a new argu-

* Essai eur la Theorie dea proportions Chimiques, p. 134: Paris, 1819.

f Ann. de Chin. ,|„ 6
F

t Ann.de. in this memoir
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ment in their favor in the brilliant researches of Marignac on
the isomorphism of fluosilicates, fluotitanates, and fluostan nates.*
When the progress of organic chemistry forced the

after Gerhardt, to double the atomic weights of oxygen and car-
bon, leaving that of hydrogen =1. whi< h v. as nothing else than
returning to the old relations of Berzelius and Dumas, the ques-
tion arose, whether silica ought to be written

Sie (Si =14, 0=16) or Si0
2 (St=28),

Gerhardt answered the question implicitly in favor of the
latter formula, when he wrote silicic etherf 4(SiO), 4(C

4
H

s
O),

and without doubt his only motive for retaining the atomic
weight of Ebelmen (Si=7) was the same, which prevented him
from changing those of carbon and oxygen in his work on or-

ganic chemistry. In order to have been consistent with his own
theoretic views, he ne<

-'
lack to the formula of

Gaudin. Odling^: has done this, and writes silica SiO
a , and

considers SiH
4 4

as the normal hydrate of silicic acid, to which
the ethers correspond.

Odling, as well as Gerhardt and Gaudin before him, have de-

duced these formula^ fir : of the vapor-density
of the chlorid of silicium and of silicic ether. This must be
regarded as an important argument in their favor, and to deny

it would be necessary to forget the admirable order in-

troduced by Gerhardt in the classification of organic compounds
in the place of the confusion which reigned before the vapor-

raa employed as a criterion to determine the molecular
weight of compounds. It would be necessary, also, to ignore
the important results obtained by various chemists, particularly

• he fixation of molecular weights
according to the same law.

Nevertheless we must remember that the ideas of Avogadro
and Ampere are nothing more than a physical hypothesis ; and
although this hypothesis has been fruitful in accurate conclu-
sions, even from the stand-point of a chemist, it must yield
before purely chemical considerations in the determination of
the relative weights of atoms and molecules. This conviction
has led us to study the organic compounds of silicium in the
hope of obtaining results which would enable us to resolve, on
entirely chemical grounds, the question of the true atomic
weight of silicium, and we must also admit, with the hope of con-
firming by our research the conclusions drawn from the law of
Ampere.

I Suntodi un C pfe^ 183 g.

Am. Jocr. Sci.-Secon-d Series, Vol. XLIII, No. 128.-M
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We believe that we have succeeded in demonstrating that the

most simple formulas possible for silicic acid and the normal

silicic ether are Si0 2 and Si, 4(€ 2H 5 0), and in consequence,

that the true atomic weight of silicium is 28.

Silicate of ethyl.*—We chose as point of departure for our re-

search the silicic ether, discovered and studied by Ebelmen. In

regard to this body we have little to add to the facts recorded

by him. The ether was prepared as recommended by him, tak-

ing care to use absolute alcohol, and to add it in small

at a time to the chlorid of silicium. When the alcohol is per-

fectly anhydrous, the quantity of ether obtained is almost equal

to the theoretical ; however, a small quantity of chlorid of sili-

cium is always carried off by the hydrochloric acid gas which

escapes.

Silicic ether, purified by repeated distillation, boils at 165°u
We determined its density at 0° C. =0-9676. Ebelmen gives

the density at 20° C. =0'933. The moisture of the ail fran*

forms it rapidly into a solid body, silicic acid ; a piece of which,

after being kept three years, became hard enough to scratch

glass. Notwithstanding its decomposability by moisture, the

ether remains unaltered for some time under water, and when it

<1 with water, only traces of silica remain behind in the

vessel. These facts must be attributed to its nearly complete

insolubility in water, for aqueous alcohol transforms it immedi-

ately into a polysilicate, as Ebelmen has already observed. All

the water contained in the alcohol does not react immediately

upon the ether, for when it is heated during a long time in a

closed tube with aqueous alcohol, a larger quantity of polysili-

cate is obtained than when the two liquids are merely distilled

Assigning, like Gerhardt and Odling, the formula Si,4(€ 2
H 50)

to silicic ether, we are naturally led to think that it would be

possible to replace one-quarter of the ethyl and oxygen (€2
H 50)

by chlorine; as in the diethylic lactic ether an atom of peroxyd

of ethyl (€ 2H s O) can be replaced by chlorine with formation

of chlorolactate of ethyl.

In case of silicic ether, we ought t

not only replace one but several at<

chlorine, and obtain the bodies
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2(€ 2H3)}°*
»d € 2H 5

[°
Cl 2 CI,

hrhydrine of silicic ether.—This ether was obtained by
heating in a sealed tube during one hour at 150° C. three mole-
cules of normal silicic ether with one molecule of chlorid of
silicium. The reaction is

On distilling the contents of the tube we noticed that there
was no free chlorid of silicium remaining. The liquid com-
menced to boil at 145°, and almost the whole product passed
between 153°-160°. After several fractionated distillations, we
analyzed the product boiling at 155 0#7-157°.

I. Substance weighed, - - 0-3785 gr.

€02 ,
.... 0-5005 "

We will also give here the result of an analysis of monochlor-
hydrine prepared by the action of chlorid of acetyl on silicic

ether, and boiling 155°-157°.

III. Substance, weight, - - 0-2190 gr.

€0 2 , -

H
2 e, -

0-2935 '

C — 36-06 36-55 36-27

H — 7-46 7-74 7-55

Si = 13-95 14-10

CI - 18-11 17-88

The determination of silicium and chlorine was made bj

composing the body in a flask with an alcoholic solution of
monia, distilling the alcohol and heating the flask in ordi

render the silica easy to wash upon a filter. The chlorine
determined in the filtrate from the silica. The alcohol ca

with it on distillation a little NH^Cl, and it must be <

rapidly decomposed by
moisture or by water with evolution of HC1. It reacts easily
on alcohol ; HC1 is given off and normal silicic ether is formed.
It burns with a green flame due to chlorine and with a smoke
composed of silicic acid.
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pared with that of water
was fouti'

, requires 6'87
temperature =1-0483. Its vapor density was found to be 7*05.

" to two vols. I

Temperature of tl..- '.V .;•.'.

We obtained the same chlorhvdrine bv heating for about one

hour at 170°-180° one molecule of chlorid of acetyl with one

molecule of silicic ether. The products of the reaction are acetic

ether aud the monochlorhydrine, and the reaction may be repre-

sented by the equation

:

4(€ 2h 5 )
\
^*+€J 2n 3 e, ci-.

3(€ Hb) j.
e 3+ -

€£ &

j- t>.

CI

40 grams of silicic ether, heated with 24 grams of chlorid of

acetyl, gave 25 grams of acetic ether, nearly pure, and boiling at

75°-80°. The theory requires 27 grams. Almost the whole of

the remainder of the product passed at 155°-158°.

The experiment was undertaken with the object of obtaining

an aceto-silicate of ethyl, supposing that the reaction would take

place according to the equation

:

**£) \
°*+e *H *e '

CI=3(€Jl) }
0*+e 2H 5

Cl,

€2H 3G
but no trace of such a 1

The monochlorhydri
the ether is heated with the perchlorid of phosphorus ;

there is

formation of a small quantity of oxychlorid of phosphorus and

of other more volatile compounds containing phosphorus. A
large quantity of chlorid of ethyl is given off. The product ob-

tained in this reaction and boiling at 155°-158° was used to pre-

pare the ti ther. See below.
The dichlo, \;i,,n ' v c ether is obtained by a reaction

analogous to that which gives monochlorhydrine, by heating

together one molecule of silicic ether and one molecule of chlo-

rid of silicium.
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&ici 4+2
[ 3(e H a |

e 3 1 =3

1

I eJ
L oi J I cia j

The reaction takes place somewhat less readily than the one
which gives rise to the monochlorhydrine, and it is necessary to

heat the sealed tubes longer and to separate the product by a
larger number of fractionated distillations. While manipulating
the chlorhydrines the utmost care must be taken to prevent ex-
posure to the moisture of the atmosphere, which decomposes
them the more readily the more chlorine they contain. The
vases containing the different products were always kept in a
glass jar, which had the bottom covered with sulphuric acid and

tight.

rhe dichlorhydrine boils at 136°-138°. Analyses gave

:

I. Substance, weight, - 0-3480 gr.

ub-taneo. weight.

weight, - 0-3250 '

»o 9 ,
------ o-iooo '

Si, .... .... 14-35 14-81

The vapor-density is 6*76; theory 6545. Data:

Difference of 2 wts. of bulb, 0-8695 gr.

Temperature of balance, - 22°
" " oil-bath, - 213° Air thermometer 21

1

0,5

Height of barometer, - 166'Q mm.
Capacity of bulb, - - 229"6 cc.

Air remaining in bulb, - 0-3 cc.

The density at 0° of the dichlorhydrine is 1-144. This body
resembles the monochlorhydrine in all its physical properties.

The trtcJ: ether is obtained by heating for

several hours at 150°, either the silicic ether or the two preced-
ing chlorhydrines, with an excess of chlorid of silicium, and
separating the products by a large number of fractionated dis-

tillations. The precautions that were taken to keep the other
chlorhydrines from contact with moisture are still more neces-

sary in the case of the trichlorhydrine. It boils at 103°~105°.

Analyses gave

:

I. Substance, weight, - - - - 0-3995 gr.
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II. Substance, weight, ... - 0-5945 gr.

AgCl, 1-4190 "

III. (Boil, point r=104°-106°.) Substance, wt., 0-4235 "

€02 , 0-2100 <<

IV. Substance remaining in the bulb after the

determination of the vapor-density,

.weight, 0-5465 "

13-40

The vapor-density =6-378; theory 6-216.

Difference between two weights of bulb,

The density at 0° =1*291 *

The boiling points of the above compounds, in which a por-

tion of the atoms of the peroxyd of ethyl are replaced by chlo-

rine, represent a series, in which the secondary differences are

nearly constant.

Silicate of ethyl, - - 165°-5 ^o..

Monochlorhydrine, - - 157 „° 5 11°'5

Dichlorhydrine, - - 137 fz 13

Trichlorhydrine, - - 104
™

12

Chlorid of silicium, - 59
°

Triethylic monoamylic silicic ether.— The monochlorhydrine
served to prepare this mixed ether, which is nothing else than

a normal ethylic silicate, in which one atom of ethyl is replaced

by amyl. To obtain it, it is sufficient to bring together a mole-

cule of monochlorhydrine and one of amylic alcohol. The re-

action takes place immediately with evolution of HC1.

Cl

The liquid commenced to distil at 205°, and almost all
\

below 230°. The greater part boiled at 2 16°-225°. The;
sis of different products gave

—
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(Boiling point 216°-225°.) Substance, wt., 0-2875 gr.

II. (Boiling point 22 3°-230*. Substance, wt., 0-7015 "

III. (2l5°-220°.) Substance, wt., 0-2215 "

€02 , - 0-4280 "

H20, - 0-2070 "

IV. (215°-220°.) Substance, wt., 0-3845 "

Si02 , - 0-0940 "

Another preparation
been employed

—

V. (214°-220°-)

n excess of amylie alcohol had

Substance, wt., 0-3795 gr.

€02 , - 0-7480 "

H20, - 0-3640 "

H, 10-13 10-38 10-75 10-40

Si, 10-80 11-40 11-20

Analysis number v, and those of products boiling above 230°,

indicated the presence of a mixed ether, containing more amyl
than the one we sought to obtain. This fact awakened our at-

tention, and induced us to make some researches on the action

of alcohols upon the ethers of acids, which showed us that an
alcohol can act directly upon an ether and that an interchange
of the two radicals takes place;* thus when an excess of amylie
alcohol is employed, it acts upon the triethylic mono-amylic
silicic ether and an ether containing more amyl is formed.

Triethyl monoamyl silicic ether is a colorless, somewhat oily

liquid, with a feeble odor like that of all amylie compounds.
It is not entirely decomposed by treatment with an alcoholic

solution of ammonia, and it is necessary to employ a solution of

caustic soda in alcohol to make the determination of silica,

Ebelmen made the same observation in regard to the silicate of
amyl. Density at 0°= 0-926.

The mixed ether on distillation, even in vacuo, has a tenden-
cy to decompose with formation of diamylic diethylic ether, and
doubtless at the same time of normal ethylic silicic ether. A
product which had been prepared from the monochlorhydrine
without an excess of amylie alcohol, after several distil

100°-110°, under a pressure =3-5 millemeters of mercury, had a
composition between that of the mono- and the di-amylic mixed
ether.

Substance, weight, - - 0-2805 gr.

€02 , - 0-5640 "

H„0, ----- 0-2750 "
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i. Si,3(€
2
H

5 ) 1 (6 s
H 11)04 . Si,2(€ 2H 5 ),2(€ 5H

cohol. The portion boiling at 24.V -250 : was analyzed.

I. Substance, weight, - - - - 0-2115 g

H 2
4', 0-2095 '

II. Substance, weight, - 0-3980 '

SiG 2 ,
0-0780 '

59

H, 10-99

Si,

The density at 0°= 0-9150.

Monoethylic triamylic silicic ether was obtained in the same way

as the preceding with the trichlorhydrine and amylie alcohol.

It boils at 280°-285°.

I. Substance, weight, .... 0-2410 gr.

€0„ 0-5350 "

H20, ------ 0-2425 "

II. Substance, weight, ... - 0-4820 "

S-i02 ,
0-0875 "

I. II. Theory. Si€ 17H38 4 .

This ether resembles in its properties the silicate of amyl. The

density at 0°=0-913.

All these mixed ethers can only be prepared from the pure

chlorhydrines, as they are decomposed on distillation, and there-

fore cannot be purified in that way.

_
Polysilicates of ethyl—Ebelmen describes, besides the normal

silicate, two others, the one containing twice as much -

and the other four times as mucl silicate and

quadrisilicate of ethyl.

He obtained the bisilicate, to which he gives the formula

2SiO, C 4H 5 (Si=7, C=6, 0=8, H=l),
by treating the chlorid of siliciurn with alcohol containing one

equivalent (16 per cent) of water. One equivalent of alcohol

was added to two equivalents of chlorid.
To quote his memoir, " when the product is distilled, the tem-

perature of the liquid, contained in the retort, rises from 160

to 350° without a considerable quantity of the product distilling-
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s moment the mercury thermometer is taken away, the

. with a thermometer placed :

very small quantity of a product, which distilled below 350°,

was collected by itself, then the thermometer was removed, and
the distillation continued, and in a few instants almost the whole
contents of the retort passed over into the receiver. It did not
appear doubtful to me, that a body, which distills with so great

rapidity could be other than a definite product, having a fixed

boiling point near 3o0°." According to Ebelmen the bisilicate

can also be obtained by adding to the protosilicate alcohol, con-

taining the requisite quantity of water.

As for the quadrisiiicat \ he s;u - t.l at It i.= < l)!ait ed by adding
a little aqueous alcohol to the bisilicate, and remains in the re-

tort after the distillation of the latter. It appears to be decom-
posed into bisilicate and silica at a temperature a little above that

at which the bisilicate distills. The existence of these two ethers,

if we give them the formuke

,"lm|-
+ and ,

2(€!,H 1)f~*'
accords perfectly with what is known of the formation of con-

densed bodies. Wurlz* has observed the formation of poly-

ethylenic alcohols, which are nothing but the anhydrids of gly-

col, anhydrids formed by the condensation of several molecules

igle one. He has since 1862f applied to the hydrates

of silicic acid the same theory, by means of which he explained

the formation of polyethylenic compounds. Wurtz and Frie-

del:}: have shown that the theory of condensations is applicable

to acids as well as to alcohols, and several researches, among
others those of Hugo Schiff,§ have confirmed this view. It re-

sults from this, that if, in order to take the most simple

take the hydrate of silicium,

which the 4 atoms of chlorine
the body HO,

re

We can derive from this hydrate, which with Odling we call l

ma], the following hydrates containing less water.

First, without condensation

:

i.et Phv3., [3]. Ixiii, 111 ;

.dus de rAeademie des Sci
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(2.) 1st anhvdrid, Si i O =: Si, O, 20H.
/ Oil

The silicate which Odling calls metasilicate corresponds to this

hydrate.

Secondly, with condensation

:

(OH
Si JOEL

(3.) 1st anhvdrid, O = 2(SiO), 6(OH).
(OH

SWOH

> (1), (2) or (4) and (5). Ebelmen does not speak of any

ether corresponding to the formula (3), bat this is the only one

that we have been able to obtain in a state of purity, and every

repetition of Ebelrnen's experiment has given negative results,

in spite of the most persevering efforts to prepare his bisilicate

rilicate,

Hexethylic disilicic ether.—Having operated upon several pounds

of chlorid of silioium, and j
.

.- of silicate

:

;:..'. -, . .
'

:

•

portion of the product I t
-mperature

than the normal silicate. We collected all the prod a

[^rations, and on submitting them to a fra

n, we observed that a much larger amount of liquid

distilled at about 240°, than at any other point above or below

between 170° and 320°. In one preparation where :

of chlorid of silicium were employed, we obtained, beside the

normal silicate, 80 grams of a product boiling at 230°-240°. An
analysis gave

:
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I. Substance, weight, .... 0-3860
€0 2 , 0-5940
H 20, 0-3100

Not succeeding well at first in obtaining a compound boiling
at a fixed temperature, we submitted all the products, whose
boiling point was higher than that of the normal silicate, to a

- in vacuo. This operation can be conducted
without difficulty, thanks to the tubes and corks of india-rubber
now

t
manufactured,* and the labor of working the air-pump dur-

ing several days in succession was rendered much less disagree-
able by the employment of one of Bianchi's rotary pneumatic
machines, with the aid of which we could maintain an atmos-
phere exercising a pressure equal to only 3-5 millimeters of
mercury during all the operations.

After eigh pressure 8-6 mm.), the
product distilling at 125°-130° was analyzed.

II. Substance, weight, .... 0-7260
Silica, 0-2550

III. Substance, wt. (boiling point =126°-130°), 0-3675

H20, - - "- - - - 0-2970

This portion (125°-130° in vacuo), distilled in the air, passed
almost entirely at 233°~238°. An analysis of this gave :

IV. Substance, weight (boiling point 233°-2389
), 0-1775

€0 2 , 0-2745

H20, 0-1395

V. Substance, weight, - - - - 0-3750-

Si0
2 ,

0-2005

I. n. in. iv. v. vi. vii. 2Si, 6(€ 2H 5 ),7e.

C, 41-96 42-22 42-16 42-11

H, 8-92 8-97 8-74 8-77

Si, 16-38 16-28 16'53 16-59 16-38

All these numbers agree with the formula ,£ j^

1

?
J-

7 ,

which belongs to one of the ethers of disilicic acid, if this name
be given to the hydrate, which results from the condensation of
two molecules of the normal hydrate with elimination of the

smallest quantity possible of water, i. e., one molecule.

The reaction whicb gives rise to the ether above analyzed is

expressed by the equation
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As this ether, which may be named hexethylic disilicic ether,

was not obtained by Ebelmen, we have used great care in assur-

ing ourselves, that it is really a di-tinct compound, and rely as

proof upon the following facts. The boiling point after repeated

ona remains constant at a temperature too remote from

that of the boiling points, which Ebelmen indicates for the nor-

mal ether and for his bisilicate, to make it possible to consider

it as a mixture of these two compounds. We succeeded in ob-

taining the ether almost pure by treating chlorid of sili^ium

with alcohol containing the requisite quantity of water. The
product of this experiment was distilled under a pressure of 3-5

mm., and distilled almost entirely at 126°-130°.

This product, boiling at 126°-i30° in vacuo, furnished the ma-

terial for the determinations of silica VI and VII given above.

VI. Substance, weight, - 0-7305

ight at first that the compound was decomposed by heat,

t its boiling point changed after a large number of dis-

tillations in tl air, at ! tin- n, 1 >ed wa.- th* 1
] hon, that we un-

dertook the series of distillations in vacuo ; but this idea proved

la to be erroneous, for a portion, di-

having been heated seven hours at 280°-235° in a -

did not change its boiling point. With silicic ethers as with tb«

chlorhydrines great care must be taken to exclude the moisture

mospbere during the protracted operations necessary to

effect a large number of fractionated distillations, and if the

boiling points changed, it was because the ethers had been de-

The vapor density of hexethylic disilicic ether corresponds

with the formula given above. The first determination was

made with an impure product, and the number 135 instead of

11-86 was found ; but this only came from a portion of an ether

haying a h jfhieb remained in the bulb.

i ttisfied ourselves of by making a determination of si-

licic acid of the liquid remaining in the bulb.

I. Substance, weight, - - - - 0-S875
Si02 ,

- 0-3205

Si=16-82 instead of 16-38, the theoretical number. If we sup-

pose that the excess of silica came from an admixture of a body

of Ebelmen, the liquid

remaining in the bulb must have contained one-tenth its weight

of that compound.
A second determination made with a product redistl

ral times ai , .25, a number which

corresponds very closely with the theoretical 11-86.
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Difference between the weights of bulb, 1-6595 gr.

Temperature of balance, - - - 12°-5
" " oil-bath (mercury thermom.), 296°

Height of barometer, .... 757-8 mm.
Capacity of bulb, 320 cc.

Air remaining (measured), ... 26 cc.

11° temperature and 756 -8 mm. barometric height.

A determination of silica was made from the liquid remaining
in the bulb.

Substance, weight, - - 0-4670

Si02 , 0-1655

Si= 16-48 ; theory=16-38. The density of the hexethylic di-

silicio ether is at 0° =1-0196, at 19°-2 =1-0019.
The ether is a colorless liquid of slightly oily consistency,

with a rather agreeable odor, scarcely differing from that of the
normal silicate. It burns with a smoke composed of silicic acid
like all of this class of compounds.
Aqueous alcohol transforms it into products having a higher

boiling point. It is not so easily acted on by moisture as the
normal silicate.

After we had demonstrated the existence of the above body
we attempted to obtain the bisilicate of Ebelmen in order to de-
termine whether it corresponds to the first anhydrid of silicic

acid or to the second anhydrid of disilicic acid, if this latter ex-
ists; but all the experiments undertaken failed to give this body,
whose existence seemed so probable on theoretical grounds and
whose preparation seemed so easy according to the statements
of Ebelmen. We have submitted to a great number of frac-

tionated distillations in the air, unc
in vacuo, the products boiling above 240°, without being able to

observe any point, at which a particularly large quantil
( ;'

:
and it v.'ii be seen by our analyses, that the quantity of si-

licic acid contained in the higher products, was greater than that
required by theory for the bisilicate of Ebelmen. The temper-
ature also, which was measured in vacuo by a mercury ther-

mometer, corresponds to 450° in the air, a point much higher
than that at which Ebelmen supposed his compound to boil. It
may be of use to give the results of our experiments as they
teach us something concerning the nature of the condensed sili-

cates containing more silicic acid than the ether just described.
In order to determine the difference in boiling point due to a

diminution of pression, and to ascertain what reliance could be
placed on the constancy of boiling points in vacuo, we distilled,

jmder a pressure of 3-5 millimeters, the normal silicate of ethyl
having a fixed boiling point at 165° 5 in the air. Platinum wire
and a piece of charcoal were put in the flask to make the ebul-
lition as quiet as possible, but without any very marked effect.
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The normal ether began to boil at 55° and the thermometer r

rapidly to 72°-73° and remained nearly stationary at this U
perature (in another experiment at 74°-75°) during the die*"

tion. When the distillation \

;ion commenced ah
According to this, the diminution of pressure to 3-5 mm. lowers

the boiling point of the ether in question from 165°*5 to about

73°. We have seen that the he: ether, which

distilled at 233°-8°, in the air distilled at 226°-230° under a pres-

sure of 3-5 mm. • For this latter product, the limits of tempera-

ture within which the thermometer varies during a distillation

in vacuo, are much less than for normal ether.

The ebullition is much more regular under a somewh.
pressure, and for this reason and also because we hoped that the

change of pressure might facilitate the separation of the pro-

ducts, as Koscoe has observed in the case of hydrates of acids,

we made another series of distillations under a pressure of 60

millimeters of mercury.
These distillations were made with an apparatus which Per-

mitted us to operate almost as rapidly as w'
air, and it only requires a small hand pump, when no better is

to be procured.

The opening B has an india-rubber tube through which is

passed the glass tube leading fron rig the sub-

stance. At C a thermometer is introduced in the same w*J-

The lower end, A, of the receiver has a tube, which is closed

during the distillation, and is opened to draw off the product

when required. It is not necessary to surround the receiver
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with water, as the specific heat of the silicic ether is very
small. The opening D, which is closed with a piece of glass
rod fitting into an india-rubber tube, serves to add a new quan-
tity of liquid when required. The object of the other parts of
the apparatus is obvious. The balloon at the extremity only
serves to augment the volume, so that a constant pressure may
be more easily obtained ; its communication with the distilling

apparatus is closed when it becomes necessary to open the latter.

AH the connections were made with india-rubber tubes boiled

and used double, the inner one coated with tallow,in potas

andwh
jilybe

fectly constant by a few strokes of the air pump during
tion. We will give the results of several series of dis-

tillations made with the same material under different pressures.

[To be concluded.]

Art. XVIII.—Remarks on the Cretaceous rocks of the West known
as No. 1, or the Dakota Group ; by F. V. Hayden.

The Cretaceous rocks of the Upper Missouri have been sep-

arated into five divisions, which have been designated, for the
sake of convenience, by Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 * They have also

received special geographical names indicating points where they
are shown i opment.f The Dakota group or

Formation No. 1, lies at the base of this series, and either as an
outcropping or underlying rock extends over a large portion of

Nebraska, Dakota, Minnesota, Kansas, and even reaches far

into New Mexico. It is more distinctively defined
along the Missouri river between Omaha City and the Big Sioux,
where it exl meters.
The lithological characters of this group have been so often

described in former memoirs by Mr. Meek and the writer, that
they scarcely need to be repeated here. The principal object
of this article is to present such additions to our knowledge of
it as may have been obtained since our last papers were pub-
lished. It is not intended to discuss in detail any differences of
opinion, or to make any criticisms, but to present certain facts

. lents gathered by Pro!. - Mareou in

;;a in 1863, and the results of the
tions of Prof. Ileer derived from the study of the flora of this

group.

t Proceedings Acad. Nat. Sci., Dec. 1861.
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In order that the geological relations of the Dakota group

may be better understood, I have given a brief summary of the

contiguous formations.

In ascending the Missouri river we find near Fort Leaven-

worth exposures of limestone which, up to the present time, we

have regarded as belonging to the upper Coal-measures. The

beds are all nearly horizontal, with a slight, almost impercepti-

ble, dip toward the northwest. As we continue up the Missouri,

layer after layer of these Coal-measure rocks pass from view be-

neath the water level of the river, and when we reach Fort Lisa

they have entirely passed from sight and are overlapped by a

bed of variegated friable sandstone. The sandstone undoubtedly

exists, or has existed, as an underlying rock considerably lower

down the river than Fort Lisa, probably nearly to Omaha City,

but has either been removed by erosion, or concealed by the great

thickness of superficial recent deposits which cover this country,

sometimes entirely hiding from view the underlying basis rocks

over large areas. Ascending the Platte valley we have the true

Upper Carboniferous limestone nearly to the mouth of the Elk-

horn. Before reaching that point, however, we observe a portion

of No. 1 resting directly upon the limestones, as the following

section will show.
1. Gray compact siliceous rock, passing down into a coarse

conglomerate, an aggregation of water-worn pebbles, cemented

with angular grains of quartz ; then a coarse grained micaceous

sandstone (lower portion of Dakota group), 25 feet.

2. Yellow and light gray limestone of the upper coal-meas-

ures containing numerous fossils

I '.uductus, Chonetes, and abundant

coral and crinoidal remains.*
At the mouth of the Elkhorn, the Carboniferous limestones

have passed from view beneath the Cretaceous sandstones. The

intermediate Permo-carboniferous and Permian rocks, as well as

the variegated and gypsiferous ma a are quite

conspicuous westward from Fort Riley, are wanting in this region.

The Dakota group as a iri passes beneath the

bed of the river about 30 miles above the mouth of the Big

Sioux. How far up the Big Sioux it extends is not yet known

;

but at a point 40 miles up the valley, the seam of earthy Lignite,

which is seen just above the Omaha reserve, crops out, and is

exciting some attention among the farmers.
The researches of Prof. Hall have extended this group north-

ward from the Missouri .. ,ta 130 mile3 or more.

In an interesting memoir read before the American Philosophical

Society at Philadelphia, Prof. Hall, after describing numerous

exposures of the variegated quartzites from St. Peters to Fort

* Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc. 1861.
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Ridgely, says: "Proceeding westward from Fort Ridgely, I had
no opportunity of seeing any other formation than the prairie
for about thirty miles. At this point near where we crossed the
Big Cottonwood River, there is an exposure of rock in the bank
of the stream ; and at a short distance farther on, some explora-
tions had been made for coal, and a shaft had been sunk to the
depth of more than one hundred feet. The materials thrown
out of this shaft consisted of a dull greenish argillaceous sand,
with calcareous nodules, together with irregularly laminated
sandstone containing vegetable remains. The order of deposits,

as given to me by Mr. Morin, who superintended a part of the
working, was as follows

:

1. Ironstone; 1 ft. 6 inches.

2. Sand, clay, etc. ; 40 ft.

3. Earthy coal ;* 1 ft. 8 inches.

4. Sand, clay, etc. ; 3 ft.

5. Sandstone in irregular and diagonally laminated layers, with some-
times calcareous concretions, and containing plant remains; 5 ft.

6. A Calcareous sandy clay of variable color and character ; 20 ft.

V. Sandstone in loose tfHn layers of three or four inches; 4 ft.

8. Clay with coaly seams near the bottom; 16 ft.

9. Clay; 13 ft.

10. Loose quicksand to bottom of shaft.

" In the river bank, at a quarter of a mile distant, and at a
level 30 or 40 feet below the ground where the shaft began, there
is the following exposure :

1. Loose ironstonef in nodules and irregular concretions, more or less

^
mixed with drift and pebbles ; 1-2 ft.

3. Earthy coal ; 8 inches.

4. Clay as above coal ; 4 inches.

5. Yellow or f IV ; 8-3£ ft.

6. Ferrugi jular layers and diagonally laminated

" This sandstone appears to be the same as that containing the

vegetable remains met with in the shaft; and though I did not
find plants in it at this point, I was informed that specimens had
been found there ; and at another place on the Cottonwood I
found them to be quite common. Near the previous exposure,

* An analysis of this coal, by Prof. T. Slerry Hunt, gave the following results:

! mouth of the Redwood river, there is a
)ick.

not appear to belong to the regularly s

', the edges of the successive beds, and I

] taken plac*.

, Vol. XLIII, No. 12S.-Mabch, 1S67.
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and partly from an old digging, I obtained a similar section.

At still another point I noticed a similar exposure, leaving no

doubt of the character and order of arrangement of the materials

composing this formation.
" The character of the vegetation obtained from the sandstone

of the shaft and elsewhere, resembling the leaves of Salix, Pop-

lar, Liriodendron, Tupelo, etc., induced me to refer tl

tion to the Cretaceous period. A single indistinct shell was

the only animal fossil I was able to obtain. In aspect the cal-

careous concretions are similar to those from the Cretaceous

formation of the upper Missouri ; and the green argillaceous clay

is likewise similar."

At Redwood Falls, also, Prof. Hall obtained another section

of this group with a seam of earthy coal three feet in thickness.

There is little doubt that this group will be found extending far

northward, either as a continuous formation or in isolated

patches, perhaps even into the British possessions.

In September. 1863, Mr. Marcou and Prof. Capellini of the

University of Bologm Lpursion up the Missouri

river to a point near the mouth of the' Big Sioux. It seems

that both of them studied with care the different geological for-

mations along the river under quite favorable circumstances.

Prof. Capellini made quite an extensive collection of fossil plants

at different localities, principally from Tekama, Blackbird Hill

and Big Sioux. These plants he placed in the hands of Prof.

• O. Heer of the University of Zurich, Switzerland, who described

them in a small but carefully prepared memoir with four plates,

4to. Mr. Marcou also published the results of his examina-

tions in the Bulletin of the Geological Society of France. He
there acknowledges that the rocks, which have hitherto been in-

cluded in No. 1 or Dakota group are Cretaceous. Capellini and

Heer came to the same conclusion, and thus one disputed point

in regard to the geol aay be regarded as for-

ever set at rest. I would remark just here, that I have person-

ally examined the greater part of the territories of Kansas, Ne-

braska, D i ., and Colorado, and I feel con-

fident that, although future investigations may perhaps modify,

they will not essentially change, the published results.

After examining the Carboniferous limestones as far as Belle-

vue, Neb: ;r i and ex-

amined the sandstones of the Dakota group. In this red sand-

stone he found a rich flora of well preserved leaves of Laurel,

Poplar, Sassafras, Walnut, Oak, Willow, Tulip, a flora which

* Reconru , rrait du Bulle-

tirage a part des M6moire, S sureties.
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Prof. Heer regards as Miocene, and has more the aspect of up-
per Miocene or even Pliocene than of the lower Tertiary epoch.
Nevertheless, the flora is not even Tertiary but really lower Cre-
taceous. It is found in [nation at the bottom of
the White Chalk of the Missouri Basin. It was Dr. Hayden
who first collected these dicotyledonous plants at Blackbir 1'iliii,

at the Omaha Mission, where a quarry was opened for the pur-
pose of erecting the mission house. Mr. Heer who saw the de-
signs of the first collection made at Blackbird Hill by Dr. Hay-

the

Oligocene of Europe. But notwithstanding these facts, Air.

.rosed upon the rocks with dicotyledonous
leaves at Pilgrim Hill and on the banks of the Big Si'oux, beds
of chalk containing Inoceramus problematicus, Ostrea congesta, &c,
and that too without any indications of faults or disturbances
of strata. " I yield to the opinion of Mr. Hayden and regard
these beds as Cretaceous. But I make
all the Cretaceous beds of Nebraska, and of the upper Missouri
in general, are very recent and correspond, as also those of New
Jersey, to the Senonien of d'Orbigny, and perhaps also to his

From his observations in Nebraska, Mr. Marcou arrives at the

following conclusions.

1. " The rules and laws of paleophytology hitherto adopted and
(

followed must be greatly modified, since we find here a flora,

regarded as Miocene in Europe, at the base of the Chalk period.

On this account I may be permitted to add that, in the geograph-
ical distribution of the existing flora, I have discovered con-

trasts much greater than those in the distribution of the exist-

ing fauna. One of these contrasts which surprised me most is

that of the elevated plateaus of New Mexico, Texas, Arizona
and Califor ly more different from the flora of
the States bordering upon the Atlantic and the basin of the

pi under the same conditions of temperature and lat-

itude, while on the other hand it does not differ from the Tropi-
cal flora of Florida, the Antilles and Panama. After this dis-

covery I could see no serious objection wrhich would have weight
in the mixture of Carboniferous plants and Belemnites at Petit-

Couer in Laventaire, m 'fie plants

underneath 500 or 600 feet of white chalk containing Inocera-

_
2. "The new red sandstone and more especially the lower por-

tion or dyas occupies a very important place in the geology of

.: cal Society

31 ; tes and in

the explanatory lv'ium u hich accompanied it.
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3. " The dyas of Nebraska is composed of two members, as in

Kussia and Germany, one of which corresponds to the Kothlie-

gende and the other to the Zechstein."

Prof. Capellini in a short but very interesting article confines

his observations mostly to the rocks of the Dakota group and

remarks that he does not hesitate to regard the observations of

American geologists as entirely just. The following remarks

close the article of Prof. C.

"After all we have observed in relation to the environs of

Sioux City, it is easily seen that a stratigraphic series so com-

plete throws a clear ligh 1 facts first noticed at

Tekamah and Blackbird Hill, and indicates the exact position of

the rocks with dicotyledonous leaves, analogous to the Tertiary

leaves of Europe but belonging in reality to the Chalk.
" It may be estimated that the thickness of these Cretaceous

strata in the environs of Sioux City is about 40 meters. They

may be divided into two distinct parts, one rich in leaves, a

fresh-water formation ; the other truly chalky with fishes and

Inoceramus, of marine origin—both are probably not older

than the chalk of Maestricht. This has been my opinion from

the time I admitted that the dicotyledonous leaves of the Big

Sioux and Tekamah were Cretaceous.

"Once the age of the Mollasse with leaves established by the

aid of the stratigraphy and the animal fossils, it would be inter-

esting if it were possible to arrive at the same results by the

vegetable remains. On this account, Prof. Heer came to my
aid and investigated the specimens I collected in my explora-

tions. More than a dozen species were recognized among the

leaves from Tekamah, Blackbird Hill, and Big Sioux, but «

was especially the first lo«.'alitv which furnished the best speci-

mens. We are convinced that when observations are exact and

determinations made from careful examination of specimens,

there is never any disagreement between stratigraphical and

,icallaws."
The remarks of Prof. Heer which preface his descriptions ot

the fossil plants collected by Prof. Capellini, are so interesting

and import. a entire.
"The collection of Mt. I ! i] ti I roteiiii 16 species; 4 are

x'rved; 12 are determinable. Nevertheless, of the lat-

ter, several are but fragments, so that their determination lsdifli-

Thia is especially the case

with the Phyllites which I have referred to the genera Platan*?

and Andromeda. It is certain that all the leaves found by Mr.

Capellini are dicotyledons and with great probabilitv one may

be referred to the genus Reus, one to Salix, one to Diospyrus,

two to Populus and two to Magnolia, although there are no ac-

companying fruits or other parts to confirm these determine
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tions. These genera are yet living and they are also found in
the Tertiary formations.

" If we compare these plants of Nebraska with the Cretaceous
plants of Europe, we find no identical species among them. I
sent drawings of them to Dr. Debey of Aix la Chapelle, who dis-

covered in that locality a Cretaceous flora. He has written to
me that he has not found one species identical. Even the greater
part of the genera are different. There is but one Ciw
aceroides Debey) which recalls slightly the C. insignis (Plate IV,

nts of Henant, Belgium, those of
•g are also very different.

!

' Prof. Schenk has recently sent to me, a collection of plants
of Quedlinburg for determination. Besides conifers and ferns

characteristic of the chalk, it contains dicotyledons, but no
forms like those of Nebraska.

" The Cretaceous flora of Moletein, Moravia, which I have
lately studied, exhibits more resemblance. It contains two spe-

• cies of Ficus which much resemble the Ficus of Nebraska, two su-

perb species of Magnolia, one with a fruit cone. There is a re-

lationship between the flora of Nebraska and that of the upper
Chalk of Europe, although identical species are wanting. But
to the present time no characteristic genus of the Cretaceous flora

of Europe has been found in Nebraska.
"If we compare the plants of Nebraska with the Tertiary plants

we find no identical species, but 7 genera, (Populus, Salix, Fi-

Iromeda, Diospyrus and Magnolia) are also'

Miocene and likewise living. It then appears that the Nebraska
flora is related more to the Tertiary than to the Cretaceous flora

of Europe, a fact which struck me when I first saw drawings of
the former. But it should be remarked that we know but a
very small number of American species, and on the other hand,
the European Cretaceous flora has more relationship with the
Tertiary flora than I at first supposed. I have found in the Cre-
taceous flora .via, species of Ficus and Magno-

b is a near
neighbor to the Eucalyptus rhododendroides, Mass, of Mt Bolca

;

and a Laurinea, which also have their analogues in the
Tertiary flora; a Pinus and two other conifers which belong to
the genus Sequoia, which was extensively distributed in Europe
and America in the Miocene epoch and which is now only found
in California.

" As the Cretaceous fishes are more nearly related to the Terti-
ary than to the Jurassic fishes, the upper Cretaceous flora is also

entirely different from the Jurassic and more nearly allied to

the Tertiary floras, and it appears that in America the relation

between the Tertiary and Cretaceous flora is yet more intimate
than in Europe.
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"It is remarkable that the plants of Nebraska (as Magnolia and

Liriodendron) present relations with the existing flora of Amer-

ica, whilst the Cretaceous flora of Europe has more of an Indo-

Australian character. It thus appears that since the Cretaceous

epoch, the American flora has not undergone a change so great

as the European flora. While the Cretaceous flora of Europe is

entirely different from the existing European flora, that of Ne-

braska contains 8 genera yet found in America, and it is the

more remarkable that the greater part are yet found in a country

under the same latitude."

Prof. Heer describes the following species of plants from this

group in this memoir: Popidus litigiosa, P.? Debeyana, Salix

nervillosa. B Haiti, Platanus? New-

berryana, Proteoides grevilleceformis, P. daphnogenoides, P. acuta,

Aristobchites dentata, Andromeda Parlatorii, I

' raolia allernans, M. Capellini, Liriodendron

Mcfkil, Phyllites Vatiome.

Both Mr. Marcou and Prof. Capellini agree in regarding this

sandstone in which the dicotyledonous leaves are found as a

fresh-water formation. I would simply say that I have always

regarded it as marine and I am sure this has been the opinion

of my friend Mr. Meek. At any rate we have found mingled

with the leaves at Sioux City quite well preserved casts of Pha-

rella? Dafcotaensis, Axinosa Siouxensis and Cyprina arenacea, shells

The question has arisen, whether this period had a fauna cor-

responding to its flora? Besides the Mollusca already alluded

to, no remains of land animals have yet been discovered which

could be positively identified. On the eastern slope of the Big

Horn mountains, I saw in 1859, a series of beds holding a posi-

tion between No. 2 Cretaceous and the Jurassic rocks below,

which I referred without hesitation to this group. In these rocks

were beds of earthy Lignite, large quantities of petrified wood,

and numci Dea which doubtless be-

long to some Saurian. No remains of strictly land animals have

ever been found.

Although I have endeavored to give the substance of Mr.

Marcou's memoir in this article, I do not wish to be regarded as

endorsing all that he has said in regard to the existence ot

"Dyas" and "Mountain limestone." In the autumn of 1856,

while descending the Missouri river, I saw some pee .

beds near St. Stephen's, Nebraska, from which 1 o! tamed J/y.'-

•

which were sufficient to indicate that thev were either Permian
-

l .......
by Mr. F. B. Meek in an article . .., 1866, to
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which the reader is referred. The main object of the present
article is to place before those American readers of this Journal,
who may not have access to foreigi J< urn; Is, such views and
important geological facts as Profs. Marcou and Capellini ob-
tained in their field investigations, as well as those of Prof. Heer
from the study of the fossil plants.

Art. XIX.—Researches on Solar Physics;* by Warren De la
Sue, Esq., Pres. K.A.S., Balfour Stewart, Esq., Superin-
tendent of the Kew Observatory, and Benjamin Loewy,
Esq., Observer and Computer to the Kew Observatory.

r luminary and

i globe ;

well known, or so correctly mapped, as certain regions in the

moon ; and could we imagine an observer transported into the

neighborhood of Tycho or Copernicus, he would probably be
better prepared for the appearance presented to him, than he
would be if placed suddenly in equatorial Africa or central

Australia. But with regard to the sun the case is very differ-

ent
; for although the progress of science has enabled us to de-

tect the presence of certain familiar substances in the atmosphere
of our luminary, it has hitherto only shrouded in deeper mys-
tery than ever the origin of that wonderful outpouring of light

and heat which is the sun's most prominent characteristic, and to

this very day it has not been finally decided whether this lu-

minosity proceeds from the sun's solid body, or from an envelope
which surrounds it. Indeed so strange and so unaccountable
are many of the features presented to us, not only by our own
sun, but by many of the stars, that it has even been conjectured
that these bodies exhibit instances of the operation of some force
of the nature of which we are yet ignorant. If we accept this

view of the case, the study of our luminary becomes one of very
great importance, but one in which we must be very careful to
be guided by observation alone. We must obtain numerous
and accurate representations of the sun's surface, and study
these carefully and minutely, before we attempt to generalize.

§ I. Methods of observation.

2. There are two methods of accomplishing this. (1.) Eye-
observations of the sun's surface may be made by means of a
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telescope, and the appearance carefully mapped by the observer.

(2.) Or we may call to our aid that art which has already proved

of signal service in many branches of science, and, by means of

photography, obtain autographs of our luminary, which we may
measure and examine carefully at our leisure.

Each of these has its advocates, but it is not our design to

discuss the comparative merits of the two methods; on the con-

trary, as each has its own special advantages, we are willing to

adopt them both, and to avail ourselves of all those materials

which our own observations or the kindness of friends may

have put into our hands.

§ II. Historical sketch.

3. The most important knowledge which we possess regard-

ing the physical appearance and structure of our luminary is

derived from the following sources.

4. Sun's rotation.—We are, in the first place, indebted to Gali-

leo, if not for the first discovery of sun-spots, at least for the

first attempt to ascertain through their means the period of ro-

tation of our luminary.

5. Nature of sun-spots.—The next great advance in solar

physics is due to Alexander Wilson, Professor of Astronomy at

Glasgow, who in 1773, communicated a paper to the Royal So-

ciety, describing certain phenomena with regard to spots, which,

in his opinion and in that of many others, appear to indicate

that spots are cavities in a luminous photosphere which sur-

rounds the sun.

The accuracy of this conclusion has recently been questioned;

but whatever may be said regarding the theory, there can be no

doubt regarding the importance of the fact which was first re-

vealed by Wilson.
6. Their periodicity.—The next step is due to Hofrath Schwabe,

of Dessau, who has shown, as the result of nearly forty years

laborious observations, that the number of spots which break

out on the sun's surface is not the same from year to year, but

has a maximum about every ten years—a remark which led

General Sabine to observe that the various epochs of maximum
spot-frequency were also those of maximum magnetic disturb-

ance in our own globe.

7. Their proper motion, &c—Carrington is the next observer

who has greatly extended our knowledge of this subject. In a

large and most remarkable work recently published, and con-

taining the result of many years' observation, he has shown that

sun-spots have a proper motion of their own, those near the

solar equator moving faster than those near the poles ;
and be

has also made interesting remarks on the distribution of spots

in solar latitude for different years. In addition to these new
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facts, he has furnished us with very accurate data regarding the

8. Gradations in their luminosity.—We ought also to mention
the discovery by Dawes, that what is regarded as the umbra of
a spot consists in many cases of two well-defined and separate
parts,* the exterior part being less luminous than the interior;
so that we have often connected with the same phenomenon not

live degrees of luminosity: these are—(1.) The faculse.

(2.) The ordinary photosphere. (3.) The penumbra. (4.) The
borders of the umbra. (5.) The very dark central nucleus.

Mr. Dawes's discoveries are mainly due to his employing,
with an eye-piece of his own invention, the full aperture of the
telescope ; but it is necessary to recall the fact that Sir William
Herschel, in earlier times, was fully aware of the importance of
not contracting the aperture of the objective. Moreover, we
must not forget that Sir W. Herschel contributed to solar phys-

v which still holds its ground.
9. Red flames.—But there is another phenomenon connected

with our luminary, not less curious than solar spots. We allude
to the red flames, or protuberances which are seen to surround
the sun's disk on the occasion of a total eclipse. Airy and
Arago were the first to conjecture that these belonged to the
sun. In the total eclipse of 1851, the former of these observers,
by combining his observations with those of 0. Struve, showed
it to be probable that these flames do not change during the

moon's motion. Great credit is also due to this observer for or-

ganizing the Spanish expedition of 1860; and it was here that
Mr. De la Eue, by means of the Kew heliograph, set the matter
completely at rest. Mr. De la Eue, from the pictures which he
obtained, was able to show that the flames only ehai _
ently, not really, by the moon's motion over them, that is, by
covering one portion and disclosing another, and do not otherwise
undergo any alteration ; so that when the clock of his instrument
was adjusted to the sun's motion, that portion of the flames not
covered by the moon stood still. He also showed that the an-
gular motion of the red flames, with respect to the moon, corre-
sponds to the theory of their fixation in the sun.

'fied by Secchi, who also obtained pho-

.red intographs of the same phenomenon, which were compare .„
Kome by V, ftl her Secchi with Mr. De la Eue's

lis. The forms of the red prominences were found
in both, so that no change occurs in their form during

an interval much longer than the duration of totality observa-
tions in a solar eclipse.

r be caused by the floating a 4 the brighter
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10. Willoic-leaves.—We may be allowed to mention here that

very lately Mr. James Nasmyth, during the course of his obser-

vations ol the su - 3 rface lias come to the conclusion that,

when the circumstances of observation are very favorable, the

whole surface will be found to be composed of separate lumin-

ous bodies, of a great similarity of figure, interlacing one an-

other ; and he has given the name of willow-leaves to these ap-

ss. The existence of these is still disputed; but some

of our best observers in this country have seen them under very

favorable atmospheric conditions, and they have been seen more

frequently by Secchi and other Italian observers.

11. Other observations of the sun's surface.—Chacornac, the emi-

nent French observer, has noticed a behavior of those portions

of the sun's surface around a spot, which seems to imply the ex-

istence of a downward current. More recently Lockv
has made a very important observation of a similar

kind. A t jecting over a spot was

same time it seemed to be " giving out,"

and a portion of the umbra between it and the penumbra ap-

peared to be veiled with a stratus cloud evolved out of it.

We ought likewise to mention the excellent and numerous

observations of Pastorff, preserved in the library of the Koyal

Astronomical Society, also those of Captain Shea, both of which

the Council of that Society have placed at our disposal. Vvo-

feasor Wolf, of Zurich, has collected data for estaSlis

periodicity of sun-spots before the commencement of Schwabe's

observations. Also, the Eev. J. Hovvlett, in this country, has

large scale, and of exquisite delicacy of delineation, which wilL

no doubt prove of much value ; and, finally, this field of re-

search is one that has been occupied by many observers in all

parts of the world, so that we may hope with some confidence

for a speedy increase of our knowledge in this very important

branch of physical astronomy.
12. Composition of solar atmosphere.—Before concluding this

very brief historical sketch, we ought to allude to the discovery

of Kirchhoff and Bunsen, who, by means of the spectroscope,

have proved that many ft auch as sodium,

iron, magnesium, &c, exist in the atmosphere of our luminary

in the state of vapor.

§ III. Materials at the author's disposal.

13. We now proceed to describe what materials we have at

our disposal for the purpose of these investigations.

In the first place, Mr. Carrington has very kindly put into
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our hands a ings of sun-spots. These extend
fromJNbvember, 1853, to March, 1861; and in them the sun's
disk is represented on the scale of one foot in diameter, while,

spot, the apparent position on the disk, as well as the
proportion in size to the whole surface, is accurately delineated.
We hope, in our investigations (as far as spots are concerned),
to make much use of these pictures by Carrington ; they do not,

however, afford us any information with regard to faculse.

More recently we have received into our hands the magnifi-
cent collection of drawings of the sun made by Hofrath Schwabe,
of Dessau, during the course of about forty years,—this distin-

guished observer having generously placed these in the posses-
sion of the Eoyal Astronomical Society, for the use in the mean-
time of the Kew Observatory.
Our materials are, moreover, derived from the pictures taken

.

dy been described by Mr. De la Eue in the
Bakerian Lecture for 1862 ; and it is therefore unnecessary to
give a further description of it here. A few pictures were taken
by this instrument at the Kew Observatory in the years 1858
and 1859. In July, 1860, it was in Spain, doing service at the
total eclipse. In 1861, a few pictures were taken at Kew; while,
from February, 1862, to February, 1863, the instrument was in

continuous operation at Mr. De la Eue's private observatory at

Cranford
; and from May, 1863 until the present date, it has been

in continuous operation at Kew, under Mr. De la Eue's superin-

tendence. It is right to mention that for the perfection of these

pictures much credit is due to the late Mr. Welsh and to. Mr,
Beckley, under whose immediate supervision the pictures at

Kew have been taken by a qualified assistant, Miss Beckley.

§ IV. Method of reduction.

14. These are the materials at our disposal ; and it may here
be desirable to state in a few words the principle by which we
shall be guided in our reduetion of these materials. In the pro-
gress of this branch of knowledge, observers have been led to

recognize e represent the average behavior of
sun-spots; but to each of these laws there are individual excep-
tions. In this state of things it is probable that our knowledge
of the sub;, be advanced, not only by a study
of those gr in a normal manner, but also by
a study of those which are exceptions in rh \r behavior to the
general rule; and on this account it has been thought desirable

Its in such a way that any one may be able
as far u.' possible -to study the aj -ior, in fact,

the whole history of any one group. Setting aside, in the mean-
time, Schwabe's drawings for future consideration, we propose
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on a smaller scale ttian in ms ongii &1 is aeee*

sary on our part is to accompany any remark we may make re-

garding one of Carrington's groups with the number of that

group as given by him.

Next with regard to the Kew pictures. Beginning with the

first picture in 1858, it is our intention to number each group of

spots in the same manner as Carrington, calling the first No. 1,

and so on upwards to the present date. It is also our intention

ultimately to publish carefully copied representations of each of

the Kew groups; but these are not yet ready. We think it

well, however, to give at once the numbers of the groups,

coupled with the dates at which each group was first seen, and

also to make use of these numbers in our present paper in an-

ticipation of the forthcoming pictorial representations, which,

when they appear., will enable our readers to judge for them-

selves of the truth of our remarks.
[The table and some comparisons of the Kew observations

with those of Schwabe are omitted.]

§ V. Two classes of investigations.

18. Our investigations may be divided into two classes:

(1.) Those in which remarks are made regarding the

and appearance of spots and faculse, and generalizations deduced

therefrom, which do not involve accurate measurements.

(2.) There are, however, certain results in order to obtain

is necessary to make use of accurate measurements of

the position of spots : such are those from which Carrington has

deduced the proper motion of spots on the sun's surface. Prob-

ably for this class of observations jio better method can be

adopted than that so ably pursued by him; but since we have

wate photographic de-

lineations, we are perhaps called upon to attempt corrections

which he has not applied.
19. Cornet ion [<,,-\,,l,,. r atmosphere--The most important of

he correction due to the refraction of the solar atmos-

in his large volume. There are evident proofs of the existence

of such an atmosphere ; for

(1.) In the Kew photographs the central portion of the disk

indicates a greater luminosity than the borders, as it

the rays at the borders had to pass through a large extent oi
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atmosphere. It is worthy of remark that the temperature of
this atmosphere must be lower than that of the photosphere;
otherwise the absorption which it occasions would be counter-
balanced by its radiation.

(2.) The beautiful discovery of Kirchhoff leads to the same
conclusion, since, in order to account for the dark lines of the
solar spectrum, it is necessary to suppose the existence of a solar
atmosphere of a lower temperature than the source of light.

(3.) The red flames which are visible during a total eclipse,

and which have been proved to belong to the sun (Art. 9), indi-

cate the existence of a solar atmosphere extending in some in-

stances as far as 72,000 miles above the photosphere. This is

confirmed by the nature of the light which these flames emit.
Mr. De la Rue has found that this light is very rich in actinic

rays, so much so that he was able to photograph at least one
protuberance which was not visible to the eye. Now it is pre-
cisely this description of light which characterizes the electric

discharge in which gaseous matter appears in a highly heated

20. Let us now endeavor to show the nature of those correc-
tions which are rendered necessary by solar refraction.

(1.) A solar atmosphere will make the sun's photosphere to

appear larger than it really is ; but the angular distance between
two points, each near the center of the visible disk, will not be
appreciably altered. This will introduce a slight error into the
calculated position of any point, since in such a calculation we
make use of the sun's apparent angular diameter, which is

greater than his true diameter.

(2.) Apart from this, an error will be introduced into the cal-

culation of the solar latitude and longitude of a point, this error

depending upon its position in the visible disk, and being greater
for those points which are at a distance from the center.

§ VI. Questions to be answered in the present paper.

21. In the present paper we shall attempt to answer the fol-

lowing questions:—
(I.) Is the ymbra of a spot nearer the sun's center than its

penumbra ? or, in other words, is it at a lower level ?

(II.) Is the photosphere of our luminary to be viewed as com-
posed of heavy solid, or heavy liquid matter? or is it rather of
the nature of a cloud ? A short e: i r evident
the meaning of this question. There are two types, either of
which we may conceive as representing the solar photosphere

:

we may, in the first place, suppose it to be a solid or liquid

plane more or less uneven, with a heavy atmosphere above it.

This atmosphere may be composed either of quite different ma-

<m those of the liquid plane, or it may contain some of
the materials of the plane in a state of vapor. Our own ocean is
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an example of this type, the air above it being composed chiefly

of materials different from those of the ocean, but containing also

aqueous vapor. On the other hand, we may imagine the sun's

re to resemble a cloud, the charact< ristio • ! whi •
i is

solid or liquid particles of a greater or less size existing in a

gaseous atmosphere, composed to a greater or less extent of the

materials of the cloud. These points must be determined by

observation alone. We must ask if the appearances presented

by the sun's photosphere lead to the conclusion that it is an un-

even plane of heavy liquid or solid matter, or do they induce

ne that it is rather of the nature of a cloud?

(III.) Is a spot, including both umbra and penumbra, a phe-

nomenon which takes place beneath the level of the sun's pho-

tosphere or above it?

22. In the first place, therefore, and to answer the first ques-

tion, let us see what will happen if the umbra of a spot be nearer

the sun's center than the penumbra?
If the umbra be lower than the penumbra, when a spot passes

over the sun's disk, the umbra will always appear to encroach

upon that side of the penumbra which is directed toward the

visual center of the sun's disk; and this effect will be lessened

through the refraction caused by a solar atmosphere, but we

cannot conceive that it will be wholly obliterated. If therefore

the umbra is appreciably at a lower level than the penumbra,

we are entitled to look for an apparent encroachment of the

former upon the latter on that side which is nearest the visual

center of the disk. This in fact was the phenomenon which

Wilson observed, and which led him to the belief that the umbra

was nearer the sun's center than the penumbra.
23. In the following six sub-tables the effect of fore-

is estimated in the direction from left to right, this being the

direction in which spots advance across the visible disk by rota-

tion ; and for this purpose the whole surface of the sun has been

divided into six portions, comprising 30° each.
[These sub-tables are omitted, the general results from them

being given in the following summaries.]

Result of Table IIa . Showing the effect of foreshortening in the direc-

tion left . ral line.

a. Giving the mean ratios between the two sides of the penumbra.
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Result of Table IIa. —continued.

The whole number of cases observed is 605 ; excluding here-
from 75, where the penumbra is equal on both sides, there re-

main 530, of which 456, or 86"04 per cent are for, and 74, or
1396 per cent are against the assumption.

I No. of
j
Per No. <rf| Per

The whole number of cases considered is 89,

809 per cent, are for, and 17, or 191 per cent, against the as-

sumption, that the umbra is nearer to the center of the sun than
the penumbra.

In table nb, since the relative disposition of umbra and pen-
umbra is estimated in directions parallel to circles of solar lon-

gitude, only spots having a higher solar latitude have been con-

sidered.

It will be seen that the results of tables II, and lib i

dedly in favor of Wilson's hypothesis.

• dcci-
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24 Let us now endeavor to answer the second question—"Is

the photosphere of our luminary to be viewed as composed of

heavy liquid or solid matter, or is it of the nature of a cloud?"

One characteristic of the sun's surface is the appearance (espe-

cially in connexion with spots) of faculas, or patches of a bright-

ness greater than that of the photosphere immediately around

thou , this diitbivi ce in brightness being much more conspicuous

near the limb than near the center. One explanation of these

phenomena would be, that the luminous matter of the sun has

been thrown up to a great elevation in order to form faculas.

This would account for the greater comparative luminosity of

faculae near the border. For we have already mentioned (Art.

' mosphere is very per-

ceptible near the border, where the light reaching us has to

travel through a greater thickness of atmosphere ; and hence, if

the luminous matter be thrown up to a great elevation, it will,

near the border, escape a great portion of this atmosphere, and

will therefore appear relatively much brighter than the surface

around it. On the other hand, very little will be gained when
the matter is thrown up near the visual center, where we may
imagine the atmospheric absorption to be comparatively small.

The idea that faculae are portions of the photosphere raised

above the general surface, appears to be confirmed by stereo-

scopic pictures of spots obtained by Mr. De la Rue, where the

|

ear as elevated ridges surrounding the spots. Accept-

ing this conclusion, we next remark that faculae often retain the

same appearance for several days together, as if their matter

ile of remaining suspended for some time.

Now if we suppose that such faculas represent the ordinary

luminous matter of the sun, the facts above recorded would ap-

pear to throw much light upon the nature of the sol

since we cannot imagine faculae to be the most elevated positions

,
which has been pushed high up into the solar

» be portions of matter projected from such an

hypothesis would appear to be inconsistent

S the facula3 retain their appearance unchanged
'. At any rate we venture to think that such

5 would not readily be received, and that, according

to the rules which ought to guide our judgment in a case like

the present, it ought to be set aside if we can find a more plau-

sible explanation. Such an explanation would appear to con-

sist in supposing that U the whole photosphere

of our luminary, are more of the nat in; ul a ch ud. A cloud

has been defined by Sir J. Herschel to consist of solid or liquid

matter, formed from the condensation of a vapor not floating m
>, but sinking in a gaseous medium of less specific

gravity than itself— ink n_ i .a^yl-i with extreme slowness,
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owing to the minuteness of its particles, and consequent (rela-

tively) enormous resistance of the air. This illustrious savant
is disposed to think that the consideration of Cagniard de La-
tour's experiments on the vaporization of liquids under high
pressure would incline us to regard the solar facula? as large ag-
gregations of bond fide solid matter of a high degree of fixity,

and in masses like gigantic soot-flakes of any form and magni-
tude, which, when formed, settle down to such a level as corre-
sponds to their density when they rest in cequilibrio in a gaseous
fluid of their own specific gravity. We do not wish either to
accept or to reject this hypothesis, but would frame the follow-
ing statement, which also includes this view of the case: Solar

faculce consist of solid or liquid bodies of a greater or less magnitude,
either slowly sinking or suspended in ceguilibrio in a gaseo>t;

25. In connection with this part of our subject it will be well
to investigate the relative position of spots and their accompa-
nying faculse; and this is done in the following table for all the
Kew pictures available for this purpose.

[Table in is omitted.]

Result of Table III.

26. It appears from the result of table in, that out of 1137
cases 584 have their facuL-e either entirely or mostly on the left,

while 508 have it nearly equally on both sides, and only 45
mostly on the right. Hence we see that faculae are on an aver-
age to the left of their accompanying spots. The most obvious
explanation of this would be that the faculas of a spot have
been uplifted from the very area occupied by that spot, and
have fallen behind to the left from being thrown up into a re-

gion of greater velocity of rotation. All this is quite in accord-
ance with our hypothesis regarding the nature of faculse. We
would likewise here remind our readers that we know from the

observations of Kirchhoff that the sun's atmosphere contains va-
pors of substances, such as iron, which are condensed into the
liquid or solid state at a comparatively high temperature. Now
M it not natural to suppose that in the suns photosphere we do
really see such vapors so condensed, and very unnatural to im-
agine that such vapors are seldom or never condensed, and that

what we really see is an incandescent plain underlying these

vapors?

27. Let us now attempt to answer the third question: Is a
A-M. Jock. Sci.-Second Serbs, Vol. XLIII, No. 128.-March, 1867.
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spot including both umbra and penumbra a phenomenon which

takes place beneath the level of the sun's photosphere or above

it? To decide this question, let us state that there are a good

many instances in which a spot breaks up in the following man-

ner." A bridge of luminous matter of the same apparent lumin-

osity as the surrounding photosphere, and unaccompanied by

any penumbra, appears to cross over the umbra or center of a

spot. There is good reason to think that this bridge is really

above the spot; for were the umbra an opaque cloud, and the

penumbra a semiopaque cloud, both being above the sun's pho-

. it is unlikely that the spot would break up in such a

manner that the terrestrial observer should not perceive some

penumbra accompanying the luminosity. Again, detached por-

tions of luminous matter appear to move across a spot without

producing any permanent alteration. We are on these accounts

disposed to think that a spot including both umbra and penum-

bra is a phenomenon which takes place beneath the level of the

brighter part of the sun's photosphere.

28. Let us here reca] pa we have given to our

(1.) The umbra of a spot is nea
penumbra, or, in other words, it is £

(2.) Solar faculae, and probably also the whole photosphere,

consist of solid or liquid bodies 'of greater or less magnitude,

either slowly sinking or suspended in cequilibrio in a gaseous

medium.
(3.) A spot including both umbra and penumbra is a phe-

nomenon which takes place beneath the level of the sun's pho-

§ VII. Concluding remarks.

29. It would thus appear that the central part of a spot is

nearer the sun's center than the penumbra, and that both the

umbra and penumbra are probably beneath the general level of

unding photosphere. Now the umbra or lowest part

is much less luminous than the general ph
k does this probably imply, according to the laws with

which we are acquainted? It implies that in a spot there is

probably some matter of a lower t the photo-

sphere. For is it not now recognized as a law, that if a sub-

stance, or combination of substances, of indefinite thickness aa*

surface of small reflecting power lm\ id it- j
.nicies at a cer-

tain fixed temperature, this substance will give out nearly all

the rays of heat belonging to that temperature? Now the sun,

even when we look into a spot, is certainly a substance of in-

definite thickness; and since a spot appears much less luminous

than the ordinary surface, ought we not to conclude either that

we there view matter of a lower temperature than the ordinary
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surface, or that the matter which appears within a spot has a
very high reflecting power compared to the ordinary matter of
the photosphere? This last supposition is an unlikely one, and
the probability is that in a spot we view matter of a lower tem-
perature than the photosphere.

30. Presuming this to be the case, it appears to imply one of
three things.

(1.) Either the general body of the sun at the level of the
bottom of a spot is of a lower temperature than the photosphere;

(2.) Or the lower temperature is produced by some chemical
or molecuhi . s place when a spot is formed;

(3.) Or it is produced by matter coming from a colder region.

The first of these suppositions will not be generally received
unless we are fairly driven to accept it.

The second hypothesis has already been started to account for

the lower temperature of a spot; but we think that, according
to the laws by which we should be guided in receiving or re-

jecting an explanation in a case of this nature, this idea ought
to be rejected.

No doubt, if we knew of a case of the production of low tem-
perature, and had at the same time an independent proof of
some chemical or molecular process, such as evaporation, it

would be quite allowable for us to associate the chemical or

molecular process with the production of cold as at any rate the
rnost likely hypothesis; but we do not advance in our explana-
tion of the low temperature by attributing it to an imaginary
process of the existence of which we have no proof, and which
is equally mysterious with the phenomenon for which it is sup-
posed to account. Rather let us see if this reduction of temper-
ature can be explained by any other phenomenon of the exist-

ence of win adent evidence. This leads us to

consider Ihe Inch supposes that the reduction
is produced by matter coming from a colder region. Now, in
the first place, we have such a region in the atmosphere above
the photosphere, winch (Art. 19) we have shown to be of a
lower temperature than the photosphere itself. Again, the ob-
servations of Chacornac and Lockyer on the behavior of the
matter surrounding a spot appear to suggest the existence of a
downward current, which is therefore a current from the colder
regions above.* On the other hand, the proper motion of spots
observed by Carrington is in favor of this hypothesis, since a
current coming from a region of greater to a region of less ab-
solute velocity of rotation would be carried on forward, and
most so nearest the equator; and this is precisely the motion of

* Does not the observation by Lockvt r nppear also

out? to be accounted for by the downrugh of a cold at-
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Again, we have seen (Art. 26)

; the faeulte fall behind ; so that we may imagine two cur-

rents to be engaged in the formation of a spot,—tbe one an as-

cending current carrying the hot matter behind, the other a de-

scending cu sold matter forward. One advan-

tage of this explanation is that all the gradations of darkness,

from the faculae to the central umbra, are thus supposed to be

due to the same cause—namely, the presence to a greater or less

extent of a comparatively cold absorbing atmosphere.

31. It is but just to ourselves and to M. Faye, to mention that

both have imagined the phenomenon of sun-spots to be due to

ascending and descending currents. M. Fayes hypothesis was

published a little before ours; but we shall* readily be believed

when we state that an idea of this kind presided over the con-

struction of table in, in which we have proved that the facul®

are, on an average, to the left of their accompanying spots. It

was not, however, until a short time before the publication of

the abstract of this paper by the Boyal Society, that, by discuss-

ing the subject together, we had matured our views so tar as

to connect the descending current, not only with Carrington's

proper motion, but also with the presumed lower temperature

of a spot. In this last respect our hypothesis differs entirely

from that of M. Faye, who does not imagine that the

luminosity of a spot indicates the presence of matter at a lower

temperature than the photosphere.

32. In conclusion, we would venture to suggest that if the

photosphere of the sun be the plane of condensation of gaseous

matter, this plane may be found to be subject to periodical ele-

vations and depressions in the solar atmosphere. It may be

minimum spot-frequency this plane is up-

lifts! refy bigh in the solar atmosphere, so that there is com-

paratively little cold absorbing atmosphere above it, and there-

lore great difficulty in forming a spot. If this were the case we

might expect a less atmospheric effect or gradation of Im
from the center to th : tbe epoch of minimum

. mcy. Perhaps on some future

occasion we may be able to produce evidence of this, and even

of the unequal atmospheric effect of tbe two limbs of the sun

at the same time; but in the meantime we shall content our-

selves with suggesting this to the observers of our luminary as

a simpleinquiry that may possibly prove productive.
33. We are especially desirous of bringing under the early

notice of the scientific world the accumulation of observations

we are making, in order that others may put forth their own
conjectures in elucidation of solar physics. In venturing the

opinions we have stated, we do so with some reserve, and with

the conviction that possibly they may hereafter require modi-
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If we take down the map of North America, and follow
around the borders of our chain of Great Lakes, we find that
the tributaries for supplying the mighty torrent of water which
pours in immense volumes over the Fails at Niagara, and thence
through the St. Lawrence to the sea, are few in number and
insignificant in effect. Lake Superior, the largest body of fresh

water in the world, has an area of 32,000 square miles and a
mean depth of one thousand feet. There are a few small
streams, none worthy of the name of rivers, which find their

outlet in this lake—the St. Louis and Ontonagon are the largest

of these ; but there is probably not water enough discharged
into the lake to make up for the atmospheric absorption and
evaporation. The entire State of Wisconsin, even from the
very borders of Lake Superior, is drained by rivers, which flow
into, and are tributaries of the Mississippi. These are, in chief,

the Wisconsin River, the Black, Chippewa, Fox and Rock
Rivers, the waters of which all flow southward, to the Gulf of
Mexico. The whole State of Minnesota with its thousands of
lakes and streams may be called the mother of the Father of
Waters—for all of her waters which do not gather into the great
Red River of the North are discharged into the Mississippi, and
do not contribute to keep up the supply of Lake Superior

;
%nd

on the northern shore of the lake, in the British possessions,

there are no rivers which flow in this direction. Here the cur-
rent is the other way and the streame find their way to Hud-
son's Bay and other more northerly seas. The outlet of Lake
Superior is the River St. Mary's—a stream of considerable mag-
nitude—which discharges the surplus waters of the Lake in the
direction of Lake Huron. Lake Superior is 627 feet above the
sea level.

If we examine the surroundings of Lake Michigan we shall
find the evidences of this theory still more striking. This lake
has an area of 22,400 square miles, and a mean depth of 900
feet. It is above the sea level 578 feet or forty-nine feet below
Lake Superior. It is also an immense body of water, whose
sole apparent sources of supply are found in a few small streams
which flow into it from the State of Michigan.
The largest of these are the Grand and Manistee rivers ; from

- there is only one small stream, the Milwaukee river

ikee. From Illinois there is only the Chicago river,

a sluggish stream without a current; and indeed there is, at only
ten miles distance from the banks of the lake south and west,
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the water-shed called the Summit, which separates the waters

which flow into the St. Lawrence from those which flow into the

Gulf of Mexico, and from the southern slope of this Summit,

flowing southward, is the Aux Plaines river, a tributary of the

Illinois. So that Lake Michigan gets no water from Illinois,

but a trifle from Wisconsin, and very little from Michigan. And
yet the straits of Mackinaw carry off a large quantity of water

from this lake, and Lake Michigan furnishes its due proportion

of the great current which passes over the Falls of Niagara. Now
the question arises, whence comes this great volume and mass of

running water?
Geologists are tolerably familiar with the subject of under-

ground streams and water courses. They know that the crust

of the earth is full of these streams, and although from the fact

that they are generally concealed from sight, there must be con-

siderable speculation concerning them, yet there are cases, such

as in the Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, the Adelsberg mountains in

rod, and numerous artesian wells scattered all over the

world, the lost rivers on our western prairies, &c., from which a

knowledge may be derived concerning the nature and

history of these rock-bound rivers.

The artesian wells in London furnish now about 12,000,000 of

gallons of water daily. This is the seepage of the valley in

which the great city is located. The water from the whole coun-

try surrounding finds its way along the tilts and inclinations of

the broken strata, below the chalk beds, in among the sands and

grtvel, whence it is taken by boring into the ground to the depth

of about 600 feet. It does not appear probable that there are

any considerable streams in this vicinity, for the entire of the

underlying gravel beds seem, as it were, saturated with water,

which is reached at any point of perforation.

These remarks apply to the wells of Grenelle and of Passy, in

the basin of Paris, with the exception in the case of the latter

that they struck an amazing stream .
:' wat< r iuiiteen hundred

feet below the surface which discharges nearly six millions of

gallons per day, rushing to the surface with great power and ve-

:•••';.-.-
.. :

stream at this point. The great wells of K
n in Hanover, at Louisville in Kentucky, Charleston,

S. C, and hundreds of others, mair ot v, h . li ; r two thousand

feet deep, discharging great volu nes r 1 tend to de-

monstrate the fact that the crust of the earth is penetrated in in-

directions and at all depths with these streams and water courts.

Adopting this as a conceded fact, let us once more turn to H*
map of North America and note particularly the point where

second degree of west longitude crosses the i'< :

parallel of north latitude. Within a radius of five hundred
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miles, of which this is the center, will be found the great water
producing region of the West. In this elevated and compara-
tively uneven surface of the country, nearly all of the great
rivers of the West have their sources and fountain-heads. First
the Missouri, with its innumerable branches and tri

among which are the Yellowstone and the North Fork of the
Platte, the Arkansas, the Eed Eiver, the Eio Grande, all flowing
from the eastern and southern slopes of the Eocky Mountains
and finding their way through thousands of miles of country to

the Gulf of Mexico. On the western slope is the Eio Colorado,
which empties into the Gulf of California, and which is formed
by the union of the Grand and Green rivers, the sources of
which are also within the territory above mentioned. The same
statement is true of the Columbia river flowing through the
State of Oregon into the Pacific, and of the other great streams
ill rivers which flow northward and westward into the Pacific

and the Northern oceans. Thus the knowledge we already pos-
sess of the surface streams of this great extent of territory all

tends to demonstrate the truth of the theory in relation to the
water producing region, its location, extent and capacity, and also
that on the surface there is but comparatively a small amount of
this water which finds its way into our Great Lakes.

It is a well-known fact to travellers on our western plains,

that large si - m size, suddenly disappear, fall-

ing away into great fissures and chasms, sometimes reappearing,
but more frequently lost forever; where and in what manner
does this water find an outlet? What becomes of the mass of
water which falls upon the earth and is absorbed by the soil and
the rocks below the beds of rivers and streams? The crust of
the earth abounds in water to unknown depths, and from the
nature of the element, it must create for itself ways and courses
of travel, as plainly beneath as upon the surface. And now, if

the Great Lakes are not supplied by means which are upon the
the surface and apparent to the eye. it follows as a natural con-
sequence tl -r.lv must be underneath the
ground. The outlet <: rgea an enormous quan-
tity of water, the visible inlets are mere trifles in comparison

—

and thus there seems to be no other conclusion on the subject but
that the wal i below the surface of the ground.
This water probably finds inlets at different points on the bottoms
of the lakes, and maintains the supply with as much certainty and
regularity as if the streams were running on the surface of the
ground. This theory is further, and I think more particularly

demonstrated by the great mass and volume of water which is

now being discharged by the Chicago artesian wells. These are

hundred feet deep—nearly penetrating the earth to a
hne parallel with the bottom of Lake Michigan—are located in
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on, such as the basins of Paris or

head of nearly one hundred and

twenty-five feet above the level of the lake ; is much colder than

the mean temperature of the location of the wells, being now
57 degrees Fahrenheit; these facts tending to show that it must

come from a more elevated region of country, and also from a

higher latitude. There are two other facts corroborative of

this point. When the water was first struck the temperature

was 59 degrees Fahrenheit; it has fallen now two degrees, or to

57. Then, the first analysis of the water exhibited 72 grains to

the wine gallon of mineral matter held in solution ; the second

analysis, made only one year afterwards, showed only 56 grains

of the same matter. These facts, taken in connection with the

great head of the water, seem to establish exclusively that it

comes from some remote region of the north or northwest.

It is also probable that the great under ground stream, pene-

trated by these wells, once discharged its waters into the bottom

of Lake Michigan ; but this outlet was closed by the upheaval

of the earth's crust, which is visible at the point of the location

of these wells, and at the present time there is no outlet except

the artificial one made by the drill. This supposition is proved

by the head and the great force and power of the water, for if

it had a lower outlet, anything like the size of the stream, it

would not show a head much, if any, above the surface of the

ground, and it is also sustained by the facts mentioned above—
the decrease of the temperature of the water from fifty-nine de-

grees to fifty-seven degrees, and the diminution in quantity of

mineral matter held in solution—the latter fact seeming clearly

to prove that prior to the time when the drills penetrated

the stream, the water had dissolved and absorbed a large quan-

tity of the soluble matter of the rocks with which it came in

contact in its state of rest. As soon as an opening or outlet was

made, and a quantity of water was discharged, this in-

ter decreased in proportion, and the probability now is that the

water will become softer and purer as the amount discharged be-

comes greater, and that eventually, and probably at no distant

day, the water will come from its fountain-head, simply filtered

and purified by its passage through the sandstone and gravel

beds.

That the outlet of this stream into Lake Michigan was closed

by the upheaval of the earth's crust, is a probable conclu-

sion, which can be verified by an inspection of the grounds

on which these wells are located. The surface here is only some

seven or eight feet above the level of the surrounding PraV"
ie

i

but geologically or stratigraphically, it is nearly one hundred

and fifty feet above the common level of Chicago,

about one mile distant eastward and into the city. We bore
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into the soil nearly one hundred and. fifty feet before reaching
the same rock, which is here exposed upon the surface, and at the
well bored at the Chicago Distillery Company's premises on the
North Branch, they penetrated the Joliet marble at a depth, I
believe, of one hundred and eighty-six feet, which, at the other
point is only twenty-nine feet from the surface; this and various
other facts show the nature and extent of this convulsion, and
that it was no difficult feat of nature to dam up this eompara-

ave its waters pent up
in the rocks and caverns for the future use and benefit of man.

I do not know that these speculations will be of sufficient inter-

est to be made public, but they may have the effect of direct-

ing some abler pen to the solution of the problem as to the
sources whence the Great Lakes derive their supply of water.

Art. XXI.—Experiments on the Influence of various Organic and
Inorganic Bodies upon Germination and Vegetation; by M.
Carey Lea, Philadelphia.

The following experiments were made to determine how far

the germination of seeds, and subsequent vegetation of the

plants, would be controlled or influenced by the action of acid,

alkaline and neutral bodies in solution in the water with which
the seeds were moistened. It will be seen that the action of the

strongest of our acids is insufficient to prevent germination when
sufficiently dilute. And that the same may be said with respect
to some of our most powerful oxydizi ng and reducing agents.

The experiments were made by tying pieces of very thin mus-
lin over glas^ vessels fill, d so full that the muslin dipped into

the liquid. Grains of wheat were placed on this muslin, an
equal number (20 perfect grains) on each. The capacity of the
glasses was in every case 12£ ounces, and the water was replaced
as fast as it evaporated. There was added respectively to each
as follows

:

Ho. 1. 1 drop sulphuric acid.

drops of rather

frs. broraid of ammonium.
3 and copper plates connected above the surface
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10*. Plain' wa
11. 5 grains

12. " "

dulated 3. drops hydrochloric acid

sulphite of soda,

chlorate of potassa.

The results we e as follows. At the end of

dium, 2; l.-iM. 1, 3. 5

days—Most advanced, 4, 10, 11

all. Mostadvanc
6, 1, 8, 9, 12.

9,12; least, 1,2,

days—Most advanced, 4, 10, 11

least, 1, 3.

days—Most advanced, 4, 10, 11

least, 2, 3.

dam—Most advanced, 4, 10, 11

; medium, 5,1,12

a little less, 5, 6,

7

; less, 2, 6,8,9;

8 ; much behind,

Some curious deductions are to be drawn from these results.

Nitric acid did not at first very .strongly affect the growth, less

than seven other substances, then eventually its influence be-

liicurbnnule of potash was the least injurious of all the sub-

stances tried, next came sulphite of soda, and next carbonate of

No saline or other substance included acted in any way as a

sti mui ant, the product of the plain water as an average was

fully up to any of the rest, though as will hereafter be seen, the

largest plant was formed in another vessel.

In the observations just made I have endeavored to show the

daily course of action ; in the following table I have summed
end of seven days, when experimenttotal effects at the

Total rest Its at the nd of sever dmjs.

-arAsr-* "',;*];/:,":. JiSi, '•"Bl"' WM*

it

Zn and Cu plates,

Same with 3 drop, HCl

KO CIO,
2
,' 0083.'

16

(

1 §



This table shows

:

That an oxydizing agent, chlorate of potash (12), is not more
injurious than a reducing one, sulphite of soda (11), to germina-
tion, but after germination it kepi
That free acids are much more ilkalies, espe-

cially hydrochloric acid (3).

That the presence of an electric pair did not check germina-
tion, but reduced vegetation by one-third.

That the presence of i:< e sulj liuric acid had no injurious in-

fluence upon germination, actuallv •> iarg-T i n < rtion of seeds
started than with pure water, whereas with hydrochloric acid

only three seeds germinat. d out of tw< nty. But sulphuric acid

reduced vegetation to one-sixth, hydrochloric to 28 per cent.

With bicarbonate ( amber ger-

as with plain water, and attained precisely the same

In (9) the HC1 acted less energetically than in (3), doubtless

because it was rapidly taken up by the zinc.

Plants in the sulphite of soda attained the same height as those
in plain water. But the number germinating was one-fourth less.

2, Cane sugar, 30 grains. i. Sulphite ot soua, 20 grains.

3, Gum, 30 grains. - I* - -te of potash, 2

4, Glycerine, 1 fluid drachm. grains.

5, Sulphuric acid, ± drop. ' 9, titrate of ammonia, 20 grs.

The object of this series was to include in the experiment!
certain organic substances such as the three first on the list, a

vegetable acid, and some salts whose influence might be active

At the end of thirte< i d \ -. d n z \\

very cold (Dec. 10 to Dec. 23), the following was the condition
of affairs.

Xos. 2 and 4 (cane sugar and glvcerine) were as far advanced
as the plain writer (Xo. I), but no further. These substance
therefore had not stimulated either germination or early vege-
tation in the wheat seeds.

In 3 (gum solution) fe

ttie foregoing, but the u

Nos. 7 and 9 (sulphite of soda and nitrate of ammonia) were
somewhat in advance of those in plain water, but not very much.

In 6 (citric acid) a large number germinated, and appeared
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In 5 (sulphuric acid) the plants were more advanced than i

the citric acid, and had healthy roots extending down into th

** (permangana
led that in th-

id produced.
• had been formed in either <

Some of the above sets of seeds were allowed to vegetate

for a month, and developed curious results.

Those plants which grew in the vessels containing solutions

of cane sugar, gum, and glycerine respectively, grew as fast and

flourished as well as those in plain water, but it could scarcely

be said that at the end of the month they presented any supe-

But whilst the roots of the plants in plain water, in gum, and

in glycerine, reached to the very bottom of the vessel, becom-

ing four to five inches long, those in the cane sugar did not ex-

ceed an inch in length, just dropping below the surface of the

water, which had become lowered by spontaneous ev

and this although the plants were as high as in the others just

mentioned, viz., six to eight inches, and as numerous and

healthy in every respect. This would seem to indicate that

they received their nutriment in a more concentrated form, if it

were not that these plants, though equally large and healthy as

those in plain water, exhibited no superiority over them.

Aet. XX

n

,ri/ of Yale

CoUege.~XUI.OnS, ,/>,,• by S.W.JOHNSON.

In October, 1866, the writer received from Wm. M. Gabb, Esq,

of the Geological Survey of California, a small quantity of crys-

tals found in "cavities near the core of a semi-decomposed pine

stump that was buried three or four feet below the surface

in Shasta Co., California." The crystals were discovered by Mr.

Yoy of San Francisco.
At the request of Mr. Gabb I have examined these crystals,

wlnen, m the sample received, were still partly adhering to a

of pine, where they wen mother crys-

talline substance of a yellowish color and resinous aspect.

The crystals were colorless the largest indj-

inch

inch thick7' They were of brilliant

id well terminated at the free ends. From their occur-

buried pine wood and from their general appearance, it
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was at once suspected they might be identical with crystallized

terpin. Their faint resinous taste and odor, not to be distin-

guished from that of the artificial substance, confirmed this view.

To obtain full information regarding the crystallometrical

characters of the substance, I applied to ray friend, Mr. John M,
Blake of New Haven, to make a comparison between the native

esting results of these investigations are communicated by Mr.
Blake in the paper that follows, and leave no doubt of the iden-

tity of the two substances, although their crystals are not devel-

oped in the same manner, and exhibit other physical differences

which, as he states, disappear when both are recrystallized from
the same solvent.*

After Mr. Blake had finished his examinations, a combustion
was made on nearly the whole available substance. The hydro-
gen determination was lost by the fracture of the CaCl tube, but
the estimation of carbon fully confirmed the conclusions previ-

ously arrived at. The combustion was effected in a tube partly

filled with oxyd of copper and in a stream of oxygen, the

substance itself being placed in a tray of platinum. On appli-

cation of heat it swelled and afterwards vaporized completely,

without blackening and without leaving a weighable residue.

On the cold parts of the tube silky crystals of anhydrous terpin

condensed. This deportment is characteristic of terpin.

The amount of substance burned was but 0975 grm. The
increase in weight of the potash bulbs and tube was 0-225 grm.
This gives carbon 62*93 per cent. The calculated quantity is

63-16 per cent.

The substance is therefore hydrated terpin or crv

turpentine camphor C 3
H S O

4
+2aq. Perhaps we should say

it is one of the terpins, since, according to Berthelot, :

ent oils of turpentine, on hydration, yield crystals of different

degrees of solubility.

The formation of this substance in the buried tree presents

no difficulties, since we know on the authority of Dumas, Deville
and others, that oil of turpentine in contact with water, combines
with the latter in absence of acids or other powerful agents of

chemical change.
Prof. Brewer, who is familiar with the timber of California, is

of the opinion that the wood to which the crystals were attached
is that of a pitch pine, Pinus ponderosa.

This appears to be the first recorded instance of the occur-

rence of crystallized terpin, native.

* Mr. Blake has measured and figured both the native and artificial crystals and
ha. in reserve some other val "

'

hortly publish.—s. w j.
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Art. XXIII.—On the crystallization of natural Hydrated Terpin

from California ; by John M. Blake.

Some crystals, from a buried pitch-pine log, were handed me
for examination by Prof. S. W. Johnson, of the Sheffield Scien-

tific School.

A comparison of these crystals with terpin of artificial prep-

aration leaves no doubt that the natural substance is hydrated

turpentine camphor. The natural and artificial crystals agree

closely in their angles, and have the same cleavage. The posi-

tion and separation of the optical axes is alike in both, and ex-

periment shows that the two substances are supercrystallizable.

Certain observations made at first, suggested that the two spe-

cimens might not be absolutely identical, but rather isomeric hy-

drates, such as were supposed by Berthelot to result from iso-

meric oils, derived from the same or different trees. Thus, hemi-

hedrism constantly occurred on the natural crystals, which has

not been observed on the artificial. The proportional develop-

ment of the planes was strikingly different. The two specimens

I opposite pyro-electric characters, in so far that the

ing extremities of the natural crystals were antilogue

poles, (developed negative electricity on heating,) while those of

the artificial crystals, first examined, were the reverse, or ana-

logue poles.

On further investigation, these points of difference disappeared.

By recrystallizing from alcohol and other solvents, much varia-

tion v. as produced in the planes. The peculiar development of

the natural crystals was not indeed reproduced on the

but the attachment of the latter to the support by the analogue

pole, as with the natural crystals, was obtained. On recrystal-

lizing from alcohol, natural terpin lost its hemihedral charac-

ter, and in case of crystals grown radiating from a support, pre-

sented the analogue pole to the solution, like the artifi

stance when deposited from the same solvent. Crystals of each,

when free-growing in alcoholic solution, had the same develop-

ment of the planes, and with each there was the same percepti-

ble difference in the proportions of the planes at the two ends of

a crystal, by which the poles could be distinguished ; but no

corresponding difference could be detected in the angles of these

terminal planes.
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(Read before the American Academy of Sciences, Jan. 8, 1867).

Mineralogy, as popularly understood, holds an anomalous
position among the i I is by many regarded
as having no claims to be regarded as a distinct science, but as

constituting a branch of chemistry. This secondary place is dis-

puted by some mineralogists, who have endeavored to base a

ipon such characters as the crys-
- of minerals. In sys-

tems of this kind, h.>v.< \ . r, like th.>- • uf Mohs and his followers,
onh such species as <<< n i < ady formed
bended, and the great
related to native mine
sa i in ol

j
'Ction to these naturalists, t.h it, in its \

chemical history of b >,:.<,- char-

acters upon which the so-called natural systems of cla>-

are based. En order to understand clearly the question before
us, we must first consider what are the real objects, and what
the provinces, respectively, of mineralogy, and of chemistry.

_
Of the thi or kingdoms of nature, the clas-

sification of the vegetable gives rise to systematic botany, that
of the animal to zoology, and that of the mineral to mineralogy,
which has for its subject the natural history of all the forms of

unorganized matter. The relations of these to gravity, cohe-

ity, and magnetism, belong to the domain of

physics; while chemistry treats of their relati ms to each -ther,

and of theii v the influences of heat, light,

and electricity. Chemistry is thus to mineralogy what biology
is to organography

; and the at .-tiact >ci net-, phwes and chem-
istry, must precede, and form tin basis of th o crete science,

Many species are chi 1 di tii _ i shed by their

racters must be greatly

depended upon in min< ralogi al classification.

Chemical chang< ton, and all so-called

-pecies are inorganic, that ,- ; . - v moiiunized, and
hence really belong to »m. In this extended
- eye. mineralogy takes in not only the few metals, oxyds, sul-

found in nature, but
also all those which are the products of the chemist's skill. It

embraces not only the few native resins and hydrocarbons, but
all the bodies of the carbon series made known by the researches
of modern chemistry.
The primary object of a natural classification, it must be re-
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membered, is not like that of an artificial system, to serve the

purpose of determining species, or the convenience of the stu-

dent, but so to arrange bodies in genera, orders, and species as to

satisfy most thoroughly natural affinities. Such a classification

in mineralogy will be based upon a consideration of all the phys-

ical and chemical relations of bodies, and will enable us to see

that the various properties of a species are not so many arbi-

trary signs, but the necessary results of its constitution. It will

give for the mineral kingdom what the labors of great natural-

ists have already nearly attained for the vegetable and animal

kingdoms.
Oken saw the necessity of thus enlarging the bounds of min-

eralogy, and in his Phys'iophilosophy, attempted a miiv

: ion ; but it is based on fanciful and false analogies, with

but little reference either to physical or chemical characters, and

in the present state of our knowledge is valueless, except as an

effort in the right direction, and an attempt to give to mineral-

ogy a natural system. With similar views as to the scope of

the science, and with far higher and juster conceptions of its

method, Stella, in his Philosophy of Nature, has touched the

questions before us, and has attempted to show the Bigi

of the relations of the metals to cohesion, gravity, light, and elec-

tricity, but has gone no farther.

In approaching this great problem of classification, we have

to examine—first, the physical condition and relations of each

species, considered with relation to gravity, cohesion, light, elec-

tricity, and magnetism ; secondly, the chemical history of the

species; in which are to be considered its nature, as elemental or

compound

.

>ns to other species, and these rela-

tions as modified by physical conditions and forces. The quan-

Lineral (chemical) species to another, is

quivalent weight, and the chemical specie

idividuality in the crystal, is essentially qu
; from all the above data, which would include the l

physical and chemical history of inorganic bodies, t

ural system of mineralogical classification is to be built up.

.v be illustrated by a few points drawn from

the history of certain natural families.

The variable relations to space of the empirical equivalents of

non-gaseous species, or in other words, the varying equivalent

volume, (obtained by dividing their empirical equivalent weights

by the specific gravity,) shows that there exist in different spe-

cies very unlike degrees of condensation. At the same time we

are led to the conclusion that the molecular constitution of gems,

spars, and ores, is such that those bodies must be represented by

formulas not less complex, and with equivalent weights far more
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elevated than those usually assigned to the polycyanids, the
alkako.K aM-1 t ? ,» tto prim pies of j .hints* *To similar
conclusions, conduce also the researches on the specific beat of
compounds.

There probably exists between the true equivalent weights of
non-gaseous isities, a relation as simple as
that between the equivalent weights of gaseous species and their

specific gravities. The gas, or vapor of a volatile body consti-

tutes a species distinct from the same body in its liquid or solid

state; the chemical formula of the latter being some multiple
of the first, and the liquid and solid species themselves, often
"

•

In the case of ai a rjous i datile compounds, as the hydrocar-
bons and their derivatives, the equi\ tl. nt \v> i-hts of the liquid
or soli I MH'.'u^ ,j innate to a <-oi -tant it- so that the
densities of those species, in the case of homologous or related

alcohols, acids, ethers and glycerids, are subject to no great vari-

ation. These non-gaseous species are generated by the chemical
union, or identification, of a number of volumes or equivalents
of the gaseous species, which varies inversely with the density
of these species, ft :

of the liquid and solid alcohols and fats must be so high as to

be a common measure of the vapor-equivalents of all the bodies

belonging to these series. The empirical formula, C114HH0C12,

which is the lowest one representing the tristearic glycerid, ordi-

n&rj stearine, is probably far from representing the true equiv-

alent weigh: if it should

hereafter In isity corresponds to six times the

above formula, it would follow that liquid acetic acid, whose
density differs but slightly from that of fused stearine, must have
a formula and an equivalent weight about one hundred times

1 we deduce from the density of acetic acid vapor,
c<H

4 Ov
Starting from these high equivalent weights of liquid and

solid hydrocarbonaceous species, and their correspondingly com-
plex formulas, we become prepared to admit that other orders
of mineral species, su< 3, and sul-

e formulas and equivalent weights corresponding to

their still higher d^nsitit s, and we proceed to apply to these bod-
ies the laws of substitution, homology, and polymerism, which
have so long been re© .: »J study of the mem-
bers of the hydrocarbon series. The formulas "thus deduced
for the native silicates and carbon-spars show that these poly-

atoms of different bases, and their

ntly complex and varying constitution is thus rendered
~ r

In the application of the principle of chemical ho-

f AKCH, 1S67.

frequently c
intelligible.
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-

some have conjectured the existence of a deviation from the law

of definite proportions, in what is only an expression of that law

ir form.

The principle of polymerism m tted mineral

specie?, such as meionite and zoisite, dipyre and jadeite, horn-

blende and pyroxene, calcite and aragonite, opal and quartz, in

the zircons of different densities, and in the various forms of

id and of carbon, whose relations become at once intel-

ligible if we adopt for these species high equivalent w<

complex molecules. The hardness of these isomeric or allotro-

pic species, and their indifference to chemical reagents, increases

with their condensation, or in other words, varies inversely as

their empirical equivalent volumes ; so that we here find a direct

relation between chemi - parties.

It is in these high chemical equivalents of the species, and in

certain ingenious, bat ai dona of numbers, that is to

be found an explanation of the results obtained by PL
Joule, in comparing the volumes of various solid species with

that of ice; whose constitution they assume to be represented by

HO, instead of a high multiple of this formula. The recent in-

genious but fallacious speculations of Dr. Macvicar, who has

arbitrarily assumed comparatively high equivalent weights for

mineral species, and has then endeavored, by conjectures as to

the architecture of crystalline molecules, to establish relations

between his complex formulas and the regular solids of geom-

etry, are curious, but 4s to solve some of the

problems whose significance I have here endeavored to set forth.

I am convinced that no geometrical groupings of atoms, such as

tin, can ever give us an

the w; r in vhi •!> nature bu '

is up her units, by

interpenetration and identification, and not juxtaposition of the

chemical elements.
None of the above points are presented as new, though they

are all, I believe, original with myself, and have been, from time

to time brought forward, and maintained, with numei
trations, chiefly in the American Journal of Science, since March,

n my paper on the Theorv of Chemical Changes and

t Volumes, was there published. I have, however,

I well to present these views in a connected form, as

exemplifying my notion of some of the principles which must

form the basis of a true mineralogical classification.
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The progress of practical astronomy in the United States
has already been distinguished by the suggestion of quite new-
ideas, as well as by improvements upon methods and instru-

ments in use in Europe. It seems that a part of our national
mission is to give a full and free development to whatever of
good can be transplanted here from abroad ; it is therefore un-
pardonable in us to neglect any opportunity of acquainting our-

ith the results of the experience of the astronomers of
tern hemisphere. The history of the brilliant life of

F. G. W. Struve, to whom the world is indebted for the observa-
tories of Dorpat and Poulkova, is doubtless familiar to all. The
school of practical astronomy and geodesy that grew up under
him at these two places, and is now officially established at the
Central Observatory for the benefit of the Imperial Military
Academy and other departments of the government, has, by the
extent of the astronomical and geodesical works executed, made
its influence felt far beyond the dominions of the Eussian Czar.
A residence of nearly two years at this Observatory has im-

pressed the writer most deeply with the correctness of that gen-
eral opinion, which for years has instinctively pointed to this

magnificent institution as the head-quarters of the practical as-

tronomy of the present day.

The extent of the territory of the United States, and the oft-

recurring demand for accurate topographical maps, will increase

the interest with which we study the levels, barometers, base ap-'
'

'!
• -.V ...-.?•.: : ' •

'
extra-meridional transits, with which the Eussian astronomers
have sought to meet the demands made upon them. With them,
as with us, celerity is of equal importance with accuracy. The
extent of their territory must forbid them, as that of ours does
us, from coi

.

• of it- entire super-
ficies—such as the smaller and more densely populated territo-

ries of the British Isles and the central European states both
allowed and demanded. Our national government has rightly

apprehended the importance of having the most accurate charts

possible to be made of our extended Eastern and Western bor-
ders; of similar importance is the survey of our inla

the engini ers of the War De-

: m-eat value also is the accurate survey of inter-

im >undary lines,—but the general surve\ and mapping
of the interior presents a problem notdissimi
is being solved by the Uu-sian _• ^i.q.'u, is fur their own land.

It was early seen that if astronomical determinations of relative
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position could be made accurate to within one or two seconds of

arc, the central points of reference being referred with much
greater accuracy to each other and to a very few zero

j

then would these relative positions, as derived from astronc

observations combined with an accurate knowledge of the fig-

} of that portion of the earth's surface covered by these '

the work, and supported by an interested military govern]

\ i mvegian and Swedisl

governments, carried out the astronomical and geodetical work
recorded in the "Arc du Meridien de 25° 20' entre le Danube
et la raer Glaciale"—at present under the authority of 0. Struve

and General Baeyer, co-working with Great Britain and Bel-

gium; the field operations connected with the measurement of

the arc of longitude between Valentia and Orsk are being rap-

idly pushed forward and will be finished m the summer of the

present year. These two great works, and the similar ones that

may be expected to follow in future years, when the surveys of

the immense regions of Asiatic Kussia come to be connected

with the surveys now being carried on by the British govern-

ment, furnish the necessary determination of the figure of the

earth for that portion of the globe: they find their counterparts

in the geod -
i progress or already executed

upon oar At'ktnti • and Paoiiie - itYord us de-

terminations of arcs of latitude between the parallels of 26° and

48° north, and ought to be extended to the measurement of

arcs of longitude of 60° on our northern, and 40° on our south-

ern boundaries, or possibly one of 45° between Washington and

San Francisco. Up to the present decade it must be conceded

that the attention of geodesists has been perhaps too exclusively

directed to the measurements of degrees of latitude; it is now

become important to determine also arcs of longitude, and the

present European international undertaking is one worthy of

emulation. It is indeed with peculiar pleasure that we notice

the comparatively slight expense that would attend the junction

of the present and proposed triaiiL'ulations of the lake survey

and of the coast survey, by a triangulation from Buffalo to -A.1-

ot of an arc of 18° on

the parallel of 42° north between Chieatro and the extremity o;

Cape Cod. At some future time the junction of the northwest

end ..f 1. 'Si! eri( r and * an Kn to i wi 1 i. o n

ible, whence will result an arc of 33 mi rail, of 46° north.

By the junction of the coast survey operations on the gulf of

Mexico with the Pacific coast, taking advantage of the labors

performed by the Mexican Boundary Survey we may be led to

an arc of 33' on the parallel of 31° north, and the continuation
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•westward of the survey of the lakes, or rather the completion
of the labors of 1ST. W. boundary survey should lead to the deter-

mination of an arc of 55 to 60 degrees of longitude—the largest

probably that will ever be measured on this continent. In for-

mer years the difficulties in the way of accurate longitude deter-

minations may well have prevented such undertakings as those
here suggested,—but at present the telegraph and chronograph
and the use of accurate extra-meridional transits have undoubt-
edly removed those obstacles; as regards latitudes, it is probable
that the Repsold portable vertical circle will long suffice for

measurement of vertical angles. It is, however, imperatively
necessary in determinations of longitude, that not only the obser-

vers be exchanged, but also with them their transits, their relay

batteries, chronometers and chronographs, and all apparatus used
at either end.

The quadrangular area of the United States (whose natural

nucleus is probably found in St. Louis or Omaha City—even as
for the present state of population Cincinnati may be regarded
as a central point), offers the same variety of hills and mountains,
plains and plateaus as is found in Kussia, and by its extent re-

quires that the curvature of its surface be determined independ-
ently of the investigations made in the eastern hemisphere.
1 I'tii this is done, the topographical surveys made by the land

commissioners and surveyors of the Federal government, and by
the several states, ought to be considered as plane table sheets

whose fun.i secondary points of a triangula-

tion), can only be properly fixed by geodetic and astronomic

measurements.
The accurate, convenient, speedy and economical determina-

tion of the positions of as many of these secondary stations as are

needed for I that do not pretend to a pedantic

accuracy is the present problem;—and assuming that the coast

survey will give us a sufficient knowledge of the curvature of
our portion of North America, we shall arrive at a solution of
pur present problem by selecting central or primary astronom-

ons at convenient points—for instance, one to three in

each of the states east of the Mississippi, and traversed by sev-

eral railroads or navigable rivers. The astronomical latitude of
these primary points, relative to each other
a»d to the zero point—Washington Observatory—are to be de-

termined with all attainable accuracy. Expeditions starting from
one such point (and consisting of one observer, one vertical cir-

cle, five to twenty-five chronometers, including one non- and one

over-compensated, one barometer, &c), visiting in the course of
five to twenty- five days five, ten, twenty secondary stations, and
returning to the same or another primary station, will be able to

furnish the relative position of all the secondary points visited
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to within two seconds of arc ; or to be more definite, to within
0"'5 in latitude and Ol in longitude, and to give equally ap-

proximate determinations of the relative vertical heights. That

this is practically done by the Russian geodesists (the first expe-

dition dates 1846), and that in our own easily traversed country

it can be better done than in theirs, is sufficient reason for call-

ing attention to the work of Colonel Smyssloff, mentioned below,

where " are fully detailed the different astronomico-geographicat

methods of determining position, which, by the influence of the

Poulkova Observatory, have been introduced into the geodetic

work of the Russian empire, and which with perfect success sup-

plant the far more tedious and costly triangulation."*

In the wilds of Central Asia and Siberia, as in some portions

of our own territory, preliminary surveys based on observations

made with the pocket chronometer and Pistor and Martin's pa-

tent sextant, may supply our present need of information ;
but

eastward to the Ural and Caucasus, it has been found pj

to transport the Repsold vertical circle and the Brauer's extra-

meridional transit. The methods of using these two instruments

are fully given in the two following publications :

Repsoldov Krug, Cbronoi

_

ticale des Polarstern tersburg, 1863.°

A third memoir by Colonel Smyssloff (now Director of the

Observatory at Wilna),

Opuity dla sravnayteljnoi otsjenkay raslaytschnech sposoboff telegraph)

peredatschay vraymayne praj
kovskoi Observatorie. P. Smyssloff, St. Petersbourg, 1865,

gives the details of the latest and telegraphic determination of

the difference of longitude between the observatories of Poul-

kova and Moscow. This determination was made previous to

the completion of the new portable transits by Brauer, and is

valuable on account of the comparison of the three methods of

COmmunicat
The excellencies of the method given in the above quoted

memoir by Mr. Dollen have during the past three yei

confirmation in the observations conducted by the military offi-

. i. It merits a wide cir -'illation in our own
land, which I hope to secure by a published translation with ap-

propriate tables
;
questions of secondary importance seem to

have prevented its exclusi\ e i I

nations needed for the arc of 68° 54' on the parallel of 52° north

latitude. The surprising reliability of the portable transits made

by Mr. Brauer, the mechanic of the Central Observatory, now

independently established in St. Petersburg, has shown
be adapted to the highest requirements of the present state ot
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geodesy, whilst the great saving of time when they are used in

leal of Polaris gives these instruments a remarkable su-

periority over the meridian transit, affording a full confirmation
of the thesis propounded on page 13 of the above named memoir
by Mr. Doll' stances, the determination of time
for any given instant will be best made by mounting the porta-

notin the plane of the meridian, but in the vertical of
the pole star." Mr. Brauer has intimated to me his intention to

r on exhibition at the Paris Exposition. Nor
can I here refrain from expressing my conviction of the great

importance to the interests of our astronomy and surveying to

be attached to the establishment in this country of a mechanical

which, under the charge of a person of the experience
of Brauer and the Kepsolds, shall be able to furnish us with
measuring instruments comparable with the objectives produced
by our opticians, and fitted to do the fine work in which the as-

tronomer and geodesist are so much interested.

For the determination of latitude the same portable transit, by
being established in tbe plane of the prime vertical, yields ze-

m in general much greater than
that of the declinations of the stars observed, since these are in

general faint ones. The portable prime vertical transit loses

therefore somewhat of its importance, excepting for determin-

ations of latitude where the hi

when by the cooperation of fixe
neous investigations into the declinations of the stars observed
can be obtained.

In general, the use of the prime vertical transit restricts one
to the observation of a limited number of faint stars situated in
a narrow belt. The use of the Talcott zenith telescope demands
more accurate declinations of faint stars than are generally acces-

I the increased size of the telescope as well as the time re-

quired for making a large number of observations on favorable
nights, constitute

1

objections to the use of both those ingenious

tan 45° (Poulkova is in latitude
60° N.), where the period favorable for field operations is corn-

ed to the determination of time and latitude ; and if we adopt
the principle that a small number of accurate observations is

preferable to a larger number of less accurate ones, it becomes
to restrict our attention to the three or four hundred

brighter stars whose present places are known with considerable
accuracy. The portable vertical circle offers itself to us as an
instrument equally applicable in all latitudes to the determina-
tion of latitude, and fit for the determination of time for secon-
dary stations between 70° of latitude and the equator, if accu-
rately constructed as by Repsold, and used so as to eliminate
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constant or systematic errors. By reason of the ease with which

it is put in position, and the brightness of the stars observed, as

well as by the accuracy of its divided circles, level and micro-

scopes, there is no time lost nor money expended in building

stations, nor in waiting for nightfall, nor in tedious repetition of

observations. Some of the principles embodied in the Bepsold

construction of this instrument may be found introduced into

other instruments previously constructed for Struve by these

artists, by Ertel, by Brauer, &c. ; but the first of those on the

perfected pattern now adopted was constructed in 1851, from

designs furnished* by His Excellency, Otto Struve, the present

Director of the Central Observatory. This one belonged to the

topographical staff of the Imperia v, and was

destined to be used in the surveys of the Caucasus; it could

therefore only be once used in the new revision of the latitudes

of the thirteen principal points of the Russian-Scandinavian arc;

the results for that one station, Kilpi Maki, 1852, afforded,, how-

ever, a very satisfactory proof of the quality of the instrument.

The considerable number of these instruments already made by

the Messrs. Repsold, (and especially the fine one ordered for the

hydrographi inch were introduced a number of

minor improvements suggested by Mr. Brauer), have by their

continual use and their successive improvement, led to the belief

that the vertical circle has as yet but begun its course of useful-

ness, and will, with further improvements, eventually be entirely

depended on for doing the work that it is so admirably fitted to

accomplish,—and farther, that the principles carried out in its

i, i.e., Co : linifying powers, rever-

have received aul tation as to their

t of the memoirs of Colonel Smyssloff above quoted

gives a detailed description of the instruments used and the

work done in a chroi

i

arried out by himseli

in 1859, in the neighborhood of Rouikova, in which seventeen

i the 18th of June and

the 31st of July. We shall here give a brief account of the verti-

cal circle used and of the plan of the expedition.
The aperture of the telescope used was 1+ inches with a focal

length of 20 inches—these dimensions, especially the aperture,

have in later instruments been somewhat increased. The con-

ical tube holding the ss long, being screwed

to the cube nrhose center

is 5 inches distant from the two Ys in which the pivots of the

axis rest, and 9£ inches distant from that end of the steel axis

that carries the two
observed star is to be brought. The opposite end of the axis

being perforated admits light for the illumination of the field.

t See Arc du Meridien. Introd., p. xxxviii.
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The bisection of a star by a single wire presents serious disad-
vantages in attempting observations in strong twilight on faint

stars, and is not generally attempted. The wires are stretched
across the end of a cylindrical tube, whose independent connec-
tion with the axis isolates it as far as possible from the exterior
and protect.- Qg the ocular. On either side of
the cube and clamped to it" by outer plates are the two circles

having each 8 spokes and divided silver arcs of 11 inches diameter.
The supporting arms, whose extremities form the Y's, branch

from a conical column 6 inches high ;
this is hollow, and within

is the vertical axis on which the reversion takes place from
circle and observer east to circle and observer west, or vice versa.

This vertical axis rests upon three horizontal legs through whose
extremities pass the foot screws with d:\i-if.i h'.vk The dis-

tance from the foot screws to the center axis of the instrument
is about 7 inches; the whole height from the ground to objec-

tive when '. being two feet and two inches.

The weight of the instrument is probably about forty pounds.
A horizoi ith two verniers and slow-motion

screw is attached to the vertical column just above the plane of
the horizontal legs. The vertical circle on the side of the cube
opposite to the ocular is used as a finding circle and for giving
the slow ve kb two pointers at the

opposite ends of a horizontal bar which rests upon the horizontal

axis of revolution just within the pivot, and which is held in posi-

tion by a suspended vertical frame held by an adjusting screw
5'x les below the axis. A similar horizontal bar similarly

placed near the other pivot carries the level and the two reading

microscopes which are perpendicular to the plane of. the circle.

In observing, therefore, the eye being directed through the

telescope ocular, one has the microscopes on the left and right

in a horizontal line, distant from the eye some 5 or 6 inches,

whilst the level is directly in front, which convenient compact-
ness greatly facilitates the observations.

.
The heads of the micrometer screws of the microscopes are

divided into 60 parts each representing 2" ; the level divisions

have the same value. The microscopes are about 6 inches long,

having single lenses of aperture 02 inches for their objectives,

and a magnifying power of 20-25 diameters, that of the telescope
being 60-65 diameters. In the present construction of the mi-
croscopes, following a suggestion of Mr. Marth in his article on
the Greenwi each micrometer screw is made to

irrespondmg there-

the focal length of
the telescope objective.
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By comparing these dimensions with those of the four times

larger Ertel vertical circle of the Central Observatory, it is evi-

dent that the portable instrument, for which the actual probable

accidental error of a meridian jsen ng from two

pointings, one circle east and one circle west, is ±0"-5, has de-

rived a decided advantage from its small size and proportion-

ately higher magnifying power.

Recognizing the principle that

; the fewest possible assumptions must be made,—and that

computed probable errors give a very unreliable or perhaps no

i of the extent to which the constant or bp

errors introduced by assumptions as to the condition of the in-

strument, &c, may have vitiated our results,—it is necessary not

only to examine thoroughly the instrument itself, but also in

using it to still farther reduce the influence of its imperfections.

Therefore a zenith distance is made to depend upon eight point-

ings of the telescope (or 4x8 pointings of the microscope micro-

meters), the four in one position of the circle being preceded

and succeeded by two in the opposite position ; the whole series

requiring from sixteen to twenty-four minutes for its complete

observation. A latitude or a time determination depends upon

a pair of stars observed on opposite sides of the zenith at the

same zenith distance; or upon sixteen pointings whose result is

sensibly free from any assumption as to the zenith point, flexure

or refraction.

The examination of the instrument used by Colonel Smysslofif

leads to the following results.

The error of bisecting the interval between the two wires cA

either pair in the field of view of the microscope by i

of the limb of the circle, the error arising from accidental errors

of the screw and the divisions of the screw head, and the error

of reading these divisions, combine to affect the mean of four

measurements with the microscopes, =fc0"*3

The probable accidental error of a division of the di-

vided circle, rfcO '46, affects the mean of four, ±0"-23

The probable accidental error of a reading of the two
ends of the level bulb, db0"*12

The combination of these gives

The' probable accidental error of pointing on a star may be

afterward investigated,—but if we assume that it equals an ap-

parent visual angle i
.: resoond to an arc of

±0""67. Whence

V(0"'31)2+ (0"-67)2=r ±0-74.

A zenith distance depending on one pointing, circle right, and
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and for one depending on eight pointings we have a

accidental error, db0"'26. A latitude or time determination de-
pending on two such zenith distances has accordingly the prob-
able accidental error of observation, =fc0"-18.

The influences of refraction, clock correction, flexure, periodic
errors of division, still remain. The latter have not, to my
knowledge, as yet been specially investigated,—the circles are
divided with the same machine used in dividing the small cir-

cles investigated by Strove in Dorpat. See his "Beschreibung
der Breite Gradmessung," and the "Description de l'Observa-
toire Central." The combined influence of all disturbing causes
can be investigated by a series of determinations of the latitude

of any known station,—the zenith point of the divided circle

being successively altered by arcs of 30° or 45°. Sixteen de-

ons of the latitude of Poulkova afford an example of
this investigation which should be entered into by each observer
for his own instrument Using the declinations given in the
British Nautical Almanac, there results the following series of
values of the latitude of the station, which was the northeast

small dome on the grounds at Poulkova, and whose latitude, by
reference to that of the Ertel vertical circle as deduced by Dr.

Peters, is +59° 46' 20"-02. Each of the following values of <p

results from one observation consisting of eight pointings upon
the respective stars.
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The difference of the latitudes resulting from the two stars of

each pair depends upon the flexure of the tube and the error in

the declinations, as well as upon any systematic error in the

refraction or the grad • is probably insensible,

Assuming the latitude to be 59° 46' -20"-00, we find the differ-

ences from this to be represented by the formula

(A.) +V-M4&0P-W-4);
applying this to each of the thirty-two observations, there results

a probable error of a latitude from two stars ±0"-34. From the

values of the flexures we derive a probable error result-

ing from the error in the ephemeris and the error of pointing

and reading ; this is ±0"-31. And subtracting the latter source

of error, there results ±0"'25 as the, probable error of the decli-

nation in the British Nautical Almanac.
The investigation of flexure might also be made by means of

observations in the prime vertical, but here we probably have a

ited combination of flexure and personal equation. Eight

determinations of time made by Colonel Smyssloff (each depend-

ing upon eight pointings on each of a pair of stars observed in

the prime vertical), compared with simultaneous observations

by Wagner at the Ertel transit gave

Wagner-Smyssloff = -0*02 ±0*-03
;

the probable error of a single determination resulting =±0S "09;

or, if we allow equal accuracy to each instrument, the probable

error of a clock correction given by the vertical circle =±0*06.
A series of compaf •

•a. Smyssloff, BolschefF

and Demetrieff, in which each observed four of the eight point-

ings gave,

S.-D.= - 0-098, S.-B.z= -0-046, B.-D.— 4-0-132 ;

and the probable error of a determination of time ==fcO-06,

which in the latitude 60° corresponds to a vertical angle of

=fc0"'45.

As iu the determination of latitude so in that of time, a pair

of stars equally distant from the zenith is

'
1 upon four times in e;< .. position of the oil ie, the

eight pointings requiring twenty minutes or less. The stars are

of course observed near the prime vertical
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Art. XXVI.—On Cryophyllite, a new mineral species of the Mica
Family, with some associated minerals in

Massachusetts; by Josiah P. Cookje, Jr.

In a paper published in a recent number of this Journal* I
described a new mineral species allied to Helvin, to which E
gave the name of Danalite. Associated with Dattttlitt? in the
granite ledges forming the extremity of Cape Ann, Massachu-
setts, are two remarkable micas, one of which is fhe new s; ecies
to which on account of its easy fusibility and foliated structure
I have given the name Cryophyllite.
Manalogical Characters.—The mineralogical characters of cry-

ophyllite are as follows. Like other varieties of mica it crys-

tallizes in six-sided prisms, which are frequently of con-
size, from one to two inches in length and of proportionate diam-
eter. The basal cleavage is highly perfect, yi. lin.tr thir flexible
and transparent laminaa, which when examined with a polarizing
microscope give a biaxial image, the angle between thi

axes varying from 55° to 60°. The angles 55°, 57° 30', and 60°,
were all measured on different specimens. The dispersion of the
axes, if any, is so slight that its character could not with certain-
ty be determined, the color of the mineral tending to obscure
any such effect. The perfect uniformity of the two systems of

i as to form and to color indicates that the mica belongs
to the trimetric system. Nevertheless, the angle between the
prismatic p] h an application goniometer 120°
as accurately as is pOflfl unent, and in one in-

stance the planes of an hexagonal pyramid terminating the
prism were distinctly seen. Considering, however, these crystals
as belonging to the trimetric system, in accordance with the gen-
erally received opinion of mineralogists as to crystals of the
mica family, all of which present essentially the same crystallo-
graphy characters, we must regard the six-sided prism of cryo-
phyllite as formed by the union of the planes I of the rhombic
prism with the brachydiagonal basal planes u. The plane of
the optical axes coincides with the shorter diagonal of the rhomb
base, and the crystals are frequently much elongated in this di-

rection, so that the form of the cleavage face was as shown in
the accompanying figure,
the hue a b indicating the /
position of the plane of/ '

the optical axes. Further-

\

a

more, the crystals were fre- \
quently twinned together

X~
on the plane •$, and it was observed that in such cases the plan

• Vol. xlii, No. 124, July, 1S6«.
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of cleavnge of the two crystals were absolutely coincident, prov-

ing that tin are rectangular and not oblique, as

De Senannont has previously shown to be true of other crystals

of the mica family.

The color of cryophyllite in axial directions is dull emerald

green, not unlike glass colored with protoxyd of iron, and so

deep that the laminae are opaque unless quite thin, but like other

colored micas it is dichrous and appears brownish-red in the di-

rection of the lateral axes. The color of the streak is light gray

with a tint of green. The luster is brilliant on the cleavage face

inclining to resinous. The hardness is from 2 to 2-5 and the

specific gravity 2-909.

Before the blowpipe cryophyllite very easily fuses with some

intumescence to a greyish enamel bead, and it even fuses in flakes

of considerable size in the flame of a candle, so that its fusibility

is from 1*5 to 2 of von Kobell's scale. It imparts to the flame

of a Bunsen's lamp a most brilliant lithia reaction, and by ex-

amining the colored flame with a spectroscope the presence of

potassium, sodium and rubidium may also be readily discovered.

The amount of sodium however must be exceedingly small as it

does not sensibly modify the lithia flame as seen by the naked

eye, and the same is true to a still greater degree of rubidium.

The presence of rubidium is best recognized by mixing the pul-

verized mineral with pure pulverized sulphate of lime, exposing

a small bead of this mixture supported by a loop of fine plati-

num wire to the flame of a gas blowpipe and examining the

flame with a spectroscope. The characteristic double blue line

of rubidium is then seen very distinctly for a few moments, but

soon disappears. No trace of caesium could be discovered, either

by the mode of experimenting just described or by examining

the platinum salt obtained in the course of the analysis, by the

partial precipitation of the alkalies with chlorid of platinum.

Heated alone in a closed glass tube cryophyllite slightly

changes color, but gives no sublimate, although when heated in

the same with bisulphate of potash it gives a strong reaction of

fluorine. "When in fine powder, it is completely decomposed

after some time even by the dilute mineral acids, the sili

rating as a fine powder. From this description it is evident that

in its mineralogical characters cryophyllite closely resembles

other members of the mica family, especially the lepidolites, dif-

fering from these chiefly in the ease with which it is decomposed

by acids and in a somewhat greater fusibility.

Method of Analysis.—In analyzing the mineral the fine powder

was decomposed in a closed glass flask in the same way as de-

scribed in my paper on Danalit,

sulphuric acids as the case required. Each complete

was made with three portions of the same powder. From the first
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portion, decomposed by hydrochloric acid, the silica, manganese,
iron and aluminum were determined, the last two being precipi-

tated as basic acetates and weighed together as oxyds, and the
manganese subsequently precipitated from the filtrate by bro-
mine. From the second portion, decomposed by dilute

,tJ V

th perfect exc; oountfi of wote
nioxyd of iron were determined by means of per-

potash, when by subtracting the total quantity
of iron, ca : yd, from the sum of the alumina
and sesquioxyd of y-on already known, the amount of alumina
was ascertained. From the third portion of the powder, decom-
posed by hydrochloric acid, the magnesia and the alkalies were
determined. The alkalies were weighed as sulphates, and from
the amount of sulphuric acid subsequently determined, the rela-

tive quantities of potash and Iithia were calculated. From the

fourth portion of the powder the quantity of fluorid of silicon

was determined. In tl the mineral the fluorine

was precipitated as fluorid of calcium according to the well

known method of Berzelius as modified by Kose; but the pro-

cess was found to be very tedious and the results not a

Subsequently the following method was devised, which may be
found to be useful in other cases.

Determination of Fluorid of Silicon.—A weighed amount of

finely pulverized mineral is first decomposed in a tared plati-

num dish v. acid, and the greater part of the

water having been removed on a steam bath and the excess of

sulphuric acid having been driven off by gradual heating on a
•

:. the whole mass is ignited during at least an hour,

the dish meanwhile being covered with a piece of platinum foil

forming part of the tare. The dish with its contents having

ighed, the dried mass is next treated with hydrochloric
acid and tin rained in the usual way, and in

from the silica the sulphuric acid is determined and
:

,arvt;i. We thus obtain four weights: A,
the weight.- t in the analysis ; H, th weight
of the ignited residue; C, the weight of the residual silica ; and
D, the weight of the r iid. It is now evident
that A+D-B equals the weight of the fluorid of silicon, and that

B-C-D equals the weight of the sum of all the bases present.

The iron is of course present in the residue as sesquioxyd, but
in order to ensure its complete oxydation, it is important to add
a few drops of nitric acid to the decomposed mineral, before ex-

pelling the excess of sulphuric acid. The sum of the weights
of all the bases, which we find incidentally as one of the results

of this method, not only furnishes an important control of the

rest of our analysis, but also enables us to test the accuracy of
our method. In the analysis given below it appears that the
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sum of the bases each separately determined as the mean of

two ;vu:ilvsc> rrjunls 45 < >,i per cent, while the sum of the bases

weighed toii'-tiirr in tiie method just described equals 45*18 per

cent, us the mean of three determinations. A closer agreement
than this could not possibly be expected. The process is com-
paratively short ami

;

difficulties. The chief

to error is in the determination of the sulphuric acid,

and it is necessary in washing the sulphate of baryta to take

great care to remove I this precipitate is apt

to carry down ; but the methods recommended by Kose and

m were found to be generally sufficient for the purpose.

Nevertheless, when the amount of fluorine is less than one per

cent, the old process is to be preferred.

Results of Analysis.—Two very distinct varieties of cryophyl-

lite were analyzed,—the one finely foliated and consisting of an

aggregate of small crystals and the other in large distinct crys-

tals imbedded in massive feldspar ; but no other differences of

character were observed, and they were found to have the same

percentage composition. The purest material was selected for

analysis and such as had evidently never undergone the slight-

est change. There is probably in all the analyses a small loss

of silica, but the error, if any, is in that direction. The results

are given in the following table. In columns 1 and 2, we have

the complete analyses made as first described of the large crys-

in columns 3, 4 and 5, we have the partial analysis

made of the more finely foliated variety by the process last de-

scribed in connection with the determination of fluorid of silicon.

Analysis of Cryophyllitefrom Rockport.

14-26 : 28-52=1 : 2.

General formula, RO, Si02 . Probable rational formula, (*R S
|»), t&

The fluorine in the mineral is so firmly incorporated that, as

stated above, it is not driven out even by a red heat, and there

can be no doubt that it replaces a portion of the oxygen of the

silica in the proportion of one equivalent of fluorine to every

twenty-eight of oxygen. The ratio of the oxygen of the prot-
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oxyds to that of the sesquioxyds is as IS to 17, but if we esti-

mate all the iron as protoxyd, assuming with many mineralogists
that a sesquioxyd base may under certain conditions replace a
protoxyd base, we shall then have very nearly a ratio of equality
and may then write our general symbol (ift 3 .*»), 3§i.

As has already been stated, the physical characters of the
new mineral do not differ essentially from those of other well
known micas, and even its greater fusibility is shared with some
varieties of lepidolite, resulting probably from the very large

amount of alkali win. ins. The ground on
is mica must be regarded as a new species is the defi-

nite oxygen ratio of 1 to 2, which has never before been ob-
served among the micas. The five analyses given above of two
distinct varieties, from different localities, differing markedly in

appearance, leave no doubt in regard to the detiniteness of this

no more specific character for a new species than this

could be desired. When now we consider the very great want
of definiteness in the micas as a cl OH varying
between 2RO, Si0 3 in several varieties, and RO, Si0 3

in eryo-

phyllite, it would appear that the new mica has a distinct typical

character, forming as it were one boundary of this family of

minerals. Moreover, it is at least a probable theory that the
two formulas just given represent the only two distinct types
of micas, and that the variation of composition may result from
an admixture of these two isomorphous species. The masterly

investigations of De Senarmont on the optical relations of the

micas tend to show that such an admixture exists, and at least

prove that even a very large difference in. the angle of the op-
tical axes does not afford a safe ground for making a distinction

in species. He supposed that this difference arises from a mix-
ture of two micas crystallographically isomorphous but optically

distinct, the one, and the more common class, having the optical

axes in the plane of "the longer diagonal, while in the other they
fall in the plane of the shorter diagonal, as is the case with cry-

ophyllite. Moreover, he was enabled, by crystallizing together

» amorphous salts, to produce artificially the same result,

which we have naturally in the micas. If then the variation of
optical characters results from an isomorphous mixture of optic-

ally distinct species, it is at least probable that the variation of

composition, so far as the oxygen ratio is concerned, may be
caused by a similar mixture of chemically distinct species, and
this view may serve to bring into some sort of order the almost

hopeless confusion which the analyses of micas have hitherto

presented. The magnesian micas phlogopite and biotite are suf-

ficiently distinguished by the character of their bases, and con-

form very closely to the general formula 2R0, Si0 3 ;
bnt there

does not seem to be any good ground for distinguishing between
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the two. The optical distinction, as we have seen, is not specific,

and if sesquioxyds may replace protoxyds, any apparent differ-

ence in the relative proportions of these oxyds is equally of no

value as a ground of separation. Even this last difference, how-

ever, is not constant, and biotite must be regarded as a phlogopite

in which a certain amount of magnesia has been replaced by

protoxyd or sesquioxyd of iron. Passing next to lepidomelane,

we have a pure iron mica in which all the magnesia has been

in like manner replaced. Lastly, the presence or absence of a

small and very variable amount of lithia does not seem to make
any good ground of distinction between lepidolite and musco-

vite, and the only essential difference between these species is

the much greater fusibility of the former, arising probably from

the large amount of alkali and fluorine entering into its compo-

sition, a quality which we have endeavored to express by the

name cryophyllite, following the analogy of the name cryolite.

In lepidolite the oxygen ratio varies very widely between the

extreme limits already named, the variation resulting, according

to our theory, from a mixture of two species, the first having

the type ratio 1 : 1, which we may still call lepidolite, and the

second having the ratio 1 : 2, which has been described in this

paper and called cryophyllite. A similar admixture of an iso-

morphous species having the type ratio 1 : 2 may explain the

equally wide variations in the oxygen ratio of the muscovite,

although the infusible mica corresponding to cryophyllite has

not yet been observed. It is manifest that the theory here ad-

vanced would be very greatly substantiated if it could be shown

that cryophyllite is actually associated with a distinct but iso-

morphous mica having the type ratio 1 : 1, and that it does ac-

tually influence the composition of its associate in the way we

have indicated. Such is the case, as we believe, at the Rockport

locality.

Lepidomelane,—The mica which is associated with cryophyllite

at Rockport (or as we should rather say, with which cryophyl-

lite is associated, for cryophyllite is the subordinate species) is

an iron mica of the species lepidomelane. This is the common
mica of the great granite ledges which form the e.v

Cape Ann. In the granite itself, however, it occurs only m
small flakes forming a very small proportion of the wh
but in the uumerous y«ina v. . . .! :;"• raect the rock, lepidome-

lane is found in crystals of considerable size and so

plates several inches in diameter. The vein, from which most

of the best specimens have been taken, is an offshoot of one ot

the great trap dikes which cross the Cape from north to south

nearly parallel to each other, and consists chiefly •

and felds] .:• d, the quartz

: feldspar lines the hanging walllining the lower wall
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of the vein. The best crystals, both of lepidomelane and of
cryophyllite, are found in the massive feldspar, sometimes in
direct contact and interpenetrating each other, while at other
times they are comparatively isolated. The crystals of the two
minerals resemble each other so closely in their external aspect
that it requires some experience to distinguish them, without
applying the distinctive test soon to be mentioned, and even an
experienced mineralogist might r jgregate of
the two for a homogeneous mass. Like cryophyllite the lepi-

domelane crystallizes in hexagonal prisms with an angle of 120°
between the prismatic planes, as was measured on several specie

mens with an application goniometer. Moreover the crystals
have the same general habitus as those of the associated mica.
They are frequently seen elongated in the direction of the brachyr
diagonal and twinned together on the plane ii, and, in a word,

iption of the crystals of cryophyllite already given ap-
plies equally well to those of lepidomelane; but unfortunately
on account of the great opacity of lepidomelane I have not yet
succeeded in determining its optical relations. There can be no
doubt, therefore, that the two micas are perfectly isomorphous.
But while the outward resemblance of these micas is so striking,

uneralogical characters of the two species are wholly dis-

s will be seen from the following description.

'.rahgical c'h.

%

Ltpidomelane.—The cleav-
age is basal and perfect, but it is not so eminent as in most micas,
and the folia? are not at all or only slightly elastic. The color
is black, and that of the streak dark green, differing wholly
from the color of the streak of cryophyllite, which is light gray
with only a faint tinge of green. The lamina? are opaque unless

exceedingly thin. The luster is very brilliant, inclining to res-

inous on the cleavage face. The sp. gr. was found to be 3-169,
and the hardness about that of calcite, or 3. Before the blow-
pipe it fuses to a black enamel I magnetic,
and this affords another ready means of distinguishing it from
cryophyllite. The fusibility is about that of iron-garnet, or be-
tween 3 and 4 of von Kobell's scale. With borax it forms a
bottle-green glass. The powder when heated in a closed glass
tube gives off water, and its green color changes to a pinchbeckr
brown not unlike that of magnetic pyrites. Heated with bisub
phate of potash it gives a slight reaction for fluorine. The powr
der is easily decomposed by the dilute mineral acids, the silica

separating in fine scales. These characters agree very closely

of the original lepidomelane from Wermland as de*
scribed by Soltmann,* only the more perfect crystals from Jlock^
port enable us to determine the crystalline form with more eey-

* Pogg. Annalen, 1, 664, also Dana's System, 4th edition, vol. ii, page 297.

net, as a

Minera
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an was possible with the minute scales from which the

species was first established.

Analysis of Rock-port Lepidomelane.—My analyses of this mica

are given in the following table. In the analyses 2, 3, and 4,

the same methods were followed which have already been de-

scribed in connection with cryophyllite. In analysis 5, I em-

ployed, with some slight modification, the method first proposed

by H. Saint Claire Deville,* and the close agreement of the fig-

ures obtained by such very different methods serves to confirm

the general accuracy of the result. The determination of the

water was the chief difficulty met with in the analyses. The
water enters so intimately into the composition of the mineral

' xpelled below a low red heat, and then only c" :t~

acid gas the oxydation was prevented and constant results were

obtained. With this precaution portions of the same powder

were ignited, first without and then with oxyd of lead with the

following results

:

The difference is within the limit of probable error, and the

results prove that the fluorine is not expelled at a low red heat.

Moreover the mineral after ignition gave as strong a reaction for

fluorine as before, and when heated to the highest ten

which could be obtained with a gas blast lamp, underwent no

farther loss of weight. This is in accordance with what we

found to be true of cryophyllite; but not in accordance with

the comportment of hydrous minerals into which fluorine enters

as an essential constituent. Compare analyses of Cookeite, this

Journal, [2], xli, 246. These facts, taken in connection with the

circumstance that fluorine was not found by Soltmann in the lepi-

domelane of Wermland, lead to the inference that the fluorine

in the Rockport mineral is an accidental constituent, derived

from the admixture of material foreign to the species itself. The

amount of fluorid of silicon in an nined by the

method of Berzelius; but the limit of error in this process is so

wide that the result can only be r mate. The

analyses which follow were all made on material dried at 100 ,

and selected to represent the different varieties of the mineral

found at Rockport. Analyses 2 and 3 were made from portions

of a mass of compar aerial. No. 4 from a

perfect crystal imbedded in the massive feldspar (rf the vein

already referred to, and the silica determination. No. 1 from

scales picked out from the granite of Boylston Hall in Cam-

bridge, which is built of stone from the Rockport quarries.

* Annaies de Chimic et de Physique, [3], xxiTiii, 5.
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Analysis of Rockport Lepidomelane.

39-50 39-49 3979 39-43

After an examination of the results of the above analyses no
one can doubt that the true oxygen ratio of the mineral Is 1 ; 1

and that the general formula is 2RO, Si0 3 or 2(*R* . *»)3gi. This
is not only the nearest probable formula, but moreover it har-
monizes with the well established formulae of allied species and
with the results of Soltmann's analysis of lepidomelane, a mine-
ral which our Rockport mica resembles most closely in all its

characters. Nevertheless the discrepancy between the actual
and the probable ratio is very great, and cannot possibly be re-

ferred to impure material or imperfect processes. As has been
already stated, the material used in the fourth analysis was a
portion of a perfect crystal completely isolated in a mass of feld-

spar, and the results of this analysis agree almost precisely with
those obtained in No. 5 by an entirely different process and with
wholly different material. Here then are the same unsatisfactory

results, which have been obtained again and again in the analyses
of the micas, and have made it so difficult to reduce to order
this important family of minerals. Fortunately we find at the
Rockport locality what I believe to be the clue to the whole
mystery. The common mica of the granite is there associated
with a second mica containing twice as much silica, but still per-
fectly isomorphous with it in crystalline form. Now if two
isomorphous salts crystallize together from the same solution,
we obtain crystals which are mixtures of the two in definite

oportions, the proportions depending chiefly on the relative

any other means this granite was formed, the two isomorphous
micas, described in this paper, did actually crystallize together,
tor so we find them ; and it is reasonable to suppose that the
same results followed in the one case as in the other, and that

See Ram elsberg'a important paper on this subject, Pogg. Ann, x
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the mica of the Eockport granite is an isomorpbous mixture of

these two distinct species. This conclusion, moreover, is favored

by the fact that lepidomelane—the species to which this mica

undoubtedly belongs—contains in other localities neither lithia

nor fluorine; while on the other hand these same ingredients

are strikingly characteristic of the lepidolite micas, to which

ite is allied. Assuming then that the lithia and fluo-

rine in the analyses belong to the cryophyllite and not to the

lepidomelane, we have endeavored in the following table to

eliminate this disturbing element from our results. Thus, in

column 1 we have repeated the mean result of our analyses.

In column 2 we have the amounts of the several ingredients of

orresponding to 059 per cent of lithia, deduced

analyses of this mineral given above. Subtracting

these quantities from those in the first column we have the

numbers in the third column. In column 4 we have reduced

the same to a percentage composition, and these numbers, ac-

cording to our theory, represent the true composition of the

Eockport lepidomelane. In column 5 we have placed for com-

parison the analysis of lepidomelane by Soltmann.

Reduction of analyses of Lepidomelane.

Silica. 39 55 748 3207 3739 . . • .=1994 I 37*40
Fluorid of silica, 062 050
Alumina, 16-73 244 14-29 16 66 778
Sesquiox. of manganese, 060 005 55 Q'64 019

cryophyll

0-29 11-78 1374 412
116 16-32 1903 4-23

0-62 0-11 51 0-59 024
1066- 1-91 8-75 1Q-20 Ml

27'66 3 29

920 1 61

9915

General formula 2RO, SiO a . Probable rational formula, 2(*R 3
,
*S)3Si-

The result of our calculation, as will be seen, is most satisfac-

tory
; for not only is the oxygen ratio thus obtained exact, but

also the numbers agree very closely with those of Soltmann,

the only apparent discrepancies disappearing when the sum of

the alumina and the oxyds of iron and manganese are compared
together in the two analyses, and the difference in the distribu-

tion of the iron between the two oxyds is unimportant if we

assume as before that the oxyds may replace each other. We
have estimated in both analyses the amount of water among the

bases for the following reasons, which seemed to us conclusive

:

first, because the loss of water is attended by a very marked

change in the color of the mineral—from green to brown—
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proving that the water must be chemically, and not merely hy-
groscopically, combined; secondly, because while water oforj*
tallization would be present in a definite number of equivalents
—one or more—the quantity of water in this mineral obeys no
such law, and only amounts to a small fraction of a single equiv-
alent

; lastly, because the water is only driven out at a high tem-
perature, indicating that it is in a state of intimate combination.
There does not appear to be any simple relation between the
amounts of the protoxyd and sesquioxyd of bases in the Rock-
port lepidomelane ; but the general formula of the mineral may
readily be reduced to that of the magnesian micas by assuming
that a portion of the protoxyd of iron has been replaced by the
sesquioxyd.

The facts advanced in this paper seem to show quite conclu-
sively that the variation in composition of the Eockport lepi-

domelane from the normal type is caused by the admixture of a
second isomorphous mica with a higher oxygen ratio, which we
have called cryophyllite, and this being the case we may expect
to find that similar variations in the composition of other micas
are due to a similar cause, and it will therefore be interesting to

search for the disturbing element at the various localities. Such
will be likely to reveal either the

j

cryophyllite itself or else of some new species analogous to it;

and if the Rockport locality is any guide, such minerals are
more likely to be found in feldspathic veins or nodules of the
granite rather than uniformly diffused through the rock itself.

It is a fact worthy of notice, and which is quite evident from
the above analyses, that the proportions in which cryophyllite
is mixed with lepidomelane are quite constant throughout the

Rockport locality; and this again is wholly in accordance with
the well known facts which have been developed by Rammels-
berg* and others in regard to the crystallization of isomorphous
salts when mixed together in the same solution. It appears from
these investigations that isomorphous salts do not necessarily

crystallize together in every proportion, but that, in most cases
at least, any two given salts have, so to speak, a definite ca-

pacity for each other, and that when the point of saturation is

passed, pure crystals of the salt in excess may be deposited in

direct contact with those which are mixtures of the two. Such
experiments furnish an exact counterpart of the conditions
which we actually realize in the Rockport granite.

Allnte.—The general nature of the vein in which the best crys-
tals, both of cryophvllite and lepidomelane, have been found,
has already been described in the earlier part of this paper.

This vein consists chiefly of quartz and feldspar of the ortho-

* Pogg. Ann., vol. xci, p. 321.
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clase variety. Very fine green colored crystals of the last have

been obtained here, and good crystals of the usual color are

abundant. Associated with the orthoclase I have frequently

noticed a compact variety of albite distinguished by a peculiar

luster and very marked striation on the plane of easy cleavage.

It resembles somewhat, in outward aspect, oligoclase, but the

miiien.il had the characteristic cleavages of a cliimchise feldspar,

and the angle on it measured with an application goniometer

93°. Moreover it Contains, if any, only the merest trace of lime.

The albite is actually imbedded" in the orthoclase, and the inti-

mate association ot these two heteromorphous species is worthy

of notice.

Malacone.—The same vein contains also a peculiar variety of

zircon, which is probably identical with the malacone of Scheerer,

only somewhat more altered. The crys- 2 .

tals have the general form represented

in the figure, and resemble the crystals,

of zircon from Expailly in France. On
account of the great predominance of the

planes h'andil, they resemble the rhom-
bic dodecahedron of the regular system,
and can only be distinguished from this

form by the distribution of the modify-
ing planes; since on account of the
strong curvature of the faces the limits

of necessary uncertainty in the measure-
ment of the angles cover the whole difference between this

form and the corresponding form of zircon. In the ordinary

method of representing the crystals of zircon the relation of

the forms just referred to does not appear; but if we refer the

planes of the zircon crystals to axes corresponding in position

to those of the allied form of the regular system, the really close

affinity of the two becomes evident. Thus the ratio of the axes,

which in the regular system is unity, is in zircon a :
5=0-906: 1,

and the angle It on il, which in the dodecahedron equals 120°,

is in the zircon crystal equal to 123° 19'. In the figure here

given the crystal has been drawn and the planes lettered with

reference to the axes of the dodecahedron, and this must be

borne in mind when comparing it with other figures of zircon.

The most striking pee . ..Is is the strong curv-

ature of the terminal faces, which has been indicated in the fig-

ure, and which, as already intimated, renders accurate measure-

ments impossible. Nevertheless, within the limits of necessary

uncertainty the angles measured the same as those of zircon.

The small planes not lettered on the crystal for want of space

are ii and t'3.

The color both of the crystal and the powder is brownish-red,
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not altered by ignition. Luster i

ne on different specimens, evidently varying with the
degree of alteration, and becoming more brilliant after ignition.
Fracture after ignition conchoidal and very brilliant, but vary-
ing on the natural crystals, like the luster, with the degree
of alteration. There is no distinct cleavage. Hardness before

from 5 to 5-5; after ignition from 7 to 7*5. Specific
gravity bef ! -986 to 4-040, the extreme limits
observed

; after ignition 4-095. Before the blowpipe the mitt-
era] is infusible. In a closed tube it gives off water, which has

alkaline reaction, but becomes acid when the mineral
heated more intensely. With bisulphate of potash gives
Wht reaction for fluorine.

m '

eulty in melted borax,

tion for fluorine. The powder dissolves with
difficulty in melted borax, giving only the reaction for ._

In phosphorus f with great difficulty and
npletely, giving in the reducing flame, even when treated with

u" on charcoal, a colorless glass. The mineral is partially de-

composed by hydrochloric acid ; more perfectly by strong sul-

phuric acid, and completely by fusion with carbonate of soda.
An imperfect analysis gave the following results:

Silica, 27-90

Zircorria, 66-93

S.'squioxyd of iron with trace of manganese, - 2 ,5'7

Water, 2-19

These numbers must give very nearly the composition of the

analyzed; but the composition must vary with the de-

gree of alteration, and probably no two specimens would give

the same result. The material used was the best I

could command, but not so good us might be desired, and I am
happy to learn that a more trustworthy analysis will soon be pub-
lished. On comparing these numbers with Scheerer's analyses
of malacone, it appears that the amount of silica is somewhat

the result of furl i r alteration. The '/M : >nia was examined for

ve results.

m could be obtained with the
blowpipe, all that in the presence of so large

>l zireoni i a small amo mt -night have escaped no-

& -'

' 1 from the mineral was converted

. and the solution when evaporated cry.-r

tiu ' last drop, forming a large mass of white silk
v
'needles. A

1 '

' tug vellou In a sol iti< i of the x.me I'hlorid, oxali.

acid produced a voluminous precipitate, which, when the solu-
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tion was cold, readily dissolved in an excess of the rea
j

the more readily the larger the quantity of free hy ,

acid present. If the solution was heated to boiling during the

precipitation, the precipitate was not easily redissolved ; but by

d.iv-tnij; it for .-ryeral hours with a very large excess of oxalic

i. In a similar solu-

tion of the chlorid, a strong solution of sulphate of potash pro-

duced a precipitate, which in the presence of free hv<!

. lily dissolved in aft excess of the reagent if the solution

was kept cold. But if the eolttti ring the pre-

cipitation, the precipitate did not thus redissolve; but it imme-

diately diss a small amount of dilute sulphu-

ric acid. From a solution of the chlorid of zirconium, ammonia
throws down a gelatinous precipitate, but th ~

;

-. -in a?: -a v.:.<

entirely prevented I th< Iditio f t.n rie a< id. The hydrate

thus obtained, when heated before the blowpipe, became intensely

] iminou.s and changt d tut > a hard granular powder insoluble in

all dilate acids. After digesting it, however, for several hours

in strong sulphuric acid, it was converted into a sulphate, which

dissolved completely on diluting the acid with water. These

reactions appear to 'indicate that the zirconia was quite, if not

entirely, free from an admixture of other earths, and the manner

in which its reactions are modified by the temperature is the

probable explanation of the confusion on the subject which is

found in many text-books. The two modifications of zirconia,

shed by Berzelius, seem to be repeated in many of its

compounds, and malacone stands in the same relation to ordinary

zircon that the soluble oxalate and sulphate do to the insoluble

varieties. The malacone at Eockport is unquestionably in pro-

cess of alteration, but whether the original mineral was the or-

dinary zircon or what we may call the normal malacone, I have

not yet been able to determine.

Art. XXVIL—On a possible Geological Cause of Chan .

Position of the Axi bv John Eva>~=.

F.R.S*

At a time when the causes which have led to climatal changes

in van- is parts of the dob • are the subject of so much discus-

sion, but little apology rig the attention of this

Society to what possibly may have been one of these causes,

though it h srto escaped observation.
That great changes of climate have taken place, at all events

in the northern hemisphere of the globe, is one of the best estab-
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not been noticed

may possibly be considered as due,

amount of geological observation, than to an absence of the phe-
nomena indicative of such alterations in climatal conditions
having occurred.

The evidence of the extreme refrigeration of this portion of
the earth at the Glacial Period is constantly receiving fresh cor-
roboration, and various theories have been proposed which ac-

Vanations in t.h distri! dion of land and water, changes in
the direction of the Gulf Stream, the greater or less eccentricity
of the earth's orbit, the passage of the solar system thiv Bgh i
cold region in space, fluctuations in the amount of heat radiated
by the sun, alternations of heat and cold in the northern and
southern hemispheres, as consequent upon the precession of the

equinoxes, and even changes in the position of the center of
gravity of the earth and consequent displacements of the po-
lar axis, have all been adduced as causes calculated to produce
the effects observed ; . ai in Jed on each of these
data is no doubt familiar to all.

The possibility of an in the axis of rotation

of the earth has been so distinctly denied by Laplace* and all

-•>
.[ 1 i, i~ tint ; 1 \ '

i < > in \ii.Muiiili i_e,

however tempting as affording a solution of certain difficulties,

has been rejected by nearly all geologists as untenable.

Sir Henry James, f however, writing to the 'Athenaeum'
in I860, stated that he had long since arrived at the

conclusion that there was no possible exj anati. n oi some of
the geological phenomena testifying to the climate at certain

spots having greatly varied at' different periods, without the

s in the position of the axis of

'a rotation. He then, assuming as an admitted fact that
the earth is at present lened crust, showed
that slaty ol< . and undulations in the various
strata are results which might be expected fromjthe crust of the
earth having to assume a new <

' rased to re*

volve on a new axis, and advanced the theory that the elevation
of mountain il than at present known pro-
duced these changes in the position of the poles.

The subject was ib- tters from Sir Henry
James, the Astronomer Royal, Professors Beete Jukes and Hen-
nessy, and others, but throughout the discussion the principal

question at issue seems to have been whether any elevation of a

* Mec. C6L, voL v, p. 14. f Athenaum, Aug. 25, 1860, Ac.
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lass could i

rotation of the globe a

the negative.

At an earlier period (1848) the late Sir John Lubbock, in a

short but conclusive paper in the 'Quarterly Journal of the

Geological Society'* pointed out what would have been the

effect had the axis of rotation of the earth not originally corres-

ponded with the axis of figure, and also mentioned some con-

9 which appear to have been absent from Laplace's

Sir John Lubbock, however, in common with other astrono-

mers, appears to have regarded the of a BoMd

nucleus with a body of water distributed over a portion of its

surface; and there can be but little doubt that, on this assump-

tion of the solidity of the earth, the usually received doctrines

as to the general persistence of the direction of the poles are

almost unassailable.

Directly, however, that we argue from the contrary assump-

tion that the solid portion of the izl >b c » i.-ists <>i a c • npai -

i. but to some extent rigid cru.-t with a 'laid nucleus of

incandescent mineral matter v. : . -t. from va-

rious causes, is liable to changes disturbing its equilibrium, it

becomes apparent that such disturbarnvs may lead, if not to

a ehanir j m the t>o-m >n of t; h _r moral axis of the srlo'v. yet at

all events to a change in the relative positions of the solid crust

and the flaid asequence to a change in the axis

of rotation, so a Qoneeroed.
The existence in the center of the globe of a mass of matter

fluid by heat, though accepted as a fact by many, if not most

ts has no doubt been called in question by some, and

among them a few of great eminence, The gradual ii

- found to take place as we de-

scend beneath the surface of the earth, and which has been ob-

served in mines and deep borings all over the world, the exist-

ence of hot springs, some of the temperature of boiling water,

and the traces of volcanic action, either extinct or still in opera-

tion, which occur in all parts of the globe, afford strong argu-

ment in favor of the hypothesis of central heat.

And though we are at presenl th the exact

law of the increment of heat at different depths, and t

doubt, under enormous pressure the temperature of t

point of all substances may be considerably raised, yet the fact

of the heat increasing with the depth from the surface seems so

well established that t£ that at a certain depth

such a degree of heat must be attained as would reduce all mm-
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eral matter with which we are acquainted into a state of fusion.
"When once this point was attained, it seems probable that there
would be no very great variation in the temperature of the in-

ternal mass; but whether the whole is in one uniform state of
fluidity, or whether there is a mass of solid matter in the center
of the fluid nucleus, are questions which do not affect the hy-
pothesis about to be considered.

Those who are inclined to regard the earth as a solid or nearly
solid mass throughout, consider that many volcanic phenomena
may be accounted for on the chemical "theory, which has re-

ceived the support, among others, of Sir Charles Lyell. But
apart from the consideration that such chemical action must of
necessity be limited in its duration, the existence of local seas of
fluid matter, resulting from the heat generated by intense chem-
ical action, would hardly account for the increase of heat at
great depths in places remote from volcanic centers; and the

. ...; - -.
,

.'

amount of upheaval and subsidence as evidenced by the thick-

ness of the - seem inconsistent either with the
general solidity of the globe or anv very great thickness of its

crust.

The supposition that the gradual oscillations of the surface of
the earth, of which we have evidence all over the world as hav-
ing taken place ever since the formation of the earliest known

by gas and the su - quent d p -tion of certain vast bladdery
cavities in the crust of the earth, can hardly be generally ac-

cepted.

Those who wish to see the arguments for and against the
theory of there being a fluid -nucleus within the earth's crust,

and fairly stated in Naumann's 'Lehrbuch
der Geognosie. '* My object is, not to discuss that question,
but to point out v hat. assuming the theory to be true, would be
some of the effects resulting from such a condition of things,

more especially as affecting climatal changes. The agreement
or disagreement between these hypothetical results and obser-
ved facts may ultimately assist in testing the truth of the as-

The simplest form in which we cai

to each other of a solid crust and a
together is that of a sphere.

Let A C B D be a hollow sphere c<

and of per: kness :

filled with the fluid matter E. over which the "solid sneu
freely move, and let the whole be in uniform rotation about i
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axis FG, the line CD representing the equator,

that in such a case, the hollow sphere being in
]

rium, its axis and that of its fluid

contents would perpetually coin- v

cide. If, however, the equilibri-

um of the shell or crust be de-

st roved, as, for instance, by the

addition of a mass of extraneous
matter at H, midway between the

pole and the equator, not only

would the position of the axis of

rotation be slightly affected by cj
the alteration in the position of

the center of gravity of the now
sphere, but the centrifu-

gal force of the excess of matter
at H would gradually draw over
the shell toward D until, by slid-

ing over the nucleus, it attained

its greatest possible distance from
the center of revolution by ar-

riving at the equator. The resultant effect would be that though

the whole sphere continued to revolve around an axis as nearly

as possible in the line F G, yet the position of the pole of the

hollow shell would have been changed by 45°, as by the passage

of H to the equator the points I and K would have been

brought to the poles by spirals constantly decreasing in diameter,

while A and B, by spirals constantly increasing, would have at

last come to describe circles midway between the poles and the

equator.

The axis of rotation of the hollow sphere and that of its fluid

contents would now again coincide, and would continue to do so

perpetually unless some fresh disturbance in the equilibrium of

the shell took place.

If instead of the addition of fresh matter at H we had sup-

posed an excavation or removal of some portion of the shell, a

movement in the axis of rotation of the shell would also have

ensued, since from the diminished centrifugal force of that por-

tion of the hollow sphere where the excavation had taken place,

it would no longer equipoise the corresponding portion on the

opposite side at I, and the excavated spot would eventually find

its way to the pole.

In order more clearly to exhibit these effects, I have prepared

a model in accordance with a suggestion of Mr. Fra
F.R.S., in which a wheel representing a section of a hollow

sphere has its axis, upon which it can freely turn, fixed in a

frame, which is itself made to revolve in such a manner that the
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axis of its rotation passes through one of the diameters of the
wheel, and coincides with what would be the axis of the sphere
of which the wheel is a section.

In the periphery of the wheel are a number of adjustable
screws with heavy heads, so that, by screwing any of them in
or out, the addition of matter or its abstraction at any part of
the sphere may be represented.

If by adjusting these screws the wheel could be brought into
perfect equilibrium, its position upon its own axis would remain

1 in whatever position it was originally placed, not-

Dg any amount of rotation being given to the frame in
which it is hung: but practically it is found that with a certain

-ition of the screws a certain part of the wheel coin-

cides with the axis of the frame, or becomes the pole around
which the sphere revolves. The rim of the wheel is graduated
so as to show the position of the poles in all cases, and gen-
erally speaking the wheel always settles down after rotation
with the pole within three or four degrees of the same spot, if

tion has been made in the adjustment of the screws,
though of course what was the uppermost pole may become the
lower one; and in some cases the wheel maybe in

with a projecting screw either above or below the equator, in

which ;:h • there may be four readings on the circle at the index-
point, according as the one pole or the other is uppermost, and

rting screw is above or below the equator.

With the screws on the wheel evenly balanced, a slight alter-

ation in the adjustment of any of them immediately tells upon
the position of what, for convenience sake, may be called the
poles, except, indeed, in such rases, as screwing' outward those
already at the equator, or trial . in the ad-

justment of two screws at equal distances on either side of one
of the poles. If a screw be turned outward so as notably to

project at any spot, no matter how near to the pole, it will be
found, after the machine has been a short time in revolution, in

the region of the equator. Or again, if one or, better still, two
opposite screws al the equator be turned inward, they will be
found after a short period of revolution at the poles.

Now let us assume for a moment that, though the crust was
partially covered by water, the earth, instead of being a spher-
oid, was a perfect spher ardened crust of mod-
erate thickness supported on a fluid nucleus over which the

travel freely in any direction, but both impressed

same original rotatory motion, so that without some
disturbing cause they would continue to revolve forever upon
the same axis, and as if they were one homogeneous body. Let
us assume, moreover, that this crust, though in perfect equilibri-

um on its center of rotation, was not evenly spherical externally,
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but had ceri

ted in natm
the sea.

It is evident that so long as those continents and islands re-

mained unaltered in ih"ir > mdition and extent, the relative po-

sition of the crust to the enclosed fluid nucleus would remain

unaltered also. But supposing those projecting masses were

either further upheaved from some internal cause, or worn down
and ground away by the sea or by subaerial agency and deposi-

ted elsewhere, it seems impossible but that the same effects must

ensue as we see resulting upon the model from the elevation

and depression of certain screws, and that the axis of rotation of

the crust of the sphere would be changed in consequence of its

having assumed i pea | c on its fluid nucleus, though the

axis of the whole sphere might have retained its original direc-

tion, or have altered from it only in the slightest degree.

An irregular accumulation of ice at one or both of the poles,

such as BOp| ar, would act in the same manner
as an elevation of the land; and even assuming that the whole

land had disappeared from above the surface of the sea, yet if

by marine i
i parts of the universal ocean

were deepened and the deeper parts filled up, there would, owing

to the different specific gravity of the transported soil and the

displaced water, be a disturbance in the equilibrium of the crust,

in the position of its axis of rotation.

[ this be true of a a] - ibject to cer-

tain modifications, be true of a spheroid so slightly oblate as our

&
The main difference in the two cases is, that in a sphere the

crust m;i\ a-- 1 mi - anv position upon the nucleus without any al-

crust over a similar spheroidal nucleus, every por-

tion of its internal structure must be more or less disturbed as

the curvature at ea h p »int will he slightly altered.

The extent of the resistance to an alteration of position aris-

ing from this eanse will depend upon thc'oblateness of the

the crust ; while the

thicker the latter is, the less also will be the proportionate effect

of such elevations, subsidences, and denudations as those with

which we are acquainted. The question of friction upon the

nucleus is also one that would have to be considered, as the

internal matter though fluid might be viscous.
It will of course be borne in mind that the elevations and de-

pressions of the surface of the globe are not, on the theory now
under cons , the proportion they

bear to the earth's i their relation to the

thickness of the earth's crust; an . g #*• Hop-

a consequ.
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10,000 feet,

appreciable ratio to the 800 or 1,000 miles which he as-
signs as the thickness of the earth's crust.

It is, however, to be remarked that the extremely ingenious
speculations of Mr. Hopkins are based on the phenomena of
precession and nutation, and that if once the possibility of a
change in the position of the axis of rotation of the earth's crust
be admitted, it is not improbable that the value of some of the
data upon which the calculations of these movements are found-
ed may be affected.

The supposition of the thickness of the crust being so great
seems also not only entirely at variance with observed facts as
to the increase of heat on descending beneath the surface of the
earth, but to have been felt by Mr. Hopkins himself to offer

such obstacles to any communication between the surface of the
globe and its interior, that he has had recourse to an hypothesis
of large spaces in the crust at no great depth from the surface,
and filled with easily-fusible materials, in order to account for vol-
canic and other phenomena.
But though it may be possible to account for volcanoes upon

such an assumption, yet, as al
1

elevation and depression, such
more especially the existence of vast geological faults, cannot
without enormous difficulty be reconciled with such a theory.

Taking the increment of heat as 1° Fahrenheit for every 55
or 60 feet* in descent, a temperature of 2400° Fahr. would be
reached at about 25 miles, sufficient to keep in fusion such rocks
as basalt, greenstone, and porphyry ; and such a thickness ap-

pears much more consistent with the fluctuations in level, and
the internal contortions and fractures of the crust which are

everywhere to be observed. Sir William Armstrong, on the as-

sumption of the temperature of subterranean fusion being 3000°
Fahr., considers that the thickness of the film which separates
us from the fiery ocean beneath would be about 34 miles.

Even assuming a thickness of 50 miles, so as to make still

greater allowance for the increased difficulty of fusion under
heavy pressure, the thickness of the crust would only form one-

eightieth part of the radius of the earth ; or if we represent the
earth by a globe 13 feet in diameter, the crust would be one
inch in thickness, while the difference between the polar and
equatorial diameters would be half an inch.

In such a case, the elevation or wearing away of continents
such as are at present in existence, rising, as some of them do,

nearly a quarter of a mile on an average above the mean sea-

* Page, ' Advanced Text-book of Geology,' p. 30.

**• Jour. Sci.-Secosd Sep. f .March, 1867.
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level, would cause a great disturbance in the equilibrium of the

crust, sufficient to overcome considerable- resistance in its at-

) regain a state of equilibrium by a movement over its

nucleus.

Whether the thickness of the earth's crust was not in early

geological times less than at present, so as to render it more sus-

ceptible of alterations in position—whether the spheroid of the

fluid mineral nucleus corresponds in form with the spheroid of

water which gives the general contour of the globe—whether or

no there are elevations and depressions upon the nucleus corres-

ponding to some extent with the configuration of the outer

crust, and whether the motion of the crust upon it, besides effect-

ing climatal changes, might not also lead to some elevations

and depressions of the land, and produce some of the other phe-

nomena mentioned by Sir Henry James, are questions which I

will leave for others to discuss.

My object is simply to call attention to what appears to me
the fact, that if, as there seems reason to suppose, our globe con- .

sists of a solid crust of no great thickness resting on a fluid nu-

cleus, either with or without a solid central core, and if this

crust, as there is abundant evidence to prove, is liable to great

disturbances in its equilibrium, then it of necessity follows that

changes take place in the position of the crust with regard to

the nucleus, and an alteration in the position of the axis of ro-

tation, so far as the surface of the earth is concerned, ensues.

Without in the slightest degree undervaluing other causes

which may lead to climatal changes, I think that possibly we
may have here a vera causa such as would account for extreme

variations from a tropical to an arctic temperature at the same

spot, in a simpler and more satisfactory manner than any other

hypothesis.

The former existence of cold in what are now warm latitudes

might, and probably did in part, arise from other causes than a

change in the axis of rotation, but no other hypothesis can well

account for the existence of traces of an almost tropical vegetation

within the arctic circle.

Of the former existence of such a vegetation, the evidence,

though strong, is not conclusive. But °if the fossil plants of

' 1. i'M it 75 Y, • which appear to agree general-
ly with those from the English coal-measures, really grew ^VoX\
the spot where they were now discovered, they seem to afford

conclusive evidence of a change in the position of the pole since

the period at which they grew, as such vegetation must be con-

sidered impossible in so high a latitude.

The corals and Orthoceratites from Griffiths Island and Corn-

wallis Island, and the Liassic Ammonites from Point Wilkie,

* Lyell, 'Principles of Geology,' 1853, p. 86.
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Prince Patrick's Island, tell the same story of the former exist-
ence of something like a subtropical climate at places at present
well within the arctic circle.

To use the words of the Kev. Samuel Haughton,* in describ-
ing the fossils collected by Sir F. L. McClintock, "The discov-
ery of such fossils in situ, in 76° N. latitude, is calculated to
throw considerable doubt upon the theories of climate, which
would account for all past changes of temperature by changes
in the relative position of land and water on the earth's surface;"
and I think that all geologists will gi tth t • - remark, and
feel that if the possibility of a change in the position of the
axis of rotation of the crust of the earth were once admitted,
it would smooth over many difficulties they now encounter.

That some such change is indeed taking place at the present
moment may not unreasonably be inferred from the observations
of the Astronomer Royal, wh >, in is Report to the Board of

r the following language, though
"only for the sake of embodying his description of the observed

he refers the discrepancies noticed to " some peculiarity
of the instrument The transit circle and collima
present those appearances of agreement between themselves and
of change with respect to the stars which seem explicable only
on one of two suppositions—that the ground itself shifts with
respect to the general earth, or that the axis of rotation changes
its position."

Art. XXVIII.— On Fluorescence; by J. Exeu Loughlin,
Philadelphia.

In the year 1845, Sir J. Herschel published two papers in the

Philosophical Transactions,' on what he termed the epipolic

EuM searches were made upon sulphate
of quinia and other organic substances, from which researches
he deduced the conclusion that the colors came from the surface
of the liquid at which the light entered, and that a ray of light
having once passed through such a stratum has lost the power of
reproducing the same effect. Sir D. Brewster, in 1846, in a

Paper read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh, drew atten-
tion to a similar phenomenon in a solution of the green principle
of leaves, a teas of Sir J. Herschel, by show-

waa dispersed not merely at the surface, but
f°r a long subject was
taken up by Mr. Stokes of Cambridge, and by him ably dis-

cussed. He examined many organic substances and arrived at

* Journal of the Royal Dublin Society, vol. i, p. '244.
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several valuable conclusions. He was the first to examine the

fluorescent nature of glass colored by oxyd of uranium.

In June of the present year, I commenced a series of experi-

ments upon the tinctures and infusions of the leaves, barks, and

roots of various plants. A beam of sunlight was the agent em-

ployed for illumination. The apparatus, that of Prof Stokes.

Of the specimens examined, those worthy of note, with their

results, are given in the following table

:

Tinct. of Quassia root, - light green.
" Veratrum viride leaves, greenish-yellow.
" Aconite root, orange-yellow.
" Opium, greenish-yellow.
* Belladonna leaves, yellowish-green.

t leaves, light green.

ing matter, as several of them gai

the presence of chlorophyll. On
following results

:

Tinct. of Quassia, light green.
" Veratrum viride, yellowish -green.
" Aconite, yellowish-green.
" Opium, deep yellow tint.

" Belladonna, yellowish-green.
-" Stramonium, light green.
• Nux vomica, light green.

Tinct. of Nux vomica deserves more than passing notice

;

when deprived of color it gave a faint green tint in place of the

original yellow tint. All the alkaloids of the above that could

be obtained were examined., viz

:

Quassia, distinct light green,
J

Codeia, faint green passing to

Veratria, yellowish-green.
j

orange.

Aconitia, yellowish-green. j Atropia, yellowish green.

Morphia, yeHow. I Strychnia, faint green passing to

Narcotina, yellow. orange.

The next step was the examination of the fluorescence shown

on the pouring of infusions of different substances into water

contained in a tall jar, also the fluorescence shown by paper

saturated with different infusions. The flame of burning sul-

phur served as the illuminating agent. The intensity of color

varied as is shown in the table.

Paper. Liquid.

Infusion of Esculin, distinct, distinct.
" Cinchona, pale, distinct.

Quassia, pale, distinct.
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pale.

"
Galls, distinct, distinct.

For the light of sulphur was then substituted that of the fob
lowing illuminating agents, alcohol flame colored by different

substances being used, with the accompanying results.

Red by nitrate of strontia, no action.

Green by nitrate of baryta, indistinct.

Yellow by chlorid of sodium, no action.

"Violet by chlorid of potassium, similar to sulphur.

Red by carbonate of lithia, indistinct.

Blue by blue fire, very distinct.

Potassium, distinct.

Magnesium, no action.

The infusions of the above were spread upon paper and made
to receive the solar spectrum. Those that produced elongation
of the violet portion were

—

Infusion of Cinchona, very decided.
" Esculin, very decided.

Art. XXIX.—Note on Dr. Andrews1 paper on the Glacial Drift;*
by E. W. Hilgard, Prof, of Chemistry, University of Missis-

Dr. Andrews' interesting paper on the Drift of Illinois, in
the January number of this Journal, defines in a precise manner
a point which I have heretofore failed to find distinctly elucida-
ted, viz : the exact stratigraphical relations of the great strati-

fied deposits of sand and gravel in the Northwest to such as ex-
hibit unquestionable evidences of glacier action, and not only
those which, so far as their character was concerned, might
equally as well be referred to that of stranded floes, or shore-ice.
It seemed strange, indeed, that the former should be absent,
where so much of glacial transporting agency was apparent.
The occurrence of glacier-scored rocks is likely, in general, to

oe confined to a moderate distance from the parent glacier.

Apart from the terminal moraine, we find them frozen into
the bottom or sides of the glacier, and of* course into the corres-

ponding surfaces of the iceberg detached from it. They are

therefore liberated by thawing long before those unscored an-
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gular blocks, which, by falling ir

in the mass of the glacier witho

It is only when two thick glaciers unite into one at a very acute

angle, that scored rocks may become imbedded in the interior
]

I

of the combined mass, and afterward be conveyed to considera-

ble distances in an iceberg.

Stratification, therefore, must always be the criterion between d

the moraine and the deposits formed of the ballast dropped by
j

I

floating ice, though, from the mode of formation, distinct or con-

tinuous stratification could not be expected even in the latter.
J

s

Dr. Andrews specially mentions the stratification of the drift

penetrated in the Chicago tunnel, and that by great care it can g|

be observed in the greater part of the formation. The latter is I

therefore clearly not of the moraine character—it is the result of

the combined action of water and floating ice, as required by
\

I

the hypothesis advanced in the paper referred to by him. Nor
does the occurrence of the true "glacial drift " beneath the strat-

ified beds in any way detract from the importance of the latter,

and the necessity of assigning the origin of their " thick masses
; '

to a cause more powerful in degree and more widely active, than

is implied in the sentence quoted from Dana's Manual.
While angular blocks do occur in the stratified drift of middle

Illinois and Missouri, they, nevertheless, manifestly decrease in

proportion to those of rounded form, as we advance southward;

and the lithological composition of the " Orange Sand " of the
^

1

Southwest is precisely such as we should expect to result from

the modification, in proportion to distance and lower latitude, of

the agencies to which the stratified drift of the Northwest seems

to owe its conformation.

University of Mississippi, Feb. 2, 1867.

Having lately had an opportunity to examine a specimen of

"surface oil/* so called, from Santa Barbara county, in

nia, I present the following experimental results in the hope

that they may not be without interest, as an addition to our

knowledge of one extreme of that class of hydrocarbons which

occur in nature in the fluid form, and of every denai

those which are but litij r down to the lightest

naphtha found in a natural state.

It is proper to state that the chemical examination of this

sample had chiefly a technical object, to prove whether or not

illuminating oil of good quality could be obtained from the dis-
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j product vras'divided as follow*

It 52° (-885

53° (-908

sp.gr.), 50-0

17-5
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illation of so dense a body. The experiments were conducted
n quantities of from five to ten gallons each. The crude oil

ras very dark, almost black, transmitting yellow brown light in

bin films. At ordinary temperatures (60° F.) it is a thick, viscid

quid, resembling coal tar, but with only a very slight odor.

Its density at 60° F. is 0980 or 13° Baume. It retains, me-
hanically entangled, a considerable quantity of water, which is

eutral in its reaction. The odor of sulphydric acid, which is

" Mn this product, as I have noted in its locality, had

f watery vapor. It yields by a primary distillation no produ
aving a less density than 0-844, or 37° B. at 52° F.

Distillation to dryness produced in two trials an average r

In one of these trials the t

Oil, of density 29° B. i

24-75 "

Coke, water, loss, &c,

100-0

The coke is very large in quantity, strong, and is a good fuel,

resembling gas-house coke. The odor of ammonia is given off

toward the close of the distillation.

It is well known to distillers of petroleum that by the process

called " cracking," heavy oils unfit for illumination are broken
up into bodies of less density, from light naphtha to the heavier

ting and lubricating oils. This process is simply the

u of a carefully regulated heat producing a slow distil-

lation. By this treatment the molecules apparently rearrange
themselves into groups of different density, which by a subse-

quent distillation are divided into fractions (or "heaps" as Mr.
Warren calls them) of tolerably constant boiling points.

The first distillate, having a density of about -890 at 60° F.,

treated in this manner, yielded a product having a density of
about -885 at 60°, or only 1° Baume lower than before distilla-

tion. After treatment with sulphuric acid and soda and redis-

tilling from soda, it had a density of '880 at 60° F. Upon re-

distilling, 100 measures of this last distillate yielded

—

Light oil having a density of about -834 at 60° F., 21-58

Heavy « « " " -880 " 60° R, 37-41

" " « « " -916 " 64° F., 34-53

Coke, &c, 6-48

100-00
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In another experiment undertaken with a view to "cracking,"

&c, treating and redistilling with soda, the products were as fol-

lows, stated in percentages of the whole quantity operated on,

the several steps being as before.

Naphtha,* sp. gr. about -760 at 60'

100-00

The illuminating oil from both these experiments, after treat-

ment with sulphuric acid and soda in the usual manner, acquired

an agreeable odor, a light straw-yellow color, and burned as

well in a lamp as good commercial oil.

With a view to test the effect of heat aided by pressure in

breaking up the heavy hydrocarbons—a method of treating

heavy hydrocarbon oils patented in 1866 by Mr. James Young
of Glasgow—a portion of the first distillate from the crude oil

was subjected during distillation to a pressure of ten to fifteen

pounds to the square inch, in an apparatus adapted to the pur-

pose, the distillate thus obtained being about the same density

as in the first named experiment, '890 at 60° F.

From this distillate were obtained, after the ordinary treat-

ment with sulphuric acid and soda, the following products:

Light oil, sp. gr. -825 at 60° R, - - 192 p. c.

Heavy " » -885 " " - - 25'86 "

Coke, loss, &c.

The illuminating oil from the last experiment flashed at 80 F.

and lighted on the surface at 85° F., showing the presence ot

naphtha or some very light body, the quantity of which cannot

be very considerable. The light oil could with care be taken

off in practice without materially diminishing the yield of illu-

minating oil. It would be rash to conclude that there may not

t economical advantage in employing in the large

'j method of treatment under pressure, oveF^,'MnYoun^s
oi - cracking" by a regulated heat alone. It is highly probable

that there would be found an important saving of time, as under

a regulated pressure and a corresponding increase of tempera-

ture, the transformation of the heavy oils into a mixture ot

those of less density, will occur more speedily. The experi-

ments herein mentioned gave nearly the same result whether

* This naphtha caught fire from a match at an atmoat>heric temperature of 66° F-
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pressure was used or not; a certain loss, all falling upon the
lighter portions, was found to result from leakage of the appa-
ratus under pressure, which in the larger way of operating com-
mercially could be avoided.
No paraffine could be detected by refrigerating the heavy oils

obtained in these distillations in a mixture of salt and ice. It

is no doubt the absence of this body from the series of products
. that accounts for the

ting oil burning well at a density considerably below
the commercial standard for oil obtained from Pennsylvania pe-
troleum—a difference enhanced also by the absence of any con-
siderable quantity of light naphtha. The lubricating oils of

8, likewise free from paraffine, retain on this account
their fluidity at low temperatures.
The light oils obtained in this series of experiments corres-

pond respectively to 12-96, 14-56 and 18'96 per centum of the
crude oil. The total commercial products are about 60 per cent
of the crude body, which likewise yields sufficient coke to supply
the fuel required in the distillations.

In the large way, by returning the lightest oils to the heav-
ier portions in the successive distillations and employing Mr.
Young's method by pressure, it is probable the product of light

or illuminating oils may be raised in these very heavy natural

products to 30 per cent.

.It is evident frc

oils containing no naphtha
tha series under the action of heat by molecular transformations,

the excess of carbon being left behind as coke; each successive

distillation eliminating a new but always a diminished portion of
carbon.

I am indebted to Mr. A. J. Corning, formerly assistant to Mr.
Warren, for conducting th - i - .1- • der my direction; and
'o M. ssrs. Downer and M Trill, of the kerosene works in South
Boston, I am under many obligations for the permission to em-
ploy their operative laboratory in conducting this research. As
before stated, the research had chiefly a technical object, the
points of scientific interest being subordinate in a great decree.
For the crude material operated on 1 am ind< btrd ro the Califor-
nia Petroleum Company, from whose estate it was derived.

Nbie.—Jn the number of this Journal for May, 1865, I published
the analyses of a sample of crude petroleum, believed by me to
be from a v,

_."' in Santa
Barbara county, California. This sample, as well as a subse-
quent one in larger quantity, came to me under seal from respon-
sible parties and no question of its authenticity, until a very
recent period, ever reached me. It is now confidently asserted,
Am. Jour. Sci.-Seconi> Series, Vol. XLIII, No. 128.-Mabch, 1867.
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by certain parties, that the samples in question were so:

by the addition of refined commercial petroleum. An inquiry

instituted privately by rne has elicited from the parties

ately cone-.: an emphatic denial of

the charge of falsification. ;ind if any such fraud has been per-

petrated lam well persuaded that ti.-- responsibility falls else-

where. My investigations in this direction are unreiaxed, and
the truth cannot remain long concealed.

2few Haren, January 14th, 1867.

S C I E N T I F I C IXTELLIGENC E.

1. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On the influence of the absorption of heat vpon the formation of

dexo.—The long pending controversy between Magnus and fyndail in re-

t!i<- . .j-i i ity <>: '!.-•
i v !: it n^ ;.i! ! ah- ii ,. t powers of bodies.principle of the equality of the ra h c .._ .

The apparatus .-mpl-ei,.! o.n-i-N-d of a horizontal brass tube, which

o.iil.1 he h./at.-.l i-'i h..r. hv meat)- of a row of burn.;v-, and served to

brought to a coi Magnus based upo:

turned up vertically so as to form the radiating jet of gas or vapor;

the other was counected with a bellows, while by means .;"

:

---

viously dried or passed through water at a knov ;

pure aqueous vapor could be employed to form a

was suspended over the jet so that its tempera-

uld be determined with sufficient accuracy. The heat

fall upon

nd placed

i lowed to fall upon one -

thermo-piie provided in a double

cheat of card-board. The effect produced by the radiation of heat from

other sources than the jet of gas or vapor was compensated
a second and precisely equal source of heat upon the other siu- >(' the

Wli. !, t'.t ail wa- pa—, I t c -i^-l, vs :*t i th

:'
.

and comw ition. When
air was pa . ,.,i to 60°-80° 0. the de*i

'

-

When the water boiled so as to produce clouds in the jet of air the de-

viation exceeded 100 sea! B« result took place when
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greater deviation invariably accompanied the formatio

radiating and absorbing po

apor. From these expenmeni
roper aqueous vapor has a vt

air. In conclusion the author brings forward an argument based upon
the formation of dew. If aqueous vapor were as good an absorbent of
heat as Tyndall supposes, dew could never be formed at all, since the

of the earth and prevent radiation. In the tropic?, where the atmos-
phere is loa . dew is very heavy. If the vapor of

'
:

idiated from the earth could

clouds, and the effo. t of < '..u-ls in
;

of dew could

period, and of Tyndall for certain climatic phenomena, based upon the

absorptive power of aqueous vapor, remain unci; .

;>or. The author further cites the experiments of Cooke and
Secchi in regard to the absorption of light by i

by the spectroscope, a few dark lines being prod
minish the total intensity of the light.

—

Pogg. Ann., cxxvn, 013.

2. On some new forms of electrical apparatus.—Topler and Holtz

it about the same time, new forms of

mply u rotating dec-

jc erf thin vulcanized rubber, gutta

. i

by means of a band and w Hie dis - i 1 upon each Mde with

Dts of tin foil, a free space being left between the segment*,
.-•"

foil. A piec nt of a circle is then ex-

..:.! .
:
:.':: .'.'..:•'

. . •
: . -

t'on, the op;
|

I riven over the edge to the upper sur-

f is decomposed as

re. Two isolated c tiduct- rs ru placed abov< and r ira <! to tlio

» and each carries at one end a light spring or strip of tin foil which

5 upon the upper surface of the di> . Hie two strips are so arranged

as the disc rev, ' of tin foil as

other i-, brought into <•• utact with it. In this manner the electricity

lent to an eleotrophorus, and that the

must diminish rapidly as the inductor
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difficulty a second but smaller disc of glass is placed on the same axis,

coated with tin foil in the same manner and provided with a similar in-

ductor and similar conductors. This second inductor is connected with

one pole or conductor of the upper and larger plate. Of the two similar

conductors belonging to the lower plate, one is connected with the earth

while the other is connected with the inductor of the upper plate, In

--:•'•*•.•:•;

-.. ',';.. !;-.'.-

machine depends upon similar principles, but could hardly be mile iu-

country. A - iratus of the same kind has since been

More powei rise, and they

have the advi n of force.—

•

P'xj-i. Attn., cxw. 46'.) ; also Holt/, in Po<jy. Ann., exxvii, 3'JO; Ix-rtzeh

in Cosmos, No. V, 1866. W. g,

3. On nitrites of cobalt and nickel—O. L. Erdmann has described a

series of double nitrites which, while not wanting in interest from a

n' of vi.-w. Hie of so:,,- .•.! chemistry.

Nickel -ives w t!i potash an I nitrous aei I. a soluble double salt, crystal-

the formula 2lv0, N0 3
-j-

NiU. X0
3 . a < already found by Lang and RamineUU-rg. V-

lioti of this salt i-- mixed with one of chlorid of calcium, 'T v.

potash is addt

jllow crystalline« cry st

a

Siit i- always more or less decomposed. When the salt is formed slowly

i crystallize* in we!!-

I

s. Its constitution is

1 bv the formula

NiO
)

Ca0,N0 3+Ni0.N0 3+K0,N0 3 or CaO V 3N0 3 .

KO )

s been described by Lang. It is also

ta Iral faces 11 stront urn ft s w crusts con

.'
' <

poumK '1 . potad: and lime, forms a Mark-

green crystalline r.i. -ipitate. Tin- - ; :i"d stmn-

•:is nitrite ,.f diamin-nieke!. forms small cherry-red brilliant

crystals iiavii;- the formula -.'Nil , . Ni<~». X<.>„, and oa-iiv decomposed.

Fisch-r'- nitrite of cohalr and j
>. .'a-^li, wired, accordine- • .Stromeyer has

t fori it i> _\,> _|_^jv , \, , ,,,, |

mixture of two differenl -

other in a neutra! solution. The salt formed in a neutral solution has

the formula J^
J-

GN0
3 -fHO. It is a yellow crystalline powder

conn >s
1 .-; .- > . p < cubes. The author has sutish>,i
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'l present as protoxyd, and not i

e of a brighter color than

If the quantity of acetic

acid is small the solution gradually becomes less

alkaline. The first mentioned salt is then deposited, so thai

the substance weighed is usually a mixture of the two salts. The salt

precipitated from an acid solution has the formula *jjf£ I 6N0 3+3HO,

2CoO)
which may perhaps be written more correctly 3KO V 6N0 3+2 aq. The

corresponding ammonia salt has the formula 3NH.0 [ 6N0 34-2aq,

HO )

croscopic cubes slightly soluble in cold water with a

en a solution of lied with much
I then with a solution of nitrite of potash, a yellow

is formed in brilliant micaceous scales, while the liquid be-

ngly acid and evolves nitrous acid. The mother liquor after-

ard deposits brown crystals. The yellow salt appears not to have a

nposition, but the brown compound is easily purified by re-

" "N0
3 -|
™ *

The ,

(responding a

compound. When a solution of chlorid of cobalt is heated with an ex-

cess of a mi, r tsh, the solution absorbs

°xygen on standing and becomes darker, depositing finally bright brown-
ish-yellow leaf- i ike rystals uii h iv with diH ull\ soluble in cold

water but du hot water, and crystallize from the

solution in the form of bri needles or leaves. This

compound has the formula 3NH a .Co ! »n to be the

• ',i-.- ;iX II ,.«'.-,,<>., th,. ,u!j.h:k- ..f whi.-h was described
by Kiinzel.

—

Jo it, xcvii, 385. w. g.

4. On the synthesis of alcohols by means of chlorinated ethers.—
>- i- -

:
•

and has obtained results of great interest closely connected w il

Frankland on the structure of the organic acids. By the action of zinc-

ethyl upon bichlor-ether, ^
2
jt

3 2
[ O, Lieben and Bauer had already

obtained ethylo-chlor-ether, € 2H 3 .CI.€ 2H S ) e. By the action of

concentrated iodhydric acid upon this body the chlorine is in a great

measure replaced by hydrogen, iodine is set free and a heavy i >i

containing
i d i

! O.tted iodid of

sily punned by i

lluia 2NH 3 .Co2 3
,3N0

3
+KO,N0 3?

this salt gives a yellow or orange precipitate which

bnnuh, 2NH 3 .Co2 3
,3N0

3--fAgO,M)3 .
~

acetate of silver it yields <
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of ethyl and butylene. Ethylated acetate of ethyl, by boiling
" ' ' which has the

! from the fusel oil of beet

this body is only isomeric

with butyl-alcohol and is identical with butylene-bydrate. By the ac-

tion of iodhydric acid upon Methylated ether,
^ 2H 3

.€
2H 5

.C^H,
{ ^

Lieben has ol it is probable

obtained. This would be a second-

ary or tertiary alcohol isomeric with normal butyl alcohol. The author
>..•-:•

suit in the torn ati >n of a great number of new alcohols with their cor-

responding a i.:- - >V_> > ;^.-r dcr Wiener Acad., liv, 225, quoted in

Chem. Centralblatt, No. 1, 1867. w. o.

5. Graphitoidal Boron, a compound of aluminum.—St. Claire De-

Jamuiry the fact that in connection with Wohler he had recently ascer-

tained that the variety of boron called graphitoidal,

th ii', KM not pure boron, but a definite compound of boron v.

num. It is formed in the preparatio

very fine hexagonal plates, c

pale copper, is perfectly opaque and pi - er. According

to W. H. Mil item. Heated

-. It is slowly soluble in hot concen-

trated chlorhydric acid, and in a hot solution of sodic hydrate,

hydrogen. In very tang

In the analysis the boric acid was expelled from this precipitate by fluo-

;. and then the fluorine by sulphuric acid. Two analyses gave

54-02 and "
I ,-Ay of aluminum, corresponding to

the formula Alh^—L 1

Institute, 1867, p. 27.

6. Tests for glucose.—Braun uses a solution of picric acid in 860

;

•"• .•
: .

heated to 90°, a few drops of the picric solution are added, and the whole

raised to ebullition ; the presence of glucose is indicated by a blood-red
' ./•- "

'

:

'

pr. f'h.. xcvi, 411.

_
Franqui and ,!-\'\\.,.. m,„l ) l'.-.tr^-i's te-t by usinj u .

tion of the bismuthie oxy.j. It. Is p - nuthic m-

moderately heated, a solution c acid; the p
s.L'.;v,,

If a few drops
reagent be added to diabetic* e be boiled, the ;|,;ii

omes black and th of metallic bism
Jour. Med. Brux., 1865, 359.

7. Hydrocarbons from animal fats.--Waiuies
products resulting

soap, produced by the saponification of ' menhaden oil," from the Alo»
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rtienhdden. The crude hydrocarbons thus obtained were distilled in a cur-

distilled. The rectified product "so closely resembled refined coal oil and
petroleum in odor, color. i thai it© d b* Uf
be distinguished from these." '['h irav«f

f
was

confined to the naphtha obtained from the crude product by Warren's
process of fraction ., < on I msatb n : indicating bv this name, ail those hy-

drocarbons which passed the hot condenser at 220° C. By repeated di's-

l arly a year, sixteen bodies of constant
boiling point were obtained, belonging to several series. To the hydrid
trki (€JBHa ,

,
: hvdrids of amyl, caproyl, cenanthyl and capryl; to

ethylene series (€nH 2 „) amylene, caproylene, cenantbylene, caprylene,

pelargonene, rutylene, margarylene, laurylene; and to the be

(€nH2n _ 6 ) benzole, toluole, xylole, isocumole. 23-5 percent consisted of

; 13-3 per cent of xylole; 12-5 per cent of cap-

rylene and hydrid of capryl ; and 10*2 per cent of margarylene. The
importance of this research in relation to the geological production of

ia at once evident.

—

Mem. Am. Acad., new series, ix, 177.

8. Naphtha from Rangoon petroleum.—Warrex and Storer commu-
nicate also the result of the examination, by fractional i

the naphtha from Rangoon petrolei

material in their hands, they regar<

plete. Of the hydrid series they assume the presence in this naphtha c

la of cenanthyl, capryl, and pelargonyl ; of the ethylene series,

they obtain- , cocinylene, and probably

pelargonene
; and of the benzole series they regard the presence of xylole

and isocumole as probable.—Mem. Am. Acad., new series, ix, 208.

9. Synthesis of petroleum.—Berthelot has recently raised the ques-

tion whether the hydrocarbons found so abundantly in many places may
not be of inorganic origin. How otic e in volcanic

vapors and even in mateo ! ? Without presuming
to decide the matter, he thinks it of interest to show, from his recent

• ......
materials, [f we admit
interior, a hypothesis by no means improbable, the pi . Suction of these

. follows. For by the action of these alkaline

. ' .

€ 2€a-j-(H 20) 2=€ 2H 2-f-€aH2 2 : but under 'the conditions of pres-

- •"-

. ieri m
|

(t
,

2 H 2 ) 3
=€

6
H

6
or benzole. But

from the action of steam upon the all -s would be

-11 =€2H4 ); or e?en ihf hvdrid

natural hydrocarbons
"
" \V*e can lints conceive the production by a

purely mineral method of all the natural hydrocarbons. The interven-

tion of heat. the tendency of the car-
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these curious compounds. This forma-

xcii, 494) wn Ity, economy,

and satisfactory performance induce me to reproduce it here.

7-8 grams of argentic nitrate are dissolved in 60 cc. of water and the

to two equal portions. A solution of 3'11 grams

potassio-sodic tartrate (Rochelle salt) in 1420 cc. of water being brought

to active ebullition, one of the above portions of the silver solution is

gradually added, the boiling is continued 8 or 10 minutes, the whole is

allowed to cool and is then filtered. This is the reducing solution.

To the second portion of the silver solution, caustic ammonia is added

till the preci] Ived, care being taken to avoid an ex-

cess, and then 355 cc. of water being added, the whole is filtered.

To silver the glass, equal portions of these two fluids, thoroughly

mixed and perfectly clear, are poured upon it. After the lapse of about

ten minutes, a most brilliant layer or* posited, which

may be thickened to any desired extent by repeating the process. The
film is protected by a layer of varnish. " a. r. b.

11. Nodal figures in organ pipes ; by Dr. August Kundt.—In con-

.-.:; :

has made some farther very interesting di-covn-i.-s, which are of great

theoretical importance and very useful in the lecture room. First he sub-

stitutes fine ground or > ace of lycopo-

dium : the silica can be freed from al . is not acted

upon by gases, - . qii t U s it, et ;,<-nt reported

in the Septen rered that the silica
'

vii at the close of the motion, thus

forming the transv.-is- rippl n u-s tl ,-re spoken of.

Taking now an organ pipe—say the mouth-piece of a common tin

whistle to which a clean dn glass t I is ttta
'. U\ in ms of a rubber

tube—and u and, if neees-

-.

light taps to follow the undulations of the air,—we see a nodal figure of

great beauty and distinctness app ar. most readily in a closed, but also

in an open, pipe. The whole pipe is divided into*..* d nodal spaces, dis-

tant half a wave-length from one another, and between them we see

fine, parallel and very" di M rerse ri pplings, re-

The experiment is so easily repeated (blowing by means of a bellows or

even the mouth) and the nodal figures so exceeding beautiful both dur-

ng and after the i
!

iV
--;

j-length of the tone; the same pipe may in quick a
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merely shaking up the silica in the pipe—be made to give different tones,

the pitch of which is easily ascertained by the ear, and the length of
whose waves is found to coincide admirably with the calculation based

»1—or the velocity of sound
f Hopkins. Kunig,

in organ pipes are

il is simple.

But it shows more than anticipated. If repeated by means of a verti-

:th upas-flame in place of the silica, this flame shows a cor-

rs—the luminous strata

evidently due to an accumulation of carbon particles. The mutual dis-

tube. From this and on the rippling

of the silica and the stratification of the flame probably are due to the

higher or secondary tones (obertone of Helmholtz) coexisting with the

one produced, and whose wave-length is measured by twice the distance

between two consecutive nodal areas.

For farther detail, and many other interesting results, we must refer to

the paper of Kundt in Poggendorff's Annalen, 1866, cxxviii, 337-355

ge 610-613, the same investigator

gives an interesting method for the observation of the vibratory

plates by means of reflection. o. h.

12. Influence of the iu r on the transmission of
sound ; Stefan (Acad. Vienna, April, 1866).—The analytical results are :

_
(1.) The velocity is greater for the tones of higher pitch ', for the

highest tones it only is one-thousandth of a millimeter [so that disper-

sion of sound is practically impossible?].

(2.) The amplitudes of plane progressive waves decrease in a geomet-
rical progression, the ratio of which is proportional to the square of the

number of -. nth in 1000

meters for 10,000 vibrations, or in 100 meters for 30,000 vibrations per

,
(3.) In stable vibratic

times the mean excursi
nig's theory of the construction of gases).

,
(4.) The amplitudes in stable waves decrease in geometrical progres-

sion of the time, the ratio being proportional to the square of the num-
ber of vibrations. Thus the amplitudes of tones of 1000, 10,000, and
30,000 vibrations will in 100, 1, and TV second be reduced to one-half

their original amount.—L'lmtttnt, 1866, p. 271. o. h.

13. Interferential tones.—In May, 1866, Stefan communicated to the

Academy of Vmmum i *to, giving for tones, the

vibratory motion of which cannot be contested, a transformation per-

fectly analogous to the theoretical decomposition of light-waves travers-

ing a quartz crystal in the direction of the axes and producing the rota-

tion of the plane of polarization.

A square plate exhibiting two nodal lines at right angles will produce
a more intense tone if the two opposite sectors (having the same motion)
are covered with a card of their own figure and size : for then the parts

A*. Joes. Sci.-Secoxd Sebies, Vol, XLIII, No. 123,-March, 1867.
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of the plate adjacent to these will alone move t

impulses. If now the card (or the plate) be rotated ft' times a second,

will -how n' periods per second ; if the amplitude of the

ration of the plate be a, the amplitude corresponding to the

rotation of the card be a', and the pitch of the tone of the plate n, we

have a—a' sin 2n'nt, and hence the original tone A=asin2n7rf becomes

A=a' Sin2nWsin2n^=|'coS 2(ft-ft'H-^cos2(ft+ft'K

. 'mver and a higher tone)

will be heard instead of the primary tone of pitch n.

Thus Stefan found that ne fiss , which according

to Quincke's table (this Journal, Nov. 1866, p. 417) corresponds to

185=ft vibrations, produces, when ft'=10 rotations per second, the tones

/2=l74-6 and ^2=196, which are very nearly 185±10. L'Institut

gives fis v etc.. no doubt by a mistake in translating Stefan's German
notation.

—

VInstitut, 1866, No. 1710, p. 327 ; Cosmos, 1866, vol. iv, pp.

458, 459. g. H.

14. Four! . for observations of the sun.—A very

ingeuious method for close observation of the solar disc was communi-
cated by Foucault in September, 1866. Having noticed that no heat

and very little light is transmitted through the thin bright silvering of

his glasses, he coated the outer surface of the objective of a refracting

telescope with such silvering, and found, as he expected, that all heat-

rays were reflected, as also the greater part of the light, so as to permit

only a pale bluish-violet to pass through. LeVerrier reported, October,

1866, most favorably as to the results obtained by a 9-inch refractor

. ). No heat could be felt in the very focus of the objective

great cause of error. Furthermore only the ultra-red rays are really ab-

ill others are, as the prismatic spectrum shows, only diminished

so as to give a steady (calme) and pure image of the sun,

showing all detail of outline and color with excellent definition, and per-

mitting a magnifying power of 300.—VInstitut, 1866, pp. 281, 313;

Cosmos, 1866, iv, 387, 430. <J. H.

15. Lead-thallium <?,

common lead-flint glas

ate of thallium (instead of the usual 100 carbonate of potassa), give a

glass of density 4235, index of refraction 1-71, and only very slight yel-

lowish tint It has been made in England.—L'Institut, 1866, p. 320.

16. Ezjxinsion of water and mercury; A. Matthiessen.—The results

of this very elaborate investigation are—the volume of water at any

temperature t° C. is V=za~bt+ct2 -dt», the volume at 4° C. being 1

.

000000579896
i

0-000000
0i>0000752824 00000054724
0-00000007173
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00000000 11 260
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f he finds from
lve series of determinations (per degree C.)

0-0001812

Regnault found 0-0001815.

—Poggendorfs Annalen, 1866, cxxviii, 512-540. o. h.

17. On the expansion of crystals.—Fizeau has invented a method for

he exact determination of the coefficient of expansion of small solids

only a few millimeters thick), and obtained important results thereby
Cosmos, 1865, xxvi, 641). The following is the substance of a later and
nore elaborate research of Fizeau.

Let the coefficient of expansion in the direction of the three axes of
lasticity of any crystal be represented' by «, a', a", then the expansion
> in any direction determined by the three angles <?, 3', d", will be

D=« cos2 <J-f«' cos
2 <?'-{-«" cos2 8",

nd the cubical expansion is

*=*+*+*,
ight angles to the surface of a regular octahedron whose axes coincide
ith the directions of «, a', a".

Fizeau determines a for three temperatures (viz., 20°, 40° and 60° C.)

om which he deduces the value for « at any temperature &, and also

of « each degree,
'

, which is a constanl

i support, and places aHe puts the crystal with one side on a pla!

>oIished glass plate above the upper surface so as to leave a sman inter-

nal
; by means of a telescope he counts the number of fringes passing

beyond certain fixed points of the support, these Newtonian rings being

>roduced by an alcohol flame with salt, and changed by heating the

'hole apparatus. For the detail of this method we must refer to the

ained thereby. At 40° C. the coefficient of linear expansion in the

hrection of the axis is «, at right angles to the same «', cubical expan-
lon c=«-|-2a', a i! the temperature at

vhich the body has i

'• The unit of a, «', c and A
J 0-00000001, or on f the unit of length or volume.

a ] A a' ! A A " I. .

1-86*

'

SSG 2-l'i 2501

B
Quartz, .'.7.7.7. 781

-

4

4=3

Rutiie, .7.7.7.7.;;; 919

inai),.' *.".".!'.

:. ..' 316

h**C:::::::.:::::: til
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A P C.

sssr&ort&i), 1-17*

S7!
20-37

7-29

,v;-,4

It is evident that / is found by c-A«=0; it thus appears that the

maximum of density instead of being an exception may be the rule!

Fizeau has cut a needle of beryl wherewith he proposes to verify it.—

Poggendorfs Annalen, 1866, cxxviii, 564-589. o. h.

18. Expansion of a conductor due to the galvanic current; by Er.

Edlund (Swedish Academy, January, 1866).—When a current passes

through a conductor, the latter is heated to a certain temperature, t,

above its surroundings and consequently expanded ; but it may be ques-

or whether it is greater, so that the ga roduces a pe-

culiar expansion of the conductor tl - That this

experimentally demonstrated by Edlund.
expansion might perhaps be usual, caloric expo*

He very carefully measured the actual expansion, E, of the coi

roa and brass were used) and the corresponding resist

Next he determined the expansion produced by heat alone in the same

ductor from !
; ansion due to the temperature alone.

Finally, he carefully determines the influence of temperature on the con-

fer of the very same'wire; so that he can calculate the tem-

I _.. which would correspond to the above resistance R—that is,

he determines the actual temperature of the conductor while the current

circulates by the resistance it offers.

Edlund found T2 invariably from 1° to 10° lower than T,—or the ac-

tual expansion, E, of the conductor is greater than would be produced

by the actual heating, T
2 , of the same, this being calculated from the

measured resistance, R, of the same conductor. The expansion was not

due to a change in elasticity, for the tension of the wire varying from

2i to
3-J- pounds did not change the result. This galvanic expansion in-

•dig with the intensity of the current—but according to what
law is still unknown.

—

Poggendorffh Annalen, 1866, cxxix, 15-44.

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1. Note on the use of the name Hudson-river group: by F. B. Meek.

Introduction to the Illinois Paleontology, just published, Mr.

some remarks on the impropriety <r
*"""'

r group, from the older series of c<

i sandstones to which it was originally applied («
"

»ve the Highlands), to t
L

p composed of the Lorraine shales, Frankfor '

i Hudson-river rocks were subsequently c

rks were ia print, I observe we were in error in sup-

Worthen and the v

^(ex-
force along that stream above the Highlands), to the more

composed of the Lorraine shales, Frankfort slates, Ac,
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J investigations bad brought to light facts casting doubt
rence of the later types of fossils along any part of the

Hudson river, in other than the little isolated masses alluded to as occu-
pying synclinal axes in the older rocks, or entangled amongst their 00*
torted strata. The fact, however, that the more modern types of fossils

along the part of that hi ties of the

wer group and lying mainly between the Highlands and the

region of Albany, while the name, as originally used by Conrad and
Mather, was expressly applied by them to this older series, which they

regarded as belonging to the Cambrian of Sedgwick, is believed to be a
sufficient reason for objecting to the transfer of the name to the later

group. Hence if retained at all, it is believed this name should be ap-

plied exclusively to the group of rocks for which it was originally in-

tended, and to which it must always carry the minds of those who may
look into its origin and history. "As it, however, subsequently became
very generally also associated with the more recent series already alluded

ably could not now be resti • onvenience,
to the rocks to which it properly belongs. Consequently the surest, if

not the only, way to avoid confusion, wiil bo to strike it entirely from our

nomenclature. The name applied to the more recent rocks, in Mr.
Worth n's Report iti group, from the great

development and highly fossiliferous character of these beds at the well-

2. Note on Bellinurus Dance, from the Illinois Coal-measures; by
F. B. Meek.—In the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences

of Philadelphia for March, 1865, and again in the Illinois Paleontologi-

cal Report, H (escribed a new species of

crustacean under the name Bellinurus Dance. In both of these publica-

c had not seen the original description published
by the founder of the genus Bellinurus, nor a full description of it by
any other author; but that our species, although closely allied to the
forms figured by Prestwich and usually referred t "
he characters assigned it by Portlock, Owen and some others, in having
ts body segments anchylosed, as well as in the position of the eyes.

the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Nov.

' segments anchylosed, as well as in the position of the eyes.

erly Journal of the Geological Society of L<

observe Mr. Henry Woodward, in speaking <

the abdomen, i

.

In " The Reader " of Dec. 1866, containing an abstract of the Proceed-
ings of the London Geological Society, it is stated that in a paper read
hy Mr. H. Woodward, Nov. 1S66, "On some points in the structure of
the Xiphosura," he remarked that this group is "divisible into three
genera; 1st B . . .

l »vmg ~>
\ s m '.

.< 1 th i ic segments,
three anchylosed abdominal ones, and a telson ; 2nd. Prestwichia, a new

* It has been suggested that Prof. Safford's name, Nashville group, should be

:iiis formation. To this I do not seriously object: the only reason for

»ding along with the so-called
Hudson river r Trenton. Hence it cannot be conven-
iently u9ed when we wish to speak with precision of the later so-called Hudso.
nver rocks, as a distinct formation from the Trenton.
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genus, having the thoracic and abdominal segments anchylosed together;

3d. L'nnu'n*. Mu ;. having a head composed of 7 cephalic and one

thoracic segments, followed by 5 coalesced thoracic somites bearing

branchiae, and one or more coalesced abdominal somites, to whi<

ulated the telson."

From this I infer, that Mr. Woodward proposes to separate as a new
genus under the name Prestwichia, those species formerly referred to

which the body segments are anchylosed together. If so,

our Illinois species would fail into the latter group, under the name
Prestwichia Dance*

3. Section of the Rocks of Illinois, from Wortheds Geological Re-

port, vol. n, p. viii.

Drift, Loess, etc.—Clay, sand, pebble9, boulders, etc 150

Eocene period? Clays and greenish sand, 150

Carboniferous System.

Carboniferous period. Coal-measures and Millstone grit.—Coal, shale, clay,

s period. Chester group.—

Kinderhook group.—Shales, li

Genesee division.—" Black slate'

ffisb fetid and lighl
'

" 3us and Onondat

-Highly s

Lower Helderberg period. Lower Helderberg group, (D. shalv 1

N. Y. geologists).—More or less magnesian and argilla

Niagara period. Niagara group.—Magm

Lower Silurian

-

le publication of the Quenstedt figures, oi

genus Gamptonyx, as reproduced by Pictet.

the typical specimen of our genus Palceoca
t from Gamptonyx.
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4. Geological Survey of Canada.— Catalogue of the Silurian Fossils
the Isle of Antic- ./ .some new genera and spe-
s; by E. Billings, Paleontologist, F.G.S. 93 pp., 8v<>, with 42 wood-
ts. Montreal, Nov., 1866.—the whole number of species enumera-
1 and described in this valuable memoir is about 330, of which some

are here for the first time made known to Boienofc Altogether they
>resent over 70 genera of Protozoa, Radiata, Mollusca, and Articulala.
these genera, the following are new, viz,, lurhgrihiu,—a genus of bi-

Ives apparently allied to the U, a Oephalopod
e Ormoceras but. v mgmocerm*,—and
erichnites, supposed to be the tracks or trails of a Mollusk. In enu-
:rating the species previously desciibed, full references are given to

J works in which the descriptions were originally published ; while

1 larger portion of the new species are illustrated by good wood-cuts,

In regard to his genus Pasceolus, published some time back, the

Hior says he think- bets referred by
iers to the Cystidea, not conclusive; and he denies that he had, as

ne have thought.
i affinities. He

a doubts its idem; Kichwald.

3n pages 75 to 82, he has son* ' instructive re-

rks on the paleozoic rocks ai
I

and New Bruns-
:k, and their relations to those of < 'anada, New York and Great Brit-

. It would be impossible to give here, even an intelligible abstract of

whole of these remarks; but it is worthy of note that he places the

John's group of New Brunswick, consisting of about 3000 feet of

ek slates and Sandstones (conformably underlaid by a series of rocks

J like the Cambfiai m sandstone, and on a paral-

with the Lower Lingula flags of Wales. He mentions seeing, from

St. John's group, species of Orthis\ Paradoxides, Conocephalites,

fbe Potsdam sand- DW*r and upper,

first or lower divis by the sandstones and lime-

ies of the north sh tie rocks, which .

Vermont are called the Georgia slates, and Red sandstone character-

l by Olenus Faroe ,

Conocephalites Adamsi, &c,

The upper Potsdam he views as being composed of the Minnesota and
Wis ,„„:'. iti ably the upper part of the Potsdam
sandstone of Canada and New York.
The Calciferous he likewise divides into lower and upper, the first

being the oi ig is beds, and the latter (not known in

< 'anada or X-w Yu'vk «d, where it is over 1000
feet in thickness.

Above the latter he places the Levis formation, and next the Silery.

Between th rota formations, there is a great pa-

leontological break, as there is also between the Levis and the Cbazy
above, many of the Trilobites in the Levis being closely allied to those

oi the Upper Lingula flags and Tremadoc slates.
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This work will be indispensable to those wishing to study the rocks

and fossils of Antu-osti, as well as highly interesting, from the general

bearing of some of the author's views, to all engaged in investigating the

5. Tertiary of North and South Carolina ; by T. A. Conrad. (From

a letter to one of the editors, dated Philadelphia, Jan. 31, 1867.)—The

Tertiary strata of North and South Carolina are well worthy of a more

thorough study than they have yet received. Prof. Tuomey has described

some disturbed Eocene strata in South Carolina, in which he finds many
specimens of the following Cretaceous forms: Ammonites placenta, Tere-

bratula Harlani, Gryphcea mutabilis, and Spondylus greyalis. He re-

marks that the beds containing these fossils are of the same age as the

conglomerate at Wilmington, N. C. That this mixture of Cretaceous and

Eocene speci< • ly proved by their never having been

found in the undisturbed strata of older Eocene in Alabama
sippi, and especially by the occasional presence of Cretaceous

the Miocene of Cape Fear river, N. C. No one would believe that they

lived through the Eocene period and escaped alive into that of the Mio-

cene. Prof. Emmons remarks that ate, Exogyra

costata, and Cucullcea vulgaris (cast) are all found in the Miocene, and

he regards their presence as accidental.

The Ostrea Georgiana, according to Tuomey, is associated, near Aiken,

S. C, with 0. Alabamiensis, which is a species of the siliceous sand stra-

tum of Claiborne. The buhrstone of South Carolina and Georgia, by

their fauna, would appear to be synchronous with the above-mentioned

sand group of Alabama. The 0. Georgiana may be of this age, or im-

mediately succeeding it, but does not occur in the older Eocene, though

it might be inferred from some accounts of Shell Bluff that were asso-

ciated. Mr. Ruffin has published a diagram of Shell Bluff, bol

nately he does not mention in what stratum he found 0. sellceformis, but

he remarks that 0. Georgiana " is seen in the upper part of the perpen-

dicular face of the cliff, above the marl of the great Carolina bed" (to

which 0. selloeformis belongs) " and there separated from it by a body

of from four to ten feet in thickness. . . . This complete separation

should forbid the belief that the deposit of gigantic oyster shells belongs

to the same geological formation as the great Carolinian bed below."
_

Whatever position in the Eocene may be assigned to Ostrea Georgia-

na, it can have but one horizon throughout its vastly remote localities,

and appears everywhere to have been suddenly introduced into the Eocene

fauna, and to have had a short existence compared with 0. selloeformis,

M a deposit of six feet is the greatest thickness recorded.
6. On Human remains in Belgium ; by Mr. Dupont. (Continuation

of the account on pages 121, 122, of this volume.)—Mr. Dupont has

very recently explored three other caverns in the valley of the Lesse

;

bringing up to twenty-two the number of those which he has examined

;tv of Dinant, since the commencement of his researches, un-

dertaken at the expense of the State upon the recommendation of the

Academy. These three new caverns bear the names of Cave of Praule,

Cave of the Germans, Cave of the Nutons of Gendron. If they have

furnished few new facts in regard to the study of the quaternary period,
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they have presented facts important for the understanding of the relations

the reindeer and that which succeeded it. We will say a u-w ,v. jj.s con-
cerning the results obtained in these new explorations.

The Cave of Praule is
•

. meters above Furfooz, on
the left bank of the Lesse, about thirty meters above the river. Breadth

having a C\<-\ -,•>•, ,,,, . Lively. The quaternary

thovred at the bottom, im-
mediately above the limestone floor, a thin layer of the sandy-argilla-

itiied deposit with rolled pd ged in seams
ious; in a word, the most the lehm or

middle period of the quaternary formation of the province. That de-

" '.

bottom, bones and some worked Hints. Hie" bones indicate the following

w. '. t On -\ i ii leer, g. .f 1'he llints, all worked in

the pebbly clay, and the priority of that age to the depowl

v. The small number of bones and of worked

ilea a brief residence of man in that cavern, which seems
nevertheless to have been perfectly adapted for habitation, being easy of

ious, well lighted, and very ia shown by

; of stalagmites between the lehm which then covered the
floor of the cavern, and the pebbly clay which is of a date subsequent to

man's residence there.

The cave of the Germans is not so much a cavern as a simple shelter

furnished by a dolomitic rock (stratum hi. of the Carboniferous lime-

„-s, and under which the gypsies <\\\ estal i sh them-

ig their journeyings; when. - remained
to it, the gypsies being cftl

:

' ers °f this

nature are quite numerous on the Lesse, and they are all known under
the name of cave3 of the Germans. The following is the section of the

o»e in question. w!,lK from llulsonniaux to

belles: 5. at the level < f the Lesse, -i from Ar-
dennes, cons, did it d with gravel: 4. a! >v.-, yell w

« a\ with dolomitic

pebbles; 3, Loess; 2. recent alluvium, formed . f little - am- alternately

ke the lehm ; 1, the same, modifies -.

The third , .

- Ct-ndron, is situa-

- -
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in pi. !-!!!, til ri\ r, liuiti til. village of Gendron : it is excavated in

the i^ummltr formation of Le Condroz. That is a scbistose formation

with some c

.

,
rodnced in

this cavern stala. titus, which have cemented the schistose beds together,

: :-

rteen meters; it terminates in the form of a wedge. When
me, he was able to penetrate only to

. .
'

.

of a sort of m ition of leaves,

: :

de bruycre). It rested on a layer of yellow clay with pebbles of schist,

without ornaments or r* If resting upon the rock.

The soil covered the clay only from a point eight meters from the en-

place?, a thickness of six decimeters.

In exami lumber of human bones were found,

which were r . g to seventeen skeletons. Although

the i n s were ail hr. ken. the laborers were able to observe tb

mains of the head, then those of the arms and trunk, then those of the

]. "j-. w.-i, di-c >vi led successively over a length of less than two meters.

ward, in the same order, a second, a tfaii

fourth row of imperfect skeletons. A :. wa^ dis-

covered laid transversely. Then the longitudinal arrangement of the

bones again presented itself; the remains of the head toward the en-

like those of the preceding rows, parallel to the axis of the

cavern. Among the human bones were found bones of fox

hens, &c. At the entrance of the cavern was fou

coarse pottery. Upon the slope of the escarpmen
the ...pening of the cave, Jay two large plates of schi.-t !

.

L-60 meters in length by 85 - idth; the other

1-05 meters by VG5.
After the comparative examination byM

Bey of the human remains found in tl

that none of the bones 1

' ;

riud. As during that a°-e, there are
with horizontal branches very low ar wihe will

io y
triangular in the external aspect, and
i!l! " !!i,r » lv

. . the chin, a

•
:

•.

angle of the chin, in the
\

1 at I-

and the gl
The roo-

lars found have generally the normal size, and the veari ,gof the crown
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in all. In one jaw with very high horizontal branches, the two
5 are of equal size: that h red also in the
e reindeer period of Furfooz. The molars have likewise only
! -. Hn.-illy. : i two pieces there , v.-*- :l

>.
, H st i

sm. One jaw of an old man presents, besides this

e prognathis

: the:

agment of the upper jaw i j

,
the teeth are small. Among the sepa-mg th<

r»te teeth is noticed a very stout canine. Two temporal bones
to individuals not of the same age, a:

ot tin' type of the reindeer period ; the mastoid processes are short and
rounded; the glenoid fossa? are narrow and deep; the ;

•

part is very thick, and the depressions of the interior cerebral lobes on
tlie inner mi, fa. e an- .hep. This laMj peculiarity i- to to e i likewise on a

la frontal bone of the ordinary thickness; it bears all the

and depressed. A femur, scarcely epiphy-ized. is forty-two centimeters
i;i ' >U''i : it- . ,o \ ,

•
i I

. « tie fi
; r t. i mn r is eleven centi-

meters
: the length of the neck is twenty-two millimeters ; the circum-

ference ia one hundred and two mill moreover, the
double curvature peculiar to the race of Fur:'. oz. the very
ter minor; the roi igh flattened.

From what has been said above, it is seen that the Cave of the Xutons

pose? This is wh .a that point.

The bones and the i
ni are above the yellow

pebbly clay. Now, in the province of Namur, the remains of the rein-

. be v.! i.w pebbly clay. This rule

is confirmed by each new having offered as yet a

rous soil above the peb-
-

a definite time within the period limited on the one side by the deposit
of pebbly clay, and on the other by the present time. The mode of
burial indicat can scarcely be met with except in

the dolmens.
We have said that three fragments of coarse pottery were found at

the entrance of the cavern. Mr. de M oined them,
describes them as follows

:

"Two of the fragments evidently formed a part of the same vessel,

and traces are seen of I
rmed the opening; the

I on one side, black on the other. This pottery was made by
!. and con-

oven. Powdered calcite was mixed
_•••

drying and . ach of fire, the baking being done

v dry. The outer Mtrthce of the

' '

nad been done with a bunch of grass or straw dipped in a barbotte (fine
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in a large quantity of water). These 1

the characters of very ancient pottery,

ey seem to belong to the plastic art of th

;h surrounds the opening on two of them i

it" wuukl perhaps prove them to be a litl

note natural to refer them to the period <

I and the bronze. We are thus brought, si

s of which numero 1 in the province,

ig to the same age with the celebrated remains collected

the origin of the humus or soil which covered the skele-

1 ci.m-e.iueiitiy i

.

urea which formed

\ITL

brought trom

elsewhere,, one would be I fi Bgmento of a

flag-stone which had closed artificially the entrance of the cavern, and

had been subsequently removed and broken. If such was the case, the

presence of the soil or rm '; leaves under the stalag-

haps it might be better explained by supposing, for burials of that re-

i, a custom still used by the Peaux-Rouges of Brazil and the

rapping corpses in a layer

of leaves, and placing them thus enveloped in caves, in dolmens, and

hanging them upon trees. Admitting this supposition, we sL

stand why dolmens are so rare in the province of Namur, numerous
caves presenting themselves in many places to the men of that age to—

-I exactly the purpose of dolmens, from erecting

uments whose construction must then have required great labor,

are thus led to consider sepulchral caverns as natural dolmens, which

used in the period of the reindeer or in the period of polished

wrote you Feb.

PMaunaLoa. This

t of Dec. 1S65, and we continued

st of April, or four months. I am
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i seems quite extinct, and though the a

Overflowed - sin of lakes, three, four, and sometimes
five or six, opened on a curved line from N.W. to N. and N.E. from
the old lake. Tin.- acti-ii in flu- eh.rn ..f lAv- w.-i>. ..fb-n violent. Jets
of lava were thrown 50, 100 and 200 feet high ; the lakes overrh.wvd,
and fiery rivers seethed along the northern and eastern walls of the

eastern sulphur banks. This curved
-

•
-' ..-.-.'.

some places half a mile wide. Th trata of 50 to

100 feet in thickness. Coues and domes of iava were also raised, and

ler in crossing the bottom
of the crater. At differ imea for many days, the
fiery flood swept up to the path by which visitors go into the crater and

ingress by the usual route. Many parties were obliged to
view the surging waves from above, without being able to enter the crater.

- of rocks from the walls
of the crater, and frightened the spectators.

During a g more than half round the crater, the
central area, an elevated plateau, ran Jess it may
have been raised quietlv, which is j.mbah'e. by the forces below. This
r '>i-)a' tt.i hi- L mi, v in . 200 feet higher than the surrounding

, lis. For a few weeks past the action

I has been feebler, but we have no assurance that it will not
increase at any time.

There has been a vast filling up and an upraising in Kilauea since

1*40. Should you now visitit, you would recognize nothing except
the outer prs

' is changed
and all is new. The lavas now stand higher in the crater than before

the great eruption of 1840. Whether the walls will sustain the pressure

And whethe >. about the last of April,

had any influence on th ,\;iauea in May, June and
"

8. JVotk, m a Shaft near AngeVs,
Calaveras Count;, . U .1. | >. Win,-, ,

.— 1 .
- skull was taken from a

shaft sunk on a raining claim at Altaville, near Angel's, in Calaveras
county, by Mr. James Matson. By him it wa- _ •

:. t » Mr. Scribner, of
'

'

skull was found at a depth of about one hundred and thirty feet, in a
b^d of gravel aw four beds of consoli-

separated from each oAer"
following as the section of
the shaft, which is one hundred and fifty-t
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Black lava,

Light lava,

Dark brown lava, -

Red lava,

The skull was found. »
the lowest stratum of lava. With the skull were found frag

silicified wood, the whole being covered and partly incrusted with stony

matter, so ti i not recognized until after

it had passed into Mr. Scribner's hands, by whom it was cleaned and

presented to Dr. Jones.

The skull is said by Mr. Matson to have been taken from the shaft

February 25th, 1866, and it came into my hands in the July following,
'••

.
.<

rarily abandoned and partly filled with water, so that it was ii

at that time to make any farther search in the bed from which the skull

was procured. A careful i the alleged

discovery, and an interview with all the persons who had been in any

way connected with it, impressed upon my mind the conviction that the

facts were as stated above, and that there was every reason to believe

that the skull really came from the position assigned to it by Mr. Matsou.

-;

. ... .
.._•;..:'.:.:;•-

dence as possible should be aecumul.v iscorery of so

rtance, I made arrangements that I should be BOti

ever the shaft was reopened and the water taken out, and hope at a

future meeting to be able to lay before the Academy the results of a

personal examination of this interesting locality, and of further excava-

man antiquity is easily seen to be an object of ih

. • _
'•

i'''--
hands have been repeated tie* iritb the bones of

these animals that it wo .count for the facts ob-

served on any other theory. (See Geology of < il

But m the • be geological

;—::. •'

:

- :

'' •
'

•::,
: . .. - • -

.' .. . .- v. ;
..- :•;

'

••:.-•;•'-

our observations yet exr.-' riicial de-

posits, and have never been found at any considerable depth

lived at a very reoeut date (geological Ij speaking), in | 3

epoch of the existence of glaciers in the Sierra N
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the close of the period of activity of the now extinct volcanoes of that
In fact, they belong to the present epocb. The bed, on the

other hand, in which this skull was found, must have been deposited at
a time when the volcanoes of the Sierras were still in vigorous action,
and, as seems to us highly probable from a careful consideration of the

geological structure of the region, previous to the glacial epoch of the

ious to the erosion of the canons of the nresent

The portions of the skull which are preserved are, the frontal bone,

bones, a part of the temporal bt the mastoid pro-

cess and the zygomatic process, and the whole of the orbits of both eyes.

The base of the skull s imbedd ( | in fl mass of bone breccia and small

pebbles of volcanic rock, inerusted with a thin layer of carbonate of lime,

which appears once to have extended over the whole surface of the skull

cia of bone wedged in tl is the Helix Sformonum,
according to Dr. Cooper, a species now living in the region where the

ided opinion
'

:
- ;

'

that it belonged to the type of the 1

1

tellect. The skull, however, seems to have been very

gists for examination and c

i obtained with regard to its <

ascertained that can ! . -1'r- <: t\d.u am Acad. Nat. Scl, iii, 277.

9. Notice of the '>>> Nevada; by J.

D. Whitney.—At a i. -, t^ of the Wh lemy in M iy last, I gave some
account of <l,he geology of the state of Nevada, with particular reference

to the age of the - ining there, as determined from
the collections of tat wgkw to the office of the

members of our corps,

spoke "of the probable future discovery of rocks

older than the Cai >• » the mountain ranges near

Austin. This expe /ed, and we are now in posses-

sion of a very intei ''}' Mr. A - Blatch-
]ey, in the vicinity of the Hot I »bont one hundred
«Jiles southeast of Aus I - < tion enables us to state positively

that both Upper I M occur in that district, and
that they are well filled with fossils; not less so, indeed, to judge from
the specimens rec f the same age in New York,
Ohio, Iowa, and \\ -mble in a most marked de-

itologically.
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rather in the same profusion with which they have often been

noticed by myself and other, a- ..•.•uni;,^ in the L<>wei -

around Big Bay des No-

quets, and in many other localities in the country bordering on the great

seems to be m - ia the case in Wisconsin

and Iowa. The particular period to which these Lower Silurian forms
!.•..-•" '

river and Trent* •
1 mestones of the New York geologists, and the Buff

and Blue limestones of the western surveys. Nearly all the prevailing

types of the eastern rocks of this age are represented in the Hot Creek

collection, namely, Brachiopods, Gasteropods, Cephalopods, Crinoi da, Tri-

lobites, and Corals ; and there are among them several of the most

ea of the Lower Silurian.

The following have been identities : Miclnr. < niamm. a

iea, and Pleurotoma lenticu via and Ch<x-

which are abundant in the Trenton limestone of

New York, and the rocks of the same age farther west. Among the

fragments of Trilobites, two or three different genera may be recog-

nized, especially Asaphus, which is represented by a species apparently

new. There are also fragments of Crinoids or Cystids closely resembling,

the species figured by Hall, in the Paleontology of New York, vol. i, as

JPckino-encriniles anatiformis.

The rocks containing the above-mentioned fossils crop out in the sides

of a deep caftan; and overlying them, at a per)

of corals and crinoids, s out from the surface of a

r without much doubt to the age of

the Niagara limestone of New York. Among the corals, H<
nipora and Syringopora are reoognizal moidal frag-

Mwtta are atema \ ta . -
•

I -ruius ornatus.

With the exception of the Potsdam sandstone fossils, described by

the Black 1:
. lV( -

I n observed by

geologists, v ... anywhere to the west of them,

unless possibly in New Mexieo. The Silurian series, with the possible

a • inds* ( ine, -.in- to be entiivlv -

' -
main ranges, and Ivinq- as tar east a- the one hundre i and third to the

one hundred and fifth Wridiai I '. ILavd.M. savs, . li- paper, on the

«d Natural History of the I
- «d in 1862,

that "hither ,V!V otner member (than

the Potadam •

,ve" been discovered along

I'niled States." ![,,.• . .sandstone"9

do fossils of that member
of the series have been as yet discovered anywhere to the west of the

Black HiJla.
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in place. Professor Hall remarks that " the
i of this age (Devonian and Silurian) are few,

tion as to give little satisfactory information
:e." The specimens obtained are figured in

t described, nor is their locality ac-
vu,«ie7 stated.

Dr. Newberry, in his Report on the Geology of the Colorado river re-
gion, refers the lower portion of the strata exposed in the grand canons
of that river to the I u no recognizable
fossils were discovered by the [ves expedition from any rocks lower than
the Carboniferous, ; be taken as expressing a con-
viction based on lithological characters and stratigraphical considerations.

In view of the fad be seen at once how interesting
this discovery is of undoubted Silurian rocks west of the Rocky moun-
tains; and the more so, since we have in this remote region a recurrence
of conditions and forms of animal life so closely allied to those with
which we are familiar in the states east of the Mississippi. It is a very
remarkable fact that these rocks have not been discovered in the Rocky
mountains; and &bo M fail to reveal their presence,
it will throw a ne\s - the physical development of

uking into view
what has now been communicated, and what was stated in my previous
paper in regard to the existence of the older stratified rocks in the Silver

Peak District, it will appear that Dr. Newberry's generalizations were, in

dl probability, correct," and that we may expect to find in southern and
southwestern Nevada gea of the strata

underlying the Carboniferous of the great Arizona or Colorado plateau,

md that they will be proved to occupy an extensive area, and to yield a
profusion of organic remains.
Among the specimens collected by Mr. Blatchley, as also by Mr. Clay-

toft, Mr. Melville Attwood, and Dr. 0. L. Anderson, and now at our office,

bere is a considerable number which demonstrate the existence of an ex-

ensive freshwater Tertiary deposit in Nevada. This formation, which
belongs to a very late Tertiary epoch, evidently occupies a considerable
jrea, as our specimens comer? I of miles distant
Vom each other. The existence of any marine formation more recent
ban the Jurassic, in Nevada, has not yet been proved ; but, as Mr. Gabb
obtained evidence, in 1 864, of the occurrence of rocks of Cretaceous age
>n Crooked river, in Oregon, east of the Cascade Range, it is possible

hat this member of the series may yet be discovered in Nevada.
All the fossils referred to in this and my previous communication on

be geology of Neva ume, thorough investigation
l * the hands of niessi r other competent paleontolo-

P'sts; and we expect that our collections from that state will be largely

ncreased during the present year.

—

Proc. California Acad. Nat. Set.,

Am. Joca. Sci.—Second Skbibs, Vol. XLIII, No. 128.—Makch, 1867.
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10. Eozoon.—At a meeting of the Natural History Society of Mon-
treal in January ! i-t, Dr. L):isvs,, n <-xhil It- 1 a photograph of a remarkable

specimen of A - nmn-r in the Lauren-

. by Mi \ • ; u i', of t! < mad m
.

- irvev, and which had been examined and described for Sir

\Y. E. Logan by Dr. Dawson. The rocks at Tudor and its vicinity, which,

according to . dr. Vennor are Lower Laurentian, have

-;

red and in a condition not essentially

Ian fossils.

The matrix is a coarse laminated limestone of a dark color, and con-

Gmmj itaelf is of a flattened clavate form, about six and a half inches in

:•: !'

on one side a well defined marginal wall produced by coalescence of the

septa, and apparently traversed by small orifices. Under the microscope

the minute si emadenw can be detected, though less

as mineralized by serpen-

tine. In some of the chambers there are .small amorphous bodies con-

taining poin be the remains of sponges

that have established themselves in the cells after the animal matter of

Eozoon had disappeared.

The import sn was pointed out as establishing the

c -1..1,-
i irrived at fp.m t study ! i t n lins of Eozoon

included in the serpent;;: nriog the objec-

tions rawed in some quarters to the organic origin of Eozoon. The speci-

men will be taken to England by Sir W. K. L _'

characters will be communicated to the Geological Society, along with

some other i

• of a second

species of Moeoon m. 29, 1867.
11. On Fos* is in th, Aurinn, ( .« nxks <t < 'alifomia ; by W. P.Blake,

(from a notice of the meeting of the Ca Lttff. 20, 1866.)

—Prof. Blake read a paper upon a " New Loe i

bearing Rocks of (
' d Mida," an .

.

monites from

a cut on the line of the Central Pael: «. Although

the specimen exhibited was quite perfect, ir wa-, not suflieieiitly so to ena-

ble the septte to be seen. End. 1. .
- fossils were

to Mr. Meek, in 1863, and afterwards

-.;! at r meeting of the Academy h

also though! •

. i :tt Bear Vailey. Mari-

teeth and ol , , theM remains were

found by h fe«t above the

sea, and probabl ,,.
(

.ue period.
Prof. Blake alluded to a "Quarry of <i d-bea, ng rock" in Placer

county, known as the Bauker or Whisky Hill mine, where no regular
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vein exists, and I

m are ci

iveraging from five to six dollars per t

On the Crystalline form of Pachnolite

;

o J. D. Dana, dated Dec. (

been stated.

Plane angle of the base,

Plane angle of the lateral faces,

The plane of the optic axes is perpendicular t

I makes an angle c to 15° with a normal to the edge —,

18° 15' with a normal to the edge ^.and an angle of about 239 15'

One of the bisectrices is normal to the plane of symmetry ; the

makes with the edges ^ and
^|

the same angles as the plane i

axes : but I have not yet been able to ascertain which of these

^«>e.:trix of the acute angle of the axes. The former is M</atit*.

possess

ien possible to study"the dispersion of the optic axes. The

up.iri srnn!J, trail-
which appear to

rent optical properties. Is this mineral arksutitwf These
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III. BOTANY.

RIDERICUS WlMMER.
ing the appearance of the

l of the order, contributed by Dr. Andersson to the

Prodroraus, and of the Icones Salicum he has also prepared, we receive

this beautiful volume, in which Dr. Wimraer, restricting his attention to

the European Willows, has revised these with much detail rod

with v. rv i^eat care. The work is written throughout in Latin. There

is a full account of the literature of the subject, of the structure and

morphology, and of the various systema

different authors have proposed. Dr. Wii

nly 31 to the rank of genu-

ine tpei i-s. reducing a great number I I having well

"7 in number, and chiefly named ac-

cording to ui teen sections, and their

syn nvitiy l- ! \ ndicated. The whole work gives the impression of

being thoroughly reliable and excellent. a. g.

2. Le Specie del Cotoni describe da Filippo Parlatore. Florence,

1866.—Professor Parlatore's essay upon the long-vexed question of the

species of Cotton was called forth by a Royai Italian Commission, and

is dedicated to its President, Devincenzi. the letter-press, of 64 pages,

4to, is divided into a general history of cotton-plants, in Italian :
and

rumymy, are

in Latin, but the farther details in Italian. He describes seven species

i ring to as many doubtful ones) : G. arboreum, or Tree Cot-

ton ; G. herbaceum, the common herbaceous Cotton ; G. Barbadense, or

Sea-Island Cotton; G. religiosum, or Peruvian Cotton; G. h*r

Siamese Cotton ; G. Taitense, as a new species, from Tahiti, which had

been long variously confounded with others ; and G. Sandvicense, also as

a new species from the Sandwich Islands; but this has already been

published by Dr. Seemann, under Nuttal
These species are all illustrated in a separate atlas of six ph
phant folio, beautifully exhibiting th

in good lithography, ali but the las

this fine work is presented by the

Caai/era, &c.—It is well known
the Coniferce for the Prodromus. We have from him his

organography of the flower and fruit of this order, a mernoi

1 Museum of Natural History at Floren
quarto, with three folio plates, filled with i

the view that they are g

; Prodroinus, the full prest
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>r a college in Ohio, has contrived a plan of permanent label
for the trees, which is worthy of general adoption in public grounds and
parks. The label is of cast iron ; WHJ : >, ia b,,JJ

relief, the scientific and the popular name of the tree. Having the pat-
tern and a stock of letters prepared for his own use, Mr. Creighton offers

to cast, at a low rate, any number of labels, with any desired name.

4. Ozone produced by Plants.—Professor Daubeny of Oxford has con-
tributed to the Journal of the Chemical Society, for January last, an in-

. tide, giving the details of a series of careful'ev
which go to prove that green foliage, in assimilating carbonic a

&c., liberates a part of the oxygen in the form of ozone. After his ex-

periments were made, Dr. Da'ubeny found that Kosmann of Strasbnrg
bad reached the same conclusion, but through less refined experiments.

Referring to the first paper he ever communicated to a scientific society,

that published in the Phi - for 1834, on the evolu-

tion of oxygen gas by plants in the day-time, Dr. Daubeny concludes

:

"Should I now have eetal * of the scientific world,
that these same green parti .

time they are emitting
oxygen, convert a portion of it into ozone, I might hope that these re-

searches of ray later yea.- y to wind up those un-

dertaken in my younger ones, by showing that vegetable life acts as the

appointed lost] . mus effects of the ani-

mal creation upon the air we breathe, not merely by restoring to it the

oxygen whi ing, through

engendered by the various ..n and decay,"—engen-
dered, we may add, as mu ^ie as by animal matter.

5. Morphology of Stamens, and use of Abortive Organs.—In a recent

number of t! full account
of Lombeya angulata,—a rare plant, which has just flowered at Kew,

—

„f the stamens, and the remarkable

9°-°*iweem, ic-ns to the stigmas.

"The shin: :-, may be looked upon
as compound : wh > il,.' . i In nv stamen corresponds to a simple leaf,

the groups of stamens in the Mallows and allied orders may be regarded
83 the equivalents of compound leaves, united together at their bases.
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Some of the lobes or leaflets of these compound leaves bear anthers, while

others are destitute of anthers, and constitute the barren stamens or stara-

inod«s. Some light is thrown on the uses of these barren stamens by an

ded flower, the inner surface of the upper angle or point of each petal is

about on a k With the tip of the barren stamen,

the outer tin- at portion of

the petal, are often dusted over with pollen, the true stamens neverthe-

less being at a considerable distance beneath these organs. In less fully

and outwards so as to come in com tile stamens,

whose anthers open outwardly, and thus . w tlieit contents to adhere

to the barren stamens. These latter, provided with their freight of pol-

len, uncoil themselves, assume more or less of an erect position, and thus

points on a level with the stigma, whose curling lobes twist

round them and receive the pollen from them. The use, then, of the

long staminodes seems to be to convey pollen from the short fertile it*

mens to the stigma, which, but for their intervention, could not be influ-

enced by it. The presence of pollen on the upper and inner corner of

the petals is readily explained by the fact that owing to their position

and peculiar form they all come in contact with the ends of the stara-

inodos and the stigmas, and hence they too get dusted with pollen.

" These arrangements would therefore seem to favor self-fertilization ;

and they show how an organ spoken of sometimes somewhat contempt-

uously, as barren, rudimentary, imperfect, or the like, may yet play an

part, both iu the architectural plan of the flower, and in its

life-history."

We venture to suggest that, although this curious arrangement may
serve to ensure a certain amount of self-fertilization, yet it mas
be studied in relation to the action of insects fthi

flowers, and, we fancy, may have something to do either in the deposi-

tion or in the removal of this pollen, so bringing about cross-r

In regard to the stamineal structure, briefly sketched in the beginning

of the above extract, we would remark that, if we mistake not, Duchar-

tre should has- tl credit '..'•' g i ig I I i i H I i
- itrwtttre of the

malvaceous andrcecium more than twenty years ago; that the inferences

from organogeny soon after found a striking illustration in tl

i and, finally, we are gratified to perceive that

mentary botanv for rnanv years (see !
lition, 1850,

p. -240--J.VJ), nuow n .. . It is evident that the

r.t:..- " '•'.
^ •

, :i : :., •• ,
:

. .
.,._.-.' •-

group occupy the place of one) was originally associated, have prejudiced

t
..•-.-

preferred the unobjectionable name of in the terms

'
'-'- "-

-
.

' - *.;: ^ .-: .:. .,- - - •'..
\ \

leaf. In another class of cases, anter to intrafolia-

eeous stipule*. a. o.



6. Remarkable union of two trees ; by Payson W. Lyman.—Near
' North < hester, in Hamj den Co., Mass.. there stands a

remarkable elm tree
(
Ulmut Americana), of which the annexed sketch

will give a tolerably accurate idea.

a the summit of a range i/ /
of hills, on the eastern bank of a \ C^f
branch of the Westfield River, in a < U\l

:

wooded bills rise abruptly. It is con- ^i ' \s /
siderably exposed to the light, beiDg >. i( / i

near the edge of the woodland. > / > A-
The two parts of the tree, which / JT

rise from the ground and support the / 'y<
arch, are 30 feet apart, the one on the ^
left of the sketch being as much as / /^"^
2£ feet in diameter, and rising to a /

'

height of nearly or quite 100 feet, L m /
while that on the right is If feet in ^^L
diameter, and not so high. The arch >^
springs from the tree on the left at
the height of 14 feet, and connects .

:

it*t

I lead

) way, a branch of the tree on the left had
over and become engrafted into that on the right. The prob-

ability of this supposition is enhanced by the statement of the gentleman
who owned the land forty years ago, that the tree then stood on the line

of a fence, and that he, noticing the arch, supposed that it had been
bent over to form part <i the fence, lie further states that, if he re-

members correct! v. the I 'ranch now forming the arch then extended be-

yond the tree with which it has united.

The arch runs lengthwise of the ravine, and,
which rise from it. derives its nouris"
these three intei n it tin U t! it

The diameter of the second is 11 in
i to their size. By a rougjl

-•:
to its own of about 4400 pounds. About midway between the two
original tree., tree, (Fagus ferruginea), wh
before reaching bio its branches, but does
not in any place or support it.

A person arkable tree would need to go about

: r, to a saw-mill, where
he would cross to the east side of the stream, traverse the fields, and
chmb the h: ne for a distance of forty or fifty rods
to the edge of the woodland, where he would readily discover the tree.

i third 6 inches, the
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r one interested in

Amherst College, Jan. 16th, 1867.

IV. ASTRONOMY AND METEOROLOGY.

1. November meteors in 1 866.—Accounts of the grand meteoric show

on the morning of the 13th—14th of November continue to reach t

We compile the following summary.
(a.) In the Sandwich Islands (W. long. 158°, N. lat. 21° 15').—

M

J. P. Cooke, with seven others, saw 317 meteors in five hours on tl

night of Nov. 13th-14th, 1866.

From inh to 1 Lb p.m., 22 meteors. Sky clear.
" 11 "12 " 44 " Cloudy in N.E.
" 12 " 1 a.m., 47 " Sky half covered.

as between 2 and 3 o'clock. No count of them was kept however.

States, and show that there was no revival of the shower directly after

(b.) Asia Minor.—Rev. A. T. Pratt, M.D., in a letter from Marash,

Turkey, gives the following account of the shower as seen at that place.

" After midnight, we did not look out till 2*1 45ra a.m., when they were

decidedly frequent. Miss Spencer, who is living with us, being called,

1 They were so numerous after this as to make it impossible to count

tig by dozens and scores at a time till about 4h 30m ,
when

ber having sensibly decreased,—when we were compelled to leave the

" All the meteors radiated from the same space in the heavens (hardly

the same point), i. e., that between y and e Leonis, and passed thence in

n mi, only two or three being observed which did not conform

(c.) In India.—Rev. Wm. Wood, in a letter to his son from Abmed-
nuggur (N. lat. 19° 5', E. long. 74° 55'), says that he watched all the

night of the 13th-14th, and that a good many meteors fell before mid-

so on till three o'clock, but light there

was a shower of them. At one time he counted 100 in five minutes.
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One meteor left a train which moved westward, being visible for five

(d.) In India*—Bar. Edward Chester, writing from Dindigul (N. lat.

10° 25', E. Ion. 7> 3
). says: •• For a 1W „,„„,. v.l< I b-an ;

n-.et.-. [~, I .;• t!i \ ame -o ihi.-k and so many at a time that I had to

give it up. I saw thousands. I saw nothing else from 4 o'clock until

daybreak, and even saw s< m. v iir lit n i iii ites of sunrise."

(e.) In the N Atlantic.— U\ EG cmin. at sea 4,1 miles X.E. of

Flores, saw the meteors cross the sky from E. to W., with long trains.

A narrow cloud 10° high lay along the horizon. From behind' it. from

they wei

tit tt

They mo

</) At Cope of Good Hoi
M"iirhlv Xutioe-) between H
Cap.; of Good Hope. F.etwe

(ff.) Eastern J*;,. - I'h, i ai r -.,:> to have been no remai
Ht 'Shanffhai, and at Yoktihama in -Japan a watch kept tl

ng unusual.
(A.) ^ Athens.— \U: J. F.J. Schmidt deduces hourly nu

it t no direct co nt was k pt up.

The following re the n unb,.*

133 88(f)

50 1055 (?)

Total in the 12 hours, .' ,-eU m
(/,) Throug 3Bt of Europe the shower was ob

a'"' it maintai dW
be due to pel s to thf

weather. In I

Mr. A. QUet U.s,|. *. U8%» . De&
24 °- The tim a of the a quarter past

. (*•) In Grea t Britui .—At one observer saw the ;>lloW-

ln
c
r "umbers ii succe^i ..' mini tesfrom 12h 58 ra to l

h 31 - (G. m. tim,K
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During the next half hoi

one observer in the hour,

ers are given in the Astr. Soc. Notices.*

Sir John Herschel located the radiant at long. 142° 20', lat. 10° 15' K.

Since this point is very nearly—perhaps exactly—90° from the sun, he

con ludi-s that the < >it of th meteors is v

motion retrograde. He adds (Astr. Soc. Notices, xxv'ii, 21), "How far

round the sun—a conclusion already, I believe, arrived at by Mr. New-
ton—is compatible with the truth of the 'nebular hypothesis,' we may

A train observed by him remained risible til

southwards over a space 8° or 9°, and at the Bame time cbai

rection so that at its disappearance it was at right angles to

position.

Mr. A. S. Herschel gives (Astron. Soc. Notices) the folio v.

patha recorded by dif-

ferent observers upon charts of the British Association.

The magnets at Greenwich were remarkably
-» remarked an unusual glow in the atmosphere" during the

display.

(1.) Observations with the spectroscope,—Mr. A. S. Herschel and Mr.

ea arranged for direct

vision. Mr. Brosvning says i A-', •: . Soe. N lie- n 186 7, p. 77) :

cided on ke - .,' a little to the west of

Ira wl h I saw were those of meteors >vhich -

point and passed through the belt of Orion. Of course tie- number ol

in ' 'i's v\ i i> ,
. U[1 „ ,

. j,
v
- ,; h ,>, ,1, but the

to the axis of the prism,

"From the rapid flight of the meteors rendering the spectra very diffi-

cult to catch, I cannot pretend to speak with confidence of the appear-

JouniaCin Dr*VoTd" lTtter'^For l?h 39,0^ 'rea/llh MP O^
^
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f the colors o

\o)4 rays.

"I observ- is. The light

which was mostly blue, gr, r n, or - u< d homoge-
neous; but tin- ii u tii- iri-i-i - " faint to

..; from ibis cause to give spectra
m which i,| ue ;Uil i rey*7;,-e perceptible."

As was ii 58), the eastern

limit of the show i mib i ive 1 en iu Cu tral Asia. It was a little east,

however, of the line there given.

Several pa :heorv of the meteors by S
^je, I Verrier, [Vi is, .v .

. t which u h 1 1 nten h 1 to give here an
abstract, must l .' f,-nvd to the next mimber of the .J..umal. h. a. n.

2. iVeto wi red a minor

...

ered by Mr. St. • h it at Mars illos o. the kh of November.
4. Come/.—Mr. Stepban discovered a teles* opie comet on the night of

the 22d of January, in U.A. 2 h 34-, and N.P.D. "74* 20'.

5. Aurora .
I . B vi I l .. I Fn in

a letter to th , Ii!.. Nor. 11, 1866.)

—I find in No. 119, 2d series oi this J, nrnai, I- ;
t. l^O.i.) observations

on the aurora ir city, among which 1 notice some
•

-'

striking the tops of those streamers at the h ight <>i s-

miles—as it must have been at that hour—above the earth's surface."

The learned author of the said communi ai. a

kind interme al note-book (kept since

I860, and con ona of 4 7 displays), bearing on the

points alluded to by him.
i860, Au I streamers appeared N.

16° W„ while
J 860, Sept. 6, 8-33 p. m.—A b u >h u w. .V. :

J
\V., issuing a cluster

,'

s toward the middle of 1
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10-25.—E. and W. the streamers incline toward the horizon, and as-

ume the deepest red hue, while in the X. the color is much paler. .

1861, March 9, 8-20 p.m.—Tin- .1 uk ..-„' n. nt ha- completely vanished

nd a semicircle of streamers has taken its place. They reach as high as

Observation made on l>uu . Aug. 7, 1862, in

on St. Lawrence river, near Trois-llivieres, r

Streamers of yellow hue.)

1862, Oct. 3.—Fall moonlight and display

In general, I have never >een a * - streamer that was not originally

>hite, but turned sometimes into puiple or bloody-red upon reaching a

trtain altitude. At the moment of issuing, the beam is white and

ppears greatest in the middle of the beam. When the beam has

hind the arch immediate v precc ling, we

IV. MISCELL \XEOUS £ CIEXTIFIC IXTELLIGI

I. Analyxis of a Me oric Iron from Colorado ; bv Dr.

s, dated Boston, Nov. 1(
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7'602. '

10U
°

'

'* °
edU meta SaWet

°
,0U1 ^ IDdSS iaS ^ SP

'
g'"

On chemical analysis by the most approved method, separating the

'
! ~

'

; "' _•' ;; --•

wl i
i w ta twi di ; ation being tested for phos-

2. Hailstones in China ; by S. W. Williams.—On Tuesday at 6 p.m.

on June 5, 1866, a I m the norloeasl, and broke
over Peking with g followed the first

dash of rain, and "increased in -')/•' :u)<\ quantity till the rain almost

seemed to cease. IU -1 « i 1 -< ' i'ty i m -, leaving the yards

white with hailstone-, hut as the wind was light no damage was done.

.
- hi hi ted a kernel of

strata of air through wlii ii the\ [ issed in tlieir decent must have been

Survey, left k ,-anr i\ th d, uh-f 1W. Bacbe.

V

office has i,

,

of Mr. William Stimp-
8on, one of the best zoologists of the country.



Professor Alexander Dallas Bache,
j

awaken profound regret throughout a very large cii

luls. For the last thirty \ ,
ars he h; s Ik en intimately c

-.;.',:-.'.

in 1S27. Aft - -.1 success, for a num-

ber of years, he was cai! ! -ncy of the <*irard Col-

'
:

Si.-j.hn, Criran.l. ' Six years later he received and ;t«- |.L- i

ment of Superintendent of the United States ("oast Survey, a post made

vacant by the death of Professor Jlassh-r. He entered upon this office

results of hi s hihors have been public property. It would be out of place

in this brief notice to speak of the m ._• .nee of that

* 'oast Survey. It is proper to say, however,

that few men could have carried to eparation,

-
,

-

,

trative talents. Sis ai in fulness and

extent as the work advam. d. t rm an invaluable sen s ,f scientific papers.

They have justly won for him not only an American but a European

reputation. It is well known that eminent scientists in Europe, engaged::- -

have sought with eagerness for the lb-ports of the American Coast Sur--'
ness. in the fir-- 'at subject.

He has contributed many memoirs to our scientific journal-, and many

to the Araerici nt of Science, of which

>ften very elaborate, 1 u.-g i

1

\ ' u devoted to the discussion of

>riginal researches in the inor-
;

physical inquiry.

md are well worthy of attenti >n u t onh as s [b-t mtial contributions to

During his presi. • v'ofb. |( _ fiom 1836 to 1841, he spent

» year abroad under the direction of the Board of Trustees, to examine

md report upon the state f edn , i L .i
;

- . The results of this

examination, executed with gi it < u u inn i eness of detail, were

intended to reprei

of science that pun-i 1 „ („ ,.„ , ,,, ,j„ iL -|
, , , ,;, v . h ,li has i

terminated fatally, induced perhaps by over mental action, has for m
months been making inroads upon his fine physical
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'

i
-

' !
•"• I iv. v i . if 1 it-

J

i .tfj.-s with 'i m ,r
| ,

s i- 1 t |, „ ,]

bare only recently yielded to the sad conviction that his allotted work

In the administration of his office as Superintendent of the Coast

In society he was eminently avniai. No one knew i,-«t<-i than he. how
to throw off I a last was done, and
up to the mil th i- 1 i ] m m it th „, ]. , , „ ,. - |„ s „ ,no,t

d rery many of them (rill feel his death as a

J. HiTiKHAimr.—Mr. ! vi't Pr, f. A<ra»iz is

L - ti-\ di.d ,1 2 }, , f 1 i !, in i-« ti in il trl s f
i 1 M-a-e

FVr*< Annual Report on the Geoloqy of Kansas ; by B. F. Mudge,
Prof, of Geologj and \ c \\ -t. i

th. k,..-v ./, Aifiit-ult. Col-

liminary Report of the Geologi : by G. C.

ow, State Geologist. Lawrence, 1866. 198 pp., 8vo.

cially in regard to • ture of salt,

>ec*>nd Report is a more important work. It contains the results

the separate Reports of Dr. C. A. Logan on the sanitary relations

State, that ot I>r. T S i.h- . ti its ( limatology, and the Report of

sistam <o,>]o,w. Maj y¥. limn.

ssification of the I
-

etained. This mak. s the tbi in ui m u th it . _ , ihout 700 feet

uiess, or nearly ti, bj Meek and Hayden
i'urnal, [2], xxvii, 424). These geologists regarded the inter-

e strata, which Coal-measure fossils,

. of the Upper Coal-i n i- n s, resting <;ont rtn v upon those be-

1 by Piot'.'suailow that a want of cont'ormability may be detected

n .liuo- t(1 tiij. Report the oldest rocks in the State are Lower Car-

Jus. The Coal-measures occupy the surface of Eastern Kansas

and dip beneath the Permian to
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the westward. They contain not loss than 80 separate heds of lime-

stone. No additional evidence appears to have been obtained in regard

to the age of the gypsum-baring >:rata immediat. !y above the Permian,

and none relating to the more recent formations.

The report contains a chapter on economical geology, which, with the

separate Reports appended, furnishes much information of value to all

2. First Animal Report of of Iowa ; by C. A.

White, M.D., State Geologist. 4 pp., sVo. Des Moines, 1807.—This Re-

ment of the present sutvey during the past year. A brief Report by

the State Chemist, i'loi'. llinrichs, i- appended.

3. Report of the Progress of the Geological Survey of North Caro-

lina, 1806; by Prof. W." 0. Km;:;. State Geologis

leigh, l^r.T.— \ 1-ri f R.-j ;t. • lining some i

4. Geological S'irrry o Canada, Sh Wm I" Loc vx, Di dor. Re-

port of Progress from 1863 to 1866. 322 pp., large 8vo. Ottawa,

5. On HU Hud: -Sa?!

Company. Report of the American Bureau of Mines. 30 pp.. 4to, with

map-.—This important report is based mainly on the ho-
Dr. C. A. Goessmann. Dr. Gocsstmtnn obtained for the o

the salt of Petit Anse, chlorid of sodium 98-8823, sulphate of lime

0-7825, chlorid of magnesium 0*0030, chl. of calcium 0-0036, moisture

6. Plane Problems tfl i \ry : or Problems on the

Elementary Conic Sect,,., hue. and Circle; by

S.Edward Warren, O.E., Prof, of Dea -.. in the Rens-

:, 10-2 pp., 12m... with a plate and numerous

fi-u,,-.
_

N-w Voik, 1-07 (.lohnV, volume is

instruments, is clear and pre-

7. The American A".- mne of
' Nat-

. Vol. I. March. 1807, No. 1. 56 pp., 8vo. Salem, Essex

In-titute.—This rir-t number of the monthly American Naturalist, _

an-

''
.

1S04-5, and the other, -, with refer-

ence especially to those of New England.
8. Description of Foi

•
.

v
'

'

".

:

9. Musee Teyler : Catalogue system mi, : a- :

logique, par T. C. Winkler. Quatrieme Livraison. Harlem, 1865.—
This is a continuation of the Catalogue noticed in vol. xli, at page 287.
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Art. XXXI.

—

On certain recent contributions to Astro-Meteor-

ology ; by H. A. Newton.

1. Radiant points, or radiant areas.

For more than twenty years a Committee of the British As-
sociation for the Advancement of Science has annually made an
extended report on Observations of Luminous Meteors, in which
have been given in detail the times, paths, physical appearances,
and other phenomena, of meteors seen during the years immedi-
ately preceding. No special effort has been made until recently,
to elaborate this mass of material. E. P. Greg, Esq., of Man-
chester, assisted by Mr. A. S. Herschel, at last undertook the task
of plotting the paths contained in the voluminous records. By
this means they have determined between fifty and sixty radiants,
for different periods of the year. Prof. E. Heis of Minister, has
in like manner, from observations made by himself and his as-

sistants during a period of twelve years, deduced a sim
to a considerable extent a corresponding series of radiant points.
The latter series is in the Monthly Notices of the Eoy. Astro.
Soc, xxiv, 213. Both series are in the Keport of the British

Association for 1864, and in the Proceedings of the British Me-
teorological Society for Jan. 18th, 1865.

' From the latter source
we give the following table. The general results of Mr. Greg's

investigations as regards meteor showers are thus summed up in
tne Report of the Committee on Luminous Meteors.

"They appear to endure for almost any period, from twenty-four
hours to eight or possibly ten weeks, differing from one another in rich-

±*. Joue. Sci.—Secohd Sirie», Vol. XLIH, No. 129.—Mai-, 1867.



Recent contribute

1845-63. (R. P. Greg.)

\

Epochs in their |||
°rer

Ve°nr
enCe

j||

iv< lt ,;

V:-,. H I u ~F
J Dec. 20-Jan. S0

!

20
r "if ~~fT Ai :,: Jan. 1-15.

fir

2 Dec. 20-Jan. 30 IS 5 85 N,
N 3

285

It Jan! 16-31.

i Dec. 21-Feb. 4 2S 17
Jan. 2-Jan. 3 234 ^K s

:.; 51

Dec. 16-31.

Jan. 1-15.

Jan. 2-Feb. 4 3C ? M, i-u;

Jan. 5-Jan. 25 MG,
Feb. 4-Feb. 26 M 3 l.V 6;. Feb. 1-14.

M, is«:

9 Feb. 9-Feb. 17 13 76 40
37

Feb 1-14.

'

Feb. 15-28.
Feb. 10-Mar. 17

Feb. 11 -Mar. 16

9

1

s.
J

i;»

11

Mar. 1-15.

Mar. 16-31.

12 Feb. 1 9-Feb. 26 10 via 220
iN\ 25«

90 Feb, 1-14-

Feb. 15-28.

u Mar. 3-Mar.27
Mar. 3-Mar. 31

Mar. 3-Mar. 31

* t Itt
72

Mr,..

I4i.

1

M;. M:s,

IT Apr. 1-June 2

Apr. 2-May 1 "0

xi 191 52 M- It' Apr. 1-15.

Apr. 16-80.

327 SGo
276 26

X. .-: 8: Apr. 16-30.

2; Apr. 25-June 4 »> xvtii

282
48

DG,

Apr.30-June 4 20 Q, May 1-31.

May 9-Jnne 3 D
W

May 29-June 17 18 xxii 886 45 B, ::-
6'

5el~30
June 1-June30 30 Q»

~^rJune 1-June30 85 N 9 M May 1-31.

Ni.. !.->'

July 2-July24 51 xxiv 291 5* B, 54 July 1-15.

July 10-Aug. 6
July 20-Aug. 4 ! Txv is »

Q. t
I

July 1-15-

S3 July 22-Aug. 10 70 T*

3 July 29-Aug. 22 xxiva
to 327

44 B* :w,r „ Aug. 16-31-

i
Bo

s:i 120* : >
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5
,of dJJSSSS.

,".:•
;,,.

1-
53sr

35 Aug. 6-Sept.lO xxix
°

9°U ET„ -15 79 Aug. 16-31.

!

N I3

A, 51jJulyl6toAug.l5.*

Aug.17-Sept.12 jttvil -i

2S2

6 Q 3
-'•- 12 July 1-15.

Aug.17-Sept.30 18 xxivi 42 B s 293 57 Sept. 1-15.

xxx a

Aug.I7-Sept.30 15i 333

i.e. 314

•.:
•

';

to 333

r

EG
E *

A„ t 03 Sept. 1-15.

61 Oct. 1-15.

Aug.18-Sept.29 27 X

or

l 34

& ii "-'^'lelb

41 27 xxS
5

1 15
T,

:«: lOlSept. 1-15.

11 Sept. 16-30.

11 Oct. 1-15.

42 Sept. 6-Nov.23 18 xxxiv 22 -• TG
-lliOct. 16-31.

Sept.20-Oct. 11 33 48
'

'N,4 84;Sept. 16-30.

Sept.27-Nov. 2 07 ZZXHi 14 58
a!-! £

42;Oct. 16-31*

40|Dec. 1-15*
4* Oct. 3-Oct. 20 " XXXvii 140 45 L'r"

115 r^
Oct. 4-Nov. 10 R 3 45 £**.Oct. 18-Nov. 3

F 40:Oct. 16-31 *

>,t. 3! -Dee."''
Nov. 1 -Nov. 23

I:
xliii l

lJ 49

I. II

ag 3

Nov. 7-Nov 15 rig 153 L, I5i 28 Not. 1-30*

Nov.23-Dec. 9 DG,
"i *ov. 24-Dec. 10 58 37 59 Dec. 16-31.

84 xlvii 96 36

! Li 115 55!Dec. 1-15*
5.', Nov.27-Dec. 19 10 xlvi 157 H kg

(*) Ra<
i, 1746; days, 1655 ; meteor-showers, 56.

marked thus are extracted from the work by Dr. Heis, entitled

_

In some there appears to ty of .lisp]
.

lay on particular days, as tor example xivn.

to December 30th ; but the most abundan^ovembei
curs from December 9th to 13th. In others

perceived. Their number, of fully fifty as y<

not be much exceeded, unless by short-liv
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chance in their return, but, on the contrary, the showers are very regu-

irrent every year, and, allow f 10* to 15°

in diameter for each, the so-called "sporadic" meteors will become ex-

tremely scarce, now that the principal showers and their radiants have

been pointed out. A well-marked instance of long persistence and re-

markable for having its radiant very small and fixed, is the shower of

August 6th to September 10th, No. xxix. The great majority have, at

the present time, been as clearly defined (as regards the time of their

occurrence, duration, and positions of their radiants) as in the case with

the older and better known showers of August and November. On the

average of many years, the radiant-regions of a few are, however, still

very extensive. In all, a plane, oval, or double-headed region of radia-

tion appears I litiora of the showers more correctly

at. This elongation of the radiant-region is in most cases per-

pendicular to the ecliptic, or parallel to the via lactea, in or near which

the greater number of the radiants in the latter half of the year are

placed. The meteors of particular showers vary in their distinctive char-

acters, some being larger and brighter than others, some whiter, some

more ruddy than others; some swifter, and drawing after them more per-

il- than those of other showers. Their connection with the

epochs ami di eora still remains to be established."

From a private letter by Mr. Greg to Mr. B. Y. Marsh we
* some minor changes are found neccessary, by further

observation and investigation, in the duration of the showers

and the places of the radiants. Mr. Greg's charts containing the

paths of nearly 2000 shooting stars are about to be published by
the British Association. We may hope to receive them within

a few months. We evidently need these charts in order to dis-

c ntcll ntly this important subject. While waiting for

them, however, one or two remarks may not be out of place.

That the so-called sporadic shooting stars should belong large-

ly to rings or streams, as do the August and November meteors,

is in the present state of our knowledge probable, or at the least

is not improbable. The reasonings of Mr. Schiaparelli, which
will be spoken of further on in this article, strengthens this

probability.

But we meet with some difficulty in accepting the proposition

that a ring or stream may be of such breadth as to require eight

or ten weeks for the earth to traverse it, that is, that the ring

may extend 60° or 70° along the ecliptic ; or rather, if there were
so broad a ring or stream, it would not appear to have a radiant

area so small, and so well marked, as to be detected.
The position of the - at point of the heav-

ens from which the relative motion of the meteoroids with refer-

ence to tli.
ion i s the resultant of

two absolute motions, that of the meteoroids and that of the earth.

If either of these should change, the place of the radiant win
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But during these eight or ten weeks the direction of the
earth's motion would change 60° or 70°. If the direction of
the meteoroids' motions were supposed parallel throughout the
breadth of the stream, yet this change in the direction of the
earth's motion alone appears to necessitate a change of the posi-

tion of the radiant by a distance on the heavens of not less than
30° or 40°.

But for a group of such thickness, we can hardly suppose the
absolute motions of the meteoroid parallel throughout it-

Each meteoroid must move about the sun in its own orbit, and
though this is not entirely inconsistent with a parallelism of the
paths where the group crosses the ecliptic, yet £

volution on the opposite side. Hence, we might reasonably ex-
pect that at the center of the stream we should find their paths
crossing each other at large angles,—angles comparable in mag-
nitude to the 60° or 70° which measures on the ecliptic the
breadth of the stream. Such divergence of directions of the in-

dividual members of the group, would make the existence of an
apparant radiant of moderate area impossible.

Again a stream whose thickness is so great, may be expected
to have also large breadth in direction of the radius vector.

This again would make the parellelism of the paths, and conse-

quently the a] :|irobable.

In fact a ring of such enormous thickness as to require two
months for the earth to cross it, would seem not only to lose all

the essential char; t risiics oi a distinct group, but also to be
unable to manifest its existence by a constant and small radiant

The conclusions of Mr. Greg and Dr. Heis, are derived almost
entirely from meteors seen in evening hours. But the phenom-
enon of radiation caused by parallelism of absolute motions
should be more distinctly evident as the radiant is nearer the

meridian. This occurs, in general, in the morning hours.

While, then, the existence of rings or streams is a priori prob-
able, and so the existence of radiants for very short periods is to

be looked for, yet the series now proposed will doubtless un-

dergo essential changes, as we accumulate observations, or else

some other cause than ring-formations be found to account for

the radiation.

There should, in any case, be a tendency to a radiation, both
from the zenith and from the point to which the earth is mov-
ing

; hence from the region lying between these points, i. e.,

from the N.E. quarter of the heavens.
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2. Influence of the August and November meteors upon the temperature

of the atmosphere.

Erman early asserted the existence of cold periods, from the 5th

to the 12th of February, and from 10th to the 13th of May.
These he attributed to the influence of the August and Novem-
ber meteors, assuming that they passed at those epochs between
the earth and the sun. To the same cause he attributed certain

dark days, and other appearances, said to have occurred in the

years, a.d. 1106, 1206, 1208, 1706, and 1547.

In a series of papers read before the Paris Academy of Scien-

ces, and published in the Comptes Eendus,* Mr. Ch. St. Claire

Deville has given the results of a gation of the

alleged abnormal changes of temperature in these months, as

well as those alleged for corresponding days of August and No-

Mr. Faye in response to the first of these papers, shows con-

clusively that the dark days, &c, adduced by Erman, cannot be

referred with any probability to the meteors as tbeir cause.

In his earlier papers, Mr. St. Claire Deville undertakes to show
that there are periodic variations of the temperature of the crit-

ical days in February, May, August, and November, that corres-

pond to secular maxima and minima of the August and No-
vember meteors. For the August meteors lie ;i.-sin i. - a maxi-

mum in 1847 or 1848, relying upon the assertion pf Mr. Coulvier-

Gravier.

The existence of a maximum for the meteors in or near those

a itself exceedingly doubtful, and the evidence adduced
by Mr. Deville to prove corresponding changes of temperature,

is also very far from satisfactory.

Mr. Deville's own conclusions, as given in his later papers

themselves throw doubt upon the existence of any important

connection between the meteors and the temperature of the air.

He finds that there is an accordance, between the movements of

the thermometer in the several months, February, May, August,
and November ; and that the 12th day of each of these months

ical day of a marked inflection. But this accordance
(or solidarity) between the several months is entirely lost when
the days are so combined as to compare not the days of the same
name in the month, but those corresponding to points 90° apart

on the ecliptic. But in what possible way can the meteors cre-

ate oscillations in the temperature of the atmosphere, whose
maxima and minima, shall in November be one or two days be-

fore we reach them, shall in May be at the time of the passage
of the earth across the plane of the November group, in Au-
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all b

ring?

3. The paths and probable origin of Shooting Stars.

important recent contribution to the theory of shoot-
by Mr. Schiaparelli of the' Brera Observatory at

s contained in a series of five letters to P. Secchi,
published in the Bullettino Meteorologico of Some*
By a course of reasoning similar to that which led the writer

to the same conclusion,! he argues that the mean velocity of the
meteoroids, is considerably greater than that of the earth in its

orbit. Hence their orbits are in general, long ellipses, or parab-
olas.

Assuming then (which is not improbable) that the meteoroids
form in the planetary spaces a multitude of currents, or continu-
ous rings, having all possible inclinations to the ecliptic, he pro-
ceeds to inquire in what way so singular a form of grouping of

nor, could have been produced.

Notwithstanding the uncertainty of the determinations of the
velocity of the solar system and of the stars in space, he consid-
ers it reasonable to assume that the velocities relative to the sun
of the various bodies which are scattered through stellar spaces,

are comparable in magnitude to those of the planets in their

Suppose now one of these bodies, a comet for instance, to come
by its proper motion so near to the sun, that solar attraction far

exceeds the attraction of the stars, and yet to be at such a dis-

tance that ; is but a few seconds. Its orbit

about the sun will then be a conic section. Suppose now the
sun to be at rest, and regard the relative velocity of the comet
as the real velocity. Let fall a perpendicular from the sun
upon the direction of the comet's motion. The area described
about the sun in a unit of time, will be equal to one-half the

product of this perpendicular into the comet's velocity.
_

As, however, the velocity is, in general, comparable in magni-
tude to the planetary velocities, and the perpendicular is in gen-
eral, enormously greater than the distances of the planets from
the sun, it }.. 3 described in a unit of time are,

m general, very much larger than corresponding planetary areas.

-But these an metera of their corresponding or-

bits. Hence, in general, the orbits of such comets would have
enormous dimensions in every direction, and the bodies them-
selves would remain invisible to us, because of their great dis-

tance from the earth.

* Vol. v, Nos. 8, 10, 11, 12, and vol. ti, No. 2.

t This Jour I p. 309-311.
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In two cases only would they come within our field of vision.

When the perpendicular is very small, a hyperbolic orbit would

result, differing in general not much from a right line. As the

the sphere of our vision is only about four times the

distance from the earth to the sun, this ca$e would rarely happen.

The second case is when the relative motion of the comet is

very small, that is, when the comet and sun are moving in nearly

parallel paths, with nearly equal velocities. An orbit very

nearly a parabola would result. This case would likewise be

very rare, since of all possible velocities of the bodies in the

stellar spaces, very few would be nearly equal and parallel to

that of the sun.

The parabolic form of the cometary orbits should not then

surprise us. This is not the only possible form. On the con-

trary it is one that is very rare. But owing to the nature of

comets, and to our feeble powers of vision, we can see only

those which describe just these orbits. Nor is there reason for

wonder that the planes of their orbits have no relation to the

plane of the ecliptic.

The characteristics peculiar to planets can be accounted for

by their formation in the solar system ; those peculiar to the

orbits of qomets depend on the manner in which the sun attracts

them to itself from the depths of space. The latter then should

have an origin foreign to our system. To which of these two

classes belong the shooting stars ? Are they planets, or are they

comets ?

The planetary hypothesis has hitherto been favored by as-

tronomers. The ring theory, however, as Mr. Schiaparelli be-

lieves, leads to serious difficulties respecting the origin of the

shooting stars, whether the rings be regarded as integral parts

of the solar system from the beginning, or they be supposed to

have come from space, being attracted hither by the sun.

There are two arguments which show that the meteoroids

should be classed with the comets as originally strangers to our

system, rather than with the planets. The first is that their or-

bits seem to be inclined at all angles to the ecliptic ;* the second,

that their velocity requires a long if not a parabolic orbit.

* That the inclinations of the orbits of the meteoroids are of all magnitudes,

Mr. Schiaparei;
,na „f the radiants given by

i radiants are open to cnticism

.

th's orbit, the apparent paths of

t the ecliptic, and that the paths

HWd
M

_. aleonpp. 2se,

s also that many of the orbits of the meteoroids, at least, are inclined at li

f such considerable m the table on p
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Admit, then, that the shooting stars come from stellar space,
and we have no longer closed rings of short period, but streams of
a parabolic form, for which the period of revolution, if there is

one, is very great. Now this parabolic current, which at first

seems so strange a form, is not only possible, but it is the only
form in which a cosmical cloud druwn fVoi i stellar space by
solar attraction can approach the sun and become visible to us.

To prove this, he supposes a cosmic cloud of the size of the
sun, to be at first at a distance equal to 20,000 (the mean dis-
tance from the earth to the sun being unity). The rarity of the

this cloud is regarded such that the mutual attraction
of the particles may be disregarded. This cloud of particles is

posed to have a velocity (relative to the sun) perpen-
dicular to a line drawn to the sun, one twenty-thousandth of the
mean velocity of the earth, or about one hundred yards a minute.
The several particles will move in elliptic orbits about the

sun, but the*, olln ^ will nut be exactly equal. Mr. Schiapa-
relh shows that a cloud, of spherical form at first, would be de-
formed, little by little. . u out so as to have a
^ery small transverse section. It will now lie along a parabolic
arc, of which the sun is the locus. When the particle originally
at the center of the globe reaches its perihelion, at a distance
from the sun equal to £, the anterior portion of the group will

have passed its periheli >i L! 3 :. d vs ..'.'1 have already crossed

"*'B outward course the orbits of the minor planets. The end
ie group will not have reached t"

the sun. The whole extends along £

abohc orbit. The breadth of the group at its center, in direction
°f the radius vector, will be 96 meters, and in the direction per-

pendicular to the plane of the orbit, 37 kilometers. Its density
at this place will be 400 millions of times the density of the
original group.

If the primitive form of the group was other than spherical
the same reason; Baits follow.

The apparent dfameter of the assumed globe, as seen from the
sun, is about 0"'l. But if the original cloud be supposed to
nave an apparent diameter of one minute, the resulting stream
would require 636 years to pass the perihelion. Some of the
nebulas have apparent diameters exceeding that of the sun. A
globe of such a size (1924") would be transformed into a para-
bolic stream which would require more than 20,000 years to
pass the perihelion. The cross section of this stream would be
much greater than in the preceding case, but yet not so great
hut that the earth might cross it in a few hours, or at most, in one
or two days. We may, then, without extravagant hypotheses
account for the existence of meteoric currents which have been
observed for hundred- f August.
Am. Joe*. Sci.-Second Sbsiks, Vol. XLIII, No. 12».-May, 1887.
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t results similar in kind, and comparable in degree,

suit, had the group been supposed at any point of a conic sec-

tion of very great length.

If the orbit is an ellipse, the original form of the cloud

would never be regained. At each perihelion passage, the

length of the stream would be increased until it formed a closed

circuit. Tbe stream would be, at first, periodic, but finally con-

stant. If the orbit is open, there would be a single passage only.

The supposed cloud was deemed to exert no sensible attrac-

tion upon its particles. To justify such an assumption, Mr.

Schiaparelli makes an estimate of the density of the August
ring. For the mean distance from each other, of the bodies of

the August group, he obtains by computation about 100 (geo-

miles. This is obtained by quite arbitrary supposi-

tions, but the result is very nearly that which is obtained by
computations from the best data in our possession (see this

Journal, xxxix, 207), combined with observations at Hartford in

1863, when six observers counted 153 different meteors in a

half hour.*

For the size of the individual meteoroids, he assumes one

gram, relying upon the conclusions of Mr. A. S. Herschel who
compared the light of the meteors with the light of a candle,

and hence inferred their weight. The estimate seems too small,

for some of the trains fill cubic miles of space with matter

of sufficient consistency to form a cloud visible for minutes

(see this vol., p. 86). Yet the probable size of these bodies

is so small that Mr. Sdiiaparelli's reasoning is still conclusive.

To each sphere whose radius is fifty miles he assigns, there-

fore, one gram of matter. The cloud first supposed had only

Tffff.Wo.oTso the density of the resultant stream at the perihelion.

bowever, the space originally occupied by the meteor-

oids of the August stream, to be only one million times that

now filled at the place where the earth traverses it. To each

gram of matter would originally have belonged, in that case, a

volume equal to that of a sphere 10,000 miles in diameter.
He then shows that a spherical group of bodies, each body

MM gram, whatever be the dimensions of the group,

must have at a distance from the sun equal to the earth's mean
distance, a density such that the mutual distances of the mem-
bers shall be less than 1-86 meters (2 yards), in order that the at-

traction of the sun shall not dissolve the group. If the mutual

oi the members exceed l'86m , the sun acts to separate

luab from each other, not at the surface simply, but

throughout the 'the system.
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But if the mutual distances are, as before determined, 100 miles,
the dissolving power of the sun is .1 attraction
of the particles. In like manner, the dissolving power of the

action upon a group of similar bodies distant 20,000
from the sun, the mutual distance of the bodies being 10,000
miles, is 125,000,000 times the attraction which the group has
for one of its particles. This latter force then may be safely
neglected. The dissolution or deformation of the system must,
moreover, begin much farther away from the sun "than the as-

sumed position of the cosmic cloud, out even in the stellar spa-
ces. It can enter the solar system only as a parabolic current.
Even if we suppose a group that is tolerably dense, approach-

ing the sun, as, for instance, a comet without a nucleus, there is

.;u which the differences of solar

tend to dissolve it. If such a group passes this limit,

in its descent to perihelion, the members will be scattered, and
the original formation will never be restored. We have thus a
most singular effect of attractive force, namely, the dispersion
of a system that lacks coherence.

If now a dense cloud of bodies is supposed to pass near one
of the larger planets, its orbit will 1 e changed, and may become
one of short period, like those of certain comets. If, moreover,
its perihelion distance is less than the distance at which solar

attraction disintegrates the groups, the cloud is dissolved into in-

dependent particles. Diversity of planetary perturbations pro-

duces in the orbits of these particles a variety of elements, es-

pecially variety in the periodic times. The group is gradually

lengthened along the ellipse, and after a certain number of rev-

olutions the cloud becomes a continuous ring. The meteors of

November belong to such a group, while the ring is partially

formed. The August meteors probably represent a group after

rt is transformed into a continuous ring.

Mr. Schiaparelli gives a summary of the consequences which
result from the preceding discussions in the following propo-
sitions, which establish the basis for a new theory of fall

'"

[. Matter is disseminated in celestial space in all possible grades of

division. TIk h"iM ;rrade o.nsi-t- <>f tin f_i stars, either isolated, or

few members. The second is made up of large

which many
nebulae are seen to be resolved by large telescopes. Then follow smaller

ben they approach the sun under the
form of comets. Finally the last grade i Souds, coui-
•'-:-.: ....... ... _ ...;• u >.;.

of objects which we are accustomed to handle or transport on the earth.

"II. This las - have been formed in space, by the

.ion of substances chemically dissolved in liquids. From what
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oceuis in t! -=." en -• dlizations we are even led to think that such a form

of aggregation is much more prohable and more frequent than the others,

which take place by large masses. Hence the volume occupied by the

•ion of the stellar space.

"III. The movements of such clouds among the bodies of the universe,

are comparable to those of the fixed stars, and are probably due to analo-

gous causes. When any one of them enters the sphere of attraction of the

sun, it cannot be visible to us unless its orbit relative to this great lumi-

nary is u > r\ _- r \ "longated conic section.

IV. Whatever may be the form and extent of a cosmical cloud, it

cannot (with very rave exceptions) penetrate to the interior of the solar

system, unless it has been transformed into a parabolic current, which

may consume years, centuries, and myriads of years in passing, part by

part, its peril, i ri?er, whose trai svers

are very small with respect to its length. Of such currents, t

!

are encountered by the eavth in its annual motion, are rend-

.

to us under the form of showers of meteors diverging from a certain

"V. Tin- n ag the spaces of the solar

system, at all possible dial
|

robably very

great. The exceeding rarity

one another. They may undergo progressive transpo-iti,..,

watioBs in space. v!y change their bed. They i

be interrupted, and thence become double or multiple, and they may e

in particular circumstances become closed elliptical rings. The Nov

apparently portions of such a ring in process of

irns i'.i
1

i space to a -r than that

which it had before the passage. In heu the cur-

of some of the meteoric stars int > >[ ?cial orbits. Such stars from that

moment may be called truly sporadic.

"VIII. Thus the meteoric stars, and other celestial products

phenomena, which » >;h-rs and Laplace first ventured to make to come

the truth ie.-pe< tit. <r them." Tin-,. |.,,di-> ha\.- the s.tmVrelatinn to emii-

ets, that the small planets I u n Mars id Jupiter ha\

;

-

.and aerolites differ ii
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composition of all the visible bodies in the universe, already rendered
probable by researches with the spectroscope, acquires a new argument

The further question is then broached, whether it is necessary
for the original cloud to be made up of such small elements;
whether, for example, it may not consist of a moderate number
of comets. In such a case, we ought to meet, from time to time,
with orbits somewhat unlike, which intersect each other in the
depths of space, but which lose the characteristics of a common
system, owing to considerable intervals between the times of
perihelion passage.
The question is not a new one. Prof. Hoek of Utrecht has

found several double and triple systems of comets,* which at a
remote epoch were near each other in space, although their peri-

helion passages have differed by years. The most notable of
these systems, is that of the comets 1860 III, 1863 I, 1863 VI,
which at the end of the year 760, a. d., were at distances from
the sun respectively 60000, 60042, and 600-25, and distant from
each other 12-8, 16*3, and 81. To a spectator from the sun

• was 1° 33'. Hoek believes

that the comets of 1677, and of 1683, belong also to this system.
The antecedent probability of a chance coincidence like that of
these comets is exceedingly small.

We find thus analogies between the systems of shooting stars,

tf comets. I in we not in tgine mixed systems, in

which a cloud of meteoroids are grouped in space about one or

more larger nuclei, that is, about one or more comets?
If a system of this kind is drawn from solar attraction into

the figure of a paraboi ibola described by the

principal body (or those described by the principal bodies)

should evidently differ very little from the line along the center
of the parabolic stream, consequently the preceding question is

f we find a meteoric current form-
ing a parabola identical in magnitude and position with any
parabolic cometary orbit. In such a case the comet will evi-

dently form part be one of its elements.

To test this question, Mr. Schiaparelli computed the following
elements of the mean orbit of the August meteors, supposing
it a parabola, assuming the radiant to be R. A. 44°, N. Dec. 56°,

and the time of crossing the center of the group in 1866 to be

75. With these elements are placed those of the comet
1862 III, according to the latest determination of Dr. Oppolzer.f
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July 23-62 Aug. 229, 1860
123-4 years

These elements do not differ by quantities greater than can be

accounted for by the want of precision in the data for compu-

ting the paths of the meteors. We come thus to the unexpec-

ted conclusion, that the great conut dse than one

of the August argest of them aU.

At the time of announcing this relation of the comet of 1862

with the August meteors, Mr. Schiaparelli found no comet hav-

ing similar relations with the November meteors. But upon the

publication by Oppolzer shortly after,* of the corrected orbit of

the comet 1866 I, the resemblance of its elements to those of

the orbit of the November group on the supposition of a period of

33-25 years was strikingly manifest, attracting s

of several astronomers,f The following comparative elements

! given by Schiaparelli (Bullettino Meteor

nparative eiemeE

, Feb. 28, 1867).

Perihelion passage, Nov. 10-092, 1866. Jan. 11-160, 1866.

t descending node, Nov. 13-576

Long, of Perih.,
"

56° 25'9 60° 28'0

Long of Asc. Node, 231° 28**2 231° 26'.1

Inclination, 17° Wo 17° 18'-1

Perihelion dist., 0-9873 0-9765

Eccentricity, 09046 0*9054

Setni-major axis, 10 340 10-324

Periodic time, 33-250 33-176

Motion, retrograde. i t os de

The comet of Tempel, he adds, not only describes, therefore,

the same orbit as the November group of meteoroids, but is in

the same portion of the orbit, and probably nearer the head

than the tail of the group4 The observations of November 13th,

1865, showed that the earth traversed the anterior portion of the

swarm at that time. Two months later the comet passed the

node, and ten months afterward the earth, returning to the node,

encountered a dense portion of the stream.§

* A Str.Nach.,No.l624.

h., No. 1624; Oppolzer, ibid. No. 1626; Schiaparelli, ibid.

'merits of the comet of 1366, though very una

star-shower in 1866 I .-age of the comet

j
The total length of the stream would exceed 500,000,000 miles.
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The comet 1862 III (sometimes called 1862 II by not count-
ing Encke's comet), which seems thus to have such interest-
ing relations with the August meteors, was discovered on the
evening of the 18th of July, 1862, by Mr. H. P. Tuttle at Cam-
bridge, Mass., and a little later on the same evening by Mr.
Thomas Simons at Albany, N. Y * It was first seen in Europe
on the 22d of July, and remained visible more than two months.

-htest its nucleus was equal to a star of the second or
third magnitude, and its tail, according to some observers, was
as much as 25° in length. The changes that took place in the
coma and tail were quite remarkable, and were carefully ob-
served. They will now possess a double interest.

The telescopic comet 1866 I was discovered by Tempel on the
19th of December, 1865, and was visible about a month. Its

minimum distance from the earth's orbit was -00660, about two
;h to the moon. This

distance for Tuttle's comet is -00472, or about 430,000 miles.

4. Age of th 'noting stars.

In the Paris Academy of Sciences, Jan. 21st, 1867, LeVerrier
spoke of the November meteors (Comptes Eeudus, Ixiv, 94).

Inasmuch as the group is not a complete ring, he argues that
it is of comparatively recent formation, having come into the
solar system, and been turned into its present orbit within a few

Now a body coming from a great distance and so having a

great velocity in the vicinity of the earth could not be thrown
into an orbit nearly circular by the feeble action of the lower
planets. Computation leads to this result, which is fully con-

firmed by th a passes every 33 years near the

earth and yet returns at regular intervals.

Assuming then an orbit whose period is 33^ years, whose
perihelion distance is 0'989, viz., the earth's distance from the
sun on the 14th of November, and assuming the position of the

radiant to be long. 142°, N. lat. 8£°, he computes corresponding

The group, when it came into the system, could not be thrown
into its present orbit except by a powerful perturbing cause,*

as was the case with the comet of 1770. Moreover, comets so

quired orbit has a small

i the orbit of disturbing body, just

s tne comet of 1770 returned to Jupiter. We cannot help then
«ing struck with the circumstance that the November group
xtends to the orbit of Uranus and a very little farther ; and
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that these orbits intersect, very nearly, just after the group

passes its aphelion, and above the plane of the ecliptic.

The question then arises whether the group and Uranus have

ever been together at this point. By calculation it is found that

no such meeting could have taken place since the year 126 of

our era, and that by a change of the computed node for that

epoch by 1° 48', and by placing the perihelion 4° from the de-

scending node in November, the group would then actual]/

strike the planet Uranus. These two changes are not greater

than the possible errors of our observations.

LeVerrier's researches farther show that a globular group one-

third of the diameter of Uranus (more or less) might at that

time have been then thrown into a shape and an orbit which

should by this time give all the phenomena of the November
meteors. Its previous orbit might have been an elli

rabola, or a hyperbola. Its motion might even have been direct

in an elliptic or parabolic orbit.

In the course of future time, he argues, the phenomena will

extend over a larger and larger number of consecutive years,

ting, at the same time, in intensity. But no change in

perihelion distance will make them disappear entirely. Even if

again meets Uranus, the planet can act only upon a

part of i

c did the comet of Lexell.

These reasonings of Schiaparelli and LeVerrier have certainly

great force, and make it probable that of the rive possible pe-

riodic times of the November r ,
xxxviii,

57), that of 33-25 years is the true one. The strong)

tion to this in November does not

seem to be a point, but rather a small area. This area cannot

be of great breadth in latitude since the ring is only twenty-five

or fifty thousands of miles in thickness. If, as observations seem

to require, the radiant extends in longitude two or three degrees

only, then the lines of apsides of the orbits of the several mem-
bers of the group differ considerably In this case it is more
reasonable to suppose the orbits themselves grouped about an
exact circle than about a long ellipse.
• If upon examination it shall be found that the center of the

radiant area was decidedly more or less than 89£° from the

sun, on the morning of the 14th of November last, then this

objection .will lose much of its force. Again, if there shall not

be seen on the morning of May 12th, 1867, between 1 o'clock

and dawn, a few scattering members of the November group,

from a point 180° from Leo, this also will tend, to a

certain extent, to strengthen Schiaparelli's reasonings.



C. A. White on Drift phe,

[In advance of his final report upon the Geology of Iowa.]

In the year 1858 I discovered distinct glacial scratches upon
an exposed layer of the Upper Burlington limestom
coniferous), and made full notes and drawings of the same,
which having been unfortunately destroyed by fire wii h a
year afterward, no account of the observations was ever pub-
lished. No opportunitv has since present, d it-

';' :< v.'rilV
those observations, but I think I am not mistaken in the recol-
lection that there was but one set of scratches, which were
straight, distinct, and rather numerous ; having a direction south,
about twenty-two degrees east. This, so far as I am awar \ was
the first observation of glacial scratches upon rocks in sit>i in
the state of Iowa, although bouli atches upon
them are often seen in various parts of the state.

During my official labors last season, although considerable
attention was given to the drift deposit, no similar traces of gla-
cial phenomena were ever discovered until I reached the Mis-
souri river in Mills county, where, on section 16, township 71,
range 43, west of the fifth principal meridian, very distinct gla-
cial scratches were found 'upon limestone of the Upper Coal-
measures, not far from the middle of the series.

The locality is upon the western abrupt slope of the bluffs

which border the bottom land of the Missouri river. The river
being distant nearly three miles to the westward, the exact height
of the scratches above it was not definitely ascertained, but it is

probably not much less than one hundred feet above the ordi-
nary stage of water. About four feet in thickness of ordinary
drift material rested upon the striated surface. This had been
partially removed by the quarrymen, exposing the scratches to
view. Resting upon this light deposit of drift, and sloping up-
ward to the high lands, are about one hundred and fifty feet of
that peculiar lacustrine deposit called by Dr. Owen "siliceous
marl," and by Prof. Swallow the "Bluff formation," which
deeply covers the drift and underlying rocks of this region, ex-
cept where they have been exposed by fluviatile denudation.
The boulders and pebbles contained in the drift material of

and metamorphic. They were
well rounded and worn, and striated faces were observed upon
quite a number of them, thus as nearly as possible detecting
them in the very act of scoring the rocks in situ.

The scratches here are in two sets, a coarser and a finer;

those of the latter more numerous than the former, but those
Am. Joub. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLIII, No. 129.—May, 1867.
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of both sets being perfectly parallel with their fellows, distinct

and straight. The surface'of the rock had been ground level

and smooth, removing all unevenness of the natural bedding

surface. The directions of the stria' were determined by a very

good pocket compass. That of the coarser set (No. 1

to be S. 20
D K, and that of the finer set (No. 2) S. 51° K No

allowance was made in either ease for the variation of the marg-

in tie n - dl , which the local survey »rs eaiculat at ab ait eleven

tWM.^.unnv.M.undonh -
: ove the or-

observed. They were found upon the upper surface of a firm

layer, which the woi

building purposes. 11 re, however, there is but one set of

scratch, s.
•

, S. 41° W. (set No. 3), not allow-

ing lor variation of the magnetic needle. The surface of the

rock is nearly or quite level, but the roughness of the natural

s not been entirely removed, yet the striae

were so distinct that no difficulty was found in ascertaining their

The drift at this localitv is principally composed of a dark

colored, stiff, clayey material, intermixed with sand, gravel and

Upon this rests\he bluff ton
face of the bluff at the' locality where the latter observations

were made is nearly at right angles with the direction of the

Considering that the whole region surrounding these localities,

and for a long distance to the northward of them, is

open country
; that the present prominently uneven t

the region had their origin at a period subsequent to r

hes upon one and the same surface prove that two sep-

ai ! ''
< n-rcnts i dsted there duriim some portions <

1
u b having u divergence oi thirty-one degi es

"' ' ' but als ,, l>:i [y a^out twenty miles to the northu .
d,

the cotemporaneous exi

icier, and thus have produced the scratches
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in the -various directions shown, it seems necessary that we
" '

:
iition of them. Observations

' .'-'
'

'

,
.. :; :-. '.

. .

to !'•-' a dednifp theory coucji nim_' the n al dincti.e,
currents over this part of the continent, but the coioc
the direction of those * -ve been observed with

c 'tu-ri of th drainage of the region in which they
occur, is worthy of careful consideration, i'.v reference to the
mention of the locality, near Bur ntencement
of this article, and to a map of Iowa, it will be .seen that the

v

unmarked by strung featur,

pressions which gave init

streams, and that these subsequently cut out thei

by erosion, there seems to be no reason to doubt.
improbable, also, that these initial c epressions in the .

whether primarily ea ised by flexur -s of the earth's

, or not, may be regarded to son
as indices of the general direction of
There is another int

observations of drift phenomena aloi g the Missouri r

the existence of the i nportant lacu>trine deposit the e. The
close of the Drift peric d evidently lei t a large depressio i of the

general surface in the region, a port

art by the c -. Potta

Harrison and Monona This depress on became a lar

water lake, the borders of which hav e not yet been d

tS existence a.tward
of the East Nishnabc tany river has been observed i Iowa.

lentlv emptied into this lake, an 1 flowed

1 it bee.m e filled with th of line,

al, known as the Bluff format on, the
character of mud.lv
» iterhd which would now be deposited from the water
fiver if it were possible to throw a per -iiuctio

it. As the valley of the river was t raduallv deepened during
the Terrace epoch, its waters found v in s

-ited, i,,. ligh peculiar b uffs upon each si

principally Gasteropoda, are
base to top, and its tin

hundred feet above the
Seventy or eighty m les to the eastv ard of the Missou ri river,
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in the southern tier of counties, there are evidences that the

drift deposit reaches a thickness of more than a hundred and

fifty feet. Westward from that region a sensible diminution of

its thickness is seen, and, reaching the region of the Bluff forma-

tion along the Missouri river, the drift material is found in all

cases comparatively thin, being thinnest where the bluff mate-

rial is thickest.

At the localities where the scratches were observed, the drift

material showed evidences of unusual violence of glacial action,

being, as before remarked, only a few feet in thickness ; and in

some places in the same neighborhood it was entirely wanting,

the bluff material resting directly upon the Coal-measure lime-

An explanation of these facts is naturally sought for. The
most plausible seems to be, that glacial action extended more

deeply beneath the general surface here than elsewhere, and
that the direction and character of the currents were such that

the greater part of th< s swept away to other

places, leaving the lake basin to be filled with water at the close

of the glacial period. Further investigations, however, are

needed to decide such questions as these.

It is understood that the most reliable information we can ob-

tain in relation to the general direction of ancient glacial cur-

rents will be the identification of the transported mat.
those at the places of their origin. Very few obsen
this kind have yet been attempted in Iowa, and it is b

state that those few are not now seen to harmonize clearly with

the directions of the glacial scratches just described. I refer to

the reputed discoveries of galena and native copper in several

of the counties upon the eastern watershed of the state. The
only known localities from which such materials might have

been derived lie to the northeastward, in a direction nearly at

right angles with the eastern drainage lines. Again, profusely

scattered over the region between the Missouri river and the

middle of the state, as far northward as the fourth tier of coun-

ties and probably much farther, are boulders and fragments of

-
-

by Dr. Hayden of the rock wh ipestone o|

-r.ected to be of the same origin.

aid be the case, it is not easy to see how they could have

J currents in the direc-

tion of the drainage of the western watershed, particularly if

they are of the age to which Dr. ] 1 the rocks

of that famous locality
; for in that case they cannot be pre-

sumed to have ever existed much farther to the eastward.

* ^ ?' V' Ha?dea on the Geology of Xortheaatern Dakota; this Journal, Jan-
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The quartzite boulders in the region referred to are promiscu-
ously intermixed with those of other metamorphic and of gran-
itic origin, but those of the red quartzite are everywhere a little

less waterworn and more angular than the others, suggesting a
less distance of transportation, which would really be the case
if derived from the pipestone region.

Iowa City, Iowa, Feb. 14th, 1867.

The processes having reference to the working of metallic
ores, designed and introduced by Dr. James D. Whelpley and
Col. Jacob J. Storer of Boston, offer numerous points of inter-

est both mechanical and chemical, which it is proposed to no-
tice briefly in the present paper.

1. The first step in the treatment of ores is their sub-division,

which is effected by two novel and ingenious machines, called

respectively the breaker and pulverizer. The first of these con-
sists of a horizontal circular table of heavy iron, forty-two

inches in diameter, revolving about one thousand times in a

minute, having bolted to its upper surface four or more radial

bars or blocks of chilled iron, and surrounded by a fixed up-
right perforated screen. The ore in fragments not more than
six inches ii aperture, is broken by
the revolving bars into dust and small grains which are ejected

through the perforated screen or curb, from which the larger

particles are thrown back to complete the breaking. Such a

machine with fifteen horse-power will break to the size of sand
and coarse gravel eighteen or twenty tons of quartz or hard ore

per hour.

The pulverizer is properly designated as an air-mill, and con-

sists of a hi ished with arms or paddles, which
are made to revolve from one to three thousand times a minute,

within an inch of the inner surface of a steel-lined cylinder

varying; from eighteen to forty inches in diameter. The previ-

ously crushed ore is introduced through an opening in the cen-

ter of a plate, which covers one end of the cylinder, and is per-

forated with numerous small holes. The other end is connected
through a diaphragm having an ax in] <>t ,!.;< u. with an ordi-

nary fan-blower generally attached to the same shaft that carries

the paddles. The mutual alt: it; .n of the
] articles of ore at the

rapid rate of revolution communicated to them in the
f

space of the mill, reduces them to fine dust, which as soon as

formed is removed from the cylinder by the current of air drawn
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by the fan through the perforated end, and blown into large

chambers, v, ! er. it is 1 > ^ited. While the interaction of their

particles in the mill rapidly pulverizes brittle bodies, malleable

metals, in the same conditions, are soon beaten into rounded pel-

lets. It is proposed to apply this principle to the treatm ui<>\

the native copper of Lake Superior, which may then be readily

arthy gangue reduced to dust by the pulver-

izer. This air-mill has been employed for the pulverization of

various drugs, of coal, for use as a combustible in the manner
about to be described, and even for the grinding of cereals, for

all of which purposes it may be adapted. It has also been em-

ployed, on a large scale, to pulverize bones for use as a fertilizer.

One of these air-mills forty-two inches in diameter, and moved
by fifteen horse-power will reduce from 2,000 to 8,000 pounds

per hour of quartz, or hard ores, to a powder many times finer

than can be obtained by the use of stamps.
2. The ci Iverized ores is effected in what

Messrs. Whe pi. \ an i S:<u r' hi the \V ;ll , furnace. This con-

sists of a fire-tower, from twenty to thntv le-t hijh, built of
1

'i > \ ith >ub ; walls, and so what coi ical in "form, being

from three to four feet in diameter at the top, and from four to

six at the bottom. Around its upper part are built four fire-

boxes, opening into the tower neai h is closed

and connected with a large fan-blower. By means of this, be-

sides an abundant supply of air, more or less heated
between the two walls of the tower, ore and fuel, in the state of

dust, are carried downward into the furnace. The effects ob-

tained by the combustion of charcoal or other fuel pulverized

and borne in a current of hot air, are verv surprising. The
finely divided combustible, being kindled by the flame drawn
from the fire-boxes, burns in the descending current with great

energy, and from the osed to the

action of the air, gene md, with an

excess of fuel, an intense light. The great fiery blast, nearly

s tower, can at pleasure be made oxyd'izing or reduc-

ing in its action, by regulatine; the supplies of fuel and of air.

I have seen it, at twelve feet from the top, so potent as to heat

rapidly to whiteness two feet of a wrought irot '

supported •<

like wax beneath its own weight in thirty seconds after :

placed in the blast. 7 . sheets which
be obtained by this use of pulveriz 1 i i< 1 are readily x

stood when we consider that a cubic inch of coal, reduc
particles one five-hundredth of an inch in diameter, will p
to the action of the atmospheric oxyuen a surface equal i

less than twenty-one square feet. This application of fuel

;

ises to have important results for heating reverberator} ,
i
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I glass furnaces, for the working of iron, and even for the
eration of steam. Solid combustibles are by
ctically volatilized, and broken and refuse fuel

the wate ated to red-

ness, the ore, with or without addition of pulverized fuel, is

driven by a small fan into the great current of air down the
tower: the sulphur and the base metals are rapidly oxydized
and the calcined material falls into the water-tank beneath, while
the current of air passes through successive chambers, boift

over this tank, and open to it beneath. This movement is aided
by a large fan-wheel placed at the end of the series, which being
furnished with paddles dipping into the water, produces in the
l'.'.-l chamber a great amount of spray, serving alike to precipi-

tate the suspended di t, and promote the absorption of the sul-

d gas. The esc; pe of the excess of this into the air,

provided it is not requin d lor farther us •, is prevented by a sec-

ond spray-wheel beyond, supplied with milk o£ lime or some
other absorbent.

In the case of sulphuretted ores of copper, the water tank is

•ha solution of the chlorids of sodium and calcium, by
which, with the aid of the spray-wheel, the sulphurous add is

absorbed, and the oxyd of copper converted into dichlorid.

levis I by Messrs. S p and Storer,

I have submitted to < ami Lion", and hav* found that the reae-

g place may be represented as involving one equivalent
of chlorid of calcium, one of sulphurous acid, and two of cu-

pric oxyd, and giving rise to one equivalent of sulphate of lime,

and one of dichlorid of copper,

CaCl+S0 2
+Cu

2 2
=SCa0 4

+Cu 2
CI.

A solution of chlorid of calcium holding oxyd of copper in

s '-; ;tision, rapidh absorbs sulphurous acid . -.and if suffi-

-
-

of gypsum and dichlorid of copper. This latter salt I find to

be soluble in a boiling hot soluti. n old hi >rid ol calcium, which,
however, again deposits it on cooling, a reaction which may
probably be found available on a large scale in separating cop-
per from some other metals. In ordinary cases, however, the

copper in the fun
prevented by the presence in the bath of chlorid of sodium, in

which, as is well known, the cup. y soluble.

The calcined and oxydized ore falling into the tank which
extends sixty feet or more beneath the furnace and its chambers,
is carried forward, with constant agitation, by means of a sub-
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merged rotating helix, and at length falls into a well at the ex-

tremity, from which it is withdrawn, freed from ox}^d of copper,

but generally containing a small residuum of unoxydized sul-

!), if of sufficient importance, is

of the process with the Water-furnace, <

in a reverberatory, of the mass impregnated with chlorids, by
which means the residual copper left by imperfect burning be-

comes readily soluble in the sulphurous chlorid bath of the

water-tank.

A small but variable proportion of protochlorid of iron gen-

erally accompanies the chlorid of copper, and may be separated

from the cuprous solution by a simple reaction which I also

studied. Three equivalents of cupric oxyd, and two of ferrous

chlorid, yield by their reaction one equivalent each of cuprous

and cupric chlorids, and one of sesquioxyd of iron,

Cu
3 3

+Fe
2
Cl

2
=Cu 2 Cl-rCuCl+Fe 2 3 .

The addition to the heated solution, separated from gypsum
and insoluble matters, of a portion of cupric oxyd therefore suf-

fices to precipitate the whole of the dissolved iron, and the din-

oxyd of copper in the presence of air rapidly produces a simi-

lar result. The addition of milk of lime now throws down,

from the solution of cuprous chlorid, the whole of the copper

as pure hydrous dinoxyd, whose subsequent reduction to the

metallic state is a very simple operation. Meanwhile the chlorid

of calcium is regenerated, and the bath restored to its original

condition may thus be used an indefinite number of times, the

only reagent consumed in the process, in addition to the elements

of the ore, and the oxygen of the air, being the equivalent of lime

used to precipitate cuprous oxyd.
It will be seen that for sulphuretted ores containing gold, the

treatment in the fire-tower, with the aid of a bath of water only,

affords a simple mode of desulphurization, and leaves the gold

particles in a state most favorable for amalgamation, while in

the case of auriferous ores containing copper, a similar result

may be obtained, and is lost in the ordinary

method of working such ores, recovered by means of the chlorid

bath.

copper can in this way be produced, at about one-third the cost

of the ordinary method. The small consumption of fuel, and

'lilies afforded for handling great masses oi

material, are such, that the new method will probably
especially advantageous, in the treatment of low grade ores, in

regions where transportation is difficult, and fuel scarce. The

patentees have a small exp eighteen feet high,

at East Boston, but are now erecting at the Harvey Hill mine,
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near Quebec, a furnace thirty feet high, which, it is expected,
will enable thern to treat fifty tons of seven per cent ore in
twenty-four hours.

The application of the Water-furnace to the treatment of the
sulphuretted ores of other metals, presents many points of in-

terest, whose consideration is reserved for another time.

Montreal, Feb. 21, 1867.

As to the methods and formulae used in connection with the

vertical circle, it is evident that we need first some means of

orientation on arriving at a new station. An observation of any
terrestrial object will give an approximate knowledge of the

nith point, and an approximate value of the latitude is easily

had from a map or by estimation. With one pointing upon any
recognizable celestial object, we have then its azimuth and ze-

nith distance for a given observed moment, whence the follow-

ing computation gives us the approximate north point of the

azimuth circle and the hour angle.

9Q°-d=a s-a=*

90°-g>=b s-b=p

z—c s-c=y

gggi

2s=a+b+c 2s=«+iH-r
The Gaussian formulae give for the azimuth, parallactic angle

and hour angle,

tao*A=:~ tan&>=^ tat»$fc=^

tan£Atan£/>tan^=.T.

The computation with its controls is of course performed with

4-figure logarithms. The observed azimuth, plus or minus the

computed A, gives the north point of the circle. The computed
t, plus the tabular R.A., gives the sidereal time, whence is found
the clock correction.
A previously computed ephemeris of the stars to be observed

enables us now to point upon any one. Polaris will naturally
be first chosen, as by it we may more accurately determine the

north point or adjust the azimuth circle to N.P.=0°, as is most
convenient if any number of observations is to be made.
Am. Jour. Sci.-Secoxd Series, Vol. XLIII, No. ISO.-Mat, 1867.
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An ephemeris of the azimuths and zenith distances of the

principal stars, if computed for every 5° of latitude, will serve

by interpolation for any intermediate position. Th
for the computation of finding ephemerides as given by Mr.

Dollen are very simple.

Put z— (cp—d)=r ; the well known formula,

cos2=cos(<jp—S)~ 2cos<p cos<5sin 2-K

(C.) sin^cosysin^-

Another well known formula may be wr

Or by a transformation of

these results, approximately,

(D'O tfnHA^,^^.
Neglecting the r m the second members of these equations, they

admit of a very simple arrangement for the computation of an

ephemeris whose argument is the time for stars near the merid-

ian, being sufficiently accurate within the limits

9>-<T>10° and *<15°.

For an ephemeris in the neighborhood of the prime vertical we

may use the azimuth as argument; counting it from the west

point northward, we have

(E.) sin3=8in<pcos2-j-cosqpsinzsmA

(F.) tan3=— sin t tan A-f-tan <p cos t.

Put tan £=—— and p=z~r—
5

the first formula (E) becomes

the second formula (F) becomes
(H-) cos<'=cos(<-W)- ? tanJ;

whence t=zt'±0K

The arrangement of these computations can be made exceed-

ingly convenient. Extensive ephemerides for latitude i

north have been published by General Tenner; provided with
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these or similar special ones the observer loses no time in select-
ing the pair of stars to be observed. The latitude stars are of
course observed on the meridian as nearly as possible, excepting,
the polars, which are observed at any hour angle.

In the accurate computation of the results, the following form-
ulas are used by Mr. Dollen, following Struve's habit of sepa-
rately reducing each observation.

a. For the polars, all observed zenith distances are reduced to
the upper culmination. The formula (C) may be written

(I.) ^^-0=^^03^-^^,
or approximately

* W ^- E=^TO'" 2
-'

Provided with the "Wrangell or other convenient extended
tables of sin 2

-Jif, and assuming an approximate q> and zenith
point and using the value of 2-K for the middle of the series

as a constant throughout the whole, we easily compute the indi-

vidual values of r whence result the circle readings for each ob-

servation as if it had been made at the upper culmination. The
mean of the four observations circle right and the four circle

left gives the correct zenith point, the zenith distance £ and the

approximate latitude. With these a second approximation is

made, and more will not generally be required. In the second

approximation the new refractions and sin£(z-K)=sin(cp-<*+£r)
need not be anew computed, since the first differences of the

tic tables will give the Alogr corresponding to the &y
and Az.

If the zenith point and latitude are sufficiently well known, it

will be equally expeditious to compute the direct formula

cosS=coS2+2cos<pcos<5 SinH',

using of course convenient tables for sin 3
-|tf and Zech's tables

for addition.
b. For other stars than the polars observed near the meridian,

the direct coi by means of the following series

will be found convenient. We have from (C)

(K.) Bin r+2sin2£r cot£=2—4--- 4^2¥\

(L.) y+_ CoU sinl"-- r* m*l«, k^,^,^,, sin* -.

Regarding the second member as a first approximation to r, and
developing the sin 2^, we obtain the following, which is due to
Mr. Dollen,

(M.) logr=log(jtf*)-g<2;
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i which we have put

^hourly gain on sidereal time, /=^j~^

p—^/z/?=[6-25961]/2
j?,

*=^? 7^J±r)=[9-0223]^± r).

nputation of the hour :

n the prime vertical, we

(N.) sinHf=
c°^

, (l —)
;

the computation of which is sufficiently expeditious even with

six-figure logarithms, if we are provided with the tables pre-

viously mentioned. The second approximation, using a correct

zenith point, is made if necessary as before, by using the tabu-

lar first differences.

As the formula (A) shows the flexure of the tube to be not

symmetrical with respect to the zenith, it is necessary for greater

accuracy to correct the results given by each star of a pair, ac-

cording to the formula
/=isin(*+B).

The correction, f, is directly applicable to the zenith distances

observed for latitude.

For the time determination we have the differential formula

(P-)

i of these corrections is, especially for the lati-

i order to entirely free the result from a pair of

opposite stars from the influence of flexure.
To the preceding sketch of the instrument and its formulae

may be added a few words as to the conduct of the field work,

which may be carried on without inconvenience at a tempera-

ture of 15° or 20° Fahrenheit.
In the Russian empire, where railroads do not offer sufficient

accommodation to the geodesist, it is necessary that an expedi-

tion should be provided with an easy spring-van drawn by two

or three horses (the Russian officer is only perfectly happy when
rushing along with his troika). In this covered wagon the

twelve or fifteen chronometers are as well as possible protected

|>id changes of temperature and disturbing jars. One

or two barometers with thermometers are provided ; the barom-

eters of Brauer's construction have been found to endure surpns-
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ingly well the rough usage to which they must needs be sub-
jected in journeys of thousands of miles. A heavy tripod is

provided, and the means for leaving a suitable simple mark at
any station. The vertical circle, without being in the least taken
to pieces, is received as a whole into its small neat case in which
two clamps firmly fasten it, an outer thick leather cover with
handles protects the whole, which is carried with ease by two
men, or by one if need be, as it scarcely weighs sixty pounds.
The entire load occupies a space of some twenty cubic feet.

Arrived at the previously reconnoitred station, five or ten
minutes suffice for the two attendants to erect the tripod and set

the vertical circle upon it ; sometimes a block of stone or three
stakes of wood support the feet of the tripod and remain to
mark the station. Meantime the horses having been unhitched
and the barometer and thermometers hung up, the chronometers
(including the extremely under- or over-compensated ones) are,

by means of the one beating 13 times in 6 seconds, very rapidly
compared with the one to be used in the observations. The ex-

amination of the state of the instrument and the adjustment of
the vertically of the vertical axis follow, and in a few minutes
after observing the Sun or Moon, Polaris is in the field of view.

Although one determination only of time is necessary, it is bet-

ter to make two, arranging the work as follows

:

1. Comparison of chronometer.
2. Reading of barometer and thermometer.
S. Observation of pair of stars for time.

4. Reading of barometer and thermometer.
5. Observation of pair of stars for latitude.

6. Reading of barometer and thermometer.
7. Observation of pair of stars for time.

8. Reading of barometer and thermometer.
9. Comparison of chronometer.

The observations are now complete and the party may pro-
ceed to the next station ; if any considerable time elapses the
departure should be immediately preceded by another compar-
ison of chronometers.
The time spent at any station must depend upon the skill, en-

ergy and self-devotion of the observer. In the expedition by
Dollen and Hubner in 1855-56 in the province of Perm, cases
occur where three stations, distant twenty-five to forty miles
irom each other, have been thus occupied within the space of

ours, the time spent at each being about three hours,
the intervening distances being travelled over very ordinary
roads. It is often very advisable to work expeditiously in order
to improve a few days of consecutive clear weather and secure
a quick return to the starting point, without having exposed
the chronometers to a long absence or dangerous temperature
changes. This latter point is one requiring especial and intelli-
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gent watchfulness on the part of the observer. Captain Bol-

tving charge of the determination of some two hundred
points in Finnland, mentioned to me the difficulties that he had
to contend with arising from the sudden fall in the atmospheric

temperature during the night, obliging him sometimes to stop

while proceeding from one station to another, not only to make
extra comparisons of his chronometers, but by artificial warmth
to endeavor to counteract the influence of the rapid fall in the

Without here farther entering into the details of the methods

pursued by Colonel Smyssloff in obtaining the final corrections

for the rates of his chronometers and the longitudes of his sta-

tions relative to Poulkova, we will note that the twenty stations

here given cover an area of some 135 miles square in the prov-

inces of Novgorod and St. Petersburg, and the expeditions occu-

pied him from the 18th of June to the 31st of July, 1859. Two
journeys were undertaken, the first leaving Poulkova June 18th,

visited stations I, 2, n, 2, in, 3, 4, 5, 6, I, returning to Poulkova
July 3d. The second left Poulkova July 5th, and visited iv, vi,

7, 8, 9, IV, arriving at Nova Ladoga the 13th of July ; the same
day leaving Nova Lagoda, and visiting 10, iv, 9, 13, v, 14, 16, i,

it returned to Poulkova July 31st. The whole distance travelled

in this six weeks expedition was 1400 miles, of which 175 were

by railroad. Each latitude depends upon eight pointings upon

Polaris and eight upon some southern star; the probable error

of each resulted in* general ±0" '3. Each longitude (as to the

fourteen secondary stations) depends in general upon one time

determination ; the probable error of each is given below. Ten

chronometers were carried, besides the non-compensated one and

the one beating T
«
s seconds and the one used in observing.

There were in all twenty-nine determinations of time and fifteen

of latitude.

. Spasska Orlayru

. Kamenni Polarn

16. Nova Ladoga, go 6 40-3 -f
'
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As fundamental points of reference for the longitudes the fol-
owing list was selected of points determined in previous years.

IV. Nova Ladoga, 60 7 +0 7 58 -80

V. Bororaytsche, 58 24 -j-0 14 19 -93

VI. Taykvayn, 59 39 +0 12 44

Of these, however, it was preferred to include iv and VI
among those to be independently determined on the present oc-

1 they have received the numbers 16 and 11 in the
previous list.

Among several similar expeditions that have come to my
notice, I may mention those before referred to, of Messrs. Do'l-

len and Hiibner in 1855-56 in the government of Perm, where
many points have been unusually carefully determined with
reference to Perm and Ekaterineberg; and that of Captain Bol-
scheff in Finnland in 1863-66, each of whose 150 points has
been twice independently determined.
An extensive series of observations made at Poulkova with

a vertical circle, made in 1857 by Messrs. Eepsold, still farther
Mfo -'-.

I any farther proof were wanted of the. reliability of
the results afforded by this instrument—to observe with which

a luxury of convenience. The observations made on
distant ten reflection from gilded church
domes—gave for perfect condition of images the probable acci-

dental error of a zenith distance resulting from two pointings
in opposite positions of the circle ±"0"'52, a large portion of
which may fall upon the level, which was afterwards improved
by the addition of a narrow mirror reflecting the divisions hori-

zontally to the observer's eye.
A suggestion of Mr. Do'llen as to the interest that would,

attach to a comparison of the results obtained by the vertical

circle with those obtained by using the Talcott zenith telescope
—and the suggestion that b\ clumping the vertical circle and
observing stars of exactly equal zenith distances, thus freeing
the results from errors arising from imperfect graduation of the
circle, by converting the vertical circle into a very convenient
zenith telescope—both seem to be well worthy of being put into

execution. In the determination of time I have been able to
apply this latter method of using the vertical circle : it remains
to attempt the same in the determination of latitude.

37 East 20th st., New York, January, 1867.
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The system of twelve equations for correcting monthly means

for the unequal length of the months, given by me in this Jour-

vol. xlii, page 155, was obtained on the supposition that the

year consists of 365£ days. The true length of the year being

a very little less than this, it follows that the equations referred

to are not exactly correct. The amount of inaccuracy in their

results is indeed very small, but still it seems desirable that fun-

damental formulas of this kind should not involve any unneces-

sary errors, however small they may be. The equations can be

computed just as well by giving the year its true length, care

being taken to assign the true values to the arcs n 1} n 2 , n 3 ,
and

c, which measure the lengths of the months, and also to the

small arc x,, which measures the time from the middle of a cal-

endar month to the middle of the corresponding mean month.
On the assumption that the year contains 365*24224 days, a

"1 contain 3043685 days, and the calendar month

34' 9"-9, and the month of February by 27° 50' 12""8. The
values of x

l
for the several months are therefore

July,January, —0° 16' 39"-

February, +0 31 35
March, 1 19 49 •

August,

September,

October,

November,
December,

! found to be

+•0037 1

,
--0127 t

±mt
+-0028 m

3

m
x
+'0158 m

3
I m2 +0221 m4
l m

3
+-0242 m 5

I mA +-0202 m 6

M
4 =m4

--0042 m; —C

M
5
—m

b
+-0016 m

5M 6 =m 6 _-0039m6
— -0180w~ +-0219 m 7

M 7 =m 7 +-0026 m 7
— -0200 m 6

+-0174 m 8
M

8 =m 8 +'0025 m s
— "0103 m 7

+-0078 m 9M
9 —

m

9 --0027m 9
--0067 m

8 +0094 m,
M io="iio+"0030m 10 --0085 m9 +-0055 »»,,

M i2=w»i2+"°032 WIJ2--0064 tn\°
l
-^'00S2 m,

It will be seen that the numerical coefficients here given differ

from the previous ones to the amount, in some cases, of a single

unit in the fourth decimal place. They are, I believe, as nearly

exact as they can be made without extending them beyond the
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fourth place, a degree of refinement which would be practically
useless. The computation, however, was carefully made to six
places, so as to secure the nearest value for the last figure. In

the fifth and sixth places, care has been taken not to
condition that in any single equation the sum of the

three decimal coefficients must be zero. The first and seventh
equations, as computed to six places, are

M
1
=w

1
-{--003668 WJ+-003060 m l2 -'006728 m2

M
7
=»»

7 4-002541 m 7
--019981 m

6 -f-017440 m g .

When these are reduced to four places in the usual way, they
become

M^m^-0031 ^+-0031 m 12 --0067 m 2
M

7
=m

7
+-0025m

7
--0200m 6 + -0174 m 8 .

The sums of the three decimal coefficients differ from zero to

the amount of a single unit in the fourth place ; and to correct
this, the unit has been added to or subtracted from that coeffi-

ich is least altered by it, as compared with its true value
to six places.

Since the length of a calendar year is either 365 or 366 days,
the assumption that the year consists of 365-24224 days is not
strictly applicable to meteorological observations for any single

year. But the average length of a considerable number of con-

secutive calendar years approaches very closely to that of the
true or astronomical year, and the greater the number of years
the closer will be the approximation. Therefore when we are

considering the mean results of observations which have ex-

tended over a long course of years, the assumption that calendar

years and astronomical years are equal will lead to no error.

In the same way we are justified in assigning 28*24224 days to

February, because this is the average length of that month for

any meteorological phenomenon, as the mean daily

temperature for instance, has been found for a given place by
the method of mean months, and it is required to interpolate

from it the mean temperature of a particular day, care should
be taken to assign the proper value to the abscissa. Take for

example the 15th day of March. The time elapsed from the

beginning of the year to the middle of that day is 31+28-2422
+14^=73-7422 days, and the corresponding arc is found by the

proportion

365-2422 days : 73-7422 days=360° : 72° 41'.

The value 72° 41' being given to the abscissa in the equation of
the curve, the resulting value of the ordinate will be the mean
daily temperature at the given place on the 15th of March.
•The abscissa must be reckoned up to the middle of the day, be-
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cause the small arc of the curve which belongs to any one day

may be regarded as approximately a straight line, so that the

mean of all its ordinates is equal to its middle ordinal . which

therefore represents the mean temperature of the day. The
subjoined table will be found to facilitate computations. It

gives the abscissa for the middle point of each day in the year,

correct to the nearest minute, one minute of arc here corres-

ponding to about twenty-four minutes of time.

Arcs represt ' g of ihe

i
less

worthy oi being observed and recorded and
n^iird with others to form the monthly mean, than are those

any other single day. The interval of time between the

an position of the beginning of the calendar year and the

an position of the middle of the intercalary day is assignable

h great precision, and when an equation of temperatures has
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been found by the use of mean months, the mean temperature
of the 29th day of February can be interpolated with as much
accuracy as that of any other day whatever. The time elapsed
from the beginning of the year to the middle of the intercalary

day is 31+28+i of 0-2422=59-1211 days, and the correspond-
ing abscissa is found to be 58° 16'.

The monthly means of temperature at New Haven, as given
in the Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and
Sciences, from 86 years' observations, are

26-53 46-84 71'66 5110
28-11 57-28 70-32 40-32

3009 66-96 62-50 30-42

When reduced to mean months they become
26-5311 47-3076 71-7307 '509438
28-2410 57-7031 70-2452 40-1992

36-5263 67-2372 62-3404 30-3442

From these data I have obtained the equation of mean daily

temperatures throughout the year, in the way already stated in

this Journal, xli, 373, except that instead of finally reducing it

from the usual form,

y—a+a
l
si n (^_|_E

1
) -|-«2

sin(2a+E2)+a 3 sin(3x+E 3)+ &c,

into a form where the signs before the terms are sometimes plus

and sometimes minus, I have reduced it to

y=a+a
x
dxi{x-e

l
)+a2

s\K2{x-e2)+a z
^{x-e z)+&c.,

in accordance with the formula

sin(no:+En)=sinrc<! .r-^(360°-En) }.

This prevents confusion of signs, and at the same time preserves
the significance of the arc en ,

making it measure the time elapsed
from the beginning of the year to the first ascending node of the

The New Haven equation of temperatures then is

y=49-l 124-22-902 sin(z-110° 39' 22")+"289 sin 2(^-20° 56')

+•443 sin 3(x- 57° 42')-r--022sin4(x-75° 2 2')

+ •402 siu 5(a:-3° 53')+-093 sin 6.r.

An equation of this kind, to be perfect, ought to express ac-

curately all the facts implied in the observed series of monthly
means, so that the mean for any one of the calendar months
may be derived from it with precision, by integrating ydx be-

tween the
j

: I ^ginning and end of the month,
and dividing by the arc which measures its length. Let the

2/=a+«'
1
sin(x-,

1
)+a2 sin2(x-,2 )+ «3 Sin3(^-, 3

)+&c.
)

be treated in this way between the limits x' and x" correspond-
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ing to the beginning and end of a month whose mean is m, and

let us make
i(*"-x')=«, *(*"+*')=?;

then the monthly mean will be expressed thus

:

The values of ^,
S

^, &c, depend only on the length of the

month, and their logarithms are given in the subjoined table,

for months of all the different lengths.

3l°dayg°
February. nlX

log
6
-!^ 9-994840 9-995169 9-995719 9995027

log^ 9-979214 9980547 9-982777 9-979971

log
8

-!? 9-952651 9-955722 9-960852 9-954395

^~ 3914288 9-919945 9-929367 9-917502

, sin 5a
l0S ~5a~

9-802723 9-872015 9-887409 9-868005

Iog
6

-^a
9-795732 9-810048 9-833588 9-803880

The values of the arc ft wl
beginning of the year to the middle of
endar months

163 43 21

and for mean months they are 15°, 45°, 75°, &c.

Now in the expression for the monthly mean m, let the con-

stants a,a„e„a
2 ,

e2 , &c., take those values which have been

found for them in the New Haven equation, and the following

monthly means for the calendar months may be obtained.

4.:- l-0i'3

70-313 40-324
36-056 66-949 62-512 30'424

The errors of these computed values as compared with the

monthly means actually observed are

•0 -4- -030 -f-008
— -007

+•001 — -002 — -007 +-004
— •034 —-011 -|-012 -j-004

This example shows the degree of accuracy with which an

equation obtained by the method of mean months may be ex-

pected to represent any observed series of means for calendai
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by means of which my system of twelve equations was obtained,
is only an approximation to the true curve for any month, and
is not the same as the computed curve whose equation contains
twelve constants. The two curves approach each other closely,

and intersect at several points, but they do not coincide. They
both include the same monthly mean for the mean month, but
not for the calendar month. It is probable, however, that no
other method of reduction of equal simplicity will give an equa-
tion which expresses the means for the calendar months so accu-

rately as this.

It should be noticed that when monthly means of rain-fall are

to be corrected for the inequality of the months by my system
of equations, the correction must be applied not to the mean
total amount of rain for any month, but to the mean daily

amount for that month. Take, for instance, the results of 24
years' observation at Albany, from 1826 to 1849 inclusive, given
by F. B. Hough in the " New York Meteorology." The mean

w and hail for the calendar

ths, i

Dividing each of these by the number of days in the month, we
have the following values of the mean daily rain-fall, for calen-

dar months, in decimals of an inch

:

•0939 -0960 '1319 '1213

•0928 '1303 -1110 -1100

•0974 -1500 '1157 -0961

Now applying the correction, we obtain the mean daily rain-fall

for mean months,

•0939 -0968 '1312 '1213

•0929 -1314 -1108 -1098

0975 '1500 -1158 '0960

and the equation of the curve is found to be

:-1123-r"0202 sin{a;-106o 43')+"0106 sin2(z-107° 10')
- l')+-0031sin4(*-51°7')

-•0015 sin 6x.

If we assign to x the value appropriate for any given day in

e year, the resulting value of y will be the average depth of

in-fall at Albany for that day, expressed in decimals of an

After an equation has been obtained, there ought to be some

-1-0112 sin 3(tf- 14° ll')-f--0

+•0024 sin 5(z-56°40
/)+-C
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check to show whether it is free from errors of computation.

This may be secured by deriving from it the mean for any one

of the mean months. When the constants in the Albany equa-

tion are transferred to the general expression for the monthly
mean, and « and (? take the values appropriate for the third

mean month for instance, the result is m='0975; the agreement

of this with the daily mean for the third mean month as previ-

ously found, is evidence that the equation of the curve has been

computed correctly.

Aet. XXXVI.—Researches on Solar Physics; by Warren De
La Rue, Esq., Pres. R.A.S., Balfour Stewart, Esq., Super
intendent of the Kew Observatory, and Benjamin Loewy,
Esq., Observer and Computer to the Kew Observatory.

Second Series (in continuation of First Series)* Area-measurement of

the Sun-spots observed by Carrington during the seven years from
1854-1860 inclusive, and deduction therefrom.

34. In our first paper (Art. 13) we stated that Mr. Carrington

had very kindly placed at our disposal all his

of sun-spots. Our first step was to arrive at some estimate of the

accuracy of these sketches, and we requested Dr. von Bose, who
assisted Mr. Carrington in the greater 'part of his ob>
to give us a short outline of the method employed in obtaining

From his account, it would appear that the sun's disk was
thrown upon a screen, and that each group as represented on the

screen was separately drawn on a sheet of paper. The groups on

paper were then each separately compared with those on the

screen and modified where faulty ; and this process was contin-

ued until the paper sketches agreed as nearly as possible with

the groups on the screen. It would thus appear that very great

care was taken with these sketches. [Engravings of several of

Carrington's sketches alongside of those of corresponding groups
as taken by the Kew Heliograph are given in the original me-
moir, showing that Carrington has obtained by the method above
described a very great accuracy of delineation.]

35. The trustworthiness of Carrington's sun-pictures being
thus established, it seemed to us that the labor of measuring
for each group the amount of spotted area would be well be-

stowed, inasmuch as the method hitherto employed, namely, the

mere statement of the number of sun-spots occurring at any pe-

* From a memoir printed for private circulation; tables and plates, and many
paragraphs omitted. For First Series, see p. 179.
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solar activ

again, if we wish to study the b t to size of
each group as it passes over the visible disk, this can only
be done accurately by the laborious but sure method of meas-

h
. / •:

to accomplish this task, the following method was adopted :—In
the^ first place, in order to obtain the apparent area of any group,
a piece of plate glass had a number of lines etched upon it, by
means of which it was cut up into squares, the side of each
square being ' ,fh of an inch. In order to facilitate reading,

each fifth line was painted red.

This piece of glass was then applied (the engraved face toward
the (hawing) to the group whose apparent area it was desired to

measure, and the number of squares and fractional parts of a
square occupied by the umbra, the penumbra, and the whole
spot was separately reckoned and noted down. If it was found
th.it the number of squares reckoned for the whole spot was
equal to the sum of those reckoned for the umbra and penum-
bra together, it was concluded that the measurement was correct.

This method of checking the accuracy of the measurement
had the further advantage of giving separately the areas of the

be made use of in advancing our knowledge of the subject,

although not used by us in our present research.

37. But it is evident that after the apparent area of a group
has thus been correctly estimated, this apparent area will not

indicate the real size of the group, unless allowance is made for

the foreshortening occasioned by its angular distance from the

visual center of the disk.

[The practical mete ttowanee for foreshort-

ening was made are given in detail. The final results of the

measuremei - i the materia] for

a graphical representation of the observed spotted area for each
clear day from the beginning of 1854 to the end of I860.]

40. Distril i over Disk—Out next inquiry

of spotted area over
different parts of the solar disk. We use the word disk in con-

st that, on account of
the sun's rotation, the center of his visible disk on one day does
not represent the same portion of the solar surface as on another
^ay; indeed from this cause it is well known that sun-spots

travel over the visible disk from left to right. It is therefore

one inquiry to study from day to day the relative ds-

of spotted area over different parts of the sun's actual surface,

and another to study the same from day to day over different
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parts of his apparent disk. We have not hitherto attempted the

former inquiry (although the subject is not lost sight of, but may-

come within the range of our future researches), but have con-

fined ourselves entirely to the latter, and now proceed to des-

cribe the method of observation adopted.

41. Suppose the visible disk of the sun to be cut up into sec-

tions by great circles passing through these poles. These great

circles may be regarded as lines of longitude, only, in the present

•hey are not supposed to move round with the sun's

surface, but rather to be connected with the earth in such a man-

ner that the plane which passes through the earth is always

reckoned the zero or meridian.

Now it is well known that the pole of the sun differs very

little from that of the ecliptic, and therefore, in an approximate

investigation like the present, we may suppose the two to coin-

cide; these longitudes will thus denote ecliptical longitudes, and

the longitude in which the earth is placed being called zero, we
may with propriety reckon those to the left negative, and those

to the right positive. A sun-spot as it moves across the disk on

account of rotation will thus appear at a longitude —90°, and

vanish at a longitude +90°.
The same course will be pursued by the inferior planets Mer-

cury and Yenus, which move faster than the Earth ; while, on

the other hand, the superior planets, which move slower than the

Earth, may be supposed to pursue an opposite course, passing

across the circles of longitude from right to left.

42. It will thus be apparent that, if the behavior of sun-spots

is at all influenced by the positions of the planets, t

likely to be discovered by this means. Thus if all the prominent

planets be in the same longitude as the Earth, if there be a bond

between sun-spots and planets, we should be entitled to expect

in such a case some change in appearance or size when the spots

for that period pass the central line ; if, on the other hand, these

planets be together at 20° to the right of the Earth, we might

expect some change at 20° to the right, and so on. In fine, one

of our objects in the present research is to ascertain tl

ative size, at the different ecliptical longitudes in the vi -

of the whole spotted area for any period, the mass of observations

being broken up for this purpose into periods embracing perhaps

three or four months, so as to comprehend in each a sufficient

number of groups.
43. For this purpose the following plan was adopted. A sub-

sidiary table was formed in which the whole visible disk was

portioned out into thirteen parts, each part denoting a days

progress of a spot and embracing every 14° of longitude from

-90° to +90°. Each of these parts had in this table two col-

umns allotted to it, in one of which the exact longitude of the
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spot (with reference to the earth or central point) was noted,
while in the other the area at this longitude of the whole spot,

including umbra and penumbra, was given. This longitude of a
spot was determined in the following manner. In each of Car-
riugton'a large pictures the position of the sun's axis is given.
A circular sheet of transparent tracing-calico, of the size of Car-
rington's sun, had drawn on it lines of longitude for every 10°
from -90° to +90°. This sheet being applied in a proper man-
ner to each of Carrington's pictures, the longitude of a spot was
thus at once read off to the nearest degree.

The subsidiary table having been thus formed, it was then
carefully examined, and all those groups were rejected for which
(either on account of their exceedingly small size and conse-

quently doubtful area, or from paucity of observations) a reason-
ably good line reprea in passing over the
disk could not be obtained. Each non-rejected group was then

. in the following manner. A curve was drawn, in

which the abscissas represented the longitudes of the visible disk
from —90° to -+-90°, while the ordinates denoted the correspond-
ing area of the group in millionths of the whole hemispherical
surface at each of these longitudes. This curve was formed
simply by connecting together by means of straight lines the

summits of the consecutive ordinates denoting observed areas.

From these curves a table was then formed denoting the proba-

ble area of each non-rejected group from longitude —62° to lon-

gitude +6 I
,

inadvisable to go nearer the sun's

border on either side. Finally, the groups of this table were
arranged into consecutive series, each series embracing two or

three months, it being supposed that during the course
_
of any

one series the planetary configurations retained to a considerable

extent the same character. In the following table the results of

this subdivision are exhibited.

[The last two columns have been added from a plate in which

% positions of Venus and Jupiter are exhibited in connection
with a graphical representation of the series of numbers in the
table.]

45. Now, in the first place, it is evident that during the time
embraced in a series the amount of spotted area which crosses

one ecliptical longitude is different from that which crosses

another,—that is to say, the average size of a spot varies with
the ecliptical longitude. This will be seen from a very cursory
glance; thus in series rx, x, the average size of a spot attains

a maximum at about the longitude of the earth, while in series

Xl this maximum is much to the right. Since most of these

series embi ia behavior
may, we think, be considered to be an observational fact.

As*. Jour. Scl-Skcokd Series, Vol. XLIII, Ho. 129.-May, 1867.
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46. In the second place, there seems to be a periodical recur-

rence of the same sort of behavior. Thus in series I, IV, VI,

(XI and xii), xvm, there is a maximum considerably to the

right. The mean dates of these series are :

—

IV, August, 185;

VI, March, 1857
XI and XII, July to Nov,

XVIII, May, 1860 .

Also in S

:!]:' VI=IV+19
-• =VI+1S

XII)+20

,

(after iv), Vin, (xm and xiv), (XIX and xx),

2i considerably to the left. The dates of these

.IV=II+19mo9.
Ill—IV+23 "

:=VIII+18 "

after IV, say) Dec. 1855 ...
VIII, November I*." I ,

" S59, {{XIX A XX)=(XIII <fc XIV)+
to Oct. 1860 J

erfod

ies in, v, (ix and x), (XV, XVI, ar

i far from the center. The dates are

III, November, 1854.. 1

(XIX and XX

Again,

Feb.!

1 (IX

[

(XV, XVI, XVII)=(IX, X)+20

Mean period, 20
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Finally, in series iv, vn, xni, and xix we have probably a
im near the center accompanied with a somewhat unde-

cided action. The dates of these series are :

—

VIl' Ail-

'

( VII=IV-f-24 months.

xni.M,, -. :::: :

-• <-,
cYv

f:=
vmt!« :;

XIX, July, I860 j
l XIX=XIII-f-16 «

Mean, 20 "

The period of recurrence of the same behavior would thus
appear to be nineteen or twenty months.

47. In th these recurrences the progress of
the maximum is from left to right, not right to left. Thus in
series in the maximum is near the center, while in series iv it

has gone to the right. The same order is observable in series x
and xi, and in fact, throughout the whole twenty series.

48. We cannot see that these phenomena can possibly be
explained, unless it be admitted that the behavior of the sun-

-abject to some external influence, the nature of which
will best be'determined by the order of recurrence and length of
period of the phenomena in question.
In the firsl .at the influence is not stationary,

• its period would be one year, that being the time in
which the earth (which must be regarded as the standpoint from
which these phenomena are viewed) accomplishes one revolu-
tion round the sun. Again, since the march of the phenomena
is from the left to the right of the earth, this would seem to iden-
tify the influence with one of the inferior planets which passes
over the sun's disk in this direction (Art. 41), the superior plan-
ets going the opposite way.

iod of twenty months will now enable us to determine
which of the inferior planets exercises the predominent influence
on sun-spots. We have to ask which of the two inferior planets
takes twenty months to return to the same position with respect
to the earth. This evidently points to Temis, for which the

synodical period is 583 days, or between nineteen and twenty
months. We may remark that, apart from all observation, if

we suppose the various planets to affect the behavior of sun-
spots, the influence of Venus should be very great, on account
of its nearness to the sun combined with its very considerable
s^e. An examination of the table on p. 326 will give us some
idea of the nature of the influence probably exerted by Venus.

.'0 size of a spot would appear to attain its n.aximum
on that side of the sun which is turned away from Venus, and
to have its minimum in the neighborhood of this planet.

.
But, it will be asked, does not Jupiter appear to exert any

influence? for although its distance is much greater than that of

Venus yet its mass is very great. A reference to the table will,
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we think, show that the influence of Jupiter is very great,

although not apparently predominating. Thus when Yenus

and Jupiter are both in opposition to the earth, we might expect

a very large average size of spots at the longitude of the earth

;

but if, Venus being in opposition, Jupiter is in conjunction with

the earth, the average size ought to be much smaller. In series x
and xv the former is the case, and for these the average size of

a spot is exceptionally large. In series v, vm, and xvi the lat-

ter is the case, and for these the average size of a spot is excep-

tionally small.

We ought here to remark that, although Yenus has a

a predominating influence, it may not have so in real;;

is clear that by the method of observation employed, the effect

of Jupiter is more equalized than that of Yenus, the former sep-

arating from the earth or point of view more rapidly than the

latter. Thus, if at the beginning of three months' observation

Jupiter were in opposition, it would at the end be 96° distant

from the earth,—that is to say, its angular motion with respect

to the earth during this period would have been nearly 84°,

whereas the angular motion of Yenus with respect to the earth

under similar circumstances would be only 54°. Thus the effect

of Yenus during this period would be more nearly equal to the

maximum effect of Yenus than the effect of Jupiter would be

to its maximum effect.

[Having thus endeavored to trace the effect of these two plan-

ets on the behavior, with respect to size, of sun-spots in crossing

the visible disk, the authors supplement the evidence by means

of a curve, exhibiting from month to month the whole amount

of spotted area for the whole disk. It is evident that in such a

curve we ought to have a high point or great amount of area

when Yenus is in opposition to the earth ; in such a case our

; is favorable. But, again, we ought to have a maxi-

mum when the two influential planets, Yenus and Jupiter, unite

together in acting upon the sun, even although the standpoint

of the earth may not be in the most favorable position. The
various maxima' of Mich a curve ought thus to be referable to

one of two causes, or to both combined—(1) either to a favora-

ble position of the standpoint, or (2) to a favorable conjunction

of planets for action upon the sun. The maxima are shown to

be in fact regulated by planetary configurations, and especially

by the two causes named.]
50. While the preceding portion of this paper was being

oao has been the means

1 to the minor fluctuations which occur in his diagram.

We had previously proposed to ourselves a complete investi-
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gation into this as the subject of a third series of these re-

searches; but a preliminary investigation of Carringtoa'a dia-

gram has led us to a conclusion which we think of sufficient

importance to communicate at once, reserving a more elaborate
and accurate investigation to a future occasion.

We think it will very likely be found that, at those periods
when the planets Jupiter and Yenus cross the solar equator,

there will be a tendency of the spotted area to approach the

equator, and at those periods when the heliographical latitude

of these planets is greatest there will be a tendency for spots to

spread out from the solar equator.

Reserving the action of Jupiter to a more complete investiga-

tion, we have derived the following result regarding the action

of Venus from an approximate method of treating Carrington's

diagram. It would appear that spots are nearest to the solar equa-
J

~ ivhen the heliographical latitude of Venus ' " n

sun as Yenus or Jupiter can cause mechanical changes so vast
as those which sun-spots exhibit? We would reply in the fol-

lowing terms to this' objection.

We do not, of course, imagine that we have as yet determined
the nature of the influence exerted by these planets on the sun;

but we would, nevertheless, refer to an opinion expressed by
Professor Tait, "that the properties of a body, especially those

with respect to heat and light, may be influenced by the neigh-

borhood of a large body." Now an influence of this kind would
naturally be most powerful upon a body such as the sun, which
possesses a very high temperature, just as a poker thrust into a
hot furnace will create a greater disturbance of the heat than if

thrust into a chamber very little hotter than itself. In the next
place, it is not to be inferred that the mechanical e

j
ii\ ik-ni of

the energy exhibited in sun-spots is derived from the influencing

planet any more than it is to be inferred that the energy of a

cannon-bal the force with which the trigger is

pulled.*

The molecular state of the sun, just as that of the cannon or
of fulminating powder, may be extremely sensitive to impres-

sions from without ; indeed we have independent grounds for

supposing that such is the case. We may infer from certain ex-

periments, especially those of Cagniard de Latour. that at a very
nigh temperature and under a very great pressure the latent

heat of vaporization is very small, so that a comparatively small

phenomena do not imply a
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of he
the

.

extreme;-.

the sua might cause a copious condensation ; and this change of

molecular state would, of course, by means of altered reflection,

&c, alter to a considerable extent the distribution over the va-

rious particles of the sun's surface of an enormous quantity of

heat, and great mechanical changes might very easily result.

Again, although we cannot suppose our earth to be nearly so

sensitive as the sun, yet the question may be entertained, Does

the moon exert an influence of this kind upon the earth ?

52. Our readers will, we think, agree with us in dividing the

results of this paper into three classes.

We have, in the first place, the pure results of observation.

In the second place, we have put forth as an immediate deduc-

tion from these observational results a connection between sun-

spots and planets. The evidence in favor of this deduction ap-

pears to us to be very strong, and we have placed it before our

readers in detail that every one may judge for himself.

In the third place, we have, in paragraph 50, ventured to adopt

an hypothesis regarding the nature of this action, which must,

in the meantime, be considered as a working hypothesis, which

may, perhaps,, serve to extend our knowledge of the subject.

53. A few words may be allowed us with regard to the his-

tory of this question. Professor Wolf has, it is well known,

directed attention to a probable connection between sun-spots

and planets, derived from the periodicity of the former. With
regard to his success in this matter we do not venture to give an

opinion ; we would only remark that our evidence is of a differ-

ent nature to that which is capable of being derived from pe-

riodicity in the number of spots.

Since our preliminary research into the behavior of sun-spots,

a suggestion of the illustrious Galileo, which he appears not to

have published from want of evidence, has been brought to our

notice by the Rev. William Selwyn. This suggestion advocates

a method of research allied to that which we have pursued, and

we should be happy to think that our present investigation has

tended in any measure to vindicate the sagacity of that renowned
philosopher. We venture to think that we have succeeded in

demonstrating the great probal -V luence, and
to hope thai oay be converted into a

and the subject very far advanced before the next ten-yearly

maximum, by the labors in solar photography of the Kew Ob-

servatory and other similar institutions.
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Art. XXXVII.—Research on the Ethers of Silicic Acid; by
C. Friedel and J. M. Crafts.

[Concluded from p. 171.]

The first distillations were made in vacuo (3-5 millimeters
pressure), and the substance used consisted in residues from va-

arations of the normal silicate, and of the hexethylic
iicate; both these products had as far as possible al-

ready been extracted.

After eight distillations we obtained

—

at 60°-ll5° (Centigrade.) 6 grs. of liquid.

135 -150 8 "

150 -165 14 "

165-180 30 " Si= 18-73 per ct
180-200 16 " Si=19-58 "

200 -220 8 " Si=20-78 "

220-260 4" Si=21$>6 "

260 -300 3 " Si:=22-78 «

300 -320 3 " Si=23-59 "

The largest portion within narrow limits of temperature, that
which distilled L0d

o-180°, was redistilled in the air; it com-
menced to distill at 285°, and between this point and 305°, 25
grs. of liquid passed; above 305° there were only 8 grs. This
last product contained 19-34 per cent Si.

All the products distilled above, except those which had
passed at a temperature higher than 200° in vacuo, were redis-

tilled under the ordinary pressure. There was obtained on the

1Y5°-215° 6-5 grs.

215-235 6.5 "

235 -243 25-0 " =hexethylic disilicic ether.

243-260 10-0 "

260-276 15.0 "

276-286 10-0 " Si= 17-85 per ct.

286-294 12-0" Si=18'22 «

294-310 5-0 "

90-0

The portion of the above products containing the more con-
lensed ethers, i. e., the part boiling 243°-310°, was redistilled

inder a pressure of58-60mm. (= TV the ordinary pressure of the
ur), until the amount of liquid distilling at a given point ]

1

istillations.»ned nearly constant in successive distillations.

There was obtained—
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170°-195° 7-0 grs 6-5 grs.

215 -230 8-5 " 9-2 "

230 -240 6-0 " 5-0 " Si=19-50 p. c.

240 -285 7-0 " 6'8 "

455 44-0

The portion distilling above 200° in vacuo, and that which

distilled above 285° under a pressure 58-60 mm., were redis-

tilled three times under a pressure of 9-10 mm.
220°-235° 5-0 grs. Si=20-60, C=37'01, H=7-64 p. c.

235 -245 2-2 " Sir=20-99 per ct.

245 -280 6-0 " Si=21'40 "

Finally, the portion remaining above 280°, was distilled un-

der a pressure of l-3mm.

320 -360 30 « Si=22-79 per ct.

above 360 2*1 " Si=23.91 "

The formula of Ebelmen's bisilicate requires 20*90 per ct. Si.

The quadrisilicate 28'66 perct. Si.

We made other distillations of the higher products in vacuo,

analyzing the liquid, which passed at different temperatures,

and found the results to agree with the foregoing.

Thus after a very prolonged series of fractionated distilla-

tions, we not only failed to obtain the bisilicate among the pro-

ducts distilling in the neighborhood of its suppose*

.

point, but we also failed to isolate any body having a definite

composition and a constant boiling point. The proportion of

silica in these condensed ethers increases with the temperature,

at which they distill, while that of carbon and hydrogen dimin-

ishes, and the relations between these constituents do not lead

to any simple formula. Products from different preparations

haying the same boiling points have nearly the same compo-

It is probable that there are several condensed silicates be-

longing to some of the types mentioned (p. 166) and that they

can not be separated by distillation. It is worthy of notice that

in all the bodies analyzed the ratio of carbon to hydrogen is

the same as in the radical ethyl.
We also attempted to prepare the bisilicate by following

exactly the method given by Ebelmen, but failed to obtain it,

either because some precaution was omitted in repeating his ex-

periments, or because the bisilicate does not exist. We will

observe that the method of preparation given (distillation with-

out thermometer, above the boiling point of mercury) does not

offer a very good guaranty for the purity of the substance.
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Silicates of methyl.—When we commenced our research, we
tried the reaction of methylic alcohol on the chlorid of silicium

;

but like Ebelmen* we only obtained a product, that it was im-

possible to purify, turning brown in the air and possessing a
fetid odor. We noticed, that this product always contained chlo-

After having observed that the radicals contained in the alco-

hols may replace those contained in the ethers of acidsf we
thought that this reaction might furnish a method of obtaining

the silicate of methyl.
With this object, we purified wood-spirit by a treatment with

chlorid of calcium, and after decomposing the chlorid of calci-

um compound with water and rectifying the alcohol several

times with sodium, we sealed it in a tube with silicate of ethyl,

and heated the mixture during 20 hours at 210°.

After several fractionated distillations the principal product,

isolated from the contents of the tube, was a liquid boiling at

143°-147°, together with products with a much higher boiling

point.

The portion boiling at 143°-147° gave on analysis numbers
which correspond with the composition of a mixed silicate di-

ethylic dimethyl ic silicic ether.

I. Substance, weight, - 0-3035 gr.

€0 2 , 0-4320 "

H20, 0-2435 "

II. Substance, weight, - 0-3450 "

Si02 ,
0-1150 "

III. Product redistilled, 143°-147°.

Substance, weight, - - - - 0-2220 "

€02 ,
0-3250 "

H20, 0-1840 "

IV. Another preparation, portion distilling, 145°-147°

Substance, weight, - 0-2900 "

€02 ,
0-4315 "

H20, 0-2350 "

i. ii. in. iv. Si€ 6H 6̂Ov
C, 38-90 39-89 40-61 40'00

It is remarkable, that in these experiments the principal pro-

duct formed, and the only one that was easy to isolate, was this

raised ether, and not the silicate of methyl or the trimethylic

oaono-ethylic ether, although the methylic alcohol was used in

large excess.
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In an experiment, made with the special object of obtaining

an ether containing a lamer proportion of methyl, we heated

silicate of ethyl during 15 hours at 250° with a large excess of

methvlie alcohol, then distilled, and heated a second time with

methylic alcohol, the liquid, boiling below 150°, but still the

art of the product passed at 143°-147°. This product

redistilled at 145°-147° furnished us the material for analysis

i. iv. If the mono-met
i formed, as is probable,

The simultaneous production of condensed ethers with a higher

boiling point, noticed above, could only be accounted for by the

presence of water in the methylic alcohol used, since we con-

vinced ourselves by experiment, that there was no formation of

ordinary methylic or ethylic ether, bodies whose production

would equally have accounted for the formation of condensed

silicates. The methylic alcohol really loses water by the pro-

cess ; for on employing the same alcohol for a second prepara-

tion, there was production of more of the mixed ethers and less

of the condensed silicates.

This observation induced us to give greater attention to ren-

dering the methylic alcohol anhydrous; and we discovered, that

even 8-10 distillations with sodium and methylate of sodium

were not sufficient to make the alcohol perfectly anhydrous. It

is probable, that when the percentage of water is reduced to a

certain limit, the methylate of sodium is no longer decomposed.

We were more successful in drying methylic alcohol by

means of anhydrous phosphoric acids.

Methylic alcohol, distilled twice with sodium, and then with

a small quantity of phosphoric acid, boils at 65°'5, loses the

disagreeable odor, that it usually has, and smells like com-

mon alcohol, and does not turn brown with soda. Purified in

this manner, it no longer gives, when heated with silicic ether,

more than traces of condensed silicates.

The preceding observations on the difficulty of purifying and

drying methylic alcohol led us to suspect, that the bad success

of the attempts of Ebelmen and our own to obtain methylic

silicic ether by the direct action of chlorid of silicium on the

alcohol, arose merely from the impurity of the material em-

ployed. The following experiment shows, that this was the

MetbyKri alcohol, purified with the precautions i

above and added in small quantities at a time to chlorid of sih-

cium, reacts upon it in exactly the same manner as ordinary

alcohol. It does not turn brown more than the latter. Hydro-

1 is given off in abundance, reducing the temperature

of the liquid. When the theoretical quantity of alcohol has

been added, the product is distilled, and after a small number
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of fraction I t is easy to separate two
products, one boiling at 120°-122°, and the other at 201°-202°-5.

The first product is almost the only one formed, where the alco-

hol is perfectly anhydrous; it is the normal silicate of ethyl.

The second is the hexamethylic disilicic ether.

The products, obtained in the first preparations, were not en-

tirely pure, and analysis showed that a small quantity of an
ethylic compound was present ; it therefore became i

employ a methylic alcohol, obtained by saponificatio

oxalate, and all the preparations were subsequently made with
this product rectified successively with sodium and phosphoric
acid.

In one operation, made with a portion of methylic alcohol,

which had been heated with silicate of methyl in a sealed tube,

an excellent? means of rendering it quite anhydrous, the whole
product oft! I at 121°-126°. Of this the por-

tion boiling at 121°-122° was analyzed.

I. Substance, weight, - 0-3400 grs.

€0 2 ,
------ 0-3930 "

H20, 0-2440 "

II. Substance, weight, - 0-9275 "

Si02 , 0-3680 "

This product contained TVo of a per cent of chlorine and we
found, that the only way to free the methylic ethers completely

from chlorine (probably contained in a chlorhydrine) is to heat

them in a sealed tube at 180° with an excess of methylic alco-

hol. After this treatment the product was distilled again at

121°-122° and on analysis gave:

III. Substance, weight, - 0-2800 grs.

€02
,

0-3255 «

H20,
0-2005 "

IV. Substance, weight, . - - - 0-4025 "

Si02 ,
0-1610 «

Si, 18-52 18-57 18-42

The density of vapor =5-380. The theory requires 5 -264.

Difference between 2 weights of bulb, - 0-9730 gr.

Temperature of the balance,

The density of the ether at 0°=l-0589.
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The normal silicate of methyl is a colorless liquid, possessing

l etheric and rather agreeable odor. It is soluble in conside-

alcohol i

products and ultimately <

composed of silica.

Hexametlih

ether is prepared with aq
tained by heating the normal ether with methylic alcohol <

taining water. It boils, as we have already said, at 201°-202°'5,

and resembles the hexethylic disilicic ether very much in its

properties.

An analysis gave

—

I. Substance, weight, - 0-2880 err.

«e 2 , 0-2960 «

H 20, 0-1800 »

IL Substance, weight, - 0-5655 "

Si02 , 0-2665 "

IIJ. Product remaining in the bulb after the determination of

the vapor-density.

Substance, weight, - 0-3335 gr.

11,4;

C, 28-04 27-80 27-1

H, 6-95 6-99 6-i

Si, 22-00 21-1

The vapor density =9'19. The theory requires 8'93.

Difference of 2 weights of bulb, - 1-2422 gr.

Temperature of balance, - - 24°

The density of this ether at 0°=1-144,
"We have not succeeded in isolating any product of a definite

somposition with a boiling point higher than that of the hexa-
nethylic disilicic ether, and the result of our experiments has

>een exactly the same as in the case of the ethylic condensed
ethers. The per-centage amount of silicic acid rises with the

far as

ethers. The per-centag<
boiling point. We did° Qvestigations I

5 done with ethylic

We call attention to the small difference in the boiling points

of the methylic and ethylic normal silicate =44°, only 11° f°r
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each difference of €H
2

. The difference in the case of methylic
and ethylic-disilicic ethers is 33° or 5^° for each difference of
€H

3 .

The monochlorhydrine of the normal methylic silicic ether

was obtained, in the same way as the ethylic chlorhydrine, by
heating together during one hour at 150°, three molecules of the
ether with one-molecule of chlorid of silicium. Almost the whole
product boiled at 113°-117° and after several distillations the
portion boiling at 114°'5-115°-5 gave on analysis

—

I. Substance, weight, - - - - 0-5965 gr.

Si0 2 0.2295 "

II. Substance, weight, - 0-2695 "

€02 , 0-2305 "

H20, 0-U20 "

III. Substance, weight, - 0-7255 •

AgCl, 0-6625 "

i. n. in. sici(€
T
H3)

7

ae 3 .

The density of vapor =5'578. Theory 5420.

Difference between 2 weights of bulb, 1*2147 gr.

l70°-5

-iu'ht.

The density of the liquid at 0°=1\L954.
The monochlorhydrine is a liquid with an ethenc odor, burn-

ing with a green chlorine flame and giving off a siliceous smoke.
It is very easily decomposed by moisture. With methylic alco-

hol it regenerates the normal methylic silicate. It will be seen
in the sequel, that the chlorhydrine can be used for the prepara-
tion of mixed ethers.

The Dichlorhydrine of meihylicsilicic ether was obtained by
heating two molecules of monochlorhydrine with one mole-
cule of chlorid of silicium during one hour at 160°. The re-

action is somewhat less easy than in the case of the formation
of the monochlorhydrine. The larger part of the product dis-

tilled at 98°-103°, and the liquid obtained, boiling at this tem-

perature, after four distillations was analyzed.

I. Substance, weight, - 0-2565 gr.
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CI, 44-28 44-

Density of vapor =5'66. Theory 5 '57

Difference between 2 weights of bulb, 0-8755

Temperature of balance, 20°

Capacity of bulb,

Air remaining,

761-4 rr

272-75

0-5 cc.

The density of liquid at 0°= 1-2595. The physical properties

of the diehlorhydrine resemble those of the moiiochlorhydrine.

The Trichlorhydrine of the methylic-silicic ether was obtained

by heating one molecule of chlorid of silicium with one mole-

cule of the diehlorhydrine during twelve hours at 220°. It is

formed much less easily than the preceding bodies ; even after

the tube had been heated so long a time, a portion of the chlorid

of silicium remained intact. The principal product distilled at

near 84°. After several fractionated distillations, the portion

boiling at 82°~86° was separated and analyzed.

I. Substance, weight,

. Substance, weight,

Vapor density =5-66. Theory, 5*73.
The density was taken by the method of Gay Lussac.

Weight of substance employed, - 0-445 gr.

Temperature of the oil-bath^ - - 134°-5"
Volume of vapor, - 109 cc.

Height of barometer, - - - 759 mm. at 2
3°

Height of the mercury in the bell glass

above the level of the mercury in bath, 128-2 mm.
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Mixed methylic-silicic ethers.—Where the chlorhydrines are'

treated with an alcohol, they exchange the CI, for the radical of
the alcohol and 0, and in this manner, by employing different
alcohols, mixed normal ethers may be obtained. Ordinary al-

cohol reacts immediately on the monochlorhydrine with evolu-
tion of HC1, and the principal product is trimethylic mono-

licio ether. No chlorhydrine remains undecomposed,
and there is no formation of silicate of ethyl, and after the ex-
cess of alcohol has distilled, the liquid commences to boil at
138°. There is also a small quantity of a product with a boil-

ing point which corresponds to that of the dimethylic diethylic
ether formed.
The product boiling at 133°-135 gave on analysis—

I. Substance, weight, - 0-2890 gr.

Hi0 2 ,
------ 0-1060 "

II. Substance, weight, - 0-2450 "

The density of the liquid at 0°=1
In order to explain to ourselvei

n thvli< di. i i silicic ether, we e

distilled after the completion of the reaction.

It distilled in great part at 72°-74°. It was treated with

I caustic potash to remove the hydrochloric acid it con-
tained in solution, distilled and then left over night in contact
with freshly calcinated carbonate of potash.

An analysis of this alcohol gave,

Substance, weight, - - - - 0-1995 gr.

€0„, 0-3000 "

Common ethylic alcohol containing 21 p. c. of water would
have the same composition ; but we ascertained that, when aque-
ous alcohol was treated in the same way with carbonate of pot-

ash, it marks 96 p. ct. on the alcoholometer of Gray-Lussac. The
alcohol contained a certain quantity of methylic alcohol, which
could only have been formed by direct elimination from the me-

cic ether with production of an ether, containing a larger

proportion of the radical ethyl. We have before observed, that
the dimethylic disilicic ether is the one most readily produced.
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This had already been obtained by the action of methylic

alcohol on the normal silicate of ethyl* It is also produced,

when the methylic dichlorhydrine is treated with ethylic al-

A product, obtained in this way, and boiling at 143°-14:6°,

was analyzed.

I. Substance, weight,

Substance, weight,

ce 2 , -

H 2e; -

Substance, weight,

Si0 2 , -

O^OO gr.

0-0910 "

0-2400 «

0-3485 "

0-1910 "

0-3635 "

0*1225 "

that which i

density.

Density of vapor =6178. Theory 6-233.

Difference between 2 weights of bulb,

Temperature of balance,

" oil-bath,

Height of barometer,

Capacity of bulb, ...
The density of liquid at 0°= 1*004.

The monoethylic triethylic ether, was obtained by treating the

monochlorhydrine of the normal ethylic silicate with methylic

alcohol.

It boils at 155°-157°.

t, - - - - 0-3945 gr.

5-2.-, .

Sln„

II. Substance, weight, )-2325 "

3-3640 "

3*1925 "

Si, 13*96 14-43

We repeated with the alcohol, that distilled, the same experi-

ment, that was made, where the monoethylic trimethylic ether
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»vith the por-

710 gr.

<30 2 , -

Substance, \weight, - 0-1545 •

€0 2 , -

H.4. -

0-2520 «

C, 44-34 44-51 37-5 52-17

H, 12-69 12-89 12-5 1304

Therefore in this case there is a replacement of ethyl by me-
thyl in the ether with formation of ethylic alcohol and the di-

methylic silicic ether, and doubtless the presence of a small
quantity of this latter body explains the small amount of car-

bon and hydrogen found in the analysis of the monomethylic
triethylic silicic ether.

Dimethyl

i

r.—In the reaction of amylic al-

cohol on the monochlorhydrine of methylic ether, the displace-

ment of one alcoholic radical by another was still more strongly
marked, for the principal product was a liquid boiling at 225°-
235°, which did not have the composition of the trimethylic

monoamylic ether, but very nearly that of the dimethylic di-

amylic ether.

An analysis of this product gave

—

I. Substance, weight, - 0-2425 gr.

€02 ,
------ 0-4780 "

II. Substance, weight, - 0-3795 "

Si, 10-64 10-61

The decomposition of this ether cannot be effected by an al-

coholic solution of ammonia, and it is necessary to employ an
alcoholic solution of soda for the determination of the silica.

In the production of this ether by the above reaction, we
again notice the tendency to the production of mixed ethers

containing two atoms of each alcoholic radical.

It should be noticed, that action of an alcohol upon an ether

with interchange of alcoholic radicals, seems to take place more
readily at the moment of the formation of the ethers from a

chlorhydrine, than after the ether has been once formed.
Am. Jour. Sci.-Second Sebies, Vol. XLIII, No. 139.—Mat, 1867.
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Jhe Actions of the Anhydrids of Acids on Silicic Ether.—After
having observed the substitution of one alcoholic radical for

another in ethers, we determined to try to obtain by a similar

reaction the replacement of an alcoholic radical by one contained

in an acid The first experiment made was that of heating the

chlorid of acetyl with silicic ether, but we have already stated

that the chlorine, and not the acetyl, was introduced into the

ether with formation of a monochlorhydrine and of acetate of

ethyl
It next occurred to us to try the action of anhydrous acetic

acid,
|j h S | O, and we found, that by means of this reagent

an acetfne Si(C
?
H 5 ) 3 , (€ 2H s

O), 4 could be formed.

35 grams of the normal silicate of ethyl and 13 grams of

anhydrous acetic acid, boiling at 138°'5-140°,* were heated dur-

ing 14 hours at 180°.

After 8 fractionated distillations, the following series of pro-

ducts was obtained—distilled

—

11°- 80° 7-0 grs.

95°-165° 4
165°-l77° 3-

m°-181° 2
181°-192° 5'

192°-197° 2
197°-204° 1

204°-230° 1-6

above 230° 5-0

The first product, 77°-80°, was acetate of ethyl. According to

the theory represented by the equation

:

11-2 grs. of acetate of ethyl ought to have been produced.
About 9 grs. of pure acetate were really obtained.
The products boiling higher were analyzed.

I. 177°-181°—Substance, weight, - 0-2420 gr.

€02 ,
- - . J \ . 0-3900 "

H20, 0-1970 "

II. 178°-182°—Substance, weight, - 0-3190 "

Si0
2 , - - - . . - 0-0875 "

This product was obtained by redistilling No. I.

* A convenient way of obtaining anhydrous acetic acid is, after rectification on

acetic of potash, to rectify on the alloy of zinc and sodium, until the disengagement
of hydrogen has become very slight.
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III. (obtained by redistilling 1

-193°, weight, 0-2865 gr.

0-4580 "

0-2365 "

IV. 192°-197° Substance, weight,

i. ii. in. iv. Si(€2H 5 ) 3(€2H 3e)04
C, 43-94 43-57 42*94 43-24

H, 9-06 9-09 7-99 8-11

Si, 12-80 12-61

The decomposition of the acetine by the alcoholic solution of
ammonia is not complete, and an alcoholic solution of soda must
be used to make the silicic determination.
The preceding analyses show, that the boiling point of the

monoacetine Si, (€ 2H 5 ) 3 , € 2H 30, 4 must be near 190°; but
we did not succeed in isolating a pure product by dist

By the action of potash on the acetine, acetic acid is obtained,
showing, that it is really an acetine, which is formed. The ace-
tine is a somewhat oily liquid having an ethereal odor, with
something of that of acetic acid in it. The odor of ac
becomes stronger, when the acetine has been exposed to the ac-

The product of another operation was distilled under a pres-
sure of only 52 millimeters of mercury, because we feared, that
the compound might be decomposed by distillation at a high
temperature. The liquid boiling at 135°-145° was first analyzed
(i). This was redistilled several times and the product boiling
at 135°-140° was analyzed (n).

I. Substance, weight, - 0-4740 gr.

II. Substance, weight,

Si, 12-64 12-68
.

12-61 percent.

Action of Boric Acid on the Silicate of Ethyl—In the hope of
obtaining an ether containing bo: i hi together,
we heated 3 grams of boric acid, which had been pi

melted, will; a ahvl (2 molecules of boric
acid for 3 of silicate of ethyl) during 12 hours at 240°.
The whole of the acid dissolved, and on opening the tube

there was no evolution of gas. After six or eight 6

ns, products were obtained wi'h a very high boiling

•
•.:•: .:punn, ana a con»i<i> ruble quanti \ <u a i «

mg point ; of this latter there distilled :
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All these portions below 140° burnt with a green flame and did

not contain a notable quantity of silica. They consisted in

Ebelmen's boric ether in a state of almost complete purity. The
tog point of this ether is 119°.

The portion 119°-125° was analyzed.

Substance, weight, - 0-2105 gr.

€0 2 ,
------ 0-3795

Supposing all the boric acid to have been converted into boric

ether, 12 grams of the latter ought to have been produced. The
reaction therefore had resulted, not in the production oi

ether containing both the acids, but in the replacement of silicic

acid by boric. The products boiling higher than 140° consisted

in ethers, containing a large amount of silicic acid, and a resi-

due of silica was left in the flask after the distillation. Boric

like a

a

nhydr<

s research, the

character of silicium appears to us proved in the most convin-

cing manner. It is impossible to find simpler formulae to repre-

sent the composition of the monochlorhydrines and trichlorhy-

drines of ethylic and methjlic silicic ethers, or of the mono-

thylic, monoethylic-trimethylic and mono •

ethylic ethers, or of the acetine ; and only by returning to the

old atomic weight of oxvgen, can the hexethylic and hexam-

d with a -simpler formula, since

they contain
7 .

The existence of these compounds and their formulae is inter-

preted most .. as we have done, that the

chlorid of si' , ,... -

drat.' SilI
4
H

4 a ,, t m tne same way as tiie pdybasic acids known
in mineral and organic chemistry.

In another paper we intend to publish the results, that we

have obtaii , of silicium with the

.alcoholic radicals.



& F. Peckham on Calif01

Via. \\X\ III.- u, r„- >,
j,posedfalsification of samples of Cali-

fornia Petroleum; by S. F. Peckham, late Chemist to the
California Petroleum" Company.

Having been almost exclusively engaged during the last

eighteen months in both technics . sea of Cal-

; rumens, my attention has been repeatedly called to the
small amount of light oils suitable for illumination yielded by
these substances, when treated by the ordinary process of frac-

tional clis i. This lo percentage of light oil, and conse-

quent inferior commercial value of the crude materials, early-

led me to compare my own results with those of other experi-

menters and analysts of California products.

The first reports that I obtained, were published in the pro-
spectus of the Philadelphia and California Petroleum Company.
These embraced the d< ion made by Mr. Peter
Collier, under the direction of Prof. Silliman; those of C. M.
Warren, Esq., of Brookline, Mass., and those of Prof. J. M.
Maisch of Philadelphia. I afterwards received a pamphlet con-
taining an article published in this Journal, vol. xxxix, May,
1865. This article contained the results of the analysis made
by Mr. Collier and the report of Mr. Warren, before mentioned.
The report of Mr. Maisch was dated March 18th, 1865; that of
Mr. Warren, Mi rch 31st, 1865; that of Prof. Silliman was with-

out date.

The material operated upon by Prof. S. was said to have
come from a spring upon the Simi ranch in Santa Barbara
county; and that treat* d b. \f »-i.-. Wanvn and Maisch was
said to be a portion of the same sample. Without concurrent
testimony, the similarity of the results obtained by those gentle-

men, even by different methods of operation, sufficiently proves
the identity of the crude material.

My own results, which I propose to compare with those above
mentioned, were obtained by the treatment of petroleums gath-

ered from the natural outcrops known as the Canada Laga and
Pico springs, and two samples, of different density, from the
estate of ti traCo. The Stanford oil springs

• of the H. P. Co., and a tunnel
in the San Fernando mining district, the product of which is a
little more dense but otherwise resembles that of the Pico spring,

were the only other localities in Southern California, yielding

petroleum iii any other than the most insignificant quantities,

at the time I left that region in June last,

I am perfectly familiar with each of these localities and their

products. All the samples treated by me, with but one excep-

tion—the lightest sample from the H. P. Co.—were gathered
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under my own eye, most of them with my own hand. The ex-

- gathered and furnished me under the per-

sonal supervision of William H. Stone, Esq., at that time Super-

intendent of the California Petroleum Company.
My experiments were first confined to the petroleums of the

Canada Laga spring, and the tunnels of the H. P. Co. The
great dissimilarity between my results and those detailed in the

published reports, led me to inquire of persons familiar with the

country, concerning the spring upon the Simi ranch, with the

intention of procuring some of the oil for analysis. I was then

and subsequently informed that no " green oil " (petroleum)

springs existed upon that estate. I then sought the officers of

the Philadelphia ancf- California Petroleum Company resident

upon their estate, and was informed by them that no oil of-sp. gr.

corresponding to that given in the reports (average -8635 =
33 5° Baume) was to be found upon their property, nor so far

as they could learn in that part of the country. I was informed

that the lightest oil yielded by any natural outcrop in that sec-

tion, was that of the Pico spring, situated very near but without

the boundary line of the San Francisco ranch. The sp. gr. of

this oil, as estimated by myself, is "8832=28 "5° Baume'. I was

assured by Mr. Lyon who had had charge of the spring for

more than a year prior to June 1st, 1866, that no oil lighter than

sp. gr. 28-5° Baume had ever been obtained from it. I have
reason to believe, that before I left Southern California, I visited

more of the bituminous outcrops of Santa Barbara and Los An-
geles counties, than had ever before been visited by any single

person who had written upon this subject; and I was unable to

discover any trace of the existence of a natural outflow, yield-

;
lighter material than the Pico Spring.
"he specimen of oil from the Pico spring examined by me,

dipped from the pool by Mr. Lyon, under my own eye,

May 7th, 1866. The months of May and June are the most

favorable season that occurs in that climate, for gathering speci-

mens of the liquid varieties of bitumen. This arises from the

fact, that the rains of the winter and spring months, have so

swollen the springs, that water which almost invariably accom-
panies the bitumen comes to the surface, in much greater quan-

much more rapidly than at any other season ;
conse-

quently the oil reaches the surface quicker, is less oxydized
and thickened, and of less density.

These facts prove, that no petroleum exists upon the Simi
ranch, and that no oil had been discovered in Southern California

from any natural outcrop, prior to June 1st, 1866, of lower sp. gr.

than -8832=28-5° B.

But one conclusion can be deduced from these premise, via

:

the oil examined by Messrs. Silliman, Warren and Maisch, must

"t;:
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have been falsified by admixture of lighter oil, or the oil i

have experienced an "organic change" dm'
from San Francisco to New York. The latter supposition is

simply ridiculous, even if its incorrectness were not established

by proof. I last summer brought a sample from San Francisco
to New York, from both the Canada Laga and Pico springs.

Neither of them experienced the slightest change in density.

Having become convinced of the probable falsification of the

samples analyzed by the above named gentlemen I was led to

more closely compare their results with my own. A study of
the details of their analyses elicited the following as the charac-

teristics of this sample of petroleum.

Color, " dark brown." (8.)*

Consistence, water." (S.)

Odor "not offensive," (S.) resemblit i petroleum.

Density, -861, (S), -863 (M.), -864 (W.), average -863=33-5° B.

Distillation,

"Condensable vapor appeared at 60° C." (S.)

"Boiled at 123° C." (S.)

" Yielded below tfa ury, 50-60 pr. ct." (S.)

" do. above do. 35-45." (S. and W.)
Sp. gr. of 1st 10 per cent of distillate, -755. (S.)

Reserved as naphtha, s. w. m.

percent, 20 6 7-8

sp. gr. '765 -753 '756

Reserved as burning oil,

per cent, 50 42 50

sp.gr. -837 '805 "8219

Reserved as lubricating oil,

percent, 26 25 42-2

sp. gr. -896 -910 Residue less in retort.

Loss, per cent, 4 7

The portion reserved as naphtha is of the same sp. gr. at

which refiners of Pennsylvania petroleum usually commence to

run off burning oil. (M.) If this oil were fractionated the same
as is customary in treating Pennsylvania oils, it would furnish,

according to

—

SillimaD. Warren. Maiscb.

60 per cent. 52 per cent. 57'8 per cent.

Sp. gr. -815=42° B. '805=44° B. -920=41° B.

or about 55 per cent of sp. gr., -810=43° Baume.

The burning oil before treatment has very little odor, and
that not at all disagreeable. (S., W., M.) Crude oil yields very

readily to treatment with sulphuric acid and soda lye, furnish-

ing a refined oil of light color and agreeable odor (S., W., M.),

the illuminating qualities of which are not excelled by any.

* Quotations marked " S." are from the report of Prof. Silliman; those marked
" W." are from thar*of Mr. Warren ; those marked " M." are from that of Mr. Maiseh.
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The lubricating oils are of very low specific gravity ; of a

reddish color in the crude state, and easily rectified. (S.)

The crude oil yields a very large percentage of distillate. The
lightest oils are not very light (W ., M.\ and the odor of the

crude distilled oils not more disagreeable than that of many
samples of so-called commercial refined oil. (S.)

I recently obtained from the office of the Philadelphia and
Petroleum Company, a small portion of a sample of

oil said to have come from the Pico Spring. This was supposed

to be a portion of the sample examined by Messrs

Warren and Maisch. I also obtained from the same place a

small bottle of oil, labelled "crude oil," and bearing upon the

seal the initials "B. S." This bottle of oil accompanied speci-

mens of illuminating and lubricating oils received from Prof.

Silliman. These two oils were identical in specific gra

other physical properties. The sp. gr. of these samples is "868,

a difference of only '005 from that examined by those gentle-

men
; a difference which may be accounted for, as the result of

oxydation during two years.

From an examination of 200 cc. of this oil, I note the fol-

lowing additional characteristics.

With the thermometer bulb immersed in the boiling oil, the

oil boiled at 124° C, and with Mr. Warren's condensing apparatus,

yielded with the boiling oil at 200° C, 174; at 220° C, 250;

at 227° C, -276 ; with the bath at 200° C, 200 cc. yielded 77-5 cc,

or 38-75 per cent of colorless distillate. The sp. gr. of this dis-

tillate is -785=50° Baume\
From my own examinations of California oils of undoubted

authenticity, I gather the following characteristics.

Color.—The color of genuine oils is dark green, when fresh,

with marked dichroism. Three samples which I gathered in

May and June of last year, when opened in Boston about ten

weeks afterwards, appeared of a dark brownish black, having

nearly lost their dichroism.

Consistence.—I have seen no oils from natural outcrops that

could properly be called "thin and mobile." They are of about

the consistence of olive or linseed oil. The oils from tunnels

when fresh, are lighter colored, and more mobile fluids.

Odor.—The odor of Southern California petroleums is pecu-

liar; not as offensive as those of Pennsylvania and Canada ;
but

at the same time unlike refined kerosene.
Density.—The density ot

%

the oil from the

Canada Laga spring is, - - - '9184=23° B.

Tunnel in "Brea. Canon," H. P. Co., - -9023=25° B.

Pico spring, ... •8832=28-5° B.

Lightest oil examined by myself from H. P. Co., -875=30° B.

Lightest oil said to have been procured from the ex-

tremity of a tunnel 95 ft. in length, H. P. Co., *8525=34-5 B.
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Petroleum springs existed upon the property of the H. P. Co.,

prior to the commencement of their operations. I have been
told that the oil yielded by them was very dense ; lower than
25° Baume. Upon the property known as the Stanford Oil

Springs, tunnels are said to have yielded oil of sp. gr. 31° Baume',
and a tunnel upon the property of the Wylie Springs Oil Co.,

yielded in June last, oil of sp. gr. 23° Baume. All of these

tunnels have been run since July, 1865.

Distillation.—No condensable vapor appeared from any sam-
pie at 100° C.

Pico spring boiled at 1?4° C.

Canada Laga, 182° "

H. P. Co., heavy, 182° "

Pico spring yielded below the boiling point of mercury, 20

Total amount of distillate from the Canada Laga, - 93-75 "

Sp. gr. of .first 10 per cent of distillate,

Canada Laga, -852

Pico spring, -805

T , \ H. P. Co., heavy, .... -785
Tunnels,

{ a R^ ligh
* .... .U6

None was reserved as naphtha.

Reserved as burning oil sp. gr. '810=43° Baume, by ordinary

fractional distillation-

Canada Laga, 3-5 per cent.

The absence of either very light, or very dense oils, is a

marked p- rnia petro-

leums, when they are treated by direct heat in the ordinary

process of I
n. "The lubricating oils range in

gr. from 25°-29° Baume.
^e odor of the crude distillate is pungent, resembling that

• of the crude distillate of Pennsylvania petroleum. It yields read-

> treatment, and furnishes"a refined oil of great transparency,

very free from color and of agreeable odor. I have never seen
any refined California petroleum of illuminating power equal to

the best refined Pennsylvania oil.

The lubricating oils are of very low sp. gr., of a reddish color,

and easily rectified.

Mr. Warren's condensing apparatus, with the bath at 200° C,
gave from the

Canada Laga,l 8-5 pr. ct., sp. gr. - - - -810

Pico springs, 18.416 " "... * -800

H. P. Co., 26-08 " «... -800

A comparison of the characteristics of the sample of petrole-
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um examined by Messrs. Silliman, Warren and Maisch, with

those of the samples of Southern California petroleum, examined
by myself, exhibits the following very marked and important

differences.

Consistence differing, as water and olive oil.

The odor of one is strikingly similar to that of refined Penn-

sylvania petroleum ; that of the others without resemblance

thereto, and peculiar though not offensive.

The density of the one is -020=5° Baume, lighter than any
oil that could possibly have been procured in that region prior

to July, 1865.

The boiling point of the one is 50° C. below, and the sp. gr.

of 1st 10 per cent of distillate from the same is -050 below that

of the other.

The absence of light oils, that could be classed as naphtha.

The per-centage yield of burning oil of the same grade is

41-5 per cent more in the one than in the other. The odor of

the crude distillate of the one is agreeable, that of the other

pungent. The illuminating oils of the one are of superior qual-

ity, those of the other are not above the average.
One yields of light oils, not condensed at a temperature of

200° 0., 38-75 per cent, of sp. gr., -785 ; the others yield only

from 11-5 to 18416 per cent, of a sp. gr. from '800 to -810.

These differences all point to the falsification of the oil exam-
ined by those gentlemen, by admixture of light oil. It is

further proved by the fact, that the lightest oils obtained from the

sample furnished them are identical in sp. gr. with the lightest

contained in refined Pennsylvania petroleum ; by the ease with

which the burning oils are rectified, and by their superior illu-

minating qualities. Finally, their partial California originis

proved by the low sp. gr. of the lubricating oils ; by their peculiar

red color, and the absence of paraffme.
The following remarkable coincidences seem to indicate that

the falsification consisted in the addition of an equal portion of,

refined Pennsylvania oil of sp. gr. 48° Baume =-810, to crude
oil from tn ing. I tested four different sam-

chased in San Buena Ventura by the

. _. jf each of them was 810; and I was
told that the larger portion of the illuminating oil sold on the

^t, is of that density. The sp. gr. of the
is 918, which added to -810 and the sum divided by

two, equals -864 as the average density ; '864 is the sp. gr. of

the oil examined by Mr. Warren.
I obtained by ordinary distillation from the Canada Laga oil

3-5 per cent of distillate, of sp. gr. 43° B.= 810. The results

obtained by Mr. Warren were equivalent to about 55 per cent

of the sam
. [ result of
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ue to the superiority of the results given by Mr. Warr.-n's
ess over those obtained by ordinary fractional distillation.

Prof. Silliman notices the fact that when 485 cc. were distilled

•om 1000 cc, the mercury suddenly arose from 320° to 370° C.
'his remarkable phenomenon clearly indicates that when nearly
00 cc. or 50 per cent had passed into vapor, 485 cc. of which
ad passed into the receiver, the more dense oils remaining in
le retort required a higher degree of heat for their distillation;

'his phenomenon would no doubt be observed, during the distil-'

Ltion of a mixture of equal parts of refined Pennsylvania pe-
•oleum, and a dense oil like that of the Cafiada Laga, yielding
distillate, 90 per cent of which distills at a temperature at or
bove the boiling point of mercury.
It will also be observed, that by Warren's process the Cafiada

'" yields 11-5 per cent of sp. gr. -810 or 43° B, and that
' the same process the oil examined by him yielded about 55
r cent of the same grade, or 50 per cent plus 5 per cent. I
tained by the ordinary process 9375 per cent of distillate, £

5 amount, the loss being 6"25 per cent. Prof. Sillir

ned 96 per cent, or 50 per cent plus 46 per cent, the loss

[ 4 per cent, or a little more than half that which I experi-

L However these are mere coincidences, striking though

e foregoing details have been gathered from the results of

[e number of experiments, made both in California and in

astern states, for the purpose of ascertaining the commer-
alue, of California bitumens. They are offered for the pur-

. confident is an error, and to as-

^BT. XXXIX.— Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory of
Tale College.—XIV. On Kaolinite and Pholerite; by S. W.
Johnson and John M. Blake.

The study of certain minerals termed pholerite, nacrite, stein-

nark, and kaolin, leads to the conclusion that a number of sub-

stances which are included under these various designations

nust be classed together and constituted into a mineral species

n virtue of possessing chemical aftd physical properties which
idmit of precise definition. This species must have a new or

^appropriated name, and we propose for it that of Kaolinite,

n allusion to the material which furnishes it most commonly
nd abundantly.
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The chemical composition of this mineral was first deduced
by Forchhammer from the analysis of a number of kaolins. It

is represented by the formula 4§i3£i6fi, or by 2SiXl2fl. The
per cent proportions vary considerably according to the atomic
weights employed in the calculation. In the table that follows,

p. 358. are given the percentages reckoned on the atomic weights
adopted by Grmelin (Handbook, English ed.). by Rammelsberg
(Handbuch d. Mineralchemie), and by Fresenius (Quantitative

Analysis, 4th ed.).

Of the substances which have come under our notice, having
the above composition, the most striking is the so-called nacrite,

from the Einigkeit mine at Brand, near Freiberg, Saxony. • It

is described by Breithaupt (Berg. u. Hut. Zeit., No. 40, 1865) as

occurring " in snow-white or yellowish six-sided tabular crystals

in fan-shaped or reniform aggregates, and having pearly luster

passing into adamantine. Sp. gr. 2'63." Tbe analysis of this

mineral made by Richard Midler appeared in Dana's 9th Sup-
plement, and is quoted below.

_
DesCloizeaux, in the Supplement to his Manuel de Mineralo-

gie, p. 549, remarks«concerning this mineral as follows: "There
has been recently discovered in Saxony a pholerite, at first called

ttoemfc . which occurs in large macled hexagonal plates. These

qular sectors, whose boundaries,
though quite vague, nevertheless give indications of composition
parallel to the faces of a right rhombic prism approxim
angles 120° and 60°. They cleave easily in the direction of the

base of this prism; th is fibrous, and their

re slightly undulated. Notwithstanding the plates are

transparent when sufficiently thin, their action on a polarized

beam of parallel rays is very irregular. In convergent light

there are seen in each sector the hyperbolas which indicate two
diverging optical axes whose plane is normal to the side situated

upon the hexagonal contour and is consequently parallel to the

diagonal of the base of the fundamental prism. The
s negative and evidently normal to the plane of cleav-

age. The dispersion of the axes is feeble: at 45° from the

plane of polarization it is shown by the symmetrical distribu-

tion of the colors about the two hyperbolas, and the separation
of the axes is greater for the red rays than for the violet," &o.

Our observations, made on a specimen in the cabinet of Pro-
fessor Brush, are as follows. The crystals occur in hemispheri-
cal groups of about -i mm. in diameter. These groups have a

structure, as is evident from their cleaving into quite

a (-shaped laminae. The laminae themselves appear to

re at right angles to that indicated by the

r, when viewed by polarized light, dark shades of

inch out irregularly from near the center of the thin
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edge of the wedge, and these rotate with considerable uniformity
as the plane of polarization is changed. When magnified, the
surfaces of the lamin* are seen to be striated in three directions.

These striae intersect at angles of 60° and 120°. The micro-
scopic structure under polarized light gives evidence that the
ultimate plates of these groups are twin or compound crystals.

''
. ground thin, parallel to the cleavage direi

Fhe portions of crystals thus distinguished by polarized light,

vere often elongated three or four diameters, and this elongation
lad the same relation to the plane of polarization as observed
n the mineral from Summit Hill to be described presently.

Sections of the groups often give an approximately hexagonal
•utline. The plates of this mineral are flexible, non-elastic, and
uave a soft, soapy feel.

The white pearly luster of the " nacrite" appears to be due to

trata of air included between the separate crystalline plates

omposing a mass. It, as well as the crystals presently to be
ioticed from Summit Hill, exhibits the colors of pearl. This
an be seen under the microscope by reflected light. If perpen-
licular illumination be not used, an oblique position of a plate

n the slide is most favorable to reflect the light into the instru-

ment and bring out the color. . This iridescence may be due
ither to the fine striae upon the crystal or to the colors of thin

lates of cleavage. As a comparative test, quite thin blown
lass, when crushed into a mass, was found to give the pearly
Jster perfectly, without at the same time exhibiting color ; while
tie thinnest glass in the same condition showed both in a high

- second substance in possession of Prof. Brush was received

i Prof. W. T. Ecepper, of Bethlehem, Pa., and was found in

ivity in a coal seam at Summit Hill, Carbon Co., Pa. It

! the label Pholerite. It is a brown scaly powder, which
stion in hydrochloric acid gives up
i and becomes nearly white. It has a

'ly luster and soapy feel. Magnified

diameters, the substance appears made
for the most part, of well defined crys-

oe plates. The average size of the

ss is -003 of an inch, the largest are

of an inch in breadth ; they are in

:ral extremely thin. They have, as

ly as the mode of measurement em-
ed would show, the angles of perfect

*gons, 120° (see figure). The method
• was to draw them upon paper under the

:;:,:
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with the aid of a straight edge, to a scale of 650 diameters, and

to measure the angles of the drawings with the hand goniometer.

Many of these tables are elongated in a direction parallel to one

of the sides of the hexagon, sometimes to two diameters. They
are striated, and the principal stria? concur with this elongation.

Besides these extremely thin and isolated hexagonal plates,

the substance contains prismatic aggregates of similar plates.

These aggregates have all degrees of thickness, amounting in

some instances to '008 of an inch. Some of them are obviously

homogeneous crystals, composed of closely parallel lamina? per-

fectly resembling in their aspect prisms of mica. When viewed
laterally they are often quite transparent and have deep trans-

verse stria?, which ' indicate perfect basal cleavage. In other

cases the structure of these prisms is less compact and symmet-
rical ; the plates being loosely combined and somewhat separated

from each other on one side of the prism.
The longer tables, when seen in polarized light, cease to show

a difference of shade on the field, or of tint with the use of selen-

ite, when the plane of polarization of the analyzer is parallel

with or at right angles to the axis of elongation. The same oc-

curred with crystals on edge, when the plane of polarization

was perpendicular or parallel to the cleavage plane.

The thicker plates, when not in the positions just mentioned,

have very evident effect on the polarized beam. Tbia
a considerable separation of the optical axes. Like the lamina?

stance is seen to increase in bulk, and the microscope shows this

to be the result of the exfoliation of the crystals due to the ex-

pulsion *of their water of combination. This mineral differs

from the so-called " nacrite
?
' in not being macled.. Some frag-

ments from the exterior of the groups of nacrite crystals resem-

ble this "pholerite" closelv
T
showing evident hexagonal outlines

and stria? with the angles 120° and 60°. We found the specific

gravity of the purified mineral to be 2 -59. An analysis made
on 442 milligrams by fusion with carbonate of soda gave the

following results

:

Silica, ..... 45-93

Alumina, and trace of oxyd of iron, - 39*81

The substance described as pholerite by Dr. F. A. Genth (this

tester and occurrence.

and in coal mines at Tamaqua, Pa., in scales of ay el-

ite color, which became white on treatment with dilute

hydrochloric acid, and at Pottsville, Pa., in snow-white scales of
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a pearly luster. Dr. Genth remarks that under the microscope
the scales appear to be clinorhombic. His analysis of this sub-
stance, after purification by hydrochloric acid, is given below.

Th< lirs i] tiou of a crystalline substance with the compo-
sition of P^rchhammer's kaolin that we have been able to find

is by Wohler, who describes, under the name stein mark, a pale
yellow coherent mass which is converted by dilute hydrochloric
acid, with solution of a little oxyd of iron, into a white shining
powder. (Ann. d. Oh. u. Ph., lxxx, 122.) With help of a lens,

Wohler found it to consist of "shining, laminae, which, when
magnified 200 diameters, were seen to be transparent and to

oh-i-t ii \k •" <>{ i h 1'J olal tables. Before treatment with
dilute hydrochloric acid the mass had an earthy fracture which
Bfflttmed luster by rubbing, an unctuous feel, and adhered
str.jnidv to the ton-n,'. Sp. •v. 2'6\" The locality was Schneck-
enstein, Saxony. The analysis by Prof. \\~. S. Clark, now of
Amherst College, is given below.

In response to our application, Prof. Clark has kindly favored
us with a fragment of this substance. We observed that it re-

quires to be acted on with hot concentrated hydrochloric acid

for some time before falling to a white powder. Microscopic

fcion of the substance thus purified confirmed our antici-

pation of its close physical resemblance to the minerals already
notii (i. It col sists of plates and bundles of plates, the largest

being -001 of an inch or less in breadth, and when sufficiently

magnified has a great similarity to the kaolinite from Summit
Hill. The 9, as well as of the striae which
they exhibit, approximate 120°. Under a high power the stria?

are seen to be formed by the edges of superposed and conform-
able plates ; some loosely aggregated bundles resembled*those to

be noticed presently, as occurring in the kaolinite from near

Richmond, Va. [See note on a subsequent page.]

In 1859, Knop analyzed a mineral of the same composition
from Zeis; _ _ ; of microscopic sharp
rhombic plates. (.Tahresbericht der Chem., 1859, p. 789.)

Stolba has also published an analysis (see below) of a sub-

stance occurring in the coal mines of Schlan, Bohemia, in the
form of br i, which is obviously kaolinite.

(Jour, fur prakt. Oh., xciv, 116.)
In his Manuel de Mineralogie, DesCloizeaux, in describing

larks, p. 190: "a variety from Lode 1

xhibits under the polarizing microscc

s divergent systems of axes, of which
ntorted scales, exhibits under t

tive bisectrix is almost normal to the plane of the 1

nterior structure otherwise appears highly irregular." This

ietv" is the m Piaani from the same lo-

r (Comptes Re: I >ana's 10th Supplement),
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and the words of DesCloizeaux, above quoted, appear to be the

first recorded optical observations on kaolinite. Pisani's analysis

is given in the subjoined table.

Kaolin is described by nearly all writers as an opake amor-

phous substance. Some have mentioned it to conftiin minute

transparent plates, but have supposed them to be sheets of mica

or other admixture. We have examined microscopically twenty

specimens of kaolin, pipe- and fire-clay. Most of these are of

unknown origin. In them all is found a greater or less propor-

tion of transparent plates, and in the most of them these^ plates

are abundant, evidently constituting the bulk of the substance.

The kaolin from Diendorf (Bodenmais), Bavaria, is perhaps the

most finely divided of all the white clays we have studied.

When dusted dry upon a glass slide it appears to consist chiefly

of masses of a white substance that are opake or nearly so in

transmitted light, but, when fully illuminated above and below,

have the translucent aspect of snow in the lump. Interspersed

among these masses may be seen extremely minute transparent

plates of irregular rounded outline. When brought into water

the masses are almost entirely resolved into similar transparent

plates, most of which are not more than "0001 of an inch in

breadth. This descrip the finer plastic clays.

Even the dark-colored Stourbridge clay is made up in large part

of the blue fire-clay from Mt. Savage, Md., the white

clays of Brandon, Yt., Perth Amboy, N. J., Beading, Pa., Ches-

ter Co., Pa., Long Island, and various other white and colored

clays from unknown localities. On several specimens of kaolin,

especially on one collected at one of the hematite mines at Beek-

mann, N. Y., we have observed pearly glistening surfaces on the

interior of cavities. Viewed in reflected light, by the micro-

scope, these surfaces were seen to be covered with minute scaly

crystals, or crystalline aggregates, which, however, revealed no

regular outlines.

A white, pulverulent substance, having much the appearance
of powdered starch or wheat flour, found near Richmond, Va.,

was recently analyzed by Mr. Burton in the Sheffield Laboratory.
Its composition agrees with Forchhammer's formula (see below),

and under the microscope it is seen to be made up for the most
part of transparent plates "001 of an inch or less in breadth, and
of prismoidal bundles, obviously composed of loosely aggregated

plates, similar to those found in the kaolinite from Summit Hill-

These bundles are usually curved, and their length is often sev-

eral times greater than their breadth. The bundles are fan-

shaped in some instances, and the plates are rarely parallel to

each other. The edges of these bundles are frequently presented
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sis position they have the greatest effect upon polarized
light. They have least influence on the polarized beam when
the plane of polarization is perpendicular or parallel to the plates
111 this !.-'*••. T: . .-< pat-ate plates are of broken and irregular
outline. Grains of quartz are intermingled.

In four other specimens of kaolin from unknown (probably
European) localities, similar prismatic bundles were observed.
The bundles were usually curved and irregular; in some in-

stances their length was four or five times their breadth. One
of these four kaolins contained hexagonal plates that could be
made out with ease under a one-fourth inch objective. Two
others, when rubbed between the lingers. u.-> : . 1 a di-i not

pearly luster ; and after this treatment, by which the
|

crystals were broken up, microscopic examination revealed
abundance of hexagonal plates.

Prof. Brush has called our attention to a specimen of fluor
from Zinnwald on which occurs a white powdery substance
that passes for kaolin. It consists entirely of perfectly definite

1 tables averaging -0005 of an inch in diameter, which
are usually thin but so ted into short prisms.

The kaolin, pseudomorphous after prosopite, from Altenberg,
Saxony, the analysis of which by Eichter (Pogg., xc, 315) is

given below, thougli compact in texture, is found by microscopic

ion to be made up also of hexagonal plates and bun-
dles of plates.

The plasticity of clay is a physical character, and appears to

fie connection with the fineness of the particles. The
kaolinite of Summit Hill, consisting chiefly of crystal-plates av-
eraging 003 of an inch in diameter, is destitute of this quality.

The nearly pure kaolinite from Eichmond, Va., occurring mostly
in bundles of much smaller dimensions, the largest being but
"001 of an inch in diameter, is scarcely plastic. The four kao-
lins of unkn . e have described as also consist-

ing largely of prismoid crystals are scarcely plastic, though
when rubbed between the fingers they become more soapy to
the feel. So too the crystallized kaolinite accompanying fluor

from Zinnwald is a scarcely coherent unplastic substance.

The more finely divided fire-clay from Long Island, is more
"iat," while tin Bi denmais porcelain earth and other clays, in

which the bundles are absent and t] aely small,
1

, the Summit Hill crystals, when t

''

feetly resembles the finer kaolins, and in the wet state is 'highly

plastic and sticky.

Sommaruga has published analyses of two Passau kaolins,

Am. Jouk. Sol-Second Series, Vol. XLIII, No. 129.-Mat, 1867.
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the two is almost identical (see Chem. Centra

and the different degree of plasticity is thus evidently c

with their state of division.

It is

this is a subject that requires further investigation. Our obser-

vations indicate that the impurer sedimentary clays are the most

plastic. Some of these are perhaps not so fine as "shorter"

kaolins. The plasticity may be, therefore, in part due to the

In the subjoined table are given the analyses of various crys-

tallized kaolinites which have been previously referred to.

Analyses of crystallized Kaolinite.

(Nacrite), Freiberg, Saxony, R. Miiller, 47-74
(Fholerite), Summit Hill, Pa., S. W. Johnson, 45-93

39--LS 14*07

3^1
( " ), Tamaqua, Pa., F. A. Genth, 4698
(Kaolin), Richmond, Va., B. S. Burton, 48"56*

;,»«*

i-j-ss

(Steinmark), Schneckenstein, Saxony, W. S.

Clark, 4676 35-59

(Kaolin), Zeisigwald, Sax., A. Knop, 4991 U-Gj
( " ), Altenberg, R. Richter, 45-63 py-.sy 13-70

(Pholerite), Lodeve, France, Pisani, 47 00 3 '.-4

(
« ), Schlan, Bohemia, Stolba, 47-93 : ,. 78 ;:.'"'

" Fresenius(Dumas)(Si=14
J
3tl=13-'75)

requires, 46-33 39-76 13-90 ....

We find more than thirty analyses of clays, kaolins, and

steinmarks, which obviously agree with the formula above

given. Some of these analyses appear to have been made on

the kaolin as it occurs in nature ; others, however, were made
on the washed kaolin as prepared for the porcelain manufacture;
and in still other cases, as in Forchhammer's investigations, the

clay was first exhausted with hydrochloric acid and the analysis

was performed on the residue, allowance being made for quartz

and substances insoluble in sulphuric acid.

It is obvious then that the basis of many kaolins and clays is

a soft, white, transparent, infusible mineral, which crystallizes

in forms probably belonging to the trimetric system, has a den-

sity of 26, when crystallized has usually a pearly luster, is in-

soluble in dilute hydrochloric acid, and in most of its forms is

difficultly decomposed by hot concentrated hydrochloric acid,

but is resolvable by hot oil of vitriol and dissolves completely

in strong solutions of caustic alkalies. In chemical composition

* Including soma quarts. f By difference.
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it agrees with the formula deduced by Forchhammer from hi8
analyses of porcelain clays, viz., z'M 4§i «&.

This substance is not tl

which contained at the n

not the pholerite of Guillemin, as we shall presently see. The
old terms kaolin, steinmark and lithomarge have been so loosely
applied that they do not define it.

The massive yellow steinmark from Rochlitz has the compo-
sition of kaolinite, but with a portion of the alumina replaced
by sesquioxyd of iron. Klaproth's analysis (Chemische Ab-
handlungen, vi, 287) is as follows:

Digested in hot concentrated hydrochloric acid it is scarcely
acted upon, but retains its yellow color without falling to pow-
der, as we have observed with a specimen in Professor Brush's
cabinet.

The steinmark from Buchberg, analyzed by Zellner, that from
Rumpelsberg examined by Rammelsberg (Ramm. Handbuch, p.

576), that from Saszka analyzed by v. Hauer (Jahresbericht der
Chem., 1856, 860), and the severite of the latter (Ramm., Hand-
buch, p. 1012), are evidently impure indurated kaolinite.*

Brongniart and Malaguti have investigated a large number of

kaolins, and some of the results of their analyses have led to

the adoption of the formula Si Si2fl (or 2Xi3Si4&). But of the

31 analyses by B. and M. but four agree to the above formulae

Within 1 per cent of silica, but six within 2 percent, and but
nine within 3 per cent. (See Dana's Min., 4th ed., vol. ii, pp.
249-50.)

Furthermore, the data from which this formula has been pro-

posed, were not derived from the original analyses of the clay, but
from these analyses "corrected" by deducting from the total

silica (exclusive of quartz), the loss suffered by boiling the kao-

Hallojsite c
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If minutes with a five per cent solution of

;h, this loss being assumed to be accidental hydrated

mode of correction is obviously of no value. On
i hand, the caustic potash might dissolve the kaolinite

itself from the more finely divided specimens. Berthier and

Rammelsberg have both observed the solution of kaolin in

strong potash ley. On the other hand, treatment for so short a

time would scarcely suffice to remove all the free silica from a

A contains a large proportion of that substance, if our

analytical experience enable us to judge. Again, the analyses

appear to have been intended in the first place for technical pur-

poses, and were made, not on specimens selected with reference

to their purity, but on the clays in bulk employed in the porce-

lain manutaet.no. It ; - plain that they are not adapted to throw

light on the chemical composition of the basis of kaolin. Least

of all do they give evidence of the existence of the compound
3tlSi2fl in the generality of clays.

"We have been able to find but two analyses of kaolin made
by Forchhammer's method that lead to this formula. On the

other hand, eighteen of Malaguti's uncorrected analyses agree

with Forchl and eight of them as closely as

those of the crystallized varieties whose composition is given in

our table above. It would be strange if, out of all the kaolins

that have been studied some should not be nearly pure, except

so far as containing fragments of quartz and other mi
soluble in sulphuric acid. Well agreeing with

Forchhammer's formula and but two with Malaguti's.

The composition of the base of a material so heterogeneous

as kaolin is likely to be, cannot in any case be deduced from

analyses made on material not evidently pure, no matter how
numerous they may be. But the fact that the composition of a

substance whose purity cannot be ascertained by mechanical or

optical means, agrees with that of another of like origin and oc-

currence seen to be homogeneous by the help of the microscope,

is demonstration that the first is unmixed with foreign matters.

Pholerite.—That other crystallized hydrous silicates of alumina,

infusible, insoluble in hydrochloric but decomposable by sul-

phuric acid, may exist in clays or may form the basis of clays

is not at all improbable. In 1825 Guillemin first described, under
the name pholerite, a pure white, pearly substance, occurring in

the form of small convex scales, soft and friable to the touch,

adherent to the tongue, and giving with water a plastic mass.

(Ann. des Mines, xi, 489.)
In 1851 Prof. J. L. Smith published analyses of two minerals,

one from Naxos, associated with emerylite, and another from

Schemnitz, associated with diaspore, which he considered iden-

tical in composition with pholerite. (This Journal, [2], xi, 58.)
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In 1859 Prof. A. Knop published an analysis of a substance
found at Niederrabenstein near Chemnitz, the purest forms of
which were white bolus-like masses, seen under the microscope
to be aggreg 'his clay'stone {felsitluff)

Knop referred to pholerite. (Jahrbuch fur Min., 1859.)
The steinmark from Georgesstollen, examined by Dumenil,

that from Schlackenwald (of radiate structure) analyzed by Kam-
melsberg, and the Tuesite of Scotland, analyzed by Thomson
and by Kichardson (Eamm. Handbuch, p. 576), approach Guil-

lemin's mineral in composition, or lie between it and kaolinite.

In the subjoined table is given the composition of these mine-
rals and the percentages required ula, which
is the one that has been deduced 'from Malaguti's analyses of
kaolin, viz., SlSi2H.

The correspondence between the calculation and the analyti-

cal results is not strikingly close. It is evident that most of the

substances analyzed were not homogeneous, and future investi-

gations must decide the yet open question, whether these pho-

pholei

this point by ;

analyses
ie microscope to be homogeneo

New Haven, Conn., March, 1867.

- This calcul '.,ii bv Guillemin is err

iinl analysis of pholerite from Rive-de-G

of their physical properties, and by insti-

ll material properly purified or shown by



A. Arents on Partzite.

This mineral was discovered early in the year 1865 in the

Blind Spring mountains, situated in Mono county, <

and first denoted as a silver ore by Dr. A. F. W. Partz, for

which reason I applied to it the above name.
It has hitherto never been found in crystals or of a crystalline

structure, but always in amorphous masses generally without

luster and rarely of a glistening appearance. Its fracture varies

from conchoidal to even, and its color from yellowish-green to

blackish-green and black—the lighter-colored portions contain-

ing the most silver. Oftentimes the mineral has considerable

resemblance to the product obtained during the middle of the

raking period in cupellation. The amount of silver it contains

ranges between 4 and 12 per cent.

In the veins of the Blind Spring district the Partzite occuss

in irregular deposits which are often nodular in shape, and oc-

casionally occupy for a distance of many feet the whole width
of the veins.

Its sp. gr. is 3-8 ; its H.=3-4. Before the blowpipe on plati-

num it is melted, but with difficulty, to a black slag ; on charcoal,

and especially by adding soda and pulverized charcoal, a metal-

lic button is easily obtained which bears much resemblance to

pure antimony. S0
3 , C1H, and NO

s
decompose the mineral

even in the cold, liberating oxyd of antimony and forming a cop-

per-silver solution.

An analysis of the mineral shows the following composition

:

S-29
7-87

98-51

From the above it will be seen that for 1 cq. of acid there a

3 eq. of bases and 3 eq. of water. We thus obtain the folio

ing formula: (CuO, AgO, PbO, FeO), Sb0 3
+3HO.

Of arsenic but slight traces were detected which, howev<
in all probability were due to the presence of fine reticulatio
"f a brilliant green color, by which the mineral is more or lc

The Partzite occurs together with argentiferous galena,

eins of a magnitude varying from nine inches to eight feet, a

as already become the object of extensive mining operatio:



Among the recent " Contributions to Knowledge " furnished
to the scientific world by the Smithsonian Institution, is the se-

ries of publications on systematic Paleontology here enumerated.
The importance of these articles demands an extended notice,

and the principle^ followed in their preparation or compilation
may be exposed with advantage to students.

Commencing with that which was earliest issued, and which is

also the most important, we may congratulate naturalists on the

appearance of the first part of Meek and Hayden's ''Paleontol-

ogy of the Upper Missouri." If fullness of detail, joined with
conciseness of description and the elimination of characters that

are not really pertinent to the group under consideration ; if a
rigorous comparison of such with related types ; and if, finally, a

careful revisal of the nomenclature and synonymy of all the
groups and species di.sciu-.-c l, < nt tic + o a claim of excellence,

then is the " Paleontology \)f the Upper Missouri " preeminently
deserving of the fullest "meed of praise. It will without ques-

tion, in such respects, fall behind no work on Paleontology which
has yet been published in this country, and is, indeed, the only

-"-"--t attention has been paid to del

Meek, to whom the work is especially indebted for its systematic

portion, has long stood among the first of American paleontolo-

gists, and these new labors fully sustain his title to this rank.

The part of this work issued carries us through the Silurian

and Carboniferous ages, and for the subdivisions, the distribution

of Professor Dana has been adopted. The faunas of the seve-

ral periods are successively described, and of such the Potsdam,
the Carboniferous and Permian, and the Jurassic are recognized.

Subject to such subordination, the species are strictly arranged
according to their zoological affinities, and under their respective

branches, classes, orders, families and genera, and their subdi-

visions when such are recognized. Detailed descriptions are

given of the families, subfamilies, and genera, and the genera of
the former groups are also enumerated, and in all cases evidence

content with taKing tor granted tne correctness 01 tne ac-

;ed nomenclature, reference has been made to the history and

* 1. Paleontology of the Upp r By F. B. Meek a

V. Hayden, M.D. 4to. Washington, April, 1855. pp. 136, pi. 5.

2. Check List of the Invertebrate Fossils of North America.—Cretaceous and
assic. By P. B. Meek. 8vo. Washington, April, 1864. pp. 40.

S. Check List id. of the Eocene and Oligocene. By T. A. Conkad. 8to. Wai

4. Check List id. of Sie Miocene. By F. B. Meek. Sto. Washington, 1864 pp.
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original application of each' name, and, in some cases, the no-

menclature has been so modified that the first impulse of many
paleontologists will be to dissent therefrom, but if the rules

adopted—those recommended by both the British and American
Associations for the Advancement of Science—are accepted, the

correctness of such modifications must be admitted. In all cases,

the typical species of the genera are enumerated immediately after

the diagnoses of their respective genera. Would that such a plan

had always been pursued by naturalists ! None! t tl : critical

investigator of such questions can know howfnuch uncertainty

and bow many disputes concerning points of nomenclature

would have been thereby avoided, and he who, at this late day,

and in face of the lessons of the past, still refuses to t

a newly established group, is deserving of reproach. If, for ex-

ample, the simple precaution had been taken by the Messrs.

Adams in the "Genera of Eecent Mollusca," of specifying the

types of their numerous new subdivisions, how much confusion

would have been saved ! As it is, we must be at a loss to know

the first named species? It is only by accident of its position in

an alphabet. iat it is so placed, and it perhaps

does not agree with the diagnosis, which often defines a very ar-

tificial group combining types dissimilar, and violently severed

from their allies. Again, how are we to know what species are

intended, when no synonymy is given and they are for the first

time associated under new genera, by the specific parts of their

names alone ? As has been intimated, the app
nosis is no criterion, and, in several cases, the species intended by

the authors have been mistaken. It is a question whether we

would not be justified in refusing recognition to names thus

proposed, save as in courtesy.

Space will not permit notice of the numerous modifications,

introduced in the limit on of the genera, and

of the nomenclature. We may only recall that among Trilo-

bites, several names proposed by Barrande and others, are re-

placed by prior ones of Corda ; among the Brachiopods, sev-

eral of Pander's and other names have be. sb

the proper affinities of several genera, i. e., Myalina Koninck,

. and forms confounded with Monotis, have
either been first demonstrated or confirmed by reference to

their microscopical structure. Of new genera, may be enume-
rated Chanomya* (A\ n (Areidio), Camp-

Ag. (Pectinidas), Lioplacodes (Viviparidse) and Macrophysa

identical with Anthra-



Cephalopods, the valves of pedunculated Cirripeds, and sup-
plementary appendages to the shell of Ammonites or their oper-
cula, and all of these opinions have been more or less sat-

v Bhown to be erroneous. Of late years, however, the be-
lief in their pertinence to the Ammonitidas had been gradually
gaining ground. By our authors, it has been sugg< •

they represent the jaws of Ammonites. It is only surprising
that this view bad not been corroborated before, and especially

after the jaws of Nautilus had been made known. Found often
in intimate connection with Ammonitida? and Goniatitidae, what
else could they be but the jaws? The examinations of Nautilus

had demonstrated, that there was no such gizzard-like appendage,
and no operculum, and in such respects had only confirmed
what was a priori probable. Further it had been shown that

Nautilus had jaws composed of an inner corneous, and external

calcareous layer. The intimate relations of Nautilidae with Go-
niatitidaa and Ammonitida? being admitted, we might then ex-

pect to find analogous jaws in the latter, and it might be supposed
that the search for such, would have soon culminated in the con-

clusion that Trigonellites represented them. The demonstration
thereof could not, however, have been considered complete, till

the discovery of the homologues of the upper as well as lower
jaw of Nautilus: but both having now been found, and in oppo-
sition to each other, and in the aperture of the shell of Sca-

phites Cheyennensis, doubt will scarcely be entertained by any
competent observer concerning their relations. Many paleontol-

ogists of late seem to have been prepared to assent to the opin-

ion that Aptychus represented an operculum of Ammonites, and
in figures it has been represented as fitting into and closing the

apertures of Ammonitids with an admirable exactness,* but per-

haps accuracy has, in such cases, been unintentionally somewhat

* The Aptychus has been represented with edges exactly applied to the walls of
the chamber, but we are left to conjecture how it could be extended beyond the

h contracted by the inflection of tl
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sacrificed to effect. He who would adopt the theory that Tri-

<j»n iks or Apt; n are the opercula of Ammonitid® and Goni-

atitidae, must first admit that the jaws of those animals have

never been discovered, and in face of the fact, that almost count-

pecies and innumerable specimens of many have been ob-

1, while the jaws of other Cephalopods, much less suscep-

tible of preservation than those of living Tetrabranchiates, have

been found: he must also necessarily assume that, notwith-

standing the very close resemblance of the shells, the animals

must have been fundam . and finally, the anom-
aly is presented of a double opera
tions. When, finally, it is remembered that the opposed portions

of the Aptychoid, described by our authors, exhibit essentially

the same relations as to size, &c., that the jaws of Ndu
and that, like those jaws, Aptychus has an internal corneous and
external calcareous layer, more scarcely need be said. The dif-

ference of form, however, is very great.

Of necessity, some questions of affinity of species described

are left undetermined on account of the condition of fel

and their solution must be deferred to the future. It is doubt-

less for this reason, and in order not to give a new name, that

the Valvata? scabrida, whose affinities even with the family

Valvatidae are regarded as doubtful, is retained in that genus, and

. which it resembles in form, is for its accommodation
subordinated to subgeneric rank under Valvata. Elsewise, the

authors would have doubtless been influenced by the peculiar char-

is of the animal, especially its lingual dentition, and also

of its shell, to elevate it to a generic rank, for in th

Viviparidse, Lioplacodes is generically distinguished on slighter

conchological differences than those apparent between Valvata

liua. If we also demur to the retention of D
under the Cyclobranchiata ; to the extension of Pulmonifera to

include the operculate Pulmonates ; and to the elevated rank,

which is retained for the Rostriferous Gasteropods, we record our

chief grounds of difference, but would add in justice to the

authors, that they have simply adopted the views regarding

those groups generally prevalent.
It may be stated in conclusion that the part issued has 128

io-s of text (besides an index of seven pages) and five

]
lat 3, and if it is added that sixty -six species are described

red, some idea may be formed of the elaborate treatment

to which they are subjected. The generalizations founded on

the observations recorded may be expected to appear in the

concluding part.

Reverting now to the "Check Lists" above enumerated, we
have in them almost a complete catalogue of the invertebrate

the North American beds from the dawn ot
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the Jurassic to the end of the Miocene Tertiary. The species
found in the Jurassic and Cretaceous formations are arranged in
a strictly zoological order under those respective heads,* the
subordinate divisions of neither being recognized. The Ter-
tiary, however, is subdivided into the Eocene, Oligocene, and
Miocene, and the fossils of each epoch (except the Eocene)
are arranged according to their structural affinities—or rather,

I say, as those have been interpreted. Of Jurassic spe-
cies, 35 'are enumerated ; of Cretaceous, 885 ; of Eocene, 766

;

Oligocene, 105, and of Miocene, 775,—a total of 2566 species of
extinct Invertebrates of the Secondary and Tertiary ages : to

this number must be added previously undescribed species, whose
geological or zoological relations were undeterminable, as well
as numerous Cretaceous and Tertiary types since described.

From this total are also excluded the species discovered in the
Triassic beds. The compilation of such lists, unaccompanied even
by references to the volumes in which the species are described,
is a task of no slight magnitude, especially when all the species

are subjected to a critical investigation respecting t! en as mit -,

and the care and conscientiousness with which that task has
been done, and the knowledge and judgement which have been
brought to bear upon it, will be obvious on the most superficial

lunation of the lists. That there are errors of judg

species may be found to have been enumerated several times

even under different genera; and that faults of other kinds

be hereafter detected,—is quite possible, but such failures are

parable from compilations of this character, although made
i the most rigorous care and by the best informed ; one of the

3y results of such lists is that these errors will sooner be de-

id and rectified, and that the recurrence of similar ones in the

re will, in great measure, be prevented—surely a sufficient

i if none other were furnished ! The imperfect condition in

3h many fossils are found, the inability to examine parts of

shell even which may furnish a good clue to their affinities,

necessity of tin - v and interpretations of

ribers, who may be insufficiently educated, are all elements

)h must produce more or less error, and generations may
se before they can be rectified. Under these circumstances,

ay not be deemed singular, if views regarding some forms

suggested, differing from those expressed in the classifica-

5 of the lists noticed.

be species of the Jurassic, a formation chiefly developed in

ota and Idaho, have been mostly described in the Paleon-

jy of the Upper U nee the list, and therein

new species - added,

'his is the first att.r, ;- our Cretaceous and Jurassic
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Of the more characteristic Cretaceous types, 111 species of

Ammonitida?, 40 of Inoceraminse, 9 of Vemlia, 8 of Grypluxa, 7

of Neithea, and 19 o£Rudista, &c, are enumerated, and 13 new gen-

era or subgenera are established for Cretaceous forms. Among
observations on other types, is one especially deserving considera-

tion from naturalists ;
" it is not probable that any of the species

retained under the name Fusus in the foregoing list, belong to

that genus" as properly restricted. Apparently few of the species

indeed belong to the same family ith the true

Fusi or Goli, some belonging rather to the Buccinidaj and others

with the Cassidulidre, &c. The mollusca possessing shells of a

more or less subfusiform shape require a severe revision by one

\t with the anatomy of th-^ iu/iili. ^ order; congeneric

species have been widely separated from each other, while very

pes have been combined under one genus, and from

this defect the latest works have been by no means free.

The Eocene strata are grouped by Mr. Conrad under three

sections—the " Lower and Medial Eocene (Shark Eiver and

Claiborne Groups)," the "Shell Bluff Group," represented by

the upper part of the Claiborne Bluff, and on the Savannah
river, and the "Upper Eocene, or Jackson Group," which de-

rives its names from its development at Jackson, Miss., and

which is also represented in the Carolinas, &o. By far the larg-

est number of species is found in the Lower and Medial Eocene,

and only five species have been obtained in the Shell Bluff

Group : the three groups are believed to hold " few if any spe-

cies in common." "Of the so-called Oligocene species, all—105

in number—are found at Vicksburg, Miss.

Mr. Conrad has treated his subject with his accustomed ability,

but occasionally we are led to wonder why certain combinations

have been made,—under the Sycotypidte, 'for example, the genus

Perissolax is included, and the combinations of species under

genera at least require explanation, before they can be under-

stood. An ordinary observer would be able to discover no ge-

neric difference between the so-ca3 iillatus and

the typical Pyrulce* After an examination of almost all the

ies of the latter, the conclusion has been forced on us

that the species in question is more nearly related to the P. fans
than several of the species that no one has pretended to at all

isolate; yet it is not only generically separated by Ml
but united with species having, apparently, no close relation with

it. The number of such inconsistencies, however, is not larger

than might be expected in so long a list, and detracts little from

* The name Pyrula (Lam. 1199 type Bulla ficus L.) is provisionally adopted
.-,.-:

; .
-

.

. . .

:.'•- :.:
' . ..,

.
... :-. ,. -

,had previously been used in botanv.
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t of the work : there are indeed few who have exhibited
their labors such sagacity in the forming of the smaller

;
Mollusca, and the appreciation of their affinities,

nrod.

The Miocene, commencing along our eastern border at Mary-
land, extends southward to South Carolina, and on the western
border, it is developed in California and Oregon, while in Dako-
ta, fresh-water deposits have been referred to that period ; it is

not, however, by any means certain that these several deposits
are synchronous.* In the east, the southern extension of the
strata has been referred to the Pliocene, but it is traceable into
the northern portion as a continuous formation throughout its

extent. For the enumeration of the species of this formation we
are indebted to Mr. Meek, but he has in most cases adopted the
views of Mr. Conrad. Among the groups that require revision,

as to their • Buecinidse

[=Nassidae] and Muricidae [=Muricida3, Buccinidas, &c]. In the
Nassidse, some incongruous forms are associated under Triiia, es-

: the latter group has congeners
in the Vienna ]'.-•. a . v. liich have been referred to the genus

la. But the consideration of such questions would tran-

scend the limits of a review. Before closing, we would, how-
ever, refer to some pra exhibited in thepubli-

One rarely seen in paleontological publications, and yet ex-

tremely desirable, is the indication by the authors of the s

e genera ii
" '

system. This contrasts r

such respects by many
\

new genera as if they we
in the earth, or the waters under the earth, or the heavens above,

was like. Such descriptions, moreover, are loaded with i

td partly specific com-
binations, which evidently indicate that the authors had no clear

idea of the relations of the forms introduced ; nevertheless it

were to be desired that knowledge and precision in this respect

could be exacted. Akin to this is the custom, when hints are of-

fered as to ;i. g to, or considering the new forms
as "connecting links" between representatives of widely differ-

ent groups. Without referring to any known example our
meaning may be illustrated bj su] '. in making
known a new type of Litorinida?, referring to affinities (not anal-

:

-

;

.-,'". ..' ' '
•

-

-r .

Miocene species, and finally, Dr. Carpenter 0» species with
living forms, « rong in almost all his iden-
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ogies) to the genera Trochus, Bulimics and Phasianella: such ex-

treme cases are not rare in Paleontological literature, and, to

say the least, are suggestive of a confusion of ideas whi<

sarily renders our confidence in the describers very limited.

Let us hope that such errors will be more generally avoided here-

after, and that, with such bases as we have in the publications un-

der review, worthy superstructures may be erected, and that the

good examples set therein may be followed by at least our own
countrymen. T. G.

Art. XLIL—On the genus Elasmognathus; by Theodore Gill.

Since my communication on the new Tapiroid to which I

have given the name Elasmognathus Boirdii, I have been enabled

to examine skulls of four more specimens of the species, all essen-

tially agreeing, but offering differences which perhaps indicate

sexual variation. The more the skull is examined, the more does

the great difference from the other Tapiridce impress the observer;

it resembles that of the Asiatic T Malayanus)

rather than those of the American species {7'"i»''-"s /><vv-,v,V, T.

pinchaque), especially in the abbreviation of the cranial box, and

apparently in the form of the maxillary bones behind, as well

as of the nasal bones. The abbreviation of the cranial box is a

very important peculiarity of the new type and contrasts strongly

with the larger one (not only relatively but actually) of Tapi-

rus; this abbreviation would seem to entail some of the differen-

tial characters, such as the lamellar form of the maxillary bones

behind, &c, as the proportions in other respects are nearly simi-

lar. Among the genera of Ungulates, there are indeed no two

nearly related genera which exhibit differential characters more
strongly marked, or of greater value, than Elasmognathus and

Tapirus. In the extent and form of the cranial box, the form

and relations of the maxillary bones, the form of the nasal

bones, and the complete osseous development of the nasal septum,

those genera are widely different ; and as those differences must
be the coefficients of peculiarities in the face and proboscis and
of consequent modiacation of habits, and as they are supported

by numerous minor differences, consistency in our a

arrangements seems to require that the generic distinction of

Elasmognathus should be recognized. Among the normal mam-
mals, none except Rhinoceros tichorhinus has a nasal septum so

completely ossified as Elasmognathus.



O. Loew on the action of water upon Carbohydn

Art. XLHI.

—

On the action of water upon "Carbohydrates" at an
elevated temperature ; by 0. Loew.

It is well known that the carbohydrates are not decomposed
with separation of carbon, at a temperature of 170° C. Cane-
sugar yields at 160° levulosan and glucose, at 180° caramelan,
at 200° caramel, assamar and caramelin, and at about 250° it

yields with total decomposition aldehyd, aceton, acetic acid, fur-

I carbon. But the decomposition takes place quite dif-

ferently if water is present. While dried sugar yields only le-

vuloean and glucose at 160°, it is perfectly decomposed on heat-

ing with water in sealed tubes at the same temperature.

This decomposition is accompanied with the formation of
cid and separation of carbon. Yery nearly half of

the carbon contained in the sugar employed is thus separated.
" " the ti'If the black mass tube, wliich has z -T< <:•_: ;

carbonate of lead, and evaporated, a salt is obtained giving all

the characteristic reactions of formic acid. I obtained the fol-

> =Formiate of lead.

There is also formed in this reaction a small quantity of humic

The specific action of the water in this decomposition seems
to be that of an acid ; for if sugar be heated with alcohol at the

same temperature, in sealed tubes, it remains perfectly unchang-
ed

; not the smallest quantity of carbon is separated. Further
I have found that sugar is not decomposed by heating it with a

solution of baryta in heated tubes at 170° C. Beautiful needles

of sugar-baryta only are formed.

Water has the same action upon other "carbohydrates."

Starch, gum, or milk-sugar heated with water to 170° for about
five hours, gives formic acid, carbon and carbonic acid

;
gum

most carbonic acid. There is also formed a peculiar

acid, but little soluble in water, though easily in alcohol and
ether. I propose to make this acid the object of further study.



Art. XLIY.—Exploration of Kent's Cavern, Devonshire: Report

of the Committee of the British Association, consisting of Sir

Charles Lyell, Bart., Professor Phillips, Sir John Lub-

bock, Bart., Mr. John Evans, Mr. Edward Yivian, and

Mr. William Pengelly (Reporter).*

The celebrated Kent's Cavern, or Kent's Hole, is about a mile

•due east from Torquay harbor. It is situated in a small, wooded,

limestone hill on the western side of a valley which, about half

a mile to the south, terminates on the northern shore of Torbay.

The hills which surround the district consist of limestone,

greenstone, clay-slate, and a reddish grit or compact sandstone.

The two last are traversed by veins of quartz ; and, with the

possible exception of the greenstone, they all belong to the De-

vonian system. Indeed the entire Torquay peninsula is exclu-

sively made up of rocks of this age.

According to tradition, there were formerly four or five en-

trances to the cavern, of which two only were generally known,

the others being merely narrow apertures or slits through which,

until they were blocked up from within, the initiated were

wont to enter clandestinely. The remaining two are about fifty

feet apart, and occur in the face of one and the same low natural

cliff, running nearly north and south, on the southeastern side of

the hill. The northern entrance is in form a rude triangle, about

six feet high and eight feet wide at the base. The southern is

a natural and tolerably symmetrical arch, 9^ feet wide at the

base, and six feet high. Its form is due partly to a gentle curva-

ture of the strata—the apex of the opening being in the anticli-

nal axis—and partly to the actual removal, by natural causes,

of portions of the limestone beds ; the base of the opening, or

chord of the arc, consists of undisturbed limestone ;
so that the

entrance may be aptly compared to the mouth of an oven.

From the time of the researches and discoveries which, forty

years ago, rendered the cavern famous, to the commencement
of the exploration under the auspices of this Association, the

southern entrance has been blocked up, the northern alone being

used by visitors. The base of the latter is about 189 feet above

the level of mean tide,f whilst that of the former is about four

feet lower.

The cavern has been known from time immemorial. Even
tradition fails to reach back to the date of its discovery. It did

* From the Report of the British Association for 1865.

f A "bench mark" of the Ordnance Survey in the road from Torquay to Ilsham

farm, and which is at no great distance from the enrem, is, as Col. Sir H. James

kindly informs me, 131-629 feet above the level of mean tide at Liverpool. By
pocket aneroid, the base of the northern entrance of the cavern is 5T5 feet above
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not, however, attract the attention of scientific inquirers until
September, 1824, when Mr. Northmore visited it with the double
object, as he stated, "of discovering organic remains, and of

:

'ig the existence of a temple of Mithras," and he
declared himself "happy to say that he was successful in both
objects." He was speedily followed by Mr. W. C. Trevilyan, who,
according to the Rev. Mr. M'Enery, "was the first that obtained
any results of value to science." Mr. M'Enery, whose name
must be forever associated with the cavern, first visited it in
the summer of 1825. He was at that time quite inexperienced
in cavern researches ; for he states that the party which had
been induced to accompany was a large one, and that on entering
the cavern he " was the last of the train, for he could not divest
himself of certain undefinable sensations, it being his first visit

to a scene of this nature." The visit was a memorable one ; for,

separating himself from his companions, and devoting himself
to what he conjectured to be a favorable spot, he found several
teeth and bones. He thus describes his feelings on the occa-
sion :

—« They were the first fossil teeth I had ever seen, and as
I laid my hand on these relics of extinct races, and witnesses of
an order of things which passed away with them, I shrank back
involuntarily ; though not insensible to the excitement attend-
ing new discoveries, I am not ashamed to own, that in the pres-

ence of these remains I felt more of awe than joy." He at once
communicated his discovery to Dr. Buckland, and with great
energy followed up his "good fortune" for several years. So
far as can be ascertained from his memoranda, the date of his

latest visit was August 14th', 1829.

Though he at one time intended to publish a narrative of his

labors and discoveries, and had made arrangements for the re-

quisite illustrations, the intention was unfortunately abandoned.
After his decease, it was feared that his manuscripts had been
destroyed o i.eriencing a variety of fortune
they passed Mr. Vivian of Torquay, who from
them compiled a Memoir which was published in 1859 *

In 1840, Mr. God win-Austen read a paper before the Geolog-
ical Society of London, on the "Bone Caves of Devonshire,"
when he described the results of his investigations in Kent's

In 1846, the Torquay Natural History Society appointed a
committee to conduct an exploration of a small portion of the
cavern. Though their object was mainly to obtain specimens
for the Society's Museum, very careful attention was given to

the positir.; • all the articles found. A pa-

per embodying the results of this investigation was drawn up
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by Mr. Vivian, a member of the committee, and read in 1847

before the Geological Society of London. A mention of this

communication appeared in the 3d volume of the Quarterly Jour-

nal of the Society.

Though it may be doubted, perhaps, whether any of the fore-

going explorations were conducted with that rigid observance

of method which is now held to be necessary, all the explorers

are unanimous in stating that they found flint "implements"
mixed up with the remains of extinct animals.

In 1858, the results of the systematic and careful exploration

of Brixham Cavern, on the opposite shore of Torbay, induced

the scientific world to suspect that the* alleged discoveries which,

from time to time during a quarter of a century, had been re-

ported from Kent's Hole, might, after all, be entitled to a place

amongst the verities of science ; and from that time various pro-

posals for further investigations have been made. As is well

known, these suggestions took a definite form at the last Meet-

ing of this Association, when a liberal grant of money was made,

and a committee was appointed for the purpose of further ex-

ploration. It is the object of this communication to state what

up to this time the results have been, so far as they are at pres-

ent determined.

The committee have great pleasure in stating that, in reply

to their application for permission to make the propo-
gation, the proprietor, Sir L. Palk, Bart., M.P., assured them

most promptly that it would " give him great pleasure to place

every facility in their hands." He placed the cavern in their

exclusive custody, and suggested the most satisfactory arrange-

ment for the ultimate disposal of such objects of interest as might

be found.

Though large portions of the deposits were broken up by Mr.

M'Enery and his successors, there is still within the cavern a

very considerable amount of virgin ground. The committee,

however, were desirous of selecting an area in which not only

were the deposits certainly intact, but which would not present

any very great difficulties in working. After a visit of inspec-

tion it was decided to undertake the exploration of the large

chamber into which the southern entrance immediately opens.

The mode of investigation was laid down, trustworthy and in-

workmen were engaged (Mr. Charles Keeping, brother

of the well-known fossil collector, being the chief), and the work,

consigned to the superintendence of the two resident members
of the committee, Mr. Vivian and the Honorary Secretary, was

commenced on March 28th of the present vear.

Immediately outside the cave lay a considerable talus of earth

and stones, the upper portion oi believed to

have been thrown out by Mr. M'Enery, who conducted his re-
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searches through the northern opening. It was necessarj 10 cut
through this mass, in order to reach and make available the en-
trance which the committee had selected for their operations.
l'hi< iu;ueri s v ; tvi'nilv < lined, partly for the pur-
pose of detecting any objects of interest which it might contain,

as an initiatory exercise for the workmen.
The cavern is in no part subject to any considerable amount

of drip ; and no portion of it is drier than the chamber selec-

ted for exploration. Since the commencement of the work un-
usually heavy rains have fallen in the district, but water has en-

tered through the roof at very few points only, and in no in-

stance in such an amount as to produce discomfort or incon-

The following is the succession of deposits, in descending or-

der, which the chamber contained.

1st. Huge blocks of limestone which had manifestly fallen

from the roof. Many of them required blasting to effect their

removal ; and in several instances it was necessary to blast even
the masses into which they were by this means divided. One
of the blocks measured 11 feet long, 5| broad, and 1\ thick

;

hence it contained upward of 100 cubic feet, and must have
weighed fully seven tons. In some cases two or three of them
lay one on another, and, in a few instances, were firmly cemen-
ted together by a separate cake of stalagmite between each pair

;

mconformably with considerable interspaces.

Occasionally, what appeared to be a boss or dome of Bt

proved to be a block, or two or three small blocks, of limestone

invested on all sides « sheet Certain masses,

2d. Beneath these limestone blocks there was a layer of mould
of an almost black color. It varied from a few inches to up-

ward of a foot in depth.
3d. Underneath the black soil came a cake of sfa

breccia, made up of c< m\ - - ' fragments of limestone
so very firmly cemented together with carbonate of lime as oc-

require blasting. It was rarely 1<~- u '

it,v m. than a foot thick. Everywhere it was
„' attached to the walls, and it occasionally extended com-
ely across the chamber. Not unfrequently, however, the

er of the chamber was altogether destitute of this breccia,

ome instances, because there is no drip near the area, in

ire, because it was intercepted by an overlying limestone

h. The breccia is succeeded by the ordinary reddish cave-

). vhieh ontain* a large number of limestone fragments,
:ing in dimensions from bits not larger than sixpences, to
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masses but little smaller than those which lay on the surface.

They lie at all angles without anything like symmetrical arrange-

ment. In fact the entire deposit is without any approach to

stratification. Many of the stones are partially encrusted with

calcareous matter, and not unfrequently loam, stones, and splin-

ters of bones are cemented by the same substance into a very

tough breccia. The presence of a calcareous drip is more or less

traceable everywhere. Hitherto the cave-earth has been exca-

vated to the depth of four feet only. How far it extends below
this, or what may be beneath it, is at present unknown. Where
it is not covered with the stalagmitic breccia, the black soil lies

immediately on it; but the line of junction is everywhere sharp-

ly defined. In no instance do the two commingle.
" Since the large masses of limestone occur at all levels in the

cave-earth as well as everywhere above it, it is obvious that

whatever may be the cause to which their fall is attributable,

they cannot be referred to any one and the same period. They
fell from time to time throughout the accumulation of the cave-

earth, they continued to fall whilst the stalagmitic breccia was
in pivc — "i formation, as well as during the introduction of

the black mould, and they are amongst the most recent phenom-
ena which the cavern presents. And even of those which lie

-on the surface, there is conclusive evidence that in s^me cases a

considerable interval of time must have elapsed between the fall

of two blocks lying one on the other—an interval sufficiently

great for the formation of the cake of stalagmite between them,

.1 is sometimes fully six inches thick. There can be

little doubt that some of them fell very recently, even when
measured by human standards.

It is by no means easy to determine the cause which threw
them down. To call in the aid of convulsion seems undesira-

ble, since it would be necessary to do so very frequently. More-
over, it may be doubted whether anything short of a violent

earthquake would be equal to the effect. Though the roof of

the chamber is of very great span and entirely unsupported, and
though it presents appearances which are not calculated to in-

spire confidence, the violent concussions produced by the fre-

quent blastings already mentioned, blastings which not unfre-

quently throw masses of limestone, weighing upward of a ton,

lo a distance of several feet, have never brought down even a

splinter.

The fall of the blocks has sometimes been attributed to changes

of dimensions in the roof arising from changes of tempera-

ture
;
but the fact that the cavern temperature is all but con-

stant throughout the year, seems fatal to this hypothesis.
The masses lying on the surface were a sufficient guarantee

that the deposits beneath them remained intact. There can be
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no doubt that they are at once a proof and the cause of the un-
disturbed character of the soil they cover. A portion of the
cavern so easily accessible as is this chamber, would not have
been spared by Mr. M'Enery, but on account of some great dif-

ficulty or discouragement ; and in fact he states that the fallen
masses completely foiled him in his attempts to make explora-
tions in it, excepting in one branch some distance south of the
area selected by the committee. Their own characters, more-
over, render it absolutely certain that the deposits have never
been violated.

The following is the method of exploration which has been
observed from the commencement, and which it is believed af-

fords a simple and correct method of determining the exact po-
sition of every object which has been found.

1st. The black soil accessible between the masses of limestone
on the surface was carefully examined and removed.

2d. The limestone blocks occupying the surface of the depos-
its were blasted and otherwise broken up, and taken out of the

3d. A line, termed th<

4th. Lines, one foot apart, are drawn at right angles to the
datum line, and th^reiwiv parallel to one another, across the

chamber so as to divide the-surface of the deposit into belts

termed "parallels;'

5th. la each parallel the black mould which the limestone

masses had umned and removed, and then the

stalagmitic breccia, so as to lay bare the surface of the cave-

earth.

6th. Horizontal lines, a foot apart, are then drawn from side

to side across the vertical face of the section so as to divide the

parallel into four layers or " levels," each a foot deep.

Finally, each level is divided into lengths, called " yards,"

each three feet long, and measured right and left from the datura
line as an axis of abscissae,

In fine, the cave-earth is excavated in vertical slices or paral-

lels four feet high, one foot thick, and as long as the chamber is

vadth does not exceed 30 feet. Each par-

allel is taken out in levels one foot high, and each level in hori-

zontal prisms three feet long and a foot .square in the section, so

that each contains three cubic feet of material.

This material, after bo oed in situ by <

dleliffht. is taken to the doorway and reexamined by dayfy

i removed without the cavern. A bo:

ard exclusively, and in it are placed

yhicb the prism yields. The boxes, each

light, is taken to the doorway and reexamined by daylight,

after which it is at once removed without the cavern. A box is

appropriated to each yard exclusively, and in i

the objects of i
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having a label containing the data necessary for defining the

situation of its <-ont -.',-. arc- daily sent to the Honorary Secretary

of the committee, by whom the specimens are at once cleaned

and packed in fresh boxes. The labels are numbered and pack-

ed with the specimens to which they respectively belong, and a

record of the day's work is entered in a diary.

The same method is followed in the examination of the black

mould, and also of the stalagmitic breccia, with the single ex-

ception that in these cases the parallels are not divided into

levels and yards.

With very rare exceptions the cavern has been visited daily

by one, and frequently by both of the superintendents ; and
monthly reports of progress have been regularly forwarded to

Sir Charles Lyell, the chairman of the committee.
Though it would be premature tb attempt anything like an

exhaustive list, it may be of interest to furnish a brief and gen-

eral account of the objects which have been found.
Of the articles met with in the black mould, those occurring

between the fallen masses of limestone have been kepi
from such as have been detected beneath them. Such a division,

however, is not rendered necessary by the characters of the ob-

jects themselves, and will not be attended to on the present oc-

casion. In this category also may be placed the greater number
of the specimens found in the talus outside the cavern. The
collection is of a various i. - < a .. ,-, nature. It consists of

stones of various kinds, human industrial remains, charred

wood, bones of various animals, marine and land shells, and the

broken shells of hazel-nuts. It passes from the rabbit's nest

lined with clean dry fur and containing a couple of fresh green

ivy-leaves, and numberless fragments of wine and porter bottles

flung away by parties who have visited the cavern mainly from
a love of frolic, back to the age of bronze implement*
flint-flakes, and probably represents from fifteen hundred to two
thousand years.

The stones are in most cases well rounded, and, at least, some
of them are of marine origin, since they are distinctly lithodo-

mized. They consist of limestone, quartz, red grit, greenstone,

and flint
; all except the last derivable from the rocks of the im-

mediate district, and were probably obtained from the neigh-

boring beaches, where also the flints were perhaps found ;
for

' is no flint in situ within five miles, it is a well-

ii pebbles are met with on existt -

at much greater distances from any known accumulation of flints

in place. The rounded stones are extremely numerous in the

black mould, and were undoubtedly selected and taken to the

cavern ; but for what purpose it may not be easy to determine.

There are also several pieces of hard greenish-grey grit of an
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elongated form, which were perhaps used as whetstones. An-
gular pieces of slate are also numerous. They are probably
fragments of articles fashioned by man, as occasionally a piece is

met with which is obviously a portion of a curvilineal plate.

Such plates are mentioned by Mr. M'Enery, who supposes them
to have been used as covers for earthenware vessels. The hu-
man industrial remains consist of articles in bronze and in bone,
pottery, spindle-whorls, and flint-flakes. The bronze articles

are a fibula, the bowl and part of the stem of a spoon, a spear
head, a fragment of a socketed celt, two or three rings, one coil

of a helical spring, a pin about 3| inches long, and an object

resembling a horseshoe in form, but not more than an inch long.

In this connection may be mentioned a lump of metal which,
from its general appearance, would be termed copper ore, but

interior, a small portion of which has been exposed ac-

cidentally, it is probably native copper, or a mass of metal
which has been smelted. A similar mass mentioned by Mr.
M'Enery, is said to have been analyzed " by Mr. Phillips and
found to be pure virgin ore." Much of the pottery, excepting
one small piece, undoubtedly Samian, is extremely coarse. :md
in most case- n i- ':\J.. -• 1. A large number of fragments
have been found, but nothing approaching a perfect vessel.

They are generally ornamented, and from the different patterns,

as well as from other facts, it may be concluded that they rep-

resent a considerable number of utensils. One piece probably
formed part of a vessel in which things were burnt, as on its

inner surface there is a firm admixture of clay and small bits

of charcoal. Much of the pottery is without doubt of Koman

The objects fashioned in bone are a comb, which in size and
outline resembles a common shoe-lifter having teeth cut in the

broad end ; a spoon, neatly formed of a portion of a rib, and
measuring about 6 inches long and f^ths of an inch broad ; a

chisel about 2 T\ths inches in length, and at its broad end T\ths
of an inch in width; a wedge, s i

- ioned out

of a horn or antler; two small fragments which appear to be
portions of combs, and one of which bears traces of ornamen-
tation

; and an article about 3 inches long, apparently the han-
dle of some tool.

The spindle-whorls are formed of different materials, such as

Devonian red grit, one of the harder varieties of Triassic sand-

stone (rocks abundant in the neighborhood), a somewhat coarse,

greenish, schistose rock not found near the district, and Kim-
meridge coal. They differ somewhat in dimensions and in work-

manship
; some being well finished, whilst others are so rough-

ly made as to render it safer perhaps to call them simply " holed

stones." With them may be mentioned a large bead, which ap-
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pears to consist of amber or some analogous substance ; and a

small, holed, ellipsoidal fragment of limestone, which was per-

forated probably by some lithodomous mollusk.

The flint-flakes are four in number, two of dark and two of

;vhite flint, the latter being the best formed. The light

nore or less superficial, the center being of a dark gray.

j. ue charred wood is very abundant. Some specimens are

undistinguishable from prepared charcoal, whilst others are ob-

viously nothing more than partially burnt sticks, some of them
of considerable size.

Bones are extremely numerous. They are more or less dis-

colored, and have lost a considerable portion of their weight.

It may be doubted whether the entire elements of any skeleton

have been found lying together. Amongst them there are the

relics of pig, deer, sheep, fox, wolf (?), bat, hare, rabbit, with

smaller rodents, birds, and various kinds of fish. Some of them
appear to have been exposed to the action of fire.

The land shells are principally various kinds of snail, the

larger forms being the most prevalent. They occur in all stages

of growth, and thus render it probable that they had established

a colony in the cavern. Amongst the marine shells are the lim

pet, whelk, oyster, cockle, mussel, pecten, solen or razor-shell,

and the internal shell of the cut' naMs. From
the unrubbed condition of the last, it was probably not found c

_i

ashore on the beach, but taken directly from the cephalopod
which it belonged.

The source of the shells of hazel-nuts is not far to se

They were no doubt obtained from the wood in which the e
em is situated, and were perhaps carried in by small animals

whose homes were under the fallen masses of limestone where
the shells were found. Most of them are perforated at oni

In passing below the black mould we first encounter the sw
lagmitic breccia. This the workmen carefully break into small

s, in order to detect any articles of interest imbedded
in it. The search, though not very productive, has not been

quite fruitless. In the breccia have been found charred wood,
marine and land shells, and bones of various animals, some of

which perhaps are extinct.

Immediately beneath this cake we enter the red cave-loam, and
at once find ourselves amongst the relics of several species of

extinct animals. The only diffe^nces in the four successive

levels in which, as already stated, the red loam is taken out are

simply that the first or uppermost is the poorest, and the third,

perhaps, the richest in osseous remains; and that the three

lower levels contain a large amount of minutely comminuted
bone, of which there are very few instances in the uppermost
foot. In other respects the levels are the same—everywhere the
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he materials which form the staple of the deposit ; in

) of pebbles of various kinds of rock, which differ

from those in the overlying black mould only in being less nu-
merous; in the presence of bones in the same condition and rep-

resenting the same species of animals; and in yielding "flint

implements " of the same types. It will not be necessary, there-

fore, to describe each level separately or in detail.

The bones found below the stalagmite are heavier than those

met with above it. This distinction is so well marked and so
constant as to be characteristic. It would be easy to assign
them to their respective deposits by their specific weights alone.

Most of those from the red loam are but little discolored, indeed
some of them are of chalk-like whiteness. A few, however, oc-

cur here and there which have undergone a considerable amount
of discoloration, a consequence, probably, and also a proof of a
greater degree of exposure before their inhumation. On most
of the latter, certain lines and patches of lighter color not unfre-

quently present themselves, which may be likened to such as

are sometimes left by mosses or lichens on objects of which
they have grown.
A large number of bones, including jaws, teeth, and horns,

are scored with teeth-marks, clearly the work of animals of dif-

ferent kinds. Some of the long bones are split longitudinally.

Many appear to have been rolled, including most of those which
have been gnawed; and in the case of the latter, it is tolerably

obvious that the rolling was subsequent to the gnawing. Some
of those found beneath the large masses of fallen limestone are
in a crushed condition, and thus apparently attest the fact that

the deposit on which they lay, and on which the blocks fell, was
of compact nature, and capable of firm resistance.

The minutely comminuted bone already spoken of, is com-
monly found converted with loam and stones into a firm breccia.

Not unfrequently, however, it occupies the hollow cavities of
some of the larger bones. With it there sometimes occurs a

cream-colored substance, which in a few instances has been met
also in the form of small detached lumps having a low specific

gravity. This, as well as some of the comminuted bone, has

upposed to be of faacal origin,

leaning the bones it is fr

to remove entirely the earthy r

least partially invested with a thin film, which defies the brush
and water. On drying, however, this matter commonly scales

off, and proves to be a paste or paint composed of loam and car-

bonate of lime, the latter probably derived from drip from the
roof.

Large portions of the osseous remains occur in the forms of

fragments and mere splinters. The identifiable parts are chiefly

Am. Jotjr. Sci.-Secoxb Bhu -May, 1867.
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teeth, which are extremely numerous. Amongst the Mammals
represented, there are certainly the Cave-bear, Cave-lion, Cave-

hyaena, Fox, Horse (probably more than one species), Ox, seve-

ral species of Deer, the tichorhine Khinoceros, and Mammoth.
Eemains of the Hyaena are probably the most abundant, after

which come those of Rhinoceros and Horse. The relics of the

ls (both molars and tusks) are those of very young in-

dividuals.

It has already been hinted that "flint implements" occur

everywhere in the cave-earth mixed up with the remains of ex-

amals. Several of them were found in the presence of,

and some of them by, the superintendents. Like the bones,

they are at least abundant in the uppermost foot, and occur in

greatest numbers in the lowest zones. Altogether, and without
reckoning doubtful specimens and numerous chips, nearly thirty

"implements" have been dug out. Though the designation of

"flint" is given to all, some of them are perhaps of chert. Of
the flints properly so called, some are of a dark, and others of a

light-grey color, whilst a third kind are almost white, and have
a porcellanous aspect. With the exception of three, they are

all of the kinds known as flakes—flat on one side, and more or

less carinated on the other. Some of them are fragments only,

others were found broken in the deposit with the parts lying in

contact, whilst others again are perfect. Some of the broken
specimens of the white variety show that they are not of this

color throughout their entire mass, but have a dark central axis

or core. The flakes agree in character with those in the black

overlying mould. The excepted three are of chert, and are

worked on both sides. They were found in the second, third,

and fourth levels ; one in each. That from the second foot is

about 4| inches long, and, where widest, 2^ broad. At one end
it tapers to a point, and narrows to no more than f of an inch

at the other. In outline it is rudely a segment of a curvilineal

figure, and is slightly falciform. The inner or concave margin
ia fche cutting edge. Unfortunately the tip of the pointed end
was broken off after exhumation. Those from the third and
fourth levels are more highly wrought "implements." They
are worked to an edge around the entire perimeter. In outline

they are rather ovoid than elliptical, being narrower at one end
than at the other. That from the third foot measures 4£ inches in

length, and its greatest breadth and thickness are respectively
- and | of an inch. That found in the fourth zone, the

lowest yet reached, is the most elaborately finished " implement"
of the series . It is lighter in color and somewhat smaller than

the preceding two, its dimensions being 3£ inches long, 2| broad,

and f in thickness.

Without intending at present to enter on the consideration of
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all the bearings of the entire evidence produced, the committee
feel at liberty to express their conviction that it is totally impos-
sible to doubt either the human origin of the "implements," or
their inosculation, in undisturbed soil, with the remains of the

bh, the Cave-bear, and their extinct contemporaries.
Nor are these the only indications of human existence found

in the cave-earth. Several small pieces of burnt bone have been
met with in the red loam, some of them loose and detached,
others of small size and incorporated in the breccia composed of
loam, stones, and comminuted bone.

Mention has been made already of the occurrence in the cave-
earth of rounded stones not derivable from the limestone hill in
which the cavern is situated. It seems probable that at least

some of them were selected and taken there by man ; though it

may not be easy, perhaps, to determine in all cases for what
purpose. But, waiving this point, there are two stones which
must not be hastily dismissed. The first of them is

long, and something less than one inch square in the section.

It is a mass of hard purplish-grey grit, and is undoubtedly a
whetstone, or rather a portion of one. It was found in the first

level of the cave-earth, in a small recess or cavity in the north-
ern wall of the chamber, immediately beneath a project
turn of limestone in situ. In this cavity the stone stood with its

longest axis vertical. The superintendents were inclined to'

the opinion that it had slipped through a hole into the cavity at

a comparatively recent date ; and they diligently set to work to

find the means of its ingress. Here, however, they were com-
pletely foiled. There was no hole or passage, vertical or lateral,

by which the cavity could have been entered. Not only, as has
been said, was there a thick stratum of limestone in situ imme-
diately over the recess, but over this again, as well as over the

. there was a thick compact mass of stalagmitic breccia,

was removed before the cavity was disclosed or its existence sus-

pected.

The second stone is a rude flattened spheroid, formed from a
pebble of coarse, hard, red sandstone, and apparently used for

breaking or crushing. Its diameters measure 2| and If inches.

It was found in the second level of the red cave-earth, over
,- au enormous block of limestone, but no stall

In addition to the pi

covery, the committee have had the gratification of confirming
most of the statements of their predecessors. Any differences

observable between the statements now made ami those of the

earlier investigators arise from defective, not conflicting evidence.

For example, the committee have not yet been so fortunate as
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to find the remains of ,
c

,
mentioned and fig-

ured by Mr. M'Enery * nor of Hippotamus major, alluded to by

Prof. Owenf as occurring in the cavern ; nor have they found

anything in the least degree calculated to bring the statements

alluded to into discredit. Again, so far as their researches have

gone, the committee have not, like Mr. Godwin-Austen, found

the bones of man mixed up, in undisturbed soil, with those of

extinct animals \% it will be seen, however, that there is no d

- in the statement of the distinguished geolo-

gist jast m fcionea; and the committee would remind such as

may be disposed to attach importance to the fact that men's

bones are not forthcoming as readily as their implements, that

in the black mould, as well as in the"red loam of the cavern, the

only indication of man's existence are remnants of his handi-

work. Pottery, implements and ornaments in bone, metal, and

stone, the remnants of his fires, and the relics of his feasts are

numerous, and betoken the lapse of at least two mill

but here, as well as in the older deposits below, the committee

have met with no vestige of his osseous system.

In conclusion, the committee would observe that the value of

their labors is not to be measured by the discoveries, or rather

the rediscoveries, which they have made. They have not only

disinterred a valuable body of fact, but with it a confirmation

of the concurrent statements of M'Enery, Godwin-Austen, and

the committee of the Torquay Natural History Society ;
and

have thereby more than doubled the amount of trustworthy ev-

idence which they have themselves produced.

Prof. F. Shepheed having put me in communication with

Maj. E. M. Hamilton, in reference to the locality of Bonanza,

rico, I have derived from this persevering explorer sev-

3tiag particulars concerning these extraordinary masses

v orthy of publicity.
Major Hamilton states that Bonanza is about thirty or forty

th of Santa Eosa, but much farther to the west. Resi-

dents of the vicinity told him, it had only once before been vis-

ited by any traveller, and this was fifteen years ago, when an

Englishman had been deputed thither in an official capacity, to

determine whether the iron could be applied to any useful pur-

* Cavern Researches, p. 32, and plate F. (8vo edition).

f British Fossil Mammals and Birds, p. 410 (1846).

} Trans. Owl. Soc, Second Series, vol. vi, part 2, pp. 444 & 446.
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pose. He reported it as having no value, for the reason that it

would cost more to divide the masses, sufficiently to fit them for
transportation, than the metal was worth.
Major Hamilton saw thirteen pieces, twelve of which had

never been removed, and one small mass of about seventy-five
pounds, that had been carried to the village of Santa Eosa. The

tin which the twelve masses lie, is between one and two
miles in diameter.
The largest mass projects two, or two and a half feet above

the ground, and is some three feet long, and a little less in width.
How far it is buried in the earth is unknown. Their surfaces
are all smooth, without offering any projecting points. They
are quite black and entirely free from rust. In shape, they are
more or less spherical, and much resemble the time-worn bould-
ers in the beds of rivers. Some of the smaller of them, are es-

timated to weigh between two and three thousand pounds.
Major Hamilton thinks it might be possible to cut off pieces

of a few pounds weight, provided suitable tools for the purpose
could be procured, though the operation would be attended with
much difficulty.

The smaller masses might be transported across the Rio Grand
into the United States, at an expense of fifteen hundred dollars

each. The Mexican authorities would have no objections to

their removal as they attach no value whatever to them.
Analysis.—The fragment analyzed by me, weighed 6'04 grm.,

and had a specific gravity of 7-825.

Its solution in hydrochloric acid, gave no indication of the

presence of sulphur. The Rhabdite crystals, which in micro-

scopic needle-points were quite abundant in the eold solution,

gradually disappeared on the addition of nitric acid, leaving
only a very minute quantity of a white granular powder, sup-

posed to be silicate of magnesia. It amounted to only 0-001

per cent. The composition of the mass was,

Iron, 9Y-900

Nickel, with traces of chromium, cobalt, mag- )

2-100
nesium and phosphorus,

j

The phosphorus, as determined upon seven gram, of the per-

oxyd of iron precipitate, was less than eight parts in 10-000.

No search was made for tin or copper.

As I have not yet been able to procure a polished slice of the
iron, I can add nothing concerning the Widman figures. If they
exist, they will be extremely fine, and probably resemble those

of the Braunau iron.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On the conversion of dynamical into electricalforce without the aid

of permanent magnetism.—The magi Mr. Wilde

has been briefly described in a former notice. A modifier

apparatus which possesses much theoretic interest has beea contrived

by the brothers W. and C. W. Siemens, and at about the same time and

independently by Wheatstone. In these machines the steel magnets of

the generating "or primary magneto-electric machine are replaced by

electro-magnets. The electro-magnets are first charged by a galvanic

battery or other rheomotor, the armature is then caused to rotate, and

the battery is removed, when the magnetic action continues to accumu-

late without its aid. Instead of employing a battery the soft iron of the

electro-magnet may be touched by a permanent magnet.
this is not necessary, as the residual magnetism of the iron is sufficient.

In Wheatstone's apparatus the wires covering the electro-magnets and

those surrounding the armature are connected, so that the current, which

upon the electro-magnet in such a

isting polarity. The force required to turn

va>tiy increased, as well as the intensity of

3 also the residual magnetism of the iron is

which then goes on increasing up to a

n a cross wire is placed 80 as

i electro-magnet a remarkable i

o sing power of the current is observe

Wheatstone accounts for this increase by supposing

magnet branches

ance having been rendered less in a greater rati' .

greater. In conclusion Wheatstone points out the analogy between the

augmentation of the power of a weak magnet by means of an inductive

action produced by itself, and the accumulation of power shown in the

machines of Holtz and others, in whi< h a very small quantity

y is made by a series of inductive actions to equal or exceed

the effects of the most powerful machines of the ordinary cons
—Proc. of the Royal Society, xv, 36*7, 369.

2. New applications of methods of reduction in organic chen
Berthelot has studied the action of iodhydric acid upon a v

organic compounds, and has greatly extended our knovvledg

• \ this valuable reagent, the introdi
•

:

il be remembered, is due to himself. The experimc
conducted by introducing the organic matter to be operated c

tube with a very concentr ,t

'. in this manner the io

•lid of ethylene yield hydruret of eth
free iodine, the reaction in the case of the iodid being repr«
the equation

C4Hj2+2HI=C4H 6 -r-2l2 ,
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^nd in the case of the bromid of ethylene by the equation

C4H4 Br2+4HI=C4H6+2HBr+4l2 .

In like manner di-iodhydrate of acetylene, C 4H 2 (2HI), and iodid of
ethyl, C 4H 5

I, yield hydruret of ethylene and free iodine. Iodid of allyl

• ling to the equation

C 6H 5I-f-3HI=C 6
H 8 -f2l2 .

i fompounds; thus sesqui-

chlorid of carbon, C 4 C1 6 , reacts with it according to the equation

C 4 C1 6+12HI=C4H 6 + 6HC1+6I2 .

All the hv.i v with iodhydric acid, as

ce all the ethylenes and acetenes, C2nH 2 „ and C2BH 2n _ 2 , first

the acid upon the new compound formed, yield a new hydrocarbon and

Alcohols ; inner yield first the iodids of the radi-

cals and these then ; I In the manner explained
above. Thus the fir?; 1 upon common alcohol
may be represented by the equation

C4H 6 2-HHL=C 4H 6+H2 2+ 2I2 ,

intermediate product. In like manner glycerine

yields hydruret of propylene.

Ethers derived from the oxacids are first decomposed with formation
"t an ii did ,,f the radii il and regeneration of the oxacid; the iodid and
xacid an tin n m

j
u it< !\ u t< d un b\ the excess ot free iodhydric acid.

Thus methyl-formic ether and iodhydric acid react according to the

C2H2 (C 2U2 4
)+2HI=C 2 2+C 2H4+H2 2 -f-I2 .

Common a i ret of ethylene mixed with hydrogen
and probably with some marsh-gas. Aeetone gives hydruret of propy-
lene according to the equation

C
8H 6 2+4HI=rC 6H 8

+H2 2+2l2 ,

but the hydruret of propylene undergoes a partial decomposition, proba-
bly according to the equation

C 6H 8+H2 :=C4H6+C2
H4 .

Organic acids treated with iodhydric acid are reduced to formenes
containing the same quantity of carbon as the acid, provided that these

are sufficiently -taMe to resist a temperature of 275° C. Thus acetic

C4H4 4
+6HI=C

4
H 6
+2H2 2+3l2 .

j hydrant of butylene

;

C 8H 6 8
+12HI=C 8

H 10+4H a 2-f6Ia .

The author remarks that the facts mentioned above furnish a general

method of reproducing the fundamental hydrocarbon of each series by
means of all the bodies in the series. Thus hydruret of ethylene,

^f.iOU), yields by replacement C4
II

4 (C1 2 ), C 4H4
(HI), C4H 4

(H 2 2 ), C4H4 (0 4 ), and C4H2(0J(0J, in each the substitution being



by equal volumes. All these compounds, by the reducing aeti<

hydiie ;i'-«!. reproduce the original hydrocarbon, C4H 6
.

—

Bull, de la

Societe Chimique, Janvier, 1867, p. 53. w. g.

3. On tht i,i"iu!t(>it<k- t/!'/ V.s — ! h nnmatomi ni r riles may be re-

garded as primary monamines, the three atoms of hydrog ;, in atnnionia

being replaced by one atom of a triatomic radical. L. Henry has shown
. is supported by several new and interesting facts. Thus

trie and iodhy-

dric acids with production of intense heat. The resulting salts are solid

crystalline white bodies, soluble in alcohol but insoluble in ether. They

i rapidly decomposed by water or moist air, forming acel

salts of ammonia. Benzonitrile gives analogous compounds. Sulpho-

sponding cyani

,nd allyl combi

,
giving white cryst

' la Soc. Chim., Janvier, 1867, p. 1

cyanic acid and sulphocyanid of ethyl may also be referred to the type
1

cyanid of ethyl.

nd allyl ' '

3 and iodhydric acids, giving white crystalline bodies decomposed by

oi ammonia, like the corresponding <_

The sulphocyanids of ethyl and allyl combine readily with dry bromhy-

: \ ..

•
If, in sufl

n question is not boror

^Xmbum in'theV
f boron. The borid rrvstallfzes in very thin

^rof. W. H. Mi

l chlorine with brilliancy, forming

aluminum and chlorid of boron. Two analyses led to the

formula A1B2
.—Ann. der Chemie und Pharm., cxli, 268. w. G.

-
, \ .

found that mellitic acid is six-basic and has the constitution of benzol,

in which six atoms of hydrogen are i\ nvl, €02 H,

so that its formula is € 6(€02H) 6 . When heated with lime it is com-

pletely decomposed into carbonic acid and benzol. With sodium amal-

gam mellitic as of hydrogen and forms tht

acid, €!
6H 6 (€02H) 6 , which, when I acid, yields a

H .jH) . . This can take up four atoms of hydro-

gen to form a new acid, which, when treated

loses carbonic acid. The final product of these transformations is ben-

zole add. The authors beg chemists who may possess a stock of melhte

to supply them with material for their investigation.—Ann. der Chemie

. cxli, 271. w. G.

6. On the cyanic ethers.—Gal has studied the action of chlorhydric and

bromhydric acids upon cyanic ether. The dry ether absorbs chlorhydric

-
smell, fumes slightly in the air, and boils between 108° and 112° C.

The author gives to this body the formula C4
II

5
O.C2 NO. B

may be referred to the type of chlorid of ammonium^ and written

(
C2 2

)N 1 C4H 5
V CI. Water decomposes this substance, forming chlorid of
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. the reaction being expressed by the
equation

C4H 50.C2N0.HC1+2H0=C4H 7
N,HC1+2C02 .

i similar compound boiling at 118°-122° C.

Heated in sealed tubes at 100° both < trio ether and
fVe-i hydni id. The cyanic ether obtained by Cloi ; z* \,\ .

: :

.
,- :•: v. ,.-,• ;,'

:

•
, ;

- -: ::.-
behavior toward the hydracids. Chlorhydric acid converts it into cy-

anuric acid and chlorid of ethyl, the reaction being represented by the

equation

3(C 2NO.C4H 5
0)+3HCl=C 6N 5 3 .3HO+3C4H 6Ch

Brorahydric acid acts in a similar manner. Gal is of opinion that the

compound of Cloez is the true cyanate of ethyl, ^^ I 2 , while the

cyanic ether of Wurtz is an ammonia, N\-j n 2
Tx

2
- The author promises

V. On the action of alcohols upon terchlorid of phosphorus.—When
absolute alcohol is poured drop by droj ':;

> an
|

.:. ,

! nt quantity of

terchlorid of phosphorus a powerful reaction

i Soc. Chim.,

8. On the polymers of acetylene.—Berthelot has studied the products

of the action of heat upon acetylene, and has arrived at results of great

interest and importance. When acetylene is heated to a temperature

approaching that at whi _ .•(dually converted into a

series of polymeric bodies, among which are benzol, styrol, reten, and
fluorescing hydrocarbons. In one experiment Berthelot prepared pure

acetylene by the direct combination of pure hydrogen and pure carbon,

and then obtained from this acetylene benzol, which was thus formed by
The relation between the two sub-

stances is readily seen since 3C4H2=C, 2H6 ;
benzol is therefore tri-

acetylene. Berthelot believes that a volatile hydrocarbon occurring

the action of heat upon acetylene is diacetylene,

2C
4H2—

C

8H4 . Styrol or tetracetylene, 4C4H2=C l6H 8 , forming
about one-fifth of the entire product was easily recognized. Naphthalin
forms another product, and probably is a product of the decomposition
of pentacetylene, C2pH 8

r=oC
4
H2-H2 . The highest product yet ex-

9C*H2
-—Ann - der Chem. und Pharm., cxli, 173. ' w. o.

9. New method for the —When cuprous chlorid

€u
2Cl 2 is exposed to the air, it absorbs oxygen and is convert-

prous oxy-dichlorid €u 2OCl 2
. If this latter compound be heated to

- r?es, Vol. XLIII, No. 129.—Mat, 1867.
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about 400° C, it is decomposed into oxygen and cuprous chlorid, as

Upon this reaction Mallet founds a method for the commercial prepa-

ration of oxygen. The cuprous salt, mixed with sand or clay to prevent

fusion, is placed in a retort, which can be rotated horizontally. It is

readily oxydized by a current of air, passed over it for three or four

hours' The heat necessary for the decomposition is no higher than that
''

arrangement the loss iable. Each kilogram of

cuprous chlorid yields 2S to 30 liters of oxygen.

A very sin. bis method permits the preparation of

chlorine gas with < pial fa ility. It after < xj I ition chlorhx Iri u-id gas

be conducted < \. 1 tin « ipi\ i- .>\y-d " -.l. the latter becomes cupric

chlorid, €uCl
2

. At a red heat, this salt decomposes into cuprous chlorid

and chlorine.

—

VJnstitut, 1867, p. 61.

10. Apparatus for detecting differences of density in transparent media.

—Dr. A. Toplek. has given a new method of observing certain import-

ant phenoun 'ion by direct vision more or less com-

pletely. His pamphl
Me" 1

Methode, Bonn, 1 81 trot from a very complete synopsi

(with quarto plate • iss der Gegenwa
'

Hildburghausen, 1866, i, 88, and from his article on the application

quarto plate) in E der Gegenwart,

rghausen, 1866, i, 88, and from his article on the applicati
*

ethod to microscopic observations, in Pogg. Ann., 1866, c

556-580, we give the following :

Let Abe it r s

with a brass cylinder. it a lm bt
openine;, in front of which is placed a small ver- /
tical metallic screen with holes near its edge for

the transmission of the light from A. This pencil of light falls upon a

system of lenses, L, of at least two and a half to four feet t

- diameter. The lenses, L, in the usual tube, tog

the lamp, A, and screen, are supported on the same table; the screen

can be moved in the axis of the lens, L, to change the divergence of the

pencil. At a distance of from ten to twenty-five feet, L will give the

image B of A. Here a small astronomical telescope, T, is so placed in

the common axis that this image falls just on the front face of the objec-

"
'

:

:

' I.!,:'

1 -.'• * i- - i . i i u \ - it u like the movable part in the

slide of Bunsen's spectroscope. This is the " S.-hli i •;,
" apparatus, which

hence may be put together in almost any philosophical cabinet.

If the lens, L, is perfect, the entire beam of light is con

observed until the screen reaches B, when the lens, L, turn

pears. But if L is not perfect, if it contains a Haw. f (

then this i ...dvofthe l<«ns ; the rays

from /will not collect "in B; when"* has nearly reached B, many of the

rays t mi t (vshieh others i>e - ' of T and

thus the eye) are now cut off; hencef appears dm
je of L. And when s is moved down so as eomplel

off the regular image B, manv of the rays from/ will yet reach the ob-
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|«etiv«, so that/ h i dark ground. As the dis-
tan<-'<- j -T is ren twenty feet or more), and as the

<'. this method ia im
tive. The object to be examined must of course be transparent; if it is

ive of a telescope, this serves as L ; it' a flame or the like, it is

placed at M near L, between L and T.
•

1 tli ii • mU .!.:.
. t. 1 it. i ! nt

' !tL' 1 ' i".l li] -.hout its entire mass, appearing in this

|>1'|'M .. .- ..- • l.n;-hcd over by a brush. These v. r\ '

'

hitherto were not discovered till the lens was almost worked out ; by
this apparatus t'itvy are easily detected in the glass.

The /awe of a Bunsen burner (placed at M) shows besides the three
well known parts visible to the unaided eye, two others : an exterior,
huge, very w, !i defined cone (consisting of the heated products of coin-
1 "- 'ii ii, i

,,-' Hi-) an, I i bright interior cone, resting on the tube as the
base, i, tvino , J, u[ uiine ( nsisting of the gas mixture before any
combustion has taken place).

The electric spark, when produced by the induction coil and allowed
to pass between the electrodes held at M, -.. ws v. r\ int resting and in-

give a clear idea in a few words.

The sound-wave in air corresponding to each -

the sound, a single impulse; it is beautifully visible as a bright circle or
ellipse around the source of sound, I the center

I'UtwanJ. A -ucLV!--.i'>ii nf *park- itt i . < ving circles

of light. The spark from a Leyden jai ind one fat-

ed by trying in vain to blow it aside by a feeble current of

iao by finding it to progress more rapidly in heated air. But
more interest! Qt on the reflected sound-wave. Sus-

pending a glass plate from the bra- i of corks, he

we observed

rail : they are reflected as

behind the obstacle as the origin of
the wave is in front of the same. By

'

either in the
axis of the ai .pier found that in the

te lattet circular: so that the wave

It may well be sail r'a apparatus we see the

s'-'>(hd ; "in < hi i Ini's in 1 e\en in Ku !
r '>

. xperiments we only see the

• to some other body, not the motion of the air

it-elf. For tiie application of this method to the microscope, see Topler's

article in Pogg. Ann. o. h.

'i'''
-

-
'

'
;

_"- :'
: -"

.'' :.-.•••'•••••

but only the appendix to the article, treating on
the specific gravity of gases, seems to contain any addition to our

knowledge.

* Theorie der Dampfmaschinen. Freiberg, 1861.
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The atomic heat, w, of an element (z=gc, where g is the aton

and c the specific heat of the substance), he endeavors to prove to"be

w=an, where a is a constant, the same for all the elements, and n the

tic of the element. Therefore, if :;
i

atoms in any compound, and if the atomic heat of the com]'

the sum of the atomic heat of the several atoms, it follows that

Schmidt makes a number of suppositions in regard to a and hence

obtains different values of n. For solids he takes either a=—=1-0666

•or a=0-8 ; for gases he adopts a=0-86, and correspondingly for n.

n a=l-0666 a=0-8 ! a=0-86 1

\

H, C, B, Si

F,

K,8
01, Br, I, and metals

H,B, Si loCNS
6, P 1 Br, Cl 1

F P, Si

Cl, Br, I, and metals 1 As, Sn, Ti
|

\\,

from this table, and compare them with "those us
the so-called "ch
character whatevt

We should not have referred to this memoir if we had not found the

closing pages thereof to contain a most accurate theoretical determina

tion of the riiy 8 of all permanent gases, and of vapors above

t of atmospheric air —1). If g be the weight of

)f equal volume with HC1 or NH4 . he finds £=0-0346832 i7,

witn a possible error in the coemcient ot less than one-fatth per cent, ana

an actual error of less than one-fiftieth per cent. To find this very im-

portant number he makes use of a relation from the mechanical theory

of heat and the following quantities from experiments : pressure of atmos-

phere, specific gravity of n-ion of air, and the per-

centage composition of the atmosphere with 2=32 and JST
2
=28 : all

fundamental quantities d alt and others with most
scrupulous care ; by ado; . of oxygen as determined

• (1-10563) the atmosphere would contain 23-57 instead of

l'O'81 percent of oxygen. This shows that the calculated density of

oxygen (1-1099) is much more reliable than the observed one.
lb- find- furthermore, the mechanical equivalent of heat £=422-06

meterkilograms (for kilogram-Centigrade) instead of Joule's, 423-54,

A~£' the sPecificheat of aqueous vapor =H2e 0-3822. As a fur-

ther consequence from an empirical relation, #(C'-C)=2, (where C
speciic heat by constant pressui . C i;ti .n t! ,pe« ific heat) he finds finally

ihe Gay-Lussac Mariotte's law expressible is ^— =2 ; or, by heating a
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molecule of volume, V, of any gas under any constant pressure, p, at any

temperature, T (T =A=2788
C. below 0° C.) two calorics (or units of

heat) are necessary to or, ,-k for each degree C. the

temperature is raised. The molecular weight and the unit of In-nt must
refer to the same unit, ol •'. Wieii,

1865, lii, 417-452; Con -.,. 1864, xiv,

35-44; VInstitut, 1866, p. 191. g. h.

12. Expansion of water below 4° (7.—Dr. Weidner has, by means of
water thermometers (bulb a cylinder 11mm. diameter, 100mm. high,
tube not less than 1mm.), determined this expansion with great care,

starting in four indeptn I , liferent water-thermome-
ters from the temperature of 4° C. to 0° C. and then to —9° or —10° C.

alculates by a formula of form \T=z\-\-at-\-bt 2-\-

d 3 the expansion for each degree C, the volume at +4° C. being unity.

By comparing the four series I find a very close correspondence except
for -4° O, where the first series deviates 37 millionths ; on referring to

•> -tat«-.i \
' „ , M i m i - ii is, , found to be 550-6, agree-

ing with the other three in tbe sixth decimal. Taking the mean from
the four values given by Weidner we obtain the following volumes of

s greater; but between 0° and —6° C.

well enough.

—

Pogg. Ann., 1866,
nx, 300-308. O. h.

13. Specific heat of soils.— L. Pfaundi.br has determined the specific

great care. Tbe accuracy of the method

3 found by Regnai
ubdivi

0-20588, with a probable error of only 0*00006. This agrees witn Keg-
nault's results, 0*20694 (from eigl and Kopp's, 0*206

(from four detenu ir. . 'hat of I'ape and Neumann
(0-202). Fur soils he rinds the ?j -cifie li< at I --tween one-fifth and one-

half (0-1923 and 0-5069); the most common value is 0*25 to 0-30.

Soils free from humus have the lowest specific heat, whether they con-
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si-it of sand or lime; this might Lave been concluded from the fact that

cdlciu- and .niariz u.-iv.- ;t!in.-i iIk mui, -• tic heat, viz., 0-20 and 0-19.

The more rich a soil in humus, the higher is its specific heat. Thus peat

was found to have 0'507. a

gave 0-4143. Since water also must beat of a soil,

we may couclude that loamy soils also have a high specific heat.

So great a variation in so important a physical property of soils is of

- may be unable to grow on soils of low specific heat, how-

mt this soil might be in other respects.

—

Pogg. Ann., 1866,

cxxix, 102-135. G. h.

14. The sr
' brush and glow has been observed

by A. Schimkow. While the spectrum of the spark is affected by and

produced in both nitrogen and oxygen, the brush discharge only gives

aes, and is not formed at all in pure oxygen; a trace of nitro-

gen entering the tube is sufficient to reproduce the "light and its peculiar

lines. The same is true in regard to the luminous glow observed when
eU ( ti iciiy i> di-clrir-ed between two points. At the same time the latter

.

of these lines that they especially occur in the most refrangible part of

the spectrum. This seems due to the much lower temperature in the

brush and glow discharge, as compared to the discharge in a spark.

By introducing in the circuit of a coil a wet string four meters long,

Schimkow made the nitrogen spectrum •: i i.-i«! i *uk- appear pre-

cisely like the brush spectrum : the yellow lines had been weakened

much more than the violet ones; at a low temperature, therefore, nitro-

gen seems espeei a II v to emit tin- in <t refrangible, ray-, ban
the observation of von W .. to which the least refran-

gible rays are len air is successively more and more

rarefied. Thus the brush and glow are due to the luminosity of nitrogen

at a temperature below that at which oxygen becomes luminous; and
''.:.;., .--/...

Ann., 1866, cxxix, 506-520 ; L'Institut, 1867, p. 55. g. h.

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

K—In the

last number of this Journal, p. 257, I mentioned having seen in "The
Reader," a notice of a paper by Mr. Henry Woodward, read before the

Geological Society of London, in which he proposed to establish a new
genus Presto- generally re-

in the types of that genus in having

the body segments anchylosed. The abstract of Mr. Woodward's paper,

mentioned by me, was unaccompanied by figures or diagnosis

led me to refer it to the new genus Prestwichia. Since that time, 1

have seen M- the Quar-

terly Journal of the Geo! . . No. 89, p. 28, with ex-
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evident that certain diffe
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new genus Prest-

smarks, it becomes
r published figures

of the type upon which the irenus Prestw

. - _•

;ies as being probably of more than

specific importance, if not due to some accidental mp< :'• -ti n of the

specimens figured by Prestwich, really exist, and consequently forbid the

reference of our species to this new genus. As it also differs upon quite

I propose for

ate position

between Belinurus and Prestwichia.

For this new genus I would propose the name Euproops, in allusion to

the anterior position of its eyes. This form is at once distinguished from
the restricted genus Belinurus, by its anchylosed abdominal segments,

and the anterior position of its eve*, as well as by the more oval or sub-

ine .if iis abdomen. Fi .-.inch it more
-\.

differs remark il>Iv in having i ige (glabella)

of the central region of irts of Prest-

vtrhiu. as il .-',,,
:

M \\ lward.it will be seen that the latter

'htiers in having the glabella proportionately much larger, and trans-

the «_\ y - ind placed far

ba.-k. ;it itOateraK-xtr. ,-s It ai'so ha- u itliin this lara

ma m- not vvn in Euproops but corresponding in

arance with that bearing the eyes at its anterior

lateral angles in the latter type.

March 29th, 1867.

2. Geolofi tor. Volume
II, Paleontology, xix, and 470 pp., royal 8vo, with 50 plates and 30
w< - ]-, nt-. S;' i:,.j;fioi !. 1 *G<?. I'u .h'-li" >! U authority of the Legislature

-Mated work, consists, be-

sides the Introduction, of three Sections, as follows:

Section I.
—"Descriptions of new species of Vertebrates, mainly from

oestones and Coal Measures. By J. S. Newberry
and A. H. Worthed
"Remarks on the occurrence of Fossil Fishes in Illinois. By A. H.

"Supplement to descri] listing of a description

of a new genus, and species of Reptiles from the Coal-measures. By
Prof. Edw. D. Cope.

Section II.
—" Descriptions of Invertebrates from the Carboniferous

system. By F. B. Meek and A. H. Worthen.
" Supplement to the descriptions of Invertebrates, consisting of the

from the Paleozoic rocks. By H. A. Proct, M.D.

Section III.- ~
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From the Introduction we learn that

:

"The number of species of all kinds, illustrated and described, in the

Report, is about 325, of which nearly 300 were discovered or first made
known to science through the agency of the Illinois Geologic

Of these 325 species, 50 are plants, 156 invertebrate animals, and 119 ver-

tebrates. Altogether they represent 115 genera, 25 of which have been

established by parties connected with the survey. Of these genera 18

are plants, 67 invertebrates, and 30 vertebrates—the latter of which,

with one exception (a Batrachian), being all fishes. Of the 115 genera

represented, 81 are more or less fully characterized, and most of them
illustrated in this volume."

From the cursory examination we have been enabled to make, we
find many important additions to our knowledge of American Paleontol-

ogy in this volume. At present we can only notice a few of them.

Mr. Worthen states that the fossil fishes abound in four horizons—

mited to a single stratum, rarely more than a few inches in

thiekm-s. In the !>•<]- which form the base of the Carboniferous sys-

tem in Illinois, these remains are com] ar; tively rare; but in the upper

Strata they undant. The lowest bed oc

upper part of the Burlington limestone. It is a stratum of brownish-

gray rock, from four t i sis itteht - thick, in which the teeth and

•nbedded in great numbers. It was first observed at Quiiicy,

lllin..:-, 1. :i v. -.-
. .. . - • ntified on Honey creek in Henderson

ily one hundred miles»away from the

:;,-:
:

:: ,:...•; .,- _ '

in the series near the base of the quarry rock of the K '

The third, ; .per part of the Keokuk
limestone. The fourth is i of the lower limestone

in the Chester group with the green shales above. All these beds be-

long to the Mountain limestone or Subcarboniferous period. In the Coal-

rneasures, the remains of fishes again become more rare, in Illinois. "Of
the 118 species, described and illustrated in this volume, 16 are from the

Coal-measures, 17 from the Chester limestone, 18 from the St. Louis

limestone, 49 from the Keokuk limestone, 14 from the Burlington lime-

stone; 3 from th- Ki . ! i.. k -roup, and 1 from Devonian Strm."

(p. 16). This is the first memoir in which any large number of the

paleozoic fishes of America have been described ; and as the species are

i it will constitute the foundation on which all subsequent

a in tl. - dej irtn • : m ist « e oducted. Next follows an

interesting description of a new fossil Batrackian, discovered by Mr. Jo-

. near Morris, Grundy county, Illinois, in a bed near the base

of the Coal-measures.
In Section II will be found a great deal of information bearing on

the classification of the Crinoidea ; especially as regards such genera as

Aclinocrinus, Cyathocrinus and Poteriocrinus the relations of which are

here discussed at length. The new genus Strofocriwus (M. «i: W •)

has the formula of Actinocrinus in the lower part of the body, but is

ad by the remarkable structure of the upper portion, which »
greatly expanded and forms a ten raved horizontal disc, the plane of

which is at right angles to the vertical axis. The interior of S. regahh
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- ispr rided with a peculiar, convoluted internal

shell of a Bulla or Scophander, placed with its

•in ;.!•' with that of the body of the crinoid. This

rer part, hut with :
" Rays, I .dial pieces, form-

greatly produce.;. furcating or lim-

,
which are covered their entire length above by small plates, and

vided on each side with a row of alternating true arms. Vault with
abcentral proboscis." Tii -. arm-like appendages are tubular, with the

bulacral orifices arranged along the sides,—opening out into the

)n page 220 there are some figures illustrating the wonderful struc-

3 of the vault of Giibtrtvon-iinj*. U is there shown that this genus
dentical with Tremaiocrinus (Hall), Goniasteroidocrims (Lyon and
seday), Rhodocrinus (Miller) pars, (as understood by some naturalists

),

. OUacrinus (Cumberland). This latter nam, has priority over all

ers, but its author did n t e'hara ri/e t _n>nus The vault exhibits

slender lobes, whi ities. These have
n mistaken lately h>r arm- * bin M. and \Y. have shown that the

S arms are situated in tbi - en them. There

fication of pale

neh mn onlv bgenera of Echinodermata suggested in this work, v

A'

in the genus Bellinurus, but Mr! M be now con-

siders it distinct from that genus and also from Prestwichia to which he
- thought it might be referable (this vol. ante, p. 257). As it

will be noticed elsewhere in this Journal, we need not allude I

here. We may be permitted, however, to remark on the affinities of the

Xiphorura ai that the beautiful specimens of Euryp-
terus figured by Nieskowski in the " Archiv fur die Xaturkunde Livland,

<fcc," 1859. b uinents of the body sculpture 1 as in

Pterigotus ; but the posterior six are not so marked, unless indeed ob-

scurely along the median line. These latter six have their posterior an-

gles produced backward, to form b! r to those in

the lateral coa •' If then we examine
the inner surface of the cepli ilo-thorax ->f Limnhi

,
u,- shall find there,

indications of six or seven anchylosed segments, all with the scale-like

sculpture of Pteryyotus. These markings are not seen on the outside,

and, though the charactei ' seem important, yet it

- -" .
.'. v. ;: • :. a-

:'
..

The species figured by Nieskowski is clearly not E. remipes as he supposes.

Mr. Lesquereux gives, p. 463, a table of the number of species of plants

mentioned in his Report. The following are the general results

:

* John Rofe, Esq., F.G.S., has figured (Geological Magazine, toI. ii. pi. &) an

remains of the however, merely projecting lobes of the
body, the formations of which are not yet understood.

Am. JeDR. Bet > . . . -Mat, 1867.
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1. Whole number ot 12*)

2. Number of new species in Illinois, 37

3. Species found in Illinois not published before, 60

4. Species in the catalogue not found in Illinois, 219
5. Whole number in the catalogue, 280
6. New species in the same, 146

This Report was drawn up in 1860; since then, other species have been

collected, which will be described in future publications of the Survey.

which have been issued,

of that noble State, a

very high character. The Paleontology is a first class work, equal to

the best that has been published by any geological survey, and where

the fossils are well worked out in a country, we may be sure that the

icture is also correctly understood.

The principle, that every nation should contribute something toward

»nt of knowledge (not merely by the diss
'

'

-

truths which, nature, have remained unknown to

man from the beginning), is nowrecognized by all enlightened communi-
ties to be a sound one. The people ia have made
an effort in that direction which, under the wise management of their

able State geologist, has been highly successful, and creditable to all the

3. On the occurrence of Eozoon in the Primary Rocks of Eastern Ba-
rartn / by Prof. Gumbel. (Ber. Ak. Munchen, 1866 ; Q. J. Geol. Soc,

xxii. 2:"5.)—A new species of Eozoon, the Eozoon Bavaricum, has been

. by Prof. Gumbel in a rock consisting of a gran p.!

tion of calcite, serpentine, and a whit al, supposed to

be of Huronian or Cambrian age. The specimens examined were from

near Wunseidrf and Thiersheim, and between Hohenberg and the Stein-

berg, especially the last-named locality. It exhibits— (I.) A thin band

almost entirely calcareous, and traversed by a network of Btr

or, when treated with acid, divided by band-like ribs into i: B

like spaces, the calcite filling which is seen to be granular. 1

2

to of fiiie tubes, exactly as in Eozoon ;

these tubes end at the serpentinous portions (3.), which have generally

the same form as in the Eozoon from Steinhag before described, but are

much smaller. In decalcified examples they may be seen to possess the

same vaulted margins as E :•••<;' th ir breadth averages -1 mm. and

the diameter of the tubes -01 ram. Generally these serpentine bands

pass into an adjoining portion (4.), of one-half the width, or less, made
up of very much twisted lamellae, consisting of serpentine or a whitish

g highly vaulted and deeply channelled outlines.

- that on the whole these characters undoubtedly

prove the affinity of this more recent and very much smaller form to the

group Eozoon; but as the last-menti. *s from what

has been observed in Eozoon ('>
, ! ,-.!.- iv« - ir th,- .1 tractive name

of Eozoon BaPttrif. m. I :. with more or less prob-

of Pargas, Finland, the

nestone of New York, at Tunaberg, Boden in Saxony, and
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4. A Catalogue of Official Reports upon Geological Surveys of the
United Stales and British Pro\ s set of American
Geological Reports in the Library of Yale College, the following cata-
logue became necessary ; and it is here published in the hope that it may
be of service to geologists.

1

Part II.

—

States, and Territories west of the Mississippi River
and British Provinces.

Minnesota.

1866. Henry H. Eames, 1st Ann. Rep., Saint Paul, 8vo, 23 pp.
Charles Whittlesey, Rep. on Mineral Regions, Cleveland, 8vo, 54 pp.

1858. J. Hall and J. D. Whitney, Final Rep., vol. I, Albany, 8ro, 724

pp., 29 pi., 2 sect., map.
1859. J. Hall and J. J). Whitney, Suppl., vol. I, Albany, 8vo, 4 pp.
1860. " " " 8vo, 94 pp., 3 plates.

I860. " " Ann. Rep., Des Moines, 8vo, 75 pp.
1861* J. Hall, Prelim. Notice of New Crinoidea, Albany, 8vo, 18 pp.
1867. C. A. White, 1st Ann. Rep., Des Moines, 8vo, 4 pp.

Iowa, Wisconsin and Illinois.

1844. D. D. Owen, Rep. to Treas. Depfc., Washington, 8vo, 191 pp.,

16 pi., 4 maps.

Wisconsin and Iowa.

1848. D. D. Owen, Rep. on Chippewa Land Dist., Washington, 8vo>

134 pp., 23 pi., 14 sect., maps.

Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota.

1852. D. D. Owen, Final Rep. (U.S.), Philadelphia, 4to, 638 pp.,

27 pi., 16 sect., map.

Missouri.

1855. G. C. Swallow, 1st and 2d Ann. Rep., Jefferson City, 8vo, 207,

and 238 pp., 32 pi., 5 maps.
1857.* G. C. Swallow, 3d Ann. Rep.,

1859.* " 4th " " Jefferson City, 8vo, 14 pp.

,
Lawrence, 8vo, 56 pp.

awrence, 8vo, 198 pp.

1858. Z>. D. Owen, 1st Rep., Little Rock, 8vo, 256 pp.
1860. " 2d " Philadelphia, 8vo, 433 pp.

1 Of those Reports marked with an * one copy is needed at the Library of Tale

College
; and also one copy of any Report not included in the list : persons having

them to dispose of are requested to notify the Librarian.
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Randolph B. Marcy, Rep. to War Dept. on Red River of La.,

(Geology by E. Hitchcock aucl G. G. Shumard ; Paleontology,

by B.F. Shumard,) 8vo, 320 pp., 66 sect, and plates.

B. F. Shumard, 1st Ann. Rep., Austin, 12mo, 17 pp.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION.

M. Lewis and W. Clark, Expedition across American Continent

in 1804-6, by order United States Government, Philadelphia,

8vo, 2 vols. (London, 4to, 1814, and 8vo, 3 vols. 1817), maps.

<Z. M. Pike, Expedition in western Territories in 1805-7, by or-

der U. S. Government, Philadelphia, 8vo, maps, (London, 4 to,

1811).

Stephen H. Long, Expedition from Pittsburg to Rocky Mt>„ in

1819-20, (War Dept.) (Compiled by Edwin James,) Philadel-

phia, 8vo, 2 vols. 503, and 442 pp. Atlas, (London, 8vo, 3

vols. 1823).
< S. H. Long, Exped. to source of St. Peters River, in 1823, (War

Dept.) (Geology by Wm. H. Keating,) Philadelphia, 8vo, 2 vols.,

maps, (London, 8vo, 2 vols. 1825).

G. W. Featherstonhaagh, Rep. on Elevated Country between

Missouri and Red Rives, Washington, 12mo, 97 pp.

G. W. Featherstonhaugh, Rep. on Geol. Reconn., via Wisconsin,

to Cotean de ; . ] 2 mo, 168 pp.
/. N. Nicollet, Rep. to illustrate Map of Hydrographical Basin

Svo, 170 pp.
John C. Fremo [to. in 1852-4, (War Dept.),

(Paleontology by James Hall), Washington, 8vo, 693 pp.

W. H. Emory, Exp \ fn-m 'Fort Leavenworth to California,

(War Dept.)', includes Reports of J. W. Albert, P. S. Cooke,

and A. R. Johnson, (Paleontology by J. W. Bailey), Washing-

ton, 8vo, 614 pp., maps.
-1. Wisliztnus, Rep. of tour to North Mexico in 1846-7, with

Col. Don i pi i a :. 8vo, 141 pp., maps.

Howard St.nisbnrv, Exne.i. to (fr.-at Salt Lake, (War Dept.),

.(Geology and Paleontology by James Hall,) Washington and

... 8vo, 487 pp., maps.

Exped. down Zuni and Colorado Rivers, (War

(Geology by F.

v . Harden), Washington, 8vo.
W. H. Emory, Rep. on U. S. and Mexiean Boundary Survey,

vol. I, (Geology by C. C. Parrv, A. Schott, W. H. Emory, and

James ii-dl; Paleontology by James Hall and T. A.Conrad),

Washington. 4 to, 21 plates.

W. H. Emory, Rep. on U. S. and Mex. Boundary, vol. II, Botany

and Zoology ; no Geologv, Washington, 4to, plates.

1855. Rep. \ ar Dept.), vol. I, (Geol-

ogy by George Gibbs), Washington, 4to.
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1855. Rep. on Pacific R. R. Explor., (War Dept.), vol. II, (Geology

J. W. Bailey, and W. P. f; ,k. - WV!,!. &.*!. 4u,. plate..

1856. Rep. on Pacific R. R. Explor., (War Dept.), vol. Ill, (Geology,
by W. P. Blake, and Jules Marcou ; Paleontology by James
Hall,) Washington, 4to, plates.

Rep. on I',i- a- Dept.), vol. IV, Botany ; no
Geology, Washington, 4to, plates.

Rep. on Pacific R. R. Explor., \Y ar 1
<

T M, vol. V, (Geologv by
W. P. Blake; Paleontology bv L. Agassiz, T. A. Conrad, j". W.
Bailey, and Geo. C. S ..,

p ] ;,tes.

185?. i?^>. o« Pao/ic A R. E, , VI, (Geology by
J. S. Newberry; Paleontology by T. A. Conrad), Washing"-

by Thos. 1

57. Rep. 'on Pacific R. R. Explor., (War Dept.), vol. VIII, Zoology

;

no Geology, Washington, 4 to, plates.

Rep. on Pact/ tf Dept.), vol. X, Zoology
;

> Geology, Wash ingto

1855. Rep on Pacific R. R. Explor., (War Dept.), vol. XI, Literature

of Suirei - (Jtou, 4to.

1 860. Rep. on Pacific R. R. Explor., (War Dept.), vol. XII, Parts I and

II, Botany and Zoologj
j

_'"ii, 4to, plates.

1862. F. V. Hoyden, Rep. on Geology of Upper Missouri Region, Phil-

adelphia, 4to, 218 pp., map.
1865. F. B. Meek and F. V. Hayden, Rep. on Paleontology of the

Upper Missouri, Part I, (Smithsonian Cont.) Washington, 4to,

135 pp., 5 plates.

PACIFIC COAST REGION.

Oregon and Northern California.

1848. J. C. Fremont, Rep. upon Upper California, Washington, 8vo.

1850. James JD. Dana, Rep. on Geology of U. S. Explor. Exped., in

1838-42, New York, 4to. Atlas.

1850. P. T. Tyson and others, Reps, to War Dept., Washington, 8vo,

128 and 37 pp., 12 maps and sections.

1854. Wm. P. Blake, Rep. to War Dept., Washington, 8vo, 80 pp.

California.

1853. John B. Trask, 1st Ann. Rep. Geol. Sierra Nevada, !, 8vo,

1854. J. B. Trask, 2d Ann. Rep. Geol. Coast Mts. and part of S. Ne-
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1856. J. B. Trash, 4th Ann. Rep. Northern and Southern Cal., Sacra-

W. P. Blake, Rep. to Coast Survey on Geology of Cal., Wash-
ington, 22 pp., 4to.

1861. Josiah D, Whitney, Address to Legislat., on Survey, San Fran-

cisco, 12mo, 50 pp.
1862. J. D. Whitney, Letter to Governor (Rep. of Progress), San Fran-

cisco, 8vo, i pp.
J. D. Whitney, Address to Legislat., on Survey, San Francisco,

12mo, 33 pp.
-/. I). Wh ' eu. -i I \nn. Rep., San Francisco, 8vo, 12 pp.

J. D. Whitney, Rep. Paleontology, vol. I, Philadelphia, 8vo, 243

pp., 32 pi. (Carbonifern;^ -vF.B. Meek;
Triassic and Cretaceous, by W. M. Gabb.)

J. D. Whitney, Rep. Geology, vol. I, Philadelphia, 8vo, 498 pp.,

10 plates.

J. D. Whitney, Rep. Paleontology, vol. II, part I, Philadelphia,

8vo, 38 pp. (Tertiary Invertebrate Fossils by W. M. Gabb.)

J. D. Whitney, Letter to Governor on Survey, San Francisco,

8vo, 14 pp.

California and Arizona.

Joseph C. Ives, Rep. on Colorado River, Washington, 4to, plates,

(Geology and Paleontology by J. S. Newberry.)

BRITISH PROVINCES.

Newfoundland.

J. B. Jukes, Prelim. Rep. (Legislative Doc), folio, St. Johns.
" General Rep. in Author's "Excursions in and about

Newfoundland," London, 12mo, 2 vols. (Separate, with sec-

tions, London, 12mo, 160 pp. 1843.)

Nova Scotia.

J. W. Dawson, Rep. on Coal-fields of Caribou Cove, &c. (Legis.

Doc.) Halifax, folio.

Joseph Howe, and Henry How, Rep. on Discovery of Gold in

Nova Scotia, (Legis. Doc.) Halifax, folio, 4 pp.
J. Howe, Rep. o Doc.) Halifax, folio, 1 pp.

Henry Poole, Rep. on Gold-fields, Western Section. (Appendix

on Minerals, by H. How.) (Legis. Doc.) Halifax, folio, 25 pp.
1862. J. Campbell, Rep. on Gold-fields, Eastern Section. (Legis. Doc.)

Halifax, folio, 8 pp.
J. Campbell, Rep. on Gold-fields. (Legis. Doc.) Halifax, folio,

1864* David Honeyman, Rep. on Geol. Survev of Nova Scotia, and

Cape Breton. (Appendix on Minerals" by H. How.) (Legis.

Doc.) Halifax, folio, 7 pp.
1865. H. How, Rep. on Minerals collected by D. Honeyman. (Legis.

Doc.) Halifax, folio, 4 pp.
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New Brunswick.

Abraham Gesner, 1st Ann. Rep., St. John, 8vo, 87 pp.

" " Rep., with account of Public Lands, St. John, 8vo.

J. Robb, in Jobl kton, 8vo, map.
L. W. Bailey, Rep. on Southern N. Br., Frederickton, 8vo, 159

pp., map, section.

Henry )'. Hind, Rep., especially on the Quebec Group, Freder-

ickton, 8vo, 293 pp.

1845. Wm. E. Logan, 1st Rep. (for 1843), Montreal, 12mo, 159 pp.
1846.* « Rep. (for 1844,) " " 110 pp.
1847.* " " (for 1845), " " 125 pp.

" * " " (for 1846), " " 66 pp.
" * " 2 Repts. on Mining Region of Lake Superior,

Montreal, 12mo, 31 pp.
1849.* W.E.Logan, Rep. (for 1847), Montreal? 12mo, 165 pp.
1849.* " Rep. Montreal, 12mo, 51 pp.
1850. M Rep. Progress for 1848, Toronto, 12mo, 65 pp.

1852. " " " 1850, Quebec, " 54 pp.
" 1851, " " 131pp.

1854. « - « 1852, - « 179 pp.

1857. « « " 1853-6, Toronto, 12mo, 494 pp.

Atlas, 4 to, 22 pi.

1858. W. E. Logan, Rep. Progress for 1857, Toronto, 12mo, 240 pp.
1859. " " " 1858, Montreal, " 263 pp.
1863. " General Report, from 1843 to 1863, Montreal, 8vc,

xxvii and 983 pp. Atlas.

1858. E. B IT7
, fi. Jones, Decade III, Cystidese,

A«.t<--ri\l'.>:i' and Entomosfraca. Montreal, 8vo, 102 pp., 11 pi.

1859. J. W. Sultn: IVcade I. L. Mlim-m fossils, Montreal, 8vo, 47

pp., 10 pi.

E. Billings, Decade IV, L. Silurian Crinoideae, Montreal, 8vo,

1S65. Jas.Hall, Decade II, Graptolites of Quebec Group, Montreal,

, 23 {»!.

Catalogue

Logan, Rep. Progress from 1863 to 1866, Ottawa, 8

. Billings, Paleozoic real, 8vo, 426 pp.
^ossils of Anticosti, Montreal,

British America.

1858. Henry Y. Hind, Rep. of Explor. between Lake Superior, and

Red River, Toronto, 8vo, 425 pp., maps.
I860.* H. Y. Hind, Rep. on A- ;,..

"' Kxp i. in 1858-9, Toronto,

folio, maps.
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H. Y. Hind, Rep. of Explor. in Labrador, London, 8vo, 2 vols.,

maps.

Oscar M. Lieber, Rep. on Geology of Labrador, (U. S. Coast

Survey), Washington, 4to, 7 pp.

ARCTIC REGIONS.

John Boss, Voyage to Baffins' Bay, Ac. (Appendix, on Geology,

by John McCulloch), London, 8vo.

John Franklin, Exped. to Polar Sea, 1819-22. (Appendix on

Geology by John Richardson), London, 4to.

W. E. Parry, 3d Voyage of Discovery in 1827. (Appendix on

Geology by Robt. Jameson), London.

J. Franklin] 2,1 Expd. to Polar Sea in 1825-7. (Appendix on

Geology, by J. Richardson; Paleontology, by R. Jameson),

London, 4 to.

J. Boss, 2nd Voyage of Discovery in 1829-33. (Geology by

Author,) London, 4 to, 2 vols.
: G. Bach, Arctic Land Exped. in 1833-5. (Appendix on Geol-

ogy, by W. H. Fitton), London. 8vo.

F. W. Beeche>/, Exped. t... Facitio and Behren Strait. (Appen-

2.* P. C. isuineriana, journal ot voyag<

(Appendix on Geology, by J. W. Salter), London, 8vo,

!

E. Belcher, Exped. to Arctic in 1 852-4. (Appendix on Geology,

by J. W. Salter), London, 8vo, 2 vols.
%

Corrections to Part I.

the last three Reports

Ezekiel Holmes, Exp
tory, Augusta, 12 mo, 78 pp.

E. Holmes and Chas. H. Hitchcock, 1st Ann. Rep., Nat. Hist.

and Geol., Augusta, 8vo, 387 pp.
E. Holmes and C. H. Hitchcock, 2nd Ann. Rep., Nat. Hist, and

Geol., Augusta, 8vo, 447 pp.

North Carolina.

W. C. Kerr, Rep. Progress of Survey, Raleigh, 8vo, 56 pp.

i Florida Coral-reefs, (U. S. Coast £

A. H. Worlhen, Rep. Paleontology, vol. II, Springfield, U

8vo, 474 pp. 50 plates. (Vertebrates by J. S. Newberry

A. H. Wortheu ; Invertebrates by F. B. Meek and A.

Worthen ; and Plants by Leo Lesquereux.)
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5. Note to Article on Kaolinite, etc., p. 361; by the authors.— Whva
our article was just going to press, we received a letter from Prof. A.

-Knop, dated Carlsruhe, March 13th, directing our attention to his extreme-

vnd des Hot) hen Bassin, Neuea J
Min,, 1 B59, in which we find, p. 544. j -ion on the

-in "Kaolin." Prof. Knop has an-
us on this substance in good part, as appears

from the following quotation. " The crystals of the Kaolin from Schneck-
enstein have dimensions admitting of n
scope. They have an average length of al mm., and a breadth

about 0-015 mm., and show, in part, the form of very sharply de-
med rhombic tables ; in part, these are variously truncated on the an-
gles connected by the macrodiagonal. Here and there the crystal -plates

ire aggregated to rhombic prisms and exhibit, on the assumption of
hombic crystallization, the combinations ocP . OP and ocP . OP . oc p oc.

Repeated measurements gave constantly 118° for the obtuse angles of
he planes."

The specimen fn ndly sent us by Prof. Knopf

vho first brought it to Wohler's notice, perfectly resembles that received
rorn Prof. Clark, as well as others adhering to topaz specimens from
schneckenstein in Prof. Inrush's collection. These crystals are, however,

;iven by Prof. Knop be correct, we presume that more exact goniometry
pould prove the same true of the kaolinite from Summit Hill, the crys-

als of which, being six times larg as, we have meas-
ired without difficulty, though not with great precision. In our figures

f the last named substance, drawn by the camera lucida, the angles

ary one and in some t they never fall below 118°,

he opposite angles vary as much as those contiguous to each other, and

Prof. Knop has also favored us with a portion of the kaolin from
«isigwald before referred to. The plates average '0002 inch in breadth,

nd are finer than those of some plastic clays we have examined. Under
n £ in. objective we have detected short bundles of plates, but in a car-

eer plate liar outline.

rn from Pre *
*"

from Ni i ib i t i le cr bed by I

:e, but in the Bam] "01 per cent of quartz and
:* impurities, insoluble in concentrated sulphuric arid. The analysis

ed in our table is that of the portion soluble in sulphuric acid.

ie substance it- or Felsittuf, was of close

ire, easily cut by the knife and appeared when " magnified 330 di-

ers as a mass of fine crystalline colorless scales, which were of thero-

s only in part well defined or aggregated in parallel position to small

: packets."

lis description agrees with what we have given of various clays, and

to one of two eo substance is impure kao-

, or. if pLuK-iite, the latter has an appearance and prismatic crys-

similar to kaolinite.

Jour. Sci.-Secokd Sebies, Vol. XLIII, No. IW.-Mat, 1867.
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In his analysis, Prof. Knop decomposed the substance by hot concen-

trated sulphuric acid, evaporated off th warmed with

ia was extracted by solution of caustic soda. There is one

point in this method that is open to objection and might introduce a

r in the results. In evaporating off the •

which requires a high temperature, the hrat may easily rise at the close

of the operation to a degree at which silica decomposes sulphate of

alumina, and on subsequent treatment witli chlorhydric acid, soluble

silica would pass into the liquid and be included in the alumina pre-

inless special precautions were taken. For this reason we do

the existence of pholerite.

It is further to be observed that the pure kaolinite of Zeisigwald oc-

curs in the same neighborhood and in cavities in a similar "thonstein."

The Naxos pholerite analyzed by Prof. J. L. Smith is described as as-

sociated with emerylite. But for the great care which Prof. Smith is

known to employ in the selection of pure material, we might suppose he

analyzed a mixture of kaolinite and emerylite. In fact, if we assume

the 1*21 per cent of lime in his analysis to belong to emerylite, and cal-

culate the corresponding dumina and" water, accor-

ding to the theoretical composition of this substance as given in his pa-

per, we obtain, . from the per-centages i

Unite quite c

t>

6. On a new specimen of Telerpeton Elginense ; by Prof. T. H. Hux-
ley, LL.D., F.R.S., V.P.G.S.—The specimen which was described in this

paper had been broken into five pieces, exhibiting hollow casts of most
of the bones of Telerpeton Elginense. It is the property of Mr. James
Grant of Lossiemouth, and came from the reptiliferous beds of that local-

sting fragments of Stagonolepis and
Hyperodapedon. The casts described bv the author consisted of impres-

* the skull, together with the lower jaw, and the

srtebrse and ribs ; of the greater portions of the

scapular arches ; and of representatives of most of the bones

01 tne tore and hind limbs ; and it was meters of all

In describing these remains Profe- specially the

biconcave character of the vertebra ; the mode of implantation of the

h he believed to be acrodont, and not thecodont ; and the
" of the fifth digit of the hind foot, which presents

," proportions of silica, alumina and water that represent kao-

9 closely.

two phalanges (a proxim
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researches had led him t
[ is one of the Repfilia.

and is devoid of the slightest indication of affinity with the Amphibia.
In all its characters it is decidedly Saurian, and accords with tlu: sub-
order Kionocrania of the true Lacertilia; but the author had not been
able to make sure that it possesses a columella. He also remarked thai
the possession by Telerpeton Elginense of vertebrae with concave articular

faces does not interfere with this view, as although most recent Lacertilia

have concavo-convex vertebras, biconcave vertebras much more deeply
excavated than those of T. Elginense are met with among th«

geckos.

Professor Huxley in conclusion drew attention to the interesting fact

that Telerpeton presents not a single character approximating it toward
the type of the Permian Protorosauria. or tin- Tragic Rhynchosaurus,
and other probably Triassi allies of that genus, or
to the Mesozoic Dinosauria ; and that whether the age of the deposit in

which it occurs be Triassic or Devoniai king example
of a. persistent type of animal organization.

—

Geol. Mag., iv, 18.

1. Note on Tultalite ; by F. Pis>
dated Paris, Dec. 6, 1866.)— Taltali

by Mr. 1 i ;tvid Forbes,f comes from a copper mine of Sefior Moreno near
Taltal, in the desert of Atacama, where it is associated with atacamite
and copper glance. It occurs in large masses, fibrous, silky in luster,

brownish-black in color, and has a dark gray powder. Domeyko obtained

Si XI Pe Mg Ca Cu CI ft

affording the oxygen ratio for the bases and silica 21-83 : H"08.

mixture of fibrous tourmaline and oxyd of copper. Treated with chlor-

hydric acid, it leaves oa boracic acid, and has

the reactions of tourmaline; and the solution includes all the copper

"with but very little iron, no cobalt or manganese, and. traces of lime.

Besides, if from Domeyko's results we take all the oxyd of copper which
the acid takes up, we obtain for the remainder

—

Si 38-7 Si 30-1 Pe 212 % 1-49 Cu 441 fi 4-1 = 100.

These numbers agree with those of a . iline, except-

ing the absence of boracic acid which Domeyko did not detect. I have
in my collection a specimen of blackish-brown fibrous tourmaline from

a is free from oxyd of copper. What i

is similar, excepl ure of oxyd of copper.

8. On the punctate shell structure of Syringothyris ; by F. [>. Meek.

ae of the editors, dated Washington, April 18tb,

1867.)—I write a brief note to inform yoi

hell's types of his gei bich he was so kind

ed specimens (si

i

tate. It is prob-

e that Prof. Winchell had happened to examine chippings from speci-

ns not in a condi' ' >• 1 haw likewise ax-er-

ned, since the publication of ? atabject, that

infer propinquus Hail, au<; «-, both nearly

Domejko'3 Mineralogy, 2d edit., p. 139, I860. f Phil. Mag, [4], xxv, 111.
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like S. cuspidatus, have a clearly punctate structure, and hence probably

belong to the group Syringothyris.

I have also just read a letter from Mr. Davidson, written to Mr.

Wortben, in which be quotes, from a letter to him from Dr. Carpenter, a

gotkyris, and of tbe same Irish sbell examined by me (and at one time

supposed to be Spirifer cuspidatus). These chippings were sent over by

Mr. Worth c-n a k. Dr. Car-

penter says be finds the Sgra >(/ nu< u! at m I >} !<<..! liana, 1

suppose) distinctly punctate, tbe punctures being as I stated, small and

scattering. The chippings from the Irish specimen, sent over to Mr.

Wortben with the nam bed, Dr. Carpenter also

found to be
[

are not so clearly seen as

in the other. Chippings of £. subcuspidatus Hall, sent by Mr. W 01-

then, he says are not in a condition to show the structure.

At the time of writing, Dr. Carpenter had evidently not received a

package of chippings I had sent him, containing specimens o:

ndatus showing the punctures clearly. He says thes

he structure of S>i,n> , i ,,<> < i n.n > - _ ;.< i m subgeneric ditierei

:iation established upon other :,: Irish specimen \

believes belongs to this group. He is still confident, however, that cue

true S. cuspid ite shell, which you will remember I

had not supposed to be the case. I never doubted or questioned the ac-

curacy of Dr. : there is no

n hose results I have more confidence ti

9. Geological Research*

years 1862' to 1863; by li.\ni.\r.i IV. l:ua. 144 pp., 4 to, with 9

plates. Washington City. Published by the Smithsonian i

being No. 202 of the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.—In vol.

xli of this Jo gave a very brief notice of I

pal results to which he had arrived after his explorations in China and

Japan. The volume issued contains a full account of his ver.

observations. It treats of the General Outlines of Eastern Asia ;
its

general geology, with an account of his special explorations in China

and Japan; the structure of the Southern edge of the Great Table-

Land, and of Northern Si item of eleva-

tion; the Yellow Stone and its delta and changes of course; and the

Mineral Productions of China ; and gives, in an Appendix, Dr. New-

berry's descriptions of the Fossil Plants of the Coal rocks, with plates;

J. A. Macdonald's analyses of Cbinese and Japanese Coals ; and the re-

sults of Mr. A. M. Edwards's microscopic examination of some Japanese

infusorial earths and other deposits of China and Mongolia.
The Sinian system of elevation is the "extensive N.E. and S."V\

'::' :

. .
• ..-......-

. ,
;

. ,.
' - :•

this portion of the continent owes its most salient features." It is stated

* Id a paper on certain types of the Spiriferidce published in the Proceedings of

-'
'

however, makes no allusion to my investigations, of which he certainly was no*
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to be extensively apparent in the courses of the mountains, the strike of
the strata, and the hydrography. It d of the meta-
morphic rocks over the

wa that it belongs to all Eastern Siberia, the

Yablonvi, Altan-Kingan, and Stanovoi Mts., with their

ridges, conforming to it. The period of the uplift is placed I

of the Coal-measures (Mesozoic). Mr. Pumpelly remarks that striking

analogies are observed to - nuns and our own Appa-
: dip; and that as the elevation oi the

Appalachian- line of Eastern America, so the Sinian

rev< lutipn fixed the eastern boundary of the great Asiatic continent.

10. Nuove Osservazioni Geologiche sulle Bocce Anthracitifere delle

Alpi; del Commendatori Angelo S (in. neJla Regis
'.; Turiuo. 26 pp., Ik), with colored maps. Turin, 1866.

—

Prof. Sismond stratified rocks

occurring am of the Alps of Savoy, which contain

and plants of the Carboniferous age along with remains of

animals of Liassic and Oolitic age. Sismonda concludes that there are

three consecutive groups of these rocks; a lower, which is Liassic in

its mollusks ; a middle, with Liassic and Oolitic fossils ; and above this

a quartzose conglomerate and sandstone with anthracite, and supposed
to be of the age o( the Ox! >nii m < iy. The Carboniferous plants are

found both in the lower and upper.

11. Ueber ein JEqiu. S -Liefer Nordamerika?s in

•
'

'

-»•! hi. K. Th. hn i:.. 1'.' :'• — i ii in Dresden und Gera. 52 pp., 4to,

*'•'
• ..... '

'

'
•'

" "

bear much resemblance to those that occur in

rocks called Taconic in North America.

12. Note on the genus Palceaster and other Fossil Stun!

descriptions of some new species ; by James Hall. 24 pp., 8vo. From
~

(to page 21) in advance of Report, Nov. and Dec, 1866.

13. Descriptions of some new species of Crinoidea and other fossils

from the Lower Silurian strata of the age of the Hudson River Group
and Trenton limestone ; by James Hall. Printed, in advance, from the

Report on the State Cabinet for 1866, and issued Nov. 1866.

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. Catalogus Plantar

«

' Wrighli-
-

bach, Professor <;<>!tmuerjM- pp. -»>I. -v- . L< ip>i '. 1^6»i.
( Engelmann.)

—Although prinfa I i

the derangements incident to the short r wrought

such changes in Germany, in some wa> the publica-

tion of this little volume.' It is now to be had ..f ]i. Westermann <fe Co.,

440 Broadway, New York :
tauists who

i !uban collections of botanical spe-

cimens, which are cited by the numbers under which they were distribu-

ted. A goodly number of clerical or typographical errors (beyond those



It is to be hoped that Mr 1

3 order of their numbers. Meanwhile the writer of t

ih to any possessors of these specimens who apply for them

i as he has been able to make in his own copy. As might

have been expected the flora of Cuba proves to be very rich. This Cat-

alogue contains

—

Dicotyledons, 2350, of which 781 are peculiar to the Island.

Monocotyledons, 634 " 148 " " "

Vascular Cryptogamia, 2*79 " 10 " " "

Total, 3263 " 939

And Mr. Wright's more recent explorations, which are still in progress,

will largely increase the number. If Hayti could now be equally ex-

plored, the flora of the West Indies could be written with some approach

to perfection.

Characters of the new species only (and these are very many) are

given in this volume. The diagnoses of the new Euphorbiaceas are,

however, unfortunately omitted, having been published by anl

iu the Nachrichten of the Gottingen Royal Society of Science. Now
that we have, thanks to Professor Grisebach's studies, so good a founda-

tion for Cuban botany, we may hope that our indefatigable explorer may
crown his prolonged and laborious researches by a general revision of

the flora of the island. a. g.

2. Flora Australiensis, Vol. III. Myrtacece to Composite, 1866.—

This great work makes rapid progress in Mr. Bentham's able band*.

The present volume comprises the largest and most difficult Australian

order, the Myrtacece, and the usually paramount order Gompo
two filling a little more than three quarters of the 680 pages of thi< vul-

ome, which also contains the Umbelliferce and the Rubiacece, usually of

3. The Geographical Distribution of Mammals ; by Andrew Mikkw.
420 pp., 4to, with 105 chromo-lithographic maps. London, 1300. (I 'ay A-

Son.)—This beautiful volume treats those subjects in eztmso
merely glanced at in the physical atlases of Johnston and oth

- according to their geologic
and discussions of the views of Agassiz and Dan
either in full. The work extends to forty-three chapters, with an «-

tended appendix and numerous cuts illustrating animal peculiarities.

Geological questions are discussed and maps given of the 100-fathom

line of soundings; the effect of a depression of the land 600 feet; Ter-

tiary and Quaternary foi i glacial action ;
rising and

»ttd of the present period ; and the sargasso seas. The maps

of mammal distribution then commence with the human race, chapter

vii, p. 56, but two branches of which are acknow
white, the latter including all except the negroes and Australians, with

their affinities.

The completeness of the work may be judged from the extei

groups and genera are located. Maps 7-10 are devoted to tl

tion of monkeys; 13, to the lion; 14, to the tiger; .7

18, existing hyenas; 26, bears; 29, hippopotamus (living an! fowl);



Upper
Pliocene; and 50, existing elephants.

mals proposed by different authors ; a synonymic list of

The appendix (pp. 312-412) is devoted to the classificat
'

3 proposed by dif
r localities, distingmshin

zbergen7 Nova Zerabla, Greenland, Iceland, Sweden,
France, Sahara, Japan, &c. North America is given under ei_

exclusive of Mexico.
A work of so much value, published in a style which precludes a re-

turn for the outlay, should have a place in the libraries of all who wish

rage research in the cognate fields upon which the learned

V/'r/,^ /;, the Family
'/ '

'
' / / ' / <. ' If, l,r ; by Isaac Lea, LL.D.

14i; pp., 4r„, with 24 ;.! :ttr<. Philadelphia. (Read before the Academy
.

This volume is the eleventh in Dr. Lea's series on 'the Unionidae. Like
..;..:...,-,•. ,.. ,...

and is beau The introduction states

number ot new species of Unionidas here described is 180, and
. 118. The former are mainly from

the Southern States, a f< and Lake Nyassa in Cen-
ii'i Afi-i 'a. The univalves are mostly of the U. States, but some are

tV'-'m Central America and Asia.

5. An Inquiry into the Zoological relations of the first discovered
/•'

on the difference of structure in the t-ra; by S.

a. 20 pp., 4to. From Vol. I of the Mem. of the Bost. Soc.

Nat. Hist., Jan. 1865.—The paper discusses the characters of the fossil

insects from the coal rocks of Illinois, described in vol. xxxvii of this

Journal, with results of great interest to science.

6. On the < / of Colymbus torguatus ; by Elliott

Coues, A.M., M.D., Brevet Capt. '

'

4to. From vol. I of the Mem. i

1. Notes on the Zygcenidce of Cuba ; by A. R. Grote. 18 and 38

PP-, 8vo, with plates. From the Proceedings of the Entomological So-
ciety of Philadelphia, Part I, July, 1866, and Part II, Jan., 1867.

IV. ASTRONOMY.

1. On the Obscuration of the Lunar Crater " Linne ;" by W. B. Brer,
Esq.—The interesting phenomenon of a change in the appearance of the

crater " Linne" was communicated to me by Herr Schmidt, the Director
of the Observatory at Athens, an extract from whose letter is as follows f

" For some time past I find that a lunar crater situated in the plain of
the Mare Serenitatis has been invisible. It is the crater which Madler
named Linne, and is in the fourth section of Lohrmann, under the sign

A - I have known this crater since 1841, and even at the full it has not

been difficult to see. In October and November, 1866, at its epoch of
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..•....-'
• ,: i ,V.

ipeared,and ir, its place there was only a little whitish lu-

ud. Be so kind as to make some observations on this locality."

The earliest information respecting the crater I received from Mr.

in, who favored me with a copy of a photograph taken
him on November 18, 186" "'

- "

. ;

i photograph the place of "Linne"
ciuring uie last lunation received records of

observations from the following gentlemen : Doctors Mann and Tietjeu,

and Messrs. Talmage, Webb, Slack, Grover, and Jones. On the 13th,

when the terminator pa--. ,1 over the east boundary of the Mare Sereni-

ice of "Linne" was seen by Messrs. Webb a

Mr. Webb's aperture 9^-inch silvered glass reflector, and Mi
10-inch refractor of Mr. Barclay at Leytom Mr. Webb de-
appearance as an ill-defined whitish ness on the site of " Linne." Mr.
Talmage recorded "a dark circular cloud." The exact position of these

ascertained afterward and found to agree with
the place of "Linne." Doctor Mann and myself at Leyton were pre-
vent-! bv a thin veil of cirrus seeing the ••.l,, l „l" ro ( -„r.i<-d by Mi. Tal-

' "f '•Linne," while the small crater -Linne
B" of Beer and Madler, and also Bessel, were very distinct with the

'"•". <>u tie Mhi,,, ,m, iK.uulei 14th, obser-
vations were made by Me-is \\,Mi, v id, (auu,, in. 1 Hut. A white
spot was seen in the position of "Linne.- Mr. Webb described it as

the most conspicuous object on the east half of the Mare S
aw a whitish spot not remarkably bright, but could see no

trace of a crater. Mr. Grover recorded " a tolerably defined roundish
whitish speck," but he could not see ; of the crater,

nt from Bessel and other

a were well -e.-n.*' M\ <mn ob-erv;,tioi.- perfectly agree
with the above. I estimated the light at :; \ < >n the 1 5th the spot was
brighter, and I obtained the measures recorded below. On the 16th
Messrs. Jones and Grover described the appearance as a white spot not

On the 20th Professor Foerster and Dr. Tietjen observed "Linne" with

tractor. The following is the translation of the letter which
1 received from Dr. Tietjen, dated Berlin, 21 December, 1866 :

"On viewing the moon last night about 13 h M.T. Berlin with our re-

tractor, m order to convince ourselves of the disappearance of the crater
Linne, Professor Foerster and myself perceived that crater very dis-

tinctly. If, therefore, an obscuration has taken place, on which certainly
no doubt can wp*, M j, ia ,. i; med by so competent au authority as

Za. '"' lent'y now ceased."
.

Although
!

i

iat thtobscuration has ceased, it does
ppear that either he or Professor 1 the crater.

The whole of the o tions are so accordant among themselves, and

^nded^ so clearly indicate the white spot to be larger

Linne," as to leave no doubt that a change of some
ace; and this conclusion appears to be supported by

hich are here appended

:



The*
nty in determining this element on t

in plate ix of his Selenophotographische Fragmente, gives a large dark
spot in the place of "Linne;" and the Rev. T. W. Webb informs me that
"Linne" is not to be found on Russell's globe or maps, 1797, from which
it may be inferred that the ci n obscured.

The following measures were made during the last lunation

:

Date. Dionysius. Linne. Mag. Miles. Brightness.

The numbers in column 4 headed "Mag." are obtained

nysius." The normal magnitude of "Linne" is 0-40 ("Dionysius" being
unity) as determined by two independent methods. The numbers in

column 5 headed "Miles" are not absolute, but only relative as compared
with "Dionysius," by means of the numbers in column 4.

according to Lohrmann. .nd " Linne," according to

the crater was seen.

—

Monthly Notices Roy. Astr. Soc, Jan. 11, 1867.

2. Shootut - ado.—The Denver News gives the fol-

lowing numbers of meteors seen at that place (N. lat 39° 40', W. long.

105°) in intervals of five minutes at different times on the morning of

Nov. 14th, 1866. The number of observers is not stated.

3. Astronomical and Meteorological Observations made at the United

States Naval tfu //ear 1864. Captain J. M. Guam*,
U.S.N., Superintendent. 524 pp., 4 to. Published by authority of the

Hon. Secret-: rtant volume

: (3.) ib. with the Equa-
torial

; (4.| . far 1860-0 of stars observed with the

- -

ascensions, .1 H, and Plan-

ets; (7.) Com tion of fixed stars; (8.) Catalogue of

stars observed logical observations.

Am. Joub. Sol-Second Shribs, Vol. XLIII, No. 1«9.-May, 1867.



V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Additional Gifts to Sciencefrom George Peabody, Esq.—Since the

notice of Mr. Peabody's recent donations to science, which appeared in

the January number of this Journal, this gentleman has given about

$2,000,000 for the promotion of education in the South and Southwest.

This munificent gift was accompanied by the following letter to the

Trustees of the fund :

—

To Hon. Robert C. Winthrop, of Massachusetts ; Hon. Hamilton Fish, of

New York; Right Rev. Charles P. Mcllvaine, of Ohio; General V. S.

Grant, of the United States Army ; Admiral David G. Farragut, of the

United States Navy ; Hon. William C. Rives, of Virginia ; Hon. John H.

Clifford, of Massachusetts ; Hon. William Aiken, of South Carolii

William M. Evarts, Esq., of New York; Hon. William A. Graham, of

lina; Charles Macalester, of Pennsylvania; George W.
of Washington; Samuel Wetmore, Esq., of New York;

Edward A.Bradford, Jisq., ot Louisiana; weorge in. jcaton, r>>,j.. <j;

Maryland ; and George Peabody Russell, Esq., of Massachusetts.

Gentlemen : I beg to address you on a subject which occupied my
mind long before I left England, and in regard to which, one at least of

you (the Hon. Mr. Winthrop, the distinguished and valued friend to

whom I am so much indebted for cordial sympathy, careful considera-

tion, and wise counsel in this matter) will remember that I consulted

him immediately upon my arrival in May last.

I refer to the educational needs of those portions of our beloved and

common country which have suffered from the destructive ravages, and

the not less disastrous consequences of civil war.

With my advancing years my ;

"

e permittedyond my stay on eart

limit of" three score ai

ous, emerging from the clouds which still surround ner, taking a uiguoi

rank among the nations, and becoming richer and more powerful than

ever before.

But to make her prosperity more than superficial, her moral and intel-

lectual development should keep pace with her material growth; and in

those portions of our nation to which I have referred, the urgent and

pressing physical needs of an almost impoverished people must for some

years preclude them from making, by unaided effort, such advances m
education, and such progress in the diffusion of knowledge among all

classes, as every lover of his country must earnestly desire.

I feel most deeply, therefore, that it is the duty and privilege of the

more favored and wealthy portions of our nation to assist those who are

I e ; and, with the wish to discharge so far as I may be able

" '- i!
is matter, as well as to gratify my desire to

)und by so many ties of attachment and re-

gard, I give to you, gentlemen, most of whom have been my personal

and especial friends, the sum of one million of dollars, to be by you and your
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m.iit.>>vi>is ln-1.1 in trust, and the income thereof used and applied in your
discretion for the promotion and encouragement of

or industrial education among the y< :>tte portions
of the Southern i Southwestern' States ot uui I uion ; ray purpose
being that the benefits intended shall be distributed among the entire

population, without other distinction than their needs and the opportuni-
ties of usefulness to them.

Besides the income thus derived, I give to you permission to use from
the principal sum, within the next two years, an amount not exceeding
forty per cent.

In addition to this gift I place in your hands bonds of the State of

be Planter's Bank, and commonly known as Plant-
er's Bank Bonds, amounting, with interest, to about eleven hundred
thousand dollars, the amount realized by you from which is to be added
to and used for the purposes of this trust. *******
The details the trust I leave with you, only re-

in rop may be Chairman, and Governor Fish and
Bishop Mcllvaine Vice-Chairmen of your body; and I give to you
power to make all necessary by-laws and regulations, to obtain an act of

incorporation, if any shall be found expedient, to provide for the expen-
ses of the trustees and of any agents appointed by them, and generally,

to do all such acts as may be necessary for carrying out the provisions

of this trust.

All vac nicies occurring in your number by death, resignation, or other-

wise, shall be filled by your election, as soon as conveniently may be,

and having in view an equality of representation so far as regards the

-Vuthern and Southern States.

I furthermore give to you the power, in case two-thirds of the trustees

-'.all at any time, after the lapse of 30 years, deem it expedient, to close

this trust, and of the funds which at that time shall be in the hands of

yourselves or your successors, to distribute not less than two-thirds among
ions, or for such educational purposes

In making this gift I am aware that the fund derived from it can but

tea which I wish to benefit in their own exertions to diffuse

the blessings of education and moralin. Bui H ftria ai.-wment shall

encourage those now anxious for the light of knowledge, and stimulate

to new efforts the many good and noble men who cherish the high pur-

pose of placing our great country foremost, not only in power, but in

.nee and virtue of her citizens, it will have accomplished all

r the highest good of present a

y, I am, gentlemen, with great

George Peabody,
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More recently Mr. Peabody has given $140,000 to the Essex Institute

in Salem, Mass., for the promotion of the Natural and Physical Sciences

in his native county. Of this sum $100,000 is to be kept as a perma-

nent fund, and the income to be devoted to various branches of science.

Ike remainder of the gift will be chiefly expended on the Museum
of Natural History. Mr. Peabody's letter to his Trustees announcing

this donation was as follows :

—

To Francis Peabody, Esq., Prof. Asa Gray, Win. C. Endicott, Esq., Geo.

Peabody Russell", Esq., Prof. O. C. Marsh, Henrv Wheatland, A. O.

Goodell, Jr., James R. Nichols, and Henry C. Perkins, Esqs.

Gentlemen : As you n uent of Trust,

I wish to place in the hands of your-, -.-ors, the sum

of one hundred and forty thousand dollars, for the promotion of Science

and Useful Knowledge in the County of Essex.

Of this, in it justly proud, in com-

mon with all her sons, remembering ton, her many
_''."

from the earliest days of our country's history, and the distinction so long

retained by her, as eminent in the education and morality of her citizens.

I am desirous of assisting to perpetuate her good name through fu-

ture generations, and of aiding through her means in the diffusion of

science aud knowledge : and, after eonsuliation with some of her most

eminent and worthy citizens, and encouraged by the suec—
- "

_

' :

of you are connected, I am led to hope that this gift may be instrumen-

I therefore transmit to vou the inclosed instrument, and a check for

the amount therein named ($140,000), with the hope that this Trust, as

i by you and your successors, may tend to advancement in

intelligence and virtue, not only in our good old county of Essex, but in

our Commonwealth, and in our common country.

I am, with great respect, your humble servant,

(Signed) George Peabody.

Mr. Peabody has, moreover, recently given $20,000 to the Massachu-

setts Historical Society, and $15,000 each to Newburyport, Mass., and

Georgetown, D. C. to foun i those cities.

These van M ut of Mr. Peitbody'a
factions to science and ediu ti n in thi> >« n in t m n

dollars,— a truly noble and unparalleled record of private munificence.

2. Ascent
;

.

, K . II K. Hixes.*—la

of 18«4,in company with three gentlemen of Va
iptedto reach the summit of Mount Hood. On reaching an

altitude about 800 feet below the sun
•-, •' - "

•"

< Id i g Mimv filled i nti.vlv tha
,300 feet high, standing not more than fifty feet from us, was invisible

» From the Proceeding* of the Royal Geographical Society, March 23, 1867.
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To go up or to go down, was, for the tin . , ilc imp«.~.ihle. One of my
•

to he defeated in our purpose to reach

On the morning of the 24th of July, 1866, in company with three
gentlemen of the city of Portland, Oregon, I set out ft"

tion to stand upon the summit, if energy and endurance could
:

plish the feat. Our rendezvous was at the house of a Canadiai

>ut 300 feet in width, wh ch r ses beneath

glaciers of Mount Hood. Up this stream we travelled for 30 miles,

south to gain

For three or
)ur iiiiU'v the ..-< .-lit .- coutit u u-. :n .] in many places very steep.

Reaching the top of Laurel Hill we were on the general summit of
' \vidth, whose gen-

I grand growth of fir, cedar (

2

. pine and kin-

Hook). Straggling rays of sunlight only

jugh the dense foliage to the damp ground,

crossed several bold clear streams, coursing

Mount Hood, and then, turning to the left,

rr°j

came to an opening of scatter - around the south

side of the mountain. It was about five o'clock when we emerged from
the forest, and stood confronting the wonderful body of rock and snow

_* up from the elevation.

We selected a place for our camp on a beautiful grassy ridge between

one of the main affluents of the one of the Clacka-

mas, and which nearly constitutes the dividing ridge of the mountain,

of boughs and gathered fuel for a large fire

o'clock of Thursday we :

and a half tl »f,
over a bed of volcanic

rock, decayed - rocks stood here and
there, and occasionally a stunted juniper found a precarious

some beautifu little knolls

of sand. We soon reached the foot of a broad snow-field, which sweeps

around the south side of miles in length, and ex-

tending upward t... tli. i;n - >i it« -uinmit. The first part of this ascent

v easy, being smooth, and only in places so steep as to

render the t the upper edge of this field of

snow, the deep gorges, from which flow affluents of the streams De-

schutes on the right, and Sandy river on the left, approach each other

and seem to cut down into the very foundation of the mountain. The
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v from beneat

and broken

waters were rushing from beneath the glaciers, which at their upper

the noithern rim of an immense crater, which could not have been less

than three miles in diameter. The south- in v. ail of" the wuu v has fallen

completely away, and the crater itself become tilled with rock and ashes

overlaid with the accumulated snows of ages, through the rents and

chasms of which now escape smoke, steam and gases from the pent-up fires

below. The fires are yet so near that many of the rocks whi

upward are so hot that the naked hand cannot be held upon them. Just

at the southwest foot of the circular wall, now constituting the summit, and

at a distance of near 2000 feet from its extreme height, is now the

main opening of the crater. From this a column of steam and smoke

Dg and floating away on the wind, at

other times rolling heavily down the mountain. Into this crater we

descended, as far as it was possible to go without ropes or a ladder.

The descent was stopped by a perpendicular precipice of ice 60 or 70

feet high, resting below on a bed of broken rock and ashes so hot as im-

oo the toy

roof 100 feet above, into steam. The air was hot and stifling.

At this point the real peril of the ascent begins. It leads out and up

the inner wall of what was once the crater, and near 1000 feet of it is

extremely steep. The whole distance is an ice-field, the upper limit of a

great glacier which is crushing and gi down the

mountain far to the right. About 700 feet from the summit a crevasse,

varying from 5 to 50 feet in width, and of unknown depth, cuts clear

across the glacier from wall to wall. There is no evading it. The sum-

mit cannot be reached without crossing it. Steadily and d.

self on my staff, I sprang over the chasm at the most favora-

ble
;

„ e 1 , ,nld ., |,"
', Ul huj. «.,!', U on the decli\it\ 2 ..i 3 feet above

others to cross. The last move-

ment of 15 feet had considerably changed the prospect of the ascent

True, the crevasse was passed, but we wen tin nvn dire< th I -low ^ " lil

of ice and rocks 500 feet high, down & by the heat

of the sun, were plunging with fearful velocity. To avoid them it was

necessary to skirt the crevasse on the upper side for a distance, and then

tily up the remaining steep. It was only 700 feet high, but

it was two !. imbit. The hot sun blazed against

the wall of ice within two feet of our faces, and the perspiration streamed

from our brows, but on nearing the summit the weariness seemed to van-

ish, and with a feeling of triumph we bounded upon the pinnacle of the

highest mountain in North America.
The summit was reached at about the center of 1

1

the extreme altitude, and it was so sharp that it was iiupo-M-

I erect upon it. Its northern face is an escarpment several

thousand feet high. I could only lie down on the southern slope, and,

holding firmly to the rocks. depth. A few rods to

the west was a point 40 or 50 feet higher, to the summit of

crawled, and then discovered that 40 or 50 rods to the east w
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than in} -ii mil t ;. i

i

i Xwith America.
The view from the summit was in:t^tiiri'-ent.. From south to north

the whole line of the Cascade Range is at once under the eye, from I >ia-

mond Peak to Ranie . - than 400 miles. Within
that distance are Mounts St. Helen's. Maker. .Jefferson, and the Three
Si-t.-rs; making, with Mount Hood, eight >nowy peaks. Eastward the

Dine Mountains :uv in view, and lyin^; between us and them are the

:,s watered by the Deschutes. Join, May's, and Umatilla rivers.

1 '» the v
.

•
- against the sky,

^i u i W i > - i. ii. in hi t '. iut\ Kitiir it tin n fee't.

The broad silver belt : iirii 'lie evergreen vai-

and \ I \ ikeaudprnii I. < ng pr< ipices and graceful rounded
into each other. It was with reluc-

tance that at length we took the first step down the declivity.

The descent to the great crevasse, though much more rapidly accom-
n it. We were now ap-

_ >rU"\ ind a mi— 1 p mm-lit piecipitate us into unfathomed
depths. Less than half an hour was sufficient to retrace the weary

; . :'

the cha-m. i boun led ovei it where it was 8 feet wide. The impetus of

the leap sent me sliding a long distance down the icy steep below.

3. Meetii i rtces, in January, 1867.

—

At the me* ting « t N it n , Academy held in the capitol at Wash-
ington in January last, commencing with the 23d of the month, the fol-

lowing papers were presented

:

(1.) Report on the galvanic action fr<

iron by a Committee of the Acaokmy.

(2.) Rep.

jaragu , .„

-!.

(4.) On some of the phenomena presented by the planet Venus when
near to her inferior conjunction, by S. Alexander.

(5.) On the longitude between Europe and America and the velocity

of galvanic sigt il- in the Vtl mtie Cable, by B. A. Gould.

(6.) On the principles of the classification of fishes, by L. Agassiz.

(7.) Recent observations on the Glacial Phenomena of the Basin of

the Great Lakes, by J. S. Newberry.
4. Library and Geological specimens of Prof. H. D. Rogers.—At a

meeting of stitute of Technology last December,

the scientific library and the collection of geological specimens of the

late Prof. HeDry D. Rogers of the University of Glasgow, were presented
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VI. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGRAPHY.

1. A Manual of Inorgai tate the experi-

mental demonstration of the Facts and Principles of the Science; by

Charles W. Eliot, Professor of Analytical Chemistry and Metallurgy,

and Frank H. Storer, Professor of General and Industrial Chemistry

in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Boston. Printed for the

authors. 186V.—We have received advance sheets of a good portion of

this work, which will be completed in June. A careful examination of

the 420 pages before us leads us to believe that the book will greatly

to extend the study of chemistry in this country. There are

comparatively few students who can easily master chemistry under the

system of teaching that now prevails. It is, on the one hand,

to make rapid 1 iwition of the facts of the science with-

out a knowledge of principles ; and on the other hand, principles cannot

take a firm hold in the mind except as demonstrated by facts. The true

method of teaching chemistry is in imitation of the process by which

the science has been created, and this is primarily one of experiment and

The beginner may naturally and easily put himself in the condition of

an inquirer, but it is only by efforts that would exhaust and
most young learners who have not naturally a special fondness for the

science, that he can regard the subject from the standpoint of the sage.

In the book under notice, the authors open with a brief introduction of

four pages, in which the objects and scope of chemistry are ©
fined. Then they enter at once upon the consideration of the science

itself, not by laying down a tedious series of general propositions or by

toiling over notations, nomenclatures, ami fS-iii.-aJ-.u'n-., but by an ac-

count ofcommon phenomena which are analyzed after the natural method.

A few simple experiments open the way to the study of air and of its

elements, of water* and its ingredients. Following these, the compounds
of these elements with each other, viz., the oxyds of nitrogen and am-

monia, are discussed. By means of simple experiments the facts of defi-

nite combination by weight and volume are brought out, and following

these demonstrations, on page 27, the discussion of atoms and molecules

J. In similar manner notation, typical and dualistic formulas,

, homologous series, and the most important considerations of

chemical physics are introduced in their appropriate places.

The work is admirably adapted for the present transition state of the

science. While not rejecting the established modes of expression in

which the literature of chemistry is chiefly to be found, it presents, in

our opinion, fully as much of the newer views as are appropriate to an

elementary work. The student who has mastered this treatise is fitted

-tudy with profit and zest the writing of \V irtz, Kekule, Od-
ling, Hofmann, and Fiankland.
The adaptation to experimental teaching meets a want which has been

• it, and should ensure the establishment of new working

laboratories in our higher schools, as well as the practical drilling of a

much larger number of students in those now in operation. The experi-

ments, more than 200 in number, are all well described and easy of exe-
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on with a coir
;

,

led to be repeated proper direction,

this mode of ins plinee the percep-
faculties and unfolds the n ia one which is

e and more coming to be regai
i successful system

ducation.

he book is not 0\ I for the instruction of begin-

, but, as far as its size admits, reflects very satisfactorily the present

i of the science. It is entirely free from the puerilities, the blunders,

3 contradictions which are so prominent in the majority of our

/ text-books. s. w. j.

Traite des Mai plications a la

Teinture et a VL,,. tur les fibres Textiles, les Epais-
sissants, el les Mordants ; pub la Societe Industri-

elle de Mulhouse et av . ' ...... n-< - ..
>'

... > d, Chimie. Par M.
P. Schutzenberger, Docteur, i^c. l'aris. (Victor Masson et Fils.) 2

vols. 8vo, avec figui le texte.—Though
many books have 1 ting, there has long

state of knowledge respecting these arts. The great work of Persoz,

Traite de lTmpression d<- lissus. >u , - i

l considered as the only

full, standard treatise on the sul »n dates so far back

ward to the present date. The Jast twenty years have added something

to our knowledge of natural dyes, while most of the numerous artificial

colors have been discovered within this period. Many changes have

been made in the mixtures used in printing, and new plans have come
iubsequent operatioi

in the " madder style." The aniline colors 1

tion to the resources ter. let tne worm nas Deen

growing all the while, and these colors have found room for themselves

without wholly displacing other things. As gunpowder still holds its

enthusiastic hope- [
artificial dyes are

very far from being realized. It is likely to be a long time before the

coal mines of Eflg ' world with all needed dyes.

Indigo, coehineaC and madder I. a've l->-t little of their importance, the

colors derived from lichens are still in use. and even carthamus has some*

What is lacking in the older works on dyestuffs is, in a great measure,

supplied by the treatise now before us. The author says of the part

which he has assigned to himself:—" Le but principal de cet ouvrageest

done la description d- - matiei - tin. toriales au point de vtie de leurs pro-

prietes chimiques, de leur preparation, et des moyens de determiner

leur purete et leur richesse." iler making a book

out of an indigested mass of clippings from other books, but as one who
is himself an investigator, as one who has something fresh to say and

knows how to say it in proper compass. In fact he comes up to our

expectations of one living at a great industrial center and having the
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opportunities, the qualifications, and the rare assistance thus set forth in

the preface :

—

u Onze annees passees a Mulhouse comme professeur de

chimie pure et appliquee, et corame directeur d'un laboratoire

ment pratique, n'ont permis de reunir les elements de ce traite. La So-

ars prete a fixer son attention sur tout ce qui est

reellement utile, a bien voulu s'interesser au projet de ce travail, et

m'offrir le concours effectif de ses lumieres. La plupart des articles du

premier volume et. nne partie de ceux du second out ete lus et discutes

en seance du Comite de chimie."

We rejoice that it is no longer necessary to plead total ignorance when

asked to recommend good, live books on tinctorial science and art. The

technological student and the enlightened practical man may here find a

really standard, recent work on the subject. It is true that the scientific

points. Thus the so-called arseniate, silicate, and stannate of soda figure

largely in practical printing, and yet one may search books long and

almost in vain to find any tolerable account of their acta \\

and mode of manufacture. If we examine the articles in the market

that work best, we find that the arseniate is not the salt known to chem-

ists by that name, but an anhydrous arseniate neutral to litmus and con-

• equivalents of soda to two equivalents of arsenic acid; that

the silicate is not the normal salt, but an indefinite wat-M^la^ r..mbiiiir.'_;

one equivalent of soda with from two to three equivalents of silica; that

the stannate contains a considerable excess of caustic alkali. For want

3 knowledge on this last matter, a large

several the

ufacturing

the tin used was obtained in solution.

Mr. Schutzenberger passes by the more c

hastily than many other writers. But it is

thereby gains the more room for other inte

matter. He dwells much more fully than u
substances as hematin, quercitrin, and brazil

in the books as very slightly solubl<

will no longer be puzzled to understand why a decoction of logwood or

Lima wood may be concentrated to a high degree without dep<

tatter. Though each one n: mess on some
points than he could have desired, we think on the whole the work
will prove to all uncommonly full and satisfactory. J- m. o.

3. Descrlf r[.:0RGB F. Chambers, F.R.A.S. (Clar-

endon Press Series). Macmillan & Co., London, 1867. 8vo, pp. xl, and

pare a work that at one and the same time should be attractive to the

•':-.—...;
t

'. .:•., - ,

una were taken to present

the latest information on all branches of the science.

The work ::,,] ,j ul , ig made Q

;

'

:
''

: :

'
'

'

'

--
''

:::
. : .: . ' , _

.
,

'

'

ing such delicate objects as comets and nebulae by wood-cuts, the artists



ihera have succeeded remarkably well. The author does not
encroach upon the domain of pbysica nomy by the
use of formulas, as he seems to have most carefully avoided them. For
a large class of readers the work would be thus no doubt much more
desirable. This

. references, constants. &c, wi._ ...

js a telescope should hai

to the chapters on comets,

, and celestial photography, and also to the catalogue
n l,

l for smajl telescopes. Being prepared by a

in general given just tl,r ,: form ifi u whi -h

is convenient in the observatory. The three chapters on Meteoric As-

tronomy are, however, unworthy of a place in the book.

4. Eludes et Lectures sur lAstronomie, par Camille Flammarion.
Tome I. 18mo,pp.262. Paris, 1807. (Gauthier-Villars.)—This is a col-

lection of several v ally for the Cosmos
and the Revue Contemporaine, giving the recent progress of astronomi-

cal science. The
!

<i Physical Consti-

tution of the Sun. ;; v --. Terrestrial Mag-
netism, Shooting Stars, the Nebula and Cosmogony. At the end of the

volume is a celestial chart giving the apparent paths of the planets dur-

ing the year 1867, a device which we heartily commend to almanac
makers.

5. Weights and Measures nal Systtrn, with

tables of conversion for Gommer .' by B. F. Craig,

M.D. 48 pp., 16mo. New York. 1807. (I).* Van Xostrand.)—A con-

venient and handsomely printed little manual intended to aid in convert-

ing the common \> to those of the French or deci-

mal system and vice veisa. The values are given up to 9 multiples, first

of the different English weights and measures, with the corresponding

values in the decimal system ; and then of the decimal weights and meas-

ures with the corresponding values in the English weights and measures.

mplified: A short metho og minerals, by means of

-

of F. von Kobell, to Blowpipe An
f Chem. Dept. ofby Dr. HENai Er

;.'j3:iii

w£S3oM8
Agrie Itare for the year 1865. 60 pp., 8vo.

Bost. Nat. Hist. Soc, V 1. XI.-P. 17, Description of
1 D.-.i . A ex. Agasnz.—p. 21 <.n the position mil cl.araet, r o't so,

glacial beds co

ZmLslZ
f Labrador ; A. S. Packard, Jr.—p. 63,

amas ; H. Bryant.

iia No. 4. Sept., Oct. and No?
.'.-,,..;.

300. On the Repti l

\,T
m
r™\

tome new species of diurnal L
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Rfakirt.— 'So. 5, Dec, 1886. P. 342, On the hot springs

, i'a.: /. 1.. 1,1,'Oj,

na; J. /.. />,•„„

States; J. X. Leconte.—y. 'M\,

linbow. July 8^jF. N. Hot

Missouri valley ; Hayden.

IW K l..in(;s F:s>.:x h-THiir. Salem. M:„,. V.,1. V, N',, C-IMT, Syri.-p^uf

l'i:< Kl'iMN<: s V I . \ 1 >. \c.u> NaT. Sri.. \ r,l I]. I'aft 1'

.
.•" '

:

:

1

J

90, Earthqu 1864; J. B. Trask.

Upon o . -: :' - -
''.:'..-.

K.ii.li..,

-

ice of a human vkull t ,1, h , ,, J u> a Vto-1 -•
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